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Absuact

My thesis is that modem symbolic mathematical logics have an imponant
contribution to make to theologies.

I demonstrate *ris firstly in a 't}eoretical section'
(i) by showing what logics are and why they can be trusted;
(ii) by showing how all theologies may be correctly treated as axiomatic

systemsj
(iii) by outlining sorne modern logics which can assist theological thinking

including a logic I construct for this purpose called the Theologi.c,

I dernonstrate this, secondly, in an 'applied logic' section, by looking at
(iv) the theology of one current branch of Christianity in detail, outlining its

logical problems and the consequences of trying to avoid them;
(v) 'post-modern' Christian theologies, firstly those that suggest that the

word 'God' is a symbol rather than a Dame, and secondly at three
feminist theologies two of which are logically quite radical;

(vi) pantheism, in particular at Spinoza's ideas and Lovelock's Gaia;
(vii) two religions, Buddhism and Confucianism, which, in their basic

religious thinking, can be said to have no gods.

I find that all religions I have studied - and they are representative of religions
acnral, proposed and imagined - have serious logical flaws, some known of
old, others brought to light by the modern logics. The consequences of making
the religions more logically sound are generally unacceptable to the members
of the faiths, The suggestion that the gods use a different sort of logic to us is
generally logically unacceptable. This does not leave abandoning religion as
the only other possibility: the work of theologians in furure, assisted by
mathematical logic, may be (a) to bring about changes in basic beliefs, and G)
to assist in the birth of new, logically sound, religions.

These investigations are carried out in the spirit of A N Prior, who came to
logic through a Christian upbringing which gave him an interest in theology, a
desire to make that theology more consistent, and as Professor of Philosophy
at Canterbury College (as it then was) taught me. My upbringing was similar.
!(le both, in the end, found conventional Christianity too illogical to beteve.
Time having past, I have been able to e><amine the logic of other, and newer,
theologies.
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Preface

The Legacy of Arthur Prior to Theology and Logic

Arthur Norman Prior, born 1914, taught Philosophy and I-ogic at Canterbury University College
from 1946 to 1958, then at Manchester University, 1958 to 1966, and later at Balliol, 1966 till his
death in 1969. Those of us lucky enough to have been his students in the 1950s were introduced to
a style of doing philosophy which used logic as a powerfrrl tool in ways it had not been used before.
This, from his John I-ocke Lectures 1955-6 to the University of Oxford, catches his aim:

Formal logic and general philosophy have more to bring to one another ttran is sometimes supposed. I
do not mean by saytng this to underrate the work of those who have explored the properties of symbolic
calculi without any concern for what they might mean ... Nor do I mean to underrate what recent
philosophers have done in the way of exploring the obstinate and intricate 'logic' embedded in common
discourse, even when they have not derived or sought to derive anything like a calculus from it ... But these
activities are, or can be, related to one another very much as theory and observation are in the physical
sciences; and I must confess to a hankering after well-constructed theories which much contemporary
philosophy fails to supply.l

In his memorial paper in the hoceedings of the British Academy Anthony Kenny sums up the work of
A N Prior thus:

Prior's greatest scholarly achievement was undoubtedly the creation and development of tense-logic.
But his research and reflection on this topic led him to elaborate, piece by piece, a whole metaphysical system
of an individual and characteristic stamp. He had many different interests at different periods of his life, but
from difierent angles he constantly retumed to the same central and unchanging themes. Throughout his life,
for instance, he worked away at the knot of problems surrounding determinism: first as a predestination
theologian, then as a moral philosopher, finally as a metaphysician and logician.2

Prior's life and his contribution to logic have been examined further by Jack Copeland (1996)
in his introduction to Logic and Reali4t. Copeland mentions Prior's interest in the theological
arguments of the Schoolmen, but not his early university days when he was considering becoming a
Presbyterian minister3, On leaving university Prior considered a career in theological and church
journalism and his published work on such topics begins.

In a recent papef (Grimshaw 2002) called 'The prior Prior', Michael Grimshaw looks at some
of Arthur Prior's neglected early writings. He admires his theological acumen, seems to wish that he
had continued as a theologian, but says, 'In the end, however, Theology left too many areas
trnanswered and this, in combination with a crisis of faith, resulted in the emergence of Prior the
philospher of Tense Logic - the Prior best known to the world.'4 Grimshaw's corrment about why
Prior left theology seems fair to me: one of Prior's students and a friend, and Prior's reasons
sensible.

Per Hasle has a paper called 'The problem of Predestination; a prelude to A.N.Prior's Tense
I-ogrc' in Time, Creation and World-Order, (FIasle 1999). In this paper Hasle looks at Priot's early
published and unpublished work on several theological topics, his reiection of the 'personal
salvation' theology of the Methodist Church in which he was brought up in favour of the more
'rigorous' Calvinist theological thinking of the Presbyterian Church, his contribution to Presbyrerian
theological thinking which suggested several changes on mainly logical grounds, and how Prior kept
returning to the problems of the various Calvinist and philosophical versions of predestination and
deterrninism, finally coming down firmly on the side of free-will and the reality of choices.
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These early articles are typical of his approach to life and logic and are iust as light and
cheerfrrl in their style as everything he wrote later, In them his personality bubbles up and his
characteristic way of writing: delight in wending very carefully through tricky ideas, quick reviews of
what he has so far tidied up, quick dismissals of the unworthwhile comments of critics very
disarmingly tossed in, and an obvious delight when he had untangled a knot, no matter how small.

His study of predestination, seen for example in his delightful article 'A Calvinist Romantic'in
1940 in a church magazine Purpose 5, made him favour the supralapsarians over the sublapsarians -
they were more logical in their conclusions - but his studies showed how tangled the polemicists of
both sides became and how those who appeared to show God in the most strict and unbending light
were,logically, not led to as fearfrrl conclusions as at first appeared; free-will might survive.

This 'ontological'stance is a maior characteristic of the types of time.logic which he developed
and vigorously defended: he orplored and helped develop different logics of time to fit different
models of what time is (time flowing, time still and events occurrfurg, time widrout end, time
stopping, time branching in the future, circular time, continuous timer. episodic time...) but he
argued that we want logic to talk about things, and what has happened, or will happen, or is
happening to those things. He said 'I-ogic is .,. about the real world,'6 Thus time is best thought of
as about past, present and future (not as a series of events eadier or later than other events, perhaps
with dates attached). A quotation from'A Statement of Temporal Reatsm', first publishedin Logic
and Reality and written in the last years of his life (1968) makes some of these points:

Time is not an object, but whatever is real, exists and acts in time. Ve can describe most of what
happens in time by talking about events being earlier or._ later than one another ... but this earlier-later
calculus is only a convenient but indirect way of expres,s,i''g triiths that are not really about 'events' but about
things, and about what these things are doing, have done and will do. For e<arnple to say my-falling-out-of-a-
boat is an event earlier than my-writing-this-paper is just a way of saylng that what is now the case is ttrat I
am writingthis paper but haoe already fallen out of the boat.7

He was sure that time is real, unified and obiective (not relative to the observer). But he did
not consider it to be 'spread-out-eternally' aod called that view 'the tapestry view of time', noticing
that such a view seems to be implicit in the theory of relativity; he was actively working on problems
relativity has with time when he died in 1969 at the age of 55. He loved the puzzles of time and
read chunks of time-travel science fiction to us as students; the thought that only the past changes
(past events get older, present events are just present, future events do not yet exist) tickled his
humour.

Of great interest to theologians, he saw time as reflecting the reality of undetermined choice,
He reiected as confused and confusing various remarks about God and time, such as 'God lives in
the eternally present', and suggested that for simplicity's sake it is probably best to think of God as

at the end of time seeing all events as past.

My thesis must be one of the last works, unless the dead are raised, to be written by someone
who knew Arthur Prior and enioyed being taught by him in New Zealand, My father happened to
be one of his friends in student-days, He was a member of the same congregation in Christchurch,
and I was one of his pupils at Canterbury University College in the 1950s. It would be stuffff to call
him 'inspiring', partly because I had no standards of inspiration to compare him with, especially as a

l7-year-old at last in a university atmosphere where all the new ideas we met were exciting. For a

picture of his infectiously cheerfirl character and style see page tlree of Jack Copeland's introduction
to Logic and Reahry, p articularly Jim Wilson's description of lecttrres.

Theological topics often arose in his Philosophy classes - a goodty percentage of Prior's
students were budding clergy. Problems such as resmection bodies or immortal souls,
predestination and its variants, justice and mercy, and the Christian basis for moraliry were brought
up by students in classes, papers and seminars. Prior always got us to clarifu our ideas and to be
rigorous, either in applyrng our own intuitive logic or with the help of symbolic logic, to see where
the arguments could lead. His own contributions were often to tell us what the ancients had said on
the subject and we grew up with as great an admiration for Aristotle and Ockham as for Pelagius
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and Calvin. Jack Copeland in Logic and Reali6t (Copeland 1996) discussing the fruits of Prior's work
in computer science says:

It is noteworthy that two of the major forces in the genesis of these software technologies were a love of
ancient and medieval logic and a concern to make conceptual room for freedom of the human will.8

Where did his interest in logic and theology lead Prior? I remember him in a congregational
meeting in the Presbyterian Church in the suburb of St Martins, Christchurch, carefully teasing out
one small point in a debate on church spending which needed theological thought if a truly Christ-
like decision rather than a simply financial decision was to be made. His point was important but
was mainly regarded as exasperatingly academic. By the time he left New Zealand he had glven up
the practice of theology and involvement in Church worship and affairs, despite having solved many
of the logical conundrums of a very liberal theological Christian theology. His last paper touching
on a theological theme @dor 1962) 'The Formalities of Omniscience' is more concerned to use a
theological illusuation to comment on the logic of time than to use the the logics of time to
conrment on God.In his early 50s he gave up thinking of Christian theology as important and as
reflecting what rs. He was led to these conclusions by his passion for logical thinking. This ttresis is
moved by the same discovery. A religion should be rational as well as inspiring.

This doctoral thesis is dedicated to Arthur Norman Prior (no doctorate). I hope that you will
hear echoes of his style of tackling logical, philosophical and theological problems. Certainly those
of us who were his students at Canterbury University College (of the (Iniversity of New Zealand) in
the 1950s experienced a way of tackling philosophy which I have come to realise was rare as well as

stimulating.
Our first experience was to be expected to do philosophg not to learn about it. !7e were

expected in essays and tutorials to have ideas and to defend them. 'We were expected to pick up
handy philosophical and logical 'tricks of the trade' and to use them, but never to rely on
'authorities'. Marks depended on originality of thought and our skill at making ideas work. Bad
spelling and grammatical solecisms were ignored and those of us who, like me, could not recognise
when we had committed a spelling error, were never teased about such things - the ideas were the
thing, and the main method of teaching was having Professor Prior take up your idea and push it to
see how far it would go. It was assumed that when we were not at lectures or tutorials or writing
essays we were reading about philosophical ideas of the past, and if we could read Latin or Greeko so
much the better. These were fairly vain hopes for youngsters recendy detached from school masters
and misuesses and surrounded by fascinating women, mountains and university towers to climb,
student politics and magazines to run, new ideas to talk out, events to celebrate, and pubs no longer
forbidden.

Most philosophy classes had about equal numbers of theological students (who would soon be
training for the protestant ministries), budding philosophers and logicians, and those who were
filling out their degrees with an interesting-looking subiect. Prior was an er<cellent teacher for the
'theologs' because he had been a theological student himself for a while; he came from a strong
church background; he was a church-goer and contributor to church debates and events; he had
been a pacifist before the Second t$7orld \D7ar (and in the airforce as a lowly aircraftrnan during it); he
had been divorced and had married again and in the early 1950s was looking after their school-age
childten whilst Mary convalesced from TB (a long process in virtual isolation in a hospital in those
days); their house was burnt down and manuscripts he was working on were lost with it; he was a
founding member of the NZ Campaign for Civil Libenies and had wrinen about the threat of Nazi
ideas before the war. Thus he had been in the thick of maior theological and social debates, was a
man of conscience, had had experience of ups and downs, and knew what made the dedicated
religious person tick. Many ideas we presented to him came from theological conundrums: the
problem of evil, predestination, the wages of sin, the atonement, everlasting souls versus resurrection
bodies, de-mything, the content of metaphorical language. Christian Ethics was just beginning to
tackle the fact that the pill was detaching sex from reproduction, but had not yet taken up an
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interest in poverty and liberation theology (in well-off well-goverened New Zealand), nor in
feminism, nor in an ecologically aware attitude to the world.

This is nor to say that the students dictated the topics studied, rather that many of Prior's
lecnrres to Stage 1 and 2 classes included illustrative material from theology, the Church fathers and
the schoolmen of the Middle Ages; many questions from the floor had a theological basis (all classes

had fewer than 40 students, and by Stage 3 were down to about a dozen). Students on the whole
could discuss Christian religious matters since almost every one had had a taste of church, Sunday
school and bible class and for those who were not beginning their reiection of religious teaching
there was, outside the philosophy classes, vigorous discussion and teaching in Student Christian
Movement camps and study groups.

Arthur Prior's understanding and enioyment of the theological debates of the time (and a good
demonsrration of his style of proceeding) can be found in his paper 'Can Religion be Discussed?'
first published in the AusnaJasian Journal of Philosoplry @rior, 1942), and later in Nezt, Essays in
Phihsophical Theology, editors Flew and Maclnryre London, SCM Press, 1955, In it he has the
heavyweights, Bar*rian Protestant, Catholic, Logician and Psychoanalyst slogging it out, with
Modernist Protestant as someone off whom to score points. Barthian is in two minds about taking
parr ar all: Christianity is true but cannot be proved so; faith is a gift from God; so he has nothing to
say of interest arnong non-Christians. Catholic says his own creed is often charged with inhumanity
by Protestants, but it is not as inhuman as the Protestantism he has iust heard; reasons for believing
can be set out for all to see. Psychoanalyst asks if he and I-ogician are, in their eyes, not human at
all. By the end Barthian and Catholic are agreeing on some things but the I-ogician and
Psychoanalyst are asking if the other two are sane human beings like themselves, or both mad. The
footnotes contain reference to the provenance of the arguments, Anselm, Aquinas, Kant, Hegel,
Freud, Feuerbach, Rabbi Duncan ... and the comment (in 1955) that even the writer of the
foomotes slips up at times. Most of the arguments are about finding metning for the theological
statements, and the logical taps most of the proposed meanings lead to; positions are represented
fairly by being sheeted home to actual writings, and the light touch makes it a pleasure to read.

Although we did not realise it at the dme, Prior's method of attack was unique, We had
lecturers with quite different interests and methods. Over the years we were inuoduced to the
curent British linguistic philosophy, to rWittgenstein, Austin, Ryle, as well as to the Greeks, to
Berkeley, I-ocke, Hobbes, Kant, Hume and Mill. Prior helped organise a trip to New Zealand by
Gilbert Ryle and that was a gteat experience as we scrambled to read his Concept of Mind and
Dihemmas and then listened to his lectures. Prior and Ryle got on famously and such typical Rylian
problems such as whether, when he had a toothache whilst in the library there was a pain in the
library and whether we could forget how to ride a bicycle, were hot topics. Most of us found it
easier to be linguistic philosophers than Priorians. lil?e also had an Australian who, in broad Scots,
lecnrred at dictation speed about Aristotle's syllogistic, answering any queries (usually made to
tease) at dictation speed also. Ifith relief we were introduced to Lukasiewicz's book on the topic the
next year.

One of the first-year papers was on logic so Prior very early on introduced us to the
propositional calculus and Polish notation. He had been writing Formal Logic and it became our text
in 1956. It clearly shows tJre same characteristics as 'Can Religion be Discussed', and a wealth of
topics are discussed for both their logical interest and for their philosophical implications. The
characteristics of his philosophical style (in no particular order) are:

(i) a unique way of working on a philosophical problem by first teasing out the logical process at

work in the problem, or ttre suggested solution; working out how logical methods, including
extensive use of symbolic logic, would throw light on, or alter, the problem; lastly a tidying up with
the philosophical implications flowing from his suggestions.

(ii) a frrll knowledge of the contributions of the Greek, Medieval, and 19th Century logical
thinkers to modern logic; this included many examples of where ideas had been set down but had,
for various reasons, been bypassed;

10
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(iii) clear explanations of logical processes;

(w) a flair for enplaining long formule in words, grving q(cellent examples of the meanings and
consequences. This particularly applies to formule which at first sight seem to be unacceptable but
which are in fact less harmful that they look, and often open up interesting possibilities;

(v) great interest in the 'paradoxes', for example, 'the liar' and the paradoxes of implication such as

CpCW < the true is implied by any*ring > and with this a talent for finding new'solutions';

(vi) a uemendous capacity to 'do' logic - a similar talent to that which pure mathematicians have

- and with this the ability to see what new processes can be used to further develop an iuteresting
idea, topic or line of reasoning;

(vi) a constant interest in the philosophical implications of the logic that he discovers, uses, adds
to, develops, extends, joins to other logics;

(vii) a total absence of self-importance which meant he could, and did, follow arguments where-
ever they led and always enjoyed counter arguments;

(viii) a capacity to be blunt - many a paper contains a remark such as, 'this will not do' - but said
cheerfully with great good humour, and so well argued that offence could not be taken.

Per Hasle makes an excellent job of following Prior's gradually changing opinions on
predestination and determinism over tJ:e years, and follows ttre influence of these opinions into his
work on time. Mike Grimshaw (2001) has an interesting paper called 'The prior Prior' which
further examines his early theological writings. Naturally enough, recent philosophers and logicians
differ on these matters - that is how philosophical knowledge progresses. Jack Copeland's Logic and
Reality: Essays on the l*gacy of Arthur Priorhas 20 papers, all working on one or other of the matters
fitst raised or worked on by Prior. I have looked at several of Prior's unpublished papers on
theological matters among those kept in the Bodleian Library and at similar material published in
obscure iournals, but the main topics in this thesis of mine arise from what I can only call a delight
in the Priorian style of using logic to tirow light on philosophical and theological ideas, rather than
from study of specific papers and books by Prior. In my sections on developing an a:<iomatic
'Theologic'I am directly indebted to Prior's use of Alan Ross Anderson's modal logic involving the
inuoduction of the idea of 'escaping tl e sanction'. Characteristically, Prior looked at the maior
paradox this logic tluew up and in finding an interpretation that overcame the logical problem, also
discovered an enlightening way of looking at ethics. I found these ideas adaptable for a logic
applicable to many and greatly differing theologies.

One other topic is directly inspired by Prior and will need special mention since it is not
particularly in favour among professional logicians at present; this is the extent to which logic
reflects reality, Logicians are very much concerned with validity and there are different methods of
looking for and different reasons for accepting processes that 'add'validity, or 'prove' the validity of
logical systems. There are also the problems of how 'complete' any system is. Prior was quite clear
about what is real and what is not, particularly when logic is to be involved, and, for e:<amples of his
clear exposition of his position, A Statement of Tbmporal Realism can again be quoted:

Philosophy, including Logrc, is not primarily about language, but about the real world. For example,
the very simple logical truth that if John is sick then John is sick is not a truth about the sentence 'John
is sick' but a truth about John. It is not, of course, peculiar to John that if he is sick he is sick; it is true of
eoeryone that if he is sick he is sick. Still it ds true of John, and that is what the sentence says.

Formalism, i.e., the theory that Logic is about symbols and not about *rings, is false.
Nevertheless, it is important to 'formalise' as much as we can, i.e., to state ruths about things in a
rigorous language with a known and explicit stmcture. It is also necessary to pay attention to the
structure of our language in order to expose and eliminate philosophical 'pseudo.problems', and in

ll
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order to distinguish real objects from mere'logical-constructions'.
For o<ample, we say that events begin by being future, and then become present, and then

become more and more past: and Moore was worried about the question whether events must go on
e"xisting in order to become more and more past, or whether they exist only when they are present. I
once fell out of a boat; this falling-out-of-a-boat was once present) and now is past. Does this falling-
out-of-a-boat exist still, but in some place called 'the past', or did it only exist when it happened, i.e.,
when it was present? The answer is that, stricdy speaking, events do not 'exist' at all; only things eist -
events are just what things do and what happens to them. The truttr that I once fell out of a boat is not
a truth about a falling-out-of-a-boat, but a truth about me, and about a boat. To say that this event is no
longer present but only past is simply to say that although I aras once falling out of boat, I am not
falling out of one now. I am a real object and I did really fall, but my fdling is not an additional real
object but only a 'logical construction'. To call it a logical construction is not to call it a piece of
language - a fall is rnt a piece of language - but it is to say that pieces of language which seem to be
about a fall are really about something else, namely the man who falls.e

This insistence on clarity about what is real and what is a (probably useful) way of talking
about it, is very Priorian. Prior thinks people and boats are real, as is the water he fell in, the punt-
pole he hung onto too long, the uees on the bank, the sun in the sky, and so on. These things are

'more' real in a way that any abstract idea such as '(Prior's) falling', '(the water's) wetness', '(ttre
boat's) inertia', '(the sun's) redness' and so on are not. It may be usefirl on many occasions to talk
about 'Prior's falling' in sentences such as, 'Prior's falling occasioned much mirtlt', 'Prior's falling
demonstrated the laws of inertia and gravity', 'Prior's falling was an event of the l6th of June 1935',
'Prior's falling gave the name to that bend in the river now known as I-apsus a Priorir' 'Prior's falling
is a member of the set of all things falling,' 'If it is necessary that all ttrings are falling at some time
or other then it is possible that Prior's falling has occurred,' Many philosophers have regarded such
abstact ideas as iust as real as non-abstract things, or alternately argued that so-called concrete or
non-abstrac,t things are indeed as abstract, as much constructs of our minds, as 'Prior's falling' and
'redness' and prime numbers,

Prior was not of those opinions, and for good logical reasons. He had good reason for
following the line that, useful as they may be, absract ways of talking about things, and the making
of logical constructions upon things, must nevertheless be seen for what they are, and many a puzzle
is resolved when you get back to reality. In looking for a logic (or, more properly, logics) for
theology, in trying to formdise as much as we can, in payrng attention to rigorous language and
explicit structure we must distinguish real objects from mere logical constructions and verbal
gymnastics, eschew vain repetition disguised as additional information, and use those parts of logic
which well and truly reflect reality.

I follow Prior in regarding logic as concerned with real things; not concerned in the same way
as rhe physicist, mathematician, psychologist, or even the theologian is with real thingsr but
concerned with the right drawing of conclusions in discussion of things. This may be regarded as

reductionist: what there is, is reduced to what things therc are. Many people inspired by Prior take
quite a differeot view; for example the modal logicians David I-ewis (1973) was quite sure possible-
worlds are as real as our own world. The Priorian view would be that 'possible worlds' talk is
extremely usefirl and powerful for certain processes of metalogic but that it is a constmction for that
very pu{pose, and a construction from the real world, and is real only as a handy mental tool, not as

a description of ttre world. Harr6, in 'There is No Time Like the Present' in Logic and Reality thinks
Prior goes roo far in trlng to do away with the description of events as date-tagged/before-and-after
(McThggart's B-Series) and collapsing it into (or reducing it to) the past-present-future
(McThggart's A-Series). The debate, which Prior would have enjoyed, goes on,

In the next chapter I make a stab at a description of what logic is, and why it can be
relied upon. Theorists who have been working on such problems in the 33 years since Priot's death
may find my arternpts ratfrer naive, and in parricular not able to deal with the validity problems of
the outer reaches of intentional logics; nevertheless the basic logics sketched here should help
theologians understand why many of their
dismissal by logicians.

arguments are treated with such abrupt and scornful
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The History of the Problem

Theolngy

Systematised accounts of religious tenets are illogical. This can be quickly demonstrated, and will
not take up much space.The most famous is the 'problem of evil' sumrnarised thus:

E I God is all powerfrrl.
E 2 God is all loving.

Therefore
E 3 God will not allow evil to fall on anyone.

But
8.4 Evil is constantly falling on millions of people'

This problem has been around since the idea of gods being powerful and the fact of evil happening
began to be discussed; it even has a name of its own: the problem of Theodicy. St Augustine (354 -
430) gave the problem its first written Christian statementr as he converted aom $sing a

Manichaan to being a Catholic; Catholicism has only one god who has to be somehow responsible

for evil, the Manichaans have two. Mani began preaching and converting in about 240c8' basing his

theology on the Persian Zoroaster (5th Century BcE)2 who preached the solution that there were

two gods of equal power, one doing good to people, the other dealing out evil. The Manicheans
chose a similar dualist solution. So did the Cathars and Albigensians (who called themselves
Christians) and were wiped out by a Church 'crusade' and the Inquisition in the 13th Century:.
Many Buddhists solve the problem by deciding that there is no god or godsa.

No Christian theologians, except the historically few who wish to re-define God altogethers,

have been willing to deny either or both of E.I and 8.2. Innumerable attempts have beeu made to
show that E i does not follow from E I and 8.2. One sort of rnethod is to re-define key words in the
argument, for example nall-loving', or 'evil'. Such a type of argument would say that allowing people

to freely choose to be evil is more loving of God than to give them no choice, This can be argued.

Flowever, it is a denial of 8.2 and involves the denial of 8.4 as well; it works better in the abstract

than in particular cases, and not at all for'natural' disasters,
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A second method is more radical and suggests that God (or theologa) does not have the same
logic as humankind and the universe in general. A few philosophers (Ockham is the most famous)
ask if logic applies to God, and some theologians definitely claim that one of the glories of God is

that 'He is above and beyond logic.'This last was not considered seriously, even by the schoolmen,
and in general theologians consider logic as an underlying and unitary'given'.

Logic

As part of the accelerafion of scientific knowledge there has been, in the last 100 years, a swift
development of symbolic logic. Flowever, this has been, as in fte case of pure mathematics, largely
theoretical, and applied symbolic logic has not been much used except in the developrnent of
computer circuitry and software.

Symbolic logic has developed a great number of different logics for different situations and
endeavours. For example, to take one small part of the oew logics, there have been logics @egun by
Prior) developed to enable right reasoning about continuous time, discrete time, branching time,
circular time, time with no end, time with an end, and reversing time. There is right reasoning about
(a logic for) any topic which assumes that time 'flows'like a river and can always be chopped into
finer and finer intervals. However, this reasoning does not work for any topic which assumes that
rime runs like a cinematograph proiector with discrete rnoments like the separate frames of a film
grving only an illusion of continuous flow. Modern logics do not aim to iudge one view (in this
instance, of time) as right or wrong, true or false, accurate or inaccurate; but they (a) make
discussion consistent, once a view is espoused, and @) make the consequences of espousing one
view (rather than another) clear. It is these consequences that I am mainly interested to delineate,
once logics for dealing with theological dicta have been chosen or invented.

The Setting

The idea of matching logics to theologies - or more particularly - matching logics to particular
theological arguments, has had little attention.

Philosophers of religion have, in the western tradition, naturally, and wisely, concentrated on
Christianity. There is a longtadition of philosophical input into Christianity from the first century,6
As the religion was evolving there were theological positions taken from the earliest days, witness the
contrast between the Letwrs of PauI and the Didache, as Jews and 'pagans' tried to work out the
implications of Jesus's life and teaching. Some of these differences of opinion became fierce. Later
debate centred on the definition of heresies, the adaptation of Platonic philosophy into the tenets of
Christianity and the use of Aristotelian logic into the discussion of them; this was carried forward by
the Schoolmen of the middle-ages.

Later, in the renaissance, there was a questioning of religion in general; there were theological
debates during the reformation, strong enough (when mixed with politics) to lead to war. All
western philosophers from Augustine to Bergson were intensely interested in the Christian religion,
either to supporr and develop it, or to question and deny it. But the modern developments in logic
since the late 19th century (George Boole, Charles Sanders Peirce and then Frege, Russell, Brouwer
and the great number of 20th century logicians) came after philosophers had moved from puzzling
about metaphysics (particularly theology and ontology) and begun worrying more about ethics,
politics, science, mathematics, knowledge (epistemology) and language. In recent years the teaching
of ethics, especially that of business, medicine and the law, has become more sought after. The result
has been that symbolic logic branched off in one directioo to become a pure science akin to
mathematics, whilst philosophy branched offtowards problems of humans living together.

The philosophy of religion is still of interest to some professional philosophers, but it is not
noted for its use of modern logic. It also has several strands.
(1) Some, in the Roman Catholic/Thomist uadition, continue to discuss, argue against or defend,
such topics as the proofs of God's existence and the proofs of his non-existence (Durant and
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Plantinga would be examples).
(2) Some, in the linguistic tadition personified in !0ittgenstein, struggle to make sense of

theological ,t"t.*.ots. (Flew, Mclntyre and Brown and many contributors to the SCM Press

Library of Philosoplgt andTheology series would be examples')
(3) Somi, of a more 'arm-chair' style - often scientists and cosmologists pausing from their main

itiscipline - float ideas about t]:e nature of God, the Universe and Everything. Paul Davis, a

physicist at the University of Newcastle on Tyne, and later Adelaide, would be the most well known

pro-religion scientist.T
(+) So*. philosophers of a mystical bent, or puzzled theologians (in an unbelieving, scientific age)

tty to ,.--ake religion in a more believable form, using some of the tools of philosophy to aid them'

I would definitely include Spinoza, and Bergson of past ages; Teilhard de Chardin and James

Lovelock among modern scientists; and Bultmann, Tillich and Geering among modern theologians

attempting such tasks.
None of these philosophers of religion uses modern logic systematically' A few, however, have

begun, for example, a 'Thomist' Ivo Thomas (1948) in Dominican Studies and a 'linguist' (Michael

Onrant (lg73) in The Logical Status of 'God', add some symbols into their general discussions. And'

as in most philosophy of religion, the range of theological statements is small and the argument

finely ground. However, a famous logician (and a Dominican) I M Bochenski (1949b) added some

more closely worked logic to a part of Ivo Thomas' paper; in 1962 the Finnish logician Jaakko

Hintikka pnUtirit.a Knowledge oid BtIitT, an introduction to the logic of the wso notions; and then in

1965 Bochenski in The Logic of Retigi.on did a lot of work on the'foundations'of a new attitude to

logic in Roman Catholic theology.

My Programme

I propose a broad sweep, to look at many different theologies and many different logics. To do this I
*iU f,"". to be quite brutal with some finely honed theological statements, to extract what I take to

be the kernel of their sense, to rudely shove them into symbolic form, and so highlight the

consequences of their arguments, I may be accused of giving no actualtheology a 'fair go.'However,

I endJavour to higruight the processes needed for consistent thinking about theological issues,

certainly not to make iudgements about the truth or validity or reality of the claims of any particular

branch of any religion.
To judge the claims of religions, even on logical grounds, could give rise to the impression that

I am setting up 'straw-men' to knock down. This is not the case; I have taken great care to select key

beliefs from the retigions I use as examples. Many many other beliefs I have ignored, especially when

they can be deduced from the key beliefs, or where they have been added later to 'plug logical holes'

in the conclusions the key beliefs lead to. Often key beliefs appear in this thesis in language which an

adherent or theologian of the particular religion would never use: no Christian uses the phrase, 'God

punished himself, - at least I have never heard it - but the usual formulation 'God sent his only

t.goat.o Son who died for our sins' carries the same message, especially if you believe that'the Son

and the Father are one', a common Christian formulation based on words in the Gospel of John,

Many similar examples will occur to you, and to people who have spent years studying a pafticular

branch of a religion much more closely than I could hope to.

Often key beliefs are not put down in so many words and have to be deduced from the

theological reasoning that is used: 'Jesus died for our sins' carries the implication that punishment

may be legitimately transferred from the sinner to another person - it is an absolutely key idea in

most Christian theology, but I have never seen it stated. Often the key beliefs lead by good logic to

dependent ideas that are difficult to believe, For example, the Buddha's key belief that there is no

soul (anatta,the key belief is called) leads to the idea that there is no transmigration of karma from
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one person to that same person reincarnated. Early Buddhists, believing strongly in reincarnation,
argued fiercely about how to 'patch up'the logical problem and adding new beliefs was one way of
dealing with the problem; examples of this are given in Appendix 3. I look at the Buddha's key
beliefs and leave the later arguments to others.

Looking at key beliefs, beliefs which are agreed as vitd or basic by all members of a religion,
has another purpose: it makes any conclusions about the logical problems applicable to the whole
religion, not iust to any one branch. It is quite likely that I have not selected the best key beliefs. I
will be pleased to see other people tackle the iob of geaing better sets of beliefs to start from.
However, for my pulpose, as will become clear, it is the best way to start.

This thesis seeks, in PART l:

1, To show believers why logic is important to them and their theologies.

2. To make an examination of what any system of thinking needs to contain to be considered a

theology and to recommend an'axiomatic'description of theologies.

3, To grve a quick summary of some of the different branches of symbolic logic which will
prove useful to all theologtans.

4. To describe a particularly useful logic in more detail and make an extension of it, which I call
the Theologic. TheTheologic will, among other things, show basic similarities, from a logical
point of vieq in many actual religions.

This thesis seeks, in PART 2:

5. To examine a particular theology Qate 20th Century 'conservative' protestant theolory) in
some detail; to reduce it to its most basic tenets to reveal the types of logical problems each
tenet throws up; to show how the problems might be overcome by alteration to the basic
tenets.

To examine briefly several widely differing theologies shg, as much as possible, the Theologic
and looking at recurring themes. The logic of only one cuffent 'ordinary' Christian theology is
examined; no polytheistic religions are examined; chapters are given to the logics of the 'new'
post-christian theologies of God-as-symbol theolory, of feminist theological ideas, and of Gaia
pantheism; two chapters look at the logical basics of wo religions without deities, a panicular
interest of mine.

To inuoduce different logics and t}re sorts of problems they have been invented to deal with.
This will be done, mainly in PART l, but new logical ideas will appear later. It should be
noted that there will be very little logic actually 'done' in the sense that a professional logician
(e,9., a university staff member specialising in logic in a philosophy or mathematics
department) does logic; he or she works on proofs and the consequences of particular
formulas on systems, on reliability and the technical concept of validity, My main concern will
be with

(l) the suppositions lyrng behind particular logics,
(2) the consequences of using particular logics,
(3) the 'worlds'particular logics apply to,
(4) the ideas included or excluded when particular logics are used.

Although this proposed programme has a clear set of topics to be dealt with, the progression
through them will involve a lot of material unfamiliar to theologians and others interested in

6,

7,
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religious studies of one sort or another. At the risk of boring logicians I will try to introduce all
symbolic logic in something close to laymen's terms; as far as I am concerned (and the
theologians also I hope) it is the suppositions on which the logics are based, the picnrre of the
universe the logics incorporate and codiff, that is of vital importance, rather than that the
actud proofs of logical completeness and validity be done in front of our eyes. Therefore, there
will be few proofs and not much of the iustifications of systems which logicians call semantirs.
However, of the working of examples, of the outlining of implications, of the pointing up of the
differences between systems X and Y, of the introduction of new methods of approach, there
will at times seem to be no end. Theologians may avoid the symbols and read the copious
examples, 'translations' substitutions, and instances, remembering always that they are
examples only (of general logical laws) and hundreds of other 'translations' also fit.

My Presuppositions

Ttrere are three notions which pervade this thesis and must be mentioned early.

I. The oqposi.te of being logi.cal is chaos.

This is not the chaos of the so-called 'Chaos Theory'. Chaos Theory8 says that much of what
happens has such a tangled web of interconnecting causes that they are physically (and possibly
mentally) impossible to disentangle; certainly they make it scientifically impossible to predict
consequences accurately beyond the very closest.

The chaos that is the opposite of logic is the chaos when the universe 'was without form, and
void.'This is the chaos when nothing can be inferred, guessed at, predicted. This is the chaos when
nothing is uue and nothing is false. This is the chaos when logic, along with mathematics, time,
space, the physical laws of the universe, no longer hold, no longer work. One definition of logic is
the system of thought which does not lead to chaos; and this definition will do for the time being.
Any seemingly 'logical' argunent which leads to chaos is false; any logical stskm that can prove 'p'is
a law (that is, that any and every proposition is true) is false.

2. There are different'worlds'and dffirent rules hold in each

Different 'worlds'need not be physically separate but the different rules are the defining factor. We
often say, 'he/she seems to live in a different world from us.' We say it of the daydreamer, the poet,
and occasionally of the criminal who thinks different legal or moral rules should apply to him or her,
perhaps (in 2002) of the economist who thinks that inflation is good for an economy.

The logician can find different ways to symbolise the dif[erent rules people, societies, species,
live by, and thus highlight the effects of the different rules. The logician clarifies, but does not decide
among them - the moral logic of a fascist state is different from that of the capitalist laissez faire
state. The logician provides a logic for each, and points out the logical consequences of each.

Using 'worlds'this way is using a metaphor. To ttre professional logician the words 'possible
worlds' is a technical term describing a method of testing the reliability of logical systerns which
cannot be tested by how truth and falsity work within them. I will not be pursuing this meta-logical
aspect of the field of logic - I leave that to the experts in meta-logic and accept their assurances that
a particular system is consistent or complete and so to what degree it can be relied upon.
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3. There is a major diaide betwem empirical science and mathematics, benteen the world and logic.

These paired differences are reflected in what each can do: Science uses Mathematics but not the

other way round - Mathematics does not need, nor use, science. The same is, (and ought only to

be) the case for the world and logic: the world is a logical place, but logic does not depend on the
world - we can invent logics for worlds which do not exist, but not worlds which have no logic, that
is, are illogical, chaotic.

In old fashioned talk these distinctions were: (a) that logic and mathematics are analytic, whilst
(b) the world and science arc $mthetic. Maths and logic tease out the notions which are already there

in their basic ideas; with their rules they analyse and sort the true from the false. Science, however,

adds together more and more facts about the world and when it can, makes generalisations about

the facts, (the generalisations themselves being another level of facts); by scientific method new facts

are synthesised.
A further difference: (c) science constantly revises out notion of the world as new facts are

added, deduced, or formulated, and as incorrect facts are revealed and cause revisions in
generalisations and model$ thus rz scimce there is no absolute tru.th and nothing within its purview

which may not be re-viewed, re-cast, or abandoned. (d) However, in mathematics and logic there i.s

absolute crtainty INs/DE .sysZEMs; if you apply the rules correctly to the appropriate symbols you

can be absolutely certain that the result you obtain is is absolutely correct ' for that system. For
example: apply the rules of multiplication correctly to '6 x 7'and the answer is correctly written '42'
(working in Base l0). However, if you are using 'hexadecimal' (Base 16, much used by computer
prograrnmers) the answer will be, corectly written, '2A'. The answers are exactly the same, as you

can test for ever by making six piles of seven beans, or cars, or planets, or whatever you like, and

counting the total number of beans or cars or planets... the answer will never be different. You are

doing ordinary arithmetic; the answer will always be the same inside the system of ordinary ordinary

arithmetic. Only the way of writing down the answer is different.
A hankering for absolute certainty (as displayed by mathematics and logic) probably

contributes to many theological statementsi many believers would like to see their gods or god as

some soft of absolute truth, or to give himftrer/it/them some sort of existence which cannot be

doubted. Looking for reasons why people want their religioos to give them absolute ceftainty are

tasks for sociological, psychological or historical studies, not for this thesis. How 'theologies'try to
give absolute ceftainty to religious tenets is interesting, but only mentioned in passing in this thesis

- to point out logical consequences. Rather, I am looking for appropriate logical systems to make

the statements of theologians more consistent) more examinable, even more useful' A parallel for my
queEt might be more properly seen in the application of 'unreal numbers' to electrons: almost

everyone, frorn electrical engineers to householders can thank the mathematicians who invented the

square root of minus one (generally called 'f ') which made it possible to design generators,

uansmission systems, and the manifold electrical and elecronic gadgets we use every day. This pure

mathematical invention (no one can point to a heap of beans and say counting them will give the

answer 'f ') greatly contributes to our use, if not our understanding, of electrons.

To expect such a useful outcome of applying pure symbolic logic to theology is, I fear a forlorn
hope: we are still at the stage of using 'mental logic' as we once, before calculators, used mental

arithmetic. I have, for example, not yet heard of a government using Deontic lngrc (the logic of
'permissible', 'obligatory', forbidden', permissible-that-not') to help decide whether a proposed new

law fits in with its own legal system or its theory of human rights. On the other hand, neither

Chrysippus in IOOBCE nor George Boole in 1800Cr designed their propositional and class logics to

assist in the design of computer chips. So there is some hope of good results by applying pure logic

to theology, if religions survive.
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Caveats

Theologians, of all the religions I look at, may find my treatment of their statements abrupt and
unsubtle, possibly disrespectful, if not downright blasphemous. It will be best to declare certain of
rny attitudes, beliefs and even prejudices at once, so that they can be discounted if they get in the
road of pure reasoning. I will attempt to be 'professional' and honest in discussion. I trust that the
logicality of my arguments will make them worth countenancing.

I hold grave doubts about the existence of God or gods.

I find all talk of 'spirits' and 'spiriruality' refers to nothing, except when used in such phrases as

'a spirit of pauiotism'or'a spirited performance'.
I find in myself no (sense of awe' which would lead me to worship anything nor help me to

define what religion is.
Flowever, whilst people do continue (a) to believe in God or Gods, @) to talk of spirit as

something more concrete ttran a handy metaphor, (c) to think that there must be something
worshipful that causes a feeting of awe, and (d) whilst people erect 'theologies' on these beliefs (in
other words, whilst religions exist) it would be sensible to treat religious talk (especially 'god-tdk':
the talk of theologians) as rational, that is, obeying the laws of logic. How far this can be done I will
attempt to show

Logicians will find much of my logic elementary, and possibly old-fashioned. This is partly
because my introduction to logic was in the 1950s and old habits die hard. It is, also, in pan because
in 50 years symbolic logic has advanced very quickly. Nowadays a professional logician has to
specialise; and in all professions or disciplines specialist have difFculty talking to those outside their
specialisation. However, as in the mathematical world arithmetic still has to be taught, or at least its
general rules, to the person who hits the calculator keys, so part of this thesis may be teaching
theological professionals, or lay people, how to do rather elementary logic.

Logic does not become rusry or worn out with time; only a complete shift in the nature of the
universe will upset its basic principles; just as quantum mechanics and the theories of relativity do
not alter Newtonian mechanics at the scale of the builder and the earth-bound cartographer. In
mathematics 1+1=2 does not alter when you are shopping, so CKCpqlry < if one thing implies
another, and we have the first, then we have the second too > is true unless you are purposefully
trying out non-standard systems to see what would happen. In this thesis I am not anywhere uear
touching on the further reaches of logic.

The Polish notation used by Arthur Prior is retaiued because I find it easy. I commend it to
others for its simplicity. A crib will be found among the appendixes for those who do not wish to
enjoy the pleasures of Polish.

The Crux of the Problem

In scientific circles the most dismissive remark you can make about any theory is that it is

'theological'. For example, the theory that earth is regularly visited by space-travelling aliens in
flyrng saucers was held, it was reported after a Gallup poll in 1996, by between one-third and one-
half of United States' citizens. There is even a religion, still in existence in 2002, based on such
beliefs.e No 'proofs' have held up under scientific scrutiny, no acfual encounters have been reliably
recorded, the number of sightings of UFOs has rapidly decreased to the point where societies and
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clubs dedicated to recording such sightings are closing down. Ilowever, there are still people who
hold to this theory and work hard to keep it afloaq for example, they find 'explanations' for the few
curent sightings: perhaps, that the aliens have lost interest in the planet Earth and its baclq /ard
inhabitants. These UFO-theory believers will accept no evidence that UFOs and aliens do not exist.

Their theory has neither been proved nor will its proponents allow that it has been disproved.
Such a theory is called by scientists and sometimes by philosophers and logicians, a

'theological'theory, This, to them, is a synonym for'impossible to be proved or disproved', In fact it
is even stronger than that: it does not mean 'unable to be understood' or 'unable to be calculated' or
'beyond our present knowledge' or 'we have insufficient data' or even 'we will always have

insufEcient means to get it proved or disproved'; it means it is logically incapable of proof or
disproof - no evidence or reasoning may disprove it, no evideoce or reasoning may prove it. The
theory is a matter of faith (in the modern use of the word) or unsubstantiable belief.

The scientists' use of the word 'theological' is very understandable since so much of religion is

a mafter of faith, and the fully commined believer will accept no argurnent or evidence that God is
not good, that Allah is not merciful, that the Eight-fold path does not lead to nirvana, that Ogun
does not like the sacrifice of a dog, that Thngaroa is not my ancestor, that Jesus was not raised from
the dead, and so on. Ttre Victorians were not wtong when they saw that science and religion were

incompatible, and though we may find some of the topics they argued about were not as close to the
nub as they thought (for example, arguments about the historicity of the flood) we can see that faith
and science are 'worlds' apaft when it comes to answering questions such as what is? and what isn't?

The believer delights in theological discussion and the scientist reiects it as improper.
Suggested ways of deciding between, or marrying, the scientific and religious understanding

of athat rs? are legion. They range from abandoning religion to abandoning science - the two horns
of the dilemma. Some religious suggest 'slipping between the horns', and hold that the logic of
science and the logic of religion are quite other, run to different rules, are equally valid, and should
be allowed to go each its merry way. Many apologists for religion appear to propose this 'solution'.
On the other hand I know of only a few scientists who are willing to grant that there is any but one

logic, the one that deals with things as they are, and that if religion cannot use that logic it is further
proof (if any were needed) that religion is false, l0

The hypothesis that there are separate logics for religion and science, for God and Man (to use

the old fashioned terminology) has to be examined. It is part of what I am attempting to do. It is
going to involve looking at what theologies are, giving examples of reasoning in these theologies, a:rd

in particular untangling where the logic of everyday and science and the (possibly different) logic of
religion come together in theologies. And come together they constantly do, because religions are

about ordinary life as much as about God or gods. Some religions ar€ not about gods at all and

totally about everyday life with other people, with our physical surrounrlings, and with our mental
feelings and ideas; but most religions have the gods, or a single god interfering with the physical

world Oringing droughts or life-saving rain), or our mental world @ringing dreams or inspiration),
and often appearing on earth (as avatars, bodhisatwas, angels, appearances and incarnations) often
in disguise.

Examples of human/god contacts are: the Jewish-Christian-Islamic god interferes in hisury' for
example, grving victory to one side or the other in wars, making pacts with his believers, but seldom
appears in personl the gods of the Hindus, in popular religion, often visit earth, but in the theology
seldom do so, relying more on the working of harma (balance); the gods of the Yoruba bring sickness

or healing, poverty or wealth, to individuals and whole towns, appear as little eddies of dust but
seldom in human form; pre-European Maori religion's gods, so like one's grandparents, had strict
rules to be obeyed but although busy among individuals and families did not appear on earth in
human form.

All religions, including those whose 'theology' is monotheistic or excludes gods, have popular

versionsl all popular religions have nodons of spirits inhabiting people and obiects, often as an

animating force, conceived as much more 'real'than iust a mythical or metaphoric personification of
behaviour: taniwha, dryads, nymphs, lares et penates, boggarts, trolls, angels, jinn, asuras, apsaras...

Despite science and philosophy this theory of animating spirits is as prevalent today as it was four
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thousand years ago, even among wesrernised civilisations and their new religions. Most twenty-first
cenrury Christians believe each person is inhabited by a soul which is immortal, and this is stated in
many official summaries of denominational beliefs, (see Chapter 6) even though it is not part of the

earliest creeds and can be argued is an import into Hebrew religion from Greek and other

neighbouring religions.
Believers in 'new-age' religions are also sure that everything, from stars and planets to

manufactured crystals, have spirits in them which can influence people's health, wealth and day to
day behaviour. The more useful descriptions and explanations in the sciences of chemistry,
meteorology, biology (including the medically related sciences of physiology, neurology, genetics,

endocrinology, bacteriology, virology, etc.,) the human behavioural sciences of psychology,

sociology, and anthropology, and the findings of ethics, political science, economics, even philosophy

aad logic, have had little effect on such beliefs.
As wiU appear, every religion with a god or gods has

(l) everyday eventsr which have an every-day logic;
(2) ttrings which the gods do, which may have a logic of their own, yet to be described;
(3) events which are some sort of interaction between the gods and people.

A logic which can deal with (1), (2)and (3) will have to be described. Religions without (official)
gods may also find such a logic useful.

This sounds simple enough but everyday logic is not as simple as it might be supposed from
the argument between the scientists and the religious described above. The simplest logical laws

behave like simple electrical switching circuits - they are either true or false, off or oD - and those

simple electric brains, ttre computers, are now composed of thousands and thousands of 'logic gates'

which mimic how we use words like 'and', 'not', 'either-or', 'implies'. But tJre more complex logics

of human relationships such as obligation, possibiliry belief, commands, iustice, mercy,

convenience, have been over the last 50 years rescued from obscurity and become a whole maior
study of their own. These are known in logic as 'modes', hence the term 'Modal Logrc'.

The logics of the modes do not behave like propositional laws and we would not want them to.

We recognise this in every day language; we do not say that murder is true or false but that it is

wicked, immoral, punishable, illegal, unfortunate. Some other way will have to be devised to iudge if
such language is logical or not and can be relied upon to give us the truth at the end of a piece of
lgsssning. This has been done, and some historians of logic suggest that Arthur Prior found the

theoretical basis for how this could be done in 1951, and then produced his /-calculus in 1954, and

with Carew Meredith a paper called Interpretntions of Dffirent Modal Logics in the 'hopt ty
Calculus'.ll Peter Geach added a u$eful verbalisation of one aspect. This whole idea, involving

'possible worlds', was later independently discovered by other logicians and became famous in the
form developed by the boy genius Saul Kripke; there are, however, germ$ of the idea in l-eibnitz,
Frege, and Viagenstein. 12

Conclusion

Theologies have to rely heavity on logic because they cannot use scientific method to justiff their
tenets. Religions are sophisticated systems of belief about people's actions as well as cosmological

theories and beliefs in divine beings. Therefore, to be credible, religions need the logics they use to

be sophisticated and the logics must be used rigorously. An example of how logic is misused by a
religion can be found in Appendix 1. The common sidestepping of logical conclusions was

demonstrated in the first few sentences of this introduction. Both misusing and sidestepping do

religion no service.
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Notes and References

1. Augustine's first statement of the problem is in his Confession s, Book 7 , pangraph 7 .5 .7

Behold God and behold ttre things that he has created. God is good and more excellent
than his qreation by far... where then is evil? From where and by what route did it worm its
way into creation? ... either there is evil and we fear it, or the very fact that we fear it is itself
an evil. $7hat then is its origin, seeings as all things that ttre good God made, are good?

(Gmesis l.3l) .., was there some kind of evil matter, out of which he made his created
works, shaping and ordering it, but leaving in it something untransformed into good?Why
then did he do this? Did he, the Omnipotent, lack the power to transform the whole, so that
no evil remained? ... Could it have existed against his will? ...These thoughts I turned
around in my heart, unhappy and burdened...

The Confessbzr were written in397. I have used the Everyman's Library 2001 re-issue in a new

translation by Philip Burton.

Zoroastrianism had three phases from its beginnings: first the primitive message of Zoroaster
himself, focused on the single Vise God (Ahura Mazda); second a re-paganisation in which some

of the old gods with early Hindu nemes and characteristics were admitted; thirdly a new dualistic
orthodoxy developed fully in the times of the Sassanian kings of Persia, Darius III in particular.

Zoroaster (more properlg Zarathushtra) can be given no reliable dates, but about 1300 BCE may
be correct. However, about twenty of his sayings, known as the Gathas, survived and were written
down about the beginning of the Christian era, along with a larger body of work important to
ritual, known, togetherr as the Aaesta. Here is a small extract from the Gathas:

From Yama 30, aerse 3; Truly there are nvo primal Spirits, twins renowned to be in conflict.
In thought and word and in act they are two: the better and the bad. And those people who
act well have chosen righdy between these two. Not so the evildoers. [Mary Boyce's
translaton.]

In the orthodox development (which is the most interesting to me because it solves a logical
problem) the two primal spirits are Ahura Mazda (later known as Ohrmazd) and Anga Mainyu
(later known as Ahriman). Ahura Mazda, who is all goodness and light, and will e:<ist for ever,

created the material universe and people to assist him in his struggle against Angra Mainyu, who
is all wickedness and death but will be finally be defeated and cease to exist. Ofe might like to
think of Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainyu having two different time logics.) Zoroastrianism sees

the role of humankind to co-operate wittr nature, to farm, to lead a good moral life, to marry and

procreate, to assist Ahura Mazda's struggle. It is strongly opposed to monasticism and asceticism.

The religion has been through more than one state of collapse and revival and changes

along the way, acquiring, for example, a panoply of good and bad spirits, animal sacrifices, and

most recently, theological interpretations that can be dated to l8th century Parsee contact with
Christians. R. C. Zaehner says:

The Parsees have preserved the ancient rituals intact. In matters of doctrine ... a Parsee

would have no difficulty in finding scriptural evidence to justifu a total monotheism, an

uncompromising dualism, or even a barely disguised polytheism. [Zaehner (1961) p.2a)

However, *te idea that the created physical world is good has remained. This is in suong contrast
to Manichaism (originally based on Zoroastrian ideas) and the religion of the Cathars, which
also solved the 'problem of evil' by having two warring gods but made the good god interested in
the spiritual world alone, and the earth and all fleshly concems to be the creation and domain of
the wicked god.

A good introduction to Zoroastrian sources (and the difficulties of translation from the
several langrrages and scripts involved) is Boyce, Mary (1984). Tbxtual Sources for the Study oJ

Zoroasnianism. An easier introduction, with enthusiasm for the religion showing through, are two
books by Zaehner, R C, (1956) The Tbachings of the Magi, a Compendium of Zoroastrian Beliefs and
(l 9 61) The Dawn and Tbilight of Zoro astrianism.

The Cathars are the subject of recent 'popular' books, one being O'Shea, Stephen (2000)' The

Perfect Heresy. For more academic accounts see: Strayer, Joseph R.r (1992), The Albigenian
Crusades, and the appropriate entries in Georger Leonard (1995) The Encyclopedia of Heresies and

2.

3.
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4.

Heretia and lohnson, Paul (1988) A History of Christianity, and Cohn, Norman (1972) The

Punuit of the Millennium
The Cathars are also the focus of various 'cults' represented on the \Forld-wide-web.

However one web-site is informative, well done, and reliable, but in French: www.cathares.org

In the Buddha's fust sermon, when he laid down the Four Noble Truths and the Eigbt-fold Path
to Enlightenment, he did not mention any gods. See, for probably the oldest account of what he

preached, tJ6e Vinayo-Pitaha, Maha-aagga, I&tandhoha I, ai, 10-29, $4 u $9' in, for example,

Jennings (1948), pp. 43-47. Some scholars mention the Hindu world the Buddha grew up in with
its multitude of gods, making it unlikely that the Buddha did anything but accept them' Others
point out ttrat his doctrine of impermanence makes even the gods just passing impressions. These

topics are discussed further in Chapter 15.The First Sermon is reproduced in Appendix 2.

These few become important in my Chapters l0 to 13. In Chapter tl I look at Christian
theologians Tillich, Kaufrnan and Geering, all of whom wish to re-define God as a symbol. In
Chapter 12 I look at three feminist theologies, all of which radically re-define God. In Chapter 13

on Pantheism I look at the logic of theological ideas of Spinoza, de Chardin and Lovelock which
certainly re-define God. Nine re-definers, all but one living mainly in the 2oth Century' are a very

small proportion of the theological thinkers since the beginning of the Christian era, but they are

the major re-definers, other than historical heretics and mosdy unknown sestariens. They are, of
course, included in this thesis because of their logical interest.

See any book on the first five hundred years of Christianity, or the first chapters in Book II of
Russell (1954) A Hisnry of lYaurn Philosophy. Major attempts were made to incorporate Platonic
and Aristotelian ideas into Christian theology. Origen of Alexandria, 185 to 254' is the best

known of early 'Christian' neo-platonists to attempt a synthesis, however, his ideas were

eventually condemned as heretical and the Aristotelian ideas of St Augustine, whose theological
work The City of God was finished in 427, became orthodoxy in Westem Christendom, and still
are in the Roman Cathotc church. The first one hundred years of Christianity, before Origen,
were no less full of clashing ideas, but they were much more various, much more religious than
philosophical. The number of competing religions was in the hundreds, from 'official' religions
such as Emperor I7orship in Rome and Zoroastrianism in Persia, to 'underground'faiths such as

the mystical forms of Gnosticism, Osirus worship, and the teaching of wandering Kynics.

See, for example God and the New Physics, Davies (1983), and several books since, including
Otherworlds (1988), The Runauay Universe, and Supertorce.

An excellent introduction to Chaos Theory, with contributions by eminent people in the field, is

Hall, Nina (Ed), 1991, 7%e New Scientist Guidc u Chaos, Harmondsworth, Penguin.

My reference to the Gallup poll is from National Science Foundation report' Indicanrs 2000'
Chapter 8 'science and Technology: Public Attitudes and Public Understanding'to be found on

htrp ://www. nsf . gov/sbs/seintO0/access/c8/c8s 5. htrnl
The Raelians. Based in Canada, this UFO-based religion has, perhaps, 55,000 members

world-wide, mainly in Quebec, France and Japan. It was founded by Claude Vorilhon in 1973,

and has been in the news in December 2OO2 and January 2003 for funding human cloning
er<periments. See an entry in Barrett, David (2001), The lVorld Christian Encyclopedia, and a short
description of its belieft in L-ester,Toby (2002).

There is perhaps one exception: there are some quantum physicists who are looking for a logic
which wilt allow for the 'illogical' behaviour of entangled electrons and photons. However, it is
reasonably clear that the logic for these sub-atomic particles is not going to be a logic for God.

Usually called the (J Calculus,it circulated among logicians, a single side of paper, from 1956. As

usual Prior took no credit to himself, but mentioned as precursors John Wallis (l7th century
logician), $?ittgenstein inthe Tianatas, and Carnap; and put Meredith's name as first author. See

Copeland (1996)rpages 8 to l5 and l33to L34.

),

7.

8.

9.

10.
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12. See Kripke' 1963; Frege, 1952; $Tittgenstein, 1922,4.024, 4.41, 4.431.I owe this insight to Mur
Cresswell, see Cresswell, 197 3, p,3.
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Chapter 2

For Believers and Logicians

For Believers
TheArgument

For I-ogicians

For Believers

As the conclusions of my logical analysis of theological tenets pile up in succeeding chapters and
seem to overwhelm belief, people of 'faith' may feel inclined to wave the lot away; is not life larger
than logic? They may feel with Hamlet 'There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than
are dreamt of in your philosophy.'

I feel I must defend logic from such dismissal.
For a quick overview of the argument read just the paragraphs which have a single number.

For the details read, as well, the paragraphs with decimal points in the nurnbers.

TheArgument

l. Logic is one of many different ways of looking at facts, looking at reality, looking at things,
looking at happeningsl however, it is a way of looking which enables new patrerns and new
deductions to be made; logic is useful.

l.l Looking at well known facts in new ways is the usual way for big new discoveries to be
made in any science. Take the example of Newton and his famous apple. Apples had been
falling ever since there were apple trees, but the chief interest people had in apples falling
lryas as a way of gathering something to eat, and perhaps as a sign of the changing
seasons. Nefion's insight was that the apple's fall could be described using the same
rules and calculations that we have for anything moving and bumping into something else
- but vertically instead of horizontally. The billiard ball is driven by the force of the cue, it
strikes another ball which in turn is propelled, proportionally far or fast according to the
force with which it is struck. Force is also used by the horse straining to pull the carriage
out of a rut, and by the postillion heaving at the obstinate wheel. Maybe the rules of force
are the same for the appler think of the apple as being 'pulled'to the earth (and the earth
to the apple,) Newon proposed a'force of gravity'.

1.2 Newton also said that the idea of forces acting at a distance (with no connecting ropes or
harness) was nonsensical, but, once the idea of there being a force of gravity, obeying the
same laws as the mechanical forces of billiard balls and horse-power, then astronomy and
physics took great strides forward and we now have space-craft and atomic bombs.
Nefion started describing something everyone knew - apples fall down - in a new way,
but apples keep on falling down. The facts stay the same, but the new descriptions are
extremely useful.
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1.3 Thus it is with logic, The facts stay the same but the new way of describing is ortremely
useful. For example, the logician, thinking of moral decisions - these may be right or
wrong but are never true or false - may shift to talking about the 'accessibility of one
possible moral world from another'. This is iust another way of talking about what we do
to each other, about how moral actions are related to each other, about real world moral
decisions, and it has proved very useful,

2. Logic is no more than a way of coding, simplifring, making more subtle and making more
useful, the way thingp are.

2.1 The lfaimakariri river runs dowu from the Southern Alps to the Pacific Ocean; the
Amazon runs down from the Andes to the Atlantic; the Ganges runs down &om the
Himalayas to the Gutf of Bengal; and a thousand thousand more examples ... Now to
summarise the individual cases: Water, given a chance, runs downhill. The poet Tennyson
for example, seeing the same facts may write,

I chatter, chatter, as I flow
To ioin the brimming river,
For men may come and men may go,
But I go on for ever.

The scientist may quote Bonelli's Law equation that the energy in the river is equal to the
sum of the height, the pressure and the kinetic energy. Ask the logician and he will say:

If water is running free then it i.s running from the higher place n the hwer place,

2.2, T};rat statement,

If water is running free then it is running from the higher place to the lower place,

uses a simple piece of logic. It tells us how things are, and tells us by using the words
(and so the ideas or concepts)

'if , and'then'.

Nothing has changed. $/ater still runs downhill. But now we have a logical tool which can
help us.

2,3.1*t us use this tool: the sentence above makes a general statement. Now we can
particularise:

If you come actoss some water running freely (say theWaimahariri at Rangiora, the Rhine
at Sttasburg, the Missouri at Kansas City)
then the place it is comingfrom (the Southern Alps, the Swiss Alpsrthe Rockies) is higher
up than thc place it is flouting to (the Pacific Ocean, the North Sea, the Gulf of Mexico).

This is useful if you carurot detect the slope with your eye, or the mountains are over the
horizon, or the sea is hidden by something.

2,4 Now let us make it even more useful:

If you haae some water free to run and the tuso ends are at the same height (i.e.,lanl)
then the watcr will not be running,
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This 'law of nature' is how I checked without a theodolite and iust using a hose full of
water, that the far corners of the house I was building were level with each other.

2.5 The law of natu(€ is still the same, but using logic we now have two useful new ideas.
Logic does not change how things are, it iust makes it clear what conclusions we may
draw from the facts,

3. Logic can be made more useful still: generalising the rule.

3.1 If you take out the references to water moving and to heights, replacing them by variable
symbols, you have a useful logical law that can be used for other things and on other
occasions. The specific rule:

If you have some water freely running implies that one end is higltcr than the otlur,
then, if the wo en& are not at dffirent heights (they are leael)
then the water will not be running,

becomes a general rule:

lf this implies that then not-that implies not-this.

Usingp for this and q for that

If,p implies q then Not-qimplies Note

in symbols: CCpqCNqNp

This is the first set of symbols to be used.
N = not ....; it can also be translated as N = It is not the case that....
C = If.... then .....; in Polish notation, as here, it goes in front of the two propositions it
ioins; it can also be translated C = .... implies ....., but it still goes in ftont. Because it
ioins two pans only, the formula does not need brackets, but you could write it with
brackets to make it clearer: C ICpC] [CNqNp]

3.2 Apply this logical rule to a quite different situation and it is still true:

lf all trains forAuckland leaaelVellingtonfrom Sntion Platform 9,
then any train leauing from same other platform is not going to Auckland,

3.3 Apply itto arrysituation and it is still true.

If this is the Mona Lisa it was painted by Leonardo,
then, if it is not painted by Leonarda (by a forger perhaps)
then it is not the Mona Ltsq.

If Crippen was a murderer he deseraed life imprisonment,
then, if he did not deserae it, it uas because he was not a murderer .

[f haaing a toissantfor morning aa or$t happens if I walk to the shops,

then, if I do not walk n the shops I will not haae a croissant for morning tea,
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4. Logic is universal.
Everything we want to talk about can be put into logical form.

4.1 Usually there is uo need to put our conversation into logical form since we will not be
sxtsnding our sentences into an argument or trying to draw conclusions from them. Not
only thaq pufiing ordinary sentences into logical form often makes them seem terribly
awkrrard and pedantic. Flere is a conversational remark, an example of what I might call
'ur-logic':

O I think I'll dig a ditch hre to dkten some water away froffi that soggy bit of garden.

Now to put it into a form that makes it logically malleable; I call this'plain logic':

(it) If waw flws downhill and water is lying on the whole garden, then, if a dinh is dug actoss

the garden thcn some of the watu will flout into the ditch of the gardm.

Now to display the logical law which is being used; I may call this'symbolic logic':

(u, Uniaersal domain (for everything in the universe);r/ = is waterj rlr = flows downhill;
r is a variablel' fI = in all cases; I = in at least one case (i.e., some)
C KEx$x llxC$xryx Extyx < If both, some r is water and if x always flows downhill,

then we have some x flowing downhill >
< If there is some water (notably the water io my ditch

when it is dug) and all water flows downhill then that
flows downhill >

This is a valid argument; the symbols, and why it is valid will be explained later. Thus we

can see that my bit of ur-logic conversation rests securely on a logical law, and thus the
reason why it did not sound like nonsense is revealed.

As you notice, the added, usually-unstated, premise (the fact about which way water
flows) is so obvious that people would find it laughable if you added it to any
conversation. Flowever, we can think of its addition as the way of moving from ur-logic
(logic without all its premises and pre-suppositions spelt out) to a plain logic statement,
which in turn can be analysed to show its symbolic logic structure. In this case we found
a valid logical law was in use.

All scriptures and all theological works are made up almost entirely of ur-logical
statements. This is not surprising as almost all of our conversation and almost everything
we read is just ttre same, A very few sentences we encounter in scriptures and theologies
have the plain logic spelt out; in the whole of the New Testament I have found only a
handful. Ilere are two of them.

1 Cointhians 15:13
But if there is no resurrection of the dead, then Christ is not risen.

This uses

5, CIIxNdxExNdx' a valid law.

Mark 1I:14
\I?hen you prayr forgrve anyone you have anything against and God will forgive you;
but if you do not forgrve, God will not forgive your uespasses.

This is an instance of a false law, 16.

4.2

4.3
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F6. KCpqCNpNq < Both, if you forgive th€n God forgives you, and if you do
not forgive God will not forgive you >.

The superior F has been added to show that it is not a valid law.

Flowever, if we see Mark l1: 4 as a'tougher' law

6. CEU,CNpNq < If, God-forgiving follows only from you-forgiving, then
if you do not forgive, God will not forgive you >

then we do have a logical law.
However, as you notice, the law now binds God to a certain action.

Most of the other sentences in the New Testament which have 'if in them have a
different form (and intent). They have the same form as, 'If you want to get into the
I(ngdom of God then do thus: ,........' This appears to be in plain logic rather than ur-
logic because no hidden premises appear when you look - all the argument seems to be
there. Their underlying symbolic form would be Cpq. But although *ris is a logical
construction (called a well-formed-formula - a wff), it is definitely not a logical law, and
never can be - its addition as a law to any logic collapses the system into chaos. We need
a considerably more subtle logic to handle the point it is making. Some of this has been
used already (in the ditch-digging example) and will appear in later chapters.

5, To reject logic is to reiect what there as, it is to reiect what is the case, to reject how things are.
To say that God cannot be described in logical sentences is to reiect God as part of how things
are - to say there is no God.

5.1 Every religious person, and especially every theologian, uses logical sentences and
expects to be understood. \7e do not understand a person who uses illogical sentences
and that is not surprising, because they are not talking about how things are.

5.2 To say that God cannot be described in logical senteoces is to say there is no God, since
logic is one way (a useful and subtle way) of talking about what there is.

By inuoducing symbols and abstract laws I seem to be geuing further and further away
from reality and things in earth and heaven. The religious person may want to sayr'We
may be constrained by logic, but God is not,' Where did the idea of 'constrained' come
in? I am describing how things are - simple things like water and hills and movements,
paintings and painters, trains and pladorms and destinations, people who kill other
people, the legal systemJ the shops and walking for exercise.

God, and what he-she does, must be described in understandable and reliable sentences;
the alternative is that we do not know what is being said. Language is the public face of
logical relationships. I-anguage is not, and cannot be, private. $(/e 'talk to ourselves' but
our ideas come first, without language; then we put the ideas into language so tJ:at we
can get them clear in a way that we can communicate, that is, pass on to others,l 'We can
invent a language that is private to iust ourselves and God, but it cannot be used, and
mean anything, when we talk to people. For any communication (any language) there
must be agreement about the meanings of the terrns (words, signs, etc,) and of the
relationships referred to.

God may, if you like, be expected to be 'more' than our words describe. This is quite an
ordinary notion since every person we meet, even those we know best, are 'more'that we

5.3

5.4

5.5
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do know, more complex, have had more experiences (and been formed by thern) t}ran we
will ever be aware of. There is no need, however, to say that God is 'more' than we can

ever know, which implies that there is some mathematical or logical block to a full
description of God. There is a way of giving x mgsning to 'more than we caz know' but
that involves a mathematic or logical process rather like the trick with mirrors reflecting
our picture further and further back for ever.2 It does not give us a picnre of God's
'otherness'that is at all like what believers and religions want.

How is it that we can tell the difference between logical and illogical staternents?

6.1 The believer will say that God made us so. The unbeliever (particularly the Darwinian
unbeliever) will say that if we did not act logically we would die. If we cannot see how
things are and how things are logically connected we will not survive. The young cave-
man who could not tell a tiger from a rabbit was soon eaten and unable to pass his
foolishness on to soos and daughters. Humans are, therefore 'hard-wired' to instinctively
draw logical conclusions. ttr0e are modern humans and we can state the caveman's
problem in logical language:

If th is a hungry man-eating beast ond I want to suruiae, thett I must run;
if it is not, or I feel suicidal, then I need not run.

The caveman does not need to know any formal logic, nor even to use words to frame the
situation, it is sufEcient for him to run when the tiger appears for him to be acting, as we

sa5 logically, that is, sensibly, in a way that fits the situation that actually exists, that fits
what ls.

6,2 It is not iust human beingp who 'understand' logical laws: in 200 sc Chryssipus wrote
down this logical law:

If thne are onljt three possibilities and an are bhcked then the third must be aaailablc.

Chrysippus said even dogs understood that logical law. In symbols it is

CKApAqrKNPNqr.

Imagine you are out walking and have got ahead, out of sight and you call to your dog,
Lucy, to come to heel. She gallops along and comes to *ree paths. The first has no trace
of your scentr the second has no Eace, so, without sniffing, she charges down the third.

6.3 The logician as logician is very concerned about the problems of 'validity' - is he or she
arriving at formulae which can be relied upon, or is the particular system unreliable and a
waste of time pursuing? In simple logic, dealing with ideas that can be labelled simply
true or false, there are three main methods of checking:

6.3.1 Ife can start from a set of formuh which we accept as intuitively true (our axioms)
and a set of rules w};ric}:. we accept as intuitively correct, apply the rules to the
formule and see what happens. If we then find we can generate by this means all the
formule that the system can possibly make we say (using the 'Priorian' description)
the system is 'weakly' complete; if we find that by applyrng the rules we can show that
formula outside the system are not just missing but actively reiected we may describe
the system as 'strongly' complete. Prior's method of showing reiection (it is one of
several) was usually to show that adding a 'dodgy' axiom leads, by the rules, to the
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sysrem now proving that the simple proposition'p'is a law. An alternative is to show

that IIpp, a formula which means <eaery)thing is true> is now a law. As we all know

that Nor everything is true, then a system that says everything is true must be invalid'
rve must reject the 'dodgy' axiom, since it, like a virus, destroyed our system. If the

system has a way of reiecting such formule it is 'strongly' complete. (Most logicians

nowadays use different and more complex ways of talking about completeness, but
this simple explanation will do for logic aod theology at this present stage.)

6.3.2 We can, instead of using the axiomatic method of hunting for validity, look for a

quite different way of using the symbols and rules and see if that is consistent and

complete. The most famous and easy to user for simple logics, are the 'truth tables'.

This method allows you to examine quickly what might happen in different

combinations of tnrth and falsehood. To be useful, a logical law must work even

when the statements it is handling are a mixture of true statements and false

statements. For example, as soon as you have two different statements to deal witlL P
and g, there are 4 possibilities: [p true, q true]; [p true, g false];[p false, g uue]; h
false, q false]. Cpq <rf p then q> can have all four possibilities, but as an argument (a

bit of logic) it is false only when you say Cp [uue], q ffalse] <A uue statement implies

a false one> <If hens lay eggs then roosters lay eggs>'
But a logical lnw is uue at all times - that is, logical laws work, every time. Here is

Cpq inside, as part of, a logical law:

I. CqCpq < if some thing is the case no matter what, it is the case>

Here are the 4 possibilities

C [tueJ C [trueJ, [trueJ = C ftrueJ, [ttueJ = [trueJ
C [fakt] C [trueJ, [fakeJ = C [fakeJ, [fokt| = [trueJ
C [tueJ C lfaktJ' ftrueJ = C ftrueJ, [trueJ = [rrueJ
C [falseJ C [falseJ, [fakeJ = C [falseJ, [true1 = [trueJ

If you take any propositional calculus formula you want to test to see if it is a logical
law, first make all the combinations of all of the tue/false substitutions. If they all

come out to 'true', then your formula will be a logical law, with no need to try to
prove it from axioms. If any one of the substitutions gives you a 'false' then the

formula is not a law of @inary propositional) logic.
This method of proving the soundness of formulr could be called 'proof by

analoga.' If a system of logic worked out for one way of talking (looking at reality) can

be found to work just as well in another way of talking (another way of looking at

reality) then we can have confidence in it'
You will have noticed that this is a very mechanical process' and therefore, well

suited for a computer program to do the work for you. There ar€ many such programs

and thirteen of them are described, briefly' in Appendix 4.

6.3,3 A third method for testing the validity of a formula consists in denying the

conclusion of the argument and working out if that deniat can be derived frorn the
parts of the argument you are starting from (the premises): if it can, then the

premises prove too much, and the whole argument is unsound. This method can be

considerably quicker than truth tables, unless you use a computer program to do

them for you, and very rnuch quicker than proof from axioms unless you have the

sort of mind chess grand masters have. Because this method is laid out and develops

into a sort of tree shape these proofs are usually called tree proofs, but you may hear

them called 'semantic Thbleaux'. This son of proof can be used for logical arguments
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which cannot be handled by truth tables, for example, arguments involving the lower
predicate calculus, so they are used a great deal.

6.3.4 When we get to logics which have, as well as pans which can be true or false, other
pans which cannot be tnre or false, then other validation methods need to be found.
For example, torhrre is abhorrent, rrnius! inhumane, and possibly forbidden, but it is
not true or false; a command not to torture is, similarly, wise or futile, or good, or
iust, but not tnre or false. Logics to handle such concepts look ro the comparisons of
possible worlds for validation. A logical law which is used (valid) in all possible worlds
is what one is looking for.

6,4 There are still problems for the philosophical logician: how well do these symbols match
the way we talk? $7e may well be reluctaut to see that the symbol C stands for the idea of
ioining nlr'o false statements together and getting a true conclusion from that. There are
strong reasons for putting up with this oddness - it leads us into few traps and fits in
with the idea that falsity leads to chaos where anything can be tnre; and there are
examples of everyday use of this 'logical rule', For e<ample, 'If Nixon was telling the
tnrth then I'm a monkey's uncle.' Nixon was not telling the truth so that statement is
false; I am not related to any monkeys, so that statement is false; but the whole sentence,
the whole logical argument is true; you nod when I say it.

There are more philosophical problems here than iust this one; they will be
mentioned in later chapters,

7. If logic is about the 'real world' (and about this Arthur Prior was quite sure) how then should a
believer, who is also a logician, treat theology? A useful way is to treat ir as an axiomatic system.

7,1 An axiomatic system starts with axioms. These are statements which are accepted without
proof, rather like beliefs are accepted without proof, Usually there are very good reasons
for accepting axioms in logic - they are intuitively correct, or are conect irr mathematical
rnodels, or they are extremely powerfirl to get you other results. In religions the basic
beliefs may spring from intuition, or inspiration, or trust, or revelation. From axioms
good logic will help us deduce conclusions we can trust as well as we trust the axioms,

7,2 Is God part of the real world? This problem has been with us since at least tJre classical
Greeks; in the Middle Ages many logicians tackled the problem. Are there insights from
modern'mathematical symbolic'logic?This is one of ttre possibilities I will be discussiag.

7.3 Theology, which is seeking to 'iustiff the ways of God to man', is not interested in
tautological and 'obvious' laws, but rather a 'Ilw of God'. In the case of Christian
scripture and theology as in section 4, above, the religion is looking at a law from God
(put in Jesus's mouth in Mark), something decreed, something special, not simply natural
or inevitable. However, other religions, particularly Buddhism and those 'post-Christian'
religions I name 'Gaia' and 'God-the-symbol', may be content with laws which are 'laws
of the universe' or psychological rules, or the inevitable consequences of actions.

7.4 The believer is looking for a clear directive, not a weak and doubtful conditional; that is
not what belief is all about: it is about believing without 'ifs' and 'buts'; it is about faith in
God to tell us the truth, not to argue us to the truth. A possible way to give more than
tautological significance to statements in scriptures is to declare that the ur-logic of Jesus
(and God) is not translatable into plain propositionaVpredicate srtensional logic but
must be considered under some other branch of logic.There are several suggestions, the
most obvious is some special logic of belief. Another is a logic of commands - and the
special case of God's commands. A third is that we need a 'deontic' logic, one that can
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deal with obligation, permission, and interdiction. A fourth is that God has a special logic
of his-her/its own. All of these will be looked into.

8. Some things in this world are problematic, true and false do not work, yet they are still
'logical'. Can we still constnrct sensible arguments about them? Yes, we can, for example using
modal logics, and other new logics.

8.1 Any logic which deals with future events, for example, has to take this into account.'We
are always talking about what it is likely will happen tomotrow and we can put together
logics which help us get our ideas about ttre future straight. But we still cennot make our
predictions about the future absolutely certain. We have to accept that we cannot say that
'It will rain tomorrow' is either true or false. Ife have to accept (and realise that there are)

limitations to predictions. Mother says (with concern, but speaking rather loosely), ?'s
going to rain, put your coat oz.' Daughter rqplies, 'I'll take a coaL If it rains then I'll put it
on"

9. Some things in this world are even more difficult: human relationships and all talk of good
and bad, for example. But we can make sense when we talk about these things.

9.1 rWhen we talk about human relationships, and about relationships between humans and
God, we often talk about about good and bad actions, that is, about morals. Such matters
are even further away from the ideas of true and false than matters about the future; for
example we do not say that tornrre is rue or fdse; we say that it is bad, wicked, immoral,
illegal, punishable, inexcusable, displeasing in God's eyes, but not that it is false; we do
not say that charity is uue but that it is good, commendable, should be rewarded, is
pleasing in God's eyes. There are logics to help us get our ideas about such matters
straight, but they cannot be iudged the same way as logics about the physical world. But
you can always go back to ordinary logic and say, for example, It is true that mrare is

wiched, or If torrure is illegal then it ought n be punished.

10. The humau imagination is a marvellous pleasure. Can logic deal with the invented unreal?
Yes,

l0.l Novelists invent imaginary people, crazy plots, unreal places; mathematicians invent
unlikely dimensions; science-fiction writers invent weird worlds, fututistic science;
painters invent new combinations of colour and shape; inventors invent new machines
such as the aeroplane, the dentists drill, the skateboard, the olive pitter; chemists invent
new chemicals such as the polymer plastics ...

10.2 The most difficult thing is to try to invent something with which logic cannot deal. Even
a surreal world has its own facts, even a fautasy story with wizards and magic is not
entirely haphazard. If there are some non-sequiturs in a story, many colours with no
pattern we think the writer or painter at first 'humorous' or 'wacky' or 'on drugs' but
when too many things do not fit together we lo$e interest and suspect madness.

10.3 But what about all those imagined and possible people, those dreamed up places, those
nvisted plots, those strange fictions, and all the thousands of possibilities we consider
everyday - will it rain? will the exchange rate fall? will ttre carrot seed grow? will the
shops be open this late? will she ring? Are they real enough for logic to be useful in
dealing with them? A good deal of time in the theoretical development of logics these
days is taken up with discussion of 'possible worlds'. And philosophers discuss how 'real'
these worlds are.
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10.4 The logicians invent new symbols and new rules and try them out, but the bits of English
between the symbols are still examples of ordinary, simple, logically true argument.

11. I will be looking at several theologies. I will do this in an unfamiliar way, by treating each as if
it were a logical system, rational and worthy of both notice and belief.3

I l.l If the theology proves to be illogical in some of its tenets, then attempts will be made to
find more satisfactory substitute tenets which might keep it 'alive', that is, keep it
attached to the real world. Some people might consider this to be abandoning the old,
illogical religion and inventing a new,logical religion.

11.2 Or suggestions may be sought for how new logics might be constructed to reflect the
theology without internal inconsistencies. Such new logics need to be tested and rejected
if they prove to lead to chaos,

11.3 If a ttreology proves to be unreal (not of this world) but possible in some possible world
(some other state of affairs) then this too can be noted. Think of the case where it seems

necessary for a theology to exist is 3 rnivgrse where time is circular and everything that
has happened starts happening again. There may be a case for studying such a logic to
properly understand the first-century mind set of a gospel writer; it is clear from the way

they write that they saw time through metaphors that are much more circular (with
endlessly repeating seasons, lunar months, and the cycle of plant and animal birth and
death) than our own very historical, arithmetical and linear metaphors for time.

72, Is it possible to have a 'theologic', a logic that is about one God or gods, and which still reflects
what is?Yes.

l2.l Logicians love to invent new logics, and check their properties. For them it is something
between a sport, an esthetic pleasure, and a way to fame among colleagues. Some of
these 'pure' invented logics turtr out to have practical applications; for example,
computers, in both their electronics and software, use logics invented before computers.

12.2 Theology was once the driving force behind the development of logic as the theologians
of the middle ages looked for ways of expressing and defending the subtleties of their
beliefs. But 'applied' modern symbolic logic has raised more complexities and
conundrums that it has managed to answer. legal systems look like an ideal place for
logic to contribute, but one logician working in this field said,

the languages of the current systems of deontic logic are far too poor to function as a

satisfactory medium.. . 
4

12.3 So it may also be said of modern theologies: there has been so little done that a full and
comprehensive 'theologic' is a long way off. I point to traps which ancient theologians fell
into and which the contemporary theologians of the new religions could well look to
avoid if the religions are to have credence, especially among the scientific and logically
minded, as faiths to believe in and ways to practice. If they miss out on making sense to
the scientific and logical they miss out on any chance of universal appeal. I will be
approaching rhe topic in a way that will be recognisable to those philosophers and
logicians influenced by A N Prior. Like Prior I am interested in having a rational set of
beliefs, not interested in religion as a phenomenon to study.
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For I-ogicians

A rough guide to my working theory of what I-ogrc is will have appeared from the preceding
paragraphs. I apologise for its lack of theoretical rigour. 'Vlhat logic is' is a fascinating topic and

musr be debated at length and with that rigour, but this is not the thesis in which to do that. My
approach to the theory, to what topics to include and what topics to omit, should do for the
purposes to which it is here put. I am aiming to take reasonably well known logics 'off the sheH',

e:rplain them very roughly, and use them in looking at theologies; in other words, to do some applied

logic.
As I said in the Introduction, logic does not go rusty nor become worn out with time and in

this thesis I am applying some fairly simple logic, not anlnr"here near touching on the further
reaches. Several important topics such as Relevance Logic and Free I-ogic and Nonmonotonic
I-ogrc and Natural Deduction get hardly a mention - other people will have to Eee if they throw
light on theological conundrums.

I do uot lrnow how Arthur Prior would have reacted to the For Belieaers section, which is my

own, naturally; but I do know how he could have begun. Lrt us suppose that a student in the same

classes as I attended in 1955 at Canterbury University College had asked him what would happen if
we concerned ourselves with a logic of belief. Prior's eyes would have lit up and smiling broadly he

would have grabbed a piece of the strange 2cm square stick of rather waxy chalk the University
supplied, the roller blackboard would have been shot up to a new blank section and he might have
said:

lfell, let us see. Puzzles are a good place to start. How about Moore's Paradox?
I-et us consider a man who says both "The train will be later" and "I don't really believe that it

will." \7e ale apt to think that this traveller is contradicting himself. And then on second thoughts,
perhaps he is not: it is conceivable ttrat the train really will be late, and the traveller really does not
believe that it will be late. In that case, how can you contradict yourself by saying two true things? Of
course if someone else had said it about our traveller: that "The train will be late, but he doesn't believe

rti'we would have had no trouble. Perhaps some symbols might help.
\fle will need, over and above the ordinary laws of logic, to recognise the fact that belief-

statements and assertion-statements have the form they do have, linking a name or Pronoun (the x of 'r
believes that p) with a subordinate statement (the p of 'x believes *rat p'). \$7e can use B for believes; S

for says; x for the traveller;y for the onlooker; p for the train will be late; g for the train will be on time.

I. IIxpI(SxpSxNBxp

ITxypKSxpSyNBxp

For any x and 2 both x says thatp, and x says that r does not believe

that p. This is the odd double remark by our traveller.

For any x and, p, both x says that P, and g says that x does not believe that
p. This is the onlooker's comment on our traveller.

It looks as if we can say the following:

3. IIxpCI{SxpSxNBxpAEqKSxqNBx4EqKSxNqq
For any x and 4 if * says that p, and x says that x does not believe that p'
then either r saln something he does not believe or, he says something

that is not tme.

It is very interesting that we have not had to draw upon any doubtfrrl premises like 'If r believes that p,

then x believes that x believes that p' ot fuz.zy ones like 'if x believes that p, then if he is healthy-minded

he will believe that he believes it.'The ordinary logic of if','and'r'not'r'all' and'some' is enouglt.
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This is not, of course, a remembrance of an actual lecture, but it is abstracted and edited from a

paper by Arthur Prior in 1956 called 'The Logic of Belief', which he had had accepted by Analysis,
and then, on receiving comments on the manuscript from Peter Geach (now lost) which suggested a

modal operator instead of material implication, it was not revised for publication till many years

later.s
From this impressionist picture I hope you gather something of the style and concerns of A N

Prior; in particular he believed logic is about the real world. You may have noticed even in the short
extract above that the key item about which things are said or believed is a matter of fact about the
real world: a real train and its arrival at a real station at a real time - the logic is not about
manipulating sentences, or operators or variables, but about facts. lfe see that Prior was interested
in philosophic (and theological) problems and his instina was to to tackle them by seeing how
current logic could help and to invent new logic if it seem appropriate.

Prior is most famous for his belief that we are more at home with the idea of past, present and
future (McTaggat's A-series6) than with earlier and later, the ideas of an ordered series of dates
(McTagget's B series). For example he hoped that his tense logic would collapse the B series

statements into A series statements. This does not mean that he ignored the B series and one of his
most famous investigations was into what he called the U-Calculus.T

I, for one, am not adept at logical proofs, nor perspicacious in seeing how new logics can be
invented and old ones dovetailed, As his interest in modal logic grew, and in particular its new use

for temporal logic, honours students sat in on seminars in which he explained how the logic worked.

I watched the blackboards in the room being consumed in formulae and desperately tried to keep

up with the steps, Life was not all formulaei I remember him asking to a class the Senior lecturer in
Classics to translate as accurately as possible into modern English Aristotle's sea-battle passage in
order to check that his own Greek had been sufficient for the importance of the topic as he saw it.
From this immersion in the Priorian style I suspect I got a fair idea of what was being done, if not
the details of how. This left me in the position of understanding not the details but a reasonable

number of the philosophicaVtheological implications of the effect of using this or that logic. For this
I thankArthur Prior who made it such good fun'

A lot has happened in philosophy, and particularly in Logic, since he died unorpectedly whilst
lecturing in Norway in 1969 at the age of 55. Even in modal logic the dozen or so systems with
which he was adept have blossomed to over 100, and it is realised that there are probably an infinite
number. The logic of time which he inveqted (despite his always glving the credit to Aristotle's
puzzles about sea battles, to Diodorus, to 19th Century thinkers, and his teacher John Findlay) has

become a huge discipline of its own.
Prior would have enioyed the new ideas about certain sorts of implication, usually referred to

as 'counterfactual conditionals'. Counterfactuals raise a host of philosophical implications - I am

sure Arthur would not, however, have seen their arrival as a tlreat to 'ordinary logic' but as a
challenge for investigation, new sets of symbols, axioms and rules, new examples of the power of
language and method to combine to make philosophical puzzles more clearly uaderstood.

Coming back to mathernatical, symbolic, logic after 40 years away makes rne feel like the
petrol pump attendant in the Punch cartoon who says to the chauffeur of the grand limousine,
'!flould you mind turning the engine off. You're gaining on me.' What were exciting discoveries in
the 1950s are now routine and elementary and the tremendously powerful techniques of' for
example, tree proofs, and possible worlds had not been invented. Such techniques make predicate

and modal logics much more useful to those who,like me, wish to apply logic to rarer fields, Back in
the 50s we struggled along without the ideas of domains of discourse (though there was a feeling
that Thski's use of the universal quantifier was almost superfluous); constants were almost never

mixed with variables in the predicate calculus (interpretations of bound variables did instead);

intuitive reasoning where no operators join antecedent, consequent and conclusion were regarded as

shoddy workmanship or in need of careful investigation; the use of reductio (as in tree proofs) would
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have seemed cavalier; there were only two sorts of completetress; and possible worlds meant Ray
Bradbury's science fiction stories.

It has been very exciting to follow up the advice of.friendly working logicians and discover new
techniques and tools. Most of the old questions of the philosophy of logic remain, and new ones
arise. !(ihat iustifies the use of material implicadon? Is it wise to use atry deontic logic that allows
ttre distinctive axiom of T (If r is obligatoFy, r is done)? Can deontic logic be abandoned in favour
of the careful use of moral domains and predicates?8 Does the Barcan formula impty existence from
universality? Is there a universal logic? Does quantum physics require a logic of its own? \tr7here logic
and actual ('natural') language part company which should change to accotnmodate the other? Is it
legitimate to use mathematical examples to limit or extend logic?

There is lots to do,
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Notes and References

l. In his earlier book, Tiactants IngicoAhilosophicus, l7ittgenstein made a p.omic remark about the
limits of our thoughts being the limits of our language, and this has often been quoted as

meaning that we cannot ttrink without language and therefore teaching 'subtle' language use to
'backward' children will help them think. [n his later boo\ Pftlosophical Investigatians, he makes

it quite clear that this is quite the wrong interpretation to take from any such remark, and goes on
to a give a tight logical account ofhow language does not precede thinking, and especially does

not precede all the essentially private emotions, feelings, ideas, concepts, imaginings, dreams we
all have. He shows how we have to learn our language, especially about these private workings of
the mind, from other people who can never have or share or feel the same pains, feelings,
emotions, ideas, etc., as we have. Therefore, the words and sentences we use, no matter how we

interpret them otherwise, are never about the acttral feelings etc., of either ourselves or of others,
but about the outward manifestations we all agree go with those acnral feelings, etc.

Our brains work with tiny electrical currents and chemical changes at the junctions of nerve
cell with nerve cell, and these we do not register at all. \7e may have a 'deep language' (ir la
Chomsky's 'deep scructure') and this will have a 'deep logic', we may even have, as a race, a
'universal deep logic'; but it is used for the equivalent of data processing deep in a computer, and
it takes place without language. The electrical-chemical data processing has to be translated into a

local language, shared by other people, before we can communicate its finrlings.

The trick necessary to make God 'unknowable' involves a process similar to Godel's
incompleteness proof for ordinary arithmetic or I-ewis Carroll's fable of 'tU?hat Achilles said to the
Tortoise', or Russell's Paradox which gave rise to the Theory of Tlpes in the Higher Predicate
Calculus. Giidel discovered that in any system of mathematics rich enough to be able to talk
about itself there was always at least one formula in the system which cannot be talked about and,
although a way can be invented to include that formula and to talk about it, the invention
involves creating e new formula which then lies inside the system, but which cannot be talked
about by the system... and so on for ever. It is most unlikely that any theologian would propose a

God who is unknowable because of some ever-receding mathematical quirk. The effect (among

logicians and mathematicians) of Godel's incompleteness proof is not to prove ordinary
arithmetic logically or mathematically shaky, but to prove that self-referential systems are shaky

and self-proving systems impossible.
G6del's incompleteness proof has given rise to a huge literature (some of it from the

religiously inclined and quite wrong-headed). The original paper can be found in Godel (1956).
Carroll's delightfrrl fable can be found in Carroll (1849). Russell's theory of tlpes can be found
discussed in any text on the Higher Predicate Calculus, and a simple version - usually called
Grelling's Paradox - dealing with the idea of heterological words, can be found in Grelling
(1939) and many other places, for example, Prior (1955) p.287.

My method of looking at theologies is unfamiliar because very few people, including modern
theologians, have studied Spinoza in the last 200 years. My own debt to Spinoza's method will be

noted when I look at his work in Chapter 9.

VanEck,1981.

The typewritten manuscript, and a letter from the editor of lzalysls with some hints of Geach's
conunents) is in Box Five of Arthur Prior's papers in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. Prior greatly
admired Geach's perspicacity. A quite difrerent paper using some of the same material is Prior's
1967 paper'On Spurious Egocentricity', in Philosophy,Yol. XL[I, pp326 to 335.

How interesting that both McThggart and Prior, both innovators in the logic of time, were New
Zealanders, and although he described McThgget's origins as well as his theories to us I never
heard him mention the coincidence - another example of Prior's modesty about his own
achievements.
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Chapter 3

ATheology Is

Sl ATheology is any reasoning carried out as part of a particular religion'

For a theology to be considered seriously it must have:

52 One or more unproved assumptions (axioms) about God, or gods or some equivalent.

53 Logical Laws.

Sa Derived theological propositions produced by usirog logical laws on the axiom(s).

Sl Non-theological propositions, added to the theological and worked on by further logic'

General Discussion
Axiomatic Theology
A method of Proceeding

In this chapter I will first propose a very broad use of the word 'theology' and then look at the

separate types of statement and arguments that theologies use so that we can see what topics will
have to be covered when looking for a logic or logics which will be useful for theologians. Both the

broad use of the word and the moves inside theologies will have E(PI--ANATIONS, EXAMPLES, and

Dlscussrolts. The logical symbols and processes are to be inuoduced in detail in Chapter 4;

however, in tlis chaptir they may be ignored without losing the plot - iust read the examples or

explanations inside pointed brackets, < thus >.

I use .God' with a capital letter to name the monotheistic god of the Jewish/Christian/Moslem
religions. It is not supposed to be e:rclusively the Christian god, though I may slip into that usage

unawares - habit, please excuse and correct

S I, A Theolory is...

1. A theology is any reasoning carried out as part of a particular religion of the present'

of the past, or imaginable,

The first three examples below belong to Judaism/Christianity/Islam (present day); Zoroastrianism

(past - I do not intend to represent Parsee beliefs.); Modern Pantheism (imagined). The examples

also belong to $2. AXIOMS and are in this secdon only to show how my delineation gives a

reasonably wide field of inquiry.

EXAMPLES OF THEOLOGICAL STATEMENTS

Example l:
Theol. l. God made the universe.

Example 2 :

Theol. 2. Ahura Mrazda created light.
Theol.3. Angra Mainyu created dark.

Example 3:
Theol.4. All religions are one.l
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DISCUSSION

My definition may seem to bring an extraordinarily wide range of types and kinds and topics of
human mentd effort into consideration. However, I intend to limit the topic a bit in the sections
that follow, if only to get psychic surgery and divination by swinging crystals out of contenrion.

I am carefully not defining what a religion is, and instead will draw up a list of religions if
asked to. T?ris recourse to ostensive dsfinitisn (definition by pointing) is because, for religions past
and present, the list is finite. The number of religions is surprisingly large, and 9,900 are described
by David Barrett and his team, in the 2001 edition of the two volume World Ch*tian Encyclopedia,
published by O:iford University Press, with three new religions being added each day. Flowever, tJre
number with greatly differing theologies does not appear to be nearly so large. Of course any list I
draw up, or the list anyone in the yeat 2002 draws up, will have gaps in it due to the gaps in our
knowledge, There will also be gaps because different people have different notions of what a religion
is. For example, I often feel that there are good reasons for excluding this or that example from the
class of social phenomena called religion: very early Buddhist texts have no mention of god or gods,
Maori gods were more like ancestors, Confucianism seems not to spring from any sense of awe, and
so on. flowever, these all depend on some definition of religion being imposed, and to impose a

definition is both constipating to research and merely fiddling with how tlre word 'religion'is to be
used; besides an imposed generalised, definilion can often be seen to reflect a preiudice for one's
own brand or class of religion.

However, the extension out to 'imaginable religions' is less easily iustified. I suggest that the
drawing up of a grid or spreadsheet of religions and their characteristic beliefs will give us a way of
producing an extendable list of imaginable religions which is predictable. The process is sketched
here:

Retigions /BelieJs

LiJe aJter d,eath

scientfic inston-
taneous

Pentateuch
Jewish

Chrastian

Cotholic

Protestqnt

r'
(
(
r/
r/

r'
t/
t/
r/
Q/

t
t/
t/

Mod.

Ishm
Zoroastrion
Hindu
Buddhism
Modern

pantheism

r/

r'

Nogodsf 1god l2gods lmany

From the grid so far it is clear that a religion with 2 gods, re-incarnation and a 'scientific' attitude to
the creation has not, as far as we know, sprung up yet. The theolory for such a religion can be
imagined, and if such a belief did occur we would have no trouble in calling it a religion. In
literature, imagined religions and their theologies are created; extracts from and comments upon
one of these are found in Appendix 5.

The beliefs (the vertical rows) suggest *rat the categories chosen are those of someone with a

clear definition of what he or she will allow into the category 'religions'but I point out that this grid
is nor finite: not only may the list of religions (the first column) groq but also the categories which
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should be added may grow, presumably by consensus of the academic world investigating religious

pracdce and beliefs. This would happen as time adds more religions with beliefs not in this list, or if
science makes new investigations of contemporary religions possible, for example if a science

making sense of brain activity at a quantum level, as suggested by Roger Penrosez, throws light on

the origins and development of individual beliefs.

Theolog3t's base

Western professional philosophers of religion, and this group includes some theologians, have a

thriving academic discipline. M"oy of these thinkers have a logical turn of mind, and for some of the

topics they discuss they need such a mind: many of the problems in this field are left over from the

lolical work of the schlolmen of dre middle-ages. In order not to get involved in the fascinating but

seemingly endless debates I make it clear in the next section that some questions cannot be asked:

namelythose which seek a 'higher' level of iustification for the most elementary or basic theological

statements (which I call theological axioms)'
Past attempts to find such a base for theology have been of three sons:

(a) .natural' basing theology on the nature of the universe or of logic;

O) authority basing theology on what are seen as God's commandsl

(c) revelation - basing theology on something ('revealed by God') which we are

unable to doubt.

The first - attempts to prove God's necessary existence from the nature of the universe or

from logic - are surtmarised in $2 below.

The second @asing theotogy on authority) is most commonly seen when the Bible or the

Koran is used ", " 
prool that God exists and is of such-and-such a nature. The argument is so

plainly circular I wonder at my bothering to put it down; on God's supposed goodness it goes

iomething like this: the Bible says God is good. Why is the Bible authoritadve on this matter?

Because God (indirectly) wrote it. How do you know God wrote it? Because it says so in the Bible.

How do you know that part of the Bible is authoritative? Because God wrote it. ...
There are more subtle forms of the argument from authoriry but they all run into the problem

of why we should accept some statements as more authoritative than others. Catholic philosophers

have iuggested that the Pope, speaking ex-cathedra, is an authority one cannot deny' The problem is

that ex-cathedra statements have later been repudiated, for e:rample, statements condemning the

Copernican picture of the solar system. This problem of how to tell 'real' ex-cathedra statements

from .seeming' ex-cathedra statements leads off into some of the same problems as revelation-as-a-

basis (see below) and into more logical problems of circularity. Recent Catholic logicians such as the

dominican I.M.Bochenski in Tha Logi.c of Religion @ochenski 1965) reject authority as a basis for a

logic of religion, not on logical grounds but for theological reasons.

Robert Mclntyre in 'The l-ogical Status of Religious Belief' (Mclntyre 7957) suggests that the

difficulty we have in making sense of theological statements evaporates when we see the statements

as commands (carrying authority) rather than historical statements or even metaphorical

statementg. It is not clear how Mclntyre would Eanslate such biblical statements as 'God spoke to

Moses', other than 'Believe the following: I spoke to Moses,'Nevertheless, modern logicians have

studied logics of Imperatives (commands) and these will be discussed further in $7.5. This still

leaves us with the problem of where the justification for accepting one authority over another comes

from, but that is not a logical problem.
A logic, or rather logics, of command and

logician Isaac rWatts, better known for his hymn
impossibiliry possibility and contingency then says:

authority are mentioned by the 18th century
wridng. In his Logick he discusses necessiry
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There are several other Modes of speaking whereby a Predicate is connected with a Subject: Such as, c
* ceruin, it is doubtful, it is probable, it h improbable, it is aged, it * granud, it is said fut the ancienu, it is

wrifrctt, etc. all of which will form other I(inds of modal Propositions.3

Modern logicians have taken something like \fatts's 'It is written'seriously as a modal operator
and have looked at 'theological modes' such as those expressed by 'It is de fide.,.' ('It is by faith') and
'It is heretical...'. The usefrrlness of these will be discussed later.

The third suggested solution about where a legitimate basis for theology may be found relies
on revelation. Again we are confronted with the problem of which of many competing revelations to
accept as the proper basis. 'By their works ye shall know them' seems as good as we can get, and this
relies on some way of judging between the results.

How then is one to select bemreen competing methods of iudging results? For example, a
soldier ant may have it revealed to him @e compelled by his instincts to believe) that the nest rnust
be protected from invading wasps by his killing a wasp, and in the process being killed. The nest is
thus saved. Is this a good work? If you are a survivor in the ant nest this may be the best result. If
you are a wasp it is not, as the wasp nest dies of starvation. If you are an anteater it is a good result
as there are more ants to eat. If you are a human it is not a good result as the ants eat the grain in
your food-store. If you are a certain sort of god and want dre humans to learn ant-proof methods of
food-store construction by themselves, it is a good result. \flhich of these judgements is best? And at
the next level: which system of moral iudgrng is best?

This last question could be re-phrased as: which deontic (moral) logic is best? Deontic logics
for the ants, wasps, anteaters, humans, and the god can be constructed, but someone has to choose
between them. Revelation is so dependent on judgements which are likely to be short-sighted or
species-specific that the dependability of revelation also boils down to (for us) 'the proper study of
mankind is man.'

In the case of theology perhaps we have, 'the proper study of the god is the god'. The chances
of doing such a study will be looked at quite soon, but the idea that any god reveals himself,ftrerself
to himselflherself looks pretty self defeating.

My way of dealing with the problem of selecting a basis for theology is akin to the third
solution, namely 'revelation'. I assume (and assuming is akin to accepting a revelation) that the
universe is so constructed that rules can be found, including logical rules, and that any argument or
idea that breaks the rules leads to chaos. I do not regard my assumption as a totally unfounded,
possibly irrational, leap in the dark. I rely on the fact that such an assumption has proved very
useful, in millions of cases, and is therefore on the way to being as well tested a scientific tnrth as

any (though still prone to disproof if one couater-case is ever discovered.) 'useful' here includes
usefrrl to ants, anteaters, humans, and for talk about gods. The proper study of the universe is the
universe.

I therefore suggest that the best plan for anyone wishing to set up a theology is to try out the
propositions, arguments and ideas of that theology and see if they cause chaos. If they do, it must
be reiected as a theology.

If there are, after this 'test to destnrction', several competing logically strong theologies they
will have to be iudged by non-logical criteria, for example for their universality, usefulness, morality,
beaury charm, etc.
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S 2. Theological Axioms

For a theology to be considered seriously it must have:

2,1 One or more unproved assumptions (axioms) about God, or gods or some equivalent.

The three examples from $l will do as examples of theological axioms. In the case of TheoL4.

'AlI religions are one', the statement is to be ueated axiomatically; that is, no atternpt made to
prove it. FIowever, rnost people who make this statement probably have a'vague feeling that it
could somehow be demonstated from human psychology or by examining theologies' If it
could be demonstrated it might be regarded as a proof from 'natural theology'. Flowever, I
think it is better to regard it as a matrer of faith or belief, to think of it as a gtven, that is as an

axiom.

DISCUSSION

Ideally all the axioms you need should be clearly stated early on and no extras added.

An axiom saylng that there is no God, or are no gods, is considered in this thesis to be a
theological axiom, when used as part of religious reasoning by a member of that religion. Note that,
used by an atheist, it is not a theological a:riom, but a statement of fact, and therefore, either true or
false.

Having an unproved axiom (or, more usually, ma[y "ttproved axioms) is one of the
distinguishing marks of a theology; this characteristic goes with the idea summed up in the ordinary
language way we often call a religion a 'belief': religions differ from science and many normal
everyday ways of talking because they include propositions which cannot be proved or demonstrated

or deduced as generalisations are.

Is theology a science?

Theology was for a long time described as'the Queen of the Sciences'. Even some modern scientists
say theology is a science.a Science is mr:ltifarious so it is wise to ask several questions; for example,
is theology scientific in the same was asJ say, geology is? The results of scientific research, (or

detective investigations) proae fac$, that is, until some new evidence makes us abandon out 'facts' or
modi$ our hlpotheses, or call for a re-trial. This process was once described as resulting in empiri'cal

or sgnthet;c knowledge. The essence of such knowledge is that it does not rely on beliefs and never
gives absolute truth; it gives us, for the time being, enough accuracy and assurance and working
models so that technology can create new processes and from them new materials and new forms of
energy. Theology is not empirical, not being based on facts, accurate measurements, nor models.

Theology is not'scientific' (in the sense that science is empirical.)
Is theology scientific in the sense that mathematics is scientific? Mathematics, and its cousin,

logic, have unproved axioms and inveoted rules. This can give the impression that we are putting
theologies into the same epistemological category as mathematics and logic - those branches of
knowledge which used ro be called ana$tic because they proceeded by teasing out from statements
(axioms or theses) the consequences to be found in them,

Unforn:nately for believers, the analytic disciplines, although they provide absolute and

irrefutable truth in a way that no other science or human endeavour, from morals to guantum
physics, can do, provide that cenainty at a price: the absolute truth of their statements applies only
INSIDE the SYSTEM being used.

A science such as geology uses mathematics; so do rades such as carpentry and banking'Any
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human activity that uses talking and writing uses logic. Therefore, we can expect that theologies will
use logic, and perhaps a little arithmetic. Ife can have theologies with a lot of logic, that is theologies
that are very analytic, and theologies that are chaugrng as new facts are discovered. Here are some
examples to help a theologian decide how analytic he or she wants the theology being constucted or
modified to be.

(i)
A theological system could be developed for a religion (call it Three-ism) which contrined tlu'ee
gods who toss coins to decide the fate of each person. Three heads would see you healthy, wealthy
and wise through life; rwo heads would see you missing out on one of these blessings; three tails
would see you sickly, poor and stupid. \Jfe could even build in a logical law of tosser-identity and for
example, a sickly, wealthy and stupid person would know which gods had tossed tails at his or her
birth, which to praise and which to curse.

A different theology, iust as consistent, could be developed for a Six-ism religion with six gods
who always worked in pairs, taking turns at tossing the coin, perhaps the female god tossing for boy
babies and the male partner god tossing for girl babies; or any other system of gods and tossings you
like.

These theologies purport to describe the same process - we are predestined and our fates are
decided by three coin tosses. There is no way that the truth or otherwise of these theologies can be
demonstated by e4periment or modelling so the retgions are not empirical Qike geology). These
theologies are tidy and neat and consistent in themselves, but give absolutely no assurance that there
are three (or whatever number you decide upon) gods, or that they behave as described. We can
safely make deductions about all sons of ups and downs in our lives and the gods' inlluence upon
them, but we must preface each deduction with, 'If things are as the theology desc-ribes, then .....'
Therefore, Three-ism and Six-ism behave in a purely analytic way,like maths or logic - the absolute
tnrth of the conclusions inside the theology can be assured but only inside the system.

(ii)
Theologies often incorporate not only descriptions of the gods and their dealings with humans but
also make comments about what the gods admire, or commend, or command. Can logics for
theologies incorporate such moral or ethical ideas as well? Yes. Different moral logical systems can
be developed for, say, ants and dogs.
Ants would have a rule:

CNOpFp < Ifp is not obligatory then it is forbidden >
< If you are not obliged to feed the queen (you are a soldier, not a worker) it is

forbidden that you do so >

Dogs would have a rule:

CKNFpNOpPp < If p is not forbidden and not obligatory, it is permissible >
< If you are not forbidden to chase rabbits, nor obliged to chase them,

you may, nevertheless, do so.)

Both logical systems (both are part of variations of Deontic I-ogic and further examined in Chapters
4 and 5) are complete, certain, reliable, etc., as logical systemsr but they are different logical systems

and neither is universally applicable. How important is a universally applicable logic for the ethical
parts of your theology? Can you manage with your god of ants working with a different edrical logic
to your god of dogs? In Valhalla shall we find different gods applying different ethical systems to
their own behaviour, the ant god allowing itself to do only obligatory actions but the dog god doing
pennissible things from time to time? If you have a single god how does he-she manage to apply
different ethical systems to different creatures, especially when those creatures come into conflict -
the dog is permitted to eat the ant but the ant is obliged not to eat the dog (that is, is forbidden), \trfe
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manage such ethical conundrums, so) presumably the singte god must also. Each theology wishing

to incorporate moral ideas will have to decide how to add deontic logics to their stricdy theological

ideas and to their logics for the gods.

(iii)
Different systems do not always point to the same truth. Euclidian geometry and Einsteinian

geometry are both consistent and trustworthy but one works onty with 'flat' space and the ottrer

with'curved' space. Using a religious parallel:
There are many theologies, Christian, Moslem, Zoroastrian, Hindu, Yoruba, Buddhist, and if

they are not internally consistent we can imagine them being made so, perhaps in the way that

Catvinists attempted to make the Roman Ca*rolic theology of their day more so. Predestination

theology would thm be said to have truth and consistency inside the Calvinist religion, in ottrer

wordsiredestination would work for them. Similarly, Islamic theology would work and give truth

for Moslems; Zoroastrian theology for Parsees; Hindu theology for Hindusr etc. But the

predestination theology of the Calvinists would not work for Moslems (who do not think of Jesus as

God), nor Zoroastrians (who had two gods), nor Hindus and Yorubas who have hundreds, nor

Buddhists who do not have a god at all.

A mtally anab)tic theology?

Should theologians (and even believers) be willing to make theology totally aualytic, and thus accept

a complete divorce of theology from 'reality', and in particular the reality of a world with many

religions? In general the answer is 'no'; there is no particular point in a 'pure' theology - every

religion being practised is interested in the behaviour of people, and most with the interaction

between god(s) and people. Most religions claim that their theology reflects reality, contains

descriptions of what is the case, or what rs.

No religion is willing to say that its theology is a system divorced from real life, that is,

consistent and trutlrful, but only of use with 'H tttis theology is true then...' in front of its every

statement or remark. The theologian who tr *irling to bite the bullet and declare his or her theology

is purely analytic might like to point to another anatytic discipline, say arithmetic, and declare, 'see,

it is true that pure arithmetic is true and consistent and gives absolute certainty inside its own

system; but lool, it works for everyone who goes shopping or needs to count anything at all ... it has

an everyday and universal use.'The mathematician has two things to say about this:

(l) Look where we got the rules of arithmetic from - from everyday transactions. This is a case of
a pure system built to reflect what is, built to reflect naturally occurriug facts. Naturally it works.

(2) Aren't we lucky that ttre world is a good analogy for the mathematics,

The theologian does nor have parallel comments to either of these. His pure system does not

reflect universal everyday facts and occurrences because we have no examples of any god interfering

in the ordinary world which cannot be explained without a god; therefore, we do not have a pure

(theological) system reflecting naturally occurring facts, Secondly, the world is not a good analoga

for any theology.

Three riders:
(l) The modern theologian who says that God is a symbol may say that his theology reflects

everyday facts and occurrences,This stretches ttre imagination; it will be taken up in Chapter 10'

(2) There may have been a time when the interference of gods was the only orplanation available

for everyday facts and occurences. Unsolved reasons for occurrences can still be 'explained'that
way, bui sciintists do not stop looking, and expecting to find scientific explanations.5

(3) Ancient theologies did sometimes find an imagined world a good analogy for their theologies'

For example, the lods of Mount Olympus were a disharmonius lot and their iealousies'

drunkenness, infidelities, and generally wild behaviour were no doubt a reflection of human

behaviour. Few modern theologies show God or the gods as behaving as immorally and inhumanely
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as humaos; generally God or the gods are paragons of all the virnres, showing the way, not reflecting
the way the world is.

In the simplest, if not the most subtle, logic, namely propositional logic, axiomatic systems are
usual. Moreover, the axioms selected to be the foundations of technically complete systems are more
than iust useful: they are as truthful (valid) as the laws which are derived from them. The way you
can tell is to test the axioms by the selfsame truth tables, or uuth trees, or possible-worlds semantics
as you may test all propositional laws. This has the handy side effect of allowing us to accept some
rather non-intuitive axioms with certainty, rather than with scepticism. No religion has such axioms
- that is axioms which can be tested in several analogous ways. This may not be irnmediately
obvious, but should be revealed as we go further.

As well as axioms?

To develop a theology the a:rioms must have other statements (some which will also be axioms,
some will be facts, sorne moral iudgements) added, and conclusions drawn; but, it is irnportant to
distinguish those statements in a theology which are axioms (in the sense that they are not derived
from any other theological or non-theological sources). They are only one of the aspects of what
make up a theology, but they are of vital imponance, being the quintessence of the theological bits
that a believer must believe without proof, what must be 'taken oo faith' (in the modern meaning of
'faith').

Note that I do not intend to imply @y making theological axioms so vital to any theology) that
theologies have in history ever been based on axioms knowingly; in fact quite the reverse - there has
usually been some phenomenonJ or some historical event, or some feeling about what there is and is
not, that has led to the development of a theology - the axioms are usually to be discerned by the
outsider listening in and noting that some of the theological statements are important to the
theology but are not based on other facts, nor on sustainable arguments, and are best regarded as

'givens'.
I am keen to whittle ttre givens down to as few as possible, to put less strain on our belief (or

some would say, credulity). The problem of whether evidence (rather than proof) might be accepted
in their favour is another matter.

'Natural'theologt

As mentioned above in the discussion of $1, theological axioms ha've in the past been the subiect of
many attempts to show that they can be derived from non-theological propositions. The mainly
logico/linguistic 'proofs' of the necessary existence of God are still being re-erected (mainly for
demolition!) They are avoided here by declaring some theological propositions to be axioms. The
main arguments have names: the Cosmological (everything has a cause, the ultimate cause is God);
the Ontological (to exist is 'gteater'than not existing, God, being the greatest, must therefore exist);
and the Teleological (the universe must have a designer, call him God). Only the last appears
reasonable to the man or woman in the street these days but even it received an excellent and good-
humoured rubbishing by Hume back in the eighteenthth century.

My obiection to all such attempts is the logical one that a belief system (a religion and its
theology) that includes a supreme being (or beings) cannot elevate logical laws (and arguments from
created facts) to be of more ultimate 'truth' or 'reality' than the supreme being. uflhich is more
'basic'to a believer: (a) God exists, or G) Cpp <Everything is what it is?>. Another way of putring
ttre conundrum: Is God subject to the rules of logic, which he-she-it must obey and are such rules
even more'basic'to the universe than he-she-it is? This too is no modern problem.

Arguing about such matters has a parallel in ethics. The shorthand description of the problem
is: can you get an 'ought' from an 'is'? Ttrose, like Bentham, Mill (the Utilitarians) and their
successors, who believe you can get moral precepts from such processes as adding up people's
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naflral pleasures and pains, have opponents who declare that this is to fall into the 'naturalistic
fallacy.' This is a reference back to the 'proofs' of the oristence of God which are part of what used
to be called'Natural Theology.'

In the meantime, ioining the anti-utilitarians, I point out the likelihood of a parallel between
theology and morals; perhaps both are of the kind of knowledge which requires:

(i) un-iustified statements - the theological axiomsj basic moral precepts;
(ii) particular logical rules;
(iii) facts - statements about human life for theology, about ttre circumstances of a moral

predicament for ethics.
The main facts theology is interested in can be made in statements about human life as a whole; the
main facts ethics is interested in can be made in statements about moral predicameots.

S 3. Theolory uses logical laws

For a theology to be coasidered seriously it must:

3. t Use logical laws.

These are seldom stated and often have to be discerned by working back from the way the axioms
and other statements are used.

EXAMPLES OFTHEOLOGICAL USE OF LOGICAL I-AI$(/S

Example 4:

Theol.4.3 God created dre world
Therefore
Theol.4.4 lfithout Him was not anything made that was made.

This is a stightly modified quotation from John 1:3 in the Authorised Version. It is an instance of the
logical law

PL. 4.2 CIIxy$xyNIIxy$N4y < If, for all r and all y, x /'s y, then, it is not the case that
for all r and ally, that not-x $'s y )

' i::-#tilff #f;;Til'f, ::i:':*"H5*ffi,'",,
This is by no means obvious intuitively when laid out like ttris but it can be derived from the
obvious logical law

CpNNp <If pt\en not not-p>
<If something is true it is not the case that it is not true >
< the law of 'double negation'>.
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Example 5:

Theol.5.1. Ahura Mazda will come to every bellever's aid when he or she needs it
Therefore
Theol.5.2 I am a believer, Ahura Mazda will come to my aid when I need it

This looks like a simple tnre deduction, and so it is, but it relies on, that is, it exemplifies, a logical
law which we all agree holds in all cases, which has not been state4 it being:

Domain:Zoroastrians;d=....wi[cometotheaidof...;lr=needshelp;r=avariablefora
Zoroastrian; a = Ahura Mazda; b = a constant for a named Zoroastrian, say, Rustem, or Zorab, or
Darius...

PL. 5.1 C IIx Ctyx lax C yb $ab < If, for all x, x nee& help implies a will come m the

aid of x, tlren, if 6 needs help, a will come n the
aidofb>

< If, for all x, x needs heQt implies Ahura Mazda will
come tn the aid olf x, then, tl Rusum needs help,
Ahura Mazda wiJl come to his aid >

< If Ahura Mazda will come n the aid of every beliezter

then if / (a belieaer) need help,thenAhura Mazda
u'ill come n my aid >

S 4. Theolory uses derived statements

For a theology to be considered seriously it must have:

4,1 Derived theological propositions produced by using logical laws on the axiom(s).

EXAMPLES OF THEOLO GICAL PROPOSITIONS DERWED FROM TI{EOLOGICAL A)fl OMS

Example 6:
Adapting example 5:

Domain:AllcreaturesandGod;S=,...loves.,.iV=isacreature;r=avariableforacreaturej
g = God; b = a constant for a named creature, say, Llewellm, or Judith, or our dog Fido ...

Theol.6.1. God loves all his creatures < a ilreological axiom >
Theol,6.I. IIxCVxOgx <forallx,ifrisacreature, gi'sx>

< all the creatures there are loved by God >
PL.5.I C IIx Cryx fiStc C Wb igb < a logical laq see Example 5 >

PL.s.1 = CTheol.6.1 -Theol.6,2 < instructions for detaching a new law, see Ch.4 >

Theol.6.2 C ryb $gb < a new, derived, theological law >
< God lwses Llewelyn >

Note that we have proved that the theology that has 'God loves all his creatures' as an axiom can

also have, as a law, 'God loves Llewelyn'. The constant b has to stand for oue named person at a

time, but we could name some other creature with b, and so work our way through to you, or Fido,
or whoever/whatever God created that you like to name.
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Example 7:

Theot.7.1 Olorun cogrmanded that the world and people be made.

Theot.7.2 Olorun then gave the rule of thunder to Shango' of rivers to Oshun, of iron
to Ogun... but kept the destinies of people in his own hands.

Therefore
Theol.7.3 Olorun limited his rule of the world.

I have not put this example into symbolic form - it would be a considerable task and would take a

lot of sp""i fo. no great result. The point is made that you need no more than one theological

axiom, some quite unexceptional logic, and you can add to your theology a new and derived

conclusion. In this example we had two axioms and can derive TheoL7.3, a ilreological statement

with which allYoruba worshippers of Olorun would aglee.

S 5. Theolory uses non-theological (profane) propositions

For a theology to be considered seriously it must have:

5,1 Non-theological proposirions which are added to the theology and worked on by further
logic.

EXAMPLES OF NON-THEOLOGICAL PROPOSITIONS ADDED INTO THEOLOGIES

Example 8:

Theol.8.l God punishes all wrong-doers. [theological axiom]

Nth.8.2 The Pharaoh did wrong (to chase the Israelites). [non-t]reological]
Rule 1 Substirution
Rule 2 Detachment (Modus Ponens)

Theol.8.2./ God punished the Pharaoh (drowned his soldiers). [derived theological law]

The logical progression can be seen clearly using the predicate calculus to give us the laws and

propositions we use here. Firstly, we are considering all of the universe including God and this is
called the 'Universal Domain'. Secondly we need only one noun variable, in this case 't'' Thirdly we

need some predicates (verbs) and we will use 'B' fot 'is bad', or perhaps more cotlectly 'does wrong';

also '1,'for'is punished by God'. Fourthly we will use '4'to stand for a noun constant' on this case

the Pharaoh.

< for all x, if x does wrong God punishes :c >

ff

Theol.8.1 IIxC pxyx
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Nth.8.2 pa < Pharaoh does wrong >
Theol.8. I xla = Theol. 8.3 < in Theol.8. / we may substitute Pharaoh for 'all x'

since Pharuolz is one of the things included in
'all x'>

Theol.8.3 C paya < if Pharaoh does wtong Pharaoh is punished by
God >

Theol.8.3 = C Nth8.2 -Theol.8,4 
< apply the Rule of Detachment (Modus Ponms) >

Theol.8.4 Ta < Pharaoh is pt'nished by God >

The point is that non-theological propositions (in this case a moral proposition, Nth-8.2) can be
added to theologies. Rules about the son of conclusions that can be properly drawn from such a
mixed argurnent will be dealt with in the uext chapter. Another example of mixed moral and
theological proposition, this time using deontic logic, is essayed in Note 6 at the end of the chapter,

Example 9:

Theol.9.1. 'Prainamam brahman, [means in English] brahman is consciousness,'
Nth.9.1, 'The power which is manifest in the universe is called "brahman".'
LL.3. CCpqCCrpCrq <lf pimplies g,thenifrimpliesp,ralso impliesq.>
Theol.9.I.1. 'The rcality without, [the power which is manifest in the universe] is at one

with one's own inner consciousness.'

These statements are lifted from a book by Bede Griffiths (1989) interpreting tJlte Upanishads: I hold
no candle for their accuracy among Hindus. The logical law is not mentioned by GrifEths but it is
necessary for him to reach his conclusion, To give some help I have put in square brackets my own
interpretations of what is being said. The non-theological statement, Nth.9.1, is quite clearly about
the meaning of a word (Griffiths has the word brahmaz in quotes) and is not about brahman itself.
The derived theological statement, Theol.9.2, also uses a metaphoric or poetic re-definition of
brahmin when it talks of 'the reality without'. The closeness of the meanings is not spelt out in
Griffth's text.

Again the point here is that non-theological statements, even simple definitions, help the
development of a theology upon its axiom(s).

General discussion

OnIy the characteristic of $2,
For a theologt to be considered seious$t hte it must hazte one or more u.nproaed assumptions (atcioms)

about God, or gods or sorne equiaalent
is likely to be controversial. Obiections rnight be raised on two grouads:

(a) that a theology need have no unproved assumptions;
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O) that we have here no useful definitions of what is meant by'God'or'gods'or
'some equivalent'.

Considering (a) I could, of course, say that I am writing this thesis and I may put in limits or

definitions as I like, as long as they are understandable and I stick to them. Flowever, the limit as to
what I am willing to call a theology is by no means arbiuary'

In part, my 52 characteristic arises from the notion that religions (and particularly their
theologies) are systems of beliefs, not systems of facts (verifiable by operiment) nor systems of
mathematic/logic (verifiable by proof). Our ordinary language definitely marks off beliefs from

factual knowledge or deductions (calculations): such is clearly seen in such remarks as 'I believed

the train left at noon. But I was wrong. It left at ll-45. So I missed it.'Also, in part, my 52

characteristic arises from a working knowledge of several religions and my discovery that none have

satisfactory ways of proving, neither as factual knowledge nor as mathematicaUlogical knowledge,

many of their basic tenets.
I am willing to be proved wrong, and will be if a theology can be raised upot prwable first

principles. However, as already mentioned in the DISCUSSION of the examples in $1, such

theologies carry with them the inevitable consequence that their God or gods (if they have such) are

the creation of the proof, not the cteator(s) of the proof. In literary terms ttrere is more than a bit of
hubris to be seen in creating gods; in Yoruba society you do not even say how many children you

have for fear the gods will punish you &y kilting one) for ttris minor presumption; to create a god

would be to invite terrible retribution. There is a different danger summed up in the Greek proverb

that if horses have gods they will look like horses? - the danger of preiudice or lack of knowledge. In

Jewish theolory there is the 2nd Commandment with its iniunction not to make graven images -
and this must by implication be extended to include not making new mental gods; Christians have

made this exrension explicit as the sin of idolatry which is worship of something created as opposed

to the worship of the creator himself and herself'

Considering (b) on definitions. I do indeed give no definitions of what is meant by 'God' or 'gods'

or 'some equivalent'; I grve none on purpose. Asked to do so I would (again) point: the list of acnral

religions (and thus theologies) which use words which may be translated into English as 'God' or
'gods'is finite; I would rather appeal to this list than try to define the English words. This may seem

cowardly but it is very practical - it does not cramp the discussion and it gives a chance for any

generalisations I can make to be universally correct. There are of course fuzzy edges: actual religions

not yet discovered, or now lost in un-discoverable pre-history, may not have used any concepts able

to be correctly translatable into English as 'God' or'gods'. Also, there will be hot debate concerning

many religions (already known) about whether present translations into English using 'God' and

'gods'have got it right. I think pre-European Maori teligion should fall into this category.

The other, aod less easily resolved problem, is what exactly I mean by'some equivalent.'I have

used this term firstly so that I may incorporate as parts of a theology such figures as Tane Mahuta.

'Gods' are usually thought of as non-human, but Thne Mahuta, often called a 'god' in talk about

Maori religion, is regarded by my friend Bill Thwhai of Omaio in 2002 as an actual non-

metaphorical ancestor of his, so Tane Mahuta must have been human, Similarly, ancestors in a wide

variety of Buddhist denominations and in Confucianism and Dao need to be incorporated into their
theologies with a status quite other than just 'dead people'. Secondly, Hindu avatars of gods, and

even mope so the Buddhist bodhisattvas, clearly need to be recognised in the theologies of their
religions. Some people might like to consider that, under my 'some equivalent' category, (Christian)

angels may be brought into consideration .

There could be discussion about whether the 'purest' form of Buddhism has a theology since

its members often claim it has no 'God' or 'gods'. I hereby expressly incorporate it as a religion in

my purview and, extending the meaning of 'theology' for my purposes, declare it to have a theology'

You can see that I use the word 'theology' to mean something akin to 'any system of thinking

about a religion,' The word has already been extended in meaning: for example, there are such

suange beasts as 'liberation theology' and 'feminist theology' slouching towards Bethlehem;
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however, these are mainly 'extensions' to liberal Christian theolory; my extension is different in
kind, but reasonable.

It could well be said that several religions do not need their 'God' or 'gods': the gods of
Confucianism seem to an outsider to serve little purpose in its theology and could be said to have

been 'left-over' from some more pagan state of affairs. The rituals for the gods commended by
Confucius seem to be there only because of his general conservative approach - 'never do
something for the first time nor for the last.' Thus the theory could be propounded that
Confucianism could be shorn of its gods and still be a religion worthy of the name. Such a proposal
is discussed in Chapter 16. Similarly, in mahayana Buddhism the proliferation of gods could be

regarded as a hindrance to the clear statemeut of its theology.
There are also some strange religions about, and many even stranger could be invented. One of

the most interesting invented religions I have come across is a religion which plays a maior part in
the plot of a novel set in an imaginary time which in its socid structure, technology, the place of
religion and politics, is very like the late middle ages in Spain. Flowever the religion of the people
(apart from one heresy) has a family of five gods, The Father, The Mother, The Son, The Daughter,
The Bastard. It is describe4 for interest's sake, in Appendix 5.

In the Ifest in the early twenty-first ceotury one scholar-encycloprdists suggests that there are

about three new religions coming into existence every day. I consider his definition of onew' catches

too many sects or denominations as if they were fully fledged religions, however, there are at least

three 'new' religions, still largely unrecognised as religions because they do not have clearly
identifiable groups of worshipping adherents, yet which have reasonably well developed theologies
(in my broad sense). This phenomenon (theology before, or without worship) is itself fascinating.
There is a case for Zen and the 'philosophies' of t}re stoics, epicureans, klmics, Spinoza, and thinkers
of the French Revolution to be considered as candidates for the description religions-with-
theologies-but-without-worship. However I suspect modern instances must be a result of the rise of
science; here are two,

(l) One wentieth century religion-less theology I have called 'Modern Pantheist'in $1 of tltis
Chapter, and 'Gaia' in Chapter 13. I suspect the tuge for this theology springs from three sources:
(a) the'un-scientific'idea that there is a spirit realm different from the physical realm; (b) the feeling

that we need a peaceful world and religions all want that, so they must be the same, basically,
underneath their doctrines; and (c) the new recognition that all parts of our world are

interconnected, not iust in their origin, but in their continued existence in more or less a steady life-
supporting state.

There may be 'hippy' sssllltrnilies with such beliefs, and some Hindu gurus may teach
something which western disciples take to mean something like this; there may also be intemet
'communities'who might be described (very loosely) as worshipping such ideas. This is scratching
to find a religion out of highly individualistic behaviour and very nebulous and mixed beliefs.e

This religion-less theology seems at first glance to be much the same sort of idea as is found in
the Hindu or Buddhist notion drat 'all is one', that all physical and mental (and spiritual) 'things'
are the same sort or 'rhings' differendy viewed or experienced closely related, and bound together,
However, the theology of Hindu and Buddhist thinkers is quite different from that of those who
come from western scientific backgrounds. The !(/esterners see all life and inanimate objects as

indeed interconnected (as now explored in the science of ecology), and prefer to see the world,
indeed the universe, as more like an organism than a machine. Unlike Easterners this theology is not
attached to notions of cycles or birth/death/rebirth except in a very scientific interpretation, and

cenainly not to the notion that suffering is a result of passion and *rat the end of passion is
therefore 'good'. The western theology, sometimes equating God with the whole earth, and perhaps

the whole universe, has a handy name: Gaia religion, from the Gaia hypothesis of Lovelock. This is
discussed with care in Chapter 13. There is a huge literature, vigorous electronic exchange of ideas,

and a subculture of people working to get the consequences of this world-view put into practice to
'save the planet', A passionate lot - not self-denying nor world-denying - so very unlike Hindus and

Buddhists and their'theologians'.
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A second religion-less theology has a great number of variants and is much more the invention

of academics than of the spiritually inclined or concerned scientifically-aware humanists. Most of
the various forms I have come across are those of Chrisdan thinkers who feel that science, or new

information, or new ways of interpreting old myhs, have put paid to older ways of thinking about

God; they are seeking new ways of doing that. Most do not deny that there is a God or gods but try
out new meanings for the words.

From last century are the ideas of Bergson who decided that the 'life-force'was what we could

legitimately call God, This idea seems to have been recently revised in New Zealand by Alun
Richards in (Jnwrap7ting His Message @ichards 1997). Psychologists have seen 'God' as a name for
needs and desires from the subconscious, and some theologians have moved in the same direction

suggesting such revisions as: 'God is the mythical embodiment of all that one is concerned with in
tlre spiritual life,' (Cupitt 1997a). I-ess obviously attached to psychological theory is: 'The
fundamental symbol of our ultimate concern is God.' Cfillich 1957). Giving God the status of a
symbol is now common: 'The symbol of God... sums up, unifies and represents... ttre highest and

most indispensable ideas and values.' (Ifuufrnan 1981) And '...the word "God" ...catl usefully

function as an ultimate point of reference or a uniffing symbol...a focus of meaning we must now

create.' (Geering 199 4)
All these suuggles to find a new meaning for the word 'God'suggest that the word they are

using is not the concrete noun whose meaning we are used to. The rneaning used, in the past, to
slide around a lot ('God the creator', 'God the father', 'God so loved the world...', 'God slew the

Mohabites') but did suggest something very like a human being. Ttre new meanings use the word as

an abstract noun Qike 'redness', or 'fear', or 'privatisation' or 'fatuousness') or take a step back and

say the word means, (or points to by being a symbol) an abstract idea ('ultimate concern',

'indispensable ideas', 'values', 'focus'). Although in most logics both concrete and abstract nouns

behave the same way ('socrates is a maa' has the same logical status, being a proposition, as

'redness is a colour' or 'fatuousness is a common failing of philosophers.') in the case of theology a

lot often hangB on whetler something exists or not and what is meant by existing. These topics are

discussed in Chapter I l.
In the meantime one might note that though worshippers of a Modern Pantheism or Gaia

Religion may be difficult to spot, the worshippers of an abstract noun God, either a life-force, a

coocern, or a symbol, are very few, unless you are willing to say something of the order of: 't-hose

thousands of church-goers dont know it, but they are really worshipping our ultimate concern.'

Axiomatic theology

The first theologian/philosopher to lay out beliefs in a clear systernatic, axiomatic system was

Spinoza. His theology is pantheistic (everything is God, God is everything), This is exciting to the
historian because it is despite his living in the 1600s and being surrounded by a repressive Christian
culture, and despite his being brought up a Jew. It is exciting to the logician because in his

posthumous Ethics he carefully lays out the axioms needed for each step of his argument for a god

who is all pervading, carefully lays out the arguments justiffing both his axioms and his conclusions

from them, and gives examples and comments and summaries at every step of the way. His logic is
ns1 innsystive, but his use of it is, Of course his language is archaic and many of the concepts he

uses (notably that of 'substance' and Cartesian psychology) have not stood the test of time.

Flowever, if you go along with him, his rigour and insights are compelling. His arguments are

examined closely in Chapter 13,

I, of course, am not attempting to erect a new theolory upon a set of axioms, merely uying to
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see how new logics can affect theologies from which I have excacted what I see to be the axioms

underlying the un-rigorous talk within existing religions.

A method of proceeding

L
Having laid out what a theology is, and shown, briefly how any theology can be expanded with the
use of logical laws, it is possible, and instructive, to lay out *Ie beliefs in any theology (and the
logical conclusions from those beliefs) as an a:<iomatic system, using o'off the shelf" and adapted

logics, to handle ttre dicta of the religion under study'

l.l Thus in the theology of the Yoruba of lfest Africa, tJl,:e beginnings of such an axiomatic system

would contain such dicta as:

l'l,1 Olurun commanded that the world and people be made.
7.1.2 Olurun then gave the rule of thunder to Shango, of rivers to Oshun, of iron to Ogun

... but kept the destinies of people in his own hands.

and such logical conclusions as:

1.1.3 Olurun limited his rule of the world.

1,2 The theology of Zorcastrians may contain such dicta as:

1.2.7 Ahura Mazda created light
L,2,2 Angra Mainu created dark

and observed facts such as:

7.2.3 Dark never overcomes lightr light never overcomes dark.
and such logical conclusions as:

1,2,4 Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainu are equal in power.

This system would require a logical calculus ttrat allows 'observations', for example, scientific 'facts',
such as 1,2.3 to be linked to theological statements.

1.3 The theology of pre-contact Maori may contain such axioms as:

1.3.1 All people are directly descended from the gods

1,3.2 The gods can help their descendants

and a moral axiom such as:

1,3.3 All people (including the gods) should help their descendants

and such conclusions as:

1.3.4 In times of uouble it is efEcacious to call on the gods for help.

This system would require calculus that allows moral axioms or moral rules derived from them to be

linked to theological statements.

I.4 The theology of pantheism, as instanced in some forms of Jainism and Hinduism, and in
religions based on the'Gaia hlpotheses'of modern times may contain such axioms as:

1.4.1 God is everything;
1,4.2 Everythingis God;

and a moral axiom such as

1.4,3 Treat God (everything) as you wish to be treated yourself;

aud such conclusions as:

1.4.4 You do not wish to be killed, therefore do not kill insects.

This system does not require any additional strucnrres than those of 1.3.

1.5 The theology of 'fundamentalist' Christians may contain such axioms as:
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I .5. I God (in heaven) sent his son Jesus to earth;
1,5.2 AII people deserve to be punished for their sins;

and moral axioms such as:

1.5.3 prrnislunsats may be uansferred from one person to another;
1.5.4 Death is a punishmenq

and a statement of historical fact such as:

1.5.5 Jesus was killed
and such logical conclusions as:

1.5.6 Jesus was punished instead of all people.

This system would require a way of incorporating moral axioms or laws (such as 1.5.3, and 1.5.4)
and historical facts (such as 1.5.5),

2.
The use of the propositional calculus and the lower predicate extension as the fundamental logic for
axiomatic systems of theology is open to challenge from two sides;

2.1 Logicians with'rival' systems:
2.1.1 intuitionist and relevance logics.

These are not my field but they were developed because of very plausible concenn
about how the slganilgs of the propositions may affect logical procesEes, Logicians
adept in their use may well make useful further contributions to the logics of
religions.

2.1.2 model theorists concerned with more than the true/false picnrre of validiry

2,2 Theologians who are sure that 'God is not limited by logic.' Such arguments are very
prevalent and were dealt with in Chapter 2.

3.
The status of moral dicta and matters of 'fact', when in combination with theological axioms, has

not been teated in many works of symbolic logic.The following discussion may help.

3.1 The propositional calculus deals with any 'fact', true or false, that can be orpressed in a

proposition. Thus a belief (such as 'Olurun commanded that the world and people be made') is

treated as an examphe of Kpq Similarlg the scientific fact 'Water is made of Oxygen and Hydrogen',
and the moral dicrum 'Tornrring prisoners and children is wrong': tnd the imaginary 'fact',
'IJnicorns are like horses and like narwhals', are also examples of substitutions in the same well
formed formula Kpq.

3.2 No propositional calculus can contain Kpq, ot any invalid formula, as an axiorn, without
collapsing. I-ogrc is concerned with the truth and falsity of whole argutnents (that is chains of
reasoning) not with the truth or falsiry of propositions - except as they affect the chain of reasoning.
I?hether pigs can fly or not is of no interest to the logician, qua logician, He is interested that from
any false proposition you may infer anything. The logical law is: from a false proposition you rnay infer

any other proposition, true or false. It is rqor: from 'pigs can fly'you can infer any other proposition.T\at
would be to iudge the tnrth of 'pigs can fly', and that is not the iob of the logician.

3.3 The propositional calculus can (of course) handle any well-formed formula (wff) such as Kpq
as a part of a law For example:

CCKpqrKCptCqr < If (p& q) implies rthenpimplies rand. q implies r>
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< If Olorun's command that both the world and people be
made implies that he is wise, then his command that the
world be made implies that he is wise, and his command
that people be made implies that he is wise.>

The rules of logic are self-evident, or tautological, or universally valid (the exact description is
much debated) as evidenced by the way their truth (or falsity) survives the substitution of
propositions for propositional variables, verbs for predicate symbols, names or nouns for 'thing'
variables' etc. This 'universality' of a true logical law is part of what is meant by a calculus or logic
being'ertensional', i.e., parts of it are able to be extended without altering its truth value.

However, this is not what a theologian seeks: the theologian is looking for axiornatic statements
which will not invalidate the logic.

Axiomatic statements in the predicate calculus, because it strictly controls the range of things
with which it is dealing, calling this the 'domain of discourse', are able to avoid the chaos-inducing
effects of many propositional wffs. The predicate calculus thus gains a subtlety and usefulness very
necessary for theological reasoning. However, it does this at a price: a:rioms expressed in the
predicate calculus have a more limited scope, they are not so easily iustified, their validity in an
argument must be shown by tree proofs (a version of reductio ad absurdum, so not as clearly valid as
truth tables), and though a true axiom can be shown to be lz the system, a false cannot be shown to
corrupt the whole s)4stem. Most theological axioms will henceforward be cast in the predicate
calculus.

3,4 An a'ztentional calculus, ttrat is, some logic which does not depend for its validity on a true/
false bi-valent model, for example some quasi-modal logic, is tikely to be what fits theology best.
Some of the reasons follow, others will appear later.

4.
The treatrnent and status of beliefs.

4.1 It has been demonstrated by Priorlo that some of the puzzles about starements of belief -
especially those about one's own beliefs - can be put into a quite simple predicate calculus and do
not give rise to many interesting logical problems. Flowever, using Bx for x belieues that.,., and p for
Socrates is mortal, we may have a true statement:

Bxp < Xantippe believes that Socrates is mortal >

This is true when bothp and Bxp are true.
But we cannot make substitutions for p and tell from the truth or falsity of p (alone) what the truth
or falsiw of the whole formula will be.Trv these:

Bxp < Xantippe believes that Socrates is a fool > p is false but Brp is true

Bxp < Xantippe believes that E = mc2 > p is true but Brp is false

Therefore, the rules for determining truth and falsehood, in this branch of modal logic,like in all
modal logics, cannot follow the truth-table model.

4.2 The logic of belief might at first sight look like a necessary part of a logic of theology,
particularly since all theologies depend on the particular set of beliefs of the rcligionl for the
theological axioms. Flowever, this is not the case. The logic of belief may assist in untangling
problems such as how we can believe that we believe (or more commonly, believe that we doubt) but
does not assist in a 'naturalistic' proof of theological axioms, nor in sorting out which theological
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dicta may be proved from others. That is, there is no truth to be added to such a theological axiom
such as God creaud the world, or Eaery object has an inherent spirit, by the statement that ten billion
people believe that God created the world, or even that every person who ever lived has believed that
every obiect has an inherent spirit. Nor will such statements help in the progression from God

created the world to God created elrer! person, or any piece of theological reasoning.
The logic of belief is developed by Prior's contemporary Hintikka in his Knowledge and Belief'

(Flintikka 1962).

5.
The status and logic of commands (imperatives)

5.1 It has been suggested, notably by Alasdair Maclnryre (Maclntyre 1957, p.200-205), that the
concept of authoriry is central to the nature @ut not the content) of all religions. Firstly there is an

authoritative set of rules about how people are to live and what their fundamental attitudes are to
be. Secondly there may be an authoritative person and the 'authoritative witness to that person by
others.' This laner idea he e:rpands by saying that when a religious person says 'God loves', 'God
creates', for example, no evidence is offered for these statements, such as the preponderance of love

over indifference, but authority is offered instead. Examples of authoritative statements are:

(r) The Bible tells us that God loves us.
(ii) You have learnt how it was said:You must love your neighbour and hate your enemy. But I say

this to you: love your enemy and pray for those who persecute you.rl

Maclntyre makes the acceptance of authority, rather than any particular set of beliefs, as tl:e mark of
a'believer'.

Maclntyre says 'It is always open for a man [person] to make his own experience his
authority and so become the founder of his own religion.' He suggests that in the case of new and
inspired religions (mentioning George Fox, Martin Luther and Saint Paul) 'the relationship between
experience and subsequent belief and behaviour is a non-logical one resembling the relationship
between an imperative and obedience to it.'

5.2 By non-logical Maclntyre does not mean illogical, but rather not susceptible to tests for tnrttr
and falsity. He would have been aware of the work of Hare (Flare 1949) and Duncan-Jones
(Duncan-Jones 1952) on the logic of imperatives. These philosopher/logicians tease out the
relationships between assertions and closely related cornmands, such as 'The whole class rs writing a
hundred lines,' and 'The whole class will write a hundred lines.' Despite the fact that commands are

neither true nor false (we talk of them as clever/stupid, wise/unwise, moraVimmoral, legitimate/
illegitimate, right/wrong) Hare asserts that commands can be inferred from each other - for
example, 'No member of the class will be excused' can be inferred from the command which says

the whole class will write... Duncan-Jones refines this with a set of rules about when a command is

challenged and some iustification given in an assertion. For example: 'Please pass me some

matches.' (command), 'I have none.' (chatlenge to the command with an assertion). 'There is a box
by your left elbow, so shoot them over, there's a good fellow.' (ustification of the command by an
assertion).

The ways this can be put into symbols need not bother us, but the conclusions are:

CRI
CR2
cR3

CR4
CR5

From a series of assertions a further assertion may be deduced.
From a series of commands a further command may be deduced'
From a mixture of assertions and commands we may deduce a frrrther command
but not a further assertion.I2
From a series of commands it is never possible to deduce an assertion.

From a series of assertions it is never possible to deduce a command.
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A further look at these rules, aud a 'possible worlds'modell3 that helps makes the reasons for them
clearer will be discussed in Ch 8. However, the rule with the greatest impact is rule 3, but it needs a

bit of tidying up and it is probably best written

CR3.1 From a mixture of assertions and commands we may deduce a further comrnand
but not a further assertion. (If it appears that an assertion may be deduced from a
mixture, that concluding assertion may be deduced from the first assertions alone;
the commands are not lecessary to the deduction and can be put aside.)

5.3 This work on how commands and assertions can be combined in logical manners, the rules of
combination being, however, more restrictive than those for manipulating propositions alone, has
parallels in the gsrnlining of theological laws (dicta) and propositions of fact and ethics. The five
rules of Duncan-Jones can be taken over by theology in the following, slightly more logical, form
(splitting CR3. I into rwo partsr FRi and FR6; ER3 and ER6):

FACTS A}ID TFIEOI.OGICAL DICTA

FRI From a series of facnral propositions a further facnral proposition may be deduced.
FRz From a series of theological dicta a further theological dicnrm may be deduced.
FR3 From a mixture of factual propositions and theological dicta we may deduce a

further theological dictum,
FR4 From a series of theological dicta it is uever possible to deduce a factual

proposition.
FRs From a series of facnral propositions it is never possible to deduce a theological

dicnrm.

FR6 From a mixture of facttral propositions and theological dicta we may never deduce a

factual proposition. (Any factual conclusion does not need the theological
premises.)

ETHICAL I-A\TS A}TD TFIEOLOGICAL DICTA

ERI From a series of moral laws a further facrual moral law may be deduced.
ERz From a series of theological dicta a firrther theological dicnrm may be deduced.
ER3 From a mixture of moral laws and theological dicta we may deduce a further

theological dicnrm.
ER4 From a series of theological diaa it is never possible to deduce a moral law.

ERs From a series of moral laws it is never possible to deduce a theological dictum.
ER6 From a mixture of moral laws and theological dicta we may never deduce an ethical

law. (Any ethical conclusion does not ueed the theological premises.)la

If we use A%r = factud propositions;mrn, o = moral laws; lr zLo = theological dicta, we might
symbolise these laws this way:

FRI CKpqr ER7 CKmno
FRz C Ku v ER8 C Ktu v (the same as FR2)
FRi C Kptu ERg C Kmtu
FR4 NCI{ta p ERI0 NCKU m

FR5 NCIQq t ERI l NCI(mn t
FR6 NCKpt u ERI2 NCKmt u
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These 12 rules (actually 1l because FRZ and ER8 are the same) will be useful for checking the
acceptability or otherwise of conclusions reached in theologicd talk.

5,4 The idea that ouce you embark upon a theological argument you must arrive at a theological
conclusion is on a par with the idea that once you introduce a moral or ethical premise into an
argument you must conclude with a moral proposition as conclusion. This idea is clearly set out by
Charles Pigden (Pigden 1998) in an excellent commentary on Prior's book lo6rc and the Basis of
Ethics (Prior 1949). In his conrmenrary Pigden shows how Prior's re-stating of the debate between
ethics based on moral axioms and the attempt to base ethics on non-moral assertions (as the
Utilitarians attempted) depend on various logical assumptions; for e:<ample, the generally agreed
asserrion that you cannot get more out of a logical argurnent than you put in at the beginning. The
result is that to get an ethical conclusion you must have at least one ethical assertion in the
antecedent. Pigden points out that this fact about moral arguments and their comect logical
progression is by no means surprising nor unusual. He invents the delightfirl illusuation of arguing
about hedgehogs - you cannot get a conclusion about hedgehogs in an argument that has nothing
about hedgehogs in the antecedent. Naturally an argument of the form:

All mammals have four limbs.
Therefore: All hedgehogB have four limbs.

has a hidden (unstated) premise in the argument, namely

Hedgehogs are mammals.

The rule that theological conclusions must rely on at least one theological antecedent premise, is
not as surprising as it first looks, seen in this light.

5,5 A whole book Imperatives and their Logics (MountafAkis, 1975) has been written to take

account of the separate factors in a command - the relationship berween the commander and the
commanded, the time at which the order is given in relation to the situation or obiect it is to apply
to, the order in which several commands are given, the joining or putting apan of commands, ('If
the front window is open shut the door but if it is closed open the door, or open the other windoq
but not both.'), the acceptance and the performance, or otherwise, of what is ordered, and so on. A
very unwieldy logic is erected.

5.6 Although Maclntyre's thesis that the willingness to accept the authority of the church or any

religioa's office holders, or even one's owu revelations and insights, is more characteristic of a

religion than the intellecnral assertion of any set of beliefs, I am not persuaded that the introduction
into a theology of a logic of commands will assist clarity of thought on theological issues. As with the
logic of belief, the psychological state of the believer or the person commanded (who has put
himself or herself under authority) has no bearing on the truth or othenrise of the theological dicta
and the conclusions drawn from them.

The acolyte rnay say that she knows Allah is merciful because it is the teaching of Mahomet
and not because she has any evidence of Allah's mercy. She has put herself under Mahomet's
authority, (perhaps having had it revealed to her that this is the right and proper thing to do);
Mahomet has (as it were) comrnanded her to believe that Allah is merciful, therefore she believes

and asserts that Allah is merciful. This scenario has parallels in most religions and falls foul of the
theological version of the Duncan-Jones rule 5, From a seies of facaal propositionslmoral laws it is

neaer possible to deduce a theological dictum. Our acolyte has deduced, by bad logic, that because she

has accepted Mahomet's authorlty, and Mahomet has said 'AUah is merciful' (rwo factual
propositions) then Allah is merciful (a theological dicturn). In the symbols given above:

5. NCKpq t
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It is such improper attempts to iusti& theological dicta that led me to abandon all attempts to
do so when setting up a logic for theology and to start with theological dicta as a:doms.

6.

Deontic logics aod theologies

6.1 A quasi-modal system based on a deontic logic lying between D and 55 looks promising and is
discussed in Chapter 4.

6.2, Alogical basis for ethics: Escapism.

There is a fine logic for the basis of ethics (if not for the details, nor for legal systems) developed by
Alan Ross Anderson and later, Arthur Prior. This logic, cdled Escapism @rior 1958), has:

(1) an undefined deontic concept for an unspecified'senstion's
(2) s is such that 'p is forbidden,' (Fp) may be defined as 'p necessitates the sa.'ction,'

(LCps).
(3) 'p is obligatotyl (Op) may be defined as 'the omission ofp necessitates the sanction,'

(LCNps).
(4) This is then sirnplified further with another fixed proposition e which means 'escaping

the sanction'.
See Chapter 5.

7.

A logical basis for theology: the Theologic

7.1 A logic developing the Priorian ethical logic will be constructed. It will require a concept
involving a reward given by a God or gods (such as everlasting life, heaven, or material assistance
during life), and a symbol for acquiring such a reward.

7.2 A Priorian interpretation of the strength of the resulting theologic will show how, in many
religions, it may be used to argue without committing logical errors.

Conclusion

Theologies, particularly those for religions witlt a God or gods, can be clearly stated in a:riomatic
form. This form is their normal or natural state since all theological expansion must be through
argunent or more axioms. The expansion may contain facnral as well as moral premises, even
commands, but there must be theological premises among the antecedent parts of the arguments.
These antecedent statements must in turn be theological axioms or derived from theological axioms
by good logic. The a:<ioms are the basic beliefs of the religion, held with neither natural nor
empirical evidence.

The details of how one may proceed beyond the axioms, and the types of of logic necessary,
have been enumerated and will be further explained in the next two chapters, Chapters 4 and 5,
before the logics are appted to the basic beliefs of several religions.
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Notes and References

Since many religions have gods, Theol.4. counts as part of a theology. This statement is commonly
heard in conversation when the topic of 'religion' is brought up and there is quite a bit of non-
systematic literature with such sentiments, insluding those associated with the idea of Gaia, or
wit}r re-modelling the Christian God as something you can hlpothesise from 'the universe', or
some such mental consEuct. There may be very few pantheistic 'worshipping groups'. In York
(1995) an enonnous number of 'New-Age' and 'Neo-Pagan' movements are categorised and re-
categorised, and re-sorted but though many have pantheistic beliefs few have them in any 'pure'
form, and those with worshipping groups seem more concerned with bodily and spiritual health
and salvation than with worshipping the universe. It may be best to regard Theal.4. as part of the
theology of an'imaginable' religion.

See Penrose, Roger, 1994. Penrose is concerned to adiust our understanding of how the mind
works in fie light of quantum theory. Philosophers and logicians who know the work of the later
'Wittgenstein and of Gilbert Ryle, particularly Ryle (1949) may wonder why Penrose o(pects to
find some mechanism behind our brain - a perpetuation of the category mistake of 'the ghost in
the machine', However, Penrose is genuinely concerned to tackle the problem of free-will vs.

determinism. Since quantum events are more accurately predictable than any other events in the
universe (suggesting a determined world) but appear to have no causes (suggesting a random,
even chaotic, world) Penrose wonders if the miud, with its spontaneity, intuition, self-
consciousness, and our feeling that its decisions are freely arrived at, has quantun events running
it. See, in particular, from part 8.6, (p. 406) which he begins by saying, 'The purpose of Part II
of this book has been to search, within scientific e:qrlanation, for some place where subjective
erperience might find a physical home.' And later (page 4l l), 'In order tlrat some kind of useful
non-coffiputablc aeion can be involved - which I am taking to be an essential part of
consciousness - it would be necessary that the system can make specific use of the genuinely
non-random (non-computable) aspects of OR.' [OR stands for objeehx reduction, where
considerable zrmounts of matter become entangled in the quantum state. 'Entangled' is a
technicd term for a state where, for o<ample, strqnges in ttre polarity of one quantum-sized obiect
in one place can 'cause' changes in the polarity of another, its entangled object, in a far distant
place.l

See Watts, Issac, 1726, Logick, m the Right Use of Reason in the Enquiry AJur Tiuth,2nd Edition,
Volume II, ii, 4, London, John Clark and Richard Hett

See Lovelock, ]ames, 1988, p.206. Lovelock is the founding figure in the movement to view the
Earth as a living creature, referred to as Gaia. His ideas are examined in more detail in Chapter
13. The idea that theology is a science comes in the following passage: 'Theology is also a science,
but if it is to operate by the same rules as the rest of science there is no place for creeds and
dogmas...'

Contemporary pop-theologians are as prone to base their arguments on pseudo-science as the
characters in Peacock's Crouha Casde wbo all wanted to introduce their plans for the
amelioration of the world's ills with the words, 'In the infancy of society...' For example, a modern
preacher in my hearing said that the reason the nucleus of atoms, with their positively charged
particles, did not fly apart (following the rule, 'like charges repel') was that God held tbem
together; this proving, to his satisfaction, that God exists.

The following formule and 'uanslations' give an orample of how a non-theological (in this case

moral) law can be orpressed in a deontic logic and be part of a piece of reasoning that results in a
new theological law. Logicians will note that O <obligatory> is not used in the 'strong' sense (see

later discussions).
Universal domain; x = variable for people; d = charges fair prices; V = is rightly punished;

d = ispunished by God.E= if and onlyif (equivalence). Z = necessary. O = obligatory.

Nth. 7. L I IIxEO$xLEN$xOtttx < for all x, if and only if it is obligatory that .r /'s, then, it is
necessary ttrat, if and onl; if x does not f, then it is

l.

2.

3.

f.

6.
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t.

8.

9.

obligatory that:c yr's >
< for all people, it being obligatory to charge fair prices,

is equivalent to: it is necessarily-so ttrat if and only if
they do not charge fair prices, then it is obligatory
(and right) that they be punished >

Theol. 7.2. I IIxEO$xLEN$xO0x < for all x, if and only if it is obligatory that r /'s, then, it is
necessary that, if and only if r does not /, ttren it is
obligatory that x I's >

< for all people, it being obligatory to charge fair prices.
is equivalent to: it is necessarily-so ttrat if and only if
they do not charge fair prices, ttren it is obligatory that God
punish them >

It is interesting that these two, a moral u<iom and a theological axiom have the same basic logical
strxrctnre. From NelZ. 1.1 and Theol. 7.2.1, we may move by ordinary propositional logic to the
conclusion:

Theol.7.2.2 IIxCOQxOryx < For all x, if x is obligatorily punistred by God, then x is
obligatorily rightly punished >

< For everyone, if they must be punished by God then they
will be rightly punished. >

This insight is attributed to Xenophanes, c.550BCE. The easiest source for the quotation
(another part of which appears on page 4) is Russell (1954) p.59.

See Barret, David (2001) Vorld Cltristian Encyclopedia.

The Baha'i might be thought of as part of this group but I prefer to classify them as a modem
version of Islam with an added, not fully incorporated, idea that all religions must be one,
because all people are one. I take ttre Baha'i meaning of 'all people are one' to refer to moral
behaviour; another meaning of 'all are one' would be to emphasise the idea that 'one-ness' of the
universe includes people - a spin offfrom Hindu thinking and thus very un-Baha'i.

See tlre 'For l-ogicians' section of Chapter 2. Prior wrote a short paper for Analysis (Prior 1956a)
called 'The I-ogic of Belief'. This was accepted for publication but the editor suggested that Prior
might like to take account of several suggestions (now lost) by Peter Geach. Prior never got round
to revising the paper - he had iust retumed to New Zealend and was in the middle of writing
Time and Modality. Getch confirmed the correctness of Prior's logic but his comments concerned
the 'colloquial' interpretation of the operators and suggested a modal operator and a new law to
overcome the problem. The paper is in the Bodleian.

However, many of the ideas in 'The Logic of Belid' reappear in a paper of Prior's in
Philosophy, Vol. XLII, pp. 326-335, (Prior 1967b) called 'On Spurious Egocentricity'. This has
much on the relevance of modal logic to the problem, but no proofs in symbolic form. A further
paper on the topic is in Noris, Vol.2, No.3, pp.l9l to 207, August 1968 (Prior 1968) called

'Egocentric Logtc' and this is made use of in Chapter 12.

11. The first statement has been made in innumerable sermons. The second is from the Nec,
Te stament, Matthew 5 : 43 4.

12. It has been suggested to me by Dr. Ed Mares, in conversation, that in the logic of everyday we do
allow assertions (commands) to mix with statements of fact when we irgue, thus invalidating
Duncan-Jones Rule 3.We do, looselS'argue'in this way:

There is a fireworks display tonight on the harbour.
Believe me!
If we catch the 8 o'clock bus, john,
we can watch them from the wharf.

10.
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13.

t4.

However, it is clear that the 'Believe me!' is not part of ttre argunent when it is put into logical
form, but is an attempt to validate a fact when John raised his eyebrows. lfe can incorporate the
'Believe me!' into the argurnent but only at the eqrense sf turning it into a long winded sub-
argument without any commands io it, narnely that I am telling you about the fireworks and that
I always tell ttre truth, therefore it is true that the fireworks are oD.

I am willing to say that we do, perhaps, elide sub-arguments into comrnands, and perhaps
do other equally confusing things during ordinary conversation, but that is no reason to invent
new rules (new logics) to incorporate such easily avoided complications when trytng to think
straight. Imagine having a new logic to deal with

AII men are mortal
Jump up and down!
Socrates is a man
Don't shoot till you see the whites of their eyes!
Therefore Socrates is mortal
Wash the dishes, dry the dishes, tum the dishes over!

As we will see later, the mixing of moral laws and facts in arguments is a very important part of
Iife, as is the mixing of commands and facts - we cannot convert a car if we own it, we cannot
shut the door if there is no door to shut - but tlre Duncan-lones rules generally hold as we will
see,

Do the rules of Modal logics do the same job as the Duncan-Jones rules? This is a question
which needs work by logicians.

My thanks to Max Cressrvell for simplifications here and the'possible worlds' model later.

A single example will sufrce to show how foolish it would be to do otherwise:
AII good people deserve to be rewarded
God rewards all good people
Therefore, all rewarded people are good.
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Chapter 4

The Logic Necessary for the Study ofTheologies
Introduction
Propositional Logic as used in this thesis
The Predicate Calculus as used in this thesis

Aduantages
Disad.uantages

Modal Logic as used in this thesis
Validity for Modal Logics
ThelWeb of Modal logics

Deontic Logic: an introduction

Inuoduction

All theologies contain a mixture of
statements about God or gods, even if only to deny that they oris6
statements about facts about physical obiecrs, events, feelings, ideas;
statements about morals;
reasonirg about all of these, leading to new (mixed) statements.

The reasoning (the logrc) needs to be subtle enough to handle all of these types of starement and to
produce conclusions which cover all cases and do not create a state of chaos. This chapter gives a
quick and concentrated introduction to the inter-related symbolic systems that will do this, Note:
the logic wiU guide us to conclusions we can trust, or will reiect lines of lssssning, but will not
decide on the worth of the statements on which the logic is used.

The symbolic notation used in this thesis is called 'Polish'. Its main characteristic is that ttre
'operators', that is the symbols that operate on others, come before, like English adiectives: Good
boy; and verbs in commands: Multiply 7 and 6,

Symbolic I-ogrc is too new a discipline to have settled down to a single symbolism. The
following systems of notation can be encountered
(i) Aristotelian logic as notated in medieval times; the symbols are often grouped aAb, cEd; etc,
(ii) The symbol systems of innovators such as Frege which have not survived s(cept in old books.
(iii) Polish, like the 'Reversed Polish' of early Hewlitt Packard calculators, is loved by some, hated
by others; it has generally succumbed like the HP calculators, to a more 'intuitive' arithmetical
style.
(iv) Variations of t]:e systems of Peano and Russell, the 'infix' systems. Although dominant, they
have almost as many variations as there are logicians, and mental symbol-switching is one of the
necessary skills of making sense of modern logic notation.The formula in Polish

IIxy C LpAQx MKKtyayNqEzilz

would be found variously written in'infix'as

Nx)N9(Dp=(Axv o((aBy & -O&Gz)Cz))) Rod Girle
NiNf&p=(fixv M((ryay ^-q)^ Gz) 0z))) Hughes & Cresswe[
(x)(y):1p=.Qx v Q:.ryay o -q.oQz) 0z:.: Russell (plus Lewis)
(Vx)fl/vX Lp > (Fx v M((Gay & - q)& ( lz) I{z))) Twootie (ascii based)
(vx)(vv)(trp r ( Ax v o((Bay & q) &(iz)cz))) Bergman, Moore and Nelson
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Of course I recommend Polisl5 tidy and ea$y to read once you get used to it. However, I must
othervyise admit that the symbols of New Zealanders Girle, and Hughes & Cresswell, are readily
understood, reasonably universal, and Girle's texts are easy to read. Those of Bergman et al in The

Logic Book, are used in modified form by proof enginesl (computer programs that can test logical
arguments) and therefore useful to understand. Twootie, mentioned iust above, is one of those

engines. I-ogicians who use infix notation will, no doubt, curse my Polish, but the symbols systems

are interchangeable. A crib is available as Appendix 6. Theologians may require only the material in
pointed brackets,

Most formulae get a number as a name, for easy reference. These nurnbers do not, generally,

stick beyond the section or chapter in which the formulae are being currently used, so any

particular formula may well have a different number in another chapter. There is no universal
numbering/naming system, though several formulae in constant use do have common names,

All logical formulae and their numberinames are here put in italics, to help distinguish them,

This thesis will assume that the reader has almost no knowledge of modern logic and will spell
out, inside pointed brackets < thus and so >, firsdy 'translations' and secondly, examples, which
will, I hope, be useful and sufficient for the theologically inclined reader. Ilowever, it also assumes

that those interested in the symbolic logic have a grasp of propositional logic, the lower predicate

calculus and some acquaintance with modal logics, and will, therefore, not need explanations of
what is going on in the symbols - which is relatively simple. For those who are witltout symbolic
logic and who feel that I have made my point about logic being useful for theology I recommend
any stage-one university course as long as it does not spend much time on Aristotelian logic, and
the texts of Rod Girle for all three branches, propositional, predicate and modal.

Occasional explanations of the logic will be given where short cuts are being used. However, at

almost every turn logicians will be asking what are the assumptions about the scope or power, or
validity of the particular logic I am using. On the whole I will be very Priorian, particularly, and for
example, in accepting the paradoxes of implication. Arthur Prior always had the attitude that the
key 'truth'for implication was that from a false statement anything at all could follow, false or true.
We might like to re-phrase that and say that once you invent a world in which impossible things
happen then nothing about that world can be certain. This is a truth the writers of 'fantasy' novels
have yet to grapple with and the reason why so many fantasy novels have no drama - anyrhing
could happen and why so many ordinary things happen is unexplained.

Of other matters, such as logics developed so that the meanings of propositions (and not iust
their tmdr and falsity) are relevant to the validity of laws, I must, from lack of knowledge, ignore.
Other people may (and should) examine my :uguments and conclusions and see if they are valid in
other logics.

A great deal of work has gone into examining the relationships (or lack of them) between
natural languages (such as English) and logical languages (such as the predicate and modal
calculuses). Such an interest can be thought of as basic to 'applied' logic. For example, when using
logic to examine theological argumeDts expressed in a natural language such as Latin, or the new
arguments, in English, of theoretical theologies, the symbols must reflect the meaning the natural
language is expressing. This work on the relationships cau be *rought of as the successor to the
logic of the Schoolmen. Flowever, the 'pure' logics of logicians inventing new logics for fun
(Slupecki's invention of an operator T witlt a three-valued value of r/z Yz % to make a suongly
complete extension of Waisberg's System, is the sort of thing I am thinking o0 may be the way to go

when looking for a unique logic for a unique, otherwise unrecognised, god.
Comments for logicians will be reasonably clearly differentiated from the main flow and can be

ignored, within reason, by other readers, Flowever, my preiudices and shortcomings will be clear to
logicians throughout.
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Propositional Logic as used in this thesis

Propositions:

All statements, that is, whole sentences containing a subiect and predicate, are called in logic,
propositions. They are represented by the lower-case letters p: Q: r: s: t ...

Operators:

These use upper-case letters, A, C, D E, J, KN.., and are of two sorts

(a) those that operate on one proposition at a time.
For example,

N <it is not the case that> or more usually iust <not>. Np = Notp

There are more in Modal logics but N is t}le only one in the propositional calculus.

(b) those that operate on two propositions at a time, joining them together according to some rule.
For example,

C <if ... then ... ) or: iust as commonly, < ... implies ... >.

RuleforC C tuertue = ttue
C truerfalse - false
C fake, Lrue = true
C fake,false = ttue

RuleforC CIl=I
CI0=0
C0l=I
C00=1

Orsetout C I t f
as a matnx -t---tl t f

f I t t

It is iust as common for true to be represented by the number / and false by the number 0.
Thus the same rule for C is usuallv writen out thus:

Or set out C
as a matrix

I
0

C is the most corunonly used operator, partly because implication is the most corunonly used
togical idea. The rule for C is that a true antecedent may never imply a false consequent. Put
another way, a false statement may imply anything at all, rrue or false (the idea of chaos) but from
truth, truth must follow.

Other opemtors include
A < either... or.... orboth >
K < both... and .,. >
E < if and only if ,.. then

Less common are

J < either ... or ... > ( a rather more usual sounding either/or )D < not both .,. and ... >
X < neither ... nor ... nor both >

The 'logic gate' in a computer called a 'nor-gate' functions like this operator, X. In infix, ' J '
(called'Peirce Arrow'2) is used. D, written '| ' , is called a .nand-gate'.
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Well-formed Formulae:

Any formula made up of operators and propositions needs to be 'well-formed', Any proposition on
its own or with N in front is a well-formed-formula (is a w$, Thus p if a wff, and so is Np, although
they are not able to do anything on their own. CNpq is a well-formed-formula since the N applies
to the p and C ioins the Np to the g. flowever, CprN is not a wff since the N is not anached to a
proposition; Cpqr is not a wff since the C operates on p and g but not on a third item, r, which, if
you like, is left dangling in space. However CCpqr is well-formed, (see the next paragraph).

Any wff can behave like a proposition, Thus CNpg, which is a wff, can take an N in front of it,
becoming NCNpg and still be a wff. Also CNpq could be joined to any other proposition or wffby
another operator, for example, it can be ioined to r with an I which, this being the Polish notation,
goes in front of the parts to be joined thus: ACNpqr.I add some square brackets, on this occasion
only, to show how it is made up: I A t C tt Wp ] tqll ,l,A quick check-sum for all wfts is to ignore
the Ns (and other monadic operators) and total all the other operators, then total all the
propositions; the propositions should be one more than the operators.

Rule 1. Substitution:

Any proposition may be substituted for any other in a wff, as long as the substitution is carried out
consistently throughout the wff. Substitution is written briefly as

plq, < p is replaced by q, throughout > < for p put g >

For example:

CCpqCCqfipr' 918 = CCqqCCqtCqr

Note: Infix notation usually writes substitution the other way round: plq mea\ing p replaces
throughout.The Polish system, plq = p is replaced by q, is used in this thesis.

Lauts:

Not all well-formed-formulae are laws, Try substituting some clauses for the variables and the
reason will be obvious.

The following wffis NoT a law:
Cpq < ifp then g > < if God is in his heaven, then all is right with the world >

< if God is in his heaven, then all is wrong with the world>
< if there is no God, then all is right with the world >.

All the substitutions give us full seDtences we can understand, but none of them is automatically
true. This reminds us that logic is about the rules of right reasoning, not about the truth or falsity of
individual statements. A Law has to be right reasoning no matter how tme or false the clauses,

The following is a law:
Cpp < if p then p > < if God is in his heaven, then God is in his heaven )

< if God is not in heaven, then God is not in heaven >
< if the moon is made of cheese then the moon is made of cheese >.

Laws are wffs which are always true, no matter what the propositions may mean; that is, they give a
reliable, valid, way of arguing; the logic is good even when the propositions are not; laws are
tautologies. Some people think tautologies (logical laws) are very dull, but they are utterly reliable,
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Rule 2. Detachment:

This rule is also called Modus Ponens, (MP fot short) from the l-atin 'the affirming mood'. If a law
implies a wff then the wff is also a law and may be detached and stand alone as a new law. This rule
is usually written

a, Cap -> p,

For example:

1.cw

2.CCPpCpCqp = C1.-3.

3. CpCqp

and in Polish is written briefly in proofs 2s 
(-'

< if something is true it is true >
This is a law, and often called the Law of Identity
This longer law is made up of C ioining the law /. to a wff
therefore the urff (J.) may be detached as a new law
(the new law) < whatever is true is true no matter what >.

Tbsting a formuJa for logical rruthfulness (aalidity, tuth or falsity).

There are three main methods:

(a) A sernantic test: This sort of test relies on the 'meanings' of the symbols. Ordinary usage has
remarks such as, 'does it ring true?' or 'is this normally what we mean by the words?' or 'is it
intuitively obvious?' Professional logicians are not particularly keen on such a rough and ready,
unsystematic sort of test and have developed very sophisticated semantic tests. Since Prior's day, for
example, there are proofs using the model of possible worlds. The word 'semantics' has a specialist
use in logic, referring to the principles which determine the truth-values of formula in a logical
system.

There is a sub-class of this type of 'proof' which is, however, vitally important to rype (c)
below, and to many sciences, including the 'science' of theology, Some laws are accepted as true
without proof; these include the basic tenets of all religions, morality, and even aesthetics. And some
laws are accepted as true until proved otherwise; these include all the laws of the ernpirical sciences,
for example, the laws of motion, the laws of elecuomagnetics, the laws of Danrinian evolution, the
laws of human behaviour in psychology and sociology. As evidence mounts up, scientific law$, at
first accepted as theories awaiting proof, become more and more likely, or are exploded and
abandoned. In logic all laws accepted without proof are called axioms, snd fia.ting a set of
intuitively obvious orioms for any logical calculus is a plus; finding a set from which everything you
want to prove, and which will exclude everyrhing you do not want in your calculus, is a logician's
ideal.

(b) The use of analogy: The symbols are given 'values' according to a strict and consistent
substitution rubric, If the substitutions, no matter how permutated, always result in one chosen
answer, then the wff is deemed 'a valid law'. This process works for axioms as well as derived rules
or laws.There are two main ways of doing such proofs:

(l) Tiuth Thbles. Thbles of all the permutations of possible true and false for the formula you
are testing are laid out in a table. A very sirnple table is shown for the symbol C in the section
Operators, iust above, If everypermutation gives the answer truerthe whole is accepted as true. An
ordinary language example points to why this sort of test by analogy is a correct way validating a
law: 'If Richard Nixon was telling the truth then f'm the Queen of Sheba.' We recoguise the truth of
such an argument although both the propositions ('Richard Nixon was telling the truth', and, 'I'm
the Queen of Sheba') are patently false. Logical laws can handle false propositions with no
difficulty.
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(2) Tree hoofs. (Also called Semantic Tizblzaux.) Instead of laying out aU the possible
permutations of true and false some can be ignored and only those likely to give the result/ake arc
examined. Better still, if the denial of those permutations which give false is true, then the whole
formula you ate testing is tnre. The name is because such a proof involves branches and when laid
out it looks like a tree. Such a method relies on the idea of reductio ad absurdum and some logicians
are doubtfirl about this process. The longer truth tables can then be used.

Both truth tables and tree proofs can be done by computer programs3 - they are, after all,
mechrnical processes - but learning how to use the programs takes extra time on top of learning
how to do the proofs on paper. A short introduction to 'proof engines' is in Appendix 4.

(c) A proof test: the 'law' or theorem is proved from previously agreed a:rioms following previously
agreed operations.. Note that the 'meanings' of the symbols, including their truth or falsity, do not
enter into this process. Here is a proof:

Axiom I. CCpqCCqfiPr
Axiom 2. CCCppp
Axiom 3. CNqp
Rule 1. Substirution
Rule 2. Detnchment

1. qlCqP = 4.

4. CCpC$,CCC$,rCPr
4. =C 3.-5.
CCCAnCpT
5. qlCPq,rlP = 6.

CCCCpptpCpp
6.= C2.-7.
cpp

Other common and well understood short-cuts help, such as these definitions:

APq - CNPq; KPq = NCPN$ EPq = KCPqC,P

Many are the other logics which can be built up in the propositional calculus and many are the
philosophical puzzles that remain. For example it may seem strange that this logic accept$ as a tue
inference:

If New Zealand was bombed in 1990 then Bach was the greatest European composer of the
eigheenth Century.

Such an odd-sounding implication seems better when you say, 'A false proposition implies anything
at all.' But only better, not perfect. I-ogicians who wish to avoid such odd 'implications'have started
new branches of logic called olntuitionist'and'Relevance Logrc'.

And what is to be done about propositions which stay true only for short times? For example:

I am having muesli for brealdast

And what are we to do about our instinctive 'logic' that allows us to accept the laws of substitution
and detachment urithout comment or quakns - what are the rules and assumptions of this 'meta-
logic' or 'second-order' logic? Such investigations are a major branch of the further reaches of 'pure'
logic.

7.
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The Predicate Calculus as used in this thesis

Although Aristotle used what the logicinns call singttar tnms' modern logics prefer to start by

dealingwith full sentences, calling them proposbions, Extending the propositional calculus in order

to deaiwith singular terrns, names and predicates was begun by adrling two notions that are found

in Aristotle - the idea that is summed up in the word'All'in 'All men are mortal'; and the idea that

is summed up in 'a' in 'socrates is a man'. In Polish notation these are e:rpressed with 11 and ^E'

They are usually called the uniaersal and the existmtial quantifi.ers and translated as 'all', and 'some'

(or'there is at least one').
Arthur Prior occasionally applied the quantifiers to whole propositions when the meaning was

not obscure and would write

CIIppEpp < if for all p, p; then for some A P >

but even in his day this was rare.

The predicate calculus nowadays has:

(l) The whole of the propositional calculus, operators, variables, and rules, plus

(2) Noun ztariables,the letters \!t z ...
(3) Noun ( name) connants which are the names of people and obiects. In Polish, o, b, c ..

(4) hedicate ( aerb) variablesrin Polish and some infix systems, the Greek leners l, V,0, ,.,
Inuansitive verbs take only one noun variable or constant:

6x <rfalls> da < Abigail falls >

Transitive verbs take more than one, which in Polish follow the verb:

fxyz <rconnectsytoz> dabc <Ani gives button-B to Ceredig >.

(5) Quantifiers. They must take ('bind') a noun variable. In Polish they come before the

variable they modifu; if they come before an operator they bind the named variable

wherever it occurs within the 'scope' of the operator:

IIxQx < for all .r's, x /'s ) <all x's / >

ITx C $x ryy < if all r's /, then Y t4's >
IIxy C ix Vy < for all *'s and ally's, if x Q's theny t1r's >

C IIx $x Ex ryx < if all r's /, then some x t/'s >.

You may have Predicate Calculus laws with iust variables (for nouns and verbs) and the

usual propositional operators. But if the variables are not bound by quantifiers, because

they give no certainty about how the names and predicates are to be interpreted, and

because they are just propositional calculus laws with the propositional variables made

(uunecessarily) complex, they are not of interest in the predicate calculus except as

srarters for more interesting laws. Furthermore, it is not until all variables are bound that

the whole formula (wff) can be tested for truth and falsity. (Russell and rffhitehead called

incompletely bound predicate formulr 'propositional functions' - a confusing term-
inology.) Noun constants, on the other hand behave like quantified variables.

There are four rules about when you may add quantifiers, two for 11 (the 'universal'
quantifier) and two for .E (the 'existential' quantifier) and the proper use of these rules

avoids producing noosensical or chaos-generating laws. lJsing an -) below, and a and p,

is to show how the rule allows you to go from theorem to theorem is to avoid confusion

with ordinary implication, C.
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Rule I7I C 6x F -> C IIx$x p
Rule II2 C a $x -> C a fl*$*, for r not free in a
RuleDI CirF + CExQxp, forrnotfreeinp
RuleEZ Ca$x + CaExi*, unrestrictedly

(6) The Domain of Discourse
The whole universe is often too unwieldy a set to deal with in everyday and applied logic,
therefore, the universal quantifier, II, is usually restricted to a set of obiects, defined
beforehand. This puts limits on the noun variables, which may stand for any of the set.of
obiects, and on the noun constants which narne only the objects in the set. The predicate
operators will also be restricted.

The reason for such domains can be seen in the following examples, where what
appears to be the same theorem is used in different domains:

Example l: Domain = all the gods of all religions; 0 = arc iust; rlr = are mereiful;
a=Athena;b=Brynhild.

Theorem: FC K nxdx Extyx Atyatyb < if all the gods are iust and some are rnerciful
then eitherAthena is merciful or Brphild is
merciful or both are ).

This is false because Athena and Brynhild may well be iust, but neither be merciful.

Example 2: Domain = all the gods of Zoroasterj d = arc iust, rg = are merciful;
c = Ahura-Mazda; & = Angra-Mainru.
Theorem: C K IIx$x Extyx Atyaryb < if all the gods are iust and some are merciful

then either Ahura-Mazda is merciful orAngra-
Mainyu is merciful, or both are >.

As long as it is correct that Zoroastrianism has only rwo gods (any others being only
heroes like Rustem or spiritual beings wittrout the status of gods) then this (the same)
theorem is tme.

Adztantages

The great advantage of the predicate calculus over the propositioual calculus is in subtlety. For
example, predicate logic can e:{press different ideas about the same subiect matter. For example,
once we have established the domain and the meonings of operators and variables, predicate logic
can quickly express the relationships between people:

Domain =people;1r= is a gyl;F = is aboy;,1. = loves; r =girls,y = boys; b = Bob, c= Catherine

IIxy C yx C Fy l"y
IIyx C yy C px ).yx
IIxCyxCb]"xb
Ey K py ).cy

< dl girls love all boys >
< all boys love all girls >
< all girls love Bob >
< Catherine loves at least one bov >.

Here is a more compex example, from science:

Domain = sub-atomic physics; d = is an electroni t/ = is aproton,0 = is attracted to; randyare
variables. Now we can symbolise the difference between:
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IIxC $x IIyC Wy |xy < if every r is an electron then, if everyy is a proton, every electron is
attracted to every proton >

< every electron is attracted to every proton >
ITxC $x EyKryy lxy < if every r is an electron then, both somey is a proton aod every

electron is attracted to ay >
< every electron is attracted to some proton >

ExK$x IIyC Vy exy < both some r is an electron and, If everyy is a proton then some r is
attracted to every proton >

< some electron is amacted to every proton >
txKQx DyK ryy |xy < both, some ,c is an electron and Both somey is a proton and some

electron is attracted to some proton
< some electron is attracted to some proton >.

The inuoduction of a noun constant, & may be a useful way of adding Go4 or a god, to predicate
formulr.

Earlier logicians called f:xed predicare constants 'modes'. For example, 'It is necessary that', 'It
is believed that', 'It is said that', 'It is forbidden that', were given as examples of '...Modes or
manners in which the predicate is attached to the subiect'a; hence Modal Logic was invented.
However, there are many more modes now recognised, and Physics, Biology, Mechanics,
Psychology, Chemistry, Geography, and indeed all the sciences might be said to have their own
modal logics following on the fixed usages of verbs (their own special predicate constants) which
their logics must handle.

Disadztantages

As a consequence of allowing formule which are valid for one flsrnein of discourse but invalid in
another, the predicate calculus is not 'strongly' complete. Although it can be proved whether a

formula is in the calculus or not (if it is in, it is valid) it cant'ot be proved that a formula that is
outside (is invalid) wiU, if introduced as an axiom, bring the whole edifice ctashing down. This
weaker form of completeness can be lived with.

Although it is comparatively easy to symbolise and find rules for the quantification of name
variables - this branch of logic is called the lower predicate cdculus - it is quite difEcult to work
out the rules for the quantification of verbs - this branch being called the higher predicate calculus.
This difficulty with ttre higher predicate calculus makes it inappropriate for a theologic, at the level
introduced here.

Note that a predicate calculus formula with only some of its name variables quantified has to
be read quite differently from one which is fully bound and such formula, with unbound variables,
are best regarded as not well formed in the predicate calculus, as used here and, therefore, never
allowable,
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Modal Logic as used in this thesis

Modern symbolic modal logic was invented to deal with concepts such as possible, necessary, and
impossible, but has a long history back to Aristotle and later with the Schoolmen. It quickly grew
in the 1900s to be a branch of logic which has branches of its own: a recent text5 mentions 70,
including the 'last' (called Triv, for 'trivial) in which the system collapses back to the ordinary
propositional calculus. In fact it can be proved that there are an infinite number of them, Modal
logic was found to have other applications than soning out possible and necessaryr for example, a
logic for morals with 'obligatory' and 'permissible' as its key concepts is a part of modal logic (see

below) and Prior's logic of time is also a modal logic.
In Polish notation L stands for necessary, M for possible; impossible is written as NM < not-

possible >. Many authors who use 8D 'infi*' notation also use .L and M, others use E and O.
Usually L is introduced as a 'primitive', undefined concept, and M as shorthand for NLN,

If you know the truth or falsity of the propositions in an argument you can know, very quickly,
ttre truth or falsity of the whole argument. For example:
two propositions p and q, one true, one false:

p < Brutus killed Caesar > = .l = true
q <AnthonykilledCaesar>= Q = false

and severd different arguments tested with truth tables:

Kpq < both Brutus killed Caesar and Anthony killed Caesar > = K10
Jpq < either Brutus killed Caesar or Anthony killed Caesar > = J10
Cpq < if Brutus killed Caesar tlen Anthony killed Caesar > = CII
Cqp < if Anthony killed Caesar then Brutus killed Caesar >

< from a false statement anything at all can follow > = C01

= Q = false

=l =true
= Q = false

= | = true.

We may introduce modal operators for ideas such as necessity/possibiliry obligatory/
permissible; believes/doubts; asserts/no-comment; atrracts/neither attracts not repels; nurtures/
ignores; agreed/undecided; it is said by the ancients/ it is not denied by the ancients... Flowever,
when we do, then we cannot decide the truth and falsity ftomthe propositions and the operators,Herc
is an example, using

B = Napoleon believed that, and ? for a true proposition, p = Brutus killed Ceasar.

6, CpBp < if Brutus killed Caesar then Napoleon believed that Brutus killed Caesar >.

'We cannot deduce the truth or falsity of

Bp < Napoleon believed that Brutus killed Caesar >

from the truth of

p < Brutus killed Caesar >

after all, Napoleon may have had some quite different theory about who or what killed Caesar.

Therefore we cannot decide the uuth or falsity of the whole :ugument,

6, CpBp < if Brutus killed Caesar then Napoleon believed that Brutus killed Caesar >.
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Even more unlikely and impossible substitutions forp in 6. quickly occur to one:

p = Princip killed the Grand Duke Ferdinand in 1914, gives us

6. CpBp < If Princip killed the Grand Duke, Napoleon believed that Princip killed the
Grand Duke, (despite Napoleon being dead at the time, Iong before 1914) >.

Some other way will have to be found to deal with the reliability of modal arguments such as

cpBp.6,t

The effect of substitutions in modal forrnulae is another problem; for exarnple:

7. CKpqK$, < if bothp and q then both 4 andp >.

7. CKpqKqp is a law of the propositional calculus. It may have any two propositions for the
variables p and g substituted into it out of the infinite number of propositions there are, and remain
uue.Take two widely differing propositions and do some substitutions:

7. CI<pqKW p/all pigs are four footed; g/ it's a lovely day tomorrow = 7.1

7.1 If pigs are four footed and its a lovely day tomorrow, then, its a lovely day tomorrow and
pigs are four footed.

Ife still have a true law. Now try this with a moral law such as'It is forbidden to kill others':

8. IIxON$x <for all r it is obligatory that r does not d >
8. IIxONfx r/ a person, // murder, = 8.f
8.1 For all people it is obligatory that they do no murder.

But try some other substitutions:

8. ITxON$x x/ a shoe, // calculate the square root of pi = 8.2
8.2. For all shoes it is obligatory that they do not calculate the square root of pi.

or, worse still see the effect of this substitution:

8. IIxON$x r/ people, d.lleave other people alive = 8.3
8.3 For all people it is obligatory that they do not leave other people alive.

Because substitutions give invalid results in modal logics, modal logics are often called 'r'ntentional
logics' in contrast with propositional and predicate logics which can be erctended by substitution
without affecting their truth value, and are therefore called 'ertensional logics'. A confusing
nomenclature.

Therefore, another way of deciding how reliable (valid) modal logic's formulae are, will have to
be found. Modal logics used to be validated by using many-valued interpretations (going some way
to finding finer scales than iust uue/false) but now the idea of 'possible worlds' has been found
more useful.

Validity for Modal Logics

For modal propositions, determining their truth involves having a clear idea of what sort of world
we are talking about. Again using an example from the logic of morals, the moral world of ants
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makes it obligatory for worker ants to feed the young and forbids soldier ants from feeding the
young; however, in the human world (igooring the few exceptions) it is permissible for all people to
feed dl children, and it is obligatory only to feed your own young. Using O = obligatory and P =
permissible and F = forbidden and 0 = to feed, we symbolise these rules thus:

For ants
For people

IIy K Ex O 0*y Ex F Qxy

KIIxy P 0xy Exy O Oxy

Different moral worlds, different moral (modal) laws are true.
To find universal moral truths would involve looking at all possible worlds for universal moral

uuths. Similarly, to find universal truths about L <necessary> would involve looking at all possible
worlds for universal tnrths involving this concept.

In the case of M <possible>, it is a shofter quest:

cpMp . if p, it is possible that p >
< if roses are gteen it is possible that roses are green >.

$7e have to find only one world where the law (not iust the proposition, which can be true or false)
is true in order to label it a universally valid modal law. The case of L <necessary> may seem
much more difficr.rlt, but there is a set of laws which are universally tme, namely the laws of the
propositional calculus. This means that we can have as a rule of modal logic that:

RN. If a is a law of the system, so is La <'Rl\P for'Rule of Necessitation'>

\Dfe can imagine, or 'see' in the mind's eye, other worlds and the situations upon them; for
e:<ample we can work out what it would be like on (or 'in') a world inhabited entirely by ants. Ants
may not be able to imagine what it would be like in a world with no ants, that is, in a world that
worked to different moral rules. Humans, to state the obvious, can imag1ne what it would be like in
a world with creatures that do not) as far as we know, exist. These are the realms of six legged tigers,
sentient fish, and space travel via 'worm holes', the realms on which science fiction writers 'report'.
However, writers of fantasy novels and stories, by haphazatdly using magic in their imaginings,
break logical rules, and their worlds are not even possible worlds.

The 'logic' (acually the meta-logic or second-order logic) of possible worlds used for the
validation of modal logics uses the terminology of possible worlds: for worlds usually u), vr', rtr", etc,,
and W fot a class of such. The idea of being able to Eee, or imagine, other possible worlds from each
other does not need to be more than some unnamed relationship between wodds, but it is usually
called R accessibilitys so that wRw'means world ar'is accessible from world c{r. The particular set of
worlds accessible to each other in a system (for example, the worlds where a particular modal logic
applies, sayj ant moraliry) is symbolised as < ISR> and called a frame, A further symbol, I/, can be
set to Z=J or V=0 (true or false) and added to a frame gives a model <W,R,IA. Here is how the way
C works when thus described:

VALIDITYTEST FoR C.' For any wfr a and p, and for any world zr which is a member of the
set of worlds W lwelVf , CaF is true in that world [V (Cap, w) = I] if either, a in that world is false

I V (a,w) = 0l ot F in that world is true lV (fl,w) = /); otherwise Cap is false lV (Cap, w) = 0).e

That is a new way of describing exactly what happens in the propositional and predicate calculuses.
More interestin& perhaps, is the possible world way of describing what L <necessary) does:

vALIDITYTEST FoR L.' For any wff a, and for any world ar which is a member of the set of
worlds W [welV1, In is uue at that world lV (la,w) = 1) if for every world l*'elYl accessible
from ru [wRw] a in that world is tme; ottrerwise /-a is false IV (l-a,w) = Q].
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TheWeb of Modal Logic

The most basic modal logic is known as 'K' (after Saul Kripke). It contains all the orrlinary

Propositional Calculus (with quantification if so required) plus a single new a:<iom and a single new

rule.
The axiom is:

K. CLCpqCLpIa < if it is necessary that p imply g then necessarily p implies
necessarily q >

< if to be an insect it must have six legs then if this creature is definitely
an insect it must definitely have six legs >

< if it is part of God's unchangeable nature to be good then if you

recognise God in some action that action will also be good >.

The new rule has already been introduced, and is called the Rule of Necessitation:

RN. If a is a theorem then so is La. <I! a has been proved then it is necessarily tnre >.

Although K is the most basic modal logic it has some difEcult characteristics and 'stronger' modal

logics, which contain laws which K does not, are built on K. For example, the modal logic K does

not contain the modal law

T CLpp. < if p is necessary then p exists (is, must be...) >

This may be added to K and doing so expands the number of laws provable; thus it is called a

'stronger' system than K alone. The new system is named T (after Thski). One of these laws

pmvable inT is

D. CLpMp < if p is necessary then p is possible >

which rgrns out to be the key extra law which must be added to the basic.Kto get Deontic logic -
the logic for morals. Therefore D is not in K but it is in T, and when drawing a chart of which

systems are sEonger than others, D is between.I(and ?.
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Iuration

Among the interesting puzzles which the development of modal logic reminds us about is this: tJrere
g1g sldinary language remarks in which we have to iterate (repeat or 'double up') our modal
operators. The following example is from mary a iudge on the bench: 'It is imponant to uphold the
rule of law in general, even when that means keeping a foolish law' This has a modal version in

ICt. LUIx$x <II*4* is necessarily necessary >
< it is necessarily necessary that all x's d >
< it is necessary that all people obey the law requiring that some person

walk in front of each car with a red flag >.

It is not 16s .tiffisult to understand a moderate amount of iteration, but it is also very easy in weak
modal logics to do simple substitutions which pile up great rows of modal operators which we have
no way of turning into understandable ordinary language. Two stronger modal systems, knowu as
54 and St deal with iteration with these wo distinctive additional axioms:

54. CLpLLp <if it is necessary it is necessarily necessary>
55. CMpLMp <if it is possible it is necessarilypossible>.

54 allows us to bring all iterations of L (or M down to a single instance. Thus.I(3. LLllx$x,with its
iterated L,in S4 (and any stronger modal system) implies the simpler K4. IlIx$x.

55 allows us to bring all iterations of mixed Zs and M's down 1s s single instance, always the
furthest right. Thus K5. LMLLMnxdx, with its iterated L's and M's, in 55 (or any modal system
stronger) implies the simpler K6, MIIx$x

Deontic Logic: an introduction

If we add one new law to the basic modal logic, K and then start reading L as meaning 'obliged'
(instead of 'necessary'), M as 'permissible' (instead of 'possible') and NM as 'forbidden' (instead of
not-possible, i.e., impossible) we get a modal logic called D (for Deontic) which can deal with the
logical problems associated with morals, It is, however, more usual to add two new operators: O (for
'obliged') and P (for'permitted'); also NP ('not permitted') can be written as F ('forbidden). If you
decide to keep I and M as well as adding Q P and 4 you get more flexibility in interpretation and
perhaps more subtlety.The system with all five modal operators I call DD.

The characteristic a:riom of K in the previous section, gets re-written in D as:

DKI. COCpqCOpOq < if it is obligatory that p imply g then obligatory p implies
obligatory g >

< if it ought to be that p implies g then, if it ought to be that p
is the case, then it ought to be that g is the case )

It is a little hard to see what an obligatory implication (OC) is, but it seems to mean, here anyway,
sometJring a bit like inevitability, thouglt the theist might prefer it to mean 'a consequence God
decrees', hence:
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DKl. COCpqCOpOq < if God decrees that sin leads inevitably to hell, then being
obliged to sin will mean you are obliged to go to hell >.

The Rule can keep its name, RN, but will be in D as:

RN. If a is a theorem then so is Ocr. < If cr has been proved, then it is true, obligatorily >.

The new axiom, the one that characterises the system D is:

DI. CLpMp < ifp is necessary it is possible >. This is often attributed to I*ibnitz.

In its Deontic form this is:

DD[. COpPp < if p is obligatory thenp is permitted >
< if you must feed the hungry then feeding the hungry is permined >

This is something akin to Kant's dictum:'lil?'hat I ought I can.'

There is a problem with the deontic version of T CLpp, namely

DTL COpp <I?hat is obligatory is done >.

I will return to this in the next chapter.lo

Another awkv/ardness of the tanslation of the symbols into Englistr, and visa-versa, is a
missing symbol for one mgxning of 'permitted'. We can see the notice by the pool saying 'Swimming
permitted.' and it means both, 'You may swim (It is not forbidden).' and 'You may stay ashore (It is
not obligatory to swim.)' \Dfe have an expression which combines these more clearly: 'it is
indifferent (to the by-laws) whe*rer you swim or not.' P is the shorthand version of NF so P-swim
means: It is not-forbidden to swim. P is not the symbol to use if you want to say NO < It is not
obligatory to swim >; I use B for that meaning.

In medieval time handy diagrams set out the way these various translations were related.

Oblig'atory Q
Forbidden Not p51

Not Permissible Not NpN

F Forbidden
ON Obligatory Not
NP Not Permissible

Not Forbidden NF NO Not Obligatory
Not Obligatory Not NON NFN Nor Forbidden Not

BN PN Permissibly Not

Deontic logic has, in 2001, a long way to go in its development to be particularly helpful to the
law and lawmakers. llowever, it provides a basis for a look at the logical basis of religions, and
therefore it will be further developed in Chapter 5.
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Conclusion

The logics necessary for finding and checking the logical moves made in theologies are few:

propositional Logic;
predhatc logic, which is an extension of propositional logic;
modal logic, which is an e><tention of propositional, and sometimes predicate logic as well;
deontic logic which is a branch of modal logic.

As an erample, in Appendix 1, there is a logical examination of an evangelical Christian tract,
handed ro me on a lfellingtou street. I found that the theological arguments in the tact - and it is
full of them - use (and misuse) propositional and predicate logic almost exclusively.

As we will see, there are other logics which can assist thinking in theologies. Two, which
interested Arthur Prior, I e:rplain and use in later chapters, namely Escapism, a logic for moral
tlrintcing, and Egocentic logic for avoiding notlns and making verbs the basic trnits in logical
progressions. In particular I build upon Escapism to delineate how a new logic for theology, which I
call tlre Theologic, might be helpful to a gxeat nunber of theologies, actual and imagined including
not iust Christian aud those springing from Christian roots, but erren religious thinking where there
is no supreme being.
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Notes and References

SeeAppendix 4

This is a r:rre example of humour by logicians (Charles Dodgson ercepted) since the name refers
to both the famous early American logician, Charles Sanders Peirce, and to a notable American
car manufachrred in the 1920s.

See Appendix 4

See IsaacWatts (now mainly known as a hymnist) in his bCick' II. ii. 4

A New Introduction n Modal Iogrc, Hughes and Cresswell (1996)

These examples modified from Hughes and Cresswell (1996) p. 5.

There are moments when it does appear that logicians are saying that CLpp < If p is necessary
tlren p is (true) >. CLpp is, in fact, the defining aniom of the modal system I (see below).
flowever, the L <necessity> here is the necessity of logical laws, that is, it is saying that inside this
system logical laws are laws - all logicd laws are necessary and if p is necessary it (the simple p)
has an enistence by virnre of being one of these immutable facts.

Arthur Prior with Carew Meredith wrote in 1956 Interpretations of Different Modal Logia in the
'Prcperty Cal.culus', based on an earlier 1954 paper by Prior. Peter Geach, in 1960, suggested to
Prior ttrat the 'property' (an unorplained relationship, tI) could be explained as a relationship of
accessibility betrveen worlds. Prior said that Geach 'cashed out' the notion of 'reaching' one world
from another as 'some dimension lumping vehicle dreamed up by science fiction'. For discussion
of these mafters see Copeland (1996) pp. 8 - 15 and pp. 133 - 134.

There is a bit of a mixture of Polish and 'infix' notation here because set theory, from
mathematics, is still written in infix notation.

It must be possible to invent a valid system K + D + S.4 + S.5, that is, missing out T. CLpp (ot
rather COpp). Such a system should give a new, corlmon usage, meaning to 'obligatory' -
something like 'is supposed to be done.'In the diagram we have a half-way step to this system in
KD4. A I(D5, as mooted, has probably been done, but I have not come across it in classical logic.
However, PauI McNamara at the University of New Hampshire has looked at this idea from a
Relevance l-ogic perspective; see McNamara (1996). If such a classical or relevance system is
already 'on ttre shelf' theologians interested in morals in their religion should find it useful. If it
has not already been delineated, and had its characteristics developed, a young logician could be
put to do this as an orercise. It would avoid the difficulties of iteration but the Barcan formula is
provable in S.5 and although one interpretation of an PO iteration (reducing it to a simple O) is
not understandable, the o*rer, OPto P, seems to be so. See chapter Trpage 142-145, and Note
l0,page 149.

Ilowever, dealing with mercy (which subverts.Jnsrlce) has still be tackled by system makers.

l.

3.

4.

:t.

6.

8.

9.

10.
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Chapter 5

The Theologic: Building upon Escapism

Escaping the sanction: a logical basis of ethics
Getting stafted
A simplification
Sanctbns
Who does dcontic logb apply n?
The ethical basi.s of deontic logic
The god\ wn moral code

Conclusion
TheTheologic

Introduction: Deontic lTheologic Parallels
Simplifying
Haae we done aany with God?

Conclusion

Escaping the sanction: a logical basis of ethics.

Gening started

Modal logic begins with the Propositional Calculus and can be extended to make use of the
Predicate calculus. The Propositional Calculus can be founded upon several alternative sets of
tnFroved theses, or even from one, very long and by no means obviously true. The sets which

seemed most fruitfi.rl to Arthur Prior, are those with 'C as ttreir basic operator, that is, those that
deal with implication - a basic notion in science as well as everyday lifel. One set is due to
Lukasiewicz and is the following:

l. CCpqCCqCpr (Syllogism)
2. CCNppp
3. CpCN$,

The two rules are
(R/) Substitution and
(R2) Detachment (otherwise known as Madus Ponms),

Various definitions are used to help keep formulr shon:

Apq=aTCNpq; Kpq =ayNCpNq; Epq =*KCpqCqp.

For the Modal system K we simply add one more operator, L, meaning 'necessary' or 'necessarily'
or'necessitates'and the one axiom (which does not ocqrr as a law of R):
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K. CLCpqCLpIA < if p necessitates q then necessarilyp implies necessarily q >
< If p cannot avoid implying q then whenp is necessary so is g >
< if it is a law that one thing implies another, then if the first is necessary

then the second is also >
< If it is part and parcel of being a god that you are unknowable, then

if you cannot help being a god then you cannot help being unknown >.

The same rules of substitution and detachment hold, and a new rule as well:

RN. a -+ ln < rf a is a law then /-a is a law >
< if we have proved something to be logically true we can write that it is

necessarily true >.

There is also an added definition which makes uanslations easier:

Mp =f NLN. < possiblyp = not necessarily notp >.

$7e may 'read' or 'translate' L and M as tf they were not about necessity and possibility, but about

obligatory and permissible. This is to give them an'ethical' or 'deontic'meaning. The usual reading
ofKisasabove,butreadingL=O=obligatory,andM=P=Permissible,itcanbereadas:

KD. COCpqCOpOq < if it is obligatory ttrat doingp implies doing q then if it is obligatory
to do p it is obligatory to do g >.

However, to get Deontic logic proper, the system D, it is necessary to add to K the single new
axiom (which does not ocflr in &?:

D. CLpMp <if something is necessary it is possible>.

Or, in its more usual deontic (ethical) form:

DD. COpPp <if some action is obligatory it is permissible>.

It is also helpfuI to add two definitions:

Pp =aTNONp < it is permissible that p be done = it is not obligatory that p be not done >
< p is permissible = p is not forbidden >.

Fp =47 ONp < p is forbidden = it is obligatory that p be not done >.

Sfe also can add four useful axioms:

KDI. OCOpp < it is obligatory that what is obligatory be done >
KDZ. COpPp < what is obligatory is permissible >
KD3. COCpqCOpOq < when doing one thing without another is forbidden (reading

OCpq as NPKpNq) then if the first is obligatory, so is the second >
KD4.CLCpqCOpOq < whatever is necessitated by an obligation is itself an obligation >

I(D/. is the deontic form of LCLpp and might be obtained from a theorem T CLpp, (called I after
Taski, and marking out a deontic logic of its own) plus the application of Rule RN. But I in its
deontic form, COW <if something is obligatory it is done> is not acceptable as a logical law without
question, as anyore who has driven over the speed-limit will testify. Flowever, we are obliged to
keep the laws of the land, including the one about speed limits, which is (along with many others)
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symbolised 
^s 

COpp. Therefore, we may accept intuitively KD.l OCOpp which is about obeyrng
laws (of this form) not about obeying a particrrlar law.

It is possible to mix both talk of necessity and obligation, possibility and permissibility, and in
what follows this is done. For example, we could have

KDDI. CLpPp < if something is necessary then it is permissible >

and from this we can prove

KDDZ. COpMp < if something is obligatory it is possible >

or, in the more famous phrase from Kant

< what I ought I can >.

As in this case, the notions of necessity and obligation seem almost the same and it may be a useful
aide m6moire to think of L as often stanrling for 'logical necessity' to help keep the ideas apart. One
of the results of this section will be to arrive at a new way of looking at moral obligation and that
may also assist in keeping the notions separate.

Although it is clear nowadays that aniom D is ttre defining thesis for deontic logic it was not
always so clear, and part of what follows, although designed to show some of the problems deontic
logic throws up, also shows a fairly typical example of how logicians work.

Here are some of the laws which are provable in the Deontic system (D), choosing the most
interesting; the fust is proved, iust to show how such proofs are done:

KDi. LCp < that something implies itself is necessarily rnre >
hoof.
1. CCpqCCqrCpr

1. qlCNpq = 1. 1 < In axiom l,for q substiuu CNpq, the resuh is 1. 1 >
1.1 CCpCNpqCCCNpqfipr

1.1 = C3 - 1.2 < 1.1 is of the form CaB, so dctach p (I.Z) >
1.2 CCCNpqtCpr

1.2 qlP,rlP = 1.j
1.3 CCCNpppCpp

1.3=C2-4
4.cpp

4x R3 = KDS < atply Rule KN (a -> I-a ) >
5. LCpp

KD6. CLpLCqp < if something is necessary then it is necessarily the case that it is
implied by everything >.

This is a modal version of the so-called paradox of implication: anything true is true no matter
what, and so it may be implied by falsities - the converse, also a law, that something false will imply
anyrhing at all, including uuths.

KD7. CLpCOqOp < if something is necessarily the case any obligatory other thing will
imply that the first is obligatory >.

This is a version of KD6. with deontic operators replacing the ordinary modal operator$ in the
conclusion.
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KD&. CI+Op < what is inevitable is obligatory >.

There have been grave qualms about this one, It seems to suggest that some action we are forced to
carry out may have dire consequences but at the same time our action is an obligation - to be good

we must do it, despite its bad consequences.

< The drowuing man must breathe so he is obliged to breathe,
(even if it means pushing his companion under) >.

Logicians have a very careful restricted view of necessity (and of all logical terns and processes).

This is in order to avoid such rough-and-ready arguing as this example. They can see that the
necessity-to-breathe is really a necessity-to-breathe-in-order-to-stay-alive; therefore, to them the
example ought to be:

<The drowning man must necessarily breathe to stay alive, so he is
obliged to breathe in order to stay alive>.

The drowning man may support his companion and himself drown but still keep this logicd law. If
some action is necessary it will always be done, so the obligation to do it is always met.

KDe. CLph
KD10. CNPNpNTNp

KDtl. COpNLNp
KDIZ. COpMp

< what is unavoidable is permissible >
< if it is not permitted to avoid doing something it is not necessary

to avoid it >
< if it is obligatory to do something it is not necessary to avoid it >
< what I ought I can >.

A sirnpltfitatian

Arthur Prior has shown in 'Escapism: the Logical Basis of Ethics' in Essays in Moral Phil.osophy,

@rior 1958) that one of our four Deontic anioms, KD4 can be replaced with the much simpler
I(D8, now that we have found it. However, Alan Ross Anderson (Anderson 1956) has taken a
different tack in simplification, and one that makes a spectacular difference, as well as providing a
logic full of concepts closer to our 'otdinary' or legal way of looking at obligations and the
consequences of actions.

Sanctions

Anderson's method is to avoid O < it is obligatory that...> as an undefined notion. He inuoduces a

new'fixed'proposition, that is a proposition which does not vary in mssning, but otherwise behaves
like p, q, r, etc' that is like a propositional variable, 'ftre new idea, the new propositional constant,
is an unspecified sanction 's'. @rior uses uppercase '.9 which looks like an operator; I prefer a
lowercase bold 's'which looks more like a variable.) This could be a legal sanction such as a fine or
a period in prison, or a moral sanction such as humiliation2.

The meaning of obligation can be found this way:

Fp = LCps <it is forbidden to do p = doingp necessitates the sanctioo, s )
Op = LCNps <it is obligatory that ? = the omission of p necessitates the sanction, s>

Modal logic gives us the equivalence, LCNps = LCNsA so we also have:
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Op = LCNsp <it is obligatory that.p = to avoid the sanction you have to do p >

A further simplification is to introduce the idea of 'escaping the sanctiot', €t another
propositional constant and one which is defined thus: e = -lVs <escaping is the same as no
sanction>. Now we can write LCNsp as LCep and get a briefer version of the mssning of
obligatory:

Op = LCep <it is obligatory that F = escaping (the sanction) necessitates doingp >.

Now we are quite close to corrmon usage; if a law must be kept, then behaving so that you escape

the punishment for breaking that law is how to keep it.

The simplification proceeds apace, for example:

KDI3. CLCpCqCLCpqLCpT = CLCeCqCLCeqLCeT = COCpqCOpOq (our KD3)

KD6. CLpLCqp = CLpLCep < what is absolutely necessary is necessitated by escaping
the sanction >

ourl(D8.

At the end of this simplification we are left with

KDz.COpPp

as our sole deontic ar<iom.

If wedefinePp< itispermissiblethatp>as MKep <escapeiscompatiblewithp>thena
further simplification appears in KD2:

CopPp
KD.2 OplLCep, PplMIQp = KD2.2

KD2.2 CLCepMI&p < if escaping necessitates p then it is compatible with p >.

This will be false only if escaping is impossible (the impossible - and only the impossible - makes
everything necessary, and is not compatible with anything: CLNpLCpq.) The conclusion is that

KDz. < what is obligatory is permissible >

is equivalent in force to the much shorter

KD2.3 Me < it zs possible to escape the sanction >.

We could in fact make this as the sole special axiom for Deontic I-ogrc, that is K + KD2.3.

So far I have kept clear of the problems of iteratioo but they lurk in the background. Prior feels
that the usefulness of allowing the Rules, 4 54 and 55 to be applied (for example, ttrey reduce
iterations to a single L or Iv{) ouweighed the snagB (mainly in allowing-in such moral laws as COpp
<what is obligatory is done >). My recourse, (against the natural instinct of logicians) in order to
get onto interesting theological problems, is to allow the addition of extra unproved (but intuitively
sensible) axioms where these prove useful. I do not commend this procedure for anyone seeking
beautiful systems.

An example of my shon-cutting occurs now in order to show up sorne problems with the
Andersonian system with an undefined sanction, s, defined as LCps.

= CLpOp
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A modal law

KDI5. CLCpqCLCqrLCpr

can become, by substitution of r/s

KD|6. CLCpqCLCqsLCps < what necessarily implies what necessarily implies the
sanction, itself necessarily implies the sanction >

< what necessarily implies what is fotbidden, is itself
forbidden >.

This can be called the Paradox of the Good Samaritan: helping someone who has been robbed with
violence is an act that can only occut if the person has been robbed with violence ('X helps Y who
has been robbed' necessarily implies 'Y has been robbed'.) But the robbery Geing wrong)
necessarily implies the sanction; the helping (since it implies the robbery) implies the sancrion too,
and is also wrong.

A way out of this paradox is to deny that KD16. CLCpqCLCqsLQps is to be a law of our
calculus for morals.

A quite different method is to accept it as a law but to change our interpretation (translation/
definition/meaning) of the Deoutic symbols; especially the way we may use Deontic logic in Morals.
This sounds like a draconian step, but qrs sgneinly introduced the symbols with very little subtlery
and no discussion of how the meaning we assign to them squares with common moral usage of the
terms we use as their 'translations'. The change that is suggested in the next section may prove
useful.

To whorn does deontic logic appu?

Each person might regard deontic logic as applytng to the measures he or she should take to avoid
the sanction that threatens him or her. From this point of view a wrong done by someone else (the
robbers mugging the traveller) does not concern the person whose deontic logic is being used (the
Samaritan) as a wrong. The sanction does not hang over the Samaritan because it is his deontic
logic that he is applying to the scene he comes across; on this occasion he does not have to bother
about LCqs.In other words, the robbers' robbery (g) does not necessitate the Samaritan incurring
the sanction (s1). But for the robbers' deontic logic, LCgs almost certainly does apply - they robbed
the traveller (4) and that implies some sanction (s2), ttrat applies in their deontic logic, for example,
that they should be put in prison for their actions,

The ethical basis of deontic logic

Prior (1955) has pointed out that personalised deontic logic, as just considered, has as a provable
law

KDI7. Oe <We have an obligation to escape from the sanction >

and such a law looks suspiciously like a 'naturalistic' way of defining what an obligation is, and so
geuing an 'ought' from an 'is'. (And if it works for morals, perhaps there is a similar system to be
found for defining God from 'natural' laws and given those laws are facts so must our God be a
fact, i.e,, exist.) Here is how the argument for morals might go:
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The obligatory (what rlre must do) is whatever will bring about X-
for example, ( w€ ought to do whatever results in us escaping punishment >

lVhy shouW we do whateaer will bing about X?
for example, < why ought we try to escape punishment? >

Gecause) Binging about X is a hgical law.

for example, < f X is 'escaping the sanction', X is obligatory >.

However, KD17. Oe, is proved this way:

4.

KD4.I,

KD4.2.

KDI7.

Thus
Oe < it is obligatory to escape >

is iust another way of saylng

LCee < escaping necessarily implies escaping >
< necessarily, if you escape you escape >.

One cannot feel happy about a system of ethics based on the idea that the obligation to escape

means nothing more than'to escape you must escape'.
At this point if we look back to the introduction of the idea of the sanction and escaping from

it we see that to be universally appticable to all moral situations and iudgements this sanction has to

be universal too. Similarly escaping (from the saoction) means (for universal morals) not iust
dodging punishment but not deseraing it. The idea has to be that any wrongdoing not only deserves

the sanction but in fact necessitates it. This is the idea well expressed by using o rather than s: we

should escape not iust pt'nishment (the sanction for breaking the code) but escape (avoid) violating

the code, Here we are with a theoretical universal moral and legal system where every crime not

only has au appropriate sanction written in the Book-of-All-Possible-Crimes, but has an infallible
crime detection and infallible punishment system. Perhaps the universal crime is failure to be

perfect, and the sancrion you are trytng to escape is also not-being-perfect. Ttris seerns an admirable
system of morals for a perfect God to impose - or expect.

Note that for someone who does not believe there is a universal moral system, applicable to all

human actions, but rather that there are only individual moral systems applicable to individual
people, ilren the sancrion will be different for each individual. In the case of the Good Samaritan
parable one of the robbers might maintain that for him (or her), as a robber, universal moral
principles do not apply and that he (or she) should be judged as good or bad only oo whether he

(or she) gets caught or not. For this person, the robber, getring caught is the sanction, escaping

gening caught is 'escaping the sanction'. In this person"s moral code robbery and thuggery is

perfectly acceptable, indeed good, behaviour as long as he (or she) is not caught - in fact not being

caught is the proof that the behaviour was morally good. Using the idea of 'violadon' we can see

that the robbers are keen - even morally obliged - to do lots of robbery in order not to violate their
own moral code. Conversely, from their point of view as robbers, the coustabulary are violating the

robbing moral code by restraining them from robbing.

cpp
4.x Rule RN (a -+la) = KD 4.1

LCPP
KD4.1, P/e = KD4.2

LCee
KD4.2 * oIO <OP= ayLCeP> = KD17

Oe
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The god's oun rnoral code

Uncomfortable though it may at first seem, this is surely the moral logic of every god, whether a
good god, a wicked god, or merely a morally indifferent god. The god being (presumably) not
bound by any moral laws but his-her own, some sort of individualistic sanction, such as disbelief by
his-her created creafitres, or not being caught doing a callous act, will do. Be inaolved in the liztes of my
oun creafiires, has been suggested as the Christian god's code. It will be necessary for the god to be
logically able to break (violate) his-her own code. remembering the consequences of putting any
god'outside the laws of logic': if the god cannot violate his-her own moral code (or does not have a

code to violate, or admits no sanction) that would make nonsense of a Moral god. To be a moral
creature the god must be able to be immoral - even if he-she never is.

This is a sort of final end to the human theory of morality which gave a 'divine right' to Kings
(and even highly placed clergy) to do whatever they liked, and have it called 'good' or 'righteous'
because God backed it up.

Further, those who believe that the 'universal'moral code for human beings is the code given
to us by God and that the ultimate sanction is 'being caught out and punished by God' have a
logically similar code to the robbers: if you can manage an act which God does not see and does not
punish, then your act was 'good' or 'righteous'. Flowever, most theologies, and certainly the one I
call Death Protestant @P) in Chapter 6, include the idea that God sees all acts, so the sanction is
reduced to 'punished by God'. This becomes in some fundamentalist Christian eyes 'If I am
prosperous I am not being punished by God, therefore my acts - for example rack-renting or
running sweat-shops - are good in God's eyes, and therefore morally good.'

The non-fundamentalists (who read morality differently) are then driven to confront the
problem of evil. Early biblical writers were well aware of it - 'Why do the wicked prosper?' is a
constant cry, for example in the Psalms and in the Gospels. No Jewish or Christian thinker grasped
the first horn of the dilemma and declared God to be wicked, not even Job who was pan of a moral
experiment God and Satan were running. Such an answer is, however, well known in Hindu,
Zoroastrian, and Manichrian religion and inlfilliam Blake's owitings.

Grasping the other horn involves saying that God rs prrnisftiag the rack-renting fundamentalist
but in ways which the fundamentalist does not, perhaps, realise. This is the answer in Christian
writings which emphasise the spiritually cormpting effects of money, etc., or, at a further extreme,
detail the fate after death of the immoral.

Slipping between the horns would involve rejecting either the Anderson/Prior deontic logic of
sanctions and escaping, or pointing out that theological moralists who want to keep Escapisn as the
best deontic logic need only accept, for God and for human kind, that the sanction to be escaped is
a failure to 'be perfect'.

Conclusion

Thus we have found a deontic logic which will do for a multitude of personal moralities, will work
for a universal morality without a God or gods, and which will also work for god-talk (theology). Of
cotuse it leaves us none ttre wiser about what we ought to do. I-ogrc provides a frame for right
reasoning but does not tell us which propositions/ideas/facts/hopes/fears/beliefs to put into the
frame.

Flowever, there is a great deal still left to do to discover more of the helpfulness, and the
puzztes of deontic logic. For example, further subtlety can be produced with the move from a
propositional deontic logic to a predicate deontic logic, So far theorems such as KD2. COpPp have
been read as, for example:
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KDz. COpPp < if it is obligatory that p then it is possible that p >

or more simply as
< the obligatory is possible >.

flowever, we can orpand p into a full predicate form such as

QKD2.1 CO$xP$x < if it is obligatory for x to d, then it is permissible for x to Q >
< if it is obligatory for * to obey Shango then it is possible for r to

obey Shango >,

And further, by the use of quantification, get proper, truth-testable formula such as:

QRD2.2 CIIxO$xIIxP$x < if it is obligatory for all xto i, then it is permissible for all x
tod>

< if it is obligatory for everyone to obey Shango then it is
permissible for everyone to obey Shango >

QKD2.3 CIIxO$xExP$r < if it is obligatory for all x to i, then it is permissible for some r
tod>

< if it is obligatory for everyone to obey Shango then it is
permissible for someone to obey Shango >

QKD2.4 CIIxO$xP$a < if it is obligatory for all x to {, then it is permissible for a to O >
< if it is obligatory for everyone to obey Shango then it is

permissible for Llewelyn Richards to obey Shango >

and many more perrnutations.

As you will see later in the chapterr l have followed Prior in one matter. He was not averse to
quantifr over propositions, that is, for example, writing

IIp ... < For all propositionsp ... >

Modern logicd practice, especially when looking at ways to represent natural language (e.g.,
English) in symbolic form, would prefer to use predicate logic with its clear necessity to define,
before-hand, the domain (obiects, people, ideas, numbers...) to whidr the variables and constants
will be confined. However, using quantification of propositions with care can simplify our formule,
for ease of translation at least, and is not used here as a fully fledged and justified 'stand-alone'
system.

There are many other issues logical which will have to be worked through before anyone could
be fully satisfied with a single logic for ethics. For example there are more paradoxes than the Good
Samaritan; there are problems about implication which counterfacttrals raise; we should have a

clearer account of rules for the mixing of alethetic logic (L ard M) to deontic (O and Il than are
given here; we need more work on the best way of desqribing truth and validity in such logics (many
valued truth tables or possible worlds). There are many other interesting topics but for the
theologians we hurry on to the next section.
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The Theologic: Building upon Escapism

Introduction: D eontic I Theologic p arallek

To create a useful modern logic for theology an additional idea may be added to a modal logic as

'strong' as 55 and a Deontic logic of similar strength. The best concept is that of pleasing the god,
or the gods, of the religion you are examining. A Christian might like to say that this theologic is
based on the idea that you can get to heaven, you can escape hell.

The basic idea can be orpressed in a wide variety of ways, each fining in with the theological
language favoured by the religion you have, or are studying. For example, Olorun may be pleased
when his commands are obeyed and always reward those who obey those commands; Ahura Mazda
may be pleased when some action by a person assists in his fight against darkness, evil, sin,
personified in Angra Mainyu and ensure that that person is rewarded after death; the Christian God
may be pleased when a sinner repents and as a reward add his or her name to the scroll of the elect
and make his or her life much more spiritually satisSring; Thngaroa may be pleased with the prayer
of his present day descendant and calm the waves that are swamping the canoe; Krishna may accept
the fakir's efforts and grant hirn a quicker path to absorption into 'the one'; a Budrihist seeker's
efforts may be successful and so he or she attain nirvana; Gaia may be said to be pleased (using a
poetic turn of phrase) when efforts to stop the use of CFCs are successful and the ozone hole
(therefore) begins to fill in, thus individual virnre is rewarded by longer life for rhe earth and so for
all humanity; the harmony of all may be achieved so that the Confucian virnres reign...

I use'X'for all these ideas, roughly uanslated as'the god is pleased'.Thus

Xp can be read as'the god is pleased when .....'.

Yis a useful shorthand for'the god is is not worried when ..,. ', that is Yp=a7NXNp.

Zis used to mean'the god is displeased when.....', that is Zp =ay XAIp.

ril?'e can then see how axioms from the Escapi''g calculus haveTheologic parallels.

KDI. OCOpp
Th(. XCXpp

KDz. COpPp
Thz. CXpYp

< it is obligatory that what is obligatory be done >
< the god is pleased when what he-she is pleased about is done >

< what is obligatory is permissible >
< what the god is pleased with, he-she is not worried about, when

it happens >

KDl COCpqCOpOq < when doing one thing without another is forbidden, then, if
the first is obligatory so is the second >

Th3. CXCpqCXpXq < when the god approves one-thing-following-another, then, if
he-she smiles on the first then he-she smiles on the second >

KD4. CLCpqCOpOq < whatever is necessitated by an obligation is itself an obligation >
Th4. CLCpqCXpXq < whatever necessarily follows from the god's pleasure is itseH

something that the god is pleased about >.
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However, one of the doubts about the parallelism between Modal logic and Deontic logic does not
apply when the Theologic is considered, The Modal logic Thas as its defining axiom:

KTI, CLpp < if something is necessarily-the-case then it is a fact >,

The list of facts which are facts by necessity is a tightly restricted one and contrasts with the
list of facts which are truly contingent: mathematical and logical laws are the usual facts thought of
as 'necessary (and they are certainly so inside the particular system you are working with at the time
of speaking). Any facr which can be imagined to have been otherwise is considered not to be
necessaryr but contingent.

The formula corresponding to KIl. is, in Deontic logic:

DTT. COpp < if p is obligatory thenp is done >
< if everyone must love God then everyone does love God >.

This sounds intuitively false - many an action in our lives is said to be obligatory but not done. For
example, it is obligatory (under the laws of New Zealand) not to drink and drive, but is nevertheless
often done - the police arrest hundreds of people every year who have been drinking and ffuit g;

as I was writing this the morning paper had the names of 38 people convicted of this offence in the
month ofJanuary 2001 in the city ofwellington.

Prior would argue that we are not dealing, in deontic logic, with such a weak notion of what
obligatory meaos; the example of drink-driving is not of something that is properly obligatory but of
sometlring t}rat ought to happen (if the laws of the land are to be kept). In the deontic logic which
Prior pursues, 'obligatory' has almost the same meaning - and certainly the same strength - as

'necessary'. His test that an action is uuly obligatory is that the action is always done. It may seem

that this would work only in the land where all obligatory actions are unfailingly done, not one
where there is any chance of moral 'slippage', backsliding, or down right evil. Such a deontic logic
appears to be designed for ant society, or a society such as in Orwell's book .1984 or for a version of
pre-destination. However, it may be bener to think of COpp as meaning < if doing p is obligatory-if-
the-law-is-to-be-kept then doing p is what keeps the law >. A sirnilar reading of O is < you are

obliged in this system > rather than just < you ought in this system >.
There is another deontic law which seems counter-intuitive:

/<D8. CLpAp. < what is necessary is obligatory >.

\trfe looked at the grave qualms about this law on page 92, using a drowning man as our example.
This conuast between a 'strong' deontic logic and a usage which is more closely allied to ordinary
usage, is also clear when we arrive at the deontic law

KD12. COpMp

which as well as its translation as

< what is obligatory is possible >

is sometimes translated as the Kantian dictum

< what I ought I can >.

Prior, wisely for his pulposes, does not use this uanslation and has several arguments for preferring
to keep deontic logic 'strong'. For example, the suong interpretation allows him to proceed to
incorporate parallel deontic laws to those of modal logic's 4 54 and .S5.
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This problem might lead us to wonder if there is any point in having special deontic operators
at all if they do not reflect our coflrmon slgrning of 'obliged' (and 'allowed', permitted', 'forbidden',
'ought', 'should', '*"y', etc.). However, the parallel problem does not arise in our Theologic. The
operator 'lf has many many uanslations but none of them give rise to confusions: God's or the
gods' pleasure, or the inevitable good consequences of cenain actions, are not 'weak' in any sense
and paradoxes and choices ofinterpretation are not necessary.

The parallel to.I(I/. and DTl. is

ThTl. CXpp < if the god is pleased thatp thenp >
< ifTbngaroa is pleased that the fisherman Rawiri will not drown then

Rawiri will not drown >
< If Allah is pleased to bless Bushra tl:en Bushra is blessed >
< If Olorun is pleased that Shopona gives Babatunde smallpox then

Shopona gives Babatunde smallpox >
< If Ahura Mazda is pleased that I give assistauce against Angra Mainyu

then I give that assistance >
< If Yahweh is pleased to drown Pharaoh's army, Pharaoh's army is

drowned >
< If Christ is pleased to see every sinner sarned then he will see every

sinner saved >
< If I am pleased to use my taleDts then I use my talents > (see

Hampson, Chapter 12.)
< If becoming divine involves murder then I murder > (see Jantzen,

Chapter 12)
< If the symbol for my concertr includes my being forgiven then I am

forgiven > (see God-as-symbol, Chapter 11.)
< If obtaining nirvana requires that I meditate then I meditate >
< If Gaia will be in better shape by the extiuction of all people then all

people will become extinct >

This last may seem a bit uncompromising on Gaia's part, but the Gaia theology is about a very
mechanical 'being'. Gaia is only metaphorically described as having some human characteristics
and saying 'Gaia (the world) will be in a better shape' is a possible tanslation for 'Gaia will be
pleased'. Having a sense of compassion or pity is not possible for Gaia (where Gaia = all things,
moral and amoral, human and inanimate). Determinism or chaos are the only possible alternatives
for Gaia.

That problem aside, it should be noted that CXpp is a law that commits us to a theology with a
god or gods who 'interfere' - who do not iust stand aside, possibly with their hearts in their
mouths, almost certainly with sorroq and watch what is going on.

Flowever, note that ftom CXpp we cannot infer

FCpXp < whatever is the case the god likes it >.

Thus the rich Christian c:rnnot argue from CXpp that 'God likes what I am doing and, therefore, is
rewardiug it'; but only that God likes me to be rich (whether for reward or for punishment is not
stated), therefore I am rich.

The parallel to -I{D8. is:

Th8, CLpXp < if p is necessary, the gods welcome p >
< if the laws of arithmetic are necessary Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainyu

use them >
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< if Queen Anne is dead Jesus will not resrurect her 3 >.

The parallel to .KDl2. is:

Th7. CXpMp < if the god likes p then it is possible thatp >
< what God wants can be done >
< if Shango likes women to dance in his honour aU night then it will be

possible for women to dance dl night.+ >
< if the symbol of all that is good stands for (amongst other things) good

health for all people, then good health for all people must be possible >.

This last is an attempt to show how my Theologic can manage to encompass even the theology of
those who wish to make the word 'God' act as a symbol of certain absract ideas rather than its
more usual task as a name for a 'being', ontological status various, but rnore 'astual'than symbolic.

These examples of laws, which in their deontic forzn must give rise to doubts about their
usefulness in dealing with common moral problems, show no signs of producing parallel doubts in
their theological guise. They may, of course, produce problems of their own which do uot have
deontic parallels; for example we may have to look out for the consequences of any law (if there is
such a law) such as

Th20. CXNpNp <what the gods dislike cannot be done>.

Deontic logic has, as well as laws, rules for rnaniFulating formule. These are the two rules of
propositional calculus:

R/, Substitution
R2. Detachment

and the rules of the predicate calculus if the predicate extension of the propositional calculus is
used (it is not used in this chapter, so I leave the rules out, here);

the Modal rule:

RN. If a is a law so is.[a

and the Deontic rule:

RO. If a is a law so is Oa.

Now we must add theTheologic rule:

RX. If c is a law so is Xa

The rule RO (it a is a law so is Oa) underlines the difference between the deontic and the ordinary
use of the word 'obliged', and ttre word nlaw'. Ordinary usage allows this rule to be used without
conrment (and with very little extra added to our knowledge); for example, if it is a law that we
drive on the left-hand side of the road we are obliged to do so. But, in the strong sense of obliged
being used in deontic logic, the law 'drive on the left' cannot be a law ever broken; it must be a law
with logical force, for example, an axiom or derived from other axioms. $7e have seen in Ch.4, S3.2
tlrat introducing a generalised form of such propositions as Cpq < If driving, keep left > as an axiom
leads to the collapse of the propositional part of the logic we want to use. In order to keep away
from chaos we must have a very strong meaning for 'obliged', strong enough for the rule RO to be
stable.

Flowever, again in our Theologic the problem of the 'strengttr' of our translation does not
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matter since it seems perfectly sensible that our God is omnipotent or our gods together make up
an omnipotent force. RX (if a is a law then Xa) must be correct since God or the gods make the
laws - even the logical laws, which are a sunmary of how things work. Note again, that our rich
Christian c.nnot claim that his riches are a reward from God since p is not a law, but just a humble
proposition inFCpXp,which is, we have seen, not a law.

Simplifuing

In Escapism the Anderson/?rior simplification is obtained by making not 'O', which is thought of as

meaning 'Obliged', as the most basic (and undefined) deontic concept, but to use an unspecified
sanction.Thus'p is forbidden' can be written, and defined, ts '? necessitates the sanction.'

FP -ONP =LCPs

'p is obligatory' is defined as 'the omission ofp necessitates the sanction'

oP = LCNPs

which by ordinary modal logic

= LCNsg < xysiding the sanction necessitates doingp >

and by us,ing another introduced character'e'for Ns (escaping the sanction) this becomes

= LCep

A similar process can be applied to theTheologic.

A new pair of fixed propositious may be intoduced (either will do as the basic one, choose

whichever you prefer). For the parallel to the sanction s I choose g which can be read as (going to
hell,' (or 'goitrg to gehenna' as its mnemonic). For the parallel to escaping the sanction I chose &
which can be read as 'escaping gehenna' or 'going to fteaven'. The equivalents in various religions

can be easily found:

g = die; be mortal h = live; be immortal
g = have a terrible life h = have a satisffing life
g=sufferh=enioy
g = get karma out of balance h = keep karma in balance

C = get further from niryana h = get closer to nirvana
g = everlasting punishment h = everlasting bliss
g = hasten ecological disaster h = help save the planet
g = fail to recognise or develop h = recognise and/or develop your

your full potential full potential
g = become secrrlar h = become divine
g = disharmony h = achieveharmony

and many more.

A set of a:<ioms for the Theologic can now be suggested (paralleling Prior's choice for Deontic
axioms).
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Firstly there will be the propositional calculus with the two rules for substirution and
detachmenq its predicate extension, if required, with the rules for quantification; then a postulate
(axiom) set srrffisient for ordinary modal logic including the distinctive T, 54 and 55 axioms and
thedefinitionof M <possibly>thus: Mp=NLNaandtheruleRAL <If aisalawsoisLa>.Then
the Theologic is added to Modal logic in the same manner as the Anderson/?rior simplified
Deontic logic using an undefined theological concept, in this case, ft. Otherwise the Priorian
Escapism and the Theologic are very similar and Theologic axioms (and laws derived from tlrem)
are Escapism inTheologic disguise. Here are some of them:

ThL. XCXpp
Thz. CXpYp
Th3. CXCpqCXpXq
Th4. Cxpxxp(from 54)
Ths. CYpXYp (from .S5)

Th6. CXp (from Z)
Th7. CXpMp
Th8. CLpXp

The substitution of g or h (which are propositions like p and + but with a fixed meaning) into
ordinary modal laws produce the simplifications. For e:<ample:

Lt. LCpCLCpqq plh,qlp = LI.I
L1.1. LChCLChpp xDf.X (Xp--LChp) ='fht.ThI. XCXpp < God likes the idea that, if he likes something, it be done >.

L2. CLCpCqfiLCpqLCpr plh,qlp,rlq = 72.1
L2.1. CLChCpqCLChpLChq x Df.X =Th3Th3. CXCpqCXpXq < if God likes the idea ofp implyrng q then if God

likes p then God likes g >.

L3. CLpLCqp qlh -- L3.l
L3.1 CLpLChp x Df.X ='[h7.Th7. CLpXp < if it is absolutely necessary then God likes it >.

L4. CLpp LlX =Th8.
Th8, CXW < if God likes something to be the case, then it is the case >.

As you can see all the Theologic laws so far come from a standard Modal logic (the system 55)
except

Th2. CXpYp. < if God likes somerhingthen God will not stop it >.

Ttrerefore, Th2. CXpYp is the sole specialTheologic axiom.

We can cany the simplification even further.
If

Xp = LChp < God likesp = Of necessity, to get to heaven do p >
then

Yp (or NlfiIp) = NLChNp < God is not worried about p = it is not necessary to avoid p
to get to heaven >.
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flowever, a more spectacular move is:

if
Yp = MKhp < God is not worried about pr = getting to heaven is compatible withp >

then our specialTheologic axiom

Thz. CXpYp x Df.X (Xp-LChp), x Df.Y (Yp = MKItil ='1h2.1
Th2. 1 . CLChpMKhp < If getting to heaven necessitates p then it is compatible with p >.

This can be false only if gening to heaven is impossible for everyone (the impossible, and only the
impossible, necessitates everything and is not compatible with everything). So GXpYp is equivalent
in force to the much shorter

Thg. Mh < It is possible to get to heaven )

Thvs Th9. Mhrwithits very agreeable message, becomes our sole special axiom in our Theologic.

Hazte we done away with God?

In most of my examples of how the Theologlc may be interpreted I have used the word 'God', evetl
giving it an honorific or 'proper-name' capital initial. This was a mere convenience and I hope it is
clear that a remarkable number of religions, old and new, so-called 'primitive', and so-called

'higher', and their theologies, will find the Theologic fits what they wish to orpress in a rigorous
fastrion. In Chapter 4 some of these were spelled out and others will appear in panT 2. Here are

some examples: the symbol')f can be used as follows:

Yoruba X = to please Olorun or some lesser god who is more direcdy involved
Maori X = to keep tapu and noa realms correctly in their places

Zoroastrian X = to assist Ahura Mazda against Angra Mainyu
Moslem X= topleaseAllah
Jewish X = to please God
Christian X= tofollowJesus
Gaia X = to increase the natural ecological balance
Symbolic X = to incarnate the denotation of the symbol [to mix three iargons!]
Feminist @) X = to w
Feminist (P X = to become divine
Feminist (FI) X = to please me
Buddhist X = to obtain nirvana
Confucian X = to get the best possible for all

It is interesting to note which of these do not mention a god or gods (although the Feminists D and

J are fudging rather).

For the logician qua philosopher a serious problem is raising its head (as it does for Escapism).

In Escapism we can prove the simple rule

Oe ( we have an obligation to escape the sanction >.
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The parallel in theTheologic is

Xh < the god likes us to escape gehenna - that is, to get to heaven >.

Repeating the argument in the first part of this chapter, it can be seen that, in the case of Escapism,
this rule seems to imply *rat we have here a system that is basically utilitarian and naturalistic, that
is, a system in which it can be proved that obligations spring from facts, not from moral precepts -
we c{ur get an ought from an as. Prior's example is a conversation where a delighted philosophical
naturalist, say Bentham, says something like, 'The obligation (in Oe) is whatever is needed to
further the greatest happiness.' The sceptical moralist, say G E Moore, then says, 'But why is
furthering the greatest happiness obligatory?' Usually the naturalist has no reply; but now that
Escapism has been invented he or she can say, 'tlere is Prior who can proae that furthering
happiness (in this case escaping the sanction) is obligatory.'

In the Theologic we are able to prove Xft <God likes us in heaven>. Therefore, the theological
naturalist, say, Anselm or Descartes, could say, 'Pleasing God is what we rnust do to get to heaven.'
The theological Calvinist, say Barth, replies, 'But why is getting to heaven pleasing to God?' Now
we have Anderson/Prior/Richards, to the deligtrt of Anselm, poaing that getting to heaven pleases
God.

Prior points out that the proof of Oe is not one the naturalist may feel very proud to hang his
morality on: Oe is true because it is fty the definition of O) iust a way of saying

LCee < escaping the sanction necessarily implies escaping the sanction >

and this law is derived from LCpp, which in turn comes from Cpp <p implies p> with the rule RN
applied. Thus we can see that ttre obligation to e$cape simply amounts to this: to escape we must
escape. At this point we want to ask, 'Is Escapism about ethics at all? The system seems to be about
a technique for escaping from something you fear (the sancrion) and that is all there is to it.'

The parallel in the Theologic is to look at the proof of Xlr: < the god likes us to get to heaven>.
This is true because @y the definition of )Q it is iust a way of saying

LChh < getting to heaven necessarily implies getting to heaven >

and this law is derived from LCpp, which in turn comes from Cpp < p implies .p > with the rule RN
applied, Thus we can see that the god's liking us to get to heaven simply amounts to this: to get to
heaven we must get to heaven. And in this terribly obvious rule there is no mention of the god at all!
Is theTheologic not about any god at all, but iust about us?

However, this conclusion may be not because X < the god likes ) means too little, but because
ft < getting to heaven > means too much. There are two laws provable in theTheologic5 :

Th10. Cnpcxpph < if the god liking everything that we do implies everyhing we do,
then we get to heaven )

ThI I. ChITpCXpp < if we get to heaven then the god liking everything we do implies
everything we do >.

These two together glve us a definition of getting to heaven

h = tIpCXpp < getting to heaven means that if the god likes everything we do,
wedoit>

< we get to heaven only if we do everytJring the god likes us to do >.

This gives us a somewhat mechanical view of the relationship between us and God - doing
everything God wants of us zecessitates a place in heaven for us. Flowever, Christians do not imagine
that God would be so unfeeling or uniust as to send a perfect person off to gehenna; he tried it on
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Job, but did not take the experiment too far, and somehow failed to satisfactorily explain his actions
(perhaps if he had told Job that he had taken up Satan's suggestion, Job would have accused him of
callousness, or a lack of omniscience). The good side of the necessity is that getting to heaven is not
just failing to wind up in gehenna, but not deserving to. The bad side appeius to be that no one will
ever get ro heaven, the hurdle (never doing anything that God dislikes) being set far too high for
mere mortals.

The Christian God is seen as both iust and mercifirl. The idea that good actions necessitate a

place in heaven fits in with the idea of a iust deity, It also fits with a strict interpretation of karma as

a distributor of good and bad results, and also with a Gaia-type cosmology with necessary

consequences following from ecologrcally sound or unsound actions. However, how a merciful God

can handle his-her desire to 'save' the sinner from the inevitable results of sinful actions and

perhaps forgtve a certain percentage of 'bad' actions done by the backslider or the ignorant or the
wilful, is not spelt out in theTheologic.

From a logical poiat of view the quickest route to being sure we have a merciful god is to
declare that the god loves everything everyone does. This is a soft of 'over-the-top' solution and

would fit well in a pantheist religion which results in no one deserving gehenna. I have heard this
preached but the preacher was generally believed to be mentally ill, More confusing to the logic is

to say that God forgives everyone, sooner or later. Catholic theology used to have everyone saved

after sins had been adequately punished in an intermediate hell, called purgatory, after death. I
understand belief in purgatory is not now necessary to membership. Protestant theology has several

ways round the iustice/mercy problem: some theologiaos (right back to Pelagius) say God is by

nature more merciful than iust, and no one winds up in hell; others say that God's sacrifice of his

son has paid the price, for every sinner, so iustice has been done by that merciful action, (Mercifirl,
that is, to everyone except to Jesus, i.e., to God hirnself, who got only iustice.)

Another tack is more congenial to present-day thinking, For Christians from medieval times to
Victorian times, heaven was envisaged as a place for the good dead. It was either similar to a new

earth on which we would all have resurrected bodies or was a vague spiritual place which our souls

would inhabit. These ideas are summed up in the earthy epitaph: 'Here lies the body of Mary Ann /
Safe in the bosom of Abraham...'In contrast, some of Jesus's saytngs point to a quite different idea

of heaven, notably, 'The Kingdom of God comes not at some future time. You cannot point out the

sigu of its coming. The Kingdom of God comes not at some special site. You cannot point out the
place of its coming. The Kingdom of God is already here, among You, now,' Matthew 24:26-6j md,
'Split the wood, I am beside you; lift the stone, I am among you.' Gospel of Thomas 77:2.T};rus, being

in heaven is not a consequence at the end of a lifetime of decisions and actions but a state that goes

with each decision and action. These ideas can be summed up in the phrase from a 1930s pop-

song,'I'm in heaven when we're dancing cheek to cheek.'

In this latter case ft stands for a relationship with our god, or a state of mind, or a moral

balance, which each action brings about, rather than each action resulting in iust a tick in a box on

a reporr card to be added up on the last day. Many Christian theologians have thus 'spiritualised'
the idea of heaven and cenainly it is more congenial to the modern person who is sloughing offthe
medieval idea of God as a King in a physical land directing the sorting of sheep from goats at

Armageddon field. Following the spiritualising line we can see the Theologic as showing the

sgucture common to a multitude of different personal decisions and actions and even emotions, as

well as showing the structure cosrmon to a great number of religions.

The spiritualising of heaven is a bit like our common remark that 'goodness is its own reward'.

Doing actions which the god likes are their own reward. Gehenna or hell becomes something like,

'doing what the god distikes (knowingly?) is uncomfortable, alienating, disastrous...' Thus the

strudure of doing good is revealed as the same as the stnrcnrre of getting to heaven, Such parallels

are nice to come acrossJ even if it leaves us none the wiser as to what we precisely ought to do or
believe.
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Conclusion

Escapism is an extension of Modd logic applied to mordity, and so it is a Deontic logic. It brings
out the draracteristics of the moralities of many religtons, even when no deity or gods are involved.
This is even the case when morality is seen as persond to each individual hunan. Interestingly it
also loolro like an ideal logic for any god's own morality.

The theologic, although based on Escapism, does not deal with moral precepts ercept when
'moral'or'ethical'is defined as strongly dependent on a god's wishes or rights. Nevertheless it can
handle a great number of tlreologies and 'ontologies' (that is, deecriptions of what is).It also gives a
basis for right reasoning about personal beliefs.
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Notes and References

l. The primacy of C ('If ... then ... ') as a propositional operator goes back to the Pre-Aristotelian
logicians; however, for various reasons - I suspect mainly historical since Pincipio Mailtetnatica
was so early on the modern scene - a lot of the teaching of symbolic/mathematical logic begins

with l, (the less usual concept of an 'either...or ...' which includes, '... or bottr') as its operator,

Early valve computer prognrmmers favoured X (= NA) and D (= NK). The former called a

'Nor-gate' sends out a qrrrent on an oulput wire only when there is no current at either or both
of two input wires; the latter, called a 'Nand-gate' sends out a current on its output wire except
when there is a current in both of the two input wires. Transistors are so versatile nowadays that
any set of operators could be used, for example, the full l6 tabulated by Bochenski (1949); or go

the other way and use any single one and N.

It has been pointed out to me by Dr. Ed Mares the same effect can be got without a sanction (a

code-book-punishment-deserved) but with iust a note that a violation of the code has occurred,
and this is one of the meanings Anderson gave to the fixed meaning proposition, calling it 'v'
rather than 's'. See Mares (1992). A further paper (Mares & McNamarar1995) looks at a deontic
logic for our common ideas of it was the least one could do in the situation'and 'they did more
than one had to do.'

This may seem a bit abrupt but it flows from *re idea tbat when the dead are dead then that they
are dead is a historical fact, and history cannot 5g sfoenged. Historical facts are necessary facts
(this can be argued, of course). Therefore, neither jesus nor any god can change that fact. The
god could, perhaps, stop a person dytng by some miracle, but once they have died, that death can

not be undone. Resurrection is another mafter: a god could resurrect Queen Anne to have a
second life. But it would remain true that stre had died, once, on the 2nd of May, l TO3.Therefore
ttre example is not entirely accurate and perhaps it would be better stated:

If Queen Anne is dead lesus cannot reslurect her axactly as stre was, that is, san6glling
the fact *rat she had died, orpunging her funeral from history, etc.

In Nigeria it is assumed that Shango, like human beings, is not good at seeing in the dark. Since
women should dance for Shango but men are physically stronger, men dress as women during
certain festivals to keep the dancing vigorous and sustained at night, and thus more efficacious.
This fact was revealed (iterally) to me in the middle of a Nigerian night by the dancers
themselves who thought it a huge joke that the oyebo (white man) was thereby embarrassed, and
just as much fooled as Shango.

Here is a proof of these two theses of the theologic (ThI0. and Th(1.) It uses two parallel theses

from Prior in Escaping: the l-ogical Basis of Ethbs. namely his 44. CIIpCOppe and. 47. CeIIpCOpp.

In brief, we can get 44. from the axiom CLpp with plCep and substitutions in the law
CCpCqfiqCpri and get 47. from 45. with the application of the Rule I12. To get the theologic
versions substitute X for L and ft for e.

c

3.

).
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History

Dates for the birth of Christianity can be argued over. The gospel Manhru starts with a genealogy
of Jesus Christ, the son of David...' back to Abraham; Luke sr^trs with the revelation to Zachaiatr
that his son (John) comes to prepare the people for Jesus's coming; John says'In the beginning was
the word,..' But more recent historians and theologians talk of the death of Jesus as the beginning of
a separate religion, or the discussions and enthusiasm after Jesus's death among his followers as the
real beginnings. I find the latter to be a good place to find the start of Christianity as a branch of
Judaisml, but by the time of Constantine Christianity had so changed ttrat, in the West at least, it is
a new religion and had settled into a form which lasted till the Reformation, and then, somewhat
changed, until the present day.

In the present day we have an extraordinary number of different Churches and theologies all
calling themselves 'Christian'. The reference book for these is Barrett (2001). David Barrett is a
theologically fundamentalist academic who has overseen the two volume World Chrisian
Encyclopedia, for Oxford Press. This encyclopedia covers all religions, has about 10,000 entries and
sees a rise in new religions at about the rate of three per day, Barrett has a very broad definition of
'religion' and all new sects which call themselves Christian get an entry. The result is that all the
trew pentecostal, chadsmatic, fundamentalist, and theologically consenrative churches are listed and
give the impression that world-wide Christianity is by far the fastest growing religious 'family'.
From inside the 'family' it is certainly clear that the pentecostal, fundamentalist, and conservative
churches are the fastest growing part of the family, and evidence for this is clearest in Africa and
South America. To take two widely separate examples: in Nigeria in the 1960s, living in a village
where the founding prophet of the Church of the Lord lived, I saw something of the success of the
'Aladura' ('prayrng') churches.2 T"he Church of the Lord, a theologically fundamentalist and
pentecostal church, was founded against the advice of the missionary churches of the day during
the 1918 influenza epidemic but had itself become a missionising church with missionaries and
congregations in Ghana, Sierra I-eone, and London. Now Lagos has so many different sects with
huge church compounds along the main motorway out of the city that at times of church festivals
the motorway is closed by the press of worshippers for days at a time3. The Quakers - surely a
heresy by most standards since its 'conservative'members in the rVest deny the divinity of Jesus -
now has more members in Africa (mainly I(enya and Ruanda) and Central America (mainly
Guatemala and Bolivia) than in the West, and these members are fundamentalist in theology as the
result of missionary work by fundamentdist Quakers from the USA4.
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In the Vest many of the religious have turned away from the rules of the organised religions
and re-organised in new groupings, often parochial, often emotionally charged, and often at right
angles to the established paths. Thus charismatic, evangelical, pentecostal and theologically
reactionary 'congregations' have grown up inside otherwise 'liberal', 'respectable' and 'apostolic'
churches and have, depending on local inflggasgs, broken away as new organisatious or formed
almost independent sub-congEegations. People vote with their feet and the highly trained and rule-
obeying priesthood finds itself without support; buildings are sold; charities go bankrupt;
committees cease meeting; publications fold; lobbying of government becomes weak; hands are
wrung but not bells; and churchmen and women work feverishly to see where they have gone wrong
- was it wrong not to admit married priests? to condemn contaception? to refuse to re.marry the
divorced? to bless the soldiers? to condemn genetic experiments? to ban rock bauds from the
services? to give up the l-atin mass? to preach against fornication? to accept homosexuality? lJ(/here

did we go wrong?
Such reactions to ever-dwindling congregations rely on poor logic, as I pointed out when

discussing the wealthy exclusivist-chutch members who believe they are being rewarded for their
piety. Perhaps God is rewarding the main-line churches for sticking to their beliefs about the
priesthood, homosexuality, contraception, rock music, and so on, by cutting away those who are not
true believers and leaving only the elect who concentrate on the proper work of worshipping him-
her.

In the yeat 2003 in New Zealand I see most Churches as more conservative and theologically
suaight-iacketed than fifty years ago. This may be because the more theologically liberal failed to
convince most adherents that the new ideas were better than the old ideas, or it may be because the
new ideas were not bener than those of the past. In the past twenty years the debates in the old
Churches tend to be resolved in favour of what was done before the modern theologians began
their re-interpretations. Here are three very different problems; each involves a debate over which is
stronger, to re-interpret the command to love your neighbour, or to continue doing as in the past
before the problem arose.

(l) There are debates over accepting homosexual people as members; does the command to
love these neighbours mean accepting their habits or is the example of God desuoying Sodom more
righteous?

(2) There is the debate about whether women may be priests; is the New Testament 'there is
no longer male or female, bond or free...' stronger than the tradition of apostolic succession in the
male line only?

(3) There is a debate whedrer contraception is acceptable; the collision is (partly) between
overpopulation and the fact that there was no moral rule that encompassed what science has now
made possible.

I see the old Churches choosing to follow the clear rules still preserved in print, rather than
those which need imagination to interpret; and where there is no rule in black and white they prefer
to make no new rule and to sanction what was done (or not done) in the past. The result is that
there is a problem with attracting people. Most Churches lay down creeds that must be accepted
before membership will be granted; those that do not are few and far between, most notable being
the Quakers, and they have to put up with the problems concomitant with having no theology,
mainly the problem of attracting only people with strong personally developed beliefs, some rational
and socially concerned, others mystical and inward looking.

Theological change

The God-religions were already in shock as the effects of the scientific (and panicularly the
Darwinian) revolution seeped through to ordinary people after the Second Vorld War. In the 50
years of peace in the Vest, religion has become less and less relevant to ordinary lives: ttre important
past functions of the Churches have been taken over by the state. For example, charity work has
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been taken over by comparatively liberal state pensions and welfare provisions; care of the sick is

provided by the ,t"t. oi by extensive use of insurance (available because incomes are so much

irigner); mintal health and life's shocks, once treated by confession and the comforting ear of the

clergy, is now given over to 'counsellors' and ueated by psychologists and the new drugs; the

-"rkiog of important moments in your life, @irth, marriage, death) and even events in the year

(mid-winter, spring) are now in the hands of secular professionals and the retail trade.

At the same rime, in the rich !7est, those people who are religiously inclined can (with money,

fast gavel and with the vast flow of knowledge) learn about alternatives to the religion of their own

part of the world. A maior spin-off from Christianity itself has been a new liberal attitude to belief

isummed up as 'the Human Rieht of freedom of religion'). \ilith no compulsion to ioin the local

religion, many Westerners now espouse a non-western religion. Also, various new religions have

rp.oog up for the religiously inclined, for example, female-centred forms of belief, attempts to

revive Gnosticism and North American native religions and to make branches of tantric Buddhism

available to Westerners. And for the gullible there are the fads for self-knowledge, self improvement'

and a multitude of superstitions about fairies, spirits, souls, angels, astral planes, crystals, energy-

webs, extra-terrestrials; the effects of star movements, and religions created for movie and TV series.

(So many people at the last British census put down 'Jedi' as their religion that it may have to be

included as an option in the next census.) All these can be lumped together and called 'new-age'

beliefs,
In the'main line' Churches in the West there was a growing dMde beween the uained clergy

and the people in the pews. After the 2nd r0forld War the ideas worked up by theologians who were

tryrng to cope with ttre findings of science began to filter down to the clergy. For e:<ample, the

discriptions by antlgopologists of the place of myth in other societies had to be acknowledged by

theologians and then Uy Oose training the clergy. This led to the movement to 'de-myrh' the Bible

stories. For example Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden was recognised as a myth wonderfully

describing, among other things, the liberating effect of lrnowledge, and its enslaving effect; it was no

longer seen as history.
Once this process got under way it was very hard to see where to stop. Having seen the stories

in the Law and the prophets as myths, what was one to do with the Gospel stories and the Letters

of the NewTestament?rVas Jesus real or a myth?

Some theologians said we should hunt for the historical Jesus and put most of the rest of the

New Testament aside as sometimes useful, somedmes obsuucive, myth. Other theologians said we

should accept that the Jesus of the 2000 years of Church history (the Christ) was more important,

the historical Jesus gnknowable and unimportant. This divide has not been bridged; the established

churches including Catholic, Orthodox, Protestant, and the new evangelical sects all favour worship

of the Christ, as described by St Paul and the particular tradition they belong to. Those looking for

the historical Jesus are a small group of academics but will be a powerfrrl influence because of their

scientific rigour.s
New myths began to be invented. For example, a very worthwhile rnodern myth was proposed

by Dieuich Bonhoeffer6 before Hitler had him executed. He described Man Geople) as 'Come of

Age', no longer forced to believe in God for lack of any other explanation of the universe, no longer

dependent upon God for psychological or cosmological assistance, and now able to decide to live

with Go4 oi to do without God. Theologians who have reached this point, whether Christ-as-

Church-defined uaditionalists, or Jesus-the-historical-man scientists, I call 'Modernist'; ttrey do not

question the nature of God as defined by earlier theology (omnipotent, omniscient, all good, etc.)

and some, following Karl Barth, will say that God is so 'other'that until a person'experiences' God

that person should leave talk about God's nature alone.

Post-ModprnTheolog3t

Since the ideas of de-myhing took hold there has been a furrher shift in the language of non-

fundamentalist Christian theologians. ln the talk of many of them the word 'God' no longer refers
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to an extra-tenestrial creator, or a sustainer, or a father. The new meanings of 'God', all in
competition, struggling for understan.ling and acceptance, include using the word as

(i) a symbol or point of reference, or
(ii) a focus of understapding or
(iii) shorthand for the universe, or
(iv) something totally in ttre mind, or
(v) for ourselves.

Some look back to Ockham, Spinoza, Bergson; some quote Teilhard de Chardin or Lovelock;
others, the feminist theologians, quote male theologlmsr ancient and modern, mainly to show up
male preiudices, and hope to turn theology to very different paths. Some are churchmen and
churchwomen looking for a new theology for churches unhappy with old myttrs. Some are tlre
mystically inclined but historically and scientifically uaive looking, in a romanticised past
improperly understood, for a 'better' faith . Flowever, all these ideas must be examined with iust as

cold a logical eye as older theologies - as far as is possible at this stage in their development.
Perhaps they can avoid the logical pidalls of past theologies.

The post-modern (for want of a better name) theologian is one who thinks that de.mything
must go even further and we must stop using t}re word 'God' as in any way referring to a 'being'.
They say that God is not something among other things, is not something lD, or outside, the
universe, is not an eternal being, is not the divine inhabitant of the world. But they do not stop
there. Here are examples of the sort of talk they prefer:

'God'understood as a symbol, is religiously, and ethically more important to us than the objectivise4
realist'God'.7

Tbough the word 'God' can no longer be used to name an objective spiritual being, it can usefully
continue to function as an ultimate point of reference or a unifuing symbol... a focus of the meaning we
mrrst no\{, create.8

The fundamental symbol of our ultimate concern is God.g

God is ttre mythical embodiment of all that one is concerned with in the spiritual life.l0

The symbol of God claims to represent to us a foqrs for orientation which wi[ bring true fulfilment
and meaning to human life. It sums up, unifies and represents in a personification what are taken to be
the highest and most indispensable human ideas and values.ll

\Vhy indeed must 'God' be a noun? $fhy not a verb - the most active and dlmamic of all? [Iasn't ttre
naming of 'God' as a noun been an act of murdering that dynamic Verb? And isn't the Verb infinitely
more personal than a mere static noun? The anthropomorphic symbols for God may be intended to
convey personality, but they fail to convey that God is Be-ing.l2

But to place ourselves at the centre [as she has described] in this way is not to exclude God, since God
is to be understood not as set over against us, but as one with our self-realization. ICe may think that
which we have named God to be a dimension of all ttrat is: something which we may recognise, on
which we can draw, and which allows us to be all ttrat we have it in us to become.t3

Some of the enpositions, particularly from those who have grasped the direction of thinkers
such as Lovelock and Teilhard de Chardin, appear to make the earth, including human kiud, the
new God.la The use of the word 'Gaia' for the new pantheistic view of an indivisible world is
usually the most obvious marker. Christian versions talk about God being incarnate not iust in
Jesus but in the whole human species, or in the universe as a whole. Another idea is that there is a
'cosmic drift towards complexity s1d slganing'which has brought humankind to its present state -with a potentid for rationality and purposeful action and capable of evil or good. This cosmic drift
can be described (poetically?) as the will of God or the mind of God.

These sorts of God-talk need a vigorous examination, What are these new gods? X0hich logics
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apply to them? The nent chapter examines, the logic of the ideas of those theologians who want
God to be a symbol rather than a being; the nort examines a welter of ideas from feminist
theologians. Pantheistic ideas and their logics are in the next Section.

Selecting a theology

Christian theologians have a sub-class of their discipline called 'systematics' and heavyrveight

Christian theologians write books with titles such as 'A Systematic Theolog;y'. Few logicians, if they
cared to dip into these works, would find them very systernatic - there is usually very little in them
which systematically sets out the pre-suppositions of the author, the logical systerns being used, the
problems of interpretation, the status to be given to authority, revelation, and scripture. However,

for many years systematic theologies have been regarded as more academically respectable than
'popular' theologies.

'systematic'theologies are few. There are indeed very few religions with writteo statements of
any sort, both in total and in proportion to the total, since most religions have been those of non-
literate societies. Of those religions with wrinen theologies very few indeed are 'systematic' in any

useful way to someone searching for logic in them. Most of us have a list of religions of which we

have had some experience. In a first attempt to compile a list I wrote down twenty religions (and

many of them are broad categories which should be further refined) and of them only fifteen have

'scriptures' and only five have had experts who left behind systematic accounts of their beliefs'
tenets, teachings which have survived.

Due to my ignorance, the list of non-literate religions is likely to be much bigger, and the work
of historians, archaeologists and anthropologists will enlarge it further; therefore, the generalisation

will stand until, perhaps some thousands of years hence, an equal number of new religions (all

literate and with theologies) have appeared.

Trend Indicator.* Scriptures / Commentaries I Theologg / Sgstematlcs

Religion Written Scrptural Written Systematic

Scriptures Commentaries Theologg Theologg

Christionatg (Western and Eastern) r/ r' ! !
Jewish (Orthodox ond Libera0 1/ r/ 1/

Islom r/ 1/ /
Buddhist 6oth vehictes) r' r' (
Boha'i 1/ r/ 1/
Zoroqstrian/MithraismlParsee r' !
Jain r' ! thot is, no sgst€matic

Hindu 1/ ! accounts fom here on

ConJucian ./ r/
Dao r/ r/
Greeh / Roman r/

t/
r'

Shinto

lrztec
Aborigina[ (Austrotia)

Celric

Ear[9 Moori
Yoruba

thot is, no written
scriptures

lromhere on
* Trends onlg; no accuracg ctoimed or implied
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Religions can raise intense emotions and intense intellectual debate, Narurally $uch debates
among non-literate people are lost, and among many non-western peoples have been lost as the
technology for preserving them was inadequate (e.g., papyrus paper in damp climates), or waning
popularity gave no incentive to preservation, or battles, economic hard times, changing politics,
even changing climate obliterated the written scriptures, tenets, and debates.

Systematic theologies may be few but they are not far betweeu: by volume, almost all written
systematic work has been done inside the Judaeo/Christian tradition. This again may be confirmed
by list making. Christianity in particular was born into a literate society: Jesus is depicted as
rssding; the books of his sayings were being collected only 25-30 years after his death; and its tenets
were being written as creeds 300 years after that. Theological arBument was intense in the centuries
around Constantine as different beliefs were upheld or condemned as heresies, and the religion
split and split again, In the western church - only one of several - an orrhodoxy was established
and is the one whose theological debate has been best preserved and is most accessible to scholars
today.The box indicated the trend.

Creeds

The western Christian uadition has preserved several creeds and the most famous of these are the
Apostles' and the Nicenel5, both based on earlier statements of the 300s. They were debated edited
and adopted in the 400s but went on being revised and either reiected or accepted at least till the
800s. The shorter creed (the Apostlc.s) with its founeen propositions has remained since then
virrually unchanged and is used by Catholic and Protestant churches; the Catholic and Anglican
churches also use the longer Nicene regularly in services,

Tlw ApostJes' Creed
l. I believe in God almighry
2, And in Christ Jesus, his only son, our Lord
3. Vho was born of the Holy Spirit and theVirgin Mary
4. Vbo was crucified under Pontius Pilate and was buried
5. And the third day rose from the dead
6. VTho ascended into heaven
7. And sitteth on the right hand of the Father
8. Vhence he cometh to iudge the living and the dead.
9. And in the Holy Ghost

10. Theholy [catholic] church,
I l. The communion of saints,
12. The remission of sins,
13. The resurrection of the flesh,
14. [And] The life evertasting.

The'Nicetu'Crecd
\Fe believe in one God the Father All-sovereign, maker of heaven and earth, and of all things
visible and invisible;

And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God, Begotten of the Father before
all the ages, Light of Light, true God of true God, begotten not made, of one substance with the
Father, through whom all things were madel who for us men and for our salvation came down
from the heavens, and was made flesh of the Holy Spirit and the Virgin M"ry, and became man,
and was crucified for us under Pontius Pilate, and suffered and was buried, and rose again on the
third day according to the Scriptures, and ascended into the heavens, and sitteth on the right
hand of the Father, and cometh again with glory to judge living and dead of whose kingdom
there shall be no end:
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And in the Holy Spirit, the I-ord and the Life-giver, that proceedeth from the Father, who
with Father and Son is worshipped together and glorified together, who spake through ttre
prophes:

In one holy Catholic and Apostofic Church:
Ve acknowledge one baptism unto remission of sins. !0e look for a resurrection of the

dead, and the life of the age to come.

However, although they use the Creeds, it would be hard to find a Catholic or Protestant
clergyman or woman today who believes in the reconstitution of our skin, bone, neurons,
chromosomes, Malpigian tubules, ovaries, etc., <resrurection of the flesh> (Apostles' CreeQ or that
Jesus flew into space <ascended into the heavens) (Nhene Creed) or that Jesus has a chair <sits on
the right hand of the Father> (both), Considerable effort by modern apologists has gone into the
re-interpretation of the Creeds in a less literal way. Flowever, historical research into the cosmology
or world-view of fourth century Christians (as well as common sense) suggests that the Creeds were
meant quite literally by their writers. A long essay could be written on whether it is legitimate for a

religion to still be called by the old name when its doctrines have slid from conffete to metaphoric.
The old literalist interpretations are not dead. Some sects, for example the Jehovah's 

'!flitnesses

and most Mormons, do believe in a physical 'fleshly' resurrection for the elect on the earth. Yet,
despite what the Apostles' Creed says, they would be among the first candidates to be o<cluded
from any list of 'true' Christian churches if it were put to a vote by the older denominations. This
would be mainly for other rea$ons, but partly because they believe such 'strange nonsense', that is,
take what is generally now thougtrt of as a metaphoric doctrine, literally. This reiection of the older
doctrine is despite the fact that the resurrection of fleshly bodies is a belief with more power to
shange people's behaviour than the poetic pictr:re of how Jesus and God sit when ruliug.
Resurrection bodies (a) can be given a new and reasonable scientific interpretation (the person's
acnral electrons, may not re-combine, but electrons, being indistinguishable one from another, it
does not matter which ones get together, iust that some are sranged in the original numbers and
patterns) and @) give rise to far fewer scientific, philosophic and logical problems than immortal
souls.

Evangelical sects and conservative theologians, finding the idea in the Bible, maintain the idea
of resurrection bodies in their preaching and in lists of their doctrines; but even when written down
the idea can be 'fudged'. For example, The Doctines of the Salaation Army enumerates their
doctrines in eleven paragraphs and in the last says, 'rWe believe in the immortality of the soul in the
resurrection of the body...' Thus, despite not appearing in the old creeds, the idea of irnmortal souls
has been accepted and amalgamated with resurrection bodies. In What Catholics Belieae (1998,
!flellington, Catholic Enquiry Centre, Ch.10, p.16) resunection bodies are not expected until the
'second coming of Jesus' when 'our rising with Jesus will be fulfilled in the resurrection on the last
day.'Interestingly, they say, '$fhat happens to this earth at this time we don't know.'Flowever, souls
are mentioned several times; for example in explaining purgatory it says, '...it's possible for a soul to
be purified after death...'(Ch.l0, p.14.)

Flowever, very few church members believe in literal resurrection bodies and the theory of
immortal souls was a clear winner centuries ago. Some theologians, making this point, say that the
history of Christian theology is the history of the victory of Gnostic thought over Flebrew thought.

The creeds were written during times of grest theological controversy and were used as

weapons in the fight against what were branded as heresies. Thus the Nicene was amended to
specifically note, against the theologian Arian, that Jesus is 'begotten, not made, of one substance
with the Father'. But other'heretical'suggestions were not specifically condemned nor countered iu
the body of a creed. For example, in the early 400s Pelagius was condemned as a heretic for
denying original sin, for teaching that the unbaptised may have eternal life, that God forgives the
wicke4 that people are responsible for their own actions. Ve note that, despite ttrose ancient
condemnations, most of the ideas of Pelagius are very acceptable to modern protestants; .We are all
Pelagians now.'was howWalter Hendry, a Presbyterian minister put it to me in 1950.
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That the creeds are now unacceptable (when understood unchanged) is important to the
problem of selecting theologies to study. Therefore, to find a list of basic beliefs we have to look
further afietd than the most corrmon creeds. The hunt is not made any simpler by the fact that
credal statements are iust that - statements which set out beliefs necessary for (l) membership of
the religion, (2) for memberstrip of the denomination or sect, and (3) for membership of the
particular flavour of the denomination/sect. For our preliminary investigations we need select only
the most basic belief statements, particularly those corrmon to almost all of the Christian
Churches. I intend to use, for studying Christian beliefs, statements of beliefs collected from
pamphlets and short works intended to inuoduce Christianity (or a branch of it) to enquirers,
neophytes, and unbelievers. A simple tract, handed out on the sceets of ttr(zellington, is reproduced
in Appendix 1. I am confident that the basic beliefs I have found to work on are universally agreed
by theologically conservative Christian Churches (though the language I use to express them in will
sotrnd very suange to evangelical believers). Ideas such as those about souls or resurrection bodies,
or the seating arrangements in heaven, all ideas that can be derived logically from the basic beliefs,
and all ideas that are particular to a few branches only (such as the imponance of holding worship
services on particular days of the week, or using particular set prayers in particular rites) I will leave
aside.

Using simple statements prepared for people inquiring about a religion or denomination has
some disadvantages, in panicular the lack of subtlety of blunt statements (a problem shared by
creeds) and the problem of what 'register' of the language is being used. Is one to take the
staternent that Jesus is sining at God's right hand literally, or poetically, or symbolically? Surely
nowadays, poetically or symbolically and understood as a metaphor underlining Jesus's importance.
Flowever, nowadays it is not even to be understood as one of the core beliefs of Christianity, its
acceptance making or breaking whether a person is admitted as a member.

There is also the problem that some essential beliefs may not be mentioned in either the creeds
or in 'popular' pamphlets. I have found at least turo which are essential to the sort of Christian belief
I will look at in his section; these are beliefs about moraliry and are seldom recognised, stated or
argued about by Christian believers. Perhaps naturally enough they are parts of a '\Testern' moral
system and, as will become important when we look at non-western theologies, not as universally
agreed with as most Christians imagine them to be.

Philosophers of religion have many books and iournal articles examining very closely the
problem of how metaphorically to take the credal statements. This is a most imponant topic when it
comes to deciding whether religious language is t}re same as profane language, whether the two are
entirely different even though they use the same words, or whether religious language is a branch of
the total language but using words with 'suetched'meanings. For example, Stuart Brown in his Do
Religious Claims Make Sense? @rown 1969) enumerates and carefully examines seven positions
which uy to explain the 'intelligibility gap' between what religions claim and what unbelievers
understand the religious to be saying.l6 LM.Bochenski looks at the logical foundations of what he
calls 'analogy' in his The Logic of Religion, CBochenski 1905;.tz In Metaphysical Beliefs (Hepburn
L957) Ronald Hepburn writes about 'Poetry and Religious Belief' and examines living images and
dead dogma, archetype and myth, insight and imagination, cosmological and religious ideas, and
the analory with poetry.lE In the same book, Alisdair Maclntyre in 'The Logical Status of Religious
Belief' lools at, among other topics, whether religious language is so idiosyncratic that we can have
no hope of a philosophical (or logical) account of it. le

Another reason for reiecting the creeds as the basic propositions for any logical analysis of
theology is the very mundane one that they have too many clauses for my purpose; some clauses are
repetitive or too fulsome; and, at times they are iust incomprehensible to modern readers. Amongst
the laner I include those clauses defining the trinity; these are uffrecessary to a formal system (in
which God = Jesus = Holy Spirit will be quite adequate), no matter how necessary they were in the
3rd Century.
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The Selection

Lau 2 Oth C entury' C ons ervatiae Mainline' hotestant Theologt

For a first 'run' I have chosen (because I know it so well) a set of beliefs held in the late twentieth
century by many Protestant Christians. I call it 'DP' as a contraction of 'Death Protestant' and in
contrast with'LP'for'Life Protestant' and several ottrer Protestant theologies. The 'death'and 'life'
labels refer to whether the theology places gxeater importance on Jesus's death (and resurrection) or
his life. The old categories of Christian theology such as 'liberal', 'conservative', 'Bardrian',
'catholic', 'modern', and so on, hold little interest to the logician at this stage in this inrrestigation;
however for a quick and enioyable introduction to them and the reasons for seeing *rem as separate
entities I refer those interested to Arthur Prior's 'Can Religion be Discussed?' in Nea, Essays in
Philo sophical Theology @rior L9 42) .

Here are the beliefs I calculate to be essential to the 'Death, Protestant' version of Christianity:

The DPAxiom Set

DPI. The universe was made by God.
DPz. God allowed people to be cteators too.
DP3. People made things God did not like.
DP4. [People deserved to be punished for disobedience.]
DPs, [Punishment due to one person may be,legitimately, transferred to anot]rer person, and

the second person suffers the punishment and so expiates the crime of the first.]
DP6. God punished himself instead of people.

The square brackets n DP4 and DPS are because these two ideas - necessary to the consistency of
the whole - are uot strictly theological, that is, they have no reference to God, and are, both, ethical
ideas.

Possible ways of putting these axioms into predicate calculus and deontic form can be essayed.
They might start thus:

Domain: all objects, people, thoughts, feelings, ideas, generalisations ,.. in other words, the
universe: usually called the Universal Domain (UD).

g, a constant for God
\lt z ,.. variables for any of the members of the universe
ttx risaperson
0x x is a thing (not a person)

ttxy r makesy
Vxy r is punished byy
O Obligatory; P Permitted; L Necessary;
M Possible; rW Willing; X God permits; Z God forbids

DPI. ITxltgx
< whateveruc may be, r wag made by God >

DPz. IIxEz C Knx?z X trtxz
< for all r and some z, if r is a person and .s is a thing, God permits x to

make a >
< God permits everyone to make some things >

u9
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DP3. EzIIx C Kxxez ZPxz
< for all x and some z, if r is a person and z is a thing, God forbids

*tomakez)
< there is some thing (or are some things) that God forbids everyone

to make >

DP4. IIxJyEz C KKrtxxyOz CKNPpxz Pxz OVxy
< for all r and some y and some z, if x andy are people and a is a thing,

then if it is not permitted for r to make a, and r does make a, then it is
obligatory for r to be punished by somey >

< if anyone does something forbidden then it is obligatory for them to be
punished by someone >

DPs. fIxZyZzC KKKxxnytz OVxy P Ktyzy NV*y
< for all x and some y and some z, if x and y and s are people and it is

obligatory that x be punished by y then it is permissible for,a to be
punished byy and r not to be punished byy.

< for everyone if it is obligatory that they be punished then it is
permissible that someone else be punished and they escape

punishment >

DP6. C IIxIz C KrxOz Zltxz tlrgg

< rf. DP3. then God punishes God >
< if people do what God forbids, God punishes hirn-herself >

These formule will not be used as we tease out the implications of the DP axioms, but they could
be used to investigate their implications, as they are and in combinations, and refinements essayed,

Redltctionism

Against my inclusion of DP4 and DP5, it might be argued that God's universe, as created, requires a

system of justice and even a system of uansferable punishments. This is the beginning of the

slippery slope which reduces all theological a:<ioms to just one, namely:

DPl: God made the universe,
To make this reduction, though, you need a comprehensive description of the universe and of God.

For example, you need an indication of how iustice and the uansferability of punishment is part of
the universe, as well as whether there are things, people, numbers, ideas, pains, emotions, figments

of the imagination, and quarks... I am making here a logical, rather than a religious point, of course,

For a religion to be propagated it needs a lot more than the six theses I have enumerated here; in
particular it needs some description of the consequences that flow from them.

Using an a:riom so complex that it contains all the ideas you need for a full system in itself
alone has consequences, even if the axiom looks as simple as DPl, The simplest is the difEculty of
accepting the single axiom as intuitivelY true.zo

In selecting the six DP theses I hope I have found a reasonable minimalist set of premises:

axioms which are easily understood and easily argued from. The problems of reductionism and

DPL. arc discussed in the next chapter.
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Time

It should be noted that I have kept to the past tense in the premises in their first form, There are
several reason for this, mostly to do with the difficulty of formdising time relationstrips. IIowever,
for visualising purposes we can note that everything that is [a] happening (is true) in the pre$ent
and [b] will happen (will be true) in ttre future, is going to become [c] past (and gue of its time).
So, you might like to think of the logic that is being developed as one most suitable for the end of
time, when everything has happened, and can be safely summed up.2l Putting symbols such as t1,
t25ty .,. or writing out 'At such and such a time' at the beginning of every statement is superfluous
and confusing. If time distinctions become necessary, I will delve into that separately. In the
meantime I avoid confusing (and redundant) time indicators by leaving tlrem out wherever
possible.
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Notes and References

I would like to make a clear distinction between Jesus the man and ttre Christ *re Son of God.

Jesus, his character and his teachings (though not with any certainty the events of his life in any

detail) can be gleaned from scientifically responsible linguistic and historical research. The
methods and present day results of this research can be seen most clearly in Crossan (1991) The

Hismrical Jasas. However, before Crossan's work was published, and from a quite different
perspective, ttre insights of a Catholic priest advocate of 'Liberation Theology' in Nolan (1997)

Jesus Before Chistianity, come to much the same conclusions. To call the historicd lesus the Christ
(the foretold 'saviour' of the jews) is to state a religious belief and state it in a theological manner.

It might be possible to cdl those people enttrusiastic about the life and teachings of Jesus, (if they
make no claims about his status as the Son of God) Jaus-ians, and those who make the claim that

Jesus was ttre Son of God (in a more than poeticd sense) Chist-ian* History is pretty blank
about what oracdy was happening in the 30 or so years between the ministry offesus and ttre first
scriptural writings about him, but in some of the earliest writings we find the term being used
without hesitation. For example, Paul in about 50CE in his first letter, .l Thessalonians, says in
3:2,',,. [we] sent our brother Timothg who is God's helper in spreading the Good news of
Christ, to keep you firm and strong in the faith.' In Mauhew (c.90 CE) 16: l 6 we hear the writer's
conviction that *re subject was being discussed whilst Jesus was alive.

The birth of Christianity, especially what we can find out about the nearly blank 30 years, is
the subiect of Crossan (1998).

A New Zealander, the late Harold Tumer, studied the Aladura churches of West Africa after one

dan on impulse, joining in a Church of the Lord procession through the streets of Freetown,
Sierra I-eone. His work resulted in articles and books and ttre founding of a library of the
scriptures of many new churches, located at the University of Aberdeen. The most accessible of
his studies areTurner (1997) andTurner & Mitchell (1996).

Personal experience in 1962-4. The situation in 2002 was described, during a phone convers-
ation, Chrismras 2002, by Sheila Solarin, retired Headmistress of Ikenne Secondary School, still
living in Ikenne, 60km from Lagos.

Figures from the Friends \Forld Committee for Consultation (FTWCC), compiled in 2002,
available from Friends'House, Euston' London.

l.

2.

3.

4.

Quakers inAfrica
Quakers in Latin Arnerica

Quakers in Africa and Latin America
Quakers in USA
Quakers in Britain
Quakers in Britain, USA
Quakers in the rest of the world

Quakers world-wide total

140 000
50 000

190 000
90 000
16 000

106 000
44 000

340 000

Crossan, for example, Crossan 1991, The). For the most rigorous studies see lohn Dominic
Hismrical Jesrs, San Francisco, HarperCollins.

See Bonhoeffer, Dietrich (1945)

Lloyd Geering, Tomorrow\ God' p,157 .

Uoyd Geering,Tomorrow\ God, pp.22l &223.

PaulTillich, The Dlmamics of Faith,p.l,45.

Don Cupitt, Thhing l*arn of God. p.166.

Gordon Kaufrnan, The Theobgical Imaginatian' P.32.

t.

8.

9.

10.

ll.

t22
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t2.

13.

t4.

15.

16.

Mary Daly, Beyond God the Fathe4p.}4.

Daphne Hampson, Afur Chistianity, p.284.

See Chapter 13.

The quotations here are from Bettenson, 1953, Docutnm* of the Chistian Church, (Vorld Classics
edition 1943 and reprints) Oxford, OUP, pages 33 and 34.

Stuart Brown (in Brown, 1969) has a list of claims for an '...apparent "intelligibility gap" by
which the unbeliever is not able to attach sense to the claims of religion.'These are the following:
l. Religious claims are simply unintelligible (he calls this the U-theses.)
2. Religious claims are unintelligible as they stand but can be rendered intelligible, by a

particular re-interpretation of them (the R-rleses).
3. Religious claims are unintelligible as they stand but can be rendered intelligible, as a result

of conceptual change (the C-tlwses).
4. Religious clairns have become unintelligible as a result of conceptual change, but can be re-

orpressed in such a way that they can once more be understood (the D-theses).
5. Religious claims are not, strialy speaking, eittrer'true' or 'false', but are orpressions of a

non-factual 'perspective'by which human life may be lived (the P-theses).
6. Religious beliefs are superstitions (ttre S-theses).
7. Religious beliefs are unintelligible to the unbeliever by virnre of his or her being an

unbeliever (the B +he s es).

Bochenski (1965), in his Seaion 37 (starting on page ll4) which is part of a discussion of
different theories of the meaning of religious discourse, says that the theory of Analogt can be
characterised as saying, '... whenever a term of PD [profane , i.e., non-religious, discourse] is
used in RD [religious discourse] the meaning it has in RD is partly identical wittr that which it
has in PD and partly different. For example, when the term "Father", which is a term of PD is
used in RD, it means there something only partly identical with its meaning in PD.'

Bochenski goes on to a conclusion that will be quite surprising, if not disquieting, to those
who feel that poetic analogy is ttre basis of religious talk. He suggests that ttre difference between
the ordinary use of a concept (such as 'Father') and its religious use is that the two uses are
related by certain formal logical properties of relations, namely: reflexivity, symmetry and
transitivity.

He sees this as a way of assuring us that (i) religious discourse is not meaningless, (ii) it
allows us to say that the object of religion (in his case God) has 'e:rtreme transcendence', and (iii)
it allows even very strict reasoning about it. \ilould that it were so. In a technical appendix
(Section 50, pages 156- 162) he teases out some of *re logic of relations needed for study of
analogy in a modern way, and leaves us with the comment that the whole field merits more
attention ttran has usually been given to it. One can but heartily agree.

Ronald Hepburn makes a good point when he says (page 86) 'I am confident of two things; that
the theologian's appeal to poetry can perfectly properly clarifu some aspects of his use of
language, if used with caution; secondly, that without such caution the appeal to poetry can easily
result in a blurring of necessary distinctions and a smothering of unanswered questions. This
danger is not surprising, for historically there has been about as much disagreement over the
nature of the poets' use of language as that of the theologian!'

See Chapter I l. for a quotation from Mclntyre (1957) pp.l76-7.

For example, the 'Classical'Propositional Logic can be fully developed from 3 short axioms ptus
the standard rules, or from one long axiom plus the rules. The first three short axioms are
reasonably easy to assent to intuitively:

(l) CCpqCCqfipr <the syllogism>
(2) CCNpW <if not-p impliesp,thenp>; (consequentia mirabilis)

t7,

18.

19.

20.
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<if something being false imptes its truth, then it is true>
<if you cannot deny something then it is tnre>.

Tbis depends on the 'paradox of implication'that from a false statement you can infer anything at

all, including the truth of the statement.
(3) CNNry <if Pthen, zot? imPfies g >

< if something is true then, if you deny that, you imply anything at all>
<frlse ideas lead to chaos>.

But ttre single axiom

Q) CCCCCpqCNrNsrtCCtpCsp <If the implication of p by g implies that it is not the
case that r implies that it is not the case that s implies r
imptes t, then, if r implies p, then s implies p>

is intuitive only to those who do this sort of thinking every day, and maybe not even then!

2l.ln lectures Prior suggested ttrat looking at time with a sort of 'God's-eye'view from the end of
time, a notion he attributed to Thomas Aquinas, was a handy way around some problems.
Thomas was, nafirrally enough, worried about whether God's omniscience extended to matters of
the future and what effect this had on predestination. Ocktram and his followers continued the
argument. See Tbomas's De Veritatz, Question 2, Article 12, 'Does God see singular furure
contingents? and Ockham, Tirctatus ile hudastinatione, Boehner, P (Ed.), 1954, Franciscan
Institute, pp.56-l0lb. Prior's examination of ttre problems of time and theology 'The Formdities
of Omniscience' is an obiect lesson on how theologians should be proceeding on sudt matters if
they wish to be seriously considered as pursuing the Queen of the Sciences. This paper is Prior
(1962),later reprinted along with other of his time studies in Prior (1968).
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Chapter 7

A Christian Theology: Axioms I & 2

Introductory Remarks about DPI
L Is it necessary to haae DPI at all? God from chaos

2.The logic of nothing before the universe.Time before time? A pre-creation logic (Logic 't|,
Nothing else but God. Does God obEt logic? A pantheistic solution.

3. Non-Theological hoblems
Conclusion

Introductory Remarks about DP2
Some heliminaries
The strucntre of moral argument. Sanctions.The'Good';The oigins of moral rules

Symbols and meaning.The three pars to any moral intation
Furthn problems.

1. Iteration. Iteration and free-will in practice
2. The Barcan formula, Tbne

Conclusion

Inuoductory Remarks About Axiom DP(.

DPt. The universe was made by God.

Only two sets of logical problems present themselves immediately fot PD|.
(l) Is it necessary to have PDI at all? Could there be an even more axiomatic proposition from
which PDl could be derived?
(2) Has the (unacknowledged) notion iD, PDL, that nothing existed before God made it' have any

logical fish-hooks?
Of course, a si.gle axiom on its own is not much use to anyoue; it is only as we move on to try

to understand the way the axiom meshes with other axioms or with the results of empirical science,

or with ethical ideas, or even with our own emotional reactions to the a:<iom, that we make any
progtess towards a firll theology. But before the meshing begins we do need to start from a logically
sound point.

1.Is it necessary to have PDI at aII?

GOD FROM NATURE

Attempts have been made to start a theology from iust one axiom plus the laws of logic, and the
most famous is the ontological oproof' of God's existence. The axiom usually chosen is not DPI nor
is it one which fulfils the conditions what I have defined for a theological axiom. Philosophers
generally agree that it is an attempt to prove God's existence from a 'natural'fact, Qrence 'Naturd
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Theology') not from s single axiom which already assumes there is a God. Thus the argument is not
circular. It is usually (from Descartes, not Anselm) such a proposition as 'E:risting is more perfect
than not existing.' The form of the proof is a reductio ad absurdum, a form of proof very tricky to run
successfully, so tricky that in fact a whole school of logic (Intuitionist Logic) denies it as a

legitimate way of arguing. In classical propositional logic the argument might be put as follows.

Use
p for God exists

q for God is perfect

then Descartes'proposition could be stated as:

Ont1. CKCpqp < if we have both: God's existence would imply God is perfect; and, God
is perfect; then, God does exist.>

Unfornrnately for the ontological argument this is not a logical law and should more properly
be written using some indication to point out that it is a false statement; I use a superior F .)

FOnt.I CKCpqqp.

A proof that this is not a law of the propositional calculus can be found by using the
techniques orplained in Chapter 4. Many more subtle versions of the ontological argument have
been tried, and all have so far been found unconvincing; even Catholic scholars now reiect it as a
good proof of God's existence.l

Prior (1976) has a technical paper, 'On some proofs of the existence of God' first printed after
his death in a collection of some of his papers called Papers in Logic and Ethics, collected together by
Geach and Kenny.

GOD FROM CI{AOS

This sort of imagining suggests ttrat God was not subiect to the laws of logic before creation (if a
mssning can be found for 'before creation') see below). In this case the act of creation itself was
illogical, that is, chaotic. In the most ordinary of modern logics (the Classical Bi-valent
Propositional Calculus, used above) there is almost a recognition of this way of thinking since the
existence of God can be proved much more quickly from false premises than from true :

Lukasiewicz's Standard C-N System has the 3 a:<ioms already quoted:

CCpqCCqfipr < the syllogism >LI.
L2.
L3,

CCNppp
cNNpq

< if denying something implies it is true, it is true >
< if something is tnre then from its negation you imply anything at all. >

Now changep into Ga, meaning < God makesAdam>

L3. plGa = GI.I.
G I. I . CGaCNGa4 < if God makes Adam, then, if God does not make Adam, then

anything at all >

This still says that contradictions lead to chaos, and that is fine. However:

L3. qlGa = GI.2
Gl.Z CpCNpGa < if something is true, then, if it is not true, God creates Adam

(or any and everything) >
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This says that a cortradiction leads to God. This is a sort of up-side down proof of God's existence

from a contradiction: God exists if there is chaos. We are used to the idea that God existed even

when everytling else was in chaos ('and the world was without form...' Genesis I:2) and that he-she'
it changed all that; but we are not used to the idea that that very chaos proves he.she-it existed.
However, note that this paradox does not 'prove' that God exists if there is chaos, merely reminds
us that in a system of chaos you can prove anything. For example in a chaotic situation you can also

prove that God does not exisq both are equally true.'W"hen everything is true (and everything is

false) that is chaos.

2.The logic of nothing before the universe

The Schoolmen argued about whether God had to obey the laws of logic, They assumed that God
had created the laws of logic (they breathed theism as we breathe science-ism) but they were right
to discuss whether, once He (they thought of God as male) had created the rules of logic, He had,

Himself, to obey them. Nowadays we do not want to dodge the idea of how one caD behave before

logic is invented or created; we want to try to make sense of how a 'logic-less' god could cteate
logic.

Some people have suggested that we have here a 'chicken and egg' question: God or logic,
which came first? There are many logical snares in asking this.

A theist might want to argue that God, the creator, in the act of ceating invented the laws of
logic and mathematics, because these are, in fact, the laws by which his-her-its universe works and

that these laws did not exist before the act of creation: God, in decirling to create a universe
containing identifiable objects, created, automatically, a certain set of logical (and scientific laws).
For exarnple, the creation of the first object created the following law of arithmetic l-l =0 and the
logical law

Cpp < if something exists (or is coloured, or whatever attribute you care to name) it exists (or
is coloured, etc.)>

The creation of the second obiea brought about the law of arithmetic 1*1=2 and the logical law

CpCqCNEpqKpq <Ifp,then if q,if pisnotequivalenttogthenwehavebothpandg.>.

A dffirmt theist mig)tt argue that logic and mathematics, as possible sets of rules for one or
more possible universes, existed before God. Mind-games before God are as much a possibilhy as

electrons before God and any creation, therefore the scenario goes something like this: Should there
be a God, and should he-she-it create such a universe as Llewelyn Richards would then know in
2002, both God and the universe will run according to the following logic and mathematics...

Atheists might argue that the laws of the universe are more intuitively axiomatic than God's
existence. This is a position I would be prepared to assent to if 'axiomatic' means 'intuitively
obvious' (for example 2+2=4 is more intuitively obvious than God is l-ove). But 'axiomatic' can

also mean 'non-intuitive but basic to what follows'. For example, l, the square-root of minus one, is

not intuitively obvious in the same way that one and apo are, (when asked you can point to wo
objects, but you cannot point to the square-root-of-minus-one obiects). Nevertheless, i is basic to
predicting electron fl ows.

I assume that Death Protestant Theology asserts DPl, The uniaerse was made by God as

axiomatic in the sense that it is basic to what follows, that is the theologa that is built upon it. I
suspect that if DPl. is to be an axiom because it is 'intuitively obvious', the nurnber of people
passionately asserting this would be few among the clergy of the major denominations, who can
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usually see the circularity and futility of saying nGod' means 'the maker of the universe'. This point
about our inn;ritive or pragmatic (for the development of a theology) acceprance of DPl. is
important for two reasons:

(i) tlrose believers who say that they intuitively accept that God made ifug rrniysrse are t}i1e tue
belietsersl the rest of us are poetaster theologians, trying out the theory to see if it hangs togerher, not
commining ourselves at this early stage to the theolory or the religion;

(ii) the tue belieaerc need not read any further on this matter: their belief about the creation of the
universe is a belief, not subiect to proof or disproof. They may, however, read on to see if the logical
consequences of their belief are acceptable to them.

There are plenty of people who believe DPl. and say they know it is ur,re intuitively (or have
been commanded to know it is true). This will not stop the logically minded, believer or unbeliever,
from asking if the belief is sensible or nonsensical, reliable or unreliable, useful or useless, well
based or shaky, sredible or incredible, worth elevation from belief to knowledge or downgraded to
ignorance or preiudice; and at the end of such an investigation they may either ioin the believers in
their belief, continue to be sceptical, or try to talk the believers out of that particular belief.

TIME BEFORE TIME?

Fot Southern Stars, a local Presbyterian church paper, in 1959, Arthur Prior wrote a short and
(comparatively) simple article called 'Creation in Science and Theology' @rior 1959). In true
Priorian style, after looking briefly at what Thomas Aquinas had to say, and so making a clear
distinction between 'coming to exist', (a logically difficult idea because, what was there before?) and
'starting to exist' (much clearer because we often make things and so start their existence), he gets
on to the differences, then much talked about, of the 'big-bang' theory of sudden instantaneous
creation, versus, the 'steady-state'theory that mauer and energy is being continuously created and
has been for all time. Continuous creation has lapsed as a theory since 1959 because there appeared
to be very little evidence for it and a lot of evidence against it. Prior had logical doubts about it too,
which he mentions. However, the 'big-bang'theory has just as many problems, and Prior points out
that one line of argument for this theory is logically untenable. Here is part of his paragraph:

The basic thing that has led so many scientists to believe in one big state a few thousand million years
ago is that the universe as we no\ry see it is full of decay processes - radioactive elements disintegrating,
and so on - and if you assume that these have always followed the laws of decay that we observe, and
then trace them back, we find we reach a point where these things are in a state ttrat couldn't be
accounted for by the decay process, or by any process we know ofl so there must have been a sheer
beginning at least of the universe as we knorv it. Now there is something that seems very queer indeed
about ttris ergument. One of the premises that it starts from is that the processes in this universe have
always followed the laws they seem to be following now But ttre conclusion drawn, if I have rightly
grasped it, is *rat things haoen't always gone on in the way they're going on now, but before a certain
time eitrer didn't go on at all or went on very differently. Using this prcmise that the laws of the
universe are constant, we draw the conclusion that the laws of ttre universe aren't constaot. Now that
much, as far as it goes, needn't be illogical; but its logic is obviously tricky and needs to be carefully
watched. [t's an old logical law, and I think a sound one, that what implies its own falsehood must be
false. If so) our observations' being what they are, the constancy of natural laws implies its own
falsehood, then it ls false; that is, natural laws aren't constant, and in particular the observed decay
processes haven't gone on for ever by their present laws. So far the logic is impeccable. But once we
have gone that far we can't use the principle that things go on as they do in order to establish iust how
and when this uniformity has broken down, e.9., to establish that the universe began at such and such a

time, or even that it began at all. If there is no uniformity of natural law then we don't know what the
past is like - ttrat seems to be the only proper conclusion to draw.2
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Given such a limitation on our knowledge from present events, what sort of sense can be given to
the idea that God once existed in some sort of state in which it was possible for him to make
decisions about whether to make a universe at all (and if so, what sort of universe to create)?

It is easy to reiect the idea that God lives in a time which contains our 'number-l-time' as a
sub-set of that 'God-time'. The reason for reiecting it is our horror of infinite regressions:

(1) Godl lives inTime-l and created ourTime+l for us to live in.
(2) If Godl lives inTime-l then who created that time?
(3) An earlier God, Godz who lives Qived?) inTime-2 and createsTime-l for our God to

live in.
(4) 'Who created that time,Time-z?
(5) Gods...

We can see looming an infinite regression to God- and Time --1.
This progression, involving the creation of more and more entities, is called 'gtowing Plato's

beard'. As an interesting aside it is worth noting that although it is a vital maxim in science that
such progressions are generally unacceptable and 'Ockam's razor' must be used to shave off Plato's
beard (this is in philosophy sometimes called rejecting the multiplication of unnecessary entities, in
science it is often called applylng the principal of parsimony, and in politics is more iovially known
as KISS - keep it simple, stupid) nevertheless there is not any easily formulated logical rule nor
scientific method which iustifies this type of action. A few logical and mathematical processes do
accept regressions, but reluctantly; for example Russell's 'theory of types' used to avoid the paradox
which asks, 'Is the class of all classes which are not members of themselves, a member of itselP' is
not regarded as a very elegant solution, but no other has been found. Gtidel's incompleteness
theorem shows that in arithmetical theory we must have either incompleteness or an infinite
regression of 'completions'; and therefore his proof is accepted as a proof of incompleteness. The
principle (accepting the simple explanation before the complex one) was visible in the way early
scientists worked, and mathematicians and logicians have always delighted in finding simple,
minimalist, proofs; it could be called an aesthetic sensibility rather than a scientific principle, but it
has evolutionary'validity'.

A PRE-CREATION LOGIC (Logh-t1

If we reiect the idea of an infinite regression of 'types' of time and still want to make some sense of
God being not 'bound' before the creation, by logic, (and we do not want to say that God was
chaotic) we could grasp the other horn of the dilemma by saying a different logic existed before the
creation. This is a ratJrer unfair stretching of the word 'logic' and from this point onward, to argue
thus requires, for clariry logic and hgicl (post- and pre-creation logics). Some sort of account of
what existed before the creation will now be necessary to make a stab at the sort of animal logrc'
would be.

It might be relatively easy if God is the only entity then existing, and we ensure that it is
impossible for attributes to be given to God. In such a case almost the only logical procedure open
to us is to state identiv

IIxIxx <for all x, r is identical to r>
<For all God, God is God>
<God is all there is>.

This introduces a new concept, the idea of two or more obiects in a domain being identical.If we
want to make the point that God exists we might prefer to start from the following:
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tlreUniversalDomain(thatisreverything)r/=identicalto(asaborre)rr=avariablerQ=isGod

ExK$xIIyIyx < there is sorne thing which /'s and everything is identical to it >
< there exists something that is God and everything is identical to it >
< God is, and is all that there is >

This would have to be the first a:riom of a logi.ct,

lfould God be able to do any logic at this stage? He-she would be restricted to logic about
e:<istence, identity and possibly a very restricted calculus about equivalent propositions. Equivalence
is a fairly dull relationship and in this case even duller than usual, Any logic that has two or more
propositions usually has the chance of the propositions having different 'truth values', that is, one
may be true and the other false. Thus equivalence usually has four possibilities:

Using.l fortrue,0forfalse: Epqmaybe p/I,qll El1= I
pl1,qlO E10 = 0pl0,qlI E01 = 0
pl0, ql0 E00 = I

But with Eppwe have only 2 possibilitiesi pll EII = I
pl} E00 = I

However, if the only proposition we can state about God is that 'God is God' (always true), then in
hgirr we have only:

pll 811= I
Priorlo notes that

C$xIIx$x < If r /'s then everything r/'s >

looks like a good way of asserting that there is only one obiect. However, as he points out, it can be
shown *1s1 sdding this formula to the l-ower Predicate Calculus collapses it into the simple
propositional calculus with superfluous symbols, so nothing has been gained. (For such reasons the
rules of quantification were invented, and also the idea - and the symbol .I - for'identical with'.)

NOTI{ING EIJE BUT GOD

Now it must be admitted, from the evidence above, if not from common sense, that a world or a
logic that has only one proposition, or terrn, or name, or predicate is extraordinarily restricted, To
introduce to our hgic-t a second propositional variable g, a second name variable y, or a second
predicate variable tg would raise the interest level. Similarly the idea of negation, or falsehood, even
if only to state, 'it is untrue that God is not God', breaches the dam and a host of interesting devils
pour in.

FIere are some examples of introducing a second propositional variable to the 'Equivalential
Calculus' - that part of the Propositional Calculus which is restricted to the operator ^E < is
equivalent to > or < if-and-only-if >.

Irnmediately the rules of substitution and detachment apply, Only one axiom is needed, for
example:

E EpqE EprErq (fr om Lukasiewicz)

and from that we can quickly get easily understood laws such as
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EEpqE$)

< p is equivalent to p >
< if-and-only-ifp then p >
<itrptheng>

< if-and-only-ifp is equivalent to q, is g equivalent to.p >

EEpqEfurEpr < the syllogism with'iff' (i.e.,'if-and-only-if') instead of if'>

Substitution applies and the uumber of propositions expands to infinity immediately - it is now

possible to say all sorts of things about God, true or false. As yet there is no way to make a true

statemeut out of denying a false one, for example, for g we could have the false proposition 'God is

hate' but we have no way yet of saying (truly) that 'It is not the case that God is hate.' The simple

way round this is to add the operator N but a more interesting proposal is to define a Dew notion - a

proposition that has a fixed value. The best candidate for this is a standard false proposition. A
lowercase 'o' or a zero is usually chosen for this and it can be the proposition

IIpp <For all2 P>
<everything is true>
<chaos>.

So:
o =pfllpp.

Then we can define N this way

Np =* Eop or Np =py Epo.

This idea of a standard false proposition is a very powerfrrl one when coupled with ttre propositional

calculus with C rather than E, and a standard, fixed, proposition will be put to good use later.4

A predicate calculus can then be built upon the expanded E-calculus and we can consider

ideas such as a world with two gods in it, God having attributes other than godliness, and we can

now deny that God is hate, with a law such as

IIpNEpNp < proof: PII = NE/N/ = NE10 = N0 = I >

However, we need to be sure what we are doing by introducing a new term variable: we are allowing

our world containing nothing but God, existing inTime-I, to contain something other than God.

DOES GOD OBEYLOGIC?

In the 1940s a Catholic theologian, Ivo Ttromas, (fhomas 1940) in 'Logic and Theology' iu
Dominican Sradies Vol.l, No.4, looking for ways in which modern logic might throw light on

theological dicta and debate looked back at what St Thomas Aquinas (1225-74) had to say about

logic and God. Interestingly, Aquinas opts for a different solution to the 'does God obey logic?'

problem. He says that God does not do logic but instead knows all facts by simple intuition'

As God, since he knows himself, knows in a way ttrat is his own, that is, by simple intuition, not by

discursive thought, so we, from those tmths that we possess in adhering to First Truth' come to a

knowledge of other rnrths, according to our own mode of cognition' namely by proceeding from

principles to conclusions.
In Boethium dc Tiinitau (Against Boethius on the Trinity) Q.2, ^tt.z.

Epp
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This suggests that we do not need to invent, or deduce, a logic for God, but only one about God -
not one for his-her-its use, but one for our use, Unfortunately ttris does not make the problems go
away: we still have to decide what God can do, on his-her-its own, and what he-she.it can do as
soon as there are other things created which are not God. Harking back to Chapter 2 on what logic
is, we can rephrase the questions by sayrng: logic deals with what there is, putting the facts into
handy parcels (terms, propositions, functions, predicates, operators... and so on) which we can
handle in languages that contsiq more than pointinp and ostensive demonsEations of happenings.
The faa(s), before creation, are not many, but iust one (and this is perhaps a hidden premise in
DPI and rnost monotheistic religions) namely, that God es. That God needs no logic (and we have
seen how limited such a logic would need to be, pre-creation) is a way of saying *rat, pre-creation,
there is nothing but God.

How do we then deal with possible worlds, possible occurrences, possible physical laws,
possible rational beings, and so on, which it is assumed God had to choose from? If God, seeing
everytldng by intuition, has that seeing as part of his nature, we can find lots of logical ways of
expressing the relationships between the different possible worlds God sees intuitively. Before
creation thete is an infinite number of these if God is all powerfrrl, and the act of creation at least
gets them under control by limiting the rniverse to a finite (though extraordinarily large) set of
possible physical obiects, occurences, beings, etc. Before creation, if God is able iust to see (intuit)
all possibilities, then the only way for us to deal with what he intuits is to describe the rules these
possible worlds (would) run to. So, although God is not doing any logic we must do a lot of logic to
understand the situation, as Aquinas pointed out.

Next, creation having occur:red, is God bound by the rules of logic? Of course, because logic is
orrr way of getting a handle on what is going on, and to say God is logical is just to say things are as
they are. Aquinas would have us believe that God never says to him-herself sudr things as 'If I make
people mortal and that includes making Socrates a man then that will include making him mortalr'
nor, 'ff I help Joshua get into Jericho by bringing the walls down, then will he kill everyone, or
spare Ralrab the harlot, or spare everyone?'nor,'Does Cppfollow frorn CCCpq1ry,aod,CpCry and,
CCpqCCqSpd'. No matter: though God may not use logic, it is our way of describing what God
does, even if he-she-it gets to the same conclusion some other way.

APANTHEISNC SOLUTION

There is another way to try to avoid the difficulties in giving sense to God-before-the-universe. That
is, to say that 'God' is a short-hand name for 'all-that-there-is' (that is 'the universe'). Immediately
Dl?/. vanishes as uivial: replace 'God'with 'The universe' and Dl?/, becomes 'The Universe was
made by the universe.'This is either
(a) a badly phrased tautology for'all that there is, is all that there is'; or
(b) not meaningful (being a a category mistake, universes not being the sort of thing that can

make themselves, iust a jars cannot make iars); or
(c) means the universe is self-creating; or
(d) possibly, the universe had no beginning.

This way of avoiding the logicaylinguistic problems of trying ro talk about God before the
uoiverse, is not (as far as I know) the reason why such religions as Hinduism equate'God'with 'the
universe', Nor is it why recent theologians from the Christian tradition have said such things as,
'God is the ground of our being' or 'God is the life force', as they look for new definitions
meanings for the word 'God' which occurs so often in scriptures. Such topics are discussed
Chapters 10, l1 and 13.

or
in
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3. N on-theological problems

The sort of problems which have iust been surveyed add weight to the sort of talk physicists essay
when discussing the 'big-bang' theory of the earliest moments of the universe. Vhen pressed they
do not iust fudge the problem of what there was before the creation (for example, before the big-
beng, which they prefet to call a 'singularity', an event which happens only once). Instead they say
we cannot even tdk about what was there before, mainly because the singularity began time as well
as space and energy/nurtter. Pressing them to explain how we can say that time had a beginning at
the singularity they know they are on shaky logical and philosophical ground and prefer to stop
thinking about such things at that point.5 One cannot blame them.

They also puzzle about what set time going the direction it does go (future events become
present, *ren past, rather than past events becoming present then future). They can do this because
their mathematics work just as well for'reverse'time as for 'forward'time (time as we experience
it). Also there are many quantum events which can be explained 'better' (ttrat is, more parsi-
moniously, in a simpler manner) if time occasionally runs backwards for electrons.

Logrc is akin to mathematics in its theory and practicej can it ded with 'backwards'time? Yes.
In fact the logic of time is a vast study of its own, but unlike physics it has not fearured in proposed
explanations of phenomena. In a sense the study of time.logic has been preparing for the discovery
of other worlds (universes) where tirne does 'run' differently: where time has a clear beginning or
end, where time runs smoothly or in ierks, where time is circular, where time bifurcates, where time
is'bent'by space, and so on.

So far only science fiction writers have tried out imaginatively some of the strange worlds that
might be found if tirne was not as we experience it. The simplest of tbese is to imagine all time
paning the opposite way to the way it does for us. In such a case we would (as far as classical
science, mathematics and logic are concerned) experience no difference in our lives. I?hat we now
call the future (things which we cannot know) would be (in backwards time, looking from outside,
where we are) the past, and already knowu. But those living in backvyards time would no doubt call
what they cannot know (it is the past to us but they do not know that) 'the future', because that is
how ttrey experience it. In backwards time the electron no doubt rotates (or whatever it does) the
opposite way (seen from outside) but to the physicists in the backwards time universe they are
going the'right' way,

Now try a harder bit of imagining: if we experience no difference living in a universe where
time goes 'backrvards' how crur we tell if time is not shunting from forwards to backrvards instantly
every 1000 years, or every year, or every day, or every second, or every pico-second...?

Conclusi.on

On the topic of DPI. God teated the uniaerse, it appears that DPI brings with it a gleat number of
logical difficulties.

!fl'hen we consider God and time it appears that from a logical point of view, at (or 'before')
creation things were deadly dull, with not even God doing anything or able to do anything. Other
seeming possibilities are:

(a) not sensible, since they give rise to multiple, unending, regressions; or
(b) not sensible, since we cannot glve a meaning to 'before time'.
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If it was argued that in such a world it would be possible to state negatives, then the logic
would suddenly expand (as would the problems of the glganing of terms naming nsn-exis1gs1

'obiects'). Perhaps a law such as NCpNp <God does not imply no God> would be allowed, and

double negation ENNpp <God is equivalent to it not being the case that there is no God>.

For the theologian who wishes to keep this axiom DP|. I would recommend ttrat the
theologian embrace the notion that God existed in a 'minus-l-time' before the big bang, in a

universe which consisted of God and nothing else at all, and he.she-it was not able to do anything
until the big bang occurred when he-she-it moved into plus-l-time (our time, created by the big
bang) and was thus liberated to carry out $ome actions (to be specified) usually (and loosely)
known as'creating the universe.'

This is a tough recommendation for any theologian to swallow because it leaves God, for as

long asTime-l lasts, helpless.

Should the theologian decide to abandon any literal meaning for DPI and regard it as a poetic

or metaphorical or mythical or symbolic way of talking, possibly expressing a feeling of awe, then
this has maior consequences for DP Theology. The main consequence is to abandon not only DPl
but also any theological conclusions based upon it (such as: 'If we are pleased to be alive we should
rhank God for making it possible,') The theologies whose logic is discussed in Chapters 10, 11, and

12, and 13 have, in the main, taken this route.6
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Inuoductory Remarks About Axiom DPz.

DP2. God allowed people to be creators

Following the chronology of the creatiou story in Genesis Chapter I we could say that God allowed
plants, fish, birds and land animals to be creators (to procreate) and when he had created man and
womtn he similarly told them to 'be fruitfirl and increase...' $fas this God commanding or
allowing?

For theologians of the 18th and l9th centuries this was an important point; if God
commanded people to create, then God bears at least some of the responsibility for what happens
next; if He merely allowed creation by people then they carry most of the responsibility. Nineteenth
century debate focused on whether or not God 'predestined'people (personified in the figures of
Adam and Eve) to make mistakes ('fall') and thereby set in motion the events which led to Jesus'
death. The subtleties of the arguments led to the delineation of positions called lapsarian, pre-
lapsarian, supra-lapsarian, and variations upon these. Arthur Prior wrote several early articles in
church and theological journals teasing apart the variations, the most interesting - and entertaining
- being A Cabinisti.c Romantic. (Prior 1940) These works are discussed very thorougtrly by Per
Hassle in'The problem of Predestination, a Prelude to A.N.Prior'sTense l-ogrc' (Hasle 1999)

Predestination is still a popular theory nowadays, with sects such as the exclusive Brethren
convinced they know which individuals are predestined by God to be saved and which are
predestined to be cast into everlasting fire. In the DP Theology which I have selected predestination
is denied (by implication) since God iust allows people to be creative. However, allowing or
commanding, at this point morality (or ethics, the words are interchangeable here) has been
inuoduced; any axiom that introduces the idea that some things are permissible (allowed), or
forbidden (not permissible) or obligatory (commanded) brings with it the need for a logic of ethics.

The logic of ethics, for a theologt: may be seen as exclusively concerned with only one source
for its obligations, permissions or prohibitions; in the DP case that source is God. Thus ethics can
be defined for DP theology as the study of what God does or does not like. This logic has already
been developed in Chapter 5 and in this chapter we are concerned, mainly, with more 'day to day'
implications of such a moraliry it will not concern us that it is next to impossible to know what
God does or does not like (the circularity of arguing from scripture, or inspiration have already
been canvassed, not to mention the impossibility of giving a meaning to 'God' anyway); the logical
iob is to look at how, should a way of knowing God's desires be found, we may draw valid
conclusions about the moraliw of actions.

Some preliminaries

A problem which occurs early in this quest is that some words will have to receive specialist
meanings; luckily this means limiting not o<panding the meanings. A lot of words in ordinary
secular morality carry multiple meanings: for example, there are multiple 6snnings of 'good' to
untangle in such a statement as, 'He is a good burglar, however, a good confession, like a good
stretch in prison, will do him the world of good.' [Iowever, in theological et]rics we can limit the
meaning of 'good' to being a shorthand way of saylng 'actions which God likes'.?

Again I am being careful to avoid anottrer complicatiou: 'bad'has been used for'actions God
punishes'. Such a definition is helpful if you are looking for a way to detect God's will and there is a
temptation to argue as follows: those people who are obviously being punished (usually by being
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poor or sick) must be suffering the consequences of disobeying God's will. Therefore, doing the
opposite actions will be doing what God wants, and thus we know God's will on those matters. The
problems of such a aia negatiaa (walking backu'ards to enlightenment) were tackled in the book of
Job and those who are sure it is a valid argument are called 'Job's comfortets'. In the end God acts

'iustly' and gives Job back family, wealth and health - not a particularly enlightening conclusion.

Christians have, very deeply ingrained the concept that God is merciful, beyond the rights and

wrongs of individual cases. This completely upsets the notion that you car tell God's will from
human actions he 'punishes' - he obviously rewards or allows many acrions he would rather had

not happened. 'The rain it raineth on the iust, and on the unjust feller, but rnostly on the iust
because, the uniust hath the iust's umbrella.'

For the 'post-christians' the inevitability of punishment for 'wrong' actions is also a problem
and not yet tackled, as far as I can see. Many of them, seeing the desuuction of the earth's

ecological systems by foolish actions, call the prophesied ensuing famine, pollution, sickness, etc.,
the inevitable retribution of the laws of the universe; and they call the universe God. Note that the
inevitability being cited is a scientific inevitability (result) not a logical or moral inevitabiliry so this

God is not a moral creature - that is, not by this argument. The logics necessary for a theology for
'post-christians'will be discussed Chapters 10, ll, 12 and 13.

It will be as well to remember the discussion in Chapter 3 55, of the logical lessons from
studlng the logic of commands.

The stucture of moral argurnent

Take any moral situation, action, remark or admonition, for example:
1.You ought to help your brother carry that shopping basket.

This continues to be a moral admonition no matter how we change the specifically moral word, for
example:

1.l.You ought not help your brother carry that shopping basket.
l.2.You should help your brother carry that shopping basket.
l.3.You should nothelp your brother ciury that shopping basket.
1.4 You maylirelp your brother carry that shopping basket. lmay = are pnminzd rc)

And even if we make stonger remarks:
1.5.You musthelp your brother carry that shopping basket. lmust = are obliged to)

l.6.You mu$ nothelp your brother carry that shopping basket. fmust not = forbiddm nl
1.7 You may not help your brother carry that shopping basket. fmajt not = forbidden tof

Teasing out the parts of these statements we see we have (i) some general moral admonition, rule,
irnperative, or law, which should ftut perhaps may not) be followed; in this case You ought to help
your brother'; and (ii) the situation to which the admonition applies - two children and a basket to
be carried.

SANCTIONS

The stronger remarks (1,5 to 1.7 above) sound much like the laws of the land: You must pay your

taxes; you must not cross against a red light; you may not keep your children away from school
without permission and good reason... I-aws carry sanctions if you do not do as the law tells you:

arrest, fines, imprisonment. l-aws are codified moral iudgements plus a sanction for not complying.
Conversational moral remarks (often used when teaching morals) carry much lighter sanction$

than the laws of the land: 'You should...'usually has the rrnq4'i6911, unspoken tag, 'or you will not be

brotherly,' or 'or you will not be helpful to mer' or 'or you will make people wonder how I am
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bringing you up.' Notice that because of the stated or unstated sanction (or punishment) usually
implied in moral talk and legal talk, there is an artificiality in going straight from uanslating the
modal 'L' (necessary> to the deontic 'O' <obligatory> since it is not possible to avoid what is
logically necessary but it is possible to avoid the morally obligatory. lVe have a fine series of words
for those people who do generally avoid what one ought to do - what it is morally obligatory to do
- and these are: 'wicked', 'immoral', 'criminal'... We also have words for those who avoid specific
obligations - 'untruthful', 'dishonest', 'a liar', 'an adulterer'... However, for someone who tries to
avoid doing something that is logically necessary (for example, tries to say that up is down) we can
only say'fool', or'ignoramus', or even'insane'.

For the logic of ethics I have so far described, all terms and all instances are 'black or white'. It
is rather as if all moral remarks are laws and the police force and iustice system is so efEcient that
every crime is inevitably uncovered, every crime has a set sanction and so there is an inevitable
ptrnishment. (You may recognise an echo here of certain theologies which lay much emphasis on
the all-seeing eye of God, on a last iudgement, and inevitable punishment for sinners.) Flowever, in
deontic logic we must remember that there is a mirror image of the criminal iustice s)rstem (call it
the philanthropic iustice system) and also of the Police Fotce (call it the Award Force). It is a
necessary task for the Award Force to go round inevitably detecting each goodly act, and for the
Philanthropic Justice system to inevitably reward each good act according to its merits.

There are now logics for ethics which avoid a sharp and mutually o<clusive contrast between
good and bad. One of these has been developed following a lead from Alan Ross Anderson (who
suggested the nsanction' simplification of Escapism) by Edwin Mares and Paul McNamara (Mares
1992, 1997; McNamara 1990, 1998). The results are relevance logics which grve a sense to the
corrmonsense morality of moral indifference and supererogation and the idea of 'doing well
enough'. Fred Feldman (1986) has a close look at what he calls 'Informal Deontic Logic' in his
book, Doing the Best Vle Can, a title which captures the idea of getting away from the 'black and
white'morality implied by early (that is, mid 20th Century) deontic logic.

These new logics do not invalidate the older deontic logics, as logical systems, but they do
remind us of, and reflect, the complexities of moral decision-making in everyday life where having
to choose the best out of a bad bunch is often our lot. Theologies, struggling to find general moral
rules for people to follow and perhaps descriptions of a perfect society for people to aim at (whether
to please God or on general humanitarian grounds) may be forgiven their emphasis on moral
systems which point out the best, and insist that the best is possible, not iust some lesser 'best we
can' or 'well enough'. Nevertheless, the Christian is ever hopefrrl that God will accept, 'in flis
mercy', the best we can, and forgive us for not attai[ing the best. I(ant's dictum, what is obkganry is
possible, is surely God's dictum, but God may accept rhatashat is obligatory is nextto ilnpossiblefor
people.

THE'GOOD'

\We often use the word 'moral'to describe an action of which we approve, and would probably call a
good adon. Thus the words good and moral are used as synonyms. This usage is quite legitimate, of
course. In fact it could be said to be the main use of 'moral', since we have the word 'immoral'
which is a synonym for'bad'.

Flowever, the philosophical,4ogical use of 'moral'has no opposing word and the description 'a
moral argument' does not mean a good (efficient, logical) argument, nor is there in the
philosophical/logical use any opposing description 'an immoral argument'. tJsing the word 'etldcs'
for the philosophicaVlogical concept is quite a good way to avoid the rwo meanings of 'moral'.
'Ethics'is not used in the singular (except a shorthand for 'ethical system'), and has no opposite 'in-
ethical'. The combination'non-ethical' is a synonym for'a-moral'.

It has been long argued in philosophy that morals (ethics) is the study of 'the good' - that is, a
study of what was forever and unalterably good or bad. This attitude is called absolutism and is
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opposed by relativism which sees good and bad changing over the years and from culture to
culture. Theology has generally been on the side of absolutism since God it usually seen as the
fountain or prime exemplar of goodness:

Loae divine, all lowes excell'ing'

Pure unbounded loae thou art. Charles Wesley

In fact so many theologies have God's goodness as a given, that it has been used as an argument
against relativism for a long time.

The shEhnds [the rulers] have rebelled against me;

the propher haae pophesied in the name of Banl,

following things aith no power in thern.

So I must put lou on trinl once more

- it isYahweh who speaks -
and your children's childrm tno. Jeremiah 2:8

The absolutisVrelativist argument can get very close to home when people of different cultures
live in the same street. The Muslim who closes his shop on Friday, the ]ew who closes his shop on
Sarurday, the Christian who closes his shop on Sunday, may all three claim to be doing what is
good and that the other two are behaving 'immorally'. But all three almost certainly agxee on many
moral ideals, such as children obeying their parents, giving help to the needy, never tornuing
babies, and closing your shop one day a week.

The debate continues and is particularly pertinent to anyone who abandons a separate active

'interfering' God in favour of some personification of the universe, some symbolic or psychological

God.

TI{E ORIGINS OF MORAL RULES

Some philosophers argue that moral statements are reducible to non-moral statemeDts, for
example, to long statements about the sum of human happiness. This particular suggestion is
usually labelled 'utilitarianism' and connected with the names of Bentham and Mill. Utilitarianism
has dways seemed shalry because of an ultimate question 'Why ought we increase human
happiness?'which cannot be aske4let alone answered, in a utilitarian world.

A tlpical recasting of an ordinary moral statement such as

'You ouglrt to help your brother carry the basket'

into a utilitarian form becomes:

'Helping your brother with the basket will increase the sum of human happiness.'

So we are seeing a rough equivalence between'ought'and'increase happiness.' o = i-h.
\0flhen we try to ansqrer the following question with a utilitarian answer

'Why ought we increase human happiness?'

rhe answer quickly becomes, by logical substitution, (of i-h for o) something akin to:

'Increase human happiness to increase human happinessr'
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and so rather uncompelling, though, Iike all logical laws, tautologically rue.
We have already come across 'natural theology'with its attempt to obtain God from natural

(non-theological) phenomena or laws; similarly utilitarianism has been called 'natural ethics';
summarised as 'the attempt to get an ought from an ar'; and roundly criticised as committing 'the
naturalistic fallacy.' Nevertheless, neo-utilitarian philosophers have pursued the day-to-day
implications of their attitude with great success, especially in the late 20th cenflry mood of interest
in such topics as Man<ist ethics, business etJrics, medical ethics, sexual ethics, and feminist ethics.

Although personally quite convinced of ttre illogicality of utilitarian ethics, again I skirt such
issues and keep closer to my topic by classing all statements with 'should', 'ought', '-"y', 'must', 'is
obliged to', is forbidden to', 'is allowed', etc., as moral (ethical) statements, none of them able to be
reduced to statements about utility, happiness, or punishment avoidance. Thus ethics and theology
can be seen as closely related in logical form, with both depending on axioms (which there is no
point in seeking to iustiff) and both involving statements of fact. Flowever, although ethics can be
put into logical form without reference to God, theology depends quite substantially on ethics: in
DP, nro of the most important axioms are ethical, DP4 and DP5, and neither theological nor
facnral, This asymmetry will be noted in all theologies in later chapters.

Symbols and meaning

Ethical laws in their simplest logical form are propositions made up of a moral operator upon a
proposition:

Op < it is obligatory thatp> < you must always listen to the teacher >
Fp < it is forbidden that p> < you must not cross against the lights >
Pp < it is permissible thatp > < you are allowed (not forbidden) to own a cat >
Bp < is is permissible thatp> < you are allowed (not obliged) to own a cat >

As in modal logic it is not necessary to have all these slmrbols and they can be reduced to any one
you choose: for example,

Fp = ONp < it is forbidden = it is obligatary that not >;
Pp = NON2 <it is perrnissible = it is not obligatory Dot >

However, since the symbols have simple translations, immediately understandable, and it makes
most processes shorter, all will be used. This includes the meaning of 'permissible' as 'not
obligatory' to which I give the symbol 'B' so that B = IVO = PN = NFN if there is likely to be
confirsion in a ranslation from ordinary language.

Because moral laws apply to actions it is quite common for deontic propositions to be written
using a and D and c, etc., instead or the p, Q nd r, etc., usually used for full propositions on their
own. Thus the proposition p in Op usually has no more meaning @ut a more complex full
'translation' into ordinary language) than Oa.

However, it is sometimes important to bring out a subtle difference in the impon of moral laws
by referring to both the actor and the action (that is, both parts of a proposition, noun and verb).
This is done by adding the usual deontic a:<ioms to the predicate calcrrlus, with variable for actors
(xry, z); and constants for named actors (a, b, c); predicates for acfions (d,V,0); and quantifiers (2,
)).Typical moral laws will then be written our is this manner:

MI. IIxO$x < For all r it is obligatory that x i's )
< Everyone must cross at the green light. >
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( Everyone must love God with all the heart and soul and mind >
< Praise God from whom all blessings flow >

Here is an example of how a subtlety can be brought out:

KD./ in predicate calculus, with the domain being all people and all bicycles, d = loving God and

your ueighbourr V/ = riding a bicycle, IIl and J2 applied.

KDI.I C IlxOCgxqrx ExCO$xOtyx ( If everyone's being obliged to love God involves riding
a bike then someone being obliged to love God implies
him or her being obtged to ride a bike >

I(DJ as above, but with just^I/I applied to the whole:

KDI.Z IIgC OCfxtyx COQxOryx < If everyone's being obliged to love God involves riding a

bike then everyone being obliged to love God implies
everyone riding a bike >

KDl.l is true; think of the case of Red Riding Hood hurriedly cycling over to deliver her sick

Granny some medicine,I{D1.2 is untrue: it compels everyone of us to cycle over with medicine to

Red Riding Hood's sick Granny, (for which Granny would not thank the millions of cyclists at all)

and it condemns all of us who cannot ride a bicycle to break an obligation.8

TI{ETHREE PARTS TO ANY MORAL SITUAflON

In ordinary life we are confronted with situations where it is unclear what the proper moral course

of action is. This also applies to the formal moral systems we live under, namely the laws, and much

time in law courts is taken up with dssiding if r was right or wrong to have done action /. In
making such decisions ttree factors come into play.

(A) lVhat are the facu of the case? Were the Bishop's candlesticks found in the boy's possession?

Was this without the Bishop's permission?

@) Whieh moral rulc should be applied? Rule (i) It is good to feed your starving family.
Rule (ii) It is wrong to steal.

(C) Has right (hgical) reasoning been alplied?

This last, (C),is not so easy to see, but if the iudgemert was

(l) that the Bishop's candlesticks had indeed been stolen; and,
(2) that moral rule (ii) [t is wrong to sted] is t]re right moral rule to apply; then'
(3) if we have a iudgement of the court that the thief should be punishe4 then the following

reasoning has been used and we can examine its logical vatidity.

M7 If stealing incurs punishment, then, if ttre boy has stolen from the Bishop, then the boy
incurs punishment.

Using d = steals; l/r = incurs punishment; r = the boy; and the usual rules forlf and.X we get:

M2. C IIx C 6* V, Ex C Qx tYr
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and this is a valid expansion of CCpqCpq;which is a valid expansion of. Cpp, which is an elementary

logical law; therefore right reasoning has been used.
This leaves us rather unsatisfied. We may be willing to accept the Bishop's argument that he

wants the boy to have the candlesticks, (matter of fact) therefore the boy did not steal them. But
still the logic will be impeccable (understand '/' to mean 'does not steal' and 't4' to mean 'does not
incurs punishment'), I-egal council might say that the candlesticks belong to God and that therefore

the Bishop had no right (or an inadequate understanding of God's intentions) to give them away

(matter of fact); to which no doubt the Bishop would argue that he is closer to God than the
lawyer... Or there might be legal argument about whether the Bishop can give the candlesticks after
they have already been stolen - might it not be better for him to agree that the caudlesticks were

stolen but then plead mitigating circumstances at the sentencing and even give them away when

they are back in his possession? More likely we will feel unsatisfied because we feel that feeding
one's starving family is more important (more morally correct) than not stealing; in which case we

wotild be more worried about the court's notion of morality than about any matters of fact.
This reminds us that moral choices have to be made, no matter what the facts are, and no

matter how impeccable the logic.

I{owever, ttre suangest thing about this case of morality as I have laid it out is that the only
logic involved is not modal nor deontic; the logic is the predicate calculus extension of ordinary
propositional calculus. This is because, once the morality or legality of the situation has been

cleared up (and that may involve deontic logic), the individual parts of the couft case are clear and

a 'dispassionate' or 'scientific' or 'legal' conclusion is required. If all the parts are clearly established

the conclusion should follow naturally with simple logic.
'Where does the deontic logic come into play in the story of the Bishop's candlesticks? Moral

debate is not about the facts but about the hierarchy, or moral weight, of moral dicta, and what can

be correctly inferred from a particular dictum. It is wrong to suddenly push people away, except if it
saves them from being nrn over by a bus, Not pushing people is less morally worthwhile than saving

people from death. Does this mean, however, that I ought to practise pushing people when they are

not expecting to be pushed, in order to get the technique right for the occasion when I might need

it?
This problem can be seen to involve an examination of a deontic formula of this sort (from

Chapter 5):

KD3. COCab COaOb < If it is obligatory that doing a implies doing D then if we are obliged to
do a then we are obliged to do b >

< If it is forbidden to do a without doing 6 then if we are obliged to do a

then we are obliged to do D > (rearling OCab as NP/talVD)
< If caring for people involves being ready to push them out of the road

of buses, then being obliged to care for people involves being obliged to
be ready to push them out of the road of buses >

< If it is forbidden to be called a caring person if you are not prepared to
push them out of the road of buses, then being obliged to care for
people involves being obliged to be prepared to push them out of the
road ofbuses >

So it would seem that from "I(D3. we are obliged to practise sudden pushes. (And we may decide

that the best way to do this is to practise on red people when they are least expecting it.)
In the candlesticks problem we have to make up our minds which moral dictum to follow

(i) it is good to feed your family; or
(ii) it is wrong to steal.

If we decide that the 'stronger' or 'higher' morality is about feeding your family, would tlis involve
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us, via a version of KD4' in practising stealing? If we decide that the 'higher' morality is not to steal,
then does this involve us in practising not to steal, perhaps by arranging almost overwhelming
temptations to steal, even starving one's family from time to time? A theological version: if loving
God involves being ready to be eaten by lions does the obligation to love God (see many a
catechism) imply being obliged to go where there are hungry lions in order to be ready to be eaten?

Such mord debates are very pertinent ia a world where different societies attempt to live
peacefully together. In certain societies actions are allowed or even encouraged, which in other
societies are abhorred. It is easy to name actions which are morally right in one society and morally
wtong in another: monogamy and polygamy are reasonable examples, eating with the left hand is
forbidden in some present day cultures, permissible in others, e:rpected (obligatory) in others.

Clashes of 'moral culture' are also found inside societies. They take place in homes, suburbs
and marketplaces and are not usually noticed by the members of that society. For example, New
Zealand Christian Churches say one of the highest moral rules is the positive form of the 'Golden
Rule' (do for others what you would like them to do for you) but this is enshrined in no law of the
land, is seldom praised when practised by children, and is generally scorned and discouraged by
business theory and practice (which regards bunng cheap and selling dear as a virtue).

Furthn problems

lngic cannot decide amongst moral rules, just as it cannot decide on t]re facts of any case. But logic
is essential if moral rules are to be applied, or conclusions deduced from facts. I have introduced
deontic logic as the proper systematisation of the moral rules you choose to apply, so that the
ramifications of those rules can be properly discovered and moral chaos does not descend. But
there are other decisions to be made before we reach the moral content of theology. For example,
we cannot yet get on to the problem of whether the system of morality that flows from the idea that
'you ought to...'means 'God is pleased if you...' can be satisfactorily symbolised, and how does God
stand on the idea that everyrhing that is not obligatory is forbidden?

Here are some of the logicaVlinguistic problems:

I.Iteration

To remind ourselves: the most basic modal logic is known as K. It contains all the ordinary
Propositional Calculus (with quantification if so required) plus a single new axiom and a single new
rule. The axiom is

Kl. CLCpqCLpLq <If it is necessary that p irnply g then necessarily p implies necessarily q>
<If to be an insect it must have six legs then if this crearure is definitely

an insect it must definitely have six legs,>

The new rule is called the Rule of Necessitation:

RL. If a is a theorem then so is La. <If a has been proved then it is necessarily tme>

Now we can immediately start building up a new logic by simple substitution and application of the
rule. For example;

PC|. Cppx RL = KiZ.
Ki2. LCpp

Ki2. PILP = Ki3.
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Ki3. LCLpLp

However, watch what happens if the variable is already modalised Qras an L in front).

K[. PILP' = Ki4.
Ki4. CLCLpqCLLpIq Now again:

Kia. PILP = 1(5.
Kis, CLCLLPqCLLLPIa

'What sense can be given to 'necessarily necessarily necessarilyp'?

The symbol'M', usually translated as 'possibly', and as shorthand for 'NLI\P <not necessarily

not> can be treated in the same way:
Ki5. PIMP= Ki6.

Ki6. C LC LLLMPqC LLI'tuIP 14
Ki6. PIMP= Ki7,

Ki7. CLCLLLMMpqC LLLMMP Ia

'What sense can be given to 'necessarily necessarily necessarily possibly possibly p'?

These repeated Ls and Ms arc called 'iterated modalities'. It would seem proper to find some

method of reducing them to something understandable by the human brain, This was done by
inventing new systems with new axioms (ones not found in K) which bring iteration under control.
The usual way of naming these oew maior systems (each'stronger'than the last) is D, T, 54 and 55.

The distinctive axioms are:

D. CLpMp <If it is necessary it is possible>
T. CLW <If it is necessary it is>
54. CLpLLp <If it is necessary is is necessarily necessary>
55. CMpLIUIp <If it is possible it is necessarily possible>

Flowever, for a logic or morals (and for the mordity of God) one of these is too powerfril.
The problem is in System T, an intermediate stagp to 54 and 55. The distinctive axiom of T,

(CLn) with the deontic interpretation of 'L' as meaning obligatory gives us CW <if p is

obligatory, p is done>. This may be true for ant societies, and may have been the aim of fascist

ethics, but it does not allow free-will, that is, it does not give us the chance to be naugbty' to
disobey, to be immoral.

Luckily, there can be a valid logic which adds the distinctive 54 aniom directly to D, blpassing

T. This is called KD4 and may well give the working moralist (for example, a lawyer or theologian)
what they require.e The problems that the 55 axiom raises and the fact that some sense can be

given to mixed iteration, (see below) may mean that a KD5, when it is developed, is still
unacceptable to a theologian. Flowever, sorneone looking for a basis for ethics and some solution to

the problems utilitarianism has higtrlighted will find a different path to a satisfactory logic for
morals.

ITERATION AND FREE-WILL IN PRACTICE

It is not too difficult to understand a moderate amount of iteration. For example:

<everyone must rest on Sunday>
<everyone must keep the rule that everyone rnust re$ on Sunday>

Op
oop
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This sort of reasoning occurs in many legal situations. A law against smoking cannabis is in place,

but is more often disobeyed than obeyed. In court, in a particular instance, a lawyer might argue

that flouting a universally ineffective law is no crime. The iudge will, however, probably rule that the
rule of law will fall into disrepute if laws are broken, even bad laws. Thus we have an obligation to
uphold the law, even when the obligation in the law is foolish. The iudge's argument is that OOp is
stronger than op.

We are already clear about the idea that some moral (and some legal) rules are 'stronger'than
others. 'Do not push people' is much weaker than 'save life' when pushing will save a life.
Legislation often has specific clauses making it clear where in the hierarchy of laws this new law
stands with clauses of the sort: 'this Act overrides all previous acts on this subiect,..' In the cannabis
exarnple our judge considers that the rule 'obey the law' it strsnger than any particular law, even
though there is probably no act of parliament saying'Obey the law of the land'. However, the moral
rule to protect human life, is probably even 'stronger'than the double moral rule to keep the laws of
the land (which include, as it happens, the laws against murder and manslaughter). Someone who
brea}s a law whilst saving life is more likely to get a medal than a prison sentence. The motorist
speeding to hospital with a woman in labour springs instantly to mind.

So it would appear that although double (iterated) obligations may appear 'stronger'they are

not necessarily of rnore moral importance than single un-iterated obligations. You may get a prison
sentence for breaking the law against supplylng cannabis, and if you are a repeat offender the Judge
may consider giviag you a longer sentence for failing to uphold the system of law, but they are

separate crimes, and the first is not a sub-class of the second. International declarations such as the
Convention on Human Rights try to keep the order of the rights in a hierarchy of importance. Thus
the fust'Fluman Right'is often said to be the right to 'Integrity of person', that being lawyer-speak
for a rigbt to life - to not be killed. The right to be fairly treated by the law comes further down the
list.

For these reasons it seems that a system of reducing the iteration of one modality (say, LLL, or
OOO, or PPPQ is a sensible thing to do.The addition to D of the 54. thesis will do this.

The meaning of such iterations as

OPp <everyone must keep the rule that everyone rrray rest on Sunday>

POp <everyone rnay keep the rule that everyone must rest on Sunday>

give greater difEculties. 55 collapses mixed iterations to the fur*rest right, but consider this:
OPp seems to have a surplus O: once we have the rule that resting on Sunday is permined (not

forbidden) is does not seem necessary to make such a rule obligatory - after all, all rules are

obligatory (but not always kept!). Thus, a rule which allows us to collapse a mixed iteration to the
last (the furthest righO of the deontic operators seems sensible.

But, POp seems to mean just Pp. To have a rule for obligatory rest, then to make keeping the
rule only permissible, seems perverse. A rule to accommodate this collapse of mixed iterations
would be to keep the first (the furthest left).

So it appears we can have no rule to collapse mixed iterations; adding the 55 axiom to D deals

satisfactorily with OPp but not (to my mind) satisfactorily with POp.
An explanarion for accepting POp as sensible (although a bit weird) is that permissible is a

weaker form of obligatory so if we are willing to say: a rule is obligatory implies that it is obligatorily
obligatory then we can also agree that it is the weaker form - possibly obligatory. It is a bit like
saying we have a rule but the iury is still out on whether it is to be accepted. I find this rather
unconvincing and would be happier to accept a reduction of POp to Pp,

There are other reasons for adding the 54 axiom to D but not adding 55. This is discussed in
some detail by Chellas (1980).Io

For theology and free will one has to decide if God, when giving 'permission' (making it
possible) for people to disobey, is saying a certain action is not-forbidden, or not-obligatory.
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2.The Barcanformula

Provable in the system 55 or in the proposed KD5 (when it is extended with the predicate calculus)
is a formula named after Professor Ruth Barcan-Marcus. I will call it DBl.

DB|. C IIxLa LITxa

The expanded form is

DB[. C IIxIjx lfix$x

< If everything is necessarily o then of necessity everghing is cr >

< Ifeverything necessarily possesses a certain property, /, then it is
necessarily the case that everything possesses that property. >

< If (the world being made of pansies) every pansy must be pink
then it must be that every pansy is pink >

< If God makes everything good then everything was made good
by God >

< If everything must exist, then it must be ttrat everything exists >

The implication is that since everything does in fact exist, then it must, of necessity exist. This is an
idea that, for many people, goes too far and is therefore unacceptable, particularly since it seems to
imply that possibilities (other possible worlds) canoot exist, or that the world was always as it is
now.

It also suggests Descartes' 'best of all possible worlds' theory to e4plain evil. It also looks
misleadingly clever since surely by saying 'everything' we are already sayrng nothing special
(everything must exist because that is what 'everything'means.) Thirdly, such arguments get us
into uouble (as the schoolmen knew) because they are of the form'If in a lottery someone's ticketis
bound to be the winning one, there is someone whose ticket is bound to be the winning one.' This
can be symbolised for us IIxCfixLSx, and was known as necessitas consequentis, and because it relies
on the necessity of the consequent (2nd) proposition it is false. It was known to the Greek
Chrysippus as a oproof' of fatalism in the form, 'Since a person either does X or does not do it, he
either necessarily does X or necessarily does not.'

TIME

So far I have hesitated to introduce any way of dealing with time and considering its effects on
logical argument. But it is uue that things can be true at one tirne and false at another. (For
example, 'I am 65 today'.) And the morality of acts is highly dependant on time - it is quite
immoral to suddenly push people when there are no passing buses likely to run them over. A way of
dealing with the Barcan formula has been suggested which involves time; there are others, but the
time method is relatively understandable. Naturally enough, it is a Priorian way of looking at the
formula.ll

La can be read as 'it is and always will be that a', and the Barcan formula as, 'if everything will
always be /, then always everything will be rP'. This interpretation also seems to make the Barcan
formula something we will want to do without, especially if we are not fatalists and do not believe in
predestination. Even if everything now existing will always be Q , it does not follow that it will always
be the case that everything then (in the future) existing is /.

However, if IIx is read as 'all past present and future things', then the formula reads 'if every
thing was, is and will be d, then it will always be the case that everything is /'. In this case the
Barcan formula is acceptable. Here we have, yet again, the necessity to choose the logic to suit the
job: if you are going to try to deal with a changing and mysterious universe where the future cannot
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69 ssrtrin then you must choose a logic of morals without the Barcan forrnula. If you want a logic
to have a'God's eye view', or to deal with things 'from the end-of-the-universe'then you may keep
the Barcan formula in your sy$tem of moral logic.

Conclusion

In the second haH of this chapter we have been looking at the sort of moral logic that will be
necessary once we have decided on the sort of morality DP theology commits us to. The a:<iom I
chose (DPz.) with God allowing humans to choose, that is, to make ethical decisions, gives us an
ethics which denies determinism or predestination, that is, it allows free will.

We found logics that can handle free will, in particular, those deontic logics which do not
admit TCLpp <If p is necessaryphappens > in its deonticformDT COn<If p isobligatory
then p is done >. $7e can allow some iteration, but not the reduction of mixed iteration allowed by
55, and we do uot allow the Barcan formula.

However, it is not necessary to have such logics until people do make free will decisions which
God does not like - if we are good all the time there would be little use for logics countenancing
free will. The 'fact' that people did 'disobey God' is introduced in DP3. and the ensuing
complications will involve the whole of the next chapter.
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Notes and References

For er<ample, Bochenski 1965, The IaCn of Religion, sets out in his last chapter several ways in

which religious ideas may be justified as worthy of belief. These are, (i) the blind leap (of faith),

(ii) rationalism, (iii) the trust theory, (iv) the deductivist theory, (v) the authority theory, (vi) the

""".pa*"" 
of a religious hlpothesis. Of ttrese he finds the authority theory best, and even (ii)

rationalism does not involve the ontological, or any of ttre other historicd 'proofs of God's

existence'.

prior (1959). My photo-copied version, from the Bodleian Library's copy in the Prior Papers, has

no page numbers but the quotation is from the sixth page of the article.

Prior (1995) pp.84.85.

The polish logician Sfajsberg in 193? suggested the system which gives the frrll Classical

propositional Calculus by using three axioms which Thski and Bernays had suggested in 1930 for

Bi-valent C-pure (the fragment with only implication)
L CCPqCCq'fiPr (syllogism)
2. CCCPATP (Peirce)

3. CPCO
plus his own

4. CoF
and the definitions

(paradox)

N =py Cpo 1 =* No
For a firller explanation see Prior (1995) pp.50 - 52.

stephen Hawking in his ,popular' A Brief History of Time,pp.9 - lQ after mentioning Aristode's,

Augustine's and Kant's views, has nothing more than this to say about ttre beginning of time:

Iftherewereeventsearlierthanthistime [of the 'big bang'] then they would not

affect what happens at the present time. Their oristence can be ignored because it would

have no observational consequences. One may say that time had a beginning at the big

bang, in the sense that earlier times simply would not be defined. It should be emphasised

that this beginning in time is very different from those that had been considered previously.

In an unchanginj universe a beginning in time is something that has to be imposed by

some being outside the universe; there is no physical necessity for a beginning' One can

imagine that God created the universe at literally any time in the past' On *re other hand, if
the universe is orpanding, there may be physical reasons why there had to be a beginning.

One could still imagine that God created the universe at the instant of the big bang, or even

afterwards in just such a way as to make it look as if there had been a big bang, but it would

be meaningless to suppose that it was created before the big bang. An orpanding universe

does not preclude 
" 

.re"tor, but it does place limits on when he might have carried out his

job!'

A uiviat example (and one to argue about) is the effect of there being no red obiects; does this

mean there is no abstract quality of redness, no class of red objects for God to be the sole

member of, and one cannot sa5 'God is red'nor tlt is not the case that God is red'? A more

serious example for the theologians would be whether it could be said of ttre sole member of this

pre-creation world that 'God is perfect' (or wise, or good, or all-knowing, or existing..') Vith God

teing the only object around that could be perfect, wise, good, or all-knowing "', then any

sentence of the form'God is......'collapses into'God is God.'Also any statement of the form'
,God is not......' (or a re-writing of it into a form without 'not' such as 'God is not wise' into 'God
is foolish').

If you cannot give attributes to the pre-creation God the logic could be very simple. The

only logical laws would be Cpp < p implies p> and Epp <p is equivalent to P), no negation N <it

is not the case that>, tto .f< .both>, no A or J <forms of either/or>; the logical rule for

substitution would be useless since there would only be one item, God, to substitute for God, and

the rule for detachment would similarly be redundant.

l.

2.

3.

4.

f.

t

I

6.
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7.

However, although there is only one object, God, we need to keep the possibility that false
statements can be mede about that obiect, and then denied. Therefore, we still need to have true
and false - our logic-l needs to be bi-valent. The alternative would be that everything that was
said of the pre-creation God was tnre: we would have draos, for example. But the meaning of
(operators' designed to handle two different propositions, such as C <if .....then.....> is severely
resticted if they are to be allowed only one proposition repeated. In fact they lose the possibility
of four results and wind up with only one. If we use ^l for true, 0 for false, ttren Cpp can take the
values CII or C00 end bodr of ttrese give a .l <true> conclusion. Therefore the effect of C (and of
E) is nil and so the ideas of implication or equivalence are redundant and probably meaningless
before creation.

This may be an unsatisfactory truncating of what has always been a topic of great debate among
philosophers who are interested in ettrics. Arttrur Prior has a small book called Logb and the Bas*
of Ethics (Prior, 1949) which looks particularly at the history of what is called the 'naturalistic
fallary', that is, the attempt to get an 'ought' from an 'is', and in it argues that the attempt is
logically improper, I-ater he found a logical wrinlle which made him change his mind; see Prior
(1960) 'The Autonomy of Ethics', reprinted in Prior (1976). Challenges to Prior's analyses can
be found in, for example Pigden (1989), and Shirtz (2001).

The most influential work on ethics in the early 20th century was by C D Broad (1930). In
his Fhx Types of Ethical Th"ory he divides ethical theories into two categories, teleologicd and
deontic. To Broad teleological ethical theories do not give reasons why one ought to do X or Y,
you just ought, Deontic theories, on the other hand, are those which suggest that one ought to do
X or Y because of some consequence; and thus one of the deontic theories is utilitarianism,
notorious for trying to get an 'ought' from an 'is'. Thus it may seem that Prior's Escapism, using
deontic logic, and based on Anderson's idea that escaping some sort of punishment is what it is
to be good, is truly deontic in Broad's sense, and no better ttran the 'good = the greatest
happiness for the greatest number' of Mill and Benttram. However, note that Prior interprets the
conclusions of Escapism in such a way that escaping the sanction is personalised, and becomes
close to the idea that 'being good = not deserving the sanction'. Thus the motivating force to be
good is not afear of punishment but a desire to be good, or in the Theologic, to please God. \7hen
we ask why we should desire to be good, or please Go4 or even why we should do the actions
that we think are good, the answer has to be a belief, an ethical axiom, accepted without a

'naturalistic' cause, that good is good, and we ought to do it.

The puzde over one's duties brought out in this story of Red Riding Hood and her bicycle is one
discovered by George Hughes and put into a paper (though without Red Riding Hood and her
g1anny) when trying to overcome problems with one of the earliest attempts to formalise a logic
of obligation. The early ettempt was by Grelling and gave rise first to what has been called 'The
principle of fait rccomplf .

CLCKabcCKaObOc
This leads on by simple substitution to deny that anyone ever does what they ought not to do

ANIbObIIaCaOa
which was given the wonderfirl name of 'The principle of continuous moral rectitude'by Hughes.

Grelling can be found summarised in Fitch (1940). The Hughes quotation in Prior (1955)
pp.227-8 appears to be Prior's remembrance of a discussion, possibly at a New Zealand
Philosophical Society conference, possibly arising from a paper by Hughes. Max Cresswell
remembers, as I do, both Hughes' and Prior's delight in the paradox, but have been unable to
trace the paper in which it was first mentioned.

Although I have not managed to find a paper on the deontic logic ttrat lies between S4 and D but
does not include the characteristic formula of T lCLppl, Ed Mares has kindly given me a 'possible
worlds' orplanation of how a modern logician would describe its characteristics and how they
would be set out. In an e-mail, December 2000, he says:

The accessibility relation on wodds for deontic logic is usually read as follows;
wRw' iffw'is an ideal world (or at least a morally acceptable world) from the standpoint of
w. Now, if we do not have varylng moral codes from world to world, then wRw' iff
w"Rw'for all w", because what is ided, or acceptable, does not vary. This gives us the logic
K4 (transitiviry CLpLLp is very straightforward) and KD4 rf we add that (w)(Ew')wRw'.

8.

9.
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10. Chellas inlus Modal Indn, an Introduction, says

The axiom 04 [COaOOa] is not altoget]rer implausible. It is ttre principle that makes
deontic alternatives transitive, and thus rnakes possible the interpretation of the retation as

leading to worlds that are in some way better from the standpoint of obligation. 04 means
that what is obligatory at a world continues to be so at the world's deontic dternatives. So it
rules out the possibility, for orample, that some of the deontic alternatives to our world
strould have for themselves standards of obligation tbat are unredisticaly high, perhaps
utopian, from our point of view.

This I take to mean ttrat if you subscribe to 04, then a rule (in our world) such as 'you are
obliged not to kill people', cannot have a deontic alternative such as 'you are obliged not to kill
any living creature'. So what is a deontic altemative?

Chellas then goes on to find 05 ICNOaONOa, i.e., CPeOPal unreasonable, and suggests
another OU IOCOaa] which both he and I are happy to translate as 'It ought to be the case that
whatever ought to be the case is the case.'

I have worked myself to the place where I find 05 CPaOPa, <If everyone MAY rest on
Sunday then everyone MUST keep ttre rule that everyone MAY rest on Sunday> acceptable, but
rather superfluous. However, 05 is usually thought of as a way to reduce 'mixed' iterations to the
furthest rigbt. I am happy to reduce OPa to Pa (as iust mentioned) but reducing POa to Oa
seems quite wrong.

POa = Oa <everyone MAY keep ttre rule that everyone MUST rest on Sunday >
= < everyone MUST rest on Sunday>.

ll. See Prior (1957), pp.26 - 27. The paper by Professor Barcan-Marsus is Barcan (1946), see

especially prye 2, Proposition I l.
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Chapter 8

A Christian Theology: Axiom 3
DP3.Inttoductbn
Free will puzzles, including determinism and predestination
Can God limit his-her powers?
The simple logic of the'problem of evil'
The consequences of abandoning omnipotence, omniscience and all-goodness
Temporarily impotent, or blind or wicked?
The effect on free will of a god who interferes
A non-theological look at free will
A logic for a'blind'godr three valued logic
Further theological implications

Is completeness necessary?;A logicfor non-omniscience; Gods who are not perfect
rVays out of dilemmas

Looking for eaidence; Redefining urms;A logic for a rc-def.ned god.

Conclusion

DP3. People rnade thlngs (did thtngs) God dtd not llke.

Introduction

In the Bible's Genesis stories men and women are no sooner created than they do things which
God does not like. From then on more and more of their actions are 'sins': Cain kills Abel, the
tower of Babel is built, and general wickedness prevails till only one person, Noah, is good. In these
early stories God is seen as very human and appears to learn that his early attempts to punish
people do not work, his punishments are severe and he realises that they were 'inhuman' and
promises never to inflict such devastating punishment as the flood again.

It would be an interesting process to trace the Biblical changes in the theological concepts of
the nature of God, closer and further from human nature, more anthropomorphic and more
absuact, and to come up with theories about the interaction of history, social changes, and culturaV
religious propinquity on the idea of God as revealed by the Bible. No doubt many of such studies
have been done. And also the use of linguistic and historical analysis may push the other way and
with theories of the development of the idea of God as a basis, re-order the chronology of the
composition of the stories.

Flowever, from a logical point of view, there is little to be done to fit this axiom DPi into the
DP theology. The main point it makes is to say *rat the possibility of human evil or sin or
disobedience or doing what God does not like, which was opened up when people were given free
will (that is, real choices) and is summed up by the a:<iom DPZ, resulted in some people choosing
to do actions which God did not like. It is more a description of what happened than the creation of
rules or possibilities, therefore it is logically simple.

This might have been the place to introduce Escapism, the Anderson/Prior logic of sanctions,
(of Chapter 5) since the idea of a punishment is not an inherent par. of DP2. llowever, punishment
is not basic to the DPi axiom since DP3 does not suggest that God has to do anything about the
actions which he does not like.
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Free will puzzles

However, there is at least one logical puzzle which deserves examination: could God have created
people with free will but also created them with enough wisdom/moral fortitude) etc., so that they
did not do what he disliked? This problem has been discussed by philosophers of religion at some
length and for its logical perspicacity I panicularly like the contribution of Anthony Flew in 'Divine
Omnipotence and Human Freedom' in New Essays in PhilosophicalTheohgt. (Flew 1955)

The situation has been given diffetent slants and much depends on how strong the tendency to
do good which God has built into people is deemed to be. One version likens 'always-good'people
to people asleep or paralysed or hypnotised and to God as the 'Great Hlpnotist'. To tease these
slants out a bit further; at the 'A' end of the scale, put God contolling everything we do; and
controlling these actions so that we always do good. This is a version of predestination, and despite
its doing away with the 'problem of evil' it is inimical to free-will. At the 'Z' end of the scale it is iust
good luck that no one does any evil and we have a situation rather like Stoppard's play, Rosmqantz
and Guildenstern are Dead in which a coin is being endlessly tossed but it never comes down tails.
Between these two are the deterministic states: about 'J' on tJre scale, where God has us under
hypnotic control making sure that we choose good, and about 'T' on the scale, where God has so

designed our brains that we can always see the right from the wrong, and given us such strong
moral leanings that we always choose good over evil, Then about ''W' on the scale is a non-
deterministic, almost non-theological situation, where people always recognise the moral issue, have
always, and have so far @ut only so far) always chosen good.

Always doing Good

Determinism-no free will

A B C D E F G H I J K L N O PQ R S T U

,*t+.ri''"';.tl''
Ptirtbhc i' :',1:-:': 

;

Godjmade'us io we ' .

hqve,reql chctiiis but
abo,.wise &.mora[ so.:

that we hovg..otwags.
chosenthe eood,. rr.

Free will

VWxYz

Flew suggests that the Great Hypnotist seems at first to be clearly not compatible with free
will. 'Certainly it would be monstrous to suggest that anyone, however truly responsible in the eyes

of men, could be called to account and punished by a God who had rigged his every move.' But he
recognises that rejecting the Great Hypnotist does not solve all our problems.

Morality presupposes freedom; if you start at the God-the-creator end you need DPZ (God
stepping aside from some decisions) to make it possible for people to be moral/ethical creatures; if
you start at the we-are-moral-creatures end (you make the fact that we are free agents an axiom of
your theology) then there are times when God is not in control. Without DPZ ( with some sort of
Great Hypnotist axiom instead?) then there cannot be a creator/contoller/omnipotent God. This
can be described as an inverted or reverse form of Kant's 'postulate of practical reason' proof of
God's existence. Sening this out rather more formally:

Morality presupposes freedom
(If there is no freedom to choose good or evil we cannot be moral creatures - morality
does not exist if our actions are pre-destined or pre-determined or hlpnotically
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contolled - morality is about real choices, not about whether we feel free to choose or
some other simulacrum of choice.)

A creator God is responsible for what happens to what he-she has created.
(We all recognise the irnmorality of 'I send thmt up but where they come dou;n, that's not nty
departmmt' says Werner aon Braun, in Tom I-ehrer's soog about inter-continental missiles.
As parents are responsible for the actions of their young children, so must God be. In
God's case omniscience - a knowledge of the consequences of creation - makes him-her
totally responsible.)

Ife clearly are free agents and responsible for our own actions.
Therefore, either
(a) God has limited his-her powers, or
(b) there was no such powerful creator god in the first place and is no such now.

DP theology attempts to allow, by its axiom DP2, that alternative (a) is the case, that is, that
God has limited his-her powers since the creation of people. Is it possible for an all-powerfi.rl god to
do this? If God allows morality &y allowing the freedom that it needs) is this God reneging on his-
her responsibilities? Once free will is allowed how much control has a god got? If God interferes in
the consequences of any moral decision by a person, is free will dissipated? May God interfere in
lower-order evils without destroying free will?

Can God limit his-her powers?

All of these questions involve logical problems of the soft we have been looking at in this chapter -
that is, not problems of systems and ways of symbolising them, but problems of knowing what sort
of system to apply, adapt or invent, in order to correctly display the reasoning involved. '$(/hen we
ask if it is possible for an all-powerfrrl god to limit his-her powers what exactly are we asking about?

Ifhen we looked in Chapter 7 at the difficulties of being logical about a universe consisting of
one 'thi.g' only, namely God, we noted that as soon as a second 'thing' was created (was

distinguishable, was imaginable) a full logic, like a full mathematics, sprang into being. It could be
argued that this occurred as soon as possibilities began, and this might be thought of happening
before any actual creation of physical objects and their laws of interaction; even the possibility of
creating or not creating brings into being a logical relationship ' cr or not cr' to add to the universe
which up to that point had contained God alone.

The question about God limiting his-her powers is usually, I suspect, seen as a problem which
God had to face only when he-she, feeling in need of company and/or worship, made humankind as

the last act of creation. (Maior creation, that is; one has to allow for minor acts such as making
famines in Eg1pt, toppling the walls of Jericho, sending Jesus etc.) Ilowever, from a logical point of
view, if God is omniscient, he-she has to have realised the consequences of his-her actions from the
word 'go'. Thus, along with the first act of creation goes the decision to limit his-her control over
the actions of humans, once they are created.

If God also decided to limit his-her prescience of (omniscience about) the consequences of
human actions, we will have a situatioa much less incliaed to throw up logical conundrums: if God
cannot foresee how the free-will decision of a person will affect others for good or evil, then he-she
cannot be blamed for letting it go ahead and the 'problem of evil' may be avoided. Such a
suggestion has seldom been made; it is generally assumed that God gave people the freedom to act
against his-her desires, but continues to see what the consequences will be - in a way which we do
not - and that makes God unhappy. If God has limited his-her knowledge of what will happen next
to people, then presumably ignorance is comparative bliss for God - there is always a chance we
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might see the error of our ways, get a hold of ourselves and start choosing to do good instead of
evil.

I fear that this defence of God against dre problem of evil, novel and appearing at first glance

to get God off the hook, will not do. Its main effect is to either push the problem back to the first
moment of creation (God chose this world with all its evil out of all the possibles) or to posit a

creator god without the absolute power and knowledge and goodness that are usually supposed. A
'best of alt possibles' defence might be mounted, but we have iust seen how this defence can be

turned on its head.
However, an important logical step has still to be examined for its consequences: having

doubts about what God can or cennot do have been bypassed in DP by the use of an axiom, DPz'
which is not a derivation from some earlier axiom but is itself to be accepted as a given. Are there

fundamental conrradictions between DPI and DPZ, which make this theology illogical?

The simple logic of the problem of evil

Note that in this next section I make no distinction between so-called higher- and lower-order evils:

those 'higher' evils that are 'acts of God' such as volcanoes erupting, a tree being blown down onto
your car, all of which do damage to humans but are not inflicted by one human on another; and

those 'lower-order' evils which are man's inhumanity to man. If God is responsible at all, he-she is

responsible for both orders, the first directly, the second indirectly by creating such an evil

creatgre. Such a distinction may be needed by apologists who wish to deny God's responsibility for
the human-to-human wickedness but very few have suggested that God is not respousible for the
rest - though I do know of a line of arguing which would relieve him of some of the blame for the
effects on people of 'natural' disasters. The logic that follows is laid out with almost all its steps

visible, thus it may seem a bit slow and pedantic. However, later presentations will not have all the
steps laid out so clearly and this one will do for a demonstration of the need for rigour.

***

In 'classical' Christian theology, God has three very important attributesr omnipotence,
omniscience, and goodness. 'We can give each one of them a symbol, p, q, and r (strialy speaking

these are three propositions about God's nature). These can be bound together as KKpqr. This
makes the point that they exist together and are inseparable - if one is false the ioining of them is
false. Now use s to symbolise a proposition declaring that good things always happen. Now we can

put together a fuller ProPosition:

Al, CKKpqrs < if God is omnipotent, omniscient and good, then good things always

happen >.

Now introduce the idea of evil by using Ns to say it is not the case that good things always happen

- we need only one bad thing to happen to make this uue. !0hat follows? We can now write out the

consequences of finding one or more bad things.

42. CCKKpqrsCNsNKKpqr 1if God is omnipotent, omniscient and good, then good
things always happen, implies, that if good things do not
always happen then it is not the case that God is
omnipotent, omniscient and good >.
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This is a law of the propositiond calculus, being simple substirutions (plKKpqr,q/s) in the law

Aj.CCpqCNqNp

which is called the law of transposition, and can be tested with truth tables, or a tnee proof, or be
derived from a set of axioms, such as those of Lukasiewicz.

42, can be expanded by turning the propositions into actors/actions (subiects and predicates)
and then carefully applylng the rules of quantification and using the ideas of 'all' and 'some' to
make distinctions beween various different propositions. In Chapter 4, page77, it was explained
that until every variable is bound by a quantifier, the whole formula is neither tnre nor false.
However, t}te moves from a completely unbound formula to a completely bound one are legitimate
and often interesting, even if the translations into ordinary lauguage are not, strictly, correct. Such
translations below are surrounded by double pointed brackets: << and )>.

42. p/$x, qlyx, r/(x, sl(s = 44

44. CCKK$xtyxSx fs CNfs Nl(K$xryx(x <<if, r being omnipotent, omniscient and all-
good implies s is good, then, if not all is good
(s is not good), r is not as stated >>.

It is sensible then to add the idea that whatever r stands for (in this case God) r is always
omnipotent, omniscient and all-good. Carying out Rule IIl of the Propositional Calculus we can
'bind'x in the first half of the inference (the antecedent).

45. CIIxCKI(SxV$x €s CNfs NKK/xV$x <<if, all the gods there are being omnipotent,
omniscient and all-good implies that s is
good then, if s is not goo4 God is not
omnipotent, omniscient and all-good >>.

This is not quite what we want. Rule.52 allows us now to bind r in the second half (conclusion) of
the inference. This would give us

46. CIIxCKK$nV$x €s CNf's ExNKI($xV$x <<if, atl the gods there are being omnipotent,
omniscient and all-good implies that s is
good, then, if s is not good there is some god
who is not omnipotent, omniscient and all-
good >>.

This is still not a true proposition - and we have an intuitive feeling that a logical rule cannot imply
the existence of auy sort of god. W'hen the predicate calculus was developed it was realised that
having 'unbound'variables (in this case 's) leaves us with something that is not a true proposition.
Apphng rhe II2 rule (instead of the E2 nile in AA gives something that seems more comect, but is
still not a proposition, so strictly speaking cannot be said to be true of false.

47. CIIxKI{$xry$r fs CNfs IIxNIQ($xtyx{x <<rf, all the gods there are being omnipotent,
omniscient and all-good implies that s is
good, then, if s is not good all the gods there
are are not omnipotent, omniscient and all-
good>>.

How then to bind's'?
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Ve need to be able to say in the antecedent that all actions (due to God's actions, insights and

moral worth) must be good and in the conclusion that there are some actions which are not good.

These moves are available to us under rules I/2 and E2, giving us

A8. CIIxCKKSnyxdx II$s CNIsf,s ITxNKKQnyr$,x

This can be simplified thus:

A8. nxQCKK$xtyxf,dIsSsCNEs(sNKK$xtyx(,x <if, all the gods there are being omnipotent,
omniscient and all-good implies that all s are

good, then, if some s is not good all the
gods there are are not omnipotent,
ornniscient and all-good >,

By these expansions into predicate calculus we have confirmed that the conundrum about God (as

usually supposed) and evil, does not suffer from logical errors that might have been lurking in the
rather 'all-embracing' nature of a logic dealing with propositions only. $fe are still faced with
Augustine's clear summing up of the problem of evil. Ttrerefore we are clear that our first axiom,
DPI, will not do on its own as a description of God in a world where evil exists; similarly it will not
do in a world where real choices and thus real free-will is possible.

The consequences of abandoning omnipotence, omniscience and
all-goodness

Note that it is still the theologian's iob to decide what sort of gods his theology envisages, and

specifically what the gods' attributes are. Logic can deal only with what it is given, So, at this point
we may be looking for a way of abandoning one or more of the three attributes (given here as

examples from a much greater list). Here is a rough summary of the effects of such abandonments:

1. A god who is not all-good
A god who is all powerful and all knowing but not all-good may do a great many actions, or

leave a great many undone but the goodness of these actions or omissions could not be guaranteed.

In ancient theologies and some versions of modern worship it is clear that the worshippers feel that
they understand their gods' likes and dislikes, know how to behave to please him-her-them, and act

accordingly. Thus the Incas cut the still-beating hearts out of sacrificial victims to please their gods,

and some Catholic Christians light candles for saints to please them into interceding on the
worshippers' behalf. This may be thought of as a soft-hearted god, or more strongly as a capricious
and greedy god or perhaps a commercial god willing to pay for services rendered.

2. A god who is not all-knowing
A god who is all-powerful and all-good but not able to foresee dre results of his-her (or

human) actions may be able to do many good actions. But he-she will be unable to be sure that any

interventions he-she undertakes will be truly good. Ifould a wise (if not all-foreseei'g) god then
venture any action at all? If an action proved evil or only partially good, the results, for the god's

reputation as all-good, at the very least, would be disasuous. If ttre god's goodness drives him-her
into inaction this could be thought of as a frustrated god, and presumably deeply distressed by what
is going on in the world.
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I do not know of any theologies which propose such a god or gods although it would make

some sense of the wicked prospering (the god rewarded some people but made a mistake in their
case), It also makes sense of desperate measures to turn round human wickedness by the flood,

saving the Israelites from Pharaoh, engineering the return from Babylon, and (for Christians) the

sending of his son as (a) a model, and/or (b) a sacrifice. Such a relatively 'blind' god would also

avoid some theologies feeling they have to take up the logical but ercreme position of
predestination,

3. A god who is not all-pweful
A god who is all-knowing and all-good but is not all-powerful must be a sorrovrfi.rl god. This

god (or these gods) can see what is happening and what is going to happen, and if they are as

compassionate as human beings can be, they will be very unhappy that they cannot do anything
about it. This is indeed how God is poruayed in some biblical texts, but it must be admined, not
many. For example, in Genexs 6, 'Yahweh regretted having made man on the earth and his heart

was grieved.'In Hosea 11, 'I will not destroy Ephraim again.., for I am a God, not a man... and have

no wish to destroy.' ln Jonah 4, 'And am I not to feel sorry for Nineveh, the great city' in which

there are more than 120,000 people who cannot tell their right hand from their left, to say nothing
of the animals?' If Jesus is God's son and has God's attributes then his words in Manhew 23 must

tell how God feels 'Oh Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you that kill the prophets and stone those who are

sent to you! How often have I longed to gather your children as a hen gathers her chickens under
her wing.'

The theologians who maintain DP usually grasp this last conclusion but say (in DPZ) that God
limited his-her own powers. Thus they try to have it bottr ways - God is both all-powerfrrl, but -
for the time being - is not all-powerful, Is ttris a logically possible situation? This is a question I
have been walking around.

Temporarily Impotent or Blind or\(ricked?

Tbmporarily Impotent

I have already suggested that a god does not get off the charge of failing to be dl-good if he-she

was, during the creation, all-knowing. At that time the god would have been able to see the

consequences of becoming less than all-powerful for a time. I can see only one other way of
avoi.ling this conclusion and that is to say the god limited him-herself from the word 'go'. The
limiting need only be for all actions affecting humans, once created; I do not think that creating a

volcano before creating Adam, knowing ttrat the volcano would later erupt killing any people living
on its slopes, makes the god less than all-good f people are created quite smart enough to invent

science, eruption-predicrion technology and evacuation procedures before the volcano is due to
erupt. I am not sure that I could hold this line against a determined anti God-is-good logician, but
it has possibilities,

Another, but dissimilar, path out of the quagmire would be to hold, as in 2. above, that the god

did not limit his-her power but instead limited his-her foreknowledge - at least for a time. As we

saw, a god would be able to intervene when he-she saw evil things happening, but not with unfailing
knowledge of the conseguences. Thus (as when the writer of Genesis describes God's feelings in the

story of the flood, or when the writer of the gospel allegory makes God an absentee landlord of
wicked servants) the god interferes when people become wicked but later sees the action he-she

does was a mistake - ineffective or excessive. Some DP Christians see the incarnation of Christ and

his redeeming death as a final (and successful) intervention in human life.
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I would commend this line of reasoning to theologians who are looking for a way, in our
scientific age, of explaining why we see so much evil in the world and can find no good day-to-day
interventions by God wi*rout resource to the logical-dead-end argument that 'God does
everything'.

By these paths I arrive at the conclusion that it is legitimate to inuoduce DPz but that for the
theologian there are logical consequences which are usually unnoticed by them, namely the
possibility of a god who is hamstung in his-her possible actions by the need to allow free-will, or by
a lack of knowledge of what is going to happen nexq or the god may in fact not be good, except
spasmodically.

Here is an attempt to formalise this conclusion. The laws of the Propositional Calculus on
which it will depend are'laws of transposition':

43. CCpqCNqNp

,d9. CCpNqCqNp (from 4.3 by qlNp and NNqV),

To begin, we can use 19. to look at the conclusions we might draw from God being omnipotent,
using a further extension of the predicate calculus.

The Universal Domain (that is, include everything as our subieas); noun variables r and y;
nonn constant gfor God; / r = r createEi W x = r is a person.'We can now write

410. CIIxjgx NExyKtyy[yx < if God creates all x, then it is not the case that both someJ
is a person andy creates some s >

< if God creates everyrhing then uo person creates anything>.

Note: we must be clear that the if...then... represented by 'C is not a description of things
happening in time: we are not saying that first the god is omnipotent, then later he-stre is not.

410. would appear to bar us from singing the hymn, 'All things Bright and Beautiful ... the
Lord God made them all' if we believe that, for example, human beings, rather than God, made the
indubitably bright Concord aircraft, and that Bonicelli, rather than God, made the beautifirl
painting of the birth of Venus. This formula seems intended, rather, for theologians who would like
to say that God made everything, includitlg what we call the Aerobus Corporations's Concorde and
Botticelli's paintings, This is the son of theology that suits strict Calvinists and other pre.
destinationists, those who deny us free-will.

Flowever, usingAl0. we can arrive at quite a different formula.'With substitutions in the law of
transpositionA9. and then the rule of detachment we can anive at AI2.

49. pl nx$p, ql NExyKryy$yx, x.ffNp Df p, = AI l.

Al I. C CIIx$p NExyKvyfiyx CNn*45" ExyKtyy$yx

AII.=410.-412.

412. CNnx$gx DxyKtyySyx < if God does not create everyt}ing then it is true that some
person creates something >.

From this bit of logic we rrxry conclude that God as sole creator and people as creators are
mutually exclusive. As this was perfectly obvious, right from the start, and all agreed without
benefit of formula, what have we gained? We have tested this particular bit of logic and see that it
will be helpful for any theologian keen to e:rplore the logic of an omnipotent God vs. a non-
omnipotent God,
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Tbmporarily Blind

The logic for any theologian keen to explore the logics of an all-knowing god (and for an all-good

god) is more complex because we seldom assume that if God knows everything people are thereby

barred from knowing some of the $rings God knows.

If we want to bring in the problem of evil at this point, since it is the most obvious test case,

then, in the case of God being omniscient (all-knowing), we wish to say that:

(l) If God knows everything he knows of all the bad things that happen

TheUniversalDomain; g=aconstantforGod; x=avariable; y=avariable; Rxy= rknowsy;
Vtx= x is a person; $x= x is a fact' Fy = y is bad

AI3. C ITnC Sxrcgx IIyC Fy r1y <if, for all rrifris a fact then God knows it, then
for ally, ify is ba4 then God knowsy (including
that it is bad) >

< if God knows all facts, then, if there is some bad

God knows of it >.

\?hat are the consequences of saying this? Here is one obtained by doing a substitution into 13.

43. CCpqCNqNP

43. PlIIxCd*rcg*,ilnYCBYKP = AI4.

AI4. CCIIxC $x rgx ny C Fy Kgy C NnyC By tcgJ' NIIxC 0x rgx

A14.=C A13.-415.

A15. C NnyCpy rgy NIIxC$x rcgx < if it is not the case that, for all y ify is bad then God
knows about it, then it is not the case that for all x
if * is a fact then God knows it >

< if God does not know about some particular bit of
badness, then it is not the case that God knows

everything >.

This conclusion expresses the situation that will come about if God makes him-herself temporarily
blind to wickedness.

The ethics of a god who could know about a wicked act and turns away' refusing to see evil and

the causes of sorrow, are not praiseworthy. rITe are reminded of the moral we are expected to draw

from the story of Pilate washing his hands of responsibility for Jesus' death. The ethics are not
discussed, of course, in this bit of logic, but again we can Eee that omniscience has logical ties to
facts about God which cannot be avoided, no matter how much the theologian may dislike them.
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Temporarily lVicked

Similarly we do not assrune that, if everything God does is well done and good, then people are
barred from doing well and doing good.To take the ethical case, we wish to say that:

(2) everything God does is good.

TheUniversalDomain;g=aconstantforGod; *=avariable; y=avariable; 5r!=rdoesy;
Vrx = xis a person; Tx= xis good; Fy = yisbad

416, IIxCigx yx < For all r, if God does x then x is good >.

But we may also wish to make it clear that

(3) everything God does is good, but God does not do everything

A17. K IIxCDgx yx DxN|gx < Both, for all a if God does r, r is good and, there is
some x God does not do >.

This e:rpresses the idea that God is at times not involved. If the action (by some person) is bad,
God may be willing to claim the action as his-her responsibility but, nevertheless, do nothing about
it. Again we have to question the rnorality of a god who refuses to get involved when actions are
patently wicked and harmful to his-her creatures. 

1

A distinction is made in this section berween a god who (i) makes it impossible for him-herself 
I

to intervene (temporarily powerless, as above) or (ii) refuses to watch (temporarily blind, as above)
or (iii) in this last case, one who sees what is going on, could do something about it, but lets the evil
occur (temporarily wicked). A theologian might claim to be able to understand the mind of God,
and know that God will put the evil right at some later time. This looks a bit like hubris or rushing
in to patch a new logical hole that has appeared with a new axiom,'God remedies all evils.'As there
is no evidence for this occurring (even Job's rewards for doing good in the face of evil look rather
inadequate for the wrong done to him) then the rewards will have to be 'spiritualised', or placed
after death.

Is the situation where God is temporarily wicked we are assuming that God remains
omnipotent and omniscient. Imagine the following:

(5) If whatever God does is goo4 and one of the (necessarily good) thingB he does is to allow
people to do bad, then doing bad is allowable.

Spelling out the separate parts of this idea by adding n = permits (or, allows):

416. IIxCigx yx < everything God does is good >
A18. ITxCngxyx < for all r, if God permits x,.r is good >
AI9. tylarg Fy < there is somey such that both God permits it and

it is bad >
A20. IIxCEyIOrxypyZzI(8xzBz < for all x if, both x permits somey and thaty is bad,

then there is some a which * does which is bad >
< permitting something bad to happen is bad >

A20. xlg (we may also remove the quantifier IIx since we have replaced the variable with
a constant) = 421.

AzL CEylhgypyEzl<igzpz < if both God permits something and it is bad, then
there is something that God does that is bad >

A20.=C 419. - 422.
A22. Ezl(dgzpz < there is some a that God permits and it is bad >

< God permits something bad >.
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Thus we arrive at the contradictory conclusions that everything God does is good (416. the
axiom that God is ever good) and that God permits something bad (A22.>, The key moral aniom in
ttris logical argument wu A20. but this is intuitively corect. We cannot miggle out of the
conclusion as long as 'permits' applies only to those actions we do have the right (and power) to
allow or forbid: the law of the land forbids me to cycle on the motorway and permits me to drive on
it. God has the right and the power to forbid or permit wicked acts. However, to say that the
penniless tramp who sleeps under a bridge is 'permitted' to sleep at the tValdorf Astoria is
technically corect but morally abhorrent.

Again we have the consequence that grving God a characteristic which goes against his-her
usual naturer even if temporarily, (in this case temporarily wicked) brings with it problems which
must be acknowledged, If a believer wishes to press for logical solutions to this theological
conundrum we need some logical patch such as a logical system for God which includes an axiom
which says God is not wicked (does nothiug bad) if he-she allows people to be wicked. This is to say

that some wickedness is not rruickedness (that is, what we would call wicked is not wicked for God).
There has in the past been a certain amount of such thinking - God is not declared wicked for

drowning all but Noah and his family in the flood. Flowever, more modern thinking likes to say that
God works to a 'higher' or more 'noble'morality than our own, is less interested, for example, in
justice than in mercy. A present-day Christian theologian might rather have the flood story re-
written with God forgiving everyone and saving them from a flood. This tendancy can be seen in
innumerable high minded children's stories where the naughty child, or pet, is, nevertheless, saved

from disaster by the parents or some trick of the plot, and the message that parents love you despite
your wickedness is clearly made. Thus the contemporary secular children's book is more 'God-like'
than the religious children's book of earlier times in which, in Dylan Thomas's memory, 'small boys,
though warned with quotations not to, would skate on farmer Giles' pond and did and drowned,'
Hany the Arry Dog, and Where the Wild, Things Are, and Come Away from the Water Shirley,l paint a

much more humane picture of the way tlings are than the theologians do in positing a iust God or
even a temporarily wicked @y human standards) God.

The effect on free will of a god who interferes

A topic which few theologians seem to have faced is whether moral choices without control, that is,
free-will, is logically available in a world in which God does interfere. Pharaoh chose to pursue the
fleeing Israelites and this would have resulted in their all being killed, or at least re-enslaved, when
they were bottled up against the Red Sea, had not God intervened and dried up the sea at the right
moment for the Israelites to cross and let it rush back in at the right moment to swamp Pharaoh's
pursuing army. Jews and Christians usually see the story from the Israelite point of view but the
theological moralist, and the logician who is helping, must see it from all sides.

If we were to find out, presumably by experiment, that every time we made a moral decision
(and took some action) then the action failed, then, at that moment, we would begrn to doubt if we

had free-will. At this point we might want to distinguish berween intent and results in morals.
(l) Intent: does free-will apply to intent alone? For example, Pharaoh decides, freely, to chase

the Israelites, but the result of the chase is nothing to do with the decision. Passages in the Gospels
suggest that this is the correct interpretation for Christians. For example, Jesus is attributed with the
idea that lusting after a woman is equivalent to actual adultery.

(2) Resul*: are choices without results choices at all? Tirke an everyday event like buytng an ice-
cream: we may decide to buy one on a hot day in the city but be unable to find an ice-cream shop.
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Sfle feel hot, frustrated and hungry but has ou! choice been taken away from us by fate? Or was it
not a proper choice at aU? Since it was incapable of fulfilment (no ice cream shops open) - there
was not ApNq < to buy or not to buy > but only Np < rot to buy > so we could not choose, only
curse. Pharaoh is in the same bind - to chase or not to chase - in a situation that God is not going
to let him catch the Israelites whatever he chooses. The unattainable ice-cream is an e:<ample of a
logical impossibility and is in fact easily set out as one of the laws of transformatiou, our old friend

A3.CCpqCNqNp < if choosing to buy implies being able to buy, then, being unable to
buy implies being unable to choose >.

However, that is not the case for Pharaoh; he is not logically unable to choose to chase: there
are indeed Israelites to chase, and he has the means to chase them. What he is unable to do is to
catch them. However, he is not deciding to catch them, but only to try to catch them. No matter how
he phrases the decisiou (imagining perhaps that he is choosing to catch them) the fact of the matter
is, as we say of anything in the future, 'in the lap of the gods'. Perhaps saying we are free to choose

is like saying we are free to gamble, but not free to win or lose. Someone will win, someone will
lose; either (l) some god will choose the winner and manipulate the fall of the dice, or (2) some set

of impossibly complex laws (theoretically possible to discover but practically impossible to do so)

will cause the dice to fall one way, or (3) some cause-less random event will direct the dice. But
whichever one of these situations is tnre, we will still have chosen a number, taken our own gamble,

freely decided which is the best thing to do.

This is not to say that any god interferes in every event. In fact he-she would be unwise to do
so since people would glve up trylng to bring about their desires if the outcome always fell out
predictably. This is a continuation of the problem of evil and is the Great Hypnotist hlpothesis
revisited - in this case regular intervention for good would make people give up choosing good

actions as they would realise that the Great Interventionist would make it right, anyway. It would
also make it possible for people to do some statistical work on outcomes of choices and so decide
whether a god was good or evil. There are ways for the Great Interventionist to avoid being thus
pinned down; for example to equally divide interventions for good and evil at the same time being
careful not to reward choosing-the-good more often with good than rewarding it with evil. This
leaves the god's nature as a-mord and the only way I can see of rescuing him-her from that charge

is for the god to make interventions (and rewards for choosing-the.good) as practically unknowable
as 'chaos theort' makes the causes of a storrn.

A non-theological look at free-will

It should be remembered that discussion about whether people have free-will, ao illusion of free-
will or no free witl at all (our actions being determined) is not tlre sole prerogative of theology.

Science has not yet decided if every event has a cause. Hume pointed out so convincingly that
we have no reason for assuming that every event has a cause and that we can be sure only of constant

conjunction (so far, up to this minute) that scientists seldom couch their descriptions of events in a
way that either uses the word 'cause' or assumes it. The schoolmen carefully divided causes into
different types but they included theological causes and that may also have put scientists ofr using

the word.
The mathematics of chance, randomness and indeterminary have been pursued with great

helpfulness to science, the law, and gambling (the 'gaming industry' as it is called by present day
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'spin doctors'). Particle Physics has major theories about events which are treated as indeterminate

and by using these theories, and the mathematics developed with them, has been able to predict

events in the quaotum world with greater accuracy than predictions in any other branch of science'

However, despite Neils Bohr's insistence that actions at the sub-atomic level cannot be known and

that therefore their causes should not be pursued, science cannot proceed if it is assumed that
events have no cause.

If there are events which are random or chance, then ttrere will be no answers to 'why?' r!9hen

you come to the point where events are random there is no point in investigating further' (Ihe main

candidates are events invoMng electrons, and an interesting theory pursued by Penrose (1995)

suggests that bright ideas are the end result of cause-less electron changes in brain cells.) It is

possible to measure the occurrence and nature of the random events' but finding any pattern in
their occurrence immediately removes the notion that they are random - they have a pattern' a rule

by which their occurrence can be predicted, therefore they are not random. Science admits no

reason for ceasing to enquire further into the nature of events, looking for causes of constant

coniunctions or constant mis-coniunctions.
So science by its nature assumes what philosophers call determinism and what theologians call

pre-destination, that is, the god-controlled version of determinism, The scientist calrnot but believe,

if he or she is going to go on doing science, that answers to why events take place can be found. In
recent times mathematicians have begun to devetop ways of quantirying the chains of 'causation' in
complex ordinary day happenings and in laboratory experiments. In what looks to the logician as a

grave mistake in nomenclature the branch of mathematics is called 'Chaos Theory'. The famous

illustration is that a butterfly's wing-clap in Vienna may be the beginning of a causal chain which

results in a tornado in the USA, the loss of lives and huge damage; without the wing-clap that
particular hurricaue could not have developed.

Determinism must be the scientific supposition, one of the axioms on which scientific

endeavour is based. The alternative is true chaos in which events (albeit very small events, but the

basic events of our physical universe) have no causes, are therefore individually unpredictable, do

not obey rules. 'Where there are no rules logic and mathematics may proceed but their relationship

to tfue world has no solidity: even logical 'truisms', such as Cpp <things are what they are>, is no

longer true. Famous scientists have come down on different sides of this argument, Bohr on the

side of indeterminism, Einstein on the side of determinism, saylng that 'God does not play dice.'

I cannot see how science can proceed if indeterminism is accepted. For example, it may be

found, even proved, that we can never know why a particular electron changed its energy level, but
we may be able to study the rules governing the energy levels of a million million electrons. To find

a rule is to find that chance is not operating - the cause of an individual's changing may elude us

but the rule tells us that under certain conditions the electrons will change in a certain way and in

other conditions they will change in a different maruler - there is a pattern there, so we say, 'it is

not by chance, but because of something about the conditions; we don't know what it is, but there

must be a cause.'Others will say, "What is the use of saying there is a cause if we know we can never

find it?'Flowever, the philosopher will probably say, 'Are you going to broaden the word 'cause'to
include 'unfindable reasons'? If so, let us know and do not change your minds, so that sensible

discussion may continue - define your terrns and stick to that, as you have done, since Hume, for

cause = constant coniunction.'
The moralist with utilitarian leanings wonders if free-will as we know it is iust a way of saying

that the springs of our acrions are so many and of such different strengths that, although they exist

(our actions are determined), they cannot for practical reasons be discovered. Thus we have the

illusion @ecause our brains and insights are so weak) that we are free to choose this or that course

of action, and it is this state we call 'having free-will'. I?'e can follow Penrose and suggest that

randorn events of electrons in our brain help us make up our minds as they tip our decisions this

way or that at the end of bitlion-part causal chains (much as which storm we get depends on which

bunerfly flaps first, this one here or that one there). This path is plausible but it does say that our

decision, and it may be a moral decision, has a reasou, namely an electron's change.

I find myself driven to this position, or one like it in which the electron's change has also a
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reason (a cause) :ui yet undiscovered and at present undiscoverable. Nevertheless, the electrou's
change is not a 'moral' change - it is not affected by the goodness or badness of the situation;
where then does the ethical natut€ of the decision lie? Certainly not at the quantum level. The
elesrron's change can perhaps be likened in force (at the very end of the chain) to other 'chance'
events which also lie at the very periphery of the moral decision; remember ttrat moral decisions are

made following the interaction of moral precepts and facts. At the very periphery of a moral
decision (such as whether to ring your sick aunt or not) may lie facts about the weather - if it is fine
she will be out in the garden out of earshot of the phone - and you believe it is raining because you
caught, out of the corner of your eye, water on the window caused, unrealised by you, by a burst
water pipe due to shoddy copper allowed out of the smelter by an inspector whose wife had recently
left him because... because ... because....

Thus I find myself able to accept that free-will applies to moral decision-making since the
chance events (or events with no known causes) apply to the facnral part of the moral situation, not
to the strictly ethical part (moral rules such as 'be good to your aunt') which have no need of
verification or causal chains.

We may scnrtinise our moral precepts and scrutinise our deontic logic, and there chance or
'unknowable' events may help or hinder our reasoning, but it is not moral sgsssning, but rather
meta-moral cogitation; free-will is not involved because our choices (such as changing our moral
precepts or revising our deontic logic) do not involve choosing to do good or evil, rather choosing
efficient over inefficient.

A logic for a 'blind' god: three-valued logic.

Seldom in our everyday affairs do we need to hedge our remarks about the future with provisos
about the future being unknowable and few people nowadays add to their appointrnent diaries,
'd.v.', meaning 'God willing'. Nevertheless, when pressed, perhaps when we have made some
remark about future events which others find unlikely, we will say, 'if things go the same way as in
the pastr' or some such remark. To add such a remark to every plan or prediction, hope or fear,
would be unnecessary repetition, and even scientists on the look out for exceptions to prove their
rules good or bad, seldom add comments about the future being unknowable.

In some parts of our everyday talk we do mark a careful distinction about the likely truth of
our predictions and that is when we give advice; a conversation such as the following is very
common: 'Thke an umbrella.' 'It's not going to rain.' 'You never know, and the weather r€port was
not good.' The advice is not proffered because of knowledge of the future but good reasous for
grving it are given, But even with good reasons the prediction 'It's not going to rainr' is not treated
as a true or false statement, only as 'contingent'.

One of the great debates amongst professional philosophers of logic in the late 20th Century
has been about so called 'counterfactuals'. For example, 'If Princip had not killed the Grand Duke
Ferdinand (in Sareiavo in f 9l4) someone else would har€.'There are grave doubts about whether
the 'if....then....' sequence operates with true and false statements in such a sentence, and about
whether 'if,...then..,.' can, therefore, give true and false results in an argument involving
counterfactuals. Although the sentence is about the past there is something quite unknowable about
'someone else would have' and a simple true or false conclusion seems inappropriate.
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Logics need not ignore 'contingent' or 'undecided' or 'urlcnowable' facts, but they need to
acknowledge that they are neither true nor false at the time we are dealing rvith them. The simplest
logic for this task is one with just one 'Euth-rralue' between true and false. This value is usually
written as'Yz' since it is neither I (for true) nor 0 (for false). The logic is simply called '3-valued'.
Multi-valued logics may have auy number of values between true and false, and there are schema
for how logics with an infinite number of rralues would behave. For multi-valued logics 'l' is usually
'designated'with an asterisk in a tnrth table to show that it means 'cue'; following that pattern a

three-valued logic may have *l for true, 2 for unknowable and 3 for false. If you work your way
thmugh all the symbolic logic on page 166 you will have ttre iustification for the way the idea of
uncertainty (usually about the future) can be symbolised using our new truth-value of %.

Three-valued logic has some strange aspects but on the whole it is 'intuitive', that is, it makes
sense when you think about it. For example, whenever we talk about the future we give ourselves

some latitude and refuse to come down on one side of an argument. Think again of conversations
like the one above:

Mum: 'It's going to rain.You must take my umbrella.'
Daughter:'But it won't rain.'
Mum:'It might; you'd best take it anyhow.'
Daughter:'I will if it rains.'

Daughter refuses to be convinced by the argument about the future, and finishes the conversation
wittr a conditional agreement about what she will do,That is, she agrees to Cpq <If it rains I will
take an umbrella> but leaves the truth ofp <It qfll lein > hanging in the air undecided. \Jfe usually
refuse to give tnrth values to staternents about the future. We can express this idea (of deciding
neitlrer way) by using % for such a truth value,

F{owever, a vital law of two-valued logic ceases to work in three-valued logic. It is lpNp, t}re
Law of Excluded Middle. For any formula to be a law it rnust give a tnre argument no matter what
tlre uuth value of the propositions or statements in it. Working through ApNp in nvo-valued logic
you get:

ApNpwtthpll =AINI =410 = I
ApNpwrthpl? =A0N0 =401 = 1

Working it through in three-valued logic you get exactly the same except for

ApNp wrth pl% = A%N% = A%% = %

and this means *rat in this case you do not get a true result, just an uncertain one.
Similarly JpNp <either p or not-p (and not both)> does not work since the 3-valued truth

table forJ is

Therefore,

JpNp wrth pl% = J%N% - J%% = %

In three-valued logic ApNp, arrd JpNp, the Law of Excluded Middle, does not work in its usual
strong, unequivocal way, To put it another way, the 'middle'has not been excluded but given an

'undecided' status.
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ATtree-valued System

How is it possible to work out new truth tables? Look at what happens to N <It is not the case that>.
N will have to allow for occasions when it does not iust switch any true proposition into a false one
(and vice versa). IThat is N to do to some proposition which is uncertain? What is thg rnsxning of 'It is
not the case that it will rain tomor:ow'? Stre understand it, but it seems iust as uncertainly mre (or

false) as 'It will rain tomorrow'. Ttre new three-valued system had better make N'change' something
uncertain into something uncertain, that is, not change its truth value at all. So we have the following
forM

Secondln we will need a spread-sheet or matrix with 9 cells for any operator, zuch as KrA ot C,

that takes two propositions each with three vdues. !7e can work our wey to what the values should be

in this sort of way: Kmeans <both/and> and it can only be true when bottr p and g (both propositions

or statements it joins) are true at the same time. Any mixture of false and true is going to make K
false. But what if one of the trvo ideas it is joining is uncertain? Either both turn out to be tme (K is
then rrue). Or ttrey may turn out to be both false, or a mixture (Kis then false). So ttre fate of Kis still
uncertain a(cept where K joins an uncertain to a false (K is then false). To allow for them both
turning out true we had better give K joining two uncertainties as uncertain too. So the truth table for
Kcomes out es:

The table for C (imptication, iflthen) can be worked-towards in this way: the key idea in
implication, as logic uses it, is that if sometbing is tme, it is true no matter what, and anything trule or
fatse will imply that it is true. The one thing implication will never do is lead from a true statement to
a false one. Vhen we have trncertainties (following that pattern) if something is true, not only

something false but also anything uncertain will not alter that, So, an uncertainty may imply a truth or
another uncertainty, but never a falsehood. This gives us the truth table for C:

The table forl is as follows.

Please note (it is very important) that when you get to a three-valued logic many of the translations

from one operator to another do not hold. For o<arnple, Apqin nro-valued logic could be defined or

translated into CNp4. In three-valued logic it cannot be. However, in three-valu ed logsc Apq = CCpqq.3
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Uing three zsalues in theologt

If a god, constrained by the desire to give people free-will, makes him-herself blind to the future
then, for the duration of that blindness, the god must, for his-her own cogitations about the
consequences of actions, use a logic with at least 3-values. One of the constraints on the god's
thoughts about the future will be that he-stre canqot say, for example, 'Either Eve will eat the apple
or she will not,' with the same confidence that he-she could have said it whilst not blind to the
future. Note, this is not to suggest that there is a third alternative to eating or not eating the apple;
those are still the only alternatives - even the sudden destruction of the world by a meteorite leaves

Eve not eating the apple, though for a rather different reason from that which was first envisaged.
You can think of the'%'meaning that the alternatives do not apply yet,

The logical implications of having a god who is all-knowing, or not-all-knowing were, naturally
enough, discussed by the schoolmen, commenting (in this case) on the ninth chapter of the Da
Inurpretatione where Aristotle discusses propositions in the future tense, using as an illustration
'There is going to be a sea battle romorrow'. (He must have been imagining hirnself standing on the
shore at Salamis 150 years earlier.) Aristode says that the proposition 'There is going to be a sea

battle tomoffow' is neither true nor false and calls such propositions 'neuter') meaning what we
have meant by *re truth value 'rZ'. F{owever, Aristotle was sure that 'Either t}rere will be a sea battle
tomorrow or there will not'is definitely true, which we, as we constructed our uuth tables were not
able to say. This was realised by Ock*ram, and discussed in his commentary on De Interpretatione in
}ris T?actants de haedestinatione. I0hen we have two propositions,

p < God knows thatl will happen > and
q < Awil happen >, (where Ais a contingent, undetermined future event)

Ockham asks if we can logically deduce that

Cpq < if God knows that A will happen then I arl/ happen >.

Ockham thinks that we can, because, if the antecedent, p, is false and the consequent, g, is 'neuter'
then we have a false implying a neuter. In symbols:

C0%=1

It is correct because both substitutions for %, (%ll or %/0) lead to a uue argument: C01 = / and
C00 = I < a false proposition implies any proposition at all >.

Ockham looks at the other possibilities and finds them all leading to a true statement except

FC10 = 0 < if it is true that God knows rhat A will happen then it is false tnale will happen >.

Ttrat C10 is false is what one would eq)ect and fits a doctrine of God being omniscient. llowever,
Ockham looks at the converse implication,

Cqp < if A will happen then God knows thatA will happen >

and finds a snag. If g is neuter and p is false, what of the whole then? In symbols:

C%0* I

Ockham's answer is that a believer in neuter propositions would have to say of this subiect matter
'Not both p and not-q' does not always imply 'Ifp then 4'. In symbols:
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NKpNC * Cpq

Thus we see that Ockham realised that Aristotle's recognition of neuter propositions made

some coilrmon definitions and dreses invalid but he did not spell them all out, probably because he

was interested mainly in the theological implications and he did not have the benefit of a symbolic
system and rnrth tables and had to do all this reasoning verbally. For example, Ockham did not
give a 3-valued solution to

'Ifl is going to occur God knows that it is.'

which we would have as

C%0=%

and its negation the same

NC%O=%.

Further theological implications of a 3-valued logic.

Is completmes s necessary?

It is not iust some definitions and truth tables which change when a third value is inuoduced to
propositional logic. There are also questions about the way the logic can be seen to be valid and

consistent. Firstly, the set of axioms needed for the 3-valued system we have been describing are

not those of the standard propositional calculus, and instead a set invented by Tflaisberg in 1932 will
do:

W|. CCpqCCqfiPr
wZ cNqP
LV3. CCCpNppp
W4. CCNpNqCqp
Definition: APq =nf CCPqq

Secondly, this system is not 'strongly' complete. I-ogicians at the beginning of the 21st century
distinguish between several sorts of completeness and confusingly, different logicians give them
different names. For our purposes we are concerned here with two sorts of cornpleteness: in a

sysrem which is 'weakly' complete you can prove all formula that are inside the system; for a system

that is 'stongly' complete (also called 'functionally complete') you can prove that all formula that
are outside the system are indeed outside, that is, they can be disprwed; this is usually done by
proving t}1s1 gdding any thesis that negates a thesis of the system (and therefore must be outside it)
leads to an absurd conclusion - usually the conclusion that the simple 'p' is a thesis. Thus adding
NCpp to the propositional calculus (in which Cpp is a provable thesis) makes it possible to prove p
<anything and everything is true>,

You can see ttrat having a suongly complete system gives it more credence as a system that will
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reflect (and be useful for) everyday use since it is intuitively better to be able to prove not only that
'the wicked uncle did it'but also to prove that'Sir Regie's beautiful fianc6e did not.'The t}eologian
may be hopeful of finding a logic that not only proves, for example, that (i) people caused a war, but
also that (ii) God did not, The standard r$Tajsberg 3-valued logic falls down in this case since it may
help prove that people caused the war but since there are no longer iust the two alternatives -
people caused it or people did not - God is not ruled out as a cause of the war.

The only way to make 3-valued logic strongly complete is to introduce to it a new operator'7'
which has the truth table

This operator does not stand for any ordinary words, nor any idea that we normally use (except the
somewhat weird arithmetical function of subtracting a number from itself and adding %) It was
first used by Slupecki in 1936, and two e:<tra axioms are added torVaisberg's four:

W5. CTpNTp
W6. CNTpTp

Another interesting move is to remake the idea of negation so that N% does not have the truth-
value t/z but has the value /:

It seems likely that neither Slupecki's systern, not ttre idea of N%=1, both being so counter-
intuitive, will be of much help to theologians. Predicate logic has to get aloug without strong
completeness, it has enorrnous power and flexibiliry and semantic validity via 'other worlds'
interpretations, therefore there seems no good reason, and especially no theological reasou, for
reiecting the usefulness of a 3-valued system to theologians who are interested in examining a god's
omniscience.

A logic for nnn-ornniscience?

The usual use for the 3-valued logic in theology would no doubt be for argrrments about future
events. It could also be seen as the logic used by a god who is not omniscient, Here is an example of
a use by A.N.Prior2 of how 3-valued logic solves the problem tackled by the schoolmen 'If there are
neuter propositions can God be omniscient?'.

L.etOp be used to mean'God knows thatp'.Then'God is omniscient'can be symbolised by

omt. npcpdp

H there are neuter propositions (with undecided, unknowable truth value), then we must consider
three cases: p/1, p/%, p/Q meaning that our proposition is tue, unknowable, or false. From our
theology we can be sure that:
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ROr.
ROz.
RO3,

Oml.
Oml.I

OmI.
Oml.2

OmZ.

Om|.
Om3.

$1 =I
{%=0
$0=0

< God, being God,knows everything that is true >
< God (like everyone else) does not knw arrything that is neuter >
< God Qike everyone else) does not know arrything that is false >.

This gives us the three cases in symbols:

IIpCpiP, pll = OmL.l
npCI 01 < if something is true God knows it >

ITpCNp, g/% = Om1.2
npc% Q%
apply from theology the rule ROZ. = Om2.

npc%f 0 < if something is not knowable God does not know it >

IIpCpip, p/0 = Otn3
npC0$0 < if something is false God knows it is false >.

Adding together these three cases since they cover all possible cases gives us:

Om4. KRClil C%d% CW| < If something is uue God knows ir and if it is not
knowable God does not know it and if it is false God
knows it is false >

< If it is true that it will snow tomorrow God knows ttrat it
will snow tomorrow andrtno one can know if it will
snow, God cannot not know it will snow and if it is false

that it will snow, God knows that it will not snow
tomorrow >

applythe {1 = 1, O%--0, $0=0 (thetheologicalrules ROl,RO?,RO3.)

= KK CI I C%0 C00

= KK l%I
=K%1
=tl

Thus, if there are neutet propositions, then, 'God is omniscient' is one of them.

And what does that mean? It is, in fact a highly interesting result since the expectation of most
of us, used to working in a true-or-false-and-those-two-only worlds, is that if a god cannot foresee

the future then he-she is definitely not all-seeing. Flowever, the proof goes only as far as saying: if
the god cannot foresee the future he-she may be omniscient or may be not; that is, the god is
possibly omniscient.a

Time seems to be the origin of this pwzle, with, at the present moment, everything in the past

being knowable and so true or false only; present events similarly; but future events being
unknowable. Thus a god blind-to-the-future is, at this moment t2003, not omniscient, no matter
what he-she may say will happeu. In the future, at 13003, if the god }l.as inconecdy, back at 12003,

predicted the future (say a happening at 12500), we will continue to say the god is blind. However,

if under similar circumstances the god has been consistently correct about happenings in the
millennium t2003 to 13003 we may be inclined to say he-she is not blind (as we had thought) but is
now (so far) omniscient after all. Therefore, only the end of time will reveal whether the god knew

all aloog what was going to happen and the fault (of our having to iudge him-her no more than
,possibly omniscient') lies with our blindness to the future, Dot to his-her status or nature. A
theologian can argue that a god does not lose his-her nature as omniscient or non-omniscient
because of the way time flows, but that the neuter classification (symbolised by rhe V. truth-value)
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is something that we, as non-omniscient creafires are cornpelled to use. The problem of free-will
has not been solved by our third truth-value but merely postponed to the end of time!

Such a conclusion shows, ogein, that logics fit the theology you espouse' not the other way
round. A tluee valued logic allows the theologian to see what the 'side-effects' of a particular
theological stance are; in this case a theology in which the god is not omniscient. The side effects
are of rwo kinds: those which show we gqnnsf from logic decide on the god's omniscience or not,
and that if the god is not omniscient he-she must use a 3-valued logic (or many-valued logic) when
dealing with the future, accepting that the law of the excluded middle does not apply as before, and

that old definitions of one operator in terms of ottrers rnay have to be altered pro tem.

Logirs for gods who are not pedect

Three-valued logic could also be used if a theologian felt driven to deny that a god was all-powerful
or all-good, or all-anything-you-care-to-name. Adapting Prior's proof above for the position that
God is not all-powerful:

bt Vp be used to mean 'God can do anything', Then 'God is omnipotent' can be symbolised by
nfipVp, If there are neuter propositions (with undecided, unknowable truth value), then we must

considerthree casesi pll,pl%,p10, aIl of which will conuibute to the final solution. Interpreting
n$pVp as covering all possible cases gives us

KKCITyI C,/zy% C0ry0 < if something is done God does it and if it is not do-able God
ctnnot do it and if it is not done God did not do it >

< if it is true that a stone was lifted God lifted it and if a stone is

unliftable (being perhaps a mythical stone) God cannot Iift it
andif itis false that God lifted a stone then God did not lift it >.

Apply the theological rule ROZ. from page 142'ty%=0.
= I(tr( CI l C%0 C00

= KK I%1
=K%1
= 

t/2

Thus, if *rere are neuter propositions, then,'God is ornnipotent'is one of them.

Similarly, if there are neuter propositions, then,'God is all-good'is one of them.

Do we now have to use 3-valued logics for all of, for example, the Christian God's attributes?

No. Just for those where we are ignorant of certain trutJrs, due to time, or any other universal

constraint, A 'Chaos Theory' inability to see beyond a certain level of complexity, or a Neils Bohr
attitude to chance, may also limit us and make us ignorant of certain truths.

There are other logics which deal with uncenainties: the so-called 'fvz.zy'logics where 'near
enough'is all that is required; and nonmonotonic logics where true and false have a rider, 'for now,

until we know better.' Nonmonotonic logics may have an application in theology if we wish to
explore the situation that preachers use when they say, 'We cannot understand this mystery' but dl
will be revealed when we get to heaven.'
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Ways out of these dilemmas

Looking for eoidcnce

The theologian who will allow an empirical study of whether a god is omniscient (or not) may

connt and grade events in the light of other characteristics he or she is willing to allow the god to

have. This chapter has kept to the ways logic helps look at the clash of all-knowing with all-good. A
theologian with a strong belief in the divine inspiration of the Bfile could look to past biblical events

and uy to work out whettrer God showed signs of omniscience in the past. The result is a mixed

bag I fear, with God apparently learning from mistakes about what men would do - the result of
the flood has already been mentioned - and on the other hand God successfully organising events

to save'his people'from plagues, pursuers and invaders, and engineering Jesus's miracles.

Re-defining terrns

The theologian who wishes to avoid the consequences of the reverse-I(antian argument which
drove us to the conclusion that God has to be less than all-powerful or all-knowing or all-good to
make free will possible (or to account for evil) may try to re-define the terms so that the argument
does not hold. There have been such attempts based on ideas such as that God may be 'almighty'
rather than 'omnipotent' and 'everlasting' rather than 'eternal'. One can invent further subtleties

such as 'all-wise' rather than 'all-knowing' and 'all-compassion' rather than 'all-good'. These last

two would certainly let God offthe charge of failing to prevent evil since (1) we use 'wise'for'good
use of one's deductive powers and clear foresightedness' rather than 'always-correct', and (2) we use

'compassion' for empathy with others' emotions - rather than doing physical actions, such as

feeding the poor, which being good implies.
U one accepts these re-definitions of the nature of God it is clear that we are not talking about

the same god as previously and if this line of argument is accepted it is an admission that the logical
power of the reverse Kantian argument has destroyed the omnipotmt, omniscimt, all-good god. Is the
new almighty, all-wise, all-compassionate god immune from the power of the reverse Kantian
argument? I think that he-she is. \Thether he-she is worthy of worship is up to the believer. What
logics apply to the re-defined god? Using the aid of another type face, our new almighty, all-wise, all-
compassionate god can be represented by'God'.

A logic for the re-defined God

Going back to our use of one of the laws of transposition we can try out the togic of this new God.

There is no need to use predicates to see a general theme. If we put the new definitions into lI. we

get:

A1. CKKpqrs < If Godis almighty, all-wise and all-compassion, then good things always

happen >.

Now introduce the idea of evil by using Ns to say it is not the case that good things always happen

- we need only one bad thing to happen to make this true. IThat follows? Firstly a simple
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substitution of s/Ns to bring out the idea that in a world with this new God good does not dways
occur:

lI. s/Ns = AI.1

AI.1 CKKpqrNs < if Godis almighty, all-wisdom and all-compassion, then good things
do not always happen >.

Ve can now write out the consequences of finding tlut good things always happen,

42. 2 C C KKp qrN sCNNsNKKpga

42.2 x s =4r.lV,lVs, = 42.3

A2.3 CCKKpqrNsCsNKKpqr < if, Godis almighty, all-wisdom and all-compassion implies
that good things do not always happen, then, if good things
always happen then it is not the case that Godis almighty,
all-wisdom and all-compassion ).

This does not sound exactly right since it seems that we have to abandon all three attributes in a
lump at the end, and may not abandon iust one of them. Flowever, there is a set of laws in this
ordinary propositional logic, called de Morgan's Irws, which allow us to move fuom A2,3 to A2.4,
Going through the proof would be tedious.

42.4 CCKKpqrNsCsAANpNqNr < if, God is almight,t all-wisdom and all-compassion
implies that good things do not always happen, then,
if good things always happen then Godis either not
almighry or not all-wisdom or not all-compassion, or
not all three >.

If the new God is proved better than expected, if everything goes well, or worse than even this
morlified list of properties suggests, what then? Everything going well, being good, could occur in
the Rosencrantz aud Guildenstern world where we have free-will but by luck we have always chosen
well. Living in the R&G world we could reasonably assume that God was more 'powerful'than
supposed was in fact in absolute control, was omnipotent, omniscient and all-good. However, by
our logic we are able to assume only that if good is always happening ttren God is not as described,

and that could include that he-she is incompetent, rtnintelligent and evil, or any mix you like to
name.

If everything went worse than e4pected - totally badly - what could we say? The simple
substitution of s/ < bad things always happen > wiU bring out the idea that in a world with this new
God evil does not always occur:

A2.4 CCKKpqrNsCsAANpNqNr < if, Godis almighty, all-wisdom and all-compassion
implies that bad things do not always happen, then,
if bad things always happen then Godis either not
almighty, or not all-wisdom, or not all-compassion, or
not all three >.

Remember that by out logic we are able to assume only that if bad is always happening then Godis
not as desctibed.

Therefore, we can see that so far this logic does no more that show that logical conclusions
from unlikely premises about the newly defined God can be made. However, the tangles between
the negatives bring up the necessity of using predicate logic to do the untangling. For example we
have iust used s to mean '!ad things always happen'and the negation of that, Ns, is not'good things
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always happen' but rather 'bad things do not always happen' that is, 'good things sometimes
happen'. This seeming a-syrnmery of negation was well known to the ancients and a major part of
Aristotelian logic. It is also a key part of the logic of scientific procedure where the aim is to
discover a universal truth, for example, ( all metals are solids >.Just one negative example will
bring the theory dowu, < Mercury is a liquid therefore, not all metals are solids >. One negative
example does not ret)erse the theory, in this example, < no metal is solid >, Predicate logic (which is
essential to reproducing in modern ways the rules of Aristotelian logic) handles these problems with
its restricted dolrnains, 'rules of quantification', fTI and m, 21 and 82, and the use of singular term
constants (e.g., people's names).

Conclusion

In this long chapter we have been looking at th.e logical problems which arise from having a single
god and finding ttrat there is evil in the world. Some of these problems spring from the insistence
by most versions of Christianity that t}19 singlg god is characteristically all-powerfirl, all-knowing,
and all-good. The attempted solution to these problems in DP theology is for the god to make him-
herself temporarily unable to remove evil from the world. Shon examples showed how these three
attributes of the god are logically incompatible with each other whilst evil exists, even if one of the
tlree is temporarily in abeyance. The temporary mea$,ues do not relieve the god of moral
responsibility if he-she is also (as is usual) the creator of the world.

Trytng to find a logic for a monotheistic religion which allows the god to be less *ran perfect
was essayed using a three-valued logic and this resulted in such statements as, 'God is all-powerfrrl'
(or, 'God is not all-powerfrrl') being neither true nor false. This is not a totally unhelpful situation:
we are u$ed to, 'It will rain tomorrow' (or, 'It will not rain tomorrow') as neither true nor false, and
the logics which deal this way with possibilities are well developed.

A different way has been suggested out of the dilemmas that go wittr perfection for God. It is
to abandon the attributes of perfection and substitute others, namely almighty, all-wisdom and all-
compassion. Flowever this leads to a new, similar, set of conclusions which are probably
unacceptable to most Christians.
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2. See Prior (1955) pp.245to246

3, The idea that the tuth value Y, can be interpreted as meaning'possibly'is one ttrat Prior and
many others pursued vigorously in the middle of the 20th century since the use of many-valued
truth tables could provide ways of validating modal ideas. This was before possible-world
semantics became more usual. It is touched on in Prior (1955) pp.246 to 255.

4. It is often useful to transform the diffisult-1o-grasp statement using one operator into its
equivalent:

3-valued Apqbecomes CCpqq < ifp.implies-q then g >
< if Eve is eating the apple implies Dresden is being bombed

then Dresden is being bombed >.

This illustration brings out the ridiculous notion of the two propositions existing together, which
is ttre basic notion in'Either..,or...'

Looking at the I-aw of the Excluded Middle, ApNp (rhe idea that things are either true or
false, which is obviously not the case when we deal with a third truttr value) we find that,

3-valuedApNp becomes CCpNpNp < ifp implies Not-p,then Nor4 >
< if Eve eats the apple implies her-not-eating-it, then

she does not eat it >.
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Chapter 9

A Christian Theology: Axioms 4, 5 and 6

About DP4
Intoductory remarhs

A logic of commands?

Commands and a PossibleWorlds modnl; Obeying God.'s commands

ATheologt based on authority
About DP5

Innoductory rmtarks
A logic for a moral'ity which accepts the transference of punishment
Other problems

About DP6
Conclusions

Conclusion n thi.s chapter
Conclusion n Section I of PART 2

[People deserve to be punished for dlsobedlence.]
[The idea of transferable punishment.]
God punished himself instead of people.

That people deserve to be punished for disobedience, and that that punishment may be
(legitimately) transferred to someone else, these are ideas that are seldom stated and do not appear
in any creeds I know of. The square brackets around this pair are to highlight the fact that *rey are

not, in my sense, theological axioms, firstly, because they do not use the word 'God' or 'gods'.
Ilowever, for the Death Protestant theology to work - for there to be any sense in DP6 - these ideas
must be stated. I do not see any way they can be derived from the first three axioms and so I have
added them to my set. They are, however quite different in kind and must be looked at separately.

DP4. [People deserve to be punished for disobedience.]

Introductory remarks

There is a sense in which DP4. is a tautological proposition. It can be said that deserving
punishment is part of the idea of disobedience and that 'disobedience' can be defined as 'actions
deserving punishment' or, in the Prior/Andersonian logic of Chapter 5, 'incurring the sanction'.
Substituting'actions deserving punishment' for'disobedience' gives us:

DP4.1 People deserve to be punished for actions deserving to be punished

and uo one is going to question that.
Flowever, disobedience is a particular sort of punish-worthy action. A'commander'is required

to make an order which is then not carried out. To pull the cat's tail may deserve punishment if

DP4.
DP5.
DP6,
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done by an adult but the first time a child does it, before being told not to, no disobedience is
involved. Flowever, I izzy Borden, despite haviug never been given the specific command, 'Do not
to kill your father, with an axe or otherwise,' had, no doubt, heard the sinth commandment of the
Ten Commandmentsr'Thou shalt not kill.'

Questions then arise: whence comes the power to cornmand? Has tlis 'commander'the right
to cornmand all others, or iust one, or iust this particular other? Is this an occasion to command or
is command dependent on particular circumstances? May some commanders give general, all-
embracing commands, and others grre only very specific cornmands. Are a god's commands
stronger, in some sense, than human commands? In what sense can laws of nature such as, 'if you
grab netdes you will get stung by them'be thought of as commands?

It will be necessary to look more closely than before at a logic of commands, Such logics have
been proposed by both Catholic and Protestant theologians and logicians, thouglr for different
reasons. In theology the important commands are usually thought of as following upon some initial
belief. This initial belief is that the commands of *re god or gods should be obeyed taken as rnoral
rules, never questioned, and that obeying the commands exonerates every believer from blarne if
obeying leads to results that look bad or evil. The usual iargon is to talk of the initial belief as an
example of following or accepting the god's authority.

A logic of commands?

A logic of commands was quickly essayed in Chapter 3. and the handy rules about when commands
can be incorporated in deductions were listed. A closer examination is important at this iuncture.

ln 1944 Alf Rossl opened up this topic in modern times. Amongst his comments in his paper,
'Imperatives and I-ogic'he laid out what is now called'Ross's paradox'. He asks what to do about
the case where someone, on being given the comrnandr'Post this letter', knows that

RCl. CpAqp < if p then either q or p >

is a logical law, and thinks of the substitutions you get with plYou will post the letter, and qlYou will
bum the lener,

RCI. CpAqp < if you will post the letter then you will either burn it or post it >.

This sounds strange - we would never say it - but logically it is a sound thesis of propositional
logic, and the substitutions are legitimate.

RC 1. CpAq? < if [the command is given] Post the lener! rhen [the command is also
given, i.e., can be inferredf either Burn the lenq! or Post it! >,

Ross suggests we might iust meet someone who believed such a logical progpession and burnt the
letter instead of posting it in order to obey tJ:e command. R.M. Harez, who took up the problems of
commands in 1949 sa]4s the paradox is instructive to commanders who should always remember
that they arc responsible for the results of their commands. I think both are forgetting that the
symbol 'l' stands for a usage of 'either..,or,..'which is not common in ordinary speech; .l' is more
properly uanslated 'either ... or ... or both of them.' The symbol f is used for ttre more common
interpretation, 'either ... or ... (but not both)' and the formula CplO is not a thesis of the
propositional calculus and so substitutions into it are not valid. Using J the paradox vanishes.

Hare gives quite a list of and quotations from, earlier logicians and scientists who felt that the
only sentences which may be the subiect matter of logic are those which are (a) scientific usage,
(b) statements, (c) communication of references, (d) use symbolic words, (e) refer to a referrend,
(I) are fact-stating, (g) are true or false, (h) designative, (i) declarative, (i) cognitive, (k) theoretical,
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(l) referential, and (m) informative. These were in conrrast to sentences which were (n) emotive,
(o) evocative, (p) not-fact-stating, (q) elpressing or o<citing feelings, (r) attitudinal, (s) aimed to
influence, (t) or motivational, which are unable to be dealt wittr in a logical manner. Thus
commands would not be able to be dealt with by logic. If fact, such lists walls off a half of our
ordinary talk from logic. \tr7e have already seen how modern branches of logic do deal with such
'unscientific'topics as what we ought or ought not do.

Hare called the first set-all those sentences which purport to give information-indbative
sentences. This he did because in grammar their verbs are in the 'indicative tnood-they indicate
what rs ('Helen Clark ar Prime Minister'). Some modern grammarians prefer the technical term,
'declaratives'. There are only two grammatical moods in English (the ottrer is the 'subiunctive') and
as a pragmatic move it is probably wise to leave the subiunctive mood aside as it usually indicates
something that is not ('If I were Helen Clark then ...'), and such sentences, nowadays called
'counterfactuals', have given rise to a grcat deal of discussion about their logical status, most of
which is not relevant to theologies. However, there are several other grammatical categories which
we use every day which we may need including the interrogatives (questions) and imperatives
(commands) both of which, in English, are shown by distinctive tricks of the voice or changes in
word order, or omissions, or special added words and symbols (l and 0. In English questions may
involve a lift in pitch of the last word in an ottrerwise indicative sentence ('You are going home
now?') or a change in word order ('Are you going home now?'). A logic of questions is called
Erotetic Logic.

Imperatives (commands) have many characteristic and come in several forms.
(a) They have no tense distinctions (some may say they are always in a future tense); they often have
no subiect, or it appears after the verb ('Get a hair cut, boy!').
O) Often they use the infinitive of a verb, but without the word 'to' (the declarative 'Dawd came
home' or 'David comes home' or 'David will come home' become$, as a command, 'David, come

home').
(c) Modal words such as 'should', 'mu$t', '*"y', 'ought to', 'possibly', 'necessarily' cannot be used
in commands ('You must do as you're told'is a perhaps command when used with a raised voice
and exasperated tone but written it could be mistaken for a moral dictum).
(d) All are active or 'dlmamic' in tone (you cannot say 'Be old!') and if it appears otherwise ('I-ove
your enemies') these can be seen as active when re-stated ('Be loving towards your enemies').
(e) Progressive forms (-ing forms) are rare (despite *re last example).
(f Passive forms (in English, but not in Maori) are rare ('Don't be deceived by..,'r'Get lost!').

Hare attempted to show that commands and declarative sentences could be written in a logical
form which showed them to be closely allied in form, and that logical deductions cotrld be made iu
both cases - logic does not apply only to declarative sentences. To do this he, as it were, invented a
tenseless or 'time-irrelerrant' form of both declarative sentences and commands, reminrling us that
commands apply only to the future, but leaving that aside for the time being. His first rnove is to
take closely similar sentences such as

1. John walks on the path and
2. John, walk on the path

and to pick out that part which is exactly the same in each sentence (the desciplor is his term) and
tlre bit which makes the difference (the dictoris his term).

Descriptor: John watking on the path
Dictor: L.Is doneryes (added for declarative uses of the Descriptor)
Dictor: 2, Do itrplzase (added for command uses of the Descriptor)

Hare has a set of symbols to help manipulate this system, and I think better symbols could be
invented however, for our purposes, neither are worth enumerating here.
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Hare found plenty of problems, in parricular a set of paradoxes of this form:

(Statement) <!(ihen skydiving you put your parachute on and iump out of the aeroplane. >
(Command) < Put your parachute on and jump out of the aeroplane.>

The statement, if it is true, can be broken up into two true propositions. In logic you may put them
in either order because Kpq = Kqlp.

< when skydiving you iump out of the aeroplane >
< when skydiving you put on a parachute >.

But the command cannot be broken up this way, *rat is into rwo equally proper commands, in
either order. Consider

< iump out of the aeroplane )
< put on a parachute >.

Commands must follow each other in a proper sequence or there will be disastrous conseguencesj
for statements the connecting <Both .,. and ... > is 'timeless' but for commands the connecting
<Both ... and then ,..> is'timebound'as most of our cornmon uses of 'and'are indeed.

In a paper Austin Duncan-Jones3 works on the Hare model and at the rules for mixing
assertions of fact and commands. His main reason for mixing them is that we seldom, unless we are
in the armed forces, come across imperious commands which invite only obedience or rebellion;
much more co[tmon and everyday are instructions, or requests, or pieces of advice, witl reasons
given for taking the advice. Thus the most cofirmon place where a command is given is when it is
embedded in a chunk of rnonologue of the a form similar to, 'Look, you know that if it is raining
you'll get wet without a raincoat, and it's raining already, so take your macintosh.'Duncan-Jones
calls this a 'Justification' and points out that even a simple remark such as, 'Pass me the matches.' (a

command) has lurking with it an assertionr'There is a packet on the mantelpiece.'
Duncan-Jones sets up a table of similar logical theses based on the propositional calculus

thesis:

N3. CKCpqpq < if bothp implies q and pthen 4 >
< if it is raining take a mackintosh, and it is raining, so take a mackintosh >.

Duncan-Jones then examines the l6 possibilities when commands and assertions are substituted for
the variables. I will not write these out, but they involve cases such as the following:

PC3.6. < IfJill is wise implies she takes a mac, and be wise Jill!, then she takes a mac >
rc3.7. < IfJill be wise! implies she takes a mac, and be wise Jill!, then she takes a mac )

From these cases Duncan-Jones derives t}te rules introduced in Chapter 3, $7, Axiomatic Theology,
paragraph 5.2, (from which I made theological parallels in 5.3.)

CR[. From a series of assertions a further asseftion may be deduced.
CRz. From a series of cornmands a further command may be deduced.
CR3. From a mixture of assertions and commands we may deduce a further command

but not a further asserrion.
CR4. From a series of commands it is never possible to deduce an assertion.
CR5. From a series of assertions it is never possible to deduce a command.

The most interesting of these rules is CR3, and I hinted at reasons why it should be expanded to
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CR3.I From a rnixture of assertions and commands we may deduce a furttrer command
but not a further assertion. flf it appears that an assertion may be deduced from a
mixture, that concluding assenion may be deduced from first assertions alone;
the commands are not necessary to the deduction and can be put aside.)

One reason for rule CR3.l holding is that of parsimony (akin to Ockham's razor or'Keep it simple,
stupid'). If we can do without the commands in a chain of reasoning, or, we can do without the
assertions, then leave them out. A command-free argument is a case of rule CRl. An assertion-free
argument is a case of rule CRZ.

Commands and a' Pos sible Worlds' modpl

A 'possible worlds'way of looking at corrmands helps us see what is going on,logically, to give us
our confidence in rule CR.3. A command is a suggestion that something be done in the future. It
may be the very immediate future, such as 'Fire!'given to the execution squad, but it will change
the world we live in at present: the prisoner is alive now, even as the command is being given, but iu
the time it takes to pull the trigger and the bullets to fly, he or she will be dead and the world
changed for ever. This may not seem likely in the absuact but it is eternally important to the
prisoner, and if the prisoner is Steve Biko, or a peasant remembered by Goya, or the last Tzar, then
it is obvious that a quite different world results. Even more shattering was the command'fire'to the
bombardier on the Enola Gay over Hiroshima on the 8th ofAugust 1945.

The result is that a command is about bringing a possible world into oristence, one that can
not be known exactly at the time of the command. Therefore, no assertion made beforehand about
the possible world after the command is obeyed is true. Assertions about the past and present can
be true but not assertions about the future (except for triviala ones about the rules of mathematics
and logic). That is, all assertions about the possible world must be conditional on such ideas as 'If
the future resembles the past...' In a similar fashion one cannot conrmand the past. Once a

command had been obeyed then we have moved into what was only a possible world before the
shot was fired, tlre bomb dropped, etc. At this point an infinite number of assertions can be made
about what was once only possible but now is real.

A command in this world crn create a new asseftion in the world which comes into being
when the command is obeyed, 'Shut the door!'in this world is a command; a minute later, when
the door has been shut, it is no longer a command (it cannot be carried out, it iust has the sound or
shape of a command) but the assertion 'The door is shut', untrue when the command was uttered
is now true.5

No wooder commands csnnotr in a piece of reasoning in this present world, lead to assertions
about this present world. It is generally agreed that the conclusion of any argument commits you to
less than the premises - this is a way of saying in the old fashioned iargon that logic is 'analytic',
that is, that it teases out ideas that are already there. Commands are set in a particular world, and
sometimes contradictory commands pre-suppose the same particular world - 'Shut the window!'
and 'Don't shut the window!' both are sensible commands if in this world the window is open.
Assertions add to the pre-suppositions, that is to the context, to the description of the world in
which some co[rmands are sensible and some are not. Some assertions are just about ttre facnral,
physical state of the world: the open or shut window, the Enola Gay being ovrer Hiroshima or still
miles away, Other assertions, iust as important, are about ethical matters: 'The world will be a
bener place if I were not sitting in a draught from the open wiudow'; 'Peasants who revolt against
the King deserve to die'; 'The war has gone on too long and this bomb will end it.' If you know
what is good for the world you can turn atr assertion into a command, and if it is obeyed, the world
will be changed for the better. You may be wrong, but not all assertions, or supposed facts, are true;
not all moral rules are good. The world will surely change, whettrer you get your command obeyed
or not, but commanding always carries with it some responsibility for the result.

At this point we are getting very close to needing a logic of moraliry a deontic logic perhaps. It
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may grve us a simpler rnethod of systematising a world where accepting cornmands (obeying an
authority) is the norm, rather than carefully watching for mistakes ageinsl rule CR.3.

Obeying Go d's cornnt ands

The reason I picked on K3.6 and IaC3.7 as the two of the 16 perrnutations to look at is that they
are closely related to rule CR3, being a mixture of commands and assertions; they also demonstrate
(being intuitively false inferences) why we cannot end our reasoning chain with an assertion. If
PC3.6 were valid we would all be forced, by logic, into being goo4 or at least always dutiful. It
suggests that from commands can flow the behaviour conunanded: in rc3.6let us assume that Jill
is about to set out into the rain; it follows from (firstly) the rule that if Jill is wise she will take a coat
and (secondly) the command by her mother that she be wise (mothers are always telling their
children to be sensible) that she will take her coat. \fould that daughters were so biddable!

One of the features of command-giving particularly by parents and friends, is that reasons are
often given for the command to be obeyed. (This idea is also built into the military rule that no
soldier must obey a stupid command.) But, because commands instruct that an action be taken in
the future, and perhaps because of the contrariness of people, no matter how true the facts in the
reasons, nor how excellent the reasoning tying them together, they do not guarantee that the
command will be obeyed. Duncan-Jones illustrates this by trytng out on the reader a command
such asr'Read on, for on a later page you will learn the winning number in tomorrow's I-otto draw.'

At this point we have come round in a circle to the problems of free will again. Is God ever
hopeful that his-her commands will be obeyed? If so, does God's logic contain CL6 as a true
deduction for God, but it remains invalid for us because God decreed that world should be thus
and so (in DP2.)? Does rule CR.3 not exist for God, and in fact all of the permutations collapse
into one permutation, (on this occasion said by God)?

rc3.4. < If be wise lill! implies take a mac Jill!, and be wise Jill!, then take a mac Jill! >
< If God commandingJill to be wise implies that today God is commandingJiU to

take a mac, and God does indeed command Jill to be wise then God is
commanding lill to take a mac today. >

In this case the rules are not needed at all.
This might be done in a theology: all statements about God, and indeed all assertions, could

be regarded as conrmands. This can be done by simply ad.ling 'Believe' to the beginning of every
proposition.

A Theologt based on Authority

What can we see from this first dip into the logic of commands? If it is, as has been sugested by
Maclntyre and many others, that religious statements are not to be interpreted as statements of
faes (indicatiaes in Hare's terminology, declaratiues or assertions in mine) but that religious
statement$ are commands, then a logic of commands can be built up to assist the examination of
this idea. It will be a logic which can interact with assertions (with special rules as above). But,
there is no sense in saying a command is either true or false. One can say of a command that it is
wise or foolish, effective or ineffective, understood or misunderstood, legitimate or illegitimate, but
to say it is uue or false is iust aaother way of saying the commander had or had not, authority to
give it. The logical progression from one command to another may be proper ('logical') but as we
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are not proceeding from a statement that is true or false we cannot arrive at a conclusion that is
true or false.To confuse commands and assertions is to make a category mistake.

To develop such a logic further for theology the necessary special rules must be further
investigated and also how the mixing of commands and declaratives in logical argument affects

whether the conclusions have truth value or none; this was attempted in Chapter 3.

The logic we develop looks at first sight like a logic we might design for a god who is intent on

trytng to influence the actions of lesser gods or humans, remembering always that to have sudr a
logic is not to say the god has the authority to corrmand, just that: r/he-she has the authority or
right to command, this is how sensible, logical commands and arguments about the commands

should be carried out.
At least two more puzzles beset us at this point. Firstly, can all of religion be summed up in

commands? Secondly, the disobeylng of the commands of a legitimate commander is usudly
followed by punishment - is it any part of the logic of commands to introduce such a concept? That
is, could we usefully define the 'deserving the sanction' of Chapter 5 as 'disobeying a command'?

Can religion be dependent upon commaods from a god or gods? This seems, at times' to be

tlre conclusion of Catholic theologians. For example, the Dominican J.M.Bochenski in lre Logic of
Retigion (Bochenski, 1965) looks carefully at (authoriqt' in his Chapter 5, Justification of Religious

Discourse', and his Appendix, 'Analysis of Authority'. In Chapter 5, in his discussion of the several

ways that religious discourse (he calls it 'RD') has in the past been iustifie{ (as legitirnate,

meaningful and logically valid) he has three sections directly on the idea of authority and how it can

be said ro 'validare' the theological talk which can be built up upon such a beginnilg. In the

Appendix, Bochenski gives an account of the logical actors in a logic of commands, discussing first

ttrJ tlree.way relationship between the commander, ttre commanded and the field in which the

commander has authority to give commands.
Bochenski works his way to the position that:

...whenever a certain person I asserts a sentence R then P is true. It should be quite obvious that most

sentences of which the PD fProfane Discourse, i.e., any non-theological talkl of a modern man is
composed are justified by authority. For the modern man must rely - and this more and more heavily

with the progress of specialisation - on the authority of dre experts in various theoretical and practical

disciplinis. Because of thit, there is, an urgent need to have a logical analysis of authority: curiously

enough (perhaps under the influence of such superstitious slogans as "a rational man does not accept

any sentence which he cannot justi$ himself, without recourse to any authority") this does not seem to

have been done up to now.
Ve may now ask ourselves: Vhat is the structure of a justification by authority? At least rwo

premises must be assumed in order that it may work at all. The first states that a certain person is an

authority in a given field; the second that a certain sentence has been asserted by this person and that it
belongs to ttre field in question ...

It is ... ttre direct fustification of the first premiss which is of greatest interest to us. This is
produced by a rather particular type of insight - because it is an insight into some of the properties of

" 
p.rrott. Thit tort of insight is usually called "trust". If we analyse what "trust" may mean in this

context, we find that it is an insight into the truth of two sentences:
l.l knows the situation in the field in which A is an authority.
2. z4 speaks truthfully about elements of that field to *re subject. ...
It is important to gr"tp the fact ttrat ttrat the acceptance of ( l) and (2) does not need to be based

on any reasoning. The "trust" described may completely replace it. When a child trusts his mother or a

lover his beloved, there is probably some sort of insight into the person of the partner which yields the

certainty on the basis of (l) and (2) - and no reasoning is needed. 6

This position is little different from that of mine: there must be theological axioms (statements

unjustified by any reasoning) for every theology to get started. In my case I am clear, I hope, that

though there may be some post-iustification of theological a:rioms because of the usefutness they

tgrn out to have - for example, tJre best ones do not lead to logical tangles or mistakes within the

theology - the reason for picking the axioms must have no whiff of circularity about it' Many DP
believers, and possible some Catholic believers, might be happy to say that once you have declared
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that God exists and is good then you can reason your way to the position that God made us of such

a nature that we trust him-her. But that is decidedly whiry of circularity. And there are far too
many examples of people being foolish in their trust (Biblically, those who trusted in the golden

calf, for example; in more modern times, those who bought shares in the'South Sea Bubble') for us

to have any confidence that we can discover the personality of God from a survey of people's

opinions of the matter. If one person is willing to trust their trust-in-God, then several different

consistent theologies can be developed from there on, for that person; and we are reminded that,

similarly, the Theologic is a logic for the individual believer. Bochenski looks briefly at the situation
when a new religion is coming into being and notices

...the prophet or preacher presents to his hearers the religion that he preaches in a way which

corresponds to their needs - by which we m€an that he offers it as an orplanation of thek orperiences

... the hearers are attracted not only by the content ofthe preaching but by the person ofthe preacher

... which directly establishes for them the trrth of the sentence: "I(/hatever ttris person says about

religion is true." 7

Although this may give an account of the process of acolytes accepting a religious authority it gives

us no account of where the prophet him/herself gets the authority to preach as he/she does, that is,

the right to say, 'What I tell you is fiue.' It may be balderdash - and often has been in the past. If
you need an example think of the Aaecs keeping the sun rising by human sacrifices.

DPS. [The idea of transferable punishment.]

Introdacnry rernarks

This is a biblical idea and occurs throughout the Old Testnment, going through various stages of
refinement, and gives us the well understood notion of a scapegoat. In tl:e New Tbstammt the
scapegoat idea does not occur in the GospeLs, not in t}:re Ac* (same writer as Luke) nor in the letters

of Paul which can be safely attributed to Paul. It does not occur in books outside the canon which
are known to be very early, such as the Gospel of Thomas and the Di.dache,In the early 2lst Century
there are, in fact, at least four differe[t ideas about how to escape from God's (right, cotrect,
righteous) anger at our disobedient (sinful) actions, all mixed up in the various versions of DP
theology.

L The idea of transferable punishment should not be confused with the idea of making a

san|fic4 A sacrifice is made by the culprit as payment (punishment) for a crime. In the days of crop

and animal sacrifice the sacrificial crop or animal was grown or raised by the culprit, or paid for by
the culprit. The crop or animal is, confusingly, also called 'the sacrifice' but the act of parting with
some of one's wealth is the real sacrifice; if such an action is seen as worthy - as a sign of true
penitence, as a just payment for the crime - then the god is pleased and the transgSession forgiven.

rffe could note that in the Old Testament we have many examples of sacrifices made by the
heads of clans, by Kings and by prophets, on behalf of the people for whom they were responsible;
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this did not involve the people in much sacrifice of goods, wealth, or livelihood, but only the loss of
some wealth, and perhaps considerable loss of face by the king, clan head or prophet; some of these
actions can be thought of as an example of attempts to have punishment transferred from the
maiority to a single person.

2. Funher confusion is engendered by the idea that the smoke from burnt offerings, as it
goes up into the sky (the gods' land) carries the petitions of the worshippers. This seems to be an
exrension of the idea that the gods (being spirits) require the 'spirit' (that is, the breath, or wind, or
smoke) of the food to feed on and so survive - the more smoke the more well fed and so content
they are, the more willing they will be to do good to the people, and listen to those who make the
sacrifices. If you are kindly disposed to these ideas they, nevertheless, grve a rather commercial look
to the god's moral framework; but if you are more clmical it could be you $ee the god as like a
corrupt ofEcial who will take a bribe. Flowever, both interpretations do suggest the god keeps

contrasts, whether payments or bribes, and honestly keeps track of what the payment requires in
return, alttrough not particularly concerned in who pays with the sacrifice.The idea of the efficacy
of sacrifice (of time, energy, thought, as well as material goods) does continue into the New
Testament, but in a less literal sen$e - after all, the effects on people of the the temple
establishment with its corruption, its socially divisive nature, and its crude theology were a goodly
part of |esus's reasons for setting out to change his friends' understanding of the kingdom of God,
and so reform Judaism.

3. The use of a scapegoar. This is an animal on which is heaped, by magical transference, the
sins of the people, It is then driven, actually and symbolically, away - possibly to suffer and die in
the desen. This is a quite different concept. This idea, and the ritud to go with it, appear very early
in the Old Testament (ia Leviticus 16.21-2) but get no mention thereafter. The key idea is that the
whole community supplies a quite uninvolved, non-human, which suffers for the crimes of people.

Perhaps there were examples of human scapegoats in surrounding religions of the time. Two
discoveries by scholars point to some such conclusion: Leviticus was given its final form some time
after the Babylonish Captivity (approximately 550 BcE); Chapter 16 appears to contain rituals for
the Day of Atonement of very much greater age, overlaid by new material or editings and a strong
conception of sin,8

One major example of the transfer of punishment is from the end of the Captivity and is the
'suffering servant' picnrre in Isaiah;

We had all gone astrray I'ike sheep,

each taking his own way,
and Yahweh burdened him
with the sins of us all. fisaiah 53:6]e

It is not suggested, however, that the Persian king Cyrus (who is the suffering servant in the
original) knew that he was bearing the sins and sorrows of the Hebrews; which was the siune, we
assurner with the goat. It is interesting that the rnodern Jewish ritual of Yom Kippur, rhe Day of
Atonement, does not involve the transfer of punishment to a single person or animal, but each
participant symbolically beats himself for his sins and prays for merciful forgiveness, Some of the
prayers ask for forgiveness not only for the elders (old males) but for the whole of the congtegation
and the whole of the ethnic group - in this case Israel.lo Christian liturgical prayers usually include
a request for forgiveness for the whole of humankind, but the only sacrifice mentioned is Jesus's.

4. A fourth way of escaping from God's righteous anger at someone's displeasing behaviour:
we may ask, or petition, forgiveness, that is, ask for mercy for ourselves or someone else. The model
used is that of asking for forgiveness and metcy from a person we have harmed. In the religious case

we are asking a god for the same sort of treatrnent. In Christian worship the asking is called
'intercession' and it forms a major tlpe of prayer. For some reason a transference of mercy seems
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less difficult than a transferenco of prmislxnent - in human terrns it is a noble act rather than a iust
(or vindictive) one.We ask God to behave as we would when obeying our nobler instincts.

In the New Testament the idea of Jesus being a sacrifice for everyone's wickednesses is found
quite early, for example in the epistles to the Galati.ans (c.52cE) and Romans (c.55cs), then in the
slmoptic gospel Manhew (c.80cE) and in John (c,l00cr), and argued with persistence in the epistle
to the Hebrews (c.l70Cs). Flowever, in these cases it is seldom clear that Jesus is regarded as being
prrnished; he is a costly sacrifice to appease God's !\'rath, to turn God to mercy, indeed he is the
[sacrificial] 'lamb of God who takes away the sin of tJre world', but not a scapegoat onto whom all
peoples'sins have been laid. There is only one example of this idea, in 2 Cointhians (c.l5OcE)
5:21,'For our sake God made the sinless one flesus] into sin...'

From this muddle of ideas about what e:<actly is theologically going on in the crucifixion I have
chosen the scapegoat interpretation and thus have added DP5. to the axioms. I could have chosen a
commercial / sacrificial interpretation (God sacrifices his own pure son,like a lamb, to pay the price
of sin) and then a different DP5. would have been necessary, for example:

DPs.1 [Satifices worh, and, like fines, it does not matter who pays.J

The idea of transference of punishment was firmly entrenched in STestern theology by the time
of Aquinas, but despite the nineteen hundred years during which it has featured as part of
theological reasoning about how to interpret the crucifixion, it has not been part of any system of
legal iustice, for many hundred years, with one exception, the payrng of fines - the law does not
inquire who pays the fine, as long as it is paid. Bail and any system of 'bond' for good behaviour
(dso involving money) are possibly examples of allowable transference of punishment. However,
transference r recognised in the 'moraliq/ of organised crime where there is acceptance of both (i)
the 'fall-guy' (someone not guilty of tJ:e crime but allowed to suffer the punishment whea the facts
of *re case are withheld from the iustice system) and (ii) someone (usually an underling) who
agtees to 'take the rap' for a crime boss. Schoolboy morality also used to have this rule - that one
did not 'rat' on one's schoolmates, even if it involved being unfairly punished for a crime one knew
someone else had committed.

A gradual change in morality to a realisation that punishments should not be uansferred
(cnnnot be transferred some moralists would say) could be one of the the contributing factors to
the decline in the number of people accepting the DP description of the way hings are. \U(/here

other interpretations of the crucifixion are used, such as the sacrificial one, the idea of a 'perfect' or
'spotless' sacrifice is easy to understand as possibly being more efEcacious than an 'imperfect'
animal fit for nothing but the cooking pot anyway, but it does require another leap of faith (another
axiom perhaps) declaring Jesus was perfect. If you accept Jesus as the 'Son of God' in a more-than-
metaphorical sense then his being sinless may be no hardship for the credulity faculty, but it does
emphasise the non-human nature of Jesus. A godlike nature must be emphasised if death is to be a
'punishment' for either people or for God. I prefer the scapegoat interpretation as somewhat more
understandable since the transference of punishment is allowable in some legal punishments
(fines).We have only then to find some meaning in a sin-laden god's death as destroying the sin,

This makes some sort of sense for humans - we do not try the dead for crimes they committed
while once alive, However, if sin is defined as some human action which flrts you off from God (a
common theological definition) then it would appear that if Jesus is to be punished for all human
cases of actions cutting the God-human link, past, present and future, then the action must be
efficacious, and thus the God-human link has been restored for ever, and no present action by any
human cuts the link. You may be as wicked as you like and still not sin (i.e., in the sin = cut-0fr-from-

God definition). I hasten to say that no people I know who hold the DP view of the nature of the
world and God hold this logical conclusion. Believers in this brand of DP have to add another
theological axiom to patch the hole that logic has revealed, namely an axiom that says that Jesus's
death is/was efEcacious only when 1fus einngl repents - is sorry - and requests forgiveness.

This idea may be essential if you want to recognise the rest of the DP theological
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superstructure, that is, if you are unwilling to allow unrepentant sinners into heaven, or allow them
salvation. These ideas are very old and Pelagius (c. 400) was the first notable figure to be
condemned for denying them, Of course a less subtle definition of sin will avoid some of the
problems, for example sin = deseraing punishmmt,\X/e might also note that being cut offfrom God is
a truly 'theological' state since no evidence can be brought to prove that after any action we are
either cut off or not cut off, Again we are reminded that theology is higNy dependent on logic for
drawing conclusions since they cannot be provided or proved by empirical evidence.

Another point to note is that if the actions of people can cut them offfrom God then this is an
example of God limiting his-her capabilities, either to powerfully keep the connections intact
despite the sin, or in limiting his-her (pre)knowledge to predict the sin and powerfrrlly see that it is
not done.

We should also possibly ask if it is of any matter that the Romans who cnrcified Jesus were not
punishing him for the crimes the Church says he was punished for, Is the criminal serving time for
a crime he/she did not commit (by a slip of iustice) also serving time, concurrently, for crimes he/
she did commit but for which he/she has not been charged or tried? Probably, if ttre slip of iustice is
brought to [ght, and then new, and correct, charges are proved. In such a case the iudge would
declare the first incarceration was enough - provided the criminal had not successfully sued for
wrongfirl imprisonment in the meantime!

How can one punishment do for the ever-mounri g mountain of sinful acts? Surely ttrere is not
some sort of daily crucifixion ofJesus enacted for each day's new sins? If, as Aquinas argued, God is
ever in the present, and experiences both the past and the future as present, then Jesus too must be
being cnrcified during what we would call 'for ever'but which he is oSperiencing as 'now'. Thus we
see that the very long formula we needed to orpress one soft of 'died for our sins' (in Chapter 6)
may need an extension about God's death being the most drastic punishment ever envisaged; or an
extra a:riom may be needed. 'Liberal'protestant theologians have said that the ultimate punistrment
is to be cut offfrom God - here, now, we need to make some sense of God being cut offfrom God.
There is a hint of this in *re words from the cross, 'V/hy hast Thou forsaken me?' and ttre credal
note, 'FIe descended into hellr' though that did another iob in the time it was written, and there is
the counter velre, 'If I descend into the depths of hellrThou art there.'

But the ugly idea of Jesus being crucified daily is difficult to avoid. One is reminded of Alice
talking to the black kitten:

'Tltat's three faults, Kitty and you've not been punished for any of them yet. You know I'm saving
up all your punishments for Vednesday week - Suppose they had saved up all nry punishments?' she
went on, talking more to herself than the kitten. 'T7hat would they do at the end of the year? I strould
be sent to prison I suppose, when the day came. Or - let me see - suppose each punishrnent was to be
going to bed without a dinner: then when the miserable day came, I strould have to go without fifty
dinners at once! Well, I shouldn't mind that much! I'd far rather go without them than eat them!'7

The last several pages of logical/legal niceties (we seem to have a retrospecrive precedence in Jesus's
case) are not going to be regarded as impoftant by believers in their own salvation through Jesus's
death, but it is surprising how necessary logic is to the process of arriving at this emotional state;
first one has to believe in some religious propositions (axioms), some historical facts, some moral
rules, and connect them up with logical reasoning. lfhen a DP believer says that 'God's love is
greater than logic' he or she is usually sayrng ttrat God's mercy is much 'suonger' than human
mercy' not that logic does not apply in reasoning to that conclusion. Certainly no (empirical)
evidence can be supplied to prove the conclusion.

A logicfor a god who subaerts justice with mercy.

DP theologians have been divided on how to fit together God's iustice and God's mercy. Justice is
definitely a logically easier concept than mercy since it 'lays down the law' about what actions
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(including thoughts and intentions) are worthy of punishment (those that God dislikes) and sees
punishment by God as reasonable and iust. Merry is much harder to handle because there are no
rules about which worthy-of-punishment actions are worthy of mercy and which worthy of only
iustice, unless all are worthy of mercy. There are no rules-that-God-follows in distributing mercy
that people have been able to discover, and in the face of the wicked prospering have had to resort
to the face-saving formula, 'God in his infinite wisdom and mercy has done ...' to dodge giving a
clear answer. It is easier to suggest that God is merciful in much the sarne way as a human king may
be: slow to get cross, perhaps moved to pardon and recompense when a deserving case comes to his
notice, but prone to hot anger when a bit of wilfirl wickedness or treason appears.

However, DP thinkers have found a logical way around this puzzle and suggest that God, in
dyrng (at the crucifixion) has commined the gteatest act of mercy, one which needs no other to be
essayed, and so to say God is infinitely merciful is to say that everyone has been 'ransomed, healed,
restored forgiven' once and for all. This still clashes with the idea that God is just, and the usual
DP answer is to add that the fruits of this merciful forgving by God (the fruits being ioy, happiness,
calm, peace, but not necessarily wealth, health, or even continued life on earth) usually called
'salvation', are only handed out to those who realise ('accept') and are grateful that God has been
merciful. Thus God is both merciful (in sacrificing himself) and just in handing out the fruits of
salvation (usuallg confusingly, also called salvation) only to those who grasp the concept.

As hurnans we handle the concepts of iustice and mercy with considerable difrculty: mercy is
praised and desired for ourselves, but iustice demanded in practice and for others. The preacher
and humanitarian call for mercy (and even point out how well it works in lowering crime rates and
lowering taxes), but 92 percent of New Zealanders (io the 2001 referendum) voted for tougher
penalties for crime. Immigrants from societies where shame and repentance by the criminals are
favoured with forgiveness by the victims find it difFcult to adjust to New Zealand where forgiveness
(by the victims) does not result in prosecutions (by the police) being dropped. The Samoan bus
driver who, through carelessness, killed a Samoan child was forgiven by the child's family, this result
being mediated through a church, but he was also convicted of manslaughter and iailed. In New
Zealan'd mercy and iustice are kept separate. Does God behave this way?

\trfle should note that the idea of a merciful god is somewhat rare and that it does not fit into
theologies which will be looked at in later chapters. For example, the god of Gaia, the god-as-
symbol, the god-as-verb, cannot m4nage such a concept, nor, of course, religions without a god,
Buddhism and Confucianism. Flowever, if Christian theologians begrn to look at the puzzles
engendered by a god who crashes through his-her own rules of justice by acts of mercy then the
logics of McNamarra (1996) and Mares and McNamarra (1997) would be a good place to start as

the logic of doing more than is required of you - supererogation - has a similar feel to it as a logic
of merry might. A human logic of such a sort, taken to an 'infinite' level, might be the logic of an
infinitely merciful God.

A logic for a theology which accq)ts the nansference of punishment.

A look at what makes sense and what does not, by examining ordinary logical laws which are given
transfer-of-punishment readings, may help. Befort we give any symbols theological meanings we

must get the process straight in everyday life, that is, in moral or legal situations, and discover what
we are letting ourselves in for, and if we can agree to it.

Using Qxw for 'x steals w', and yyz for ! is punished by a'we might imagine that transferable
punishment looks as simple as the following:

FTpl.Cixwvyz < if x steals ar theny is punished by,s >
< if someone steals something then a second person is punished by a third >.
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However this would leave a great deal uuceftain - for example, because none of the variables are
bound we could do substitution in it so that x and g are the same person ard arrive at

< if someone steals something he or she punishes the iudge >.

Tp|. is, of course, not a logical law; unbound it is a simple substitution n Cpq; hence the
superscript F I have added to its identitring number.

Adding deontic operators to express an ethical mgnning does not bind the variables and still leaves

the meanings uncertain, the formula unable to be true or false.

rTp2.CKF$xw Qxat OVy, < if it is forbidden for someone to steal something, and that
someone does steal that thing, then it is obligatory that a second

Person is Prrnishg6 bY a third >'

We could try a theological example first. In Chapter 7 and earlier in this chapter I have looked
at theological axioms - those containing a mention of God or gods - and found that they imply
states of affairs which theologians find improper. The usual recommendation I make is that the
theology be changed to make itself and the religion more rational. However, another type of
solution would be to inuoduce a new axiom to patch the logical hole we have uncovered. Such a

hole appears when a theologian wishes to say that God punishes all evil-doers but patently a
particular evil-doer has been rich and happy all his or her long life and dies peacefully of old age.

Either the punishment has to be 'spiritualised' and we must say, 'despite the evidence this
outwardly cheerful man was racked with mental tormentsr'or we have to create a place after death
where the wicked are punished - either a hell, or a purgatory. $(/e could, for the present problem of
uansferable punishment, introduce a new theological axiom, (that is, a new belieD and see where
that leads us. My a:riom DP5. is a non-theological statement about morals; in finding a patch for
the logical problem we crn try, instead, a theologicaVmoral axiom. In the panicular case of DP
morality we will be looking for a moral rule which instead of saying 'some person is punished by a
third' we have noun constants/ and gfor named people, Jesus and God.

Theo3. CKtlxwF$xwExwfxw Oryjg < if it is forbidden for anyone to steal anything,
and someone steals, then it is obligatory for
God to punish Jesus >.

This formulation avoids the chance of the thief doing the punishing, and allows God to be merciful
to Jean (thoWh not mercifulto Jesus, nor just to the Bishop.) This is a prefiy tough law, binding God
and Jesus to certain actions. Theologians may also want to have an e:(ra theological axiom now,
sayrng that God decided to put himself (and Jesus) under this law. This is to pteserve God's free
will, but it is yet another patch to a logical hole,

However, as with many theological axioms, Theo3. brings with it unocpected coosequences. In
this case, fram Theo3. we may, by good logic, prove Tp4., a non-theological moral rule for the
transference of punishment.

Tp4. ExzuyzClGQxw$xwOryyz < if it is forbidden for someone to steal something, and that
someone does steal that thing, then it is obligatory that
someone is punished by someone >.

Unfornrnately, because we do not know exactly who all t-hose 'sornaone's tefet to, we could have iust
one true instance (it could be Theo3.) and an infinite number of false instances. Flere are two which
will probably be false for any sensible morality of punishment transference:
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Tp4. EruyzClG$ru$xwOryyz < if the boy, Jean, is forbidden to steal the Bishop's
candlesticks, and he does steal t-hem, then theTsar of Russia
must be put in prison by Judge Jefferies >

< if the boy,lean, is forbidden to steal the Bishop's

;:X*::"ff1ilff 
does stear them' thenJean must

Thus Ip4. allows the criminal to be purrished by people related in neither time nor place nor
criminal code, to the incident; or to punish him- or herself. It is not particularly useful for a day-to-
day morality, though possibly part of a morality for masochists. A comforting thought is that by the
law of transposition, CpqCNqNp, the denial of Tp4. would lead to the denial of Theo3,

TpS. NExttryzCKF$xw$xwOtyyz < it is not the case that if it is forbidden for someone to steal

l",T:ffi :;"TkT::ffi ::::,T:L'ff*tilffi?;Tr
leads to:

Theo4.NCKllxaE$xwExwfxa: Oryjg < It is not the case thatif it is forbidden for anyone to steal
anything, and someone steals, then it is obligatory for
God to punish Jesus >.

Thus, if you are unhappy with a moral rule about the transference of punishment (for example, you
would like to see the law of the land changed to make it compulsory for parking fines, etc., to be
paid by the person who broke the law and not by some kind parent or benefactor) then you will also
be unhappy about the idea of DP theology that Jesus takes upon himself the punistrment we
deserve. Note that Theo4. still allows God to, 'mercifully' punish Jesus for our wickednesses, but it is
no longer obligatory - and that is how mercy works: it is not mercy if it is obligatory; if it were
obligatory it would be iustice.

Though we have not affived at a totally satisfactory substitute for DP5, it is now clear that
getting a clear picnrre of how the idea of transferring punishment might work, and its
consequences, is not easy, and symbolic logic both displays the complexities of, and points to
possible changes needed to, DP theology.

Many people would not agree that Judge Jefferies imprisoning the Tsar could possibly harre

anything to do wittr the case of the boy and the candlesticks. Some might allow the Bishop who had
failed to lock the cathedral up properly to be briefly imprisoaed (though seeing that that was
punishment for a different crime as well) or, more likely agree that the Bishop pay any fine the
court imposed on Jean - many a nuclear-weapons protester escapes imprisonment (for which they
are prepared) through the generosity of supporters. But we have the sneaking feeling that it is the
Bishop's physical location in Diion, close to where Jean is, and the Tsar's distant location in
Moscow that make a transfer of punishment seem unfairer for the Tsar; though the Tsar, hearing of
the case from Victor Flugo's book, might offer to pay the fine without our feeling panicularly upset
about transference of punishment. Does one build exclusion clauses about distance in space (or
time) into the staternent that some punishments may be transferred, or make an exception for
money punishments, or just, as logicians sometimes do (and Arthur Prior often did) accept the
strangeness of such examples as Judge fefferies imprisoning the Tsar (perhaps on the precedent of
Cynrs suffering for the Israelites) in order to keep the transfer law simple and to build upon it?

One thing is clear, no matter how hedged about with exceptions it is, some law about
transference of punishment is needed to make DP theology work. If the DP theologians decide that
transference of punishment must be limited to iust the case of God andJesus, then DP theology no
longer needs a non-theological moral axiom, DPS, but it does need a theological axiom such as

Theo3.
You may prefer to simpli$ Theo4. by thinking of Jesus and God as the same:
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TheoS. Cl(FTlxwSxwExa$xwhygg < God may transfer prrnisfunsnt due to a perron
to him-herself >.

This formula gives us a pretty clear exposition of the idea that for any case of wickedness you like to
name, Jesus must die - or God punish him-herself some other way. The actual way the punishment
is made is not specified, it could be by going to bed without any dinnsl, or the equivalent for God,
perhaps turning a deaf ear to a hymn of praise,

To make the rule less particular and more universal we could use monadic predicates, /r for r
does something God does not like, rggfor God-pr:nishes-God.

Theo6. CKIIxF$xErixOVS < if everyone it is forbidden to do what God does not like,
and someone does do what God goes not like'
then God is obliged to punish him/her-self >.

This will work for monotheistic religions but not polytheistic theologies,
Care must be taken with such formule as Theo.6. Under non-theological conditions this law

looks like a subde form of blackmail: If I forbid you to arrest me <F$x> and you W <6x> then my
henchman will shoot the hostage <OWz>. lfith an even more drastic set of substitutions (x/g) we
have the situation in the frlm Blazing Saddles where the (black) sheriff puts a gun to his own head
and saysr'If you shoot the sheriffthe nigger dies!'

Other problems

We have still several similar problems to tidy up to get this part of a DP theology watertight. For
example, there is no comment here about multiple punishments - the legal system might imprison
Jean as well as Jesus dying. No doubt we need a clear division berween the domains of legal
misdemeanours and the domain of those acts God regards as disobeying his commands. And there
is the problem of how rigorously to apply the rule that'ignorance of the law is no excuse', especially
in the case of those who have never heard of the god (or gods) a particular theology is describing. In
Christian theology this brings us back to the Augustinian/Pelagian split in picnrres of the nature of
God.
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DP6. God punished himself instead of people.

This is a proper conclusion for DP as long as the believer believes that God would show his-her
mercy in such a way. It has to remain as an axiom - it is not provable from the previous five axioms
that God would do any such tling, but the five do make it an allowable thing to happen; the
conditions are in place for it to be credible, although possibly very unlikely. It is the unlikeliness of
such an action that makes the believer want to praise God for doing it.

Sing rny tongve .,. how He, the earth's redeemqby his lwe for tnan, o'ercame.8

Conclusions

Conclusion to this Chapter

In this chapter we have looked at two non-theological axioms. These two axioms are necessary to
allow that the final theological axiom makes sense. There is the moral axiom DP4. which makes it
possible for punishment in general, and in particular allows for sin (disobeying God) to be a
prrnishable offence. Not only was it necessary to establish that people could disobey God (allowing
free'will) through DP3, but also that iustice allows punishment for such disobedience. In theology,
it is, of course, God who does the punishing: 'Vengeance is miner' says the Lord, 'I wiU l€pay.'
(Deuteronomy 32:35). The logic of commands had to be further examined, and the nature of
authority.

The second non-theological axiom, DP5, is needed to allow Jesus (God) to be justly punished
for the sins of everyone else. There are modern doubts about the iustice and morality of transferring
prrnislunsa$, but even if it is a iust way of behaving in the case of minor misdemeanours it cenainly
looks uniust if the axiom allows it in general. An axiom which allows God alone to sanction
particular cases of ttre transference of pt'nishment to him-herself (that is, to Jesus) but making no
mentiou of a general rule allowing transference in all cases, may be all drat is necessary.

The last axiom now makes sense, but is an enormous leap of faith. To a sin-oppressed believer,
it can be a hugely liberating realisation, it engenders great thanldrlness to God, aod releases great
creative power in the talented.
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Conclusion to Section I of PART 2 (Chaptns 6 to 9)

In making an examination of the logic of Christianity I had to, following my thesis that theologies
are best dealt with axiomatically, select a version of Christianlty to analyse. I chose one of the
versions I know well, one that lays great emphasis on the death ofJesus as a key to interpreting what
rs. It must be emphasised again that I did not pick on a set of beliefs (and their theological
expression) which would be easy to knock down, Although a believer in the DP version of
Christianity would not use the same language as I do in the DP axioms, they were chosen because

they make a consistent set, sufficient to build DP theology upon and no DP believer would deny

them once re-phrased into the language they are accustomed to. An actual example of DP language

and use of argument from axioms is displayed in Appendix l. It is the whole tex of a short tract
handed to me in tD(rillis Street, rX/sllington (similar tracts are handed out to passers-by every week

day) plus analysis of its logical strucnrre.
Other versions of Christianity would require some of the axioms I have used, aad a few would

be changed, For example, Catholic Christianity would keep all of the DP set and add one or more
axioms about the place of the Church in God's plan; Protestants who lay most emphasis on the life
of Jesus rather than his death would keep at least DPI., 2. and 3., and all the logical problems these

axioms involve. They would drop DR4 as non-essential to their theology, thus avoiding all the
problems of transferable punishment, Also, they avoid the conundrurns of sacrifice and scapegoats

since they would want DP5. and 6. changed to some*ring like:

LPs. Godforgiaes all those who repent,

LP6. God sent his son Jesus ta show us how people should lioe their liues,

In Section l, here concluding, there have been discovered illogicalities in DP Christianity
which require atrention if DP Theology is to be rationd. Many of the illogicalities apply to all
branches of Christianity, except the most modern (who have problems of their own). Suggestions of
several kinds have been made about how specific illogicalities can be tackled. These include, (a)

extra new axioms, or G) drastic modifications to the beliefs, particulady those about the nature of
God, Such attempts to make Christianity more rational are being made all the time by academics in
theological colleges as they discuss some of the problems I have higblighted - many of which go

back to the lst Century of Christianity. On the whole, the more conservative thinkers attempt to
patch the holes. Those who attempt modern versions of Christianity with quite different sets of
axioms are discussed in Section 2, (Chapters 10, l1 and 12).
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Chapter 10

An Introduction to
Post-Modern Christian Thought

Inuoduction to Post-Modern Christian Theologies
Examplcs
The Selection

The struggle to find new mearrings for old words
B efore Post-Mo dern theologt
De-Mything

prrzzlgs that Post-Modern Christian ovritingp bring

Inuoduction to Post-Modern Christian Theologies

Exarnples

Here are examples of the sort of language Post-Modern theologians use:

Though the word 'God' can no longer be used to name an objective spiritual being, it can
usefirlly continue to function as an ultimate point of reference or a unifring symbol... a focus of
the meaning we must now create.l

'God', understood as a slrnbol, is religiouslg and ethicallS more important to us than the
objectivised, realist'God'. 2

The fundamental symbol of our ultimate concern is God.3

God is the mythical embodiment of all that one is concerned with in *re spiritual life.a

The symbol of God claims to represent to us a focus for orientation which will bring true
fulfilment and meaning to human life. It sums up, unifies and represents in a personification what
are taken to be the highest and most indispensable human ideas and values.5

.Why 
indeed must 'God'be a noun? !7hy not a verb - the most active and dpamic of all? Hasn't

the naming of 'God' as a noun been an act of murdering that dynamic Verb? fuid isn't the Verb
infinitely more personal than a mere static noun? The anthropomorphic sgnbols for God may be
intended to convey personality, but they fail to convey that God is Be-ing.o

But to place ourselves at the centre [as stre has described] in this way is not to exclude God, since
God is to be understood not as set over against us, but as one with our self-realization. !7e may
think that which we have named God to be a dimension of all that is: something which we may
recognise, on which we can draq and which allows us to be all that we have it in us to become.T
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The Selection

In the creative, but conflicting, babble of post-modern versions of Christianity it is necessary for me
to select a few representative versions and examine their logical thinking. My selection is my own. It
is based partly on discussions with people who espouse a post-modern theology (although their
worship is on the whole conventional), partly it is the result of my own interest which is, naturally,
of a logical bent. My father was much influenced in recent years by Teilhard de Chardin and my
including his ideas for examination (in Chapter 13) was io response to his interest. I have feminist
friends who showed rne where to look for the latest and most interesting theological books by
feminists. The ideas of Mary Daly proved as interesting logically as her invective against a male
dominated Catholic church proved poetically exciting.

It was most important, historically, to look at Paul Tillich's writing since he was the first major
theologian in modern times to put into theological words the idea of 'God'being a symbol rather
than a 'being'. The many books of Lloyd Geering have introduced New Zealanders to post-modern
Christian thinking, apparently arriving at the same position as myself, that Christianity could do
without God and still survive as a religion which changes people's lives and the world for the better,

Some of the e4positions, particularly from those who have grasped the direction of thinkers
such as I-ovelock and Teilhard de Chardin, appear to make the earth, including human kind, the
new God. The use of the word 'Gaia' for the new pantheistic view of an indivisible world is usually
the rnost obvious marker. Christian versions talk about God being incarnate not iust in Jesus but in
the whole human species, or in the universe as a whole. I had a feeling that the Gaia hlpothesis of
James Lovelock would turn out to be interesting, and so it proved. However, a consideration of it
fits in better to a chapter on Pantheism (Chapter 13) than into a section on ideas which have their
roots (at least) in Christianity. I decided to put consideration of Teilhard de Chardin's ideas in that
chapter also for reasons that will become clear, An idea akin to Chardin's is that there is a 'cosmic
drift towards complexity 

"a4 
glgxning'which has brought humankind to its present state - with a

potentid for rationality and purposeful action and capable of evil or good. This cosmic drift can be
described (poetically?) as the will of God or the mind of God.

I consider that I have been careful to pick up the key ideas in the separate post-modern
theologies in my search for their acknowledged and (mainly) unacknowledged axioms. Their
argrrments from their axioms are not necessarily clear and in some cases very very confusing. But
they are undoubtedly theirs.

These new sorts of God-talk need vigorous examination. What are these new gods? lJ(/hich

logics apply to them? The next chapter examines, for logical problems, the ideas of those
theologians who want God to be a syrnbol rather than a being; the next examines the logic of a
welter of ideas from feminist theologians.

The struggle to find new meanings for old words

B efn e Po s t-m o dern Theologt

BEGINNINGS

Tlte Reformation was about reform of the dominant (Roman) Catholic Church in western Europe;
it was not about the reformation of Christian theology. Nevertheless, vigorous theological debate
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came with the reform of administration and authority - reform needed iustification from the Bible
and the new churches needed theological descriptions of what they were doing. The main changes
in theology were about the place of authority - where did authority come from if not from the 'ex-
cathedra' pronouncements of the apostolic successor of Saint Peter, appointed by Jesus? The ideas
of some reformed churches on pre-destination were not new but had been overlaid by church
tradition and theory about, for example, purgatory, indulgences, prayers for the dead, the status of
the Saints and Mary the mother of Jesus. However, challenges to 'received' theology were now, in
the general overthrow of the old order, less threatening and more acceptable.

In the early l9th Century the theologian Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768 to 1834) began
teaching that religion needed to be purged of metaphysics. He arrived at the conclusion that much
of bibtcal and theological language had its springs in our own desires and needs. For example, he
said that when we say that God created the world we are really sayrng something about our inner
experience of absolute dependence.8 This idea that religion (and therefore theology) is all about
feelings and inner experiences, and what is called 'the spiritual side of life', will be discrrssed in
Chapter 11, and is a very popular notion among many church people. Sctrleiermacher is often
called the father of Modern theology, but I consider that he might be better called the father of a
scientific attitude to religion.

MODERNTFIEOLOGIANS

By the early 20th Century ssience had had a huge impact on thinking and every aspect of people's
lives. Atheism and hurnenism were respectable, even if not popular. The scientific attitude to
biblical scholarshipe had produced maior shanges to the understanding of the composition of the
Bible, its ideas, its writers, and many changes to the text and to translations. People wrote quite new
interpretations of what Jesus did and the meanings of what he said, the most famous of these being
Albert Schweitzer.l0 Rudolf Bultmaon, influenced perhaps by the work of antluopologists,
suggested that much of what had been taken as history should be now seen as myth.lt

Theologians who took up the challenge of science wrote with new passion about their subiect
and by the middle of tJ'e century were referred to as the founders of Modern Theology. As we look
back from the end of the century, and especially if, like me, Modern theology was the theological
form of thinking which surncunded me in my younger life, it is hard to see how these 'modern'
theologians could think that they had made progress in adapting to the findings and methods of
ssience. Here is a description of Modern theology from a professor at Union Theological Seminary,
in 1958:

'Modernism'in Christian ttrought designates those ttreologies which are concerned with reinterpretiug
traditional Christian beliefs so as to make them intelligible in the light of scientific understanding of the
world and of historical lcrowledge. Modernism thus seeks to establish the relevance of Christian
doctrine to the orperience of modern man. It seeks to conserve the essential elements of the historic
faith by showing that ttre content of Christian truth is not bound to the supernatural world picture of
ancient man which forms the background of the biblical writings. The Christian beliefs about creation,
sin, the fall of man, the incamation and resurrection of Christ, and redemption ttrrough grace must be
enpressed as expressing the reality of man's dependence upon God, estrangement from God' and the
saving act of God...12

In that paragraph we can see the sort of technical theological jargon with which the Modern
theologians tried to make a bridge between the beliefs of earlier Christianity, for example, the six-
day creation of a flat earth below a solid dome with small lights anached, to beliefs more suited to
the earth as a sphere in space and the creation story as a poetic way of making points about God-
the-wise-planner. Here is one of the Modern theologians, Emil Brunner (1889 to 1966), attempting
to make the concept of a single god somehow immune to science's inability to find any gods, or to
find any gods useful in their work.
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God is not something in the world, the eternal being, the divine inhabitant ... God is not in the world,
rather, the world is in God.13

writing in 1935 he works hard to deny the western so-called 'dualist' coaception which was
inherited from the rniddle ages and pre-scientific thinking. The dualist picture of the universe had
everything divided up into either (a) matter or O) spirit (wind breath) and God was definitely
spirit. So Brunner is at pains to bring spirit and matter together, rather as his contemporary
physicists were bringing matter and energy together. To paraphrase his thinking: God must not be
thought of as bound by the laws of the r nseen forces of gravity and elecuomagnetic waves iust as
He must not be bound by the laws of gases (wind, breath). God must be not only 'outside' such
matters but quite'other', untouchable by science aad rcssgning.

Different Modern theologians took differing paths in their endeavour. Some were mdch
influenced by the continental 'philosophy' of existentialism, others, led by I(arl Barth, were
uncompromising in their belief that until a person entirely abandoned reliance on human resogrces
and threw themselves entirely on the grace of God, then understanding of what Christianity was all
about could not be forthcoming. The truth of Christianity cannot be proved; faith is a gift from
God. Arthur Prior's witty symposium called 'Can Religion be Discussed?' (Prior 1942 and Flew
1955) brings the discussions of the Modern period into focus, particularly since it includes as
participants not only a Barthian, but also frorn the scientific side a logician and a psychoanalyst.
Another Modern theologian of importance was Dietrich Bonhoeffer who, in his last days in prison
before Hitler had him shot, produced the usefrrl idea that humanity has 'come of age': God is no
longer necessary for our understancling of the world or ourselves, therefore, to believe or not to
believe is our own freer'adult', choice,

De-nrythingla

Rudolf Bultmann (1884-1976) a Lutheran theologian, stimulated interest in seeing many of the
Gospel stories as myths. In his later career he turned away from the process and pursued it no
further. See Bulmtann (1941) for his work on myth. -Ihe Oxford English Reference Dictionary (1996)
says of him, 'fBultmenn] emphasised the Gospel story's existential rather *ran its historical
significance, asserting that faith in Christ rather than belief in him was the key.' However, he had
started a way of proceeding which had profound repercussions.

Although the the stories of the Old Testament are easily seen as myths what is one to do with
the Gospel stories and the Letters of the New Testament? Was Jesus flesh and blood or a myrh, a

historical person or a character in a historical novel? And if the myths are removed what have we
got left? How important is it to make new myths? \7hat would their purpose be? In a scientific age
can we do without myths? Or should we keep old myths but be very careful to see them for what
they are? Are the so-cdled 'facts' of science also myths? Is this a slide into solipsism? Once you srarr
asking these questions and the process of de-mything gets under way it is indeed hard to see where
to stop. The history of Christian de-mything is fascinating and shows some theologians hastening
back into conservatism and others developing a logically very different theology,

I am going to look, in some detail, in Chapters I I and 12, at the ideas of theologians who
wrote after the de-mything process began in earnest. The post-modern (for want of a better name)
theologians are those who think that de-mything must go as far as it can and we must stop using the
word 'God' as in any way referring to a 'being'. They feel that Barth and Bnrnner and the
existential theologians have not managed to bridge the gap with science by continuing to use the
language of incarnation, sin, resurrection, grace) infinite aftributes, dependence on God, etc., which
are still attached to the myth of God the powerfrrl but compassionate father/king and his unruly
children/subjects. On the whole, the males among them do not look for a meaning for 'God'in our
psychology but in our capacity to create symbols; the feminists among them have many approaches
but all are more interested in relationships than in intellectual striving. The examples above give a
taste of the sort of ideas post-modern theologians have been trylng out. All sorts of God-talk need
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vigorous examination. \What are these new symbolic gods and feminine gods? Vhich logics apply to
them?

Puzzles that Post-Modern Christian writings bring

Gordon Kaufrnan is one of these new theologians; in his The Theological Imagination, Constructing
the Concryst of God (Kaufrnan,l98l) he has these ideas to argue:

If we can no longer presume that theolog5r is working directly from an authoritative divine revelation,
how are we to proceed? !ilhat are we to construct here, and in what way? It is clear that we cannot
fabricate a concept of God simply out of whole cloth. Of what elements is it to be composed and how
should they be put together? Is it really possible to set out & meaningful concept of God once the
radically constructive character of theology is acknowledged? A framework of interpretation for tife and
experience cannot be artificially built up from scratch, and then simply "adopted" by persons who find
it attractive and plausible.l5

The interpretation of theology which I am presenting ... is based on an assumption that is so obvious
that it has often gone unrecognised by theologians: namely, that theology is human work. Theology is
done by humans for human purposes; theological work must be assessed by human standards, 

"od 
itt

judges are themselves always ordinary human beings.... 'The sabbath was made for manr'fesus said,
'not man for the sabbath.' (Mark ?:27.) TTtat is, all religious institutions, practices and ideas -
including the idea of God - were made to serve human needs and to further our humanization (what
has been traditionally called our'salvation')... 16

THESIS l. The proPer business of theology (theos-logos) is the analysis, criticism, and recons6uction
of the the image/concept of God.17

THESIS II. The image/concept of God, a human construct like all other symbols, is, and always has
been, built up through an ortnpolation or development of certain finite metaphors or models, in such a
way that it can serve as the ultimate point of reference for grasping and understanding all of o<perience,
Iife and the world.

SLIB-THESIS A. The 'ultimate point of reference', as that to which every item of enperience and every
object within the world, as well as the world itself, is to be related, transcends all experience and the
world, and may not be confused or identified with any object within the world @rinciple of
Absoluteness).

TITESIS III. The Christian image/concept of God draws heavily on human metaphors and models -
for o<ample, father, lord, iudge, son, word, love, mercy, forgiveness - thus suggesting that the ,ultimate
point of reference' may properly be understood in human, or at least humane, terms, and that God
relates Godself to humankind in ways which promote and enhance human development and firlfilment
... to the extent that the man Jesus Christ is regarded as the final or definitive t t'il"tioo of God, God,s
humaneness becomes further specified as essentially suffering love.

THESIS IV. The task of Christian theology is to assess and criticise received ideas of God in terms of
their adequacy in expressing God's absoluteness and God's humaneness, and to reconstruct the imagd
concept of God so that it will express these motifs ... in the contemporary situation, i.e., so that God's
presence in contemporary life become intelligible.

God is the great relativizer of all fdse absolutes, the One who unmasks all the idols...ls
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From these extracts it can be seen that Kaufrnan thinks that God is an idea, or an image, or a

concept, or a syrnbol created by people to personi$ an 'ultimate point of reference' for
understanding all of (i) experience, (ii) life, and (iii) the world. [THESIS IIJ Can this be? Here are
some questions that spring to mind about personiffing an ultimate point of reference.

(a) You want to understand an erperience, say, falling in love? God is the symbol for the most
pure and intense loving you can have; compare and contrast your love with the ultimate. But how is
that an explanation?

(b) You want to know what to do in some situation life has thrown at you? What would God
want you to do? tilflhat would Jesus do in the same circumstances? These are the ultimate standards
of behaviour. But people cannot agree what God wants, nor what Jesus would have done. So how is
God any help in e>rplaining?

(c) You waot to know why quarks come in three colours, two flavours, and with strangeness-
numbers (in our world with its quantum mechanics)? God is the ultimate point of reference for
quarks. And what sort of an e><planation is that?

The situation gets worse and worse as we start asking for understanding of experiences of, say,
famine. Is God a symbol of the ultimate point of reference of famine, that is, a symbol of the
starvation of everyone, that is, of univetsal death? Ask for understanding of the life of a virus. Is
God the symbol of the ultimate point of reference of viral physiology and reproducrion, that is, is
God like an ideal virus? Or is life supposed to be human life only and a better question might be to
ask for an understauding of gratuitous tornrre? How is God the symbol of the ultimate point of
reference for gratuitons torture, that is the symbol for the worst son of gratuitous torture that it is
possible to inflict?The Kaufnan prograrnme loola restricted and Platonic, or very badly expressed.

All these questions engendered by Kaufrnann, and the many more questions that we will
encounter in studying other post-modern theological writing, make one desperate to know if the
logical basis, as well as the imaginative basis of this theology is sound. In the meantime it appears
that there is a great deal of work to be done to make these new ideas about God as 'ultimate' and
'absolute'as the new theologians would like them to be.
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This quotation from Schteiermacher is taken from Alisdair Maclntyre (1957)'The Logical Status
of Religious Belief'. Since I will not be looking at the logical problems in Schleiermacher's
writing I take *ris oppornrnity to do a quick'translation test'to show what might happen if I did:

God qeaud the wor[d in 6 days.
Replace'God'with Schleiermacher's definition.The statement becomes, approximately:

I feel that I am absolutely depndnt and this is because all pmple feel this way and haae
done since 6 days afur the big-bang.

Scientific sturdy of rhe origin, authorship and character of the Biblc goes under the name of
'Higher Criticism'. It began as mainly historical criticism but now includes such disciplines as
linguistics, papyrology, archaeology, anthropology, and uses computer-assisted analysis of texts. A
maior reference work on higher criticism is Soulen (1981) The Handbooh of Bblical Citicism.
Schweitzer (1906, 19l0) discusses many of the early workers in the field for their contributioa to
knowledge of the historical jesus, including Herman Reimarus, 1694 to 1768, whose most
important book Reimarus (f 778) was published after his death, ; and David Friedrich Strauss,
the most ' infamously famous', whose wotk The Life of Jesus Citically Examined was translated
first into English by George Eliot in 18116 and created a wave of emotional criticism.

Albert Schweitzer's most famous theological work is Schweitzer (1906) Von Reimarus Zu Vrcdc,
First English edition, The Quest of the Historical Jesus, a ritical study of its progress from Reimarus a
Wrede, 1910. In this book Schweitzer sorts out the eady attempts to find the real character of
Jesus's messager and presents us axguments for the lgading that fesus was well aware ttrat he was
the Messiah and that he did what he could to bring in the Kingdom of God, thought of as a
dramatic event, including willingly dying.This book ends with the justly famous passage,

He comes to us as one unknown, without a name, as of old, by the lake-side, he came to
those men who knew him not. He speaks to us the same word: 'Follow thou me!'and sets
us to the tasks which he has to fulfil for our time. He commands. And to those who obey
him' whether they be wise of simple, he will reveal himself in ttre toils, the conflicts, the
sufferings which they shall pass through in his fellowship, and, as an ineffable mystery, they
shall learn in their own experience who he is.

In Schweitzer (1930) The Mysury of the Kingdont of God, he e:rpands on Jesus's understanding of
the Kingdom, as he sees it.

See Bultrnann (1941).

See Williams, Daniel D. 1958, 'Modernism' in A Handbook of Chrirtian Thmlagt Eds. Halverson
M & Cohen. A, I-ondon, Fontana Books, pp.235 - 237.
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I have not been able to track down this quotation, which came to me second-hand but if it is not
his, my apologies to his reputation. Brunner cln, in fact, be one of the dearest of the modem
theologians:fororarnplerseehislucid TheScandalofCh*tianity,l95lrl-ondon,SCMPress,inwhich
he acknowledges the help of Gregor Smith with his English.

In 1954 Rondd Gregor Smith, then editor of SCM Press, visited New Zealand and spoke at
many Student Christian Movement meetings. At one of these, over a weekend at 'Old Stone
House' on the edge of Christchurch he told me that he invented the word 'demythologising'
whilst translating Rudolf Bulunann's work. He had been using the word 'demything', but his
t1,pist, hyphenating at the end of lines, broke the word into 'demy-*ring'. The neologism avoided
this confusion.

I prefer to put a hlphen in 'de.mythingf and get back closer to fie slenning intended, and
also avoid ttre charge of linguistic pomposity; unfornrnately it is at the expense of encouraging
ugly tylpography.

Kaufrnan, Gordon D., 1981, The Thnbgbel Imagination, Constucting the Concept of God,
PhiladelphiarVestminster Press, pp. 30 - 31.

Ibid. pp. 263 - 4.

Ibid. pp. 265 - 272. These theses continue up to No. VI; the last two and a Sub-thesis B to No. II
have not been quoted here; nor the entensive 'Elusidations' which follow eachThesis.

Ibid.p.276.

15.

16.

t7.

18.
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Chapter I I

Post-Modern ChristianTheologies 1. Symbolist

God-the-Symbol
Open n Science?

Logical hoblems
Can we talk about God at all?
Types of absuaction

Poptper's Three Worlds ; Reducing the V(orlds

Are there arrylVorld2 objects? Symbols as abstractions
Christian theologians and Symbols
Picking up the pieces

The cunent siaation
Polytheistic reli.gions and symbol gods

A new Symbol-religion and theTheologic
Axioms for the new theology

Conclusion

God-the-Symbol

Those post-modern theologians who want to use the word 'God' as a symbol for our highest values
and aspirations are embarked on a proiect which is very confusing to the ordinary user of language.
'God' has been the name (and not iust a symbol) of a creator, upholder, father, for so long that it
will need a sustained campaign of many decades to get its meaning changed. Feminists in some
Englistt-speaking western counties have managed to change the meaning of 'man' (from meaning
both 'human' and 'male human' to mean 'male human' exclusivelr, To do this in 40 years has
taken a lot of moral and psychological pressure and iutimidation. It is possible to change the
msaning of 'God'but I hope post-modern theologians do not expect it to be quick.

There are good reasons not to try to change the name 'God'iato a symbol. Firstly there is the
unintentional, morally neutral confusion it is likely to create. Second there is the possibility of fraud
with one person using the word in one way whilst knowing the hearer is hearing it with a different
meaning. Third, though a symbol may be more logically normal in its use and the way it is
understood than the name 'God', nevertheless, symbols and syrnbolism are not easy concepts to
deal with, and very prone to category mistakes.

Two examples of work to be done

Paul Tillich is a post-modern theologian whose ideas we will examine more carefully later. As an
example of the way mistakes can arise, think of the effects of the new definition from Tillich (1957)
already quoted at the beginning of Chapter 10.

SyI. The fundamental symbol of our ultimate concern is God,l
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There are a lot of ideas that could be unpacked from this statement (and that is how poetry,
metaphor, myth and parables should be). For example, the idea that

5y1.1. There are many symbols for our ultimate concern but the main one is God.

Then there are the confirsions which we can highlight by pointing out that the word God has not
been put in quotes; so .SI. could mean

5y1.2. There is a real God who also has a symbolic role much the same way as Judge
lefferies was both a person and a symbol of the (terrible) iustice system of
eighteenth century England.

Howeverr l can also unpack:

Sy/.3. 'God'stands for our ultimate concern.

This is rather unsatisfactory and the problem can be seen if we turn 'God' (a symbol) into some
other symbol carrying less emotional and theological baggage. For example we could write

SyI.4. V stands for our grcatest concern.

This does uot seem particularly helpful as a guide for using language or giving our lirres more
meaning.

SyI.5.'God'means'ourultimateconcern'.

This is a definition and as such can be used to make substitutions, Ieaviog the meani.g unchanged.
Here is the use of this definition in an otherwise fairly ordinary theological statements:

5y2.1 God is love

becomes
5y2.2 Our ultimau concert, is loae.

This may be true and requires only sorne psychological tests to prove it or disprove it. Or it may be
an e:<hortation to be loving dressed up in rnetaphor.

5y3.1 God cteaud the world
becomes

5y3.2 Our ultimau concern treatad the world.

As a piece of reasoning for such a radical conclusion it may be logical but I am fairly certain that
very few people who want to say God neated the world, would be content to have their statement
translated into our ultimau concern created the world. It is possible to give slgrning to this last
sentence; it is a rather convoluted argumentr but it can be done. I essay a possible way, and its
problems, in a note.2

Tiaps

In their attempts to re-interpret the idea of God the post-modernist theologians not only get far
away from the ordinary meaning of God, but they fall into various rraps. The first 6ap was
demonstrated above by using the application of modern definitions to old dicta - a sort of. reductio
ad absurdum procedure. This at very least shows that a lot of work needs to be done slgxning out old
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theological statements and inventing new ones if new theologies are to be any more logical than the
old.

A second trap (religious rather than logical) is that worship ceases to be religiously appropriate
- one can hardly venerate or adore something one has created oneself without being accused of, at
the least, navel gazing: and at the worst, idolatry. This does not worry me, because, iust as one can
point to religions without a 'God', so I am h"ppy to find religions wi*rout rituals, veneration,
worship, and awe.

A third uap (psychological rather than logical) is that worshipping oneself is either narcissism
or close to madness,

Open to science?

As we will find with the Gaia pantheistic religion ilre new definitions of, and statements about,
'God' also appear to be open to scientific enquiry, unlike the theological propositions of the older
Christian religions which were by their nature untestable and so immune to scientific verification.
For example, is love our ultimate concern or is (following the ideas of enlightened self-interest and
the selfish gene) self-preservation our ultimate concern? FiU in these questionnaires, undergo this
deep therapy, reveal your innermost thoughts under hypnosis, and an answer may be revealed. Or,
better still (more scientifically) use the methods of epiderniology and statistically uack down from
among the things people do what they most want to do.

Is this the conclusion the post-modern theologians want - a religion based on investigations of
the physical sciences, or on statistics about people? Tillich, perhaps aware of the possibility of
scientific interference, is at pains to put God-the.ultimate-concern, beyond the reach of statistics
and epidemiology.

Logical probkms

Then there are the logical problems that go with ideas such as 'the ultimate concern'. Is this
supposed to be something we can check on and perhaps change our minds about some day, perhaps
as circrrmstances change. For example could we 'nderstand nuclear weapons to be the ultimate
concern since they could obliterate life, this year; but when they are banned, then safe drinking
water or the ozone hole or air pollution may be the ultimate concern; or perhaps the ultimate
concern is a psychological state ofsanity?

How is the logician to put into symbols the concept of 'our ultimate concern'? Is it best to use
a simple proposition, p, or is it a bound variable, Epp? Or is the ultimate concern a way of talking
about the laws of the universe and so a sentence such as '!fle all have an ultimate concern' or, 'You
cannot exist without having an ultimate concern' is iust a way of saying 'Ve are as we arcr' C1>p?

Thutologies are always tue but seldom enlightening or helpful, except as a test of the truth of a
deduction.Ife can uy the following process:

TheUniversalDomainl x:lta=variablesj Vrx=xisaperson; ixy =rhavingyj 0x=.risa
concern,

5y4.1 IIxAyxICy9y Qxy ( everyone has at least one concern >.

The notion of an ultimate concern can be introduced several ways, the easiest being to have a

constant z = the ultimate coucern; and now we have

< everybody has the particular ultimate concern >.
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< everytody is concerned to stay alive >.

Then the logic can begin and we can be sure that

5y4.3

and
5y4.4

IlxCCtyx$xuCryx $xa

CIIxCtyx$xuZxCryx$xu

< if everyone has the ultimate concern then, no matter
what, they all have the ultimate concern >

< if everyone has the ultimate concern then, no matter
what, someone has the ultimate concern >.

This logic is about a particular ultimate concern, a universal as well as ultimate concern. The Tillich
statement says God is our ultimate concern, and if we believe him (in one of the possible ways it
can be interpreted) then we might like to say that 'z' stands not only for the universal ultimate
concern but also for God. Flowever, other passages from Tillich suggest that he is more likely to be
saying that each person has their own ultimate concern (for me it might be nuclear war, for you it
might be making enough money to pay the weekly bills) and so the ultimate concern is not
universal: we need a way of symbolising these personal ultimate concerns before we call them gods
and proceed with seeing what logic can produce. I say 'gods' rather than 'God' since, surely, a
multitude of concerns should not be lumped together, under the tide God unless with extreme
caution.

We would have to make the ultimate concern a variable (rather than a constant) if we want to
express the idea that everyone has some (that is, their own particular) ultimate concern and make
sure that each concern is firmly tied (unique) to each person.

Can We Thlk About God At All?

At this point I can do no better than quote from Alisdair Maclntyre, In the 1960s he made most of
the important points in answer to this question.

Is religious language so idiosyncratic that we can hope for no philosophical account of it? It would be
odd if the answer to this question were 'Yes'. For a great many of the e:rpressions which find a place in
religious utterance, in fact the vast majority of such expressions, derive their sense from their use in
other and non-religious contexts. To praise, to love, to recount great deeds, to aqlress awe: all these
employ expressions which find their place in the fabric of everyday language. Nor does religion confer
on such er<pressions a new and esoteric meaning. That this is so is shown by the insistence of
theologians that certain particular er<pressions should be used in religious utterance, and not others.
God is our Father, but not our Mother; loves us, but does not hate us; we are bound to obey him, not
defv him; and so on. Father-Mother, love-hate, obey-defr: these conceptual contrasts are transferred
with all their familiar meaning into our speech about God. This rather obvious fact at once renders
untenable three views of religious ufterances which have found favour with certain schools of
theologians.

... Certain statements of Karl Barth, for example, seem to suggest ttrat the assertions of the Bible
are meaningless to anyone who has not achieved the special miracle of grace. But to suggest tfuis is to
use the q761d .6ganingless' meoninglessly. For what would it be to confer meaning on an othenrrise
meaningless stetement? Suppose the form of words: 'Mountain neither fire red here,. The syntactical
rules of English render this meaningless. To make it meaningful one would have to provide a set of rules
whereby such an expression could be decoded, could be translated, into a syntactically recognisable
expression. Unless the expression could be decoded it would be meaningless to anyone, whatever their
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special inward spiritual gtaces; if the expression could be decoded it would be meaningful for anyone,
provided only that there was access to the code, to the rules of the translation. But for most theological
and biblical enpressions there is not even a problem of decoding. Because most religious language

utilises familiar words wittr familiar meanings their sense is apparent to believer and unbeliever... [Al
special miracle of grace might be bound up with finding the biblical assertions acceptable or in|ortant ..,
but could not be involved in finding them meaningfttl. [My emphasis.]

A variant on ttris orthodox Protestant view is the liberal Protestant view that religious enpressions
do indeed have to be decoded since they refer to inner experiences which only some people enjoy' or at

least only some people recognise. And on this view only those who have these cnrcial experiences could
hope to decode them. But to say this is to commit a mistake which is obvious the moment one tries to
vindicate this view-point by an example. Schleiermacher, for instance, suggests that when we say that
God created the world we are really saying something about our inner orperience of absolute
dependence. But if we use the words 'God created the world' in their ordinary sense then the rules of
meaning and syntax in English preclude us from referring by them to any inner experience. !(e could,
of course, recommend that this e:rpression should be consrued in a new way; and no doubt this is what
Schleiermacher is in fact doing. But if one wishes to mean something other than what the words mean,
taken as they stand it would seem misleading to use this form of words. Theologians want to insist on
this form of words - for example in the creeds. Hence it is misleading to suggest ttrat Schleiermacher
and orthodox theologians disagree about the meaning of the asseftion 'God created the world'; what
they really disagree about is whether to say this at all.

The root of the matter is, however, deeper than this. For the suggestion of the liberal theologian
that theological expressions have private meaning by referring to private experiences is ruled out by the
fact that no er<pressions can derive their meaning this way. To have shown this is one of the cenual
achievements of Wingenstein. For to name our private orperiences in such a way that they can be
recognised identified and, if you like, dated is to introduce words which are used according to rules.
And a rule is essentially something public, somettring which can be taught and learned. So words like
'pain' and 'sensation'which refer to private e:<perience, if any words do, are words in public language. It
is not that we have private experiences and invent words for ttrem. But we learn the words and find the
application in our er<perience. The language is in a sense - and even, though this could be misleading,
in a sense formative of - the arperience. This is as true of religious language as of any other. In so far
as it refers to private experience, we learn that it does so because the meaning of the e:ipressions can be
taught publicly. This is why two believers can discuss their common experiences. If indeed religious
expressions referred to private e4periences and their meaning was exhausted by such reference, ttren no
two believers would use the same language - for the experience and the language of each would be
private to each - and two believers would never know *rat their exgreriences were the same. In fact,
believers are able to talk with one another on religious mafters - they do so at length; and this is
because religious language is no private code, but is at once public and familiar. ...

Dr ]ohnson on Boehme, 'If Jacob saw the unutterable, Jacob should not have tried to utter it.'
Mystical writers tend to say what cannot be said at inordinate length and it is clear that for them such
expressions as 'the unutterable' take on an idiomatic sense ... Most religious language ... is of a

thoroughly familiar kind. And ... theologians and believers generally want to assert some things and
deny others. But where everything is nonsense, there can be neither assertion nor denial. Where
everything is nonsense one kind of nonsense is as good as another...

In the Bible men go on joumeys, sufier greatly, marry, have children, die, and so on. So far no
difficulty. But they go on their journeys because God calls them, suffer in spite of God's care, receive
their brides and their children at ttre hand of God, and at death pass in a special sense into God's
realm.... This reference to God introduces all the difficulty. Vhat is said of God is familiar enough. God
calls, God hears, God provides. But these verbs appear to lack the application which is their
iustification in non-religious contexts.... The name 'God' is not used to refer to someone who can be
seen and heard, as the name 'Abraham'is, alrd when descriptive verbs are used to state that Godts call
is heard, it is not ordinary hearing that is meant. Hence all the puzzles. If talk about God is not to be
construed at its face value, how is it to be construed? 3

The problems outlined by Alisdair Maclntyre are the sort which prompted practising
theologians such as Tillich and Kaufman, to look for new ways to talk about God. There was
another route they could have taken, namely to have stopped talking about God at all, but this did
not appeal. The pantheists have not stopped talking about God or gods. In fact, in the case of those
$yncretistic 'new-age' pantheists who wish to incorporate in a new religion all the tribal religions
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they know, there is much talk about gods; but they could logically, do so. If you are going to go on
talking about a god or gods iust what are you talking about?

Authority as the key?

Alisdair Maclntyre has suggested, in a later part of the essay quoted above, that authority is the key
to what makes religious talk, including theology, rational: we understand what it is to accept
auttroriry and once belief has taken the necessary fint step (accepting as authoritative a scripture,
or a revelation, or a person, or an organisation, or a theology...) then the rest of one's beliefs flow
from that first step. This is something like the progmrnme I suggest for all ttreologies: first arioms
accepted without question, then rational deductions from them. Flowever, it is also like the soldier
who puts himself or herself under authority and does not question orders, and acts upon them,
without hesitation or moral qualms. Nevertheless, there is still the possibility that the soldier is
sometimes given incorrect information and unlawful orders. The military system tries to deal with
such mistakes by its members, within the system, with courts martial and military police and a

system of punishrnents. However, since at least the Nuremberg Trials, civilian and international law
is considered to be above military law and the defence 'I was ordered to'may not get a soldier off;
for exarnple, a soldier may not torture nor mutilate an unarmed enemy soldier, nor kill civilians, no
matter who orders the soldier to do so.

Does the believer admit no countervailing considerations or evidence to the contrary when
doing what logically follows from the authority he or she accepts? If the believer does admit
gsuffgrvgiling considerations, then cracks have appeared in the strength of the authority. In *re
best of all possible worlds a religion which fails to deliver what its authority promises wiU fall sooner
or later, as will a fighting unit whose commander issues illegal commands.

The idea that authority is the distinguishing feature of rational religious language is rather like
asking that a new marker or flag be placed at the start of every religious statement - at the start of
every neligrous book, rnight do - indicating that the ideas which follow are to be taken as true for
those who accept the authority of X or Y, but as not necessarily true by those who do not. This is
approximately Karl Barth's position. Those who are not under the particular authority assumed in
the book or preaching or reasoning will have to mentally add 'If tlte authority is to be relied on...' to
the beginning of almost every sentence.

This is a recipe for great confusion as facnral statements and religiously authorised statements
and ethical statements get bandied about in the same text or conversation. The rules worked out by
Hare and Duncan-Jones for commands aod adapted by me for arguments containing theological
remarks will have to be rigdly enforced - once a colnmand (or a theological statement) has
become part of the reasoning, the conclusion must be a command (or a theological statement) only.
On the last page of the 'flagged' book, or at the end of the discussion, there should be a warning:
'return now to default setting, that is, to non-believing mode, using uormal rules of true and false.'

Types of abstraction

What does the Universe consist oP To the physicist everything can be reduced to ultimate particles,
energy, and their relationships with each other. In the yeat 2002 the search for ever smaller and
more ultimate nameable bits goes on; orperimenters using particle accelerators continue to hunt for
the entities that quantum theory and its developing mathematics suggest may be found. The
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exploded along with the atomic bomb. The mathematics describe the relationships, some of whictt
in our present state of knowledge can be called 'forces'. So the logician may decide that the
universe, to the physicist, contains matter/energy of various sorts, and several sorts of relationships,
iaglu.ling space, time, forces, and possibly mathematics.

I?hat sort of 'existence' do relationships have? They depend on the more 'concrete' obiects of
matter and energy. For example, the physicists would say: if there is no obiect, there is no space; if
there is only one obiect, there is no force. Flowever, once two obiects exist the relationships also

exist. (Leaving aside, as undecided questions, the pre-obiect status of mattrematics, e.g., l+l=2,
and logic, e,g,, Kpq, which can be used in the descriptions of relationships .)

Obieas and relationships are quite different categories of 'things' and should not be allowed to
get mixed up, but they are both quite real. Are they, however, all the things there are? !7hat about
feelings, dreams, words, concepts, names, ideals, hopes, facts, worstrip., beauty, redness...? This is a

good place to have a quick look at one of the theories of what the universe is made up of, since it
supposes that private experiences are a separate part of the universe, In fact feelings, and other
private experiences are often proposed by the religious as proofs of propositions about the 'spiritual
world' and gods. I introduce this issue here because one of New Zealand's main advocates of the
God-the-symbol theology, Lloyd Geering, uses this way of categorising the contents of the universe.

POPPER'S VORLDS

Karl Popper (see Popper and Eccles, 7977) has taken the idea of Duality (a physical world and a
spiritual world) a step further and has World 1, World 2 an'd lVorld.3. This is a way of dividing what is
in the universe up into three sorts of thing.

World I is that of physical obiects, energy, and the things that are made of these, including
living organisms and so including ourselves,

World 2 is states of consciousnesE, thinking, dreaming, willing, feeling, orperiencing ...
World 3 is what follows from language and includes concepts, names, ideas, interpretation of

experience, art, rituals, technology, values, religion, myths, philosophy, science and
mathematics, logic, constructions of reality, knowledge.

Geering, noting that everything in World 3 has been created by people thinking, feels that there is
something special about what the human brain does and that this ought to be explained. The result
in his case is that he lights upon the myths of Freud and Juug (including the concepts of ttre id ego,
subconscious, racial subconscious) and uses them to describe the springs of action and knowing.
This is, however, iust to substitute one myth for another. Here is an example, to demonstrate:

The archetlpes [of Carl Jung] perform two roles. The first is to provide the strucnrre for t]re
developing psyche. As consciousness begins to manifest itself as a layer above the unconscious it
needs to be directed and provided with a unifuing point. The centre of consciousness is the ego
and we are each born with a psychic propensity or archetlrye to develop an ego. The ego plays an
important role in psychic health, as it has a mediating function between the signals coming from
the outer world and the continuing motivation rising from the unconscious. The ego acts as a sort
of controller... The ego, being an internal spiritual entity, is fragile and vulnerable and can be
easily wounded. a

The models of the human mind, its components and its workings, as invented by Freud and

Jung and psychological theorists since then, are becoming superfluous as neuro-physiology, neuro-
chemistry, neuro-micro-biology, neuro-information theory, and so on, are developed. !7hen you get
to look inside a camera you do not necessarily find a dwarf with a paint brush,

Logic qua logic makes no distinction between Worlds 1, 2, and 3; statements about any
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member of the three is just as acceptable as any other statement in an argument and statements
about all three may be mixed in an argumeot:

If the\trTaimakariri river lies berween lGiapoi and Christchurch (facc: lVorldl)
then, if I wish to get to Kaiapoi from Christchurch (statement about my feelings: lVorld 2)
then consulting a road rnap to see if there is a bridge (the information in a road map is a

World 3'object') would be a good idea.

However, as we know, some statements contain content (refer to things, have meanings) which
restrict their part in arguments. For example, it is not possible to doubt the truth of repons of
feelings, though we may have doubts when we see the actions @ehaviour) that should show the
likelihood of such feelings being present; we ctnnot treat statements about the future as true or
false; moral injunctions are more like commands than statements; beliefs cannot be treated as facts
are; and, theological statements cannot be used as vital parts of any argument to deduce facnral
statements nor moral judgements.S

Reducing theWorl.ds?

The belief that all lWorldl obiects are clusters of lVorld7 objects is by no means unusual, especially
among the post-modern religious. However, it has a long history and versions of it can be detected
in the Platonic description of our reality as shadows of an ideal-realitS in Berkeley's esse est percipi,
and in the primary of sense-data in the reality espoused by the logical ernpiricists in the 1920s and
30s. In modern times some quantum physicists are strongly of the opinion that their 'particles' are
not to be given the status of physical objects but ueated entirely as probabilities and the result of
particular mathematical calculations resulting from the indirect observation of phenomena. This
makes W'orldl obiects a mixnrre of lVarld2 (observations) and World3 (calculations).

In 20th century social sciences World2 was the focus of attention by Freud, Adler and tung. We
cannot feel other people's paing ss pleaSureS, dream their dreams, experienCe their emotions, and So

science, very properly (and unlike Freud and Jung) describes individual human behaviour in
Psychology, mass human behaviour in Sociology and Anthropology, past behaviour in History, and
statistically analyses all such data into trends, influences, causes, results, and predictions. These
studies result in World3 facts. The theoretical work of the biological sciences has contributed by
creating the new science of Bcology which studies the inter-relatedness of all lVorldl objects, actions
and slntems,

In the 'lVest these sciences have influenced religious thinking and the post-modern theologies
are, in part, attempts to incorporate or 'dei$' pans of the new knowledge. For example, any new
religion which sees the idea of 'God' as a way of talking about the earth and its eco-system (a Gaia
religion) is as much a result of the new science of Ecology as it is a 'retum' to Hindu or 'animist'
attitudes to the earth. Critics of the new religions, such as New Zealander Harold Turner Clurner
1998) in The Roots of Sc'imce, find the 'constructivism' of these religions deeply disturbing, in
Turner's case because he sees it as undermining the case for rational and scientific endeavour. By
constructiaism - a word used in educational theory - Turner is using an idea which might well go
under the title 'relativism' (as contrasted with 'absolutism') in ethics and refers to the suggestion
that God is a construct of the human intellect and feelings, not a lVorldl (or possibly World4 l)
obiea. In Popper's categories, the post-modern theologians have, in their symbol Go4 invented a

World3 obiect.
There are at least three ways of constructing a god using Popper's categories.
(l) Find a set of objects and their interactions (in Worldl) with a common denominator and

declaring that common factor to be named 'God'. Gaia religionists may in fact choose 'all' as the set
of Worldl objects to name; more thorough-going pantheists must name all Worldl , 2, and 3 objects.

(2) Find a set of thoughts, feelings, intuitions, emotions (in World2) which may be called
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'God'. This is a sort of pure spiritualist or pure 'soul-centred' religion and is, I suspect, most
commonly found in a less pure form mixed in with other theologies, particularly those of a dualist
(the world has both objects and spirits) and animist tendency.

(3) Find a common tlnead amongst what follows from langpage, including concepts, names,
ideas, interpretation of experience, art, rituals, technolog;y, values, religion, myths, philosophy,
science and mathematics, logic, constructions of reality, knowledge, and call that 'God.' This must
be the most common form of constructed god, and no doubt most atheists, if taxe4 would say this
is how all the major religions construct their gods. Cenainly (by definition of the Worlds) once
constructed, this 'God' obiect, no matter frorn which lVorld it crune, is definitely a World3 obiect.

To treat World3 obiects as if they arc Worldl obiects is the simplest and most cornmon of
'category mistakes'. The well known example is of someoue asking to be shown team spirit who is
shown football matches in progress, meets the defeated team after the match and notes that they are
not in deep depression but have enioyed something despite defeat, and so on, but who still asks to
be shown team spirit. The inquirer is labouring under a mistake about categories - an idea
absuacted from team games and the behaviour of team players is being thought of as a physical
obiect from which photons of light can reflect.

In theological discussion it is a category mistake to ueat 'the holy spirit' (an obviously LVorW
object absuacted from the acts of God) as if it was a Vlorldl obiect (the third'person' of the tti"ity).
This seems like a very elementary mistake, but it had dire effects on theological reasoning for a

thousand years, and is still current in Christian churches. If, at this point, a theologian maintains
that both holy spirit (absuaction) and Holy Spirit (person) are 'ways of talking' then they must be
both World3 obiects. At which point in the argument, all propositions about both are either
'shorthand' ways of talking about IX/orldI obiects or must be used in that strange meta-level
language where the main purpose is the classification of sets according to whether they include each
other or not, whether they intersect and if so how.

Having allowed a new World to pop into the discussion, as a way out of some difficulties, a
quick diversion needs to be made to see what status a lVorld4 God has. Being constructs of minds,
(constructs arc lVorld3 obiects) is not a guarantee that something does not exist in some other guise.
For example, genes were for many years a construct iu the mind (au abstraction, a thought, a
theory) from the facts gathered by Mendel about the inheritance of characteristics by peas; they are
now lVorld / objects, being protein molecules anached to identifiable chunks of DNA. Perhaps the
God, as constructed by our thinking (and perhaps emotions), is also a 'real' object, and although
not a physical object (lYorldl), is real as a World.4 obiect. Is this sort of reality any different from the
reality lYorld3 objects have? Popper certainly is using this whole system of categories to try to
dissolve what he sees as an artificial unreality which most of us seem to give to feelings and ideas.
So he would not allow that anything has been added to God by grving him-her a special World to
reside in; God is no 'more' real in World4 than in lVorld2 or 3. And adding a World4 to the categories
is to begin growing Plato's beard.

A special lYorld4 for God looks like grving us many of the same problems as the idea of a God
before creation (such as the inability to interact wittr anything else) and although tfre category is a
tempting receptacle for all useless notions, I fear that further investigation would declare it surplus
to requirements.

Although Popper's categories have a stimulating effect and give a refreshing legitimacy to
World? and World3 obiects, which most cosmologies do not, it is time to make it clear that the rules
for reasoning in and about rhese lVorlds are not the same - their logics are not the same - and the
penalty for not keeping them clearly distinguished is confusion and superstition. 'We are usually
aware that categories of concepts must not be mixed: the example from primary school science I
best remember was the clear difference between heat and temperature: you may add the
temperattues 20o to 40o and get aud answer 600 but if you add two equal volumes of water at the
two different heats you will get water at (approximately) 50o. Heat is a Worldl object and
temperatnre is a lVorld3 obiect.
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Are there anyWorld? objects?

Popper's most radical step was to give states of consciousness, thinking, dreaming, willing, feeling,
experiencing, and other 'private' experiences a definite place in his 'cosmology', as World2 obiects.

Since rUTingenstein's difficult but logically incisive work on 'private'language showing us that private
language is lagicaUy untenable (as well as being an oxJrmoron) philosophers have been rather wary
of tackling the status of consciousness, feelings, 'sense-data', etc. Flowever, as Vittgenstein and
anyone who has stubbed their toe (including Dr Johnston attempting to refute Berkeley) agrees, we

do have pains, feelings, hopes, dreams, experiences .,. they are just very diffcult to talk about.

Popper has, perhaps very properly, given them a special place as a world of their own.
Many religionists claim that lVorld.Z is the realm from which they obtain their certainty about

God; that it is the realm in which God 'interacts'with people; ttrat we experience or know our god,

or his-her mind and will, through dreams or dream-like states called 'revelation'; that it is the
spiriaal (even mystical) realm much talked about; that it is a 'higher'realm than that of the physical
world. For these people we must investigate to see if the logic of that realm is different from that of
othet lVorlds and if the logics of the other Worlds need to be treated with care when World2 obiects
are mixed with the other Vlorlds,

In the long quotation from Alisdair Maclntyre we saw a brief swnmary of what !flittgenstein
carefully pointed out: all talk about World7 obiects such as pains, consciousness, our experience of
colour and even distinct obiects, is (like all language) public and learned from other people.

!flittgenstein, in 5293 of his Philosophical Inuestigations, likens our feelings, experiencesr etc., to an

obiect inside a box, a box which we are allowed to open but no one else may, We may call the object
in the box anything we like, and since we all have one it gets a simple name - in Iflittgenstein's
example it is called a 'beetle'. Now we can talk about our own beetle to other people but the things
we can say about beetles in general are limited; for example, we can name our beetles, count
everyone's beetles @y counting the boxes), note that everyone has one, pile them on top of one
another (by piling the boxes) discuss where they were last Satutday ...; but I cannot compare mine
to other people's beetles - I cannot say meaningfully, 'mine is bigger, or shinier or noisier'; nor ask

'is yours made of this or that?' rX/orse still, we do not even koow if other people have anything in
their boxes at all - they might be iust saylDg so to keep up appearances.

As an orperiment I have presented each member of a class with a small box and in each box
something quite different (paper-clip, button, scre% nail ...) and we tested the sorts of things we

could say about it without looking inside other people's boxes. For example, we found that they all
weighed the same, none of them made a noise, we could affange them @y arranging the boxes) in
many patterns, we could buy and sell them, give them pet names, leave them in out wills, yell at
them, send them by post, describe their history ... I(/e invented a new word for them (I had not used
\ilTittgenstein's word 'beetle') and called them our 'vitts'until I allowed the class to look inside each

others'boxes, and the name'vitt'disappeared from our vocabularies.
I(Ie learn language from others (or invent it with others, as with 'vitt') and use it with others, so

language is the filter through which our experiences are recognised, even by ourselves; we fit our
e><periences to the words so that there are not too many discontinuities. l0fle have a few mismatches,
for example, my wife and I often disagree about whether a colour is more green than blue or more
blue than gteen; but on the whole we manage reasonably well. Pity all medical doctors: their whole
professional life is tryrng to diagnose ailments they cannot feel; they must try, from guestions, to
work out what is going on inside the box (the human patient) so that they can prescribe some

reatrnenr which they are told Sy the patients or by outward and visible signs) does the trick.
Doctors, mainly surgeons in fact, who deal with physical, visible, iniuries or conditions such as

broken limbs, failing joints, or tumours, are much better off.
The upshot of this analysis is that we have to make a 'leap of faith' to believe that when we are

told that someone has, for example, what they describe as a headacher or sees a green field, or says

they are hungry, or that they had a dream, or that they heard a drum roll, that they are experiencing
pretty much what we feel when we have a headache, see a green field, get hungry, dream or hear a
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drum roll. This is not a rlifFcult leap of faith since it works; it is faintly possible that when I
experience a green field you e4perience something which, if I had it,I would call a drum roll; but,
like the 'vitts', they are all inside the boxes and, should they be different, that does not matter (to
our discussions, knowledge, decisions and actions) while they remnin there. Neurological science
may discover that e'rrery person has nerve cells in the same part of ttre brain fuing when seeing a
green field, but that still does not tell us for sure that you and I experience the same sensation.
Iflittgenstein said, in a rather gnomic utterance, 'If we construe the grammar of the expression of
sensation as "object-and-name" the obiect drops out of consideration.' That is, it does not matter
for our language, and it does not matter for our logic, what sensation we are having our language
and our logic deals with the box, (usually our behaviour) not what is inside it.

Hume pointed out that we can never be sure that one action causes another, only be sure of
constant coniunction; this realisation does not stop scientific progress. The fact that we can never
experience what other people feel does not stop empathy, morality, love, nor the thousand natural
shocks that flesh is heir to. But it does make it very difficult for those who wish to give a primary
place in their religious belief to feelings, intuitions, spiritual promptings, mystical revelations, and so
on. Herman Otto suggested that feelings of awe are the basic building blocks of all religions. But in
order to be described, discussed, theorised about, and abstracted into World3 objects, feelings of
awe have to have words that go with ttrem,

If I want to tell you about my feeling of awe (something inside my box) I first assume we both
have the same rules about thing-in-a-box conversations; secondly that you have feelings you
describe as awe also (you have something inside your box); thirdly I assume that these are like my
own in kind, that is, as alike as is necessary for our conversation to continue. Are these assumptions
iustified? Are they safe (they do not lead to nonsense)? $7ill the conversation lead to further
knowledge, discoveries, or insights, or is it just'phatic communion'in the iargon of linguists ('warm
fuzzies'in the jargon of pop psychology;'talking to oneself in the opinion of the cpic)?

I have suggested that the 'rUfittgensteinian analysis does not stop me from behaving as if other
people have the same feelings as my own. But is it necessary for the religious believer to be certain
that every person has the same feeling of awe? I think not. All that the believer needs is a certainty
that the feeling of awe you have, and the feeling of awe I have, and the fsgling of awe he or she has,
all come from the same source and lead to the same behaviour. The 'behaviour'bit may be difficult
for most 'spiritual' believers who are not used to the idea that the language they are using and the
rules of language that apply to the category of lVorld2 obiects (such as feelings) are as resuicted as

that applying to 'vitts'. But they can get used to that. I{owever, the problem of t}re source of
'spiritual'feelings may be quite difficult.

The scientific psychologist may find the source of feelings of awe in a fear of the unknown, or a
relief that some phenomenon is not threatening, althougtr dramatic. Such explanations are not very
helpful, iust pushing the question back firrther, requiring us to ask why we fear the unknorvn.
Hunting for a better answer we may say, 'We have an instinctive drive for self-preservation, and the
body's automatic adrenalin rush is paralleled by the mind's fear feeling, to get us ready for flight or
fight.' This may be a better explanation but it will not please the religious who waut to find an
explanation outside the human body. It is only psychologically inclined pantheists who survive this
argument since they find God in the whole of creation; therefore they can see their god in our
instincts.

The retgious who want some outside 'spiritual'intervention to cause such feelings as awe are
of two sorts: those who want the feeling to prove the existence of outside 'spirirual forces' or God;
and those who want the feelings to be God - usually with some sort of notion that our having tlese
feelings somehow 'unites' us with God, presumably because God's narure is 'pure feeling'. This
latter god need be neither creator, sustainer, all-powerful, nor have any of the aaditional theological
attributes, and will exist only inWorld2,unlike ourselves who are part of Worldl.
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Sjrmbols as abstractions

The main point of the discursive trip into Popper's lYorl.ds was to fix a place for a symbolic God into
an accognt of what there ls. Unless we want to invent a new category, World4, iust for gods, then, for
the post-modern theologian, who wishes to reconstruct God as a syrnbol, the Worlds schema

definitely makes God a member of World3, which is made up all that follows from language and

includes names, concepts, ideas, interpretations of ideas, myths, religion, theories (including
scientific theories), politics; and also knowledge, art, rituals, values, moraliry philosophy,

mathematics, and logic. Symbols are definitely constructed, usually by people giving special

signifisa1s. to WorIdI objects - for example, flags, crownsr bundles of sticks, marks on paper, noises

from throats - to represent concepts and ideas and emotions - for example, nationalism, kingship,
solidarity, agreements, worship.

Some people may wish to say that gods are constucted from lVorld2 obiects such as feelings,
intuitions, dreams, revelations, insights, and especially, 'spiritual' versions of these, Until some clear
accorult of how this could happen has been worked out I suspect this will not do, even as a theory;
and those who are most interested in World2 as a basis for religion would probably be unwilling to
agree tlrat gods are symbols at all, preferring them to be some sort of Worldl or World4 objects
recognrsed to exist through lVorld2 phenomena only,

Christian Theologians and S5nnbols

The Christian theologian who most clearly argues for seeing God as a symbol is Paul Tillich (1886-
1965). His major work is his Sysumatic Theolog of 1963 but before that was completed in other
papers and books, he had made his points about symbols and his new ideas about faith and God.
More recent writers such as, Niebuhr, Cuprn, Spong, Kaufnan and Geering have taken up those of
his ideas congenial to themselves and made them more popular. It may be worthwhile to look at
some of tirese more recent writers, but Tillich has the advantage of being original and generally

more systematic. Sorne extracts ftom Dynamics of Faith (1957) will help to show his uain of
thought.

l. FAITHAS ULTTMATE coNcERN

Faith is the state of being ultimately concemed: the dynamics of faith are the dynamics of man's
ultimate concern. Man, like every living being, is concerned about many things, above all about
those which condition his very existence, such as food and shelter. But man, in contrast to other
living beings, has spiritual concems - cogrritive, aesthetic, social, political. Some of them are

urgent, often srtremely urgent, and each of them... can claim ultimacy for a human life... If it
claims ultimacy it demands the total surrender of him who accepts this claim, and it promises

total fulfilment... The nationatsms of our century are laboratories for the study of what ultimate
concern means.,. 6

TI{E MEANING OF SYMBOL

Man's ultimate concern must be expressed symbolically, because symbolic language alone is able
to express the ultimate. ...

Symbols have one characteristic in common with signs; they point beyond themselves to
something else. ... signs do not participate in the reality of ttrat to which theypoint, while symbols
do. Therefore signs can be replaced for reasons of expediency or convention, while symbols
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cannot.... [the symbol] participates in that to which it points: the flag participates in the power
and dignity of the nation for which it stands ... it opens up levels of reality which otherwise are
closed to us. All arts create symbols for a level of reality which cannot be reached in any other
way.... [the symbol] unlocks dimeusions and elements of our soul which correspond to the
dimensions and elements of reality. A great play gives us not only a new vision of *re human
scene, but it opens up hidden depths ofour own being.

Symbols cannot be produced intentionally ... like living beings they grow and they die. They
grow when the situation is ripe for them, and they die when the situation changes.T

3. RELIGIoUS sYMBots
If money, success, or the nation is someone's ultimate concem, can this not be said in a direct
way without symbolic language? ... The :rnswer is that everything which is a matter of
unconditional concern is made into a god. ... Success as ultimate concern is not the natural desire
of actlalising potentialities, but is readiness to sacrifice all other values of life for the sake of a
position of power and social predominance ... in this way concepts designating ordinary realities
become idolatrous symbols of ultimate concern, ...

The fundamental symbol of our ultimate concern is God. It is alwap present in any act of
faith' even if the act of faith includes the denial of God. Vhere there is ultimate concern, God can
be denied only in the name of God. One God can deny the other one. Ultimate concern cannot
deny its own character as ultimate. Therefore it afrrms what is meant by the word 'God'.
Atheism, consequendy, can only mean the attempt to remove any ultimate concem - to remain
unconcemed about the meaning of one's erristence. Indifference toryvard the rrltimate question is
the only imaginable form of atheism. !ilhether it is possible is a problem which must renrain
unsolved at this point. In any case, he who denies God as a matter of ultimate concern affirms
God, because he confirms ultimacy in his concern, God is the fundamentd symbol for what
concerns us ultimately. Again it would be completely wrong to ask: So God is nothing but a
symbol? Because the next question has to be; A symbol for what? And then the answer would be:
For God! God is a symbol for God. This means that in the notion of God we must distinguish
two elements: the element of ultimacy, which is a matter if immediate experience and not
symbolic in itselt and the element of concreteness, which is taken from our ordinary e:rperience
and symbolically applied to God. ...8

God is the basic symbol of faith, but not the only one. All the qualities we attribute to him,
power' love, justice, are taken from finite e:<perience, and applied symbolically to that which is
beyond finitude and infinity.e

These quotations give a clear idea of the type of approach to the idea of God whidt Tillich puts
fonn'ard and they are repeated or are re-worded in several other books and paperslo and elaborated
in his Sysrematic Theology, where, however, he is more interested in such concepts as 'being'than in
focusing on'faith'.

Tillich, and those who follow him, ask us to agree, on cotrsidering the scientific evidence, that
God was iuvented (consuucted) by people to personi8r their ultimate concerns. Gordon Kaufrnan
puts it rather well, as we have seen:

It [the symbol, God] sums up, unifies, and represents in a personification what are taken to be
the highest and most indispensable human ideals and values, making them a visible standard for
human realization, and simultaneously enabling them to be attractive of loydty and devotion
which can order and continuously transform individuals and societies towards ftrlfilment (i.e.,
bring 'sdvation'.) I t

However, Tillich has to put a good deal or argument into convincing us that ttre symbol, God, is the
only possible symbol for our ultimate concern. Power, success, wealth, etc., may be maior concerns,
and they may be called gods, even be our gods, to whom we give total allegiance, but they are not
ultimate,say Tillich and his disciples.

The arguments will not do.
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Either:

(a) Tillich and friends wish to hijack the word ubimate for God's exclusive use. At this point the
word loses its general mssning ('the ultimate in chocolate confectione4/, 'the ultimate peak', the
ultimate limit in low temperature before stasis'); it becomes useless outside their theology; its
ms4ning becomes absorbed into the mssning of 'God', This is a logical problem: there is no
particular reason why an ultimate concern should be ueated in any special way, except perhaps to
put a stop to fur*rer discussion as ' an ultimate concer'n' is reduced to 'the ultimate concern' .

Or

(b) Tillich and friends do not realise that there is a hidden moral proposition or even axiom
needed to make it clear that all ultimate ideas or syrnbols are more important in some way than
not-quite-ultimate ideas and symbols. If we are asking a moral question such as, 'What is the most
heinous crime, the ultimate evil act?' we might argue about whether torturing children was rnore

heinous than tornrring adults, but to ask, 'Is it more heinous to torture two children than one
child?'A 'yes' answer is about to lead us to an impossible escalation to find the ultimately heinous

torturing children act. A 'no' answer sounds wrong. lfhat sort sf msaning can we give to such
questions? The concept of an ultimate evil act is of linle use to us. So it would be with the concept
of an ultimately high mormtein. Even the scientist using ultimate may bump into the question,

'lWhat happens in the material at the ultimate low temperature?' and he or she must reply, 'Nothing
happens.'

Theologians and believers may sneer at such 'logic-chopping', in this case a form of reductio
ad absurdum, and tell us that Tillich is searching for a way of distinguishing the symbol God which
brings out why anyone should use the God symbol or personification over and above any otJrers.

Tillich would be wise to stick to a logicaVlinguistic argument, that 'God'is a shorthand term useful
when talking about the most important (i.e., the most humane) impulses we have.l3 Tillich seems

to have dropped into the trap of searching for something that makes the symbol, God, a symbol of
something undeniably certain; the impulse to make God a logical certainty is very strong, but it
does not give us the god we want.

lfe must now use the powerfirl translation test, as we have often done with other theologies
and will do again. If God personifies, stands for, symbolises, our ultirnate concerns then we can do

some uanslating:

God sent Jesus to be a model for our behaaiour.

becomes:
Aur uhimate concerns sent Jesus n be a model for our behaviour.

Tillich might have said that this misrepresents him, and he would prefer a translation such as:

Christians'ultitnate concern includ.es behaaing humanely and using Jesus os the best guide.

In either case there is something radically wrong with the 'translation', mainly stemming from the
sudden move from a belief to a factual statement. In the first case it is false that our concernsr
ultimate or not, sent an acrual person anyvhere on any modelling mission. In the second case we

need some proof via head-counting and questionnaires of Christians to check the tnrth or falsity of
the assenion.

Thus we see that Tillich is possibly embarking on a radical removal of Christianity out of the
category of 'faiths'or beliefs (where some statements cannot be put to proof) and into the category
of facts, or phenomena, where science decides tnrth or falsity. I am not averse to some versions of
such a proglamme, and would be willing to still call the result a religion, but I think Tillich is not
anempting such a move. This I gather from his insistence (a) that there is an 'ultimate' or'absolute'
concern which is over and above all others; (b) that he knows what this concern is; (c) that the
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primacy of this concertr cannot be denied; (d) and this is what the word 'ultimate' in the phrase
'ultimate concem' means. Tbis canuot be anything but logically improper: to define a word and
then use your definition as a proof of validity is as circular an argurteut as can be found. Three
examples:

'Pegasus'means 'a (particular) flytn7 horse'
Can Pegasus fly?
Yes, because that is what 'Pegasus'means.

'The Bible'means'The word of God'
Is the Bible the word of God?
Yes, it is, because that is wlaat'The Bible'means,

'God means'Our uhimau concern'
Is God our ultimate concern ?

Yes it is, because that is what'God means.

I must also take Tillich to task for sloppy thinking in several of his descriptions and
explanations of the characteristics of symbols, as in the passages quoted. Unfornrnately, such
infelicities do not give us much faith in the general level of God-as-symbol thinking, but we will
encounter many more muddles in later chapters.

All the gualities we attribute to him [GodJ, power, love, justice, are taken from finite orperience, and
applied symbolically to that which is beyond finitude and infinity.ta

Tillich must be proposing that we all know examples of power. There are many different sorts of
power: a car engine, a iet engine, a hydro elecEic turbine, a nuclear power station; a hurricane, a
tsunami; a policeman, a cabinet minister, an election ... and we can abstract the idea of power and
make a symbol to represent power (a lightning-strike logo; Thor; a crown; a ballot-box...). And, just
as we can imagine a mountain higher than Everest, we can imagine a power always greater than all
others combined. Now give that 'ultimate power' a symbol. Perhaps it could be an old man in the
clouds on a throne with a sheaf of thunder-bolts in his raised hand... Better still, use the word 'God'
as the symbol. And Tillich says this last symbol applies to something (not a finite erperience) that is
'beyond firlitude a1d infinily'.

We must quickly dispose of 'beyond finitude and infinity'. This is a nonsensical statement.
'Finitude' means 'being finite, not being infinits, of being subiea to limitations'; therefore, 'beyond
finitude'rnust mean 'beyond having an end'. This means that God is infinite: there can never be a
stop to sizing, or counting or measuring God. But 'infinity'also means 'without end', that is,'sizing
or counting or measuring for ever'. So here we are asked to believe there is something that, once
you had started measuring it, you would never be able to get to the end; and, this something is
beyond, never being able to get to ttre end. No meaning can be given to 'beyond never being able to
get to the end.' SoTillich may say, '...applied symbolically to that which is infinite,' and no more,

This is, in a sense, true; but what has placed the symbol God beyond stopping? I'm afraid it is
a definition, that is, a trick or phenomenon of language, not some great logical mrth. We can
imagine a power always greater than the combination of all power stations, all tsunamis, all
governments, even than the will of all people, and we could call it an 'ultimate' power. But it is quite
unreal, being of a different kind, from any station, tsunami, or government: it is a way of saying 'do
not stop imagining.' lWe can easily imagine a power double the srength of all the powers we know
of: a billion megawatt power station, a tsunami that desuoys all life up to 8000 metres, a

government that rules all life on earth and a thousand other intrabited planets as well. But that is
not what Tillich wants with his tricky use of 'ultimate'. Should we imagine a double-strength power
he then wants us to imagine a power double tbat strength, and after that one double that strength,
and so on for ever - his symbol, 'God'must stand for a logically (and mathematically) unassailable
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power, not iust something a watt or two stronger than what we have already, and will Do doubt soon
suqpass. To start an infinite regression is not a wise rnove.

As noted above, the only way to get unassailability is to make, by definition, the power
(symbolised by God) absolutely ultimate. To do that is to define your God into existence. Another
unrvise move.

Atheism, consequend% can only mean the attempt to remove any ultimate concern - to remain
unconcerned about the mea.ing of one's oristence. Indifference toward the ultimate question is ttre
only imaginable form of atheism. ... In any case, he who denies God as a matter of ultimate concern
affirms God, because he confirms ultimacy in his concem. God is the fundamental symbol for what
concerns us ultimately. l5

In this passage Tiltich shows that he regards one concern as above all others. At ttris point he would
appear to have gtven up on trying to make our ultimate concern immune from attack via logic, and
is giving us a definition of our 'real' ultimate concern, the one that defines us as theists or atheists:

those who have this concern, whether they know it or not, whether they use the symbol 'God'or
not, are theists; those who do not have this concem are atheists. An atheist, he says, does not care

about the meaning of his or her existence. '$?hat is the meaning of my existence?'This is the make-
or-break question or concern.

Tillich has allowed that many people have quite different concerns to which they give their
time, allegiance, thought, passion, etc., and which can be symbolised as idolatrous gods. If he
stopped there it might be thought that he was now keen to glve up looking for logical certainty and
willing to defend this new definition of the the ultimate concern as a fact of anthropology or
psychology. But he does not; he returns immediately to his logic and tries to have it both ways, by
'proving' that the atheist is not really an atheist at all because he crnnot avoid 'afErming' God as he
or she denies God, So attreists are not really atheists, and atheism is impossible, and you cannot
escape believing in God because you cannot escape having an ultimate concern and I know what
that concern is, even if you don't, We can grant him the idea that you cannot escape having an

ultimate concern (in the sssxl msening of 'ultimate' as the 'most important of all your concerns')
but that is nothing to shout about because if you have only two concerns one is more important
than the other; if you have only one concern it is the ultimate - in a rivial sense.

Another infelicity from the next page of the passage iust quoted:

Again ir would be completely wrong to ask: So God is nothing but a symbol? Because the next question
has to be: A symbol for what? And then the answer would be: For God! God is a symbol for God.l6

Tillich has been working hard for 45 pages of Dynamics of Faith to get us to see that, 'ttre
fundamental symbol of our ultimate concern is God'which he says on page 45. Then on page 46 he
asks and answers the questiot [GodJ is a symbol for what? His answerz God is a symbol for God. Not
even, God is a sjnnbol for our ultimau concerni not Our ultimatp concern is a symbol for God. No
quotation marks around any of the terms or names. This is not good enough. If he wishes to be

understood he must make more sense, or if he wishes to be mystical, or even gnomic, he must make
less sense. A symbol has to be a symbol of something-else and not of itself - a flag is a symbol of a
nation, but it is not the nation, and often it is not even a part of it Q have a Welsh name and a Welsh
flag but I am not part of the Welsh nation, nor is my flag), Therefore, Tillich's God is a symbol for
God is simply false.

As with the thesis At the Timpk of the Diviru (which will be quoted in the Pantheism chapter), a
few pages of logical and factual mistakes such as these iust quoted and the motivation to read on
vanishes.
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Picking up the pieces

Is it possible to rescue God-the-symbol theology from the logical blunders of its erstwhile
promoters? This may involve diverting Tillich from his drive for a logically unassailable ultimate
concern; finding a clearer job for the symbol-God than Kaufrnan's point of reference for everything;
finding a clearer job for the symbol-God than Cupitt's point of reference for all spiitual life; or
pinning Geering down when he suggests that God is a symbol for values, aspirations, and goals.lT

rJfe may remove T,l God = the ultimate concern

and leave a pseudo-Tillich position:

pT I God = cL concern about the reason for one's existence

'We may remove K..l God = point of referente for eaerything
and leave a pseudo-Kaufrnan position:

pK.1 God = a point of reference for all morall5t goad things

The Cupitt position is:

C.I God = all that one 'is concerned with in the spiriaal ffi

The Geering position is:

G.1 God = a symbolfor aalues, aspirations, and goak

Now we rnay decide (having reduced them all to a reasonably comparable state) which, if any, of
the pseudo-Tillich, pseudo-Kaufrnan, Cupitt or Geering proposals for the meaning of the God-
symbol is best.

Having reiected the Tillich ultimate concern on logical grounds, I invented the pseudo-Tillich
to avoid the logical enors. However, I have grave doubts about the usefulness of the pseudo-Tillich
concern as a tnrly over-riding and most important concern; it is iust not ethically good enough as

the thing for which a symbol, namely 'God', should be invented. Most scientists would, as

scientists, shrug their shoulders at the suggestion that worrying about the meaning of existence is a
usefiil thing to do, especially in their own speciality, and creating a symbol for it is a waste of tirne.
The more high minded among them will say something akin to, 'It is more important to see if this
thing I am working on can help find a cure for cancer than be all the time fretting about the
meaning of life.' Those who follow Gilben Ryle'sla reasoning might like to say, 'I-ook at what I do
and then you will be able to see what my ultimate concerns are,' The aphorist will be saying as

much with, 'By their deeds you shall know them.' Ttre Christian preacher rnay quote James 2:20,
'Faith without works is dead.' Or tell Jesus's parable of the two sons, Manhew 21228 - we are asked

to iudge between one son who told his father he would, and did not, and the second who said he
would not, and did.

The Kaufrnan God-symbol had also run into logical problems. My pseudo-I(aufrnan God-
symbol has the advantage of introducing moral values and excluding the attempt to make God a
reference point for physical obiects, scientific theory, and mental states. Cupin' as represented here,

further reduces the pseudo-Kaufrnan programme to one dealing wittr spiritual matters only. Cupitt
may well mean an enormous number of disparate thingp by'spiritual'but since it is left rather vague

here I suspecr he wants the God-symbol to be a point of reference for (among other things)
feelings, dreams, visions, altered states of consciousness, and similar members of World?. Tbat
makes rne very witling to prefer the pseudo-Kaufrnan or the Geering position - because of the sort
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of logical problems with 'private language' and Wittgenstein's beetle-in-a-box which I have gone
into earlier.

I have a nominalist hankering after the Geering position. This is because I like lists instead of
generalisations, and can imagine what values, aspiratious and goals he is going to list; they will be,
no doubt, the values, aspirations and goals of the noblest hurnans who have lived - love for fellow
crearures will no doubt be top of the list, being pleased to work for a better life for all people, for the
preservation and improvement of the planet and its environment, being full of the 'good virtues,
and empty of the base, selfisl\ hurtful vices....

Let us look at whether the Geering position can be kept logically simple. There are many
theological staternents in any theology which look like facrual statements, others which look like
commands, others that look like ethical statements, except that they involve gods as well as physical

obiects, including people. For example:

sv5.

and
qv6.

God told Moses to bring the Israelites out of Egypt into a land he (God) would give
them.

Flave no other Gods but me.
and

Sy7. Jesus said, 'If a man dernands your coat, give him your shirt as well,'

These can be eanslated into a Geering mode:

.Sy5.t. Moses's goal, ptompted by his values, was to bring the Israelites out of Egypt
and there the combined aspiratiozs of the Israelites, given time, would be to settle
down in a land they could take (and that is how it turned out).

Sy6.I. Tl'te aspirations and desire of the priestly class of the Israelites was to have
only one god, (and this idea was taken into the religion of the whole tribe).

5y7.1. Everyone should care for and share with everyone else, enemies as well as friends,
even if it leaves you naked.

These are, naturally, rather inadequate translations, especially sioce they take no account of what
the people who first said them thought they were saytng. However, we modern people (symbolised

by Geering) know best what was motivating them, no matter how poetically concrete their
language! But the poetry and old meaning is not the only loss; try the following for a ranslation of
sv6.:

5y6.2 Have no other aalues, aspirations and goals but thoseYahweh is credited with.

This keeps the statement as a corrmand Qost in .Sy6. /) but leaves it unclear who is doing the
commanding.

.SJr6.3 My aalues tell me to have the same aalues and aspirations and goals asYatrweh.

This is a command from me to myself aod so is still inadequate as a full translation of Sy6, but it
immediately highlights a maior problem: what if my values and those of Yahweh clash? This is no
small problem since my values include not killing people and Yahweh's included the slaughter of
anyone who got in the road of his chosen people. Does the value I place on obedience over-ride the
value I place on preserving human life? We might like to take out the personal element,
remembering that Sy6 was the work of ancient clansmen and women, and look for a translation like
this:
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5y6.4 The aalues, aspirations and goals of today's adherents of the Jewish religion, require
them to have the ualues, aspirations and goals of a god calledYahweh, as understood
today and thus somewhat modified from the original, 4000 year old model.

Again we have lost the command, and we still have problems if today's Jews' values clash with the
modified Yatrweh values; and we now have a factual statement which can be checked with
sociological and psychological tools.

Is Geering's post-modern use of 'God' as a symbol for values, aspiradons and goals going,
then, to drive all commands out of his theology? This seems most likely. !?'e are left with a theology
which can handle factud statements like Sy5. and morality, like 5y7.1. This seems to be no bad
thing: once you have decided that there is no 'person' out there to give commands about how we

should behave, no person to whom we might give allegiance, no person who is an'explanation' of
phenomena, then we will have to give commands to ourselves about how to behave, give allegiance
to our own consciences, and seek our own explanations for what there is and what happens.
Religion then becomes intensely, almost exclusively, personal and individual; relativism takes the
place of idealism/absolutism; and we are back to square one with 'man [and particularly myself] the
measure of all things'Ie. This is the position of many feminist theologians, as we will see in Chapter
72, and could also be seen as the position of Buddhists and Confucians.

If Geering likes to adopt the rather convoluted stratagem of saying that all moral (or immoral)
actions we do can be regarded as commanded by our values, aspirations and goals then a version of
theological commands can be used:

5y7.2 I command myself (my conscience followingthe aalues, aspirations and goals of
Jesus) to care and share with everyone else, enemies as well as friends, even if it
leaves me naked.

However, this (commanding myself) does smack of a rather dualist and old-fashioned theory of
psychology.

Most Christian theologians would not divide their attention beween fadual, 
"orunsn.ling,and ethical propositions; they would be concerned with the effects of a symbol-God on topics such

as revelation, the doctrine of the trinity, the problem of evil and sin, and the resurrection. Each of
these topics is going to give rise to problems when a symbol-God is substituted for a 'real' God, that
is, for a God who can be described (perhaps poetically, but wittr more than imaginative intent) as

existing, having contact with people, interfering in history, caring what happens, being merciful,
preparing a place for his worshippers..,.

These contactsr described as if they take place between people, give rise to descriptions and
reaso.i.g in theology under hgsdings such as 'revelation', 'epiphany', 'incarnation', and 'miracles' :

God reveals himself by calling Abraham, inspiing the prophets, puning his words into Jesus's moutJr.
God uasirs earth in a burning bush that does not get consumed, God parts t};le Red Sea, gz'aes Moses
the tablets of the Law, burns Eliiah's sacrifice on Mount Carmel. God is born as Jesus, son of Mary,
iu Bethlehem in the year 6scE, God turns water into wine, cures a paralytic, trees St Paul from
prison. The de-mything process has probably re-interpreted those of these occasions which cau be
seen as myths, but the God-as-symbol theologian must go further: the de-mything process may
interpret the burning bush as a way of impressing upon the listeners that God is powerfrrl enough to
do the impossible, is not just like a powerfi,rl king, is not still or static, and is both mysterious and
changrng. ('I am becoming who I am becoming', Exodus 3:14); but the post-modern theologian
must also deal with tlle factual events. For example, when the de-myJring has 'explrined' the
burning bush myth, we now have a fact - the Israelites believed there was a powerful, mysterious
and changing god. But, for the Geering-esgue theologian, the god they believed existed did not
exist.rJ?hat did, if anyfting?

At this point the post-modern theologian can take one or other of two paths. He or she can say

tlre Israelites were iust wrong. Or he or she can say that Israelitish values, aspirations md goals
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this second case

Sy8. God was in ttre burning-bush

becomes

Sy8./. The Israelites aalued magical power, mysterious and changing.

Now try another theological/factual statement

St9. Jesus, son of God, was born in Bethlehem in 6scB.

Half of this canDot be denied - it is a fact that Jesus was born in Bethlehem in 6sce. The Jesus was

the son of God', the theological part, cannot be denied by the Christian, (not because it is a fact,
but because it is in the nature of theological statements to be undeniable) but it can be denied by
an atheist (who believes there is no Go4 so the theological statement is illogical) or any theist who
believes there is a God, but not that God had Jesus as a son. Again the post-modern theologian will
leave the facnral statement intact but must try to re-interpret the theological part (or abandon it
altogether). A try at a re-interpretation might be made with sometfting like

Sy9.l Jesus, born in 6BcE, had the sarre aalues, aspirations and goab as I, and most
Christians, have.

Conclusion n the a.ffrent situation

I could have a look at the other concerns of Christian theologians in general, under their headings'
(the trinity, theodicy, the resurrection...) and try to see what God-as-symbol theologians might
make of them. But I feel I have done enough to have demoustrated that if you are tough enough,
willing make profound changes to Christianiry it can be done. The changes can be of two sorts: (a)

to take most statements about God in dre Bible and in most theology up to the post-modern stage'

as iust plain wrong; or O) re-interpret most Biblical and theological statements up till now by
denying the God pan and'reducing'them to facrual and ethical statements.

Unfornrnately the symbol-God theologians have baulked at carrying out the reduction process

in a way which makes it clear that 'God'really is a symbol in their system - they could be accused

of uying to have their god and symbolising him-her too. The confusion caused by sticking to the
word'God'despite grving it a completely 'logically other'role (meaning) does their cause no good.

Most of us are not good at making quick translations from Sy9. to Sy9.I. Nevertheless, if a religion
can be built upon a serious list of the best values, aspirations, and goals, the post-moderns sltould
be encouraged to try. Perhaps they could

(1) invent a neq/ word or acronym to symbolise the best oalues, aspiratioos and goals
('Bevasgo', suggests itsel|'

(2) work exclusively in places of great need, and
(3) live on charity ('Only the destirute are blameless' Luke 6:20 Crossan translation).

By their works you would know them. It could be a wonderful religion,
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Polytheistic religions and symbol-gods

I have been looking at the effofts of Christian theologians to find a satisfactory new meaning for
'God', and using an initial capital 'G'to help make the point that these theologians come from a
monotheistic tradition. They do not seem to be interested in applyng their 'symbolification'project
outside Christianity. However, their programme could be applied in polytheistic religions too: the
many gods in the Hindu pantheon, early Maori religion's gods, and the gods of the religions of \07est

Afric4 could all be declared to be symbols. In fact, in these religions, each god is usually associated
with one or two characteristics, rather than having to take all natures to him-herself. Thus Shopona
is the Yoruba god of smallpox, Tu Matauenga is the Maori god of war, Shiva is the Hindu god of
destruction and of progress. These gods can be thought of as symbolrsizg smallpox, war, and change,
instead of being thought of as supernatural beings. For example, Shopona lives deep in the iungle in
the rainy season but comes to town in the dry season (when the worst smallpox epidemics occur) to
listen to the music and drumming, often appearing as a small whirlwind; his anger is stirred up if
people are growing sesame seed, burning corn cobs or whistling and he rut}lessly gives the disease
as punishment to those who break his taboos and lets it spread to the innocent.Zo Now, if Shopona
is thought of as a symbol, (and the scientific theory of such diseases is current) then Shopona
mainly represents the nature of the disease: deadly, indiscriminately infectingr quickly passed to
others, in other words, a disease which behaves like a spoilt, vicious, resentfirl, powerful, bully with a
deadly weapon and no conscience about using it. The connections with whirlwinds, sesame seed,
corn cobs, and whistling, will have to go (r:nder the pressure of scientific enquiry) and the
connection with the dry season will get another e:rplanation. But the symbol may survive if the
disease reappears, or the death of Shopona may be added to the poetry and mythology of the
Olorun religion.

A new symbol-religion and the Theologic

In the Theologic (see Chapter 5) I used X to stand for multiple notions, the easiest of which was:
The god is pleased, Polytheistic religions will find it easy to use this notion in their theologies: iust
narne one, or a choice, of the gods, rather than talking about only one. Flowever, both monotheistic
God-as-symbol and polytheistic gods-as-symbols religions are going to find it difficult to see what X
can me:m for their theologians.

Is a symbol to stand for a symbol? This is a fairly natural thing to do in mathematics, where r
can stand for (symbolise) any number, a number being also a slmtbol (for orample, the symbol 2
stands for all pairs). However, it is not proper to translate X as: A symbol is plearcd. We will come
back to X after looking at the theologic constants g and h.

The aim of the post-modern Christian religion (Geering style) is to have people living up to
their best values, aspirations and goals (bevasgo). This, then, can be what lz is used for. Perhaps it
could symbolise anaining bevasgo (a Buddhist style of religion), or iust the state of stiving fot
bevasgo (A Christian style of religion). The symbolg is then used to represent failing to attain, or
not striving for, or even working against, your bevasgo. For the moment I will try the Buddhist style
and use Ia to mean anain bevasgo, If we want to find out what X can mean for this new religion we
can work backwards using the Theologic definition of Xp as LChp:

LChp =nf Xp < It is necessary that if ft thenp =pf Xp >
< It is necessary that if you annin beuasgo then p =af Xp ,
< Necessarily, if you anain beoasgo then you are happy =p,pXyou are happy >.
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The earlier translation of X as 'the god is pleased when ...' would fit, giving us:

< Necessarily, if you anain beuasgo then you are happy =oyThe god is pleased

whenyou are happy >

but now that the gods are symbols this will not work (symbols cannot be pleased). Ttrerefore, we
can try:

< Necessarily, if you attain beaasgo then you are happy =rAttnin beaasgo

thenyou are happy >.

But by this move we have hardly gained anything because X and ft are almost identical in mea.ing.
This may be inevitable in a symbolist-god theology.

flowever, if we understand Xto mean 'the world will be a better place when...'then we get:

LChp =of Xp < Necessarily, if you attain beaasgo you are happy =o7The world is a bener
placefor eueryone whenyort are happy >

But p is a variable, for a proposition - such as 'you are happy'. It could iust as well stand for 'you
are unhappy', or 'the world is a better place', or 'pigs can fly'. In making 'translations' as examples
you have to be careful to remember that you want meanings for X and h which work with every
possible substitution for p.

< Necessarily, if you attain beuasgo then pigs fly = ol The world is a bener place
whenpigs fly >.

A bevasgo religion would not have, as an axiom, such a definition; but it would have, perhaps,
where instead of p, a propositioal variable, we have a predicate constant, for example, c, standing
for a person. Note, in this next'tanslation'I harre turned the definition around.

ya =otLCha < Anna-Louise attaining her best values, aspirations and values is the same as

(Anaining bevasgo necessitates being Anna-I-ouise) >.

This is not immediately understandable but is possibly useful for logicians. A more likely axiom
would be a form of the definition ( where / = attaining):

IIxX$x =rflxLChjx < Everyone s6aining bevasgo is the same as (Attaining bevasgo
necessitates everyone doing it) >.

In this last formulation we have X not as a command but, as in Chapter 5, as a sort of infinitive
verb: X = to attain the best values, aspirations and goals.

This new religion could well have as its fundamental axiom (its most important belief the idea
symbolised by single special axiom of theTheologic:

Mh < It is possible to attain bevasgo (your best values, aspirations aud beliefs) >.

The symbol ft includes the idea of attaining or (if you wish) striving to attain. The word 'bevasgo'is
a symbol for what you are trying to attain. Another fundamental axiom would have to be:

Oh < It is obligatory to attain (or strive to attain) bevasgo >.
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would bring in the necessary ingredient of ethics.

This does liave problems about whether our new interpretation of symbol & (and therefore the

religion) is iust a personal route to salvation or is about everyone and for everyone; presumably it
wogld be available to everyone but wheu would ft be reached? !0hen a person became perfect

(atrained bevasgo) or when everyone became perfect? Sorting this out would be one of the new

religion's first theological tasks.

Axioms for the new theology

Sr./ [The word'god', if it is to be used at all, is a symbol for an idea absuacted ftom facts I'
Z, j, 4r... , io, example, l. I value friendship, 2. I aspire to be forgiving, 3' my goal is to

be helPful' 4 ,.. l

SaZ I Symbols must not be treated as if they are concrete physical objects. ]

Sa3 [ It is possible to attain your values, aspirations, goals, ...]

Sr.4 [ It is obligatory to strive to attain the best values, aspirations, goals, ... ]

It is interesting to note that none of these urioms are about God or gods. Sr. / does mention 'god'

but the quote marks indicate that it is only the marks on paper' or the noise that goes with the

marks, o. tt. thought that goes with the marks and noise, (that is, the symbol) that is being

discussed. God or gods are not being discussed. Therefore, the square brackets go round Sr./. to

show that it is not, in the strict sense, a theological axiom. This in itself is a quick guide to the use of

these axioms: none of them will bring down the Duncan-Jones limiting rules: with these axioms'

along with facts and moral statements, facts and moral dicta may be inferred; no theological

statement is present to limit the conclusion to theological statements only.

A look at the underlying logical shape of these axioms, using the various logical calculi which

have been talked about earlier, will give us a mixed bag of logic symbols. I have Dot attempted to

put them together and reason my way to further God-as-symbol theologicd theses' Flowever, I
suggest the following for appraisal:

ST.I Universal domain;8 = constant for God; lrx = x is a person; 6x = x is an idea

flry t,..yn= x is abstracted (generalise4 summarised) from yl lz ! E "' tu ln

Sr. /. / C 5y 2y 1 ... !, flg r ... !, < there are some ideas from which God is abstracted >.

It is interesting to note that the list of ideas from which God is to be abstracted varies according to

the occasion, or to the religion, or person using the formula, and ya stands for the last member of
the set of ideas being used.The following might catch the idea better:

Universal domain; g = God; at = I value friendship; a, = I aspire to be forgiving;

4j = rny goal is to be helpful; .., an = (the last idea to be incorporated)'

Bxal ...ar= r is absuafied (generalised' summarised...) from 41 ..,an

5t.1.2 Fgat ...on < God is abstracted from the ideas a1 a2 aj "' 4n)
< God is abstacted from my valuing friendship, my aspiring to be

forgrving, my aiming to be helpful ... my desiring to live like Jesus >.
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(like the morality of Escapism) tailor-made for the idea of each person's God, being uniquely
fashioned for him or her.

St.2 Universal domain; 6x = tc is a symbol jrx = r is ueated like a physical obiect

IIx C ox O Nrx < it is obligatory to not to treat all symbols like physical obiects >.

TheTheologic with & = anaining your best values, aspirations and goals

M h < it is possible to attain your best values, aspirations and goals >.

5t.2.1

St.4 Universal domain; €xy = x strives to do y; Ir = attaining bevasgo

5t.4.1 IIx Crx O (xh < it is obligatory for everyone to strive ro attain bevasgo >.

Conclusions

God-the-symbol is, in the hands of the theologians who have espoused this way of modernising
Christianity, not yet logically adequate. But at least, these post-modern theologians have tackled the
problems for Christian dogma in a scientific age.

I looked at the tangles iust talking about God as a symbol can get one into, then quoted
Alisdair Maclntyre's excellent sunrmary of why it is so hard to make any sense of God-talk at all,
and noted how such concerns give impetus to the work of such theologians as Tillictr, Kaufrnan,
Cupitt, and Geering. Karl Popper suggests that what there rs can be classified into three ''Worlds'
and that the second of these, just as real as physical things and ideas, are our states of
consciousness, thoughts, dreams, experiences, and feelings. These ideas were looked at, mainly
because they are part of Geeriug's way of thinking. This led on to a consideration, maioly using the
insights of \Ufingenstein, of the idea that religious truth is to be found in our personal feelings,
dreams, emotions, and in mystical or spiritual revelations to us. The idea was not found to be
substantial, for both logical and scientific reasons. Nor does expanding Popper's classification to
encompass a fourth'lilflorld' iust for God or gods, lead to better thinking.

Tillich, unfornrnately, falls into several logical uaps, which were explained. But a look at how a
more nominalist (rather than idealist) view of how biblical and scientific talk can be brought
together, following on ideas from Geering, shows *rat a 'godless' religion could be invented, It has
no theological axioms; nevertheless, for its study the Theologic could still be a useful tool.

F{owever, it must be noted, in conclusion, t}rat to call such a religion 'Chrisrian'might be said
to challenge any 'Act to Enforce the Proper Description of Goods': the term 'Christian' surely
makes the claim that its adherents believe that Jesus was sent by God, If the followers of the new
'godless' religion take the life of Jesus as their guide for living according to the best values,
aspirations and goals ('bevasgo'), then Jesus-ian' or'Jesuine', would be a better description.

Sr.3.I
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Chapter 12

Post-Modern Christian theologies 2. Feminist

Introduction
Four Feminist Theologians :

Mary Daly
Luce Iigaray
Grace Janam
Daphne Hampson

A Daly Theology: God-the-verb
Can we save this new concrytt? Egocmtic Logic; Surnmary; Comment

A QuickTest for NewTheologies
Sorting Hampson's Theologies
A Hampson Theology: God-is-me

God'is-me and theTheohgic;The attribuus of God; Two ideas for theologians n ponder;
Hampson\ use of the word'spiritual'

Conclusion

Introduction

To gtve a ta$te of the sort of writing and therefore logic, being dooe by women in this field I look at
four feminist writers, Mary DaIy, an American academic, famous for her very public spat with her
conservative Catholic universiry Luce lrigaryr a French philosopher; Grace Jantzen an English
theologian; and Daphne llampson, a Scottish theologian. Then I will look at the logical consequences
of Mary Daly's very logically interesting idea that 'God' should be not a noun but a rrerb. I then
attempt to find a set of axioms which will fit some of the feminist theology/theologies of Daphne
Hampson which she expounds in her book, AfterChristianity, 1996r I-ondon, SCM Press, and in
particular in her final chapter 'spirituality and Praxis'. Finally I try to show how an axiomatic
analysis of these theologies, and my theologic, might be used to assist the developrnent and
discussion of this feminist theology.

Four Feminist Theologians

Mary Daly

Mary Daly is a famous polemicist for the cause, is an inrrentor of new words, is often poetic and
liturgical in the language of her denunciations, is vitriolic in her attacks on what she calls .the
cockocracy', and unceasing in her assault on the theology, preaching and attitudes of the clergy of
the Roman Catholic Church, in which she grew up. However, she was a lecturer in theology and her
*riting contains, particularly in its language, a way of approaching the problems of what there rs.
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She is particularly fond of the wold 'ontology' which is simply the study of what is, and her
approach assumes there are problems where no problems exist. For example, the words 'being'and
non-being' were found so unhelpfut by philosophers such as Hume, G E Moore, Ausrin,
Vittgenstein, and Ryle that they avoided them, discovered that they could be done without. The
later of these philosophers worked out that there was a class of pseudo-problems the words were
crea 'ng ('category mistakes') and found bener ways of talking about the topics. Logicians found
the words even less useful and quite unnecessary. Arthur Prior, noting the controversies
surrounding what was meant by'being' and'existing'and 'substance'found that the simple'is'was
less controversial, well understood, and all that was needed for discussion of, for example, .the
ontological status of God'.

Also, a whole new class of technical words has been created by the European philosophers. of
the existentialist school, and more lately by the deconstructionists, which have not yet been
subiected to the painstaking and pedantic process of analysis for meaning which the so-called
linguistic philosophers of Britain subiected traditional philosophy to in the nventieth century. The
result is that any theologian using the language and considering the problems of traditional
Catholic and modern European theological discussion without the benefit of the insights of the
linguistic philosophers can appear very old fashioned, or very'trendy', but very obscure.

There is no harm in looking for new ways to describe old tnrths, and in fact, that is the way to
make progtess: Newton was my example - he looked at the 'truth' that apples fall, but described it
with the same physics as horses pulling - and uemendous progtess was made. In biology Darwin
looked at the old tmth that there are birds with seed-eating beaks and birds with nectar-sipping
beaks but described this as the result of sports and natural selection. ltr7hen you take five apples
from five apples you have no apples left, but the inrrention of a new way of talking with the concept
of zero (the number you have left after 5 minus 5) was a remendous boost to mathematical
thinking. Possibilities we have always talked about, but in logic it was a great gain when the idea of
discussing possible worlds and their relationships became a way of describing problems such as
time and morals. The key similariry in these example of new ways of looking at what there is, is that
they have been useful; for example, we would have no satellites carrying the world wide web
without Newton's new insight. Some ways of talking about what there is, have not proved useful: for
example, talking about something called 'phlogiston'filling up all the space between atoms. The
iury is still out on talking about deconstruction, but the concepts of Freudian psychology har'e not
proved helpful in curing mental illness, and I would say have not proved helpful in philosophy.
Certainly the concepts of 'being', 'substance', 'transcendence', from medieval theology and
philosophy are no longer useful. Perhaps Daly's new vocabulary and new ways of looking at God,
for example, as a verb, will prove useful and enlightsning. I propose to do a little of the son of
logical analysis, whicl5 with lingtdstic analysis, I have recommended as a way of avoiding pseudo-
problems.

The first extract is from the 'The Original Reintroduction' in Bryond God the Father, L986,
London, The \il?omen's Pressl the second and third are from later in the same book. The
capitalisation, hyphenation and use of italics are Daly's, I have left out her numerous footnotes
which are mainly acknowledgments of where particular ideas have come from. These quotations
have been drosen mainly because they demonstrate Daly's fiery approach, her vocabulary and the
problems she is trying to tackle, and the new idea that'god'is a verb.

Quotation I

This book [Beyond God the Fatherl takes on the task of de-rei$'ing .God', that is, of ctranging the
conception/perception of god from 'the supreme being'to Be-ing. The Naming of Be-ing as Verb - as
intransitive Verb that does not require an 'object' - expresses an Other way of understanding ultimate/
intimate reality. The experience of many feminists continues to confirm the original intuition that
Naming Be-ing as Verb is an essential leap in the cognitive/affective joumey beyond patriarchal
fixations....

Serious and unacknowledged .lifficulties can arise when those who speak and/or write of ?7ze
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Goddcss or goddesses avoid the giant step/leap of Realizing ultimate/intimate reality as movement, as
Verb. ... The noun-goddess, then, is a simple off-shoot of the noun-god who is a reified reversal of the
ancient Verb-Goddess' the Triple Goddess of many Names. As a derivative of this reified reversal she-he
is indeed a baffiing and bamboozling phenomenon. She-he can be found lurking in many circles,
including christian circles, and she-he legitimizes the endless senescent circling of such circles.

In contrast to all this, Goddess-images - insofar as t'hese inspire creative activity, Self-Realising
bonrling with Other women in the work of Veaving and Dragon-identified passions such as Rage and
Lust for Nemesis - can function as Metaphors of metamorphosis, as verbs fostering participation in the
Verb, Be-ing.

In these instances, Goddess Names active participation in Powers of Be-ing. As Metaphor of
Metabeing she calls for action, for movement. As Nelle Morton has orplained, she evokes a shock, a
clash with the'going logic', introducing a new logic.l

Quoution 2

The Unfulding of God
It has sometimes been argued that anthropomorphic symbols for "God" are important and even
necessary because the fundamental powers of the cosmos otherwise are seen as impersonal. One of the
insights characteristic of the rising woman consciousness is ttrat this kind of dichotomizing between
cosmic power and the personal need not be. That is, it is not necessary to anthropomorphize or to reifu
transcendence in order to relate to this personally. [n fact, the process is demonic in some of its
consequences. The dichotomizing-reifting-projecting syndrome has been draracteristic of patriarchal
consciousness, making "the other" the repository of the contents of the lost self. Since women are now
beginning to recognize in ourselves the victims of such dichotomizing processes, the insight extends to
other manifestations of ttre pathological splining otr of reality into falsely conceived opposites. !7hy
indeed must "God" be a noun? Vhy not a verb - the most active and dynamic of all? Hasn't the naming
of "God" as a noun been an act of murdering that dynamic Verb? And isn't the Verb infinftsly rnsre
personal than a mere static noun? The anthropomorphic symbols for God may be intended to convey
personality' but they fail to convey that God is Be-ing. lfomen now who are e4periencing the shock of
nonbeing and the surge of self-affrmation against this are inclined to perceive transcendence as the
Verb in which we participate - live, move, and have our being.

This Verb - the Verb of Verbs - is intransitive. It need not be conceived as having an obiect that
limits its dynamism. That which it is over against is nonbeing. Women in the process of liberation are
enabled to perceive this because our liberation consists in refusing to be "the other" and asserting
instead '{I atll" - without making anot}er "the other." Unlike Sartre's "us versus a third" (the closest
approximation to love possible in his world) the new sisterhood is saying "us versus nonbeing." !?hen
Sartre wrote that "man [sic] fundamentally is the desire to be Godr" he was saying that the most radical
passion of human life is to be a God who does not and cannot exist. The ontological hope of which I
am speaking is neither this self-deification nor the simplistic reified images often lurking behind such
terrns as "Creatorr" "Lordr" 'Judger" that Sartre rightlv reiects. It trarucends these because its
experiential basis is courrageous participation in being. This ontological hope also has linle in common
with the self-enclosed "ontological arguments" of Anselm or Descartes. It enables us to break out of
this prison of subjectivity because it implies commitment together.2

Quoation 3

[Daly is discussing the theology of Wolftart Pannenberg, who she calls 'a prominent e(ponent of ttre
theology of hope', However she sees this as an ironic descriprion since she immediately says
'Pannenberg casts us into a state of real hopelessness by his fixation on the figure of Jesus.' She quotes
from page 42 of his Theologt and the Kingdom of God '...the future &as arrived in a permanenr present.'l

One is compelled to wonder what sort of future *ris might be. At any rate the symbolic message tells us
that the prospects are dismal, and that this perspective is far more paralyzing than that of the Greeks. It
is particularly depressing, though consistent, that this theologian finds the epiphanies of the "gods"
(small "g") in human as welt as in animal form to be external to the essence of the deity, apparently
because these are replaceable. That is, there is no vision here of the universal presence of the Verb who is
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Be-ing' who has notbeen revealed once for all time, who can be revealed at any moment in a constantly
unfolding (not merely repeated) revelation. Genuine hicraphanics (manifestations of the sacred) a.re not
"replaceable." Rather, they are manifold and unique manifestations of Be-ing. The fact that they are
many and new, and not once and for all, is precisely because they are not exwnal n the essence of the
deity, The manifold and new quality of genuine hierophanies - genuine in so far as they are
manifestations of Be-ing - that is' ontpphanics, is possible because of participabn in Being which is Be-
ing. Be-ing encompasses and engulfs with healing power the false dictrotomy between "true being" and
becoming, revealing its unreality.

Luce Irigaray

Luce lrigaray is one of the most influential feminist philosophers and one of the most difficult.
$fhen she gave lecnrres in 1982 in Ronerdam at the Erasmus University which were published in
1984 (and translated for an English edition as An Ethics of Sexual Differmce, 1993a) she was
Director of Research in Philosophy at the Centre National de la Researche Scientifique, in Paris.
She is also a psychoanalyst in private practice, and at least two of her other boolrs (Speculum of the
OtherlYoman, and This SexlVhich ls Nor One) arc also availabls in lnglish.

Feminist writers in English quote her rather gnomic prose a gteat deal and have accepted
much of her phraseology, for exarnple, the use of words such as 'envelopes of identity', 'sensible
transcendence', 'the horizon of our being', which appear below. Irigaray's prose is not at all easy to
con; she has her own terminology, uses classical Greek words such as hjpokeimemnon and epatheia
not well known to most of us, and uses some in her own, non-standard, sense; she uses ellipses and
italics idioslmcratically, and occasionally does not use full gtammatical sentences - these problems
her translators have tackled not by 'correcting' her, they say, but by producing as acquate a version
as possible, of both her ideas and the way in which she says thern. That, unfortunately, includes the
quoting of ancient authors without clear marks, either by punctuation or pareuthetical remarks, of
where the quotations begin and end, and not making it clear of which quotations she approves and
which she denies. As an example of this see the fifth quotation below.

Irigaray, in An Ethics of Sexual Dffirence, a book I have found quoted by the other feminist
theologians again and again, sees the developrnent of a new ethics of sexual difference as a
liberating and creative task. Although sexual differences is her topic many of her illustrations, and
ceftainly her approach, is 'theological' in its language. Because it ties in so well with the proposal
*tat 'God' should be a verb, I have also quoted (Quotation 9) one of lrigaray's comments on
becoming divine, from her Sexes and Genealogics.

In the quotations, in all cases, both italics and punctuation are lrigaray's.

Quotadon 4

Sexual difference is one of the major philosophical issues, if not ttre issue, of our age. According to
Heidegger, each age has one issue to think through, and one only. Sexual difference is probably the
issue in our time which could be our'salvation'if we ttrought it through. ...

Think of it as an approach that would allow us to check the many forms that destruction takes in
our world, to counteract a nihilism t}rat merely affirms the reversal or the repetitive proliferation of
staHs quo values - whether you call them the consumer society, the circularity of discourse, the more
or less cancerous diseases of our age, the unreliability of words, the end of philosophy, religious despair
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or regression to religiosity, scientistic or technical imperialism that fails to consider the living subject.
Sexual difference would constitute the horizon of worlds more fecund than any known to date -

at least in the West - and without reducing fecundity to the reproduction of bodies and flesh. For
loving partners this would be a fecundity of birttr and regeneration, but also the production of a new
age of thought, art, poetry, and language: the creation of a new poetics.4

Irigaray has, refrestringlg little of the constant diatribe against men that invests much of
feminist literature, including feminist theology, FIer comments about the way theology and the
myths of Christianity have been paternalistic and ignorant of the insights of women, have a historic
imaginatior5 a scientific obiectivity and a non-iudgemental tone, and at times a loving heterosexual
feel about them. Here are t'uvo quotations which bring out some of these aspects.

Quomd.on 5

The transition to a new age requires a change in our perception and conception of space-tim4 the
inhabiting of places' and of containers, or erunlopes of identity. It assumes and entails an evolution or a
transformation of forms, of the relatiotts of mattq andform and of the interval beupeen ...

Desire occttpies or desip.ates the place of rhe inurual. Giving it a permanent definition would
zrmount to suppressing it as desire. Desire demands a sense of attraction: a chsnge in the interval, the
displacement of ttre subject or of the object in their relations of nearness or distance.

The transition to a new age comes at the same time as a change in ttre economy of desire. A new
age signifies a different relation between:
- man and god(s),
- man and man,
- man and world,
- man and woman.5

Quontion 6

To arrive at the constitution of an ethics of sexual difference, we must at least return to what is for
Descartes the first passion: upndcr. This passion has no opposite or contradiction and exists always as
though for the first time. Thus man and woman, woman and man are always meeting as though for the
first time because they cannot be substituted one for the other. I will never be in a man's place, never
will a man be in mine. Whatever identifications zue possible, one will never o<actly occupy the place of
the other - they are irreducible one to the other. ...

Vho or what the other is, f never know. But the other who is forever unknowable is the one who
differs from me sexually. This feetng of surprise, astonishment, and wonder in the face of the
unknowable ought to be returned to its locus: that of sexual difference. The passions have either been
repressed, stifled, or reduced, or reserved for God. Sometimes a space for wonder is left to works of art.
But it is never found to reside in this locus: between man aud woman. Into this place came attraction,
greed, possession, consummation, disgust, and so on. But not that wonder which beholds what it sees
always as if for the first time, never taking hold of the other as its object. It does not try to seize,
possess, or reduce this object, but leaves it subjective, still free.6

Irigaray has a whole chapter devoted to this sense of wonder between the sexes.
In the next quotation we have an example of one of those passages where it is very difficult to

tell if Irigaray is puning forward a description of how things were before feminist insights, or if these
are her own comments and conclusions.

Quotation 7

In the beginning there was space and the creation of space, as is said in all theogonies. The gods,
Go4 first crezte s/ct4e. And time is there, more or less in the service of space. On the first day, the first
days, the gods, God, make a world by separating the elements. This world is then peopled and a rhyhm
is establshed among its inhabitants. God would be time itself, lavishing or exteriorising itself in its
action in space, in places.
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Philosophy then confirms the genealory of the task of the gods or God. Time becomes the
interbity of the subject itself, and space, its extriority (this problematic is developed by Kant in the
CitiAue of Pure Reason). The subiect, the master of time, the axis of the world's ordering, with its
something beyond the moment and etemity: God. He effects the passage between time and space.

Which would be inverted in sexual difference? !?here the feminine is orperienced as space, but
often with the connotations of the abyss and night (God being space and light?), while the masculine is
experienced as time.7

Next is Irigaray discussing Diatoma's speech in Plato's Phaedo, about a person who loves
beauty and by uniting with beauty becomes 'dear to the divine' and is made immonal:

Quoution 8

The person would have obtained what I call a smsible nanscendental, the material te-xnrre of beauty ...
beauty itself is seen as that which confounds the opposition between immanence and tanscendence. As
an always already sensible horizon on the basis of which everything would appear.s

Grace Jantzen bases a lot of her thought on hterpretation of Irigaray and uses as the header for her
Chapter I in Becoming Diaine a quotation from Seres and Gmealogies (Irigaray 1993b)

Quomtion 9

I-ove of God ... shows the way. God forces us to nothing except becone. The only task, the only
obligation laid upon us is; to become divine men and women, to become perfectly, to refuse to allow
parts of ourselves to shrivel and die that have the potential for growth and fulfilment.g

Grace Jantzen

Grace Jantzen is John Rylands Professorial Research Fellow in the Departrnent of Religions and
Theology at he University of Manchester. Her main maior writing is in the books God's World, God's
Body, 1984; Power, Gender and Christian Mysticism, 1995; Becoming Divine: towards a ferninist
philosophy of religion, 1999. She has many contributions to academic journals and to edited
collections of essays on feminist thought.

Of the four feminist theologians I am looking at Jantzen takes the problems of logic, or rather
the logical problems to be found in theology, most seriously, In Becoming Diaine she suggests that
the way beyond the previous one-sided and uncomfortable picture of God, and away from the
theology based upon it, is to see the aim of religion as the aim of becoming divine. As you read into
her arguments for this attitude to religion you may get the feeling that what we are being urged to
do is more or less what those past philosophers and theologians (and school principals at assembly)
recommended namely, to become the best humans we can. Theist theologians have described this
as 'God created us in his image; an image we have sullied but towards which we must strive';
Christian theologians have described this as 'Jesus was the perfect human, we must strive to be like
him'; humenists have said 'Nothing human to me is alien', and 'The proper study of mankind is
man'; and a well-remembered headmistress was constantly exhorting the children to, 'Be the very
best editions of yourselves.'
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Jantzen, however, arrives at her conclusions from her study of her own feelings about the
inadequacy of masculine theolory, her discovery of current European (as opposed to British)
philosophy, particularly the French deconstructionists, and from her reading of Luce Irigaray.
Jantzen heads her opening chapter of Becoming Diaine with a quotation from Julian of Norwich and
a quotation from Irigaray - Quoution 9 iust above - and of her ll chapters, seven are headed with
quotations &om Irigaray, some with rwo. In her text she constantly refers to other quotations from
Irigaray, mulling upon them and receiving inspiration from them.

One of Jantzen's feelings is that there is a need for 'thinking differently', aDd in her chapter on
this topic tal}s of this as bringing about a change in the symbolic order, and rather like trying to
invent a new language. She explains Derrida's 'binary opposition' and says 'It is the binary logic
characteristics of western philosophy that Derrida wishes to bring into question by means of
deconstruction.' [page 62] In Quoatbn ^10 below I give a paragraph of her furt]rer comment on the
programme she sees as necessary.

Quontion l0

Derrida is much influenced by Nietzsche's orposition of the 'faith in binary thinking at the centre of
philosophical discourse' (Schrift, 1995 p. 22): good/evrl, truth/error, reality appearance, and the like. ...
philosophy has been able to focus aftention on the opposition of the binaries themselves, and thus
o<clude from consideration any other radically other perspective, a perspective that is neither 'A' nor
'not-A', but something different altogether. lVhat Derrida seeks to do in deconstruction is to show how
much oppositional hierarchies have dominated western thought, and to locate a space for alternatives
which have been refused or repressed in traditional philosophical work.lo

Jantzen examines the binary pur theismlatheism and decides that a gap can be opened up between
what 'appear at first to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive possibilities, the classical "A or not-A"
of westeru philosophical thought... instead of [this] insistence on belief we might focus on other
possibilities - love, for example, or longing, or desire.' rl

Jantzen goes on with her quest for what may be between, if we prise opposites apart, calling the
gap, for theology, 'the chiasmus'. She finds desire. Much of this chapter is a criticism of the logical
conservatism shown in Paul Helm's book Belief Politics (1994), The main effect is to display clearly
tlrat these two are 'talking past each other'. In Quoution I1 we find Jantzen being passionate about
Helm's desire for rationality. She begins by paraphrasing Helm's view:

Quotation 1I

Above all one must not overturn the priority of rationally-held beliefs over desires, especially in religion:
to do so would make religion a matter of wistr-fulfilment. And Helm, with many others, takes for
granted ftat if religion were wish-fuIfilment, that would be a very bad thing indeed. But why? Helm,
like most traditional Anglo-American philosophers of religion, simply accepts this as given: but we can
see from the perspective of a feminist philosophy of religion couched in terms of the desire for
becoming divine, the matter is far less obyious.

Desire then, turns out to be the fulcrum of the chiasmus.12

My first criticism of Jantzen is that she misunderstands what logic is, and what it can do: logic
is a helpmate, not an obsuuction to clear thinking; nowadays a logic can be found to express
whatever you wish to say - though you may not necessarily like the consequences that will flow
from the logic that fits your starting point. She may choose a logic that refi.rses to use the law of
excluded middle (she calls it 'A or not-A'), or use a logic which gives an infinite gradation of uuth
values between true and false, but there is no need to throw out all logic (as she thinks she is doing)
with her attempt to work up a new language and theology. In fact, of course, she writes logical
sentences all the time; it is her fears and hopes that are misplaced not her reasoning.

Secondly, it is a pity that Jantzen has chosen to try to slip between the horns of her dilemma by
denying the usefulness of even old-fashioned logics. She has, along with almost all the ttreologies I
have looked at so far, had to confront uncomfortable consequences of the collision between modern
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thought and old theological formule; in her case the collision is oot so much beween science and
theology (as with the PD theologies), nor with modern moral thinking and theology (as with
Daphne Flampson, discussed below) but benveen new, feminist, aspirations and old theological
myths, dogmas, and rules. Logrc can help sort out how new ideas fit together.

Here follow some shorter e:cracts from the last chapter of Becoming Dioine, that is, from the
part most pertinent to a discussion of feminist theolosf's logic.

Quontion 12

fmminence and uanscendence are togettrer opposed to reductionism. ... It is indeed true that if
the divine is to serve as the horizon of our bei.g, then ttre divine must be transcendent, ever beyond
present actuality and certainly not reducible to the set of physical particulars of the material universe.l3

Jantzen then says being transcendent does not mean something like a soul in a body - a dualism stre
says has been almost entirely reiected in modern philosophy but not in theology. She then quotes
the 5th Irigaray passage above (Quowtion 8), and cotnments:

... Just as beauty cannot be detached end float free from the physical matter of a painting or scutpture,
nor can transcendence float free of its sensible configuration.l4

Quontion 13

.., Divinity in the face of natals [sic] is a horizon of becomingr a process of divinity ever new ... the
divine is in process; hence traditional attributes like timelessness and changelessness cannot be
predicated of God.The divine is not static but Becoming, not aloof but feeling and responsive.ls

Quontion 14

Jantzen quotes Mary Daly, The Church and the Second Sar, ' SThy indeed must God be a noun? S?hy
not a verb - the most active and dynamic of all?'and then says,

... ffhis ideal has been echoed by other feminist thinkers who resonate with the idea of ... 'God the
verb', the processing of 'Godding', of becoming divine.16

Quondon 15

... a radical revision, so that [the philosophy of religion] can point the way ... towards becoming divine,
towards the flouristring of the natals.lT

Quontion I6

The divine must be thought of, not as aloof from suffering, or even as compassionate at a
distance, but rather involved in it ... 'God is a fellorv sufferer who understands.' 18

Quotntion 17

The world is to God somewhat as my body is to me: it is my body-self but I am not reducible to
its physiological processes .., The divine and ttre physical universe cannot be separated as they are in
traditional philosophy of religion. le [page 565]
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Daphne Hampson

Daphne Hampson is Senior Lecturer in Divinity at the University of Saint Andrews. She wrote
Theobgy and Feminism in 1990, an imponant essay in Swalhwing a Fishbone? Fetninist Theohgians
Debate Christianity (SPCK) in 1996, and After Christianity, (SCM) in the same year. In After
Chistianity she arguesr v€ry cogently and logically, that attempts to take the Christian myth
seriously have not worked properly since at least Schleiermacher (1822) and Kierkagaard (188a);
and that Bonhoeffer (1933) and Bultmann (1941) have not managed to re-argue the case, She sees

their lack of success in their inability to let go of ideas which worked ia a pre-scientific age but
which do not work now; she uses the resurrection and the virgin birth as prime examples.

In the last part of her early chapter on 'Christian Particularity' (the idea that Christianity
describes God breaking into history in particular acts such as the resurrection) she says,

Quontion I8

But whatever may be the explanation as to how such beliefs as virgin birth and resurrection grew up, I
do not think that we can credit them.2o

She then rnakes a move crucial to the rest of her book

Quonti.on 19

Either Christians must continue with the former, pre-scientific, understanding of the world, such
that ttreir theology remains divorced from the rest of human knowledge. Or else - as has increasingly
happened - they must make a move sideways, holding that ttre Christian story, though not 'actually'
true, represents a 'true myth'. But what if this myth is not 'tnre', if it is not a helpful story? $7hat if our
ethics clashes wittr the'truth' which this myth is supposed to convey? 2l

These sentiments, and Hampson's criticisms of 'modern'theology from within the discipline of
Christian theology, strike a chord with my progranrme - which shows,I hope, that not only modern
science, but also modern logic makes it increasingly difficult to use the old theological
terminologies and myths (the old ways of describing what there is). In particular I agree with
Hampsoo when she insists that ethics is as deeply involved as physics in requiring a new attitude to
old beliefs. Her question, quoted above, is very pertinent and, wisely, asks about what the myth is
about - what as - and not about the truth, historical accuracy, etc., or otherwise of the words of the
story.

Flowever, as the whole paragraph quoted above shows, Hampsoa's interest in an ethical clash,
and its effects on Christianity, is the ferninist realisation that Christian theology, and the myths on
which it has been based, do not fit @eing very masculine in tone) with the ethical understanding
women have. The rest of the book makes a great deal of these differences, spelling them out, giving
example after example of Bible authorsn choices of stories to tell, their manner of telling, their
cornments upon women, their choice of words, their underlying masculine world-view, and of
theologians'reasonings and dogma built on these stories and attitudes.

I see some lack of historical imagination in this standard feminist line; but if Hampson can
make a case for an ethics peculiar to women but available to everyone, long ignored or repressed,

then it is a iob well worth doing. There is also the problem that there is good evidence that the early
church (first century, scattered, unorganised, with people still alive who had at least second-hand
knowledge of Jesus) was very inclusive, not anti-female, less paternalistic than at any time since'
except in occasional small sects. The evidence is in pans of St Paul's letters, the Acts, the Adache'
the 90 or Eo reasonably historically reliable saFngs of Jesus, and in the small number of similarly
reliable reponed acdons of Jesus, none of which exclude women and all of which are 'feminine' in
their compassion and spirit. Is this early church to be condemned along with the later, organise4
theologically disputatious church?
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Hampson is clear that she has made boundaries for her account of Christianity: that she is
dsfining 'Christianity'. I might like to take issue with her on that, trylng not to be over-careful
about how to use the word 'God', and trying to get her to talk more clearly about the meaning of
the myths rather than the (masculine) language in which they are couched - we want to know what
as, not what hackles are raised. Flowever, there are plenty of logical problems with any theology
which insists that there is a god as earlier chapters have shown.

For me, in my interest in the logics of theology, her most important iob is to demonstrate that
there is a feminine basis for ethics, an ethics with which the old Christian myths clash, and which
will create not only the death of the old religion (where exclusirrely masculine) but be the birth of a
new religion. The .smxining chapters of Aftn Christianiry do have this aim, but they result
particularly in Hampson's last chapter which she calls 'Spirituality and Praxis'- in a great mixture
of ideas, some of which I will show, are contradictory. I can do little else but display these ideas aod
make some suggestions about how they miEht be given the help of some new logical thought.
Hampson says that the ideas in her last chapter are a 'patchwork skirt' of the ideas that women
bring to religion, and definitely not the creation of a theology ('an absuact religion' she says).

It will, no doubt, be said that I am missing the feminine understanding of such matters as
intuition, empathy and (particulady) spirituality, necessary to appreciate what Hampson is saying.
All I can plead is that what I am discussing has been said by Hampson, in the Engtish language,
and progress towards ideas being accepted involves testing and clarification.

Quontion 20

[People] crave healing in their lives; they seek to be both centred and connected; and they find
themselves compelled to respond to the natural beauty of the world ... All these involve a certain
spiritudity. There has been an 'anthropomorphic' shift ... in the yearning for a humane spirituality,
centred on the human person.

In being most fi.rlly ourselves we are also realising God in ttre world ... God should be conceived
to be the fullness of all our potentialities, if also more than what we are individually and perhaps
collectively ... Women are rapidly discovering their very humanity, which is to say also their
spirituality.22

Quontion 2I

The evidence suggests that people have found that they can draw on the resources of God, direct
healing towards others, and find empowerment in their lives. Maybe in time we shall attain to greater
understanding of how we are connected to ttrat which is more than ourselves, how extn-sensory
perception (and therefore prayer) works, of how body and mind are interconnected ... We shall need a
much more dynamic understanding of God: as energy, light, power, love and healing. These things
themselves should be understood to be what God is: something to which we have access.23

Quontion 22

... feminists have often wished to speak of the self as having 'permeable' ego boundaries. Given such a
model it becomes easier to conceive of that which is more than what we are, yet with which we stand in
the most intimate relationship. [quoting Linell Cady] '...love as a primary metaphor for depicting the
orientation of human life that most facilitates the emergence of greater being and value. Incarnating
this spirit is analogous to what has been traditionally understood as love of and relationship to God. ...
[But] t]re self does not relate to an independent divine being but embodies the spirit of the divine.' 24

Quoation 23

A theology of erperience, as I have called it, places the human self centre-stage. God is known with and
through the self ... Theology is predicated upon our recognition as to what is the case. Such a theology
affirms, rather than seeking to overcome or deny, that which is already given. ... what is notable about
such a religious position is that it in no way requires the Christian myth.
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I have argued that there is no need for human awareness of that dimension of reality which is
God to be thus captured by this myth.

The need to jettison this myth has been with us for some time ... a God conceived as somehow
set apart from ttre universe flies in the face of what scientifically has come to be our understanding of
reality...

But to place ourselves at the centre in this way is not to exclude God, since God is to be
urderstood not as set over against us, but as one with our self-redization. We may think that which we
have named God to be a dimension of all that is: something which we may recognise, on which we can
draw, and which allows us to be all that we have it in us to become. ... 'We shall need ways of speaking of
connectedness and relationality which, while leaving us with full autonomS allow us to conceptualise
the self in relation to that which is more than self...

I may believe that we need to discard as untenable the Christian myth and theological system
which is Christian doctrine. But I do not doubt that, in all ages as also in ours, there may have been
many who have lived with an awareness of God. I clearly think the word God to have a reference. It is
not simply to be 'de-mythologised', nor is human spiritual awareness to be translated without
remainder into ethics. The word God must refer to a dimension of reality which has always been the
case. ... Spirituality must be bound into the matrix of our being what we are and our acting as we do.
Inasmuch as there is an objectivity in religion, it must surely be that 'objectivity'which consists of
healed lives.

After Christianity ttrere will be - people; people set in the midst of glory and the wonder of our
world. ... !7e shall have to live now with spirit and. without absoluu ... to have that, truthfully, is
enough.25

The idcas of God that are on offer

In the 23 quotations we have a lot of different ideas, most of which add substantially to the rich mix
of religious ideas with which the modern world is afloat.To select and summarise, for my pulpose:

Daly says God is not a 'she-he' (i.e., a male and female) deity, but is an inuansitive verb-
goddess. By this concept she says she means a different way of understanding ultimate/
intimate reality, perhaps best called a 'Be.ing'. Goddess images can be metaphors which
foster participation in Be-ing. She (the verb-god) introduces a new logic.

Irigaray says that God would be time itself, something between moment and eternity. She also
says that God is a horizon of our being. God asks nothing but that we become, perfectly.

Jantzen, expanding on that says, God (she actually says 'the divine'most often) is a process of
divinity ever new; is not static; is not aloof but feeling and responsive; is the process of
'Godding', of becoming divine,

Hampson says God is the fullness of our potentialities; is energy, light, power, love and healing;
is a dimension of realiry has always been the case; is not set apart from the universe; is as
one with our self-realisation; the word'God'has a reference; God is not absolute.

A DalyTheology: God theVerb

Of these ideas perhaps that of Jantzen (usually the most theologically conservative) when quoting
Mary Daly and picking up the active idea in Irigaray of 'God' being a verb rather than a noun, is
perhaps the most startling. This idea may not be as new as the$e wdters may think; some scholars
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would be pleased to translate God's answer to Moses at the burning bush as 'I am becoming who I
am becoming' rather than the usud 'I am who I am'. In logic we treat verbs with more care than
whole propositions (of which they are a part) and hedge them about with more rules. And certainly
to simply say that'God'is a verb will give us a lot of things which cennot be said simply, if at all.

Firstly, new things may be said by the theologian who uses the new verb. For example, if, as

Jantzen (Quontion I2), expanding on Daly, says:

...the process of Godding, of becoming dittine,
This must mean that

'Godding' = 'the process of becoming divine',
and consequently sentences such as:

The grocess of becoming diaine is nafiiral to wotnen

The process of becoming divine is usually only accompl'ished oaer a lifetime
The process of becoming diaine is seen in the saina
The process of becoming diztine is not the sarne as anafuing nirvana
The process of becoming diuine is what we find when we prise open the chiasmus betutewt belieuing
there is a God and beliating these is no God; and the process of becoming dfuine is found in desire, the

Loae of God whichforces us n nothing excEt become.

have new short-hand (or theological iargon) equivalents, namely:
Godding is natural tn women

Godding is usual$t only accompbshed wer a lifetime
Godding is sem in the saints
Godding is not the sarne as anaining niraana
Godding is what we find whm we prise open tlu chiasmus betuseen belieaing there is a God and
bekeaing these is no God; and godding is daire, the Love of God which forces us to nothing except

become.

Other seemingly new things, such as:

I was godding

You will be godding

Jesus is still godding
can be said. Some of these will perhaps be true, others false; most of these being reasonably easy to
uaderstand.

Secondly, a lot of sentences from past theology will become inexplicable (no bad thing say

many of these theologians.) For example, no longer can one say:

God raised Jesus from the dead
There is no way of squeezing 'the process of becoming divine' into that sentence and have it
meaning the same thing as before.Ifle can say:

The process of becoming divine (godding) raised Jesus from the dead
and mean (as many modern historians of early Christianity, and some theologians, would agree)

The i&a that Jesus was diaine gaae a proselytising driae m the young Church and can be poetically
desctibed as'binging Jesus n tf" afte, his acrual death.'

The more DP inclined theologians would not find that acceptable, so might venture:
In rising lrom the dead Jesus becarne diaine.

as a possible parallel tenet of the new God-as-verb theology. At the same time they would note that
the idea of Jesus being human only, and not divine until his resurrection, was curent in the third
ceatury and was roundly condemned as the Arian heresy and specifically excluded from orthodox
Christianity at t}te Council of Nicaea by the words 'We believe in ... the one Lord Jesus Christ, the
only begotten son of God, begotten of the Father before all ages ...' in the resulting Nicene Creed.

However, a DP theologian would also note that the $tatement leaves out any reference to God.
and would insist that Jesus is a paft of God; Jesus was divine from his birth; it was not an automatic
result of his rising from the dead.

In all the cases above we do not have a translation or adequate reworrling of the original, God
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raised Jesus from the dead,. In fact any sentence using 'God' as a noun is not translatable into a
sentence using'God'as a verb without maior logical gymnastics which will be described later.

Flowever, there must be delight among feminist theologians at the automatic reiection of old
theological definitions of God's attributes. We cannot say that becoming divine is all powerful, all
knowing and all loving. The theodicy problem (the problem of evil if God loves us) flies away, being
unsayable. Unfornrnately so has one foundation for morality, or a foundation for free will. In the
case of morality, becorning divine may be something we should all strive for, but not because it is
what becoming divine (godding) wants - that does not make sense. We will have to ask questions
such as:

'I?hat are the moral characteristics we must take on if we wish to be divine?'
'Perhaps there are no moral question?'
'Is being divine to be free of moral rules?' and
'\$(/hy should we become divine?'

Tfhen tryrng to understand free will we will have to ask:
'Is it possible to become divine?'
'Is it inevitable that we become divine?''Are we perhaps divine already?'
'Are the divine able to make choices?'

and other questions like these.
These are questions which we can ask already - we do not need to abandon a noun-god to ask

questions about becoming divine. Perhaps by making 'God' a verb we have lost something and
gained nothing. Is this endeavour going to prove, like invention of the concept of phlogiston, to be a
rather useless move?

Can we save this new concept?

Is it possible to save this interesting concept (that God is action rather than actor or acted-upon)
without abandoning the maior tenets of Judaism, Islam and Christianity? Two possibilities suggest
themselves: the first is the possibility of using 'Godding' as a gerund (a verbal noun), somewhat as

Jantzen appears to do when she put the definite article in front in her phrase, 'lfre process of
Godding...'

Pursuing this idea further: 'God rolled back the Red Sea' cantrot simply be translated into
'Goddi'g rolled back the Red Sea,' or 'Becoming divine rolled back the Red Sea.' After all,
'Godding' is a verb and the sentence requires a noun as its subiect. llowever, sentences can take
gerunds as subjects, for example:

Rolling up the Red Sea [gerund phrase] assisted the escape of the Israelius.

Just as common would be to hear this idea in the sentences,

The rolling up of the Red Sea assisted the escape of the Israelhes

where the definite article, the, gqves uotice that the next word is not to be treated as a verb pure and
simple but as a nounr and subiect of the transitive verb assrsred; or

The Israelites were assisted to escape by the rolling up of the Red Sea

where the gerund phrase is the agent adiunct. But this will not do - we cannot say 'The godding
rolled back the Red Sea,' nor 'The Israelites were assisted by the godding'. It is nonsense to say,
'The becoming divine rolled back the Red Sea.'or, 'The Israelites were assisted by the becoming
divine.'It is not nonsense to say '[By] becoming divine, [the Israelites, or God] rolled back the Red
Sea.' or, 'The Israelites were assisted by coming divine.' but neither is a good translation of the
original idea - which, after all, is about the intervention of a supernatural beiag.
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Part of the problem is giving a slganing to 'Godding'. If we read it as a neologism for 'the
active intervention of God' (rather than Jantzen's 'process of becoming divine') we may find it
comprehensible in a very generalised way, but we have defeated the purpose of the mo\ne, by re-
introducing the name, God.

On first hearing the word 'Qsdding' my mind wants to find a possible 6ssning in parallel to
'becoming', that is, fitting into sentences such as, (Ttre 

leaves are becoming brown', 'My faith is
becoming stronger', In sentences with such verbs both older and more modern grarnmars accept an
adjective as a possible word in the place normally reserved for a noun, obiect of the transitive verb.
The adiective (or noun) is referred to as a 'complement' of the verb and the number of verbs which
can take complements are usually thought of as few and quickly numerable, for example, the verbs
'to be', 'make', 'become'. These are the so-called 'factitive verbs'. FIowever, 'becoming-divine'is not
a factitive verb. Another line of musing notes that adverbial phrases may be added to sentences
producing such sentences such as 'I am godding in the garden'; 'She is godding with her usual flair,;
'We are godding at five in the afternoon'.This works if 'godding' does indeed mean 'becoming-
divine' and I am becoming divine in the garden, or with flair, or at five. But I then find myself
looking at sentences such as 'The Red Sea is godding dry', 'My faith is godding brighter', Jesus on
the cross is godding us'. Ttre new meaning will not work if the Red Sea is not becoming divine (not
being the son of thing that can), nor can my faith be godding brighter since godding is not factitive,
nor can Jesus be godrring us since godding is neither uansitive nor facdtive.

In these cases I am using 'godding' as a present participle. Modern grammarians geat present
participles as separate grammatical entities; older grammarians usually treated present participles as
making a special tense of the root verb of the participle. Thus 'is becoming' was a tense of the verb
'to become', in the same style as 'will become' and 'have become' are tenses of 'to become'. Thus in
older grammar the idea that godding = is-becoming-divine is easy to accept theoretically as the
creation of a new verb; it will have its new tenses in this pattern:

simple presmt fuure
god will god

past
has god

conanu0us
godding

<is divine> <will become divine> <has become divine> <is becoming divine>,

It must also be recognised that lantzen's equation of godding with becoming divine is only one
way of turning 'god' into a verb. In Irigaray and Daly we see several different possible uses
incompletely spelt out. 'Godding' could mean 'powers of Be-ing' as Daly suggests, mentioning
'cttative activity, Self-Reatising bonding with Other women in the work of Sfeaving and Dragon-
identified passions such as Rage aod Lust for Nemesis' as 'metaphors of metamorphosis, as verbs
fostering participation in the Verb, Be-ing.' (See Quotation / above.) In Irigaray we have ,God' used
almost in the standard way many times and such phrases as 'Love of God' which translates very
awkwardly and doubtfirlly into 'I-ove of becoming divine' or 'Love of creative activity, love of self-
realising bonding..,'

In one rernark Mary Daly has a clear idea about how the tlte new verb-god should be used.
She says that 'goddessing' (god-as-a-verb) is inuansitive. If 'goddessing' is intransitive she will have
to reiect such sentences tls 'I am goddessing you', or 'She goddesses us ell', or 'rVomankind will
goddess humaokind'. It is by no means certain that she would want to reiect such senrences. This
may not be the problem it at first appears. I venture a translation of her new verb:

n goddex = ta behaae as a fetnale oers'ion of the Christian God would behazte if there utas such a
suprente being,

Now we can translate many sentences, for example, 'Mary is godding with passion'becomes the
rather long winded, 'Mary is behaving as a female version of ttre Christian God would behave, and
with passion'. And we can also translate ttre meaning of the sentences above which have transitive
verbs into sentences which have inuansitive verbs. 'She goddesses us all' becomes 'She is behaving
as a female version of the Christian God would behave to us all'.
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If 'Godding' is used as a shorthand terrn for acting in what used to be called a God-like way, as
suggested above, we may be getting nearer to the feminist conception of God-the-verb. This may
work comparatively well for human actions and for puaing a new slant on moral exhortations.

'Everyone has a little of God in them'
would then become

Everyone does at least some Godding.

Jesus wants me for a sunbeam...'
becomes

Godding is for eueryone euen small children.

However it does not work well for natural phenomena or history:

'God sends his-her rain upon the fields.'
does not helpfully translate into

The ruin is Godding on the fields.

Nor does

'God sent his son.'
helpfully become

Jesus was godding,

This last formulation would ssllainty be shunned by Dp theologians as inadequate,
As an alternative to the definition above, 'godding' could be defined ostensivelS probably by

pointing out actions and events which can be named as 'godding'. Helping old ladies across the
road, recycling beer cans, voting, confessing your unongdoings, turning the TV off at mealtimes,
diggtng a drainage ditch in the garden, supporting Save the Children and Amnesty Internarional,
remembering a birthday, saving the Kakapo ... the list is a large oue, and no doubt pointing out
which actions were anti-godding, such as pushing old ladies under buses, tossing beer cans onto the
roadside, not voting, and so on will be rnentioned. This may give us a heterogeneous list of actions,
and the word 'godding'will have a use, that is, a meaning. lJ(/e can note that it will also give us a
meaning for non-godding (or sataning) but neither verb creates (nor points to) some thing. rMe have
not created God, nor Satan, by this process; we have two new multi-purpose verbs - verbs which I
suggest will not prove very useful except to help distinguish actions we like from those we dislike.
\07e could expect their use to be mainly confined to exasperated mothers and fathers saying, 'For
heavens sake try to God a bit morer'instead of 'Try to behave'. Moral leaders could sayr'Putting
litter in bins seems like a small thing but it is a part of Godding.,

Various tricks to assist this mind-altering change, making 'god' a verb, suggest themselves. The
logician might like to bring out the uniqueness of the new verb by thinking of 'godding'ss lnsaning
'become-divrning!, thus putting the continuous (+zg) ending at the end of the compound.
Typographers might help by using a different typeface for the verbal use of 'god', and thus to write

' | /p4 y ou ;d 6nou ;&u 1, hel she 5il, w e Sd, y ou 2d, they Sd, . ..

Inventive linguists might like to add some made-up inllections to point out the verbal use:
I god-a, you god-e, he/she god-i, we god-o, you god-u, they god-y.

Bven more delightful is that Latinists, noting ttre l-atin ending available for Inceptive verbs
which are made of other verbs and indicate the idea of 'beginning to' and noting its appearance in
English in the ending '-esce' in 'effervesce' 'coalesce', 'convalesce, 'acquiesce', phosphoresce' and a
few others, may suggest we form a word for the idea of becoming divine with a new English
coinage,'goddesce'. zo
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Egocentric Logic

A second way in which we might attempt to save this interesting concept that God is action rather
than actor or acted-upon, without abandoning the maior tenets of many religions, is to use a very
Priorian system of embedding one way of talking in another till the first is transformed into the
second, The place where Prior most accessibly uses this technQue, which seems very much his own
invention, is in an article called 'Egocentric Logic'in Noris, Vol ii, No. 3 (Prior 1968). He invents
Egocenric logic, which is a systematic logic of personal pronorrns, to bring out the similarities
between logics where properties are located in individuals the same way as events are located in
times by means of tense. The details of the parallels do not conceru us, but puning the noun-god
and the verb-godding into Egocentric does give feminist theology a possible way of sysiding the
noun-god.

Egocentric has wo basic concepts:
A.

The basic building blocks are propositions, but shorn of ttre 'subject' since the subiect is understood to
be the individual making the statement. This leaves iust a verb (usually the present participle) and
often quite an odd-sounding one. For example: I am represented in Egocentric by the verb
'Llewelynising' and'LJewelynising' can stand alone as a fully fledged proposition.

Transformations from ordinary propositions into Egocentric form can now begin to take place:
l. I amlane

= 2. lanising is the case for me.
and

3. There is no God but Allatr
= 4. Allah aJone Godises

= i. Godding is the case with Allah alone.

Thus in Egocentric (when we get to its full flowering) individuals will not be mentioned at all, although
the speaker has a verb which characterises her or him uniquely.

Other propositions in Egocentric are the usual predicated of common speech such as 'shpding,,
'drinking', 'mowing the lawn', and by themselves mean what is usually meent by 'I am standing', I am
drinkingf' 'I am mowing the lawn'. New verbs such as 'godding' and 'satan-ing'I will reserve, to avoid
confusion, for the verbal characterising of individuals; for er<ample, reserving 'Godding' as the defining
character of God, as Janising'is ofJane.

You may find these strange usages easier to accept when you think of the verbal, subject-less,
phrases in common speech which are akin to them: 'I remember being at the meeting' is such a
transformation (alternative phrasing) of the idea in 'I remember that I was at the meeting.'A somewhat
more religious one migbt be, 'Imagine beconkg immortal!' instead of 'Imagine that you suddenly vxre
immonal!'

B.
From Leibniz is borrowed the idea that all people can be arranged in a scale of comparative perfection -
from most holy or perfect (just below God or, one step from nirvana) to least holy or perfect (just one
stqr above Satan, or, not yet on the path to nirvana). Then the new subject-less propositions can be
arranged in inferior-to and superior-to relationships to each other. This will allow us to proceed beyond
proposition 5. above into a fully Egocentric way of talking, since there is now a way of getting each
individual truly individualised: there is iust one proposition which is true of me alone:

I am Llewelyn but not Prior and not Quine and not Irigaray and not Ddy ...
etc., until I have exhausted every possibility.

This in Egocentric is
Llcttnlynising is not hiorising and not Quineiing, and not lrigarayising and not Dalyising ...

Now we have

3.=4,=5,=6.
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6. (Godding andAllah-iing) but not superbr-m-(Godd,ing andAllah-ising) and not
inferior-n- (Godding and AUah-ising) .

in which ttrere is no noun.

It may be helpful to spell out more translations from orrlinary speech (that is' with nouns) picking
on theological or quasi-theological propositions, into Egocentric (which has no nouns).

7. Yahweh gave Moses theTen Commandments

= g. Giaing-the-Tbn-Commandments w^s the case withYahweh

= p. Giaing-the-Tim4ommandmenu and Yahweh-*ing is the case with someone

=lO. Giaing-the-TlnQommandments andYahweh-rohg is the case either with me or with someone

more perfect or with someone less perfect

=12. Either (giaing+he-Tim4ommandments andYahweh-ising) or superior-to-(giaing-thc-Ten-
Commandmmts andYahweh-ising) or inferior-to-(eiuing-the-Tbn-Contmandmm* and Yahueh-iing).

I 3. Atlah is always-being-mercifirl

=14. Always-being-merciful is the case with Allah
=15. Alatatls-being-mnciful andAllah-ising is the case with someone

=16. Alwqls-being-merciful andAllah-iing is the case either with me or with someone more perfect or
with someone less perfect

=I7. E;ther (atways-being-merciful andAllah-ising) or superior-to-(always-being-merciful andAllah-iing) or
inferio r n - ( alas ay s -b ei.n g -m er ciful an d AII ah-ising) .

18. God (Vishnu, Buddha, Shango, Hine-niu-te-Po, Gaia, ...) is more perfect that Jane

=19 , Superior to Janising is the case wittr God (etc.)

=20. Godising and superior-n-Janising is the case with someone

=21. Either (Godising and superbr-n-Janising) or superbr-a-(Godising and superior-m-Janising) m
infer io r- n - ( G o dis ing an d s up erim -n -J an is ing) .

In passing from 4. ro 6., from 7. to 12., from 13. to 17., from 18. to 21. we start with an
ordinary way of talking about or describing God (or Allah or Yahweh, or it could be some pantheon)
and finish wittr a sentence in Bgocentric logic. In each case (6., 12., L1.,21.) there is an implicit
characterization of the speake$ thus a typical statement about God is reduced (or uansforrned) to a
statement about me - and in a language (a logic) with no other subiect than me, this subiect can go

unmentioned. For the feminist theologian (or any theologian looking for a verb-god instead of a
noun-god) as long as 'I' am a basic starting point, a given, an axiom, and as Pope put it (before the
linguistic change feminism has wrought) 'The proper study of mankind is manr'24 then Egocentric
interpreted in my mrqner may help. Hampson (see later) would approve.

Prior says his use of Leibniz's notion of a scale of perfection was not accidental since for
Leibniz, self-knowledge was the starting point of his understanding of the world. In a famous
passage Leibniz says, 'I find that every predicate, necessary or contingent, past' present or future, is
comprised in the notion of the subiecl.'ze He is sayrng that a subject is made up of predicates
(verbs, etc.) and that is iust what an Egocentric proposition is. Leibniz is not so sure about God'
His often quoted dicnrrn, 'Every soul is a world apartr' does not end there but is, in full, 'Every soul
is a world apart, independent of everything else but God.'30 Prior thinks that to be consistent
Leibniz should agree to God (the 'supreme Monad' in I-eibniz's terminology) saying the
Egocentric sentence:

For any x, either not-inferiorto-x (because I am the Supretne Monad) ot inferi.or'to4tot-inferi0rLto'x
(because someone else more perfect than me is the Supreme Monad).

That is how you would state the existence of God in Egocentric.
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The characteristic action need not be superior-n-all-others, but must be characterisic: ueatoF
of-the-unizterse might do1, what-is-betuseen-moment-and eternity might do; the-horizon-of-our-being might
do; the-Be-ing ot the-Goddesca might do.

However, nristing language to give a rrerbal way of talking about God (or ou$elves) is not
what Daly or Jantzen were looking for.

G od-the -Verb and the Theologic

In the Jantzen version of this theology where 'God' is a concept akio to 'becoming divine' the
theologic can be interpreted so that

X= becoming divine involves
and

Xp = becoming divine involvesp

However, the constant ft is used in the theologic for a fixed-meaning proposition. For Jantzen's
interpretation it looks as if 'I become divine' is the meauing to use for h.

Ir=Ibecomedivine

This, of course would leave us with a very uninteresting logic with

Xp =ryLChp < by definition, my becoming divine involves p, is the same as: it is necessarily
so, that if I become divine thenp >

( my becoming divine involves me helping my sickneighbour, is the same as

Sy definition): it is necessary that if I become divine then I help my sick
neighbour >

and just as logically
< by definition, my becoming divine involves my killing the cat, is the same as:

it is necessarily so, tlmt my becoming divine implies my killing the cat >.

Sfe might reinterpret the symbols to help get jantzen's theologic offthe ground by saying both

Il=Ibecomedivine
and

Xp = the divinity of the universe is increased byp

Now
Xp =py LChp < by definition, the divinity of the universe is increased byA is the

same as: it is necessary that, if I am to become divine then p >
< the universe becomes more divine when I help my sick neighbour,

is the same as (by definition): it is necessary that, if I become divine
then I help my sick neighbour >

and just as logically
( the universe becomes more divine when the sky is blue,

is the same as (by definition): it is necessary that, I become divine
implies the sky is blue >.

This does sound as if the whole nature of the universe, divine or secular, depends on my actions
alone, but the expansion into predicate calculus should solve some of those problems, one way or
the other: either allow that my actions make small alterations to the divinity of the universe, or that
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dre system shrinks to an entirely personal one where my actions contribute only to my divinity,
(which is co-terminus with the divinity of the universe). That might be satisfactory for a solitary
acolyte, since we have a very personal theologic suitable for one person at a time only. Similady for
a solitary god. This may be a possibility since Escapism, in its final form, appeared very suitable for
each personal moraliry and Daphne Hampson's main theological idea seems to arrive at 'God-is-
met.

In the case of Daly's God-the-Verb it seems necessary firstly to have predicates (ve$s)
available from the beginning, therefore, plSx is a natural move.

X$x = to be godding, x i's < to be godding, x is lusting after Nemesis >
< I am godding when I am lusting after Nemesis >
< you are godding wheu you are lusting after Nemesis >

and h, which has been a fixed-meaning proposition needs to become a fixed-meaning
noun*predicate.

h =I arr godding.

Now our definition becomes

X$x =prLCh$x < to be godding x must /, means: it is necessary that if I am godrling
thenrmust d>

< to be godding s must lust after Nemesiq means: it is necessary that if I
am godding then x must lust after Nemesis ).

Our problem at this point must be to find a reasonabls rnmning for /.

My own preference would be something like
i - behaving as the god would have us behave

= behaving closely to howJesus wanted people to behave
= actively seeking nirvana
= behaving in the best way to save the world's ecosystem

= behaving so that I become divine

(Theist version)
(Atheist Christian)
@uddhist)
(Gaia-ist)
([antzen-ist)

Now, using a universal domain we can try out some of the thesis of the Theologic (see Chapter 5)
to see if they are enlightening, or give rise to problems. fftrus we both check the technical
characteristics and the usefulness of the Theologic with predicates.)

ThPl. IIxXCXQx$x < for everyone, when godding, if godding involves being likeJesus
then be likeJesus >.

Thn. IIxCXSxY$x

In the Theologic, y =U NXNp, therefore x slgnning for Y$x is NXN/r. In order to give a clear
'tanslation'will be best to make that substitution: Y/NXN

ThP3. IIxCXSxNXN$x < for everyone, if godding involves being like Jesus, then it is
not-godding to not behave like Jesus >.

This is not capturing the original modal idea of 14 = 'possible' in contrast to L = 'necessary' and
the deontic idea of p = 'permissible' in contrast to O = 'obligatory'. Ve did capture this idea when
X = 'pleases tJ:e god', and Y = 'it does not worry the god' but in this Daly-esque interpretation we
have lost the middle ground. There is no alternative between godding and not-godding the way
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tlrere is a middle ground between L ='it is necessary that'and NM ='it is impossible that'; there is

no middle ground as there is berween X = 'it pleases the god that' and Z ='It angers the god that'
(namely Y = 'it is indifferent to the god that'). Therefore, though the Theologic may, in a tnrncated
form - without Y, without the idea that there is some state between godding and not godding -
survive as a mildly interesting artifact, it is unlikely to help someone trytng to develop a logic for the
Daly ideas about religion.

As an aside, it may be noticed that trying to give 'translations' to ttre Theologic in the Daly-
style with predicates, brings up the problems of how universal amongst people this religion is
supposed to be: 'for everyone' could mean 'for all four billion people alive, as a group', or it could
mean, 'for each and every one of the four billion, as individuals'. Thus is underlined the problem of
to whom the verb 'godding' applies, Is the religion for every one as a whole, and so, iust one person

not behaving like Jesus on one occasion (to use my illustation) would cancel the truth of, 'godding
involves everyone being like Jesus'? Or is the religion intensely personal, and godding is something
that I alone am engaged in and so it is true that, 'for everyone, godding is what they do when they
behave like Jesus, no matter what religion they espouse.' The distinction can be btought out in
symbols by the difference berween

II$x < every person is godding >

and

lIIx* < godrting is being done by each person >

Summary of this preliminary lngical irntestigation of God-the-oerb

Sfle have found that using the word God as a verb causes (apart frorn mental indigestion) at least

two maior effects.
(i) Theology is radically changed: past theological statements are almost all null and void of
meaning, and the number of new theological statements that can be made is limited.
(ii) An extraordinary logical system can be used to re-phrase statements about God, a system in
which the person speaking is the only gu)en, the one fact around which all else revolves and God (or
Allah etc.,) is still 'rhere' but is described not by a noun but by one characteristic action and a

relationship between acdons.

Comment

Are these problems with God-the-aerb logical problems with the concept, or mere obstacles to our
reasoning because we are more used to a different way of thinking? tifith tD7ingenstein we must
agree that the meauings of words are shared with, and learnt from, other people and have no

communicable meanings unless shared. Vith Prior I look for the real things and for real interactions
between things, which is what the words and sentences are about.If two or more people can see a

specific and identifiable form of interaction between things (no matter how wide the list of othings'

may be, ideas as well as pebbles, for example) then for convenience they may agree upon any word

they like to use in sentences about that interaction. Two researchers, noting that two amoeba
previously thought not to, do in fact communicate, perhaps by making waves in their surrounding
water, may decide to call that interaction'singing'. Good. It is an extension of the use of the word

'sing'that some people may find odd, but it will work in the scientific uses to which it is uow put,
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Now we must ask, if feminist theologians wish to make a sweeping change to the nature of
what -they study (namely Theo-logy, God-study) and now want to say the obiect of their study is
events, actions, and interactions, not a concrete obiect or obiects, then we need to know which of all
the myriad events, actions and interactions in the universe, make up the class to which they are
applytng the word 'God'. The answer from those who wish to talk about God-the-verb may be
something like, 'All the events involving women, all the actions by and to women, all the
interactions of womeu with ottrer people and things, all spiritual events, all emotions, all aesthetic
and creative occrurences...' This looks like an unwieldy class to me. One hopes for further
refinement of the unifuing concept. In the meantime, I wish they had chosen some other word than
'God'to name it.

Sorting Daphne Hampson's theological ideas

It is time to return to Hampson, who has, at first sight, a less radical set of mssnings for a noun,
God,In the passages from her Afur Christiani6t I quoted she gives us a gteat number of different
definitions of God. I paraphrase the seventeen I found, plus two helpful suggestions:
1. 'Being ourcelaes'realises [makes realJ God (see Quoution 18)
2. God is the fullness of our potcntialitizs

[GodJ alloar us to be all that we haae in us n become (see Qtnntions 18 (t 21)
3, God is more than what we are (see Quotations 18 €s 19 €, 20)
4. God has resources [of healing, etc.J gee Quoution 19)
5. God is mtrgr light, poarcr,Iove, heakng (see Qwution 19)
6. God is something to which we have access (see Quomtion 19)
7. God can hazte an intimate relationship with us (see Qtnntion 20)
8. God i.s not an independent dfuine being (see Quomtion 20)
9. God is known with and through the self (see Qtnndon 2I)

10. God is a dimension of reality ...of all thar is
... of reality that has always bem the case (see Quotation 2I €E 2I @ 21)

I 1. God cannot be conceiaed as sotnehow set apan from the unizterse (see Quotation 2l)
12. God is as one with our self-realisation (see Quoation 21)
13. Vft may recognise God (see Quontion 2I)
14. lYe can draw upon God (see Qwwion 21)
15. God is more than self (see Quotation 18)
16. One can be aware of God (see Quontion 18)
17. The word 'God' has a reference (cannot be demythologised

out of existmce' connot be tanslaud without remainder inn ethics) (see Quowtion 21)
18. The self does not relate n an indcpmdcnt diaine being but unbodies

the spiit of the divine [quoted with approval from Linell Cady]. (see Quontion 20)
19. Theohp i.s predicaud upon our awareness of what is the case;

such a theology affims, rather than seeking to oaercome or
deny what is already giuen (see Quoution 21)
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I/e had best sort out these bits of friendly fire into some categories.

I. God as the name for a newly softed class

For example:

2. God is all our Potentialities.

That is, Hampson takes a class of things - in this case the class of all thiugs all humans can
and may do - aad re-names it'God'.

Many of her definitions are of this sort, though the items (members o0 the new class

vary a great deal; for example 5. God is energt, light, panterr looe, healing: a mixed bag of items
for this new class called'God'.

It is unclear whether this process creates God out of what there is, or names the amibutes of an

already exisri'g God. Both ways of talking might fit, but 8. appears to deny God an independent
existence.

2. God as the name for activities, usually by individual people
For enample:

I. Being oursehtes makes God reaL

Here Hampson suggests that the activities we do are given the name'God',

It is a bit glib to say, 'What else can we be, but ourselves?' but it is a real challenge, as we have seen,

to make the word 'god'into a verb, or, in this case, into a collection of verbs (the words for actions).
Or, she may be suggesting that God does not e:rist unless people do cenain things, or that 'god' is
the word to use for a class of actions.

Another of her definitions which names an activity is

IZ.God is at one atith our self-realisation.

I'm not at all sure what 'self-realisation' means in this context (it is a pretry vague word
anyway) nor what is intended by 'is at one with'. However, I suspect that an external extra-
personal being is not here mooted.The, quoted, statement by Cady:

I 8. The self (does not relate n an independent diztine being but) embodies tlte spirit of the divine

[my brackets] suggests that Hampson is making such a point.

It should be noted that the monotheistic religions have had, to this date, theologies which make the
creation of God by people, whether by putting together a class of things, or by selecting personal

activities (as in I arLd 2 above) quite unacceptable. In classical theolory people are created by God,
not the other way round. I{owever, feminist theologians are by no means the ouly modern
theologians suggesting that people-creating-God is the right way round. This modern 'heresy' was

well known to the ancient Christian Church and is a branch of what in earlier Biblical times was

considered idolatry - the worship of man-made obiects.

3, God already exists as a sep,uate entity and his-her attributes are slowly discovered/revealed.

There are a great number of these definitions, or parts of a full definition. For example:

3. God is rnore than what we are

4. God has resources fof healing, etc.r]
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7. God can haae an intimarc relationship with us

13. VVe may recognite God
14. We can draw upon God
15. God is more than self
16. One can be auare of God
17. The word 'God' has a refermce (cannot be dertythologised out of existence, cannot be tanslated
without remainder into ethics).

As you can see several of these seem to be in direct contradiction to other statements that appear in
categories 1 and 2. For example, compare the rwo versions of paraphrase 2; compare the first with
paraphrase /5. Compare 5. with 7.;17. with /2. Most of these statements give litde assistance to a

full and consistent definition.

4. God is a dimension

The three dimension statements are very difficult for a logician to make sense of.

10. God is a dimension of realiry ...oJ all that is ... of reality that has always been the case.

The word 'dimension' is used in science for the separate measurements needed to give a

minimum adequate description of an obiea. For example, the most parsimonious way of
describing physical objects of more than quantum size is to use three dimensions, length,
lrddth, height. If the object has a history and that is important in the description then we add a
fourth measurement, time, and (rather loosely) call that the 4th dimension. Time can be given

mathematical expression and incorporated into Eiusteinian space and then has an exact use.

The mathematical consequences of having fewer or more than four dimensions are well
studied.

rWhen used in metaphors, 'dimension' describes any characteristic which seems
important: the detective in a novel says, 'Why on earth should the duchess murder a passing
taxi driver? The missing dimension in this case is motiae,'Many religious people are fond of
talking about a spiritual dimension - it is often overlooked, we are told. Although Flampson's
remarks about God being a dimension are couched in rather 18th Century language we can
assume that she does not believe that God can be given a mathematical quantity, used for
measuring somettring, and incorporated into physics.

Suggestions about God as rfte underlying reality tend to make God a superfluous addition to each
and every statement, much as in Egocentric Logic it is unnecessary to say 'I am standing', 'I am
inferior', I am goddingr' etc,, because the 'I am'is ever present in the terrns 'standing', 'inferior',
'godding', in this logic. In a more homely example, imagine meeting'I, Llewelyn Richards, confirm
that I am the writer of ...'as the start of every sentence in this thesis. We are content, on the whole
(and when quotations are properly acknowledged) to accept the name 'Llewelyn Richards' on the
title page as sufficient proof of authorship of the whole. Should we not, therefore, accept
Hampson's (and others') declaration that God is a dimension - something that must be taken into
account if a complete description of what there is, what is real, is to be made? The catch comes

when we ask what has been added to our accorurt of what there is when God is added.
Dimensions assist descriptions: a 2-dirnensional description of a shoe-box is not sufficient (we

can describe only the planes that encase the box, not its volume). On the other hand 5-dimensioos
are too many. The mythical Martian who landed on earth and started measuring our shoe-box by
checking diagonals rather than height, leugth and depth might need five or six dimensions to get it
properly described; but once communication gets sorted out earth scientists will be able to show
the Marrians that a different, and more parsimonious set of measurements will do. One of the
strongest arguments against there being a God, especially as an extra dimension, is that a God, as

myth or hlryothesised entity, or dimension, is superfluous to correst, complete, descriptions of what
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there is. Hampson is very keen that feminist theology should be based (she says 'predicated') on
what is the case, on what is already given: see her definitions 17, and /9. That seems an excellent
idea. But is God-the-surpha-dimensionpan of what there is?

There is hot debate among logicians about what there is, usually using the term 'ontology'and
discussing if each logic has its own ontology, that is, its own, usually unstated, preconceptions about
what there is' Some of these debates have gained greater importance since the method of checking
modal logics for completeness against what would happen on possible worlds (and benveen possibti
worlds) has emerged, Logicians, and others looking at what logicians are doing, often ask about the
'ontological status' of possible worlds. Some logicians maintain that to them possible worlds are as
real as any other ffog; and others, perhaps remembering Quine's questions about whether there
are more possible thin men than fat men in the doorway, and Russell's method of dealing with such
invented 'entities' as Pegasus or the present king of France, find possible worlds to be iust what they
say they are - no more real than any other possibility, no more a part of what there is than any sort
of thought at all. Prior was of this latter persuasion and strongly defended it.2?

Ufeminist theologians are going to pursue the idea that God is a dimension of reality it would
be appropriate for them to look at some of the togical problems that are being dealt with in this
continuing debate. Such a study would be wise also from proselytising motives as anyone being
invited to worship God needs a preffy clear idea of what part or parts of reality are worthy o1
worship.

The quick rest for the scope of a new 'substitute' theology

In searching for what can be said in a femioist theology and what cannot, the logician vpill grrggest
that once some general clarity about the nature of God has been reached, then the ,substitution'
technique should be quickly applied to old theotogical dicta to sort out which are now allowable
and which are now disallowed. \I7e have used this simple technique quite a lot already. Here is an
example in feminist theology of a Hampsonian type:

If
God =4Ja dimension of realiry

then such a statement ftom classical Christian theology as

God created the universe

rnay take the substitution,

A dimension of reality created the universe.

It may be reasonably easy to give a meaning to the latter, with 'dimension'used looselv to mean
some sort of class or set. F{owever,

God's son died for our sins

becomes by substitution,

The male offspring of a dimension of reality died for our sins.

and this will not do at all if one believes that the historical person, Jesus, was the son of God.
Furthermore, even if 'offspring' is read very metaphorically to mean sornething like 'one of the
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aspects or members of the particular class of real objects called a dimension of realityr' then we still
have a uanslation into feminist theology, namely:

One of the aspects or members of the particular class of real obiects called'a dimension of
reality'died for out sins.

This shows that the classical theology dista cannot be part of this feminist 'dimension' theology.
Similarly'God is omnipotent'is not the same in meaning as'I am invincibler l am woman.'

This quick test seems pretty obvious, but I suspect that it has seldom been used by theologians
seeking to substitute something better. Making a list of dicta one wishes to preserve and checking
new definitions against them would help 'tidy up' such wish-lists of attributes, or interpretations, or
definitions as Hampson or the symbolist theologians present us with. Logicians and cynics may be
told, 'It is difficult to find new words for what we now realise must be the case, especidly when
dealing with such difficult concepts as God or gods.'This has, indee{ been demonstrated in the last
few pages. My own advice would be for the new, post-modern, theologians to invent new myths
ratLer than new, obscure and illogical interpretations of the old. Teilhard has tried this track.
Bergson and Shaw (and modern fantasy writers such as the author of Srar Vfarc, and Phillip
Pulman) have made such attempts with the idea of a pervading 'force'. Spinoza and Lovelock have
tried with a different model - pantheism. Doing without the colourfrrl pageantry and simple
hierarchy of medieval society for a religious myth seems very strange to westerners; trying to invent
a religious myth based on democratic institutions seems very una(citing - do we vote for president
God? Doing without magic and embracing a scientific outlook looks uninspiring at first. But human
relationships and moral actions are at the core of most religions and a few religions do without gods
at all. Perhaps eastern religions can provide quite other myths.

A Hampson theology: God is me

Hampson's definitions which I have labelled /. and 12. arc of a different kind from Daly's and most
of Jantzen's (and Hampson's others) since they name activities of humans as the cr€ator of God.
Older Christian theologies make much of incarnation (God becoming human, living on earth, etc.r)
and by this terminology are usually stressing that God is quite different, mightier, more knowing,
more compassionate, etc., than humans: the myth is that of a king deigning to take uotice of, and
help his subjects. Other religions have, in their more populist forms, God or gods appearing on
earth in human form, or sending 'angels' or the like, often mistaken for humans. Flowever, here we
have two statements in which the activities of humans incarnate God; to put it less piously: humans
invent God.

A quick look at the logical consequences of Hampson's two formulations of 'God-realising'
activity:

1. Being ourselztes makes God reaL

This shon sentence is obviously meant to be taken very metaphorically since taking it at face value
would immediately lead to the question, 'You mean that we are able, sometimes, to not be
ourselves?'We are certainly not ourselves before we are born and after we die. A logician rnight even
question whether it is possible to say, meaningfully, 'after I die f wil ...'but between birth and death
can we be anything but ourselves? Is Hampson emphasising our actions, particularly those actions
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which help distinguish me from everyone else? In that case the murderer, in killing makes herself
particularly distinctive; but is murdering an act which makes God real? On another tack, does
Hampson mean to say that God becomes real (having'existed' only as a possibility before) at birth?
Her birth? The first human's birth? Or that the birth of each new person brings a new god into
existence? This sort of 'logic chopping' was the delight of the schoolmen and the bane of poets,
church reformers and prophets for centuries; but I have hardly begun and am dyrng to ask if /.
implies that God can be unreal.

Let us take Hampson as msening something like

I a. The things we do, the decisions we make, in our daily liaes, can be thought of not onljt in
physiahgical'psychologi.cal, sociological, economic, and political terms, but also,in theologbal
tertns: as making God rea.l.

This is a pretty drastic expansion of her aphorism but it allows us to put aside one set of logical
problems and concentrate on the nature, and perhaps usefulness, of the theological idea of making
God real by human actions.I?hat is it to make something real, by action or by decisions?

(l) $7e can make a blouse (make the idea of a blouse real) by (i) buyrng, measuring, cutting,
and sewing cloth or (ii) bV payrng a dressmaker to do it for us. Are we also making God when we
make, or decide to make, a blouse?

(2) lVe can complain about unshared housework and decide to cook no dinner till the
brealdast dishes are washed by someone else, Does this mean that making God means complaining
and boycotting?

(3) \trfe can visit our sick but ungrateful aunt and decide never to visit her again. Does this
mean that God is acts of kindness, and decisions to give up being kind and emotions of
exasperation?

(4) Is the question, ''What have you been doing today?' usefuIly answered by, 'I have been
making God'?

There is (purposefully) a great muddle of actions, thoughts, emotions and moral iudgements
in my examples, We could add as things which all contribute to who we are and what we do:
breathing, wearing clothes, speaking English, remembering, driving a car, changing the baby, using
money, speaking on the telephone, killing a mosquito, and putting up with a sciatic rwinge... By
Hampson's account, these must therefore count towards what makes God real. Is the God that is
made real, then, a non-colporeal version of the particular person? This looks rather like either (i) a
simple revival of 'there is a spirit in everything' animism, or (ii) a new 'God-is-an-idea' religion,
ideas being as 'real' as physical objects (though of a different category, i.e., use).

If, further, Hampson wants 'being ourselves' to mean 'being the best version of ourselves' or
some such morally loaded remark, this meaning will have to be unpacked and the problems that it
will bring with it revealed. There is a hint of a moral lssding in her remark that '... obiectivity in
religion ... consists in healed livesr' and the full quotation for .1. is, 'in being most fully ourselves we
are also realising God in the world.' And again, in the first part of 2. the full quotation is 'God
should be conceived to be the fullness of all our potentialities ...'Some sort of iudgement has been
made about what constitutes 'fulLaess' and it is seen as being, in some way, better than being less
than fully ourselves.

Flowever, even if years of study are needed to elicit exacdy what a 'fully herself' woman is, we
still have to face a new definition which is the inverse of the nornal 'absolutely orher' God. Here is
a new God who is almost exacdy the same as any and every fully womanly woman and (picking up
on later Hampson remarks) is not absolute, is changing (not changeless) not the creator but a
created thing not omnipotent but limited in power, not omniscient but ignorant of much ... and so
on. Some characteristics of the classic Christian God remain: compassionate, loving healing,
forgrving, iust, nurnrring. It is not clear why these 'good' characteristics are part of a 'full womrn'
and not their opposites:vindictive, hateful, destructive, unforgiving, capricious... As iustification for
the 'good' characteristics one can imagine some sort of pragmatic utilitarian iustification, or
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possibly some idealist iustification ('love iust rs better than hate, don't ask me why'). But no appeal
is allowed as it is for the classical theologian, to *re nature of good in humans reflecting the nature
of God; the feminist theologian may not seek to iustifu her (or his) picnrre of God's nature in
flampson's way without circularity.

God-is-me and the Theologic

This new Hampson God is, like the Daly God, one of the least accessible to my Priorian theologic,
but for different reasons. As set out before

X? = God is pleased whenp

but in a Hampsonian theology I need

Xp =I, in my fuller moments, am pleased whenp

and the result is that some laws in the theologic become self evident, whilst others are only
occasionally true, or obviously false. Here are some examples (with a universal quantifier added to
make the examples read more naturally):

Th2. IIpCXpYp < what God is pleased about, he-she is not worried about ).

Inside the pointed brackets is the usual rneaning in DP theology;

< what I am pleased about I am not worried about >.

This is [Iampson's meaning; it seems perfectly acceptable,

Th(. IIpCXpp < if God is pleased then what he-she is pleased about happens >.

Inside the brackets is the usual fleshing-out of the symbols, for example, in DP rheology;

< if I am pleased, then what I am pleased about happens >.

This would be Hampson's use of the formula, It seems intuitively false,

Hampson's meaning of the symbols will occasioually be the case, but often not. For a(ample: if I
am pleased to do some action, say, mow the lawn, then the lawn will be mown. But not always - it
may get dark before I can get round to mowing, or I may break a leg, or the lawn get swept away in
a flood. Another example: if I was pleased that something happened that the baby did not cry, then
r was pleased. But this is CXp collapsing into cpp < if I was pleased I was pleased >.

When such 'snags' in the interpretation of a modal logic (and the Theohgic is a modal logic)
occur there are various remedies:
(i) Each offending interpretation - and possible whole laws otherwise acceptable - can be struck out
by adding to the anioms a new axiom which forbids this move or interpretation. As you can imagine
this can become ridiculously clumsy, especially when (as is the case in many theologies) there are
hundreds of axioms already and very few derived laws, that is, very few logical manipulations of the
axioms).
(ii) A particular class of interpretations may be ruled inadmissible. In the case we have been looking
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out this would involve a new rule for Hampson's theolog;y: that no interpretations about the future
are intended or allowed,
(iii) A new interpretation of 'Jf can be found which allows what, at first, seemed unlikely to be read
in an acceptable way. As an orample of this remedy, the Priorian interpretation of 'O' <
'obligatory'> enabled him to proceed where others had been unable to go.

In ttre Theologic outlined in Chapter 5, I allow that the god(s) of classical religions are
themselves (or collectively) in control of the universe; that they can interfere in the lives of people;
or they can indirectly interfere by giving each person a fate they must have. This omnipotence is
reflected in the gsgsl psaning of 'Jf in the Theologic: the simple classical gods are assumed to be
so much in control that future events can be manipulated as present events are, and we use the
simple'lf for'was pleased', 'will be pleased', 'is pleased' about propositions and events no matter
what times are involved. In Hampson's theology, however, the god is not omnipotent, being in fact
an abstraction from (or possibly a combination of) the attributes of single real people. Therefore, a
Hampson theology will require time constraints on 'lf , For Hampson's god the standard Theologic
with its ')f will work only with propositions about, and events in, the past. For Hampson's god new
rules or new symbols rather than 'Jf will have to be found for proposition about, and events in, the
present and future.

The atnibutes of God

Hampson's third tlpe of statement about God is that God has attributes. These attributes, when
added together, build up a picnrre of a god who has:

10c. always been the case;

17. whose name has a rcfermce, i.e., is eternal and external to 'the self',

These parts of an ostensive definition of God are (if I have understood them correctly here)
contradictory to her l-am-GodlGod-is-me definitions considered above. The most liberal
interpretation I can give to this confusion is that Hampson means the earlier I am God definitions to
be taken more as hints than hard and fast statements - something on the lines of a suggesdon that
what we want are statements of this sort: God is other, but creaud by ourcelaes andlor manifest in
ourselaes,

On the other hand, she may feel that }aer God has a reference, arid God is not absolute, apply to a
god who is in fact herself in her case, tryself in my case. Or, and tlis seems most likely, she may feel
that I am being too rigorous, too analytical, too literal, too 'logical', in all my readings of her
statements. She may, indeed, prefer to take a sort of 'Barthian' position such as, 't)nless you are a
woman and have experienced God as a divine spirit within yourself, then you cannot understand
what I am talking about.' This is indeed an attempt to leap between the horns of the God is melGod
is other dilemma. The logician is now pwded for he or she might have e:qpected a dilemma-defoing
leap to have invoked God having a new sort of logic, for example, one that would deny that truth is
bi-valent, as Jantzen does at times. The proposed way out does rather put a stop to further
discussion.
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Two of Hafttpson's'i.deas for theologiaru to pondar.

l.
Hampson says that the word'God'has a reference (page 285) and then adds, '['God'] is not simply
to be de-mythologised nor is human spiritual awareness to be translated without remainder into
ethics.' The de-mything process, begun most notably by Bultrnann in the early 1900s, and then
abandoned, is now alive and well again. This is not so in systematic theology so much as in popular
disdain for 'churchy mumbo-jumbo'; theological iargon is seen to belong to a world before
psychology had explained human motivation and at a time when it expressed itself in fanciful
stories and metaphors. There is also disdain for talk of God as a real, most powerfirl, medieval king,
living as we do in a sotd place, called heaven, in the sky, busy zapping evil-doers unless they repent.
Science, democracy, and feminist insights have made such picrures literally untrue and poetically
unhelpful.

Flowever, Hampson says we are not to camy de-mything God too far. Perhaps she is suggesting
tlrat her own God-as-me picttne is a mythology? But we need not declare it to be a myrh; God is me

can be a theologicaVlogicaVphilosophic construct from behaviour and emotions and since mental
constructs are as real as anything in this world the rather peiorative word 'myth' does not need to
be used. Other examples of mental constructs must include the heroines of norrels, numbers, the
average woman, and so on, but, being mental constructs, they are different sorts of things (belong
to different categories of things) and have special rules of their own. Propositional logic deals with
'Victoria University is a lively place' exactly the same way as 'Anna Karenina is a heroine of
Tolstoy's novel', and 'Xantippe was a woman' and 'Daphne Hampson is a post-Christian
theologian'by calling them all propositions; but to say that The Victoria University is a heroine of
Tolstoy's, or is a post-Christian theologian, or has a pink hat on; these are not only false
propositions but also category mistakes; that is, they are not hgical errors (a false premise is not a
logical mistake), but mistaken in their attempt to convey ideas.

2.
Hampson says that human spiritual awareness is not to be translated, without remainder, into
ethics. I think she would be reasonably happy to say God is not ranslatable thus. As I am inclined
to undertake such a process and to recommend it to anyone trylng to get logical impossibilities out
of a theology or unbelievable dicta out of a religion, I am very interested in her rejection of it.

The process of translating God-talk into ethics-talk may start with two realisations: that God-
talk contains a great deal of poetic representation of psychological phenomena; and a conviction
that we still have a religion when the translation process is over, when God has vanished, but there
remains a set of rules - a corpus of wisdom, if you prefer that description - about how to behave
towards other people. Such religions do exist, for example, 'pure' Buddhism and 'pure'
Confucianism, that is, those faiths shorn of their gods, magic and demons. Other 'pure' religions
have been invented, during the French Revolution, for example. Stitl others are being developed. It
might be argued that Hampson's propositions about God-is-rne inevitably arrive at a translation, or
are better phrased, without the word 'God' at all; Christian theologians who want to use the word
'God' as a symbol (for exactly what does not matter much at this moment) are also removing God
from religion. Furthermorer some scholars look for the firmest evidence about Jesus's life and
words, and then decide which are reliablyJesus's; if they then find these actions worth imitating and
the words inspiring, yet refuse to deiff Jesus, they are also following a religion without gods. At least
one person can be found preaching this gospel at Hyde Park Corner on Sundays.3l

These two realisations suggest that all sentences with the word 'God'in them can be mined for
corrment on the human condition and need not be expected to give descriptions or ostensive
definitions about some concrete (or even'spiritual') obiect. In the 1950s the phrase 'God is a need-
projection' was in vogue in my university circles and summed up the sort of tanslation or de'
mything of Biblical stories that was going on. Thus, God rolling back the Red Sea was seen as a
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story which raises one's hopes when things are going badly; the story of Job reminds people that
virnre may go unrewarded but is virnre nevertheless; the story of Adam and Eve, the tree of
knowledge, the erpulsion from Eden, helps to make knowledge and work noble, if uncomfortable;
the story of Zaccheus tells us that all people have good in them; the story of the good Samaritan
reminds us that good actions may come in the strangest guises and loving behaviour is, rniyslssl;
and so on.

From a logical point of view the use of o"* glssnings for t}te word 'God' is fraught with
problems, and these can be seen first when a simple substitution is expected. Above I have not been
able to find good substitutions in such simple statements a 'God rolled back the Red Sea' and
nothing like, 'My need-projection rolled back the Red Sea'will do at all. The whole story, regarded
for at least 2000 years by the maiority of Jews, Christians and Moslems as history, has to be
abandoned - it never happened - or, if the sea did dry up at a crucial moment for the Israelites it
was either pure chance, or a periodic phenomenon they knew about and could make use of, or only
the Israelites knew about the safe paths through the reedy salt-marsh, or somethiug else credible.
And what is left is (a) the fact that later Jews saw the escape as the intervention of a friendly god
and (b) a story which is an inspiration to those in trouble (if they believe in such a god). Such are
tlre results of de-ntything.

The results of psychologising arc perhaps something like the following: all humans get into
trouble, feel pursued by mental daemons, or are pursued by real shooting enemies; if they believe in
an external caring power (as demonstrated by this story) they can overcome their mental problems
or accept their fate from the real enemies (usually with some theory of sin, retribution or virtue
rewarded in another life). The results of other analyses from other disciplines can be added, for
example the sociohgkes may add their descriptions of the effect of good stories on mass movements,
the willingoess to volunteer for wars and get killed, and even cult suicides.

The Moralist may also uy in his or her discipline to re-interpret the Red Sea story. However, I
am oot sure how God (or even human spiritual awareness) can be reduced without remainder in
this case. !7e seem to get left with:

Israelites good, Egyptians bad; good wins.

That leaves a lot of remainder, particularly the historical occurrences and the poetic, religious,
psychological, and sociological uses of the story since. Also God is waiting in the wings to be
popped back into the story if we contemplate a definition of good and bad as 'what God likes' and
'what God dislikes'as it could well be in my Theologic. However, moving from the first stage of the
Theologic with the 'X', y' and'Z'operators read as 'God likes ...', 'God is indifferent about ...' and
'God dislikes ,,,' to the second stage where 'Ir' stands for 'escaping gehenna' does remove God from
a great number of laws, and possibly without remainder.

Hampson's use of the word'spirintal'

I have not tackled the feminist use of the word 'spiritual' as in Hampson's, 'God is what spirituality
revealsr' and in the without rema'inder passages above. The word means wind, puff of air, breath, and
is in Greek, TV€uUo(, pneuma (as in 'pneumatic tyre'), and in IJtin, spiritas, and from there straight
into ecclesiastical English and common use. I find it easy to understand the wind metaphor in 'a
spirited performanc€', 'Hgh spirits', 'strong spirits', but almost impossible to understand in, 'God is
a spirit', or 'human spiritual awareness.' Hampson (page 284) says of Christianity that it is a system
of thought, created by males, which sets God apan from the universe and that this flies in the face
of what has scientifically come to be understood as reality, I suggest that her own use of 'spirituality'
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sounds like pure animism or neo-platonic dualism and to quote her in this contsrt 'The need to
jettison this myth [dualism] has been wit]r us for some time.'Jantzen also says t]rat the philosophy
of dualism should no longer be given any credence. I must say that these statements are ttre only
ones with which I wholeheartedly agree in all feminist theology.

Conclusion

In this critique of some feminist theologies from a logical point of view I do not wish to leave the
impression that all of what Daly, Irigaray Jantzen, and Hampson say is rotally muddled and
illogical; I have come across worse tangles (usually more subtle and therefore more diffcult to
detect) in the thinking of Christian apologists (mostly male, historically) and the norions of God-
the-aerb and God-is-me, are considerably more interesting, and as wor*ry of logical study, as the
theologies of God-the-other, At the very least, feminist theologies do not appear to fall into the trap,
as Gaia theologies do, of saylng that God-is-eaerything and thereby say that God-is-nothizg. However,
I do recommend to all new theologians in alt religions, old and new, and to all thinkers trying to
find some place for God or gods in a universe being successfully described scientificallg that
rigorous application of logic is necessary to give their thoughts credibility.

I have pointed out that God-the-aqb cau be pursued using Egocenuic logic and shown
something of how the Theologic would have to be modified to be useful in bottr God-the-verb and
God'-is-me theology. I have shown that modern 'Christian' or 'Post-Christian' theologies fall into
three classes. God-the+terD is linguistically, Iogically and conceptually quite different from all other
theistic religions. God-the-qtmbol theologies and God-is-me theologies do try to give us something
that can be admired enioyed, praised, that is, that can be worshipped. I suggest that those who
espouse a God-the-symbol religion have failed to do this, although not having a worship-worthy
deity may not be all bad. The feminist proponents of God-ls-me create a new abstraction out of very
disparate objects, thoughts and emotions (F{ampson's 'all our potentialities', 'being ourselrcs',
'love', etc.) but do not suggest that this class is iust a symbol for something else. If feminists had
wanted 'God' as a symbol then they might have said that the word 'God' stands for what can be
admired, enioyed' and praised in a particular woman (usually oneself), or in womankind. However,
these feminist theologians have avoided the strangeness of saying , 'God is the rymbol for all we
admire, tnrst, enioy, hope for, etc.r'which would have left us wondering if worship was appropriate
- why should one worship a symbol? lforshipping oneself may seem like the sin of pride or
idolaEy, but at least it is understandable. A fourth class of modern theologies, which we might call
God-is-eaerything theologies, is the subiea of the next chapter. In its earliest form and its latest form
it has no roots in Christianity so Post-Christian is not an adequate description.

11 i5 rlifficult to write logical analyses of feminist theology because feminists, in general, talk
and write in a very 'feeling' style and their arguments come more like a shotgun attack than a
sniper's. However, logic deals with what there is, and the relationships betweea 'things'when they
are talked about in propositions with logical form. Feminists use logical sentences, and can be very
sharp in bringrng out the logical consequences from the axioms or facts which they hold or
discover. Ilowever, in the examples of feminist theologies I have been looking at, the logical
consequences of what is being said need a lot more work.
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Chapter 13

Pantheism:
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Logical Problems
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Conclusion
Axioms for a Gaia theology

Ancient pantheism

Modern pantheism has arisen from a siruation where a reasonably clear idea about what tlere is -
namely a single god - has been confronted by a new picture of what there is - in our case, a
scientific exploration of things external to us, and new theories about things internal to us, for
example hopes, fears, emodous, motives, moral imperatives, and so on. The very name 'pan-theism'
shows that the notion of there being a god or gods was crutent when a word for this qpe of
religious thinking was first catalogued and noticed. However, the first suggestions of a pantheist
world view are attributed to ancient Greek and Hindu thinkers who lived in a world of many gods,
not ourvestern monotheistic one.

The very earliest (6th century BcE) Greek tlinkers we know about, Thales and Anaximenes
had some idea of physical objects being infused with a divine power. Xenophanes took up this idea
and added criticism of the anthropomorphic gods of Homer and their immoral ways of behaving.
Aristotle said of him, 'with his eye on the whole world he said that the One was godr' but also
complained that he, 'made nothing clear.'l The Stoics are similarly unclear. The Roman Marcus
Aurelius can be plausibly considered as a pantheist - he addresses the Universe as a deityz - but he
could be just saytng, poeticallg tlat some sort of order is obvious in all the universe, and that such a
thought is awesome.

In early Indian thought the idea of Brahman is refined from earlier cults which had
propitiating sacrifices to gods. Brahman is the single and infinite reality, unchanging, which lies
behind the illusion of material obiects and tleir constant change. Here is a western philosopher of
religion (Alisdair Maclntyre) summing up the very clear logical steps in which this belief is laid out:
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The equation of plurality and change with imperfection is an assumption of the Vedananta teachings.
From it is drawn a proof of the illusory character of the material world, as well as its imperfection.
lfhere the material world is real, it must, being neither self-er<istent nor eternal, have originated from
Brahman. But were Brahmau such that, from within it, what is multifarious, changing, and therefore
imperfect could arise, then Brahman would be imperfect. And what is imperfect cannot be Brahman.

$7e take the illusory for the real because our knowledge is itself tainted with imperfections. Our
ordinary knowledge is such that the knower and the known, subject and object are distinst. But to
know Brahman would be for subiea and object to become identical; it would be to anain a lnowledge
in which all distinctions were abolished and in which what is lnown would therefore be ino<pressible,3

Spinoza e

The first western philosopher/theologian to arive at, and write clearly about, a pantheist belief was
Baruch Spinoza, who Bertrand Russell calls 'the noblest and most lovable of the gteat philosophers'
and adding, 'Intellecnrally some others may have surpassed him, but ethically he is supreme.' 5 In
hts Ethics he ueats theology with the highest regard it can have, that is, he teats it ratioually. He
begins by stating facts he regards as unchallengeable, and these are logical facts, and he calls them
axioms. Here are the seven with which (after carefully defining the meanings of some eight terms)
he begins his first section,'Concerning God'; his text reads:

AlcoMs
I. 'Whatever is, is either in itself or in another.
II. V'hatever cannot be conceived through another, must be conceived through itself.
III. From a given determinate cause the effect follows necessarily; and converseln if there is no

deternrinate cause, it is impossible for an effect to follow.
rV. The knowledge of effect depends on, and involves, the ftnowledge of its cause.
V. Things which have nothing in common with one another also cannot be understood through one

another, orthe concept ofone does not involve the concept ofthe other.
A true idea must agree with its obiect.
If a thing can be conceived as not existing, its essence does not involve existence.6

Thirry six Propositions and a greater number of Demonstrations (?roofs), Corollaries and
Schola (Notes) to the propositions later, Spinoza sums up what he has achieved in Part I of The
Ethics, beginning his Appendix as follows:

!0ith these [proofs] I have explained God's nature and properties: that he exists necessarily; that he is
unique; that he is and acts from the necessity alone of his nature; that (and how) he is the free cause of
all things; that all things are in God and so depend on him that without him they can neither be, nor be
conceivedl and finally, that all things have been predetermined by God, not from freedom of the will or
absolute good pleasure, but from God's absolute nature, or infinite power.T

This is not easy reading for philosophers, let alone theologians, of the present day, However, he has
clearly stated his position: that nothing exists but God. In Part I Proposition 14, he puts it: 'Other
ttran Go4 nothing can be, or be conceivedr'and demonstrates this (see below). Thus Spinoza is an
uncompromising pan*reist. Just talking about his ideas had got him into a lot of trouble; he died in
1674 andhis Ethics, whose publication he had several times delayed ftnowing well what a stir it
would cause) was not published till 1676. It is importantto look closely at several of the problems
his theory had thrown up, particularly the matter of free will (and therefore, ethics); however, in his
way of proceeding he and I seem totally agreed.

Agreement about the the basic blocks of rational thinking (the logic, and the axiorns on which
the logic will work) mustprecede the theology. On many occasions agreement about theology, logic,

VI.
VII.
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and axioms does not precede beluf - the believer supplies the theologian with the axioms - but the
workings of rational thinking will usually engender problems for the believer. Often as not, the
beliefs (the axioms supplied) turn out to be inadequate or incomplete or incompatible. Then, if you
are to be rational, the options are at least four.

(a) If the beliefs prove to be irrational (illogical) some of them will have to be abandoned. (This is
the solution I have proposed for the problem of a creator-god existing before creation.)

(b) Some of the beliefs will have to be modified. Cfhis is the solution I have recommended, in
dealing with the problem of evil.)

(c) If the beliefs prove to be not part of the curent received theology then you have 'heretical'
beliefs, and your (heretical) beliefs must be abandoned.

(d) a new theology should be erected on the set of beliefs you do not wish to abandon.
(One or other of solutions (c) and (d) have resulted in most of the schisms of the Church.)

Flowever, we are people of our times and many of Spinoza's concerns, expressed in the
language of his day, seem misguided to people of the 21st Cennrry; for example, his concern with
the concept of 'substance', once useful to theological descriptions of supposed occrrrrences such as
'trans-substantiatiott', now $eems to be a blind avenue, being bad physics, pre-scieutific psychology,
exploded myth, and/or unhelpfut metaphor. Perhaps if Spinoza were reincarnated today he would at
first find symbolic logic very strange, but as he got to use it he could well find it very useful for his
prograrnme. His programme sprang from his intuition ttrat from basic truths and good reasoning
upon them, we may arrive at a new uo6.islsnding of God of mankind and their relationships.
Thus he is consfiuctiae in his endeavours. My difficulry with him is mainly that I reject some of what
he regarded as basic truths (for example, his belief that God is, or has to be, an 'absolutely infinite
being') not with his deductions from them.8

Objections to sorne of Spinoza's idcas

I. SPINOZA'S COSMOLOGY

Spinoza's proof that God exists and is an infinite, necessary and uncaused, indivisible being, the
only substance of the universe, proceeds in tluee simple steps. First, establish that no npo
substances can share an attribute or essence CPart I Proposition 5). Then, prorc that there is a
substance with infinite attributes (i.e., God) (Part I Proposition 11). It follows that the existence of
that infinite substance precludes the existence of any other substance. For if there were to be a
second substance, it would have to have some anribute or essence. But since God has all possible
attributes, then the attribute to be possessed by this second substance would be one of the
anributes already possessed by God. But it hds already been established that no two substances can
have the same attribute. Therefore, there can be, besides God, no such second substance.

The logic is correcq but the argument depends on there being 'substance'. Getting around
Spinoza's use of the term 'substance' are would probably say that Spinoza's fundamental insight is
that Nanrre is an indivisible, uncaused substantial whole - in fact, it is the only substantial whole.
Ife, nowadays, would probably say that to see all the multifarious bits of the universe (obiects,
emotions, thoughts, abstractions... the lot) as a whole, is a mind-boggling leap, seeing how different
these bits are. But it is a possible thing to do. The great difficulty is sayrng anyttring meaningful
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about such a great single 'tling'. To do so seems like trying to talk about God before creation when
God was the only single thing - and we have seen how difficult it is to say anything useful in such a
case. There is nothing to compare and contrast with the universe-obiect so saying anything is going
to be iust as difficult and just as likely to be unproductive. Spiuoza's main manipulation of the
concept is to compare the unitary universe to a non-unitary universe and to say the wo concepts
are incompatible (see above).

Outside of Nature, Spinoza maintains, there is nothing, and everything that exists is a part of
Nature and is brought into being by Nature with a deterministic necessity. This unified, unique,
productive, necessary being, is, he says, iust what is meant by 'God'. Nature does not act for any
ends, and rrings do not exist for any set purposes, God does not do things for the sake of anything
else. The order of things just follows from God's nature with an inviolable determinism. All talk of
God's purposes, intentions, goals, preferences or aims is just an anthropomorphising fiction.
Teleology is impossible,

Not only that but, as his Jewish countrymen pointed out when they excommunicated him, it
proves 'God existing in a philosophical sense' only. Spinoza, as we know, was pleased that this was

so and (in Part 1 Proposition 15 Note) he writes 'There are some who think God to be like a man
in mind and body and liable to all passions. But how far they wander from the true conception of
God must be agreed from what I have already proved.'Most interestingly, he sees anthropomorphic
conceptions of God as resulting in a curtailment of human freedom and activity.

Spinoza's God is the cause of all things because all things follow causally and necessarily from
the divine nature. Or, as he puts it (in Part I Proposition 17, Note) from God's infinite power or
nature'all things have necessarily flowed, or always followed, by the same necessity and in the same
way as from the nature of a triangle it follows, from eternity and to eternity, that its three angles are

equal to two right angles.' The existence of the universe is, thus, mathematically or logically
necessary. It is impossible that God should exist but not the universe. There are no possible
alternatives to the actual world, and absolutely no contingency or spontaneity within that world.
Everything is absolutely and necessarily determined.

There are, however, differences in the way things depend on God. Some features of the
universe follow necessarily from God directly: these are the universal and eternal aspects of the
world, and they do not come into existence nor end. They include the most general laws of tb.e

universe: from the atuibute of extension (a modern phpicist would probably have picked on mass)

there follow the principles governing all entended objects (the truths of geometry) and laws
governing the motion and rest of bodies (the laws of physics); from the attribute of thought, there
follow laws of thought (the laws of logic). However, particular and individual things arc causally
more remote from God. All separate things are 'nothfurg else than modifications of attributes of
God, or modes by which attributes of God are expressed in a certain and determined manner.'
(Part 1 Proposition 25 Corollary).

Almost no one would talk and argue like this nowadays. The modern logician is quite clear that
absolute necessity (and therefore cenainty) is to be found only inside systemsr not outside them,
and having a consistent, reliable, 'valid' system is no guarantee that the system has any parallels,
validity, usefulness, or necessity in the rest of the universe outside its narow side-show. The modern
cosmologist does look for a universal set of phpical laws applicable together to all matter and energy
and time. These laws are, however, not yet fully known because matter, energy and time are not yet
fully understood. Irr this they are in agreement with Spinoza, but they find no need to call all
matter, energy and time by the word 'God'. On whether matter, energy and time are infinite (tlut is
sxtgnding for ever in space and having no beginning or end in time) modern cosmologists are
divided and see this again as a matter for investigation, not belief. In this they are quite unlike
Spinoza for whom the idea of God (i.e., everything) being infinils was quickly proved from the
concept of substa''ce, as shown above. It is clear tlrat modern theories about the nature of the
wodd, the universe, the cosmos, find the concept of 'substance' and 'God' superfluous and
disuacting.

Can Spinoza's ideas survive, logically? Logicians might look for, and discover, an unstated
axiom in Spinoza's arguments, It could well be:
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A)ilOMVIII: The concept of 'substance'is valid, and there is an infinite, uncaused,
necessary, indivisible, ... substance (call it'God').

A modern Spinoza, with sI the benefits of the theories of Relativity and sub-atomic physics, and
avoiding such concepts as 'substance'might begin his pantheistic theology like thisr

FACT I There is a fundamental particle/force from which all matter, energy, space and
time derive.

ARGUMENT 1

Then, if there is no randornness in events,
then, if there are no local variations in the behaviour of the fundamental particles/forces,
then, if we call the sum total of all fundamental particles/forces and their events,'God',
thenr...

Modern scientists and philosophers would call such an argument an example of 'reductionism' at
its most rampant, That is, it anempts to e:rplain all events with one basic rule. At its most extreme it
suggests that the beauty of a sunset may be 'reduced' to a description of the movement of particles/
forces in the sub-atomic bits making up the cells of the brain of the beholder.

Most arguments about reductionism are, on the whole, uot well put together, and mainly turn
on the fact that the 'reduced' description (of, for example, our pleasure on seeing a particular
suDset) does not equal what we experience and therefore will not do as a useful or enlightening
substitute - that is, it is not about the same thing. The reductionist will probably reply that it r.r

aboutthe same thing (our pleasure on a particular occasion and its cause) and the reduction adds to
our undBrstanding of what is going on (rather than adrling to our pleasure, or aesthetic appreciation,
or good taste, or the state of the rods and cones in our eye...) and therefore is a new piece of
knowledge, if nothing else.

2. FREE '!(/ILLAND MoRAIJ

A major criticism of Spinoza stems from his determinism: he is quite sure that everything, being
part of God, has a cause and that includes everything people do. This has serious ethical
implications. Spinoza, therefore, makes a detailed analysis of the composition of people in the
greater part of the Ethics. What we have looked at so far is just the First Part, and not by any means
the longest of the five Parts that make up the Ethics. The Second and Third Parts are on the mind
and the emotions; the Fourth on human servitude following fiom the strength of the emotionsj and
the last, the Fiftlr, on the power of the intellect to grant human freedom. If we are a part of Nature,
iust like other extended and mental beings, as Spinoza has found in the First Part, this implies that
human beings are not endowed with freedom, at least in the ordinary sense of that term. This
Spinoza sees clearly: our minds and the events in our minds are simply ideas that exist within the
cause/effect series of ideas that follows from God's atribute Thought, therefore, our actions are just
as necessarily determined as any other natural events.In Part 2 Proposition 48 he says 'In the Mind
there is no absolute, or free, will, but the Mind is determined to will this or that by a cause that is
also determined by another, and this again by another, and so to infinity.'

Although Spinoza follows Descartes in his general view of the power of reason and
mathematics, Spinoza is the more rigorous. Descaftes, for example, believed that if the freedom of
the human being is to be preserved, the soul must be exempt from the kind of deterministic laws
that rule over the material universe. If there is a soul (and in general he did not like the concept)
Spinoza knew it must be subject to the same laws of causation as every pan of his system - every
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part of God. Spinoza's aim in Parts Three and Four is to put human beings, our actions, our
intellecnral activities, ow decisions and our emotional life into their proper place in nanre. Nothing
stands outside natutt, not even the human mind, He defines 48 afiects. \trfe would call them our
feelings or emotions: our love, anger, hate, envy, pride, fealousy, etc. Of them he says in an
introduction to Part 4, 'I shall treat the nature and force of the emotions, and the power of the mind
over them, in the strme matrner as I treated of God and the mind in the precerling parts, and I shall
regard human actions and desires e:ractly as if I were dealing with lines, planes, and bodies.'

Spinoza thinl$ that usudly when we are doing something and when we are having something
done to us, there is some change in our mental or physical capacities. Everyone (in fact he thinks
everything) has, naturally such a power or striving. 'Each thing, as far as it can by its own power,
strives to persevere in its being.' Importandy, an affect (emotion) is any change in this power, for
better or for worse. Afec* that are actions are changes in this power that have their source in
ourselves, arise from our own personalities and good sense; fficts that are passions are those
changes in this power that originate outside us, from other peoples actions, or just the vicissitudes
of life.

Spinoza would have us strive to be free from the passions - or at least to learn how to
moderate and restrain them - and become active autonomous beings. If we can achieve this, then
we will be 'free': whatever happens to us will be the result, not of things outside us, but of our owu
nature.

Vrill Spinoza's account do as a description of free will? Does it give us the right to say that
some actions are right and others wrong? Can we build an ethical or legal system upon it? What sort
of a basis does Spinoz'a give for his advice to strive to be free of passions - is this a utilitarian
morality or is it based on some (unnamed) moral a:<iom of the sort 'natural actions good, passions
bad'?

It is fairly clear that Spinoza's argument fails to give him a certainty about ethics as
mattrematics does about lines, planes and bodies. Again his logical progress has few if any flaws, but
his argument relies on a description of the psychology of the mind which is not credible now, even if
it was then. Ife admire his journey but are sure he started from the wrong place; as the Irishman
said to the lost traveller, 'If I were going to Dublin I would not start from here.' It is reasonably
clear that Spinoza holds a form of utilitarian ethicsi he has beeu called a 'psychological and ethical
egoist', He regards everyone (and perhaps all living creatures) as naturallg first and foremost,
seeking their own advantage, and considers that it is right for them do so; to seek your own life,
hedth and happiness is what virnre is. There are the usual logical problems with basing an ethical
system on such a circular definition of what is good (see the brief discussion in Chapter Z). There
could also be objections to virtue=selfishness from historicaVethical case-studies in the rise of
nineteenth and 20th century laissez faire ethics, and the injustices which were allowed (even
encouraged) when they were based upon people adopting such an inherently selfish view of what is
virnrous behaviour.

Spinoza, however, lived before these theories were enunciated, and hoped for a quite different
result from his logically constructed religion. IIis recommendation that we strive to be free from
passions, would, he worked outr liberate us from troublesome emotional ups and downs of this life.
We would increase our knowledge, our store of adequate ideas, and eliminate as far as possible our
inadequate ideas. Inadequate ideas follow not from the nature of the mind alone but because such
ideas are an expression of how our body is affected by other bodies. In other words, we need to free
otrrselves from a reliance on the senses and the imagination, since a life of the senses and images is
a life being affected and led by the objects around us. We should rely (as much as we can) only on
our rational faculties. He managed to do this in his own life, and this is why Bertrand Russell
praises him.

So his solution to attaining the good life is an ancient one. Since we cannot control what
impinges upon us from outside we ought instead to try to control our own evaluations; we would
thereby minimize the sway that external objects, and the passions they engender, have over us. We
can never eliminate these entirely: we are essentially a part of nature, and can never fully remove
ourselves from the vast numbers of causes that link us to external things. But we can counteract the
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passions, control them, and achieve a certain degree of relief from their turmoil, Thus Spinoza's
pantheism arrives at beliefs close to those of Buddhism, as we will see later. Howevet, reason, and,

not (as in Budrlhism) a programme of body and mind control, is Spinoza's route to salvation: since
we are thinking beings, eDdowed with intelligence and reason, our greatest advantage is knowledge.
Our vimre, therefore, cor$ists in the pursuit of knowledge aud understanding, of adequate ideas.
This is to say, in his world view, that, ultimately, we strive for a knowledge of God.

3.THEPROBLEM OFEVIL

Spinoza is as logical about evil as about all other aspects of his system: evil exists and is, therefore a
part of God. That there is too much evil is, however, due to people not using their intelligence
properly and, instead grving reign to their passions, This line of argument can be run by atheists as

well as theists; even the effects of natural disasters such as earthquakes and infections can be be
mitigated by science, engineering and medicine, given the political will to have resources provided
for the thinking the legislation, the wealth redistribution mechanisms. However, Spinoza is more
interested in the logic of the universe and sees evil as a human way of describing what to God (to
the universe as a whole) is only a part of the whole, and not be be iudged on its own. Russell points
out that this doctrine has been held by most mystics and cannot, of course, be reconciled with
doctrines of sin and damnation.To Spinoza'the knowledge of evil is an inadequate knowledge.'

4, T:HE .KNOCKDOWN' ARGUMENT AGAINST sPINozA

The logical argumeut against Spinoza - and all pantheists - is not new. Earlier critics of Spinoza
include Coleridge and Schopenhauer and they use this argument. Coleridge said,

'every thing God, and no God, are identical positions.' 9

Coleridge's contemporary, Schopenhauer said that

'to call the world 'God' is not to explain it; it is only to enrich our language with a superfluous slmonym
for the word 'world.' 1o

A more modern critic using the same argument is Owen, who says,

'If 'God' (theos) is identical with ttre tlniverse ... it is merely anothEr name for the Universe. It is
therefore bereft of any distinctive meaning; so that pantheism is equivalent to atheism.' ll

The argument depends on our agreeing ttrat if two facts are identical then they are the same fact.
This is very hard to e4press in logical notation because it is assumed by almost every system.

Epp is usually translated as <p is equivalent to p>.
However, the formula

sp/. Epq <p is equivalent to g>

although it can be translated as 'p is identical dfr g', and its introduction into a logical proof would
get some of the idea Spinoza seems to want, both p and { are by nature aaiables for whole
sentences (propositions), not for uames or nameable objects. 'The world' and 'God' in pantheism,
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may be identical, but the inuoduction of Epq into a logical system would lead to the collapse of the
system.Ifle need the predicate calculus with its capacity to deal with 'everything' and 'something'.

Sp2. E Ilx$xg nrcigx < everytldng is Go4 is equivalent to, God is everghing >

looks like the necessary formula. Unfornrnately what it is actually saying is
< every parricular thing is Go4 is equivalent to God is every particular

thing >
< (my hat is God, and your feeling of exasperation is God, and the plot

ofwuthering heights is God ... and everything else you could name is
God) is eqivalent to (God is my hat, and your feeling of exasperarion,
and the plot oftlfuthering heigha ... and everyrling else you could
name) >

and although this is a valid equivaleace (a tree proof will show it) it is not what we are after. rWe are
looking for a way of dealing logically with the idea that if you bundle every individual thing into one
great object, then it is identical to God.

There is a logic which has been created especially to deal with classes of objects, even one as
large as the whole universe, as a special kind of real object. In the 1950s the Polish logicians
Lesniewski and Sobocinski developed a logic called Outology which deals with the idea that some
named obiect, for exampler'ctr', exists or does not exist. Ontology uses r to mean ' The ... is a ...,.
Now we can write

.Sp3. eab (theaisa6>

and lots of laws can be developed such as

Sp4. Ceab eaa <ifthe aisabthentheaisana>.

An extension of this logic called Mereology introduces the idea of an 'element' of a, written as pa,
and classes of obiects written aE Ka. Now we can prove from .!p4. two useful formule for talking
about Spinoza's equivalence of God and the universe.

Sp5. C earcb eaa < if the a is the class of 6's, then the a is an object >
< if God is the class made up of every thing (the universe) the God

is an object >.
and

SP6. C eaxb ITcCecb ecpa < if the a is the class of 6's, then, if anything is a D it is
an element or part of the a >

< if God is the class made up of every thing (the
universe) then, if anything is the universe it is an
element or part of God >.

My instancing of the Mereological laws in 'Spinoza language' may not be doing justice to either
Lesniewski's intent nor to Spinoza, but it does show that someone interested in finding a logic for
pantheistic ideas may find Ontology and Mereology useful.12

Is Spinoza's God the same as the universe? If it es, Coleridge, Schopenhauer, and many since
are quite right to say ttrat there is no need to change the meaning of 'God' to mean the universe
since we have a perfectly adequate name already (and several slmonyms, such as 'the world') and
'God'has a perfectly well understood meaning already. It might be worthwhile to change something
if 'universe'or'God'was unwieldy and time consuming to use, for example, if we had to enumerate
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the contents of the universe every time we wanted to use the concepq but we have a handy word;
use it.This is the principle of parsimony at work.

There are many people who try to rescue Spinoza from *re accusation that he has unwisely
appropriated the word 'God' for the universe. Some would-be rescuers think that the universe is
worth worshipping and therefore worthy of the name 'God'; these people have a 'hidden definition'
of God as a 'worship'worthy being'. More mystically inclined philosophers have tried to be less

blunt about how a Spinoza universe differs, as they see it, from the scientists'universe, and say that
we are mistaken if we believe that a pantheistic God can be adequately described apart from any
notion of deity. Michael l-evine (1996) in his enuy on Pantheism in the Snnford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy is of this opinion but does not, to my mind, show how useful it might be, and, therefore,
why one should use a notion of deity when explaining Spinoza's 'Unity', or 'Nature' or 'the world'
or tthe rrniyglgg'.

There are other putative ressuers who believe that the universe Spinoza is talking about is not
the same as the universe as we generally know it. They must be sayrng that it is greater Qarger, more
varie4 has more categories) than that which scientists and philosophers are referring to (or possibly
smaller!) There is a logical version of the 'larger' notion if you suggest that a universe is somehow
'gteater' than the sum of its parts: having added this extra 'greater' part to ttre sum then one now
has a 'new' universe, Universe-2, which is, presumably, also greater than the sum of las parts; add
that to the Universe-2 and you have Universe-3... and so on ad infininln. I-ewis Carroll (Carroll,
1894) has a logic version of the race between Achilles and the Tortoise which proceeds in this
manner ta, and we can remind ourselves that the effect of Godel's incompleteness proof is not that
simple arithmetic collapses, but that afiempts to have complete systems are regarded as logically
impossible.

Even if we could give some logically consistent definition of the God/universe of Spinoza that
brings out a difference from our ordinary usage of the word 'universe', ttrat is, if Spinoza's
pantheistic God is not t}:le same as the universe, then there is still no need to use the word 'God' for
it, except as a rhetorical or propaganda device. In fact it would be a good idea to somehow
distinguish the Spinoza God/universe for the ordinary universe, for exarnple by using a different
type face for Spinoza's universe; thus:

tt aA.er4e.

But let Spinoza be right about one thing: if the universe is thought of as a huge single unit,
there is no place for an interfering creator-sustainer-rewarding-punishing-saving-authropomorphic
god in it, Add such a god to it and the god becomes part of the whole, not a separate being; the
god's actions become as bound into the web of cause and effect, as deterministic, as everphing else,
and the passions of this god are as destructive as any of humankind.

Spinoza and modern Pantheism

tf(/ith fow thousand million people alive in the world todag it would perhaps not be surprising if,
for every son of religion you might like to name, there are at least a dozen people who believe it.
However, I still find it hard to accept that there are people who think Spinoza was tie key thinker
for a modern pandreistic religion which they see as incorporating elements of North American
Indian religions and Hindu beliefs. Such people do exist: here is an e><ample of one of the least
mystical, Paul Harrison.

SCIENTIEIC PANiTHEISM reveres the universe as the only real divinity. It fuses religion and science,
and concern for humans with concem for nature. It provides the most realistic concept of life
after death, and the most solid basis for environmental ethics. It is a religion that requires no
faith ottrer than common sense, no revelation other than open eyes and a mind open to evidence'
no guru other than your own self.la
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Teilhard de Chardin

Turning from Spinoza to Teilhard de Chardin is like coming down from the Andes (where the light
is clear, the landmarks show up as separate mountain peaks and the routes are clear vallep and
ridges) to the Amazonian jungle. Despite being a noted scientist with a well founded reputation, his
writings on the nature of the universe are poetic and mystical rather than hardheaded. However,
like Spinoza, his ideas were heretical to his co-religionists; no maner how hard Teilhard de Chardin
tried to iusu& to his fellow Jesuits his own version of what Christianity should be, they failed to be
conrrerted.

His scientific training shows tlrough: he used (what he saw as) facts as givens. But in ttre
course of a page can move from a fact to a mystical 'deduction' from it. For example, in a paper in
l95Q'From the pre-human to the ulra-human' 15 he says

I-ooking back at over the immense extent of geological time we can see that the separate links in
the chain [of evolution] have undergone uo essential change. It would seem that the principal factor
making for progress is still the operation of forces of natural selection, choosing from outside the most
successful and adaptable products of a process of expansion that is disorderly in itself.

However, only 80 words later he is saying

So the compression of living matter, due in the first place simpty to physical inc:ease, is gradually
heightened by its internal psychic e:rpansion. The chain coils in upon itself and the intensity of the
phenomenon tends to rise alrnost vertically. Or to adopt another image one might say that the 'psychic-
tint' of the earth ... reaches the peculiarly moving moment of climax when ... a series of sparks begins
to glow, foreshadowing the incandescence which is'hominisation'.

Teilhard de Chardin bases a lot of his thought on what he recognises as a major scientific
'fact'; namely, that there is a trend for orgsnisms iu general to become more complex over
geological time. This he builds on, making it the basis for a general cosmological theory of ever
increasing complexity. He is on shaky gxound here, scientificallg since science seldom lets a 'fact'
rest, and the idea that there is a trend towards complexity is not proven beyond reasonable doubt.
Physical scientists in particular, and also many biologists, find the idea either unfounded, or a
hindrance to progress. By its nature, science cannot give absolute cenainty to any fact or theory, but
must leave all theories open to doubt.

Teilhard de Chardin goes on to draw from the theory of increasing complexity the certainty
that consciousness is becoming more complex, complete, and all-pervasive. I-eaving aside the
general vagueness of the idea of consciousness, there can be no logical connection between
increasi.g complexity in biology and increasing complexity in consciousness - one does not imply the
other. This looks like a classic example of a category mistake: you can see this when you ask what an
increase in the complexity of consciousness would look like. A rwo-celled animal is more complex
than a one-celled animal and the brain of a dolphin is more complex than the brain of an ant; but
rocks are not conscious of themselves as rocks, and humans are conscious of themselves as human;
consciousness is something you have or you do not have, it is not more complex or less complex. If
it became, with age and more education, more and morc difficult for a person to understand
whethet they were a person or an animal or a god or a mere rock, ttren this confusion might be
described as a growing complexity of consciousness. But it is not. Consciousuess is not to be
deduced from, nor compared with, biology.

It must be agreed that there is a growing complexity in the way in which humans can share
thoughts (the internet is more complex than a library) but thinking is not consciousness. If
increasing complexity in sharing thoughts was what Teilhard de Chardin was driving at he is
undoubtedly right, and we might suspect poor translation (or loose thinking). But the descriptions
of the parousia arriving when the complexity (and 'folding in') reaches a certain level do not seem
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to be iust about Christ's second corning, or about thought, but about some state of shared emotion
and moral conscience. Such states of 'spiritual' awareness (quite undefined) may be what Teilhard
de Chardin is calling consciousness, but, again, such unusual, almost private, usages of common
words, are unhelpful if you want to get your ideas across undistorted.

Assuming for a moment that Teilhard de Chardin means that shaing thinking is becoming
more complsr in the general way that biological form has become more complex, this still does not
allow him, scientifically, to say that this is a good thing. It could be argued especially by
philosophers and applied logicians, that an increasing complexity in the shariug of thinking is a bad
thing, unless it is accompanied by an increase in clarity of thinking. The !florld tVide Web has
certainly demonstrated that a thinking tool invented for the exchange of useful ideas can be taken
over by commercial interests and give rise to 'misinformation overload'; the !7eb has not promoted
good (clear) thinking over bad (muddled) ftinking, Scientists of information technology must
surely say ttrat increasing the compledty of sharing thinking is a phenomenon for study, not
something to get religiously excited about, not something ttrat makes it possible to predict the fate
of humankind. However, this is whatTeilhard de Chardin does.

Teilhard de Chardin saw humankind as taking great leaps fonvard in the future as,

increasingly, thinking becornes a shared and co-operative process. His picnrre for this was of a
'nciosphere' surrounding the planet. Many people who think about the internet and world-wide-web
give these elecuonic tools the status of the technology which makes a noosphere possible; 'web
cartographers' have even produced maps of how the internet has spread around the globe. So far
there is a very uneven distribution closely similar to maps of wealth/poverty and of the use of the
English language. Teilhard de Chardin died in 1955 when computers were just a few huge, slow,
hot, valve machines and the internet was only vague talk and speculation by theorists and science-
fiction writers. t$(/hether Teilhard de Chardin would have given the internet his approval as the
phpical manifestation of his noosphere, or whether the concept would have remained as a mystical
ninsight' to him, is not clear. However, to Teilhard de Chardin the growth of the nrlosphere was a
sign of the ever upward spiralling of mankind towards Christ ('the irreversible loving cenue of all
evolution, the Omega Point, the Cosmic Christ'). He is sure that the funrre of humankind is not
rhat we will be obliterated when the world becomes unable to sustain life, nor will there be further
millennia of life for us on other planets when space travel becomes easy. He is lpical about the day
when humans, through the effects of the nriosphere, become better than human. He believes that
humankind will be

...unable to acquiesce in its total disappearance without biologically contradicting itself.16

I?hat it is for something to be 'biologically contradictrng itself is very unclear, possible nonsense.
He goes on:

In consequence one is the less disposed to reiect as unscientific the idea that the critical point of
planetary Reflection, the fruit of socialisation, far from being a mere spark in the darkness, represents
orrl passage, by Transition or dematerialisation, to another sphere of the Universe: not an ending of the
ultra-human but its accession to some sort of tans-humanity at the ultimate heart of things.lT

Two years later he puts much the same point this way:

Man... a species which, having entered the realm of Thought, henceforth folds back its branches upon
itself instead of spreading them. Man, a species which converges, instead of diverging like every other
species on earth: so that we are bound to envisage its ending in terms of some paroxysmal state of
maturation...

The end of a 'thinking-species': not disintegration and death, but a new break-through and a re-
birth, this time outsideTime and Space, through the very excess of unification and co-refls<ion.l8
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Teilhard de Chardin's strange mixnue of mystical language and scientific ideas is of no interest
to most scientists; they are quite sure about his basic notion of 'progress': it is at best a distraction
and at worst it is simply wrong. About it they are quite likely to use their second swear word: they
will call it teleological.

hobletns withTbilhard dc Chardin's theology

I. TELEOLOGY

The doctrine of 6nal causes, in which changes are 'explained' by gling the purpose or design they
fuIfiI, is called 'Teleology'. The idea has been more used in theology than elsewhere but an
important extension of its use was by C.D. Broad (see Broad 1930) who distinguished ethicd
tlreories into deontic and teleological, Deontic are those which explain right and wtongr or good and
bad, by the notion that they follow commands or injunctions. Thus deontic logic, as we have seen,
deals with obligatory, permitted, and forbidden actions. Tbleological moral theories are those which
e:rplain right and wrong, good and bad, by the purpose the actions serve. Thus a good action is one
which serves a good purpose, sudr as increasing human happiness. You may have noticed that this
distinction is bluned in the Theohgic where, for example, the deontic schema is used for such
concepts as'astions the god likes'.

As far as science is concerned 'teleological' means any attempted 'explanation' of a
phenomenon which refers to the purpose it is seen to fuIfiI. Thus, to describe the cause of rain as

fulfilling the purposes of God to enable crops to gtow is *re boldest of teleological 'e:rplanations'1 to
describe the cause of rain as the method which keeps water vapour circulating from oceans to the
atmosphere and back is a mildly teleological statement. Neither are useful to scientific method, and
therefore rejected as explanations. To suggest that there is some sort of inevitable progression from
simple to complex, or from amoral to moral, or from unintelligent to intelligent, from inanimate to
animate, and no 'regression'the other way (from complex to simple, animate 1s innnim4le, etc.) is,
to the scientific mind, very dangerous. If inevitable pnogress is taken as a given, then the scientists
Eays we have a clear case of a theological attitude (one that brooks no rebuttal); if ineviuble
progtess is put forward as a cause for any occurrence (whether theological or open to rebunal by
orperiment) then the scientist says we have a clear case of a teleological aaitude which does not
help us understand the occurrence in any useful way. You can build a misrowave oven starting only
with the understanding that microwaves are caused by radio valves and other devices, called
magnetrons, of a certain electronic tlpe; but you cannot build a misrowave oven using only your
understanrling that microwaves ate a part of God's plan.

2, PROGRESS

Another major objection to Teilhard de Chardin's cosmology is that he does not take seriously
evidence against the theory of 'progress', complexification, and a grand design by some god. This is
surprising for a great deal of the colrnter evidence comes from his own scientific field,
palaeontology, Teilhard de Chardin (often) quickly passes on after mentioning that a cataclysmic
event (for o<ample, the extinction of many species including the dinosaurs by events such as meteor
strikes) could end human life; presumably he does this because he does not believe that God has
planned, nor would allow, this. However, the fossil record shows many many examples of increasing
specification and complexification cut short. The hunt for reasons why the trilobites became more
and more numerous and larger, and more specialised and then vanished, is a good example:
climate change, change in the sdinity or other chemical balances in the seas in which they lived,
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nrlcanism, meteor strike, the upset of prey-to-predator balance, the quick evolution (too quick to
leave a fossil trace) of trilobites into something else as conditions changed, and several other
theories can be put forward. FIowever, only creatiouists would suggest that the cause was some
necessary inexplicable wrinkle in God's plan. I have not heard it suggested ttrat God changed his-
her mind about the direction of evolution after tryrng out trilobites a$ a candidate for higher
thought and consciousness. Multiply this story by some htrndreds of intemrpted complexifications
and the sudden demise of hundreds of species and it becomes very diffiguh to see how the world
had 'progressed'by the losses. To take modern examples, how has the world 'progressed'because
there are no manrmoths left, no passenger pigeons, no huia, no tasmanian devils? To think that
humans have 'progressed' because they now have computers to do some of their thinking for them
is also odd. The scientist, qua scientist, must not speculate about whether there is a plan or a
'purpose'for change - it is enough to describe the change and the way it came about, The logician
too must wonder about the propriety of mixing scieutific facts with talk of purpose and talk of the
'ultimate heart of things.'

Concluding discussion ofTbilhard dc Chardin's pantheism

'Where does this leave us? Apparently Teilhard de Chardin is trying to get an 'ought' from an 'is' -
he is saying that complexification rs what happens, therefore it ought to happen. It is a little unclear
whether the hidden axioms (premises) are that

(l) God has planned all this;
(2) 'ought to' = 'is according to God's will';
(3) there is no point in trying to go against God's will.

Or
(4) this is the way the universe ticks;
(5) 'ought to' = 'the inevitable'j
(6) there is no point in tryrng to go against the inevitable.

If we giveTeilhard de Chardin the benefit of the doubt and agree with him that

(a) complexification is the general trend, and
(b) this will lead to an enlarged ndosphere;

and at the same time

(c) cut out the poetic language about'parousia';
(d) cut out references to God and the Chrisq
(e) cut out the teleological language;

what do we have left? A description of a possible conclusion of trends - people more aware of each
other's thoughts, emotions and solutions to problems.

This is a prophetic vision of the future - one among many 'competing'visions. We may judge it
as more comforting than other visions, or less so than other visions; we may examine the evidence,
and Teilhard de Chardin's analysis of the evidence of the present situation (and of history) and

iudge it more likely, or less likely, than other predictions, that is: judge its quality. But the ultimate
iudge is to let time pass and see if the predictions are coming to pass. Teilhard de Chardin and his
believers would claim that we can already (perhaps with the internet) see his prediction of the
noosphere's complexification as coming to pass. But, it is early days yet, and the growth of the
internet is patchy, its commercial use is at war with its knowledge puqpose, and it will be maoy years
before we can definitely say whether it is drawing people together Geilhard de Chardin's 'infolding'
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or 'convergence') or helping groups develop very different identities, characteristics and aims (his

'divergence'). Mary Daly, a feminist theologian we met in Chapter 12, says that any 'fundamental
convergence, or unity ... wi[ mean increasing human potential for participation in society as

unique, diverse individuals. It will mean "divergence.D 'le An important logical point - the terms
are very open to confusion.

As a taste of the weirdness to which a religious/mystical interest in Teilhard de Chardin's ideas
may lead I proffer an e:rtract from an internet web-site:

http ://www.inn srx. ngt/personaUtsmith/TShome.hwtl

Teilhard's view of historicd Christ is consistent with the Chinese view of historical Jesus Christ as a
Thttragata (like Buddha Sakyamuni and Lao Zi) who wanted to save all people, but was crucified because
of conflicts among the different groups of people (and their corresponding different higherJwel beings)
and Teilhard's view of the God of Evolutionary Convergence is consistent with ttre Chinese concept of
Original God that is unimaginable and beyond the reach of most cultivators.

a, m. plane of Original God is represented by 0 in this mathematical
representation of allspaces: where:

A 0 {x}=twisted(fibration)
Cl(O) 1 R Tao, Simplex Physics product,
C(1) I I C Tai Ji (x) = tensor product,
Ct(2) | 2l QYin-Yang,IChing Cl=CliffordAlgebra,
Cl(3) I 3 3 I O 3Realms,TaiHsuanChing R=RealNumbers,
Cl(4) | 4 6 4 | S5Elements C=ComplexNumbers,
C(5) 1510 1051 M(4,C) Q=Quaternions:
Cl(6) 161520 1561 M(83),IChing O=Octonions:
C(7) | 7 2t 35 35 21 7 I M(88)+M(8n), 57 {x} G2 S = Sedenions (which are a

Cl(8) 1 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 | M(I6R),I Trigrams, Tarot, Non-Distributive
D4-D5-E6-87 Physics Algebra),

256 128 U 32 16 8 421 2^8=16x16=8x8+8x8+8x8+8x8 M(n,K)=nrcnmatrixalgebra
256+10%t+1792+1792+ll2Gr448+112+16+l = 3^8 Thi Hsuan Ching over the field IC

Compare 0, the Chinese plane of Original God, toTeilhard de Chardin's God of Evolutionary
Convergence, to Ahura Mazda, to the God of Akhenaton, to the God of Moses, and to the unitary/unifying
God of Sufi Islam.The BinomialTriangle can represent Mount Meru.
Cl(8N) = Cl(8) (x)...CN times)...(x) Cl(8) Many-\9orlds QuantumTheory. CellularAutomata Wei Qi
Basins of Attraction interact bv Zhen-Shan-Ren.
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Lovelock's Gaia

In contrast with the theology of Christianity which spent one thousand years using Aristotelian
logic to sort tluough pr:zzles which its beliefs engendered, Gaia 'religion' (since Lovelock), and the
theology of Gaia, is built upan science and began wittr the insights particular scientific theories threw
upon life, the universe, and everything. This is even more so than Teilhard de Chardin's amalgam of
a teleological attitude to the scientifc theory of evolution and a mystical attitude to God. Both
Lovelock and his best known collaborator, Lynn Margulis, are scientists and clearly state that zo
mystical interpretation should be put on their way of looking at the phenomena they bring together
in a novel way. They insist that there are no teleological causes needed. They insist that no
animating force nor spirits are implied, nor are any necessary.

I. .SC/ENTIFIC GAIA STIATEMENTS

I-ovelock has most recently shown how, in principle, the intrinsic properties of life lead to
regulation of the Earth's surface temperature. There is nothing mystical in the process at all
unknown conscious forces need be invoked.20

Sagan and Margulis see that:

GiI. Life interacts with and controls physical aspects of the Earth on a global scale,..2l

They note that:

Gi2. - all these things resonate strongly with the ancient magico-religious sentiment that
all is one...22

And they conclude that:

Gi3. - Ou a more practical plane, Gaia holds important implications not only for
understanding life's past but for engineeing ir fuurs,z3

In the three points we have the key elements of the Gaia religion as made by its founding
prophet and two contemporary disciples, Note that GiI. is a scientific fact capable of refinement or
even disproof; Gi2. is a note about a scientific/religious parallel; Gi.3. is a theory that purposeful
human action can effect the'physical aspects of the Earth on a global scale.'

This is a rational and reasonable (if not necessarily totally correct) account of the important
ideas in the Gaia religion by the inventors of the new idea. I-ovelock's first scientific paper to
propound the idea that life is a major contributor to the physical state of the earth was a letter to
Naure in f965. Soon after, whilst walking in the countryside, the novelist William Golding
suggested to him the name Gaiafor the fledgling theory.

2. RETTGIOUS GAIA STATEMENTS

In contrast, take the following extracts from a recent, 1999, thesis presented to the Victoria
University of $Tellington, They can stand as representing the way that what began as science can
quickly become something pretty close to irrational belief.

Td I . The first chapter [of my t]resis], 'The Earth as Mother', presents impressions from the revival of
Gaia Consciousness, in which the Earth is viewed as a nurturing Mother or living entity,
comprised of iuterconnecting energy webs.24

acuve
... No
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Td2. I continued reading on such topics as ancient and modem nature magic traditions, esoteric

architecrure, Phenomenology, earth and human energy fields and the new biology and physics ...

It appeared that the boundaries between the sciences are dissolving while ancient wisdoms are

retuming to these conceptual frontiers.25

Td3. Once informed by trance the individual can search in the areas of the chapter topics for elements
with which to customise their most appropriate experience of health.26

Td4. The 4ttr Dimension of this century is a perceptud or physiological space, sranding in opposition
to the Material Plane ... Claude Bragdon e:rplained this as a metaphorical connection ...2?. 'Ttre
relationstrip of hyper-dimensionality are subject to determination, though that determination is
inherendy earth-bound.' 27

Td5. A consensus of sorts suggested a celestial material that bore a strong resemblance to the Chi of
Chinese Mysticism. If it has a 'spiritud' atrnosphere ... where unuttered thoughts and
unorpressed feelings were the elements that constituted it.28

Such semi-mystical statements are cofirmon among writers of 'new age' books and articles.
Here I have taken them out of context (though they are tlpical of the whole work). Nevertheless,
the author oipects us to take them seriously, They will do to flag several logical puzzles - even if
they give me doubts about the ability of the author to put ideas together in a rigorous and
understandable manner. Here are one or two of her statements from the examples which require
careful examination, though I think one might soon lose patience, faced by 800 pages of such
material.

QuondonTdl. T\e earth is viewed as 'interconnecting energy webs': is this a poetic, religious or
scientific statement? How can a mother be comprised of energy webs? \trghat is an energy web? Can
these concepts be put together sensibly? Do we have multiple category mistakes here?

QuotationTd2. (a) I(/hat sort of 'ancient magic traditions' are returning? Is this a good thing? \flhat
does she mean by'Phenomenology' - her meaning seems idioslmcratic? SThat are 'earth and human
energy fields'? (b) l07hat are the 'new biology and phlesics' - Population Genetics and Transgenic
researchl theTheory of Strings and Higgs'Bosons?

QuoutionTd3. (a) Can one be 'informed' by a uance? Can one rely on any 'information'retained
after being in a state of trance? Is trance recommended before reading any thesis? Can Morgan's
thesis be read without trance? (b) How do you'customise an experience'?'Why should you want to?

QuontionTda. @) Iflhat is a 'material plane'? How can a space (perceptual or physiological) stand
in oppositiou to a plane?$?hat sort of metaphor is this? (b) t[?hat is'h5per-dimensionality'?

QuontionTd1. (a) lfhat is a 'celestial material'? How can a material, whether celestial or earthly, be
constructed of thoughu and feelings? In what way can a celestial material resemble 'the extreme
limit, zcnith, the first principle? (Old spelling: Chi. Modern spelling: Ji. Modern character: lif )
@)Ifhen is a consensus not a consensus? /X

3. TI{E FOTNDER'S VERSION

Lovelock himself, and both Sagan and Margulis are quite clear ttrat the mechanisms by which life
(particularly micro-organisms) produce a stabilising effect on planetary gases is not teleological -
no plan by a consciousness is involved - nor is it necessary to posit a 'life force', nor any process,

mechanical or biological unknown to present-day science. The 'feed-back' effects result in
micobiological organisms growing in nurnbers or decreasing and thus slmthesising ttre gases

necessary for their survival, for example, oxygen, sulphur dioxide, methane ... and removing gases

inimical to their survival, for example carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides. Thus is gneinlsinsd an
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atmosphere with a life-sustaining mix of gases which are normally (that is, chemically) unstable in
each othet's presence.

Despite the clearly stated scientific, and even anti-mysticaVspirituaVreligious beginning, the
enioyment Lovelock gets out of invoking a poetic metaphor is a way in for the mystically/spiritually/
religiously inclined to begin making a religion; Sagan and Margulis also like a poetic or journalistic
turn of phrase. For example, I-ovelock quotes a Homeric hymn: 'Gaia, Mother of all, Earth
Goddess, provider of food for all living creatures... yours is the power to give mortal life and take it
away.'3o and Sagan and Margulis quote Xenophon: 'Earth is a Goddess and teaches to those who
can learn; for the better she is served the more good things she gives in return.'3I

Lovelock reports that wo thirds of the letters he receives about Gaia 'are about the
mssning of Gaia in the context of religious faith.'32 He has a Quaker background, has enioyed
taking part in religious ceremony, had a childhood full of superstition - reporting that in later life it
took a positive act of will to stop touching wood or crossing fingers whenever some hazard was to
be faced.33 Here is a quotation of the sort of comment about himself which can lead away from the
science into religion.

!?hen I first saw Gaia in my mind I felt as ao astronaut must have done as he stood on the moon,
gaaing back at our home, the Earth. The feeling strengthens as theory and evidence come in to confirm
the thought ttrat the Eardr may be a living organism. Thinking of the Earth as alive makes it seem, on
happy days, in the right places, as if the whole planet were celebrating a sacred ceremony. Being on the
Earth brings that same speciat feeling of comfort that attaches to the celebration of any religion when it
is seemly and when one is fit to receive. It need not suspend the critical faculty, nor can it prevent one
from singing the wrong hymn or the right one out of tune.' 34

He does not, however, see ttre universe as sreated with a purpose - 'It might have been; but how the
Universe and life began are ineffable questions.'35 He does not tackle the idea that t}re whote
universe is a living being. He says that a living Earth is a manageable concept, in somewhat the
same way that worship of the VirgiD Mary is understandable: 'She is close and can be talked to.'36
Flowever, such thoughts set him going, poetically.

What if Mary is another name for Gaia? Then her capacity for virgin birth is no miracle of
parthenogenic aberration, it is a role of Gaia since life began. Immortals do not need to rqrroduce an
image of themselvesl it is enough to renew continuously the life that constitutes them. Any living
organism a quarter as old as the Universe itself and still futl of vigour is as near immonal as we ever
need to lnow. She is of this Universe and, conceivably, a part of God. On earth she is ttre source of life
everlasting and is alive nowl she gave birth to humankind and we are a pafi of her.

This is why' for me, Gaia is a religious as well as a scientific concept and in bottr spheres
manageable. Theology is also a science, but if it is to operate by the same rules as the rest of science,
there is no place for creeds and dogmas. By this I mean that theology should not state that God exists
and then proceed to investigate his nature and his intEractions with the universe and living organisms.
Such an approach is prescriptive, pre-supposes his existence, and closes the mind to such questions as:
what would the tlniverse be like wittrout God? How can we use the concept of Gaia as a way to
understanding God? Belief in God is an act of faith and will remain so. In the same way it is otiose to
try to prove that Gaia is alive. Instead, Gaia strould be a way to view the Earth, ourselves, and our
relationship with living ttrings.3z

In those paragraphs, particularly the second, are many useful cornments for anyone looking for
a robust post-modern theology, particularly one that uses 'God-talk', but under strict rules.
Lovelock asks for a properly scientific theology. I hope that I have been demonstrating that one of
the facets of such a theology must be a dedication to using good logic - logic which reflects what is
the case and does not accept chaos-inducing illogicalities. Such a logic must be aware of its own
limitations (mainly the paradoxes, for example: material implication, Gddel's incompleteness, ?nd
the Barcan formula) and look for ways to assist rational discussion of new discoveries, for axample
'entanglement' in physics, and new ways of lookiug at facts, for example using the model of a living
organism to describe the ecology of the earth. For these sound logical reasons it is wise, as Lovelock
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and Margulis have done, to reiect teleological pseudo-q(planations in auy new-style theology.
Another good reason is that teleological elplanations are so useless. With the scientists, the logician
had best be non-committal ou the question of whether there is a god of gods, meanwhile being
ready to devise logics capable sg dsaling with the addition of a god or gods to orrr Universe should
they be detected.

Axioms for o GaiaTheology

The following suggestions are based on the quotations from Sagan and Margulis, GI. to G3.,
above.

Gr5. God is all physical things; all forces berween them; all thoughts, feelings and emotions by
sll anirnalg, including humans; and all the inter-relations between all of these parts of the universe;
all as-yet-unknown obiects or aspects of the universe. In fact the universe is God.

Gi6. [Alt things are inter-dependent, as t]re parts of a plant or animal are, and as that
plant or animal is dependent for survival on the environment.l

Gi7. lSurvival of the earth (the planet) depends on people keeping the balance of inter-
dependency uninterrupted.]

Gi8. [t is good for the earth to survive.]

These axioms can have their logical form displayed as follows:

G5. requires the idea of Identity, as in lxy = 26 is identical toy, and the constant g = God,

Gis. IIxIxg < For all x, x is identical to God >

This axiom will be true in a domain of only one object - that is, if we think of the universe as ore
great whole, as Spinoza did. However, if we think of the domain as two objects, or any number
more ttran two, (as we usually do) the axiom is false.

Gi6. will need the universal domain, that is the domain which includes everything there is
(usually regarded as separate things) i it also needs d = depends on, as n ixy = r depends on J.
This idea of dependence is not a logical dependence but an empirical one which sums up the idea
that if y ceases to exist then r ceases to exist. For example, if water dries up from around the roots
of a plant then the plant dies, if hydrogen ceases to exist then water ceases to exist, if a town
depends on an aquifer which ceases to exist the town ceases to exist...

Gi6. IIxyENIxy$xy < For all x andH r depends ony if and only if it is not the case that
x and y are identical >

Gi7. w:d.l aeed everything Gi6. has got, and also 5 = survives, as in (z = z survives.

Gi7. CIIaKNIxy$ry ITzNfz < If for every r andy, both r depends ony and it is not t}re
case that x andy are identical, tJren every u does not
survive >
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G8. wiU need a deontic operator such as O for 'obligatory' to bring in the moral imperative. A
choice between rwo different statements with different mernings may be necessary to get the exact
flavour of the Gaia religion you want.

Gi&.1

Gi8.2

OII$z < It is obligatory that no matter what .s may be, it must survive)
< Everyhing as a whole, must survive >

IIzO(z < No matter what z m y be, it is obligatory that it survive >
< Each separate thing must survive >

I commend these eight axioms as a 'starter' for any theologian investigating the Gaia version of
pantheism, to see where they lead, what may be deduced from them, and what likely or unlikely
wrinkles, paradoxes, infelicities, or helpful conclusions they reveal.

Comments on Gaia

Gaia religion does appear to promote feelings of awe and to have liturgies and worship. Sgstings of
awe and reverence before the 'wonder of the living universe' are often reported by people and help
to define them as believers in the Gaia religion. The liturgies and forms of worship are less easy to
pin down because they have not yet coalesced into set forms of words; however there is a clear
sameness about the writings of Gaia enthusiasts, the articles in magazines devoted to Gaia topics,
the postings on websites and e-mail chaq the topics of interest (the 'spiritual' side of ecology is often
mentioned) and the constant recurrence of arguments and suggestions about how to 'save our
planet'. These last show a great deal of faith in changes in attitude but so few practical details about
how the changes in attitude will turn into planet-saving action that the opinions resemble closely
the standard God-religions'beliefs that 'faith in God', 'prayer', and so on will bring about salvation
of one sort or another.

As argued (twice) above, from a logical point of view, it is quite superfluous to use the word
'God' for a concept we already have, and have a word for, namely, the 'universe'. To prefer a
personification rattrer than a scientific term is also perhaps the sign that we are dealing with a
religion rather than just a secular movement here. Gaia retgion and God-the-synrbol religions
have in conrmon that they are happy with a god who is a symbol for some notion created by
humankind; the Gaia thinkers using 'God' for something all-encompassing and the others for a
smaller, more pafticularr less physicalr less easily named, concept.

Once I get past my Ockhamist scorn for a superfluous Platonist term, the Gaia definition of
(and statements about) 'God' appear to be open to scientific enquiry, unlike the theological
propositions of the old religions which were by their nature untestable and so immune to scientific
verification. For example, is the earth really a self-sustaining self-regulating system as the Gaia
adherents believe, or is it running down? This is a scientific question gerrnane to whether the earth
is truly a 'whole' system, every part vital to the life and health of the whole, each part affecting every
other part, as is believed. Would the Gaia believers accept a scientific proof that the world is not a
truly 'whole' or 'living' system? If not they are behaving in a trrrly religious or 'theological' (as
opposed to 'logical') manner.

Similarly scientists, and popularisers of science such as Stephen J Gould, have pointed out
that the earth has suffered maior ecological 'disasters' of which the extinction of the dinosaurs is
only the most easy extinction to turn into movies. Such extinctions cast doubt, not on the capacity
of the planet to recover from such shocks, but on the logicality of trying to save any species
threatened with e>ainction - such as whales, the black robin, or photoplanlicon - since the earth
will recover from this. Despite this 'logical' but aeon-spanning argument, Gould and many other
scientists have made impassioned pleas for conservation, but usually on the ground that as species
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become e:rtinct due to mankind's actions, our livesr and those of our children, become less

interesting, and, probably less secure - especially as diversified life includes species with useful

clues to better cures for human ailments. The Gaia religionists may have the right instinct but for
the wrong reason, he would say. Again, feelings before logic and science are a sign of a religious
rather than a scientific, or secular attitude.

The Gaia religion appears at first to have strong atrnity with Hinduism and popular Buddhism
with their ideas of the 'oneness of all things', the eternal cycle of being, and their view of human life
as like a spark that shoots up then falls back into the fire again. However, western culture, and

ttrerefore the Gaia theologies which arose in the West, are quite different from Eastern civilisations
and the 'theology' that has grown up with Hindu/Buddhist pantheistic ideas; in particular, Gaia

theologies have little of the idea that suffering is caused by desire, or the idea that the state of havi.g
no desires (and therefore no suffering) is bener than that of having desires. Most western pantheists

admire people who have a desire, even an ovenrhelming passion, to protect the earth for future
generations; also there are 'Gaia-ists'who desire to alleviate suffering with medical sciencej such
desires are seen as noble. More 'earthy'desires such as semal satisfaction and sreature comfons are

not seen as barriers to 'unity with the universe' or 'unity with God' but rather as human rigltts,
Iegitimate and unharmful pleasures, and worthwhile.

It is probably a good idea to use the word 'Gaia' as a tag for such Western religious ideas. The
attempt to mol€ the word 'God' over from its three- or four-thousand year use for an extra-
terrestrid being and attach it to a pantheistic attitude to the earth and universe is very confusing,
especially in the mouths or writings of Church people. Although using 'God' for the uuiverse has

the effect of lending a charm and a humanity to *re concept that it would not otherwise have, it
might be cynically thought to be no more than a trick either to try to legitimise God-talk religions
in a scientific age, or to legitimise caring for the environment to the God-talk religions (who have

had a poor track record in this regard). And using the word 'God' in pantheism has logical
problems.

It would be nice to find in Gaia the first religioo to be based on scientific method and theory
rather than on unsubstantiated, even unsubstantiable, beliefs. We can see in the writing of Lovelock,
and his best known disciples, both a scientific attitude to everything and a human delight in
everything - not awe in the sense of puzzlement with feelings of being overwhelmed and 'of small
account', but awe in the sense of enjoying belonging in a fascinating organisation, being lucky to be
part of it, able to make a worthwhile contribution.

However, Gaia as a religion, keeping close to the spirit and advice of Lovelock, has, I fear,
notable gaps in its formulation. In particular, it does not deal with the problem of evil at all well.
Comment on rhis appears below. There are, of course, many problems which the theologian of Gaia
will have to tackle, Only some of these are logical, tlough the number will no doubt grow as the
theology develops. A quick list of those that occur to me may help an understanding of what sort of
religion could be developed.

I. SCIENCEASABASIS?

Will the Gaia religion collapse, or rather, should the religion collapse, if the scientific theories from
which it began are proved, scientificallg to be false?

The most likely of such occurrences is of the sort that has oveftaken the ideas of Teilhard de

Chardin: the theory (of complexification and progress) has been seen to be too anthropomorphic,
too human centred, and too teleological, to be good science.'We can imagine the situation where the
discoveries by Lovelock and Vernadski3s of the major contribution of life to the composition and
features of the earth turn out to be wrong.

Religions have faced such crises before. In 1962I witnessed the effects of such a crisis in a
Christiau sect in Nigeria who followed a prophet whose creed included the beliefs that the people of
the village of Ayetoro were the chosen people, that they were already in heaven, and that there
would be no more death for them. They were having to adjust to the fact that members had died,
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ard since then the propher has died. The crisis of the failr:re of the second coming of Christ to
eventuate must have thrown the early Church into such theological dilemmas. The 'solutions' are

either to collapse people's faith, or to collapse the literdist theological doctrine into a spiritual,
metaphorical, poetic understanding of it.

rVith a scientific theory always open to challenge, disproof, revision or e:rplosion, Gaia looks

even more vulnerable to such a crisis. Flowever, Lovelock and the early disciples have already made

it quite clear that their poetic flights are ways of looking at the theory and the evidence for it, rather

than beliefs or dogma. Therefore, that which collapses, if the scientific theory is exploded are

people's feelings of delight - to be replaced by feelings of despair no doubt - ratier than a set of
betiefs or any theological structure built upon those beliefs. It would have to be seen if anything
was left of the'religion'after the e4plosion.

A througb-going refutation of the Gaia theories of life as an earth-shaping factor should (ought'
scientifically and logically) cause the collapse of any dogma raised upon that theory. But, different
and further evidence might well restore some scientific confidence in the 'rightness' of the earlier
theory or some modification of it. This uait of allowing new facts to bring new knowledge is part of
scientific e4pectation and method and therefore, it could keep some hope alive that, erren after the
erplosion, the theory, aud with it the religion and the poetry, might rise again. Past religions have

seldom tived in such an atmosphere of dependence on facts (pointing to a scientific theory); in the
past certainty has been a necessary ingredient for most'faiths',

At the presenr time, it is not doubted that life has a huge effect on our planet, and the
predictions of global warming are based on that uuderstanding, That the planet can, in time bring
itself back to a more stable state, climatically, is only guessed at, and the time scales are so great that
to hazard guesses is all one can do, and point to the climatic changes discovered to have occu:red in
the geological past. Similarly the effects of human-produced CFCs on the ozone layer are drastic
and no non-human mechanism to redress the balance has been suggested. Hence the Margulis-
Sagan insistence, point Gi.3. above, that humans can engineer the future of Earth (for good fot
humans, or for bad for humans).

2. LIFE

The concept of 'life' (animate as distinct from inanimate) is remarkably vague - as it should be for
poetry.S?hether a theology can survive with such vagueness is doubtful.

Science distinguishes between the organic and inorganic realms but keeps them apart only by a
somewhar arbitrary boundary: (i) the inorganic contain complex carbon molecules linked by co-
valent bonds, (ii) the inorganic contain only simple compounds of carbon. Thus benzine is studied
by organic chemists - but no one would say benzine is 'alive'. 'Life' seems to be reserved for
organised gtoups of organic compounds which can reproduce.3e Non-moving reproducing entities
are often called plants, the moving reproducing entities are called animals. But on the fringes, there
are the bacteria, and viruses and self replicating compounds such as DNA. Are these alive?

Bacteria, yes - they are very like plants. Viruses, perhaps - but they are simpler still. DN&
uncertain - it is possible to make chunks of it from just its basic chemicals.

Now ask if the earth is alive in a non poetic sense.It moves, but not of its own volition (yet!) It
does use various methods to give itself an environment for parasitic forms of life to exit on it. It
does not reproduce - it does not need to, being, for all intents and purposes, immortal. The dog
that carries the flea is alive, but flea-carrylng is not one of the markers we use for counting
something to be alive - though flea-sustaining is getting closer to the idea. Is the earth like an

immobile, immonal dog? Not a happy metaphor for a religion! Perhaps the earth (the Gaia god) is
like a plant, which needs a fungus or bacterium in a symbiotic relationship to survive, as the black
beech of the New Zealand bush depends on a fungus in the soil to survive; or, a Northern
hemisphere example,like a truffle and its oak.
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3. ETr{rcs

Gaia as a religion, if it keeps close to the spirit and advice of Lovelock (as I think it should) has, I
fear, notable gaps in its formulation. In particular, it does not deal with the problem of evil at all
well. Here is a paragraph in which Lovelock touches on moral matters.

Ve have, as a species, almost resigned from our membership in Gaia and given our cities and our
nations the rigbts and responsibilities of environmental regulation, IVe struggle to enjoy the human
interactions of city life yet still yearn to possess the natural world as well. We want to be free to drive
into the country or the wildemess without polluting it in doing so, to have our cake and eat it. Human
and understandable such striving may be, but it is illogical ... when we drive our cars and listen to the
radio bringing news of acid rain, we need to remind ourselves that we, personally, are the polluters. !7e,
not some white-coated devil figure, buy the cars, drive them, and foul the air. Ve are, therefore,
accountable, personally, for the destmction of the trees by photochemical smog and rain.4o

This is useful as far as it goes, but it does not treat many of the many human actions which are
not closely connected to ecological matters, Such matters as encouraging virnres and discouraging
sinning Qrowever you define it) are important in a fully useful religion - these are the things that
have to do witl person-to-perrson morality as well as person-to-planet morality. However, it may be
best to mention some logical points before getting prescriptive to the designers of religions.

(a)

There is a problem about why it is good, moral, ethical, to do r or y to assist keeping life going on
earth. The Gaia theory that life is what keeps a balance of useful gases in the aunosphere is carefully
declared to be a form of feedback in which no conscious will, and certainly no morality, is involved;
it is just a fact that the micro-organisms and other forms of life maintain an environment favourable
to their own continued existence: evolutionary theory would point out that any organisms that do
not favour their own continued existence will, naturally, kill themselves off (and this happens to
strains of bacteria which kill their hosts). Now, after millennia of un-self-conscious life we do have a
self-conscious form of life - namely ourselrres - in other words, moral beings now exist. rVe are
quite capable now of killing ourselves off, but also of killing all other life as well. The speed at which
we can do this is, by the scale of geological time, o<tremely fast. I expect we could kill all humans
via pollution in a matter of a few hundred years, or all life in a matter of weeks with nuclear weapon
induced firestorms, a nuclear winter, and consequences.

Therefore, moral behaviour can be seen (as it is in Gaia) as behaviour which is conducive to
assisting all self-conscious and un-self-conscious life preserve the aunospheric balance; conversely
immoral behaviour as that which upsets the atrnospheric balance. This is a pragmatic, utilitarian
morality.

There is a case for saying, in the Gaia analysis, since humans have found ways to avoid the
consequences of their anti-balance actions (for example, compressing oxygen and using breathing
masks in highly polluted situations such as fire fighting where feedback mechanisms left to run
unhindered would kill off the polluters - the fire-setters) *rat human morality is what replaces
feedback, to stop anti-balance actions. This line could be pursued but does seem dependent on
some mechanism for bringing about ttre demise of moralities which do not in fact maintain balance
of, for example, the atrnosphere, Aztec morality, which saw heart-ripping ceremonies as good, has
passed away, but historians have not, to my knowledge, suggested that the ineffectiveness of that
morality to maintain the level of aunospheric gases had anything to do with its demise - its
ineffectiveness in keeping conquistador guns away seems more likely an explanation.

The pragmatic utilitarian Gaia system of ethics is logically simple in that it does not require
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the approval of God or gods in its sptem of morality. In talking about the Theologi.c I did suggest

that such ethics could be interpreted to include Gaia but to do so required a bit a suetch in the
direction of thinking of the Earth as a god. At that point one can metaphorically refer to that god
being pleased if his-her parasites behave wisely; or pleased if he-she was not deprived of his-her
parasites. However, the logical difficulty of utilitarian ethical systems remain: if a good action = au
action which keeps Gaia as it is (or improves it) then, it is good a keq Gaia going = keeP Gaia going

to keep Gaia going. This is not iust a tautology but gives no reason why we should act in a particular
manner at all - keeping Gaia going is no better than failing to keep it going.

Gaia religion will need some moral imperative as an axiom. In the list of Gaia axioms I
suggested above there is a moral axiom, Gf& Two alternatives might be

Gi7.1. Every person should do only those actions which keep the earth going.

which combines Gi7. and 6C8. in a moral rulej or

Gi7.2 Every person should do only those actions which keep God alive.

which is the same combination with theological content, remembering that God = the earth.

(b)

As hinted above, such moral axioms will be useful in general, but not for a mordity for actions
which ate not clearly or directly involved in keeping Gaia going. Not tornrring chil&en, not
overcharging for goods and services, avoiding racism and sexism, cycling round to Granny with a

basket of hot scones ,.. ; a long list could be made of generally morally good actions which have

only tenuous links to maintaining the balance of the amrosphere, or other clear Gaia aims. Similarly
a list of unethical actions with only tenuous links needs to be condemned,

I could suggest ways that this might be done, but it is not easy to shift out of the moral culure
one is raised in. It may be easy to move into the quietism of a sin-less religion; however, it is less

easy to see how Gaia religion could remove slavery, ignorance, bigotry, war, genocide, ethnic
cleansing, terrorisrn, improve health and shelter, eliminate hunger, and encourage all the virnres
which do go beyond preserving plant$, animals, and genetic vadety, getting rid of pollution and
restoring the ozone layer,

Lovelock hints that he sees ethical situations as subject to 'mechanical', non-ethical, amoral,
inevitability of the errery-effect-has-a-cause type.

Poverty and suffering :rre not sent; they are consequences of what we do. Pain and death are normal
and natural; we could not long survive without *rern.4l

I must be careful not to attribute to Lovelock ideas he does not clearly espouse, but the
'mechanical'idea is already found among the religious. For o<ample in Buddhism, and I have heard
it suggested by historical-Jesus expert, John Dominic Crossan. Buddhist morality (see Chapter 15)
does depend largely on the inevitability of cause and effect and the belief that the effects of good
and bad actions live on beyond our narrow circle and beyond our life's end tbrough the working of
Karma. Gaia also appears to have a pretty mechanical attitude to the results of actions - at the
person-to-planet level an)4 /ay. But as in Buddhism, to bring a moral compulsion into daily life
becomes very difficult if the only consequences of an action (say throwing a plastic bottle away on
the beach) is going to be a hastening, by a minute or two, of the day when all human life is
extinguished a thousand million years from now. The drance of some other action cancelling the
effect of my littering seem iust too great to make my action a great crime against humanity (let
alone the earth) even if I have a moral code which sayrs, 

rnever harm humans now or in the distant
future, even up to a billion billion years hence.'A Gaia guru in New Zealand for a conference was
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once reprimanded for spenrling most of his time asleep; he repted, 'You do least harm to tlre planet
when you are asleep.'The auswer to him must be, 'But do you do it, or your fellows, any good?'

Gaia thinking has still to look at two maior ethical issues. (i) How to condemn evil, for surely
ttrere is a lot of it about? (ii) How to rnanage positive morality such as 'do to others what you would
have them do to vou'?

Logical Problems

Systems Collapse

As I have been endeavouring to show, it is usually possible to find a set of logical axioms and rules
for manipulating them and so build up a logic, for any theological position one cares to hold;
however, in general the logics, as they are constmcted or refined, show up or demonsuate limits
which particular adherents or ttreologians will be unhappy about. For example, many taditional
Protestant and Catholic theologians will be very unhappy to find ttrat it is logically impossible to
have a God who is both all-powerfrrl and all-good unless that god is also not all-seeing. Stringent
logiciaos, including the ultra orthodox Aquinas, discovered this at least 1500 years ago, nevertheless
a god who is omnipotent, omniscient and all loving is still the sort of god some people are looking
for.The logics which seek to aztoid such conclusions have maior problems of their own.

Iq the case of Gaia religions (and possibly all pantheistic theologies) the problem is of systems
collapsing. rWe have an intuition of why this happens when we consider what sense we can make of
sentences about a god who 'interferes' in human life and history - as in our earlier attempted
uanslations of remarks about God parting the Red Sea. Another intuitive doubt arrives when we
find or:r god-of-erreryttring is indeed of eaerythrzgt firstly, he-she-it is all the nasty things as well as
the good. Perhaps a case could be made for carefully counting all the good things, and all the bad
drings, and ou that evidence declaring God to be good or bad. Thirdly, if God is everything, you can
logically leave him-her-it out of the equation altogether: sayrng 'This object/feelinlidea/etc., is God
(or even part of God)' adds nothing to what you are sayrng,

The problem is that you cannot say, 'This is not God.' And if you cannot say that (not even
once, about one small ffog) sayrng 'This is God'is to say nothing; saying'This is God'is just a way
of saying it ls. Sile have already met this obiection when discussing Spinoza and Teilhard de Chardin.
But it is so basic that despite its enormous power as an argument - is is the 'knock-down'argument
par excellence - it is not known or iguored by religionists everywhere, and has to be stated in all its
forms, over and over again.

Here is away the logician might look at the problem. Consider the Gaia axiom that

God is eonything.

(l)
This may be no more than to declate a definition that ttre two words 'everyrling'and'God'may be
used interchangeably. This would have to be handled with great care so that the readers of the
theology did not slip into the habit of thi:eking that 'God' referred ro something somehow 'outside'
the meaning of 'everything'.

I can suggest, again, that this meaning of 'God' could be wrinen in a different typeface to make
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the distinction clear every time it is used: God and gtarc disringuished in the following theological
remarks in an (invented) religious manual:

To love 9s is to love yourself (it is a logical truism because loving everything involves loving yourself);
but to love God (a perfect being) is probably to hate yourself as a sinner (against his-her moral
perfection our behaviour loola dowdy).

Or

(2)
The Gaia axiom God is eaerything may be something more like the following:

Gig. IIx$x <all r's r/>
<everghing /'s>
<whatever r may be, it is God>

This may look like a useful axiom, particularly when 'read' as in the last set of pointed brackets. But
it is, unfortunately, a simple expansion of the simple single proposition 'p' with pl$x and the
quantification rule I// applied. The simple 'p' is the 'killer axiom', and in its form llrrlx is often
thought of as the standard fdse proposition. This is because it allows anything and everyrhing to be
truei to find it as a thesis in any logical system proves the system invalid (does not work, is useless,
does not reflect how things are); to add it as a thesis to any logical system is to destroy the system.

Gaia religion (as logic must) will have to do without such an a:<iom.

Or

(3)
The Gaia axiom Godis euerythtng may be something more like the following:

G|IO. C$dlx$x <If r /'s then everything d's>
<If r is pink then everything is pink>
<If r is God then everything is God>

or
Gil 1. ExKSdIyCQyIyx < There is some r such that both r r/'s, and, for all all H ify

r/'s, theny and r are identical >
< There is only one obiect>

One or other of these looks like an ideal thesis, even an a:ciom, for Spinoza, and perhaps for Gaia
too. Unfornrnately adding Gi10. to the lower predicate calculus has the effect of making
quantification poindess since II*i* and Dx$x, and the simple /r will all be equivalent, and that
means you may substitute any one of them for the others in all formulae. The predicate calculus
thus collapses into the propositional calculus with some superfluous symbols and, the propositional
calculus is unable to handle what the pantheists want to say without itself collapsing into chaos.

Logicians will point out that the rules of quantification which we have called III and n2,21
and,22, were invented, being both intuitively true and very necessary for correct reasoning, for this
very reason.You may not get from

$x <x d's> to IIr4* <everything /'s>

by any quantification rule, This leaves us as @'/I. as the only possible meaning.
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Or

(4)
The Gaia axiom God is anerything may be something more like the following:

Looking at the rules about the allowable content of arguments which gsslnin both theological
theses and factual or moral theses, (Chapter 3, $7, subsection 5.3) we can see that an argument of
any sort about God and the world is likely to contain both statements about God (be theological)
and the world (be factual) and some of these will be allowable and others not. For example,

If GiIz. all the world's a stage
then if Gi13. God loves a play
then Gi14. God loves whatever happens in the world.

This inference is valid ('meaningful'might be a bener word) because its logical form is valid and it
has a theologicd statement in its antecedent part and a theological conclusion is draum. On the
other hand

is not a valid inference - the factual conclusion does not follow from a mixnre of facnral and
theological statements. (In this case you could safely drop the theological statement Gil3. and, with
a bit of erpansion of Gi12. get a true inference, but with GiL3. in place the argument it is not valid.)

Now uy to produce a useful argument about some pantheistic topic, firstly a valid inference:

If
then if
then

If
then if
then

Secondly an invalid inference

If
then if
then

GiT2.
GiI3.
G15.

GiI6. the world is a living creature
Gi17. the world is God
Gi18. God is a Iiving creanue.

all the world's a stage
God loves a play
all the men and women are merely players.

GiI9. God is a living sreature
GiI7. the world is God
Gi16. the world is a living cr€ature.

The antecedent theses are theological statements; the conclusion is a facnral statement. This will
not do.

The inroduction of any theological statement into an argument moves that argument from the
'ordinary' realm (where we elpect to be able to argue about morals as well as facts) to the restricted
and specialised realm of theology, where every conclusion must mention God or gods.

Or

(5)
The Gaia axiom God is eoerything may be something more like the following.

Some people are sure, as Coleridge was of Spinoza, that the pantheists, (and he would no
doubt include Gaia-ists) are saying nothing. Is this true? The problem of whether one has said
something or said nothing is not actually a problem of logic, except in the case of an inference or
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argument being involved. If you harre said nothing, logic cannot deal with what you have said (after
all you have said nothing) and there is nothing which has been said which can be declared true or
false.

There is a sort of pardlel with simple mathematics: the symbol'0' (zero) is not a number but is
merely a typographic or graphic symbol; it has the iob of being a 'place-keeper' which, when used
with nine other symbols (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9) makes it possible to write down in a simple manner a

way of counting for ever. The addition of '0' (zero) to the list of integers is one of those great
counter-intuitive leaps Qike gravity being a force) and has enabled mathematics to progress beyond
accurate symbolic barter. Making zero a number involves a host of new rules: zero is neither a
positive number nor a negative number, neither odd nor even, is not divisible by itself and I
therefore it is not a prime, will divide every other number and get tJnLe sarne (ridiculous) answer,
infinity (which itself started out as a non-number). But no one can deny that 0 is an immensely
useful number.

In somethirng the same way saying nothing can be given a logical symbol and treated as pan of
an argument. In Russell and \D?hitehead's pursuit of a logical basis for mathematics the 'null class'
became quite important.42 However, such an idea is not to be confused with $flajsberg's '0' which
stands for a standard false proposition, not a missing or vasuous term or proposition. Ordinary
language uses the idea of meaningless or empt$ for example, see the second sentence of this section

['If you have said nothing logic cannot deal wit]r what you have said...'] In that sentence (what you
have said' is ueated as if it had some reference, pointed to some utterance) words, or sentences with
meaning; but it does not - it points only to a gap, using the poetical or metaphorical trick of
prewnding that it refers to something.

Logicians and philosophers have wrestled with the legitimacy or otherwise of uying to talk
about, for example, non-existent objects such as Pegasus, the present King of France, the round
square cupola on Berkeley College, Sherlock Holmes, and any other imagined object or idea or
feeling you like to dream up. Bertrand Russell's solution is to say that names are condensed, handy
shorthand for long dsfining descriptions. Imagined obiects have names and are uot meaningless.€
Logic can deal with imagined objects, but impossible 'objects' (*rat cupola) are meaningless and
logic cannot countenance the meaningless. Impossible 'objects' include logically impossible ideas -
logic is not about what cannor be. The introduction of a logica[y impossible 'object' or concept
would lead to chaos. Sorne logicians are quite sure that gods are logically impossible obiects; others
think that you might be able to invent logics that can deal with the seemingly impossible.

Possible objects, ideas, worlds, futures, etc., are a half-way house: the rule is that we can do any
amount of perfecdy valid logical argument using non-existing objects, ideas, feelings, beings, etc,;
but the conclusion must always be framed in the form 'If such-and-such were to exist, then ,. . . .'

Are gods non-existent beings? If they cfirnot be shown to exist by argumenr from existent
objects, ideas, feelings, beings, etc., nor by scientific proof and e4periment, then the wise thinker
will insist on the same concluding format as that above: 'If gods do exist then .....' or, 'If God does
exist, then ....,'

Conclusion

An interesting pantheism/Gaia connection to New Zealand is found in the ideas of Samuel Buder
(1835-1902) who wrote Erewhon.In books, for e:<ample, Life and Habit, and Eaolution OId and
Near, published well after his return to Britain in 1898, he propounds ideas close to pantheism and
has a Gaia attitude to the earth and life, but without the panicular science of Lovelock and
Margulis. Sagan & Margulis (1997) say,
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Butler rejects a perfect immovable mathernatical God: his deity is imperfect and dispersed. The
properties of life for Butlerr lie in all life;'God'and life are one. 4.

Logrc is unable to endorse what the pantheists want to say. Does this show up a fault in logic
(and set us to finding a new logic to enable it to be said) or show up a fault in pantheistic
lssssning? It may be possible to fird a logic for pantheism, and the Theologi.c hints how it might be
done, but there are at least two wories about such a logic:

(i) it would have to reflect a definition of God which, like the utilitarian equivalence of happiness
with moral goodnessr leaves us gasping at its cheek - 'so God is nothing special, it's iust everything;
extremely complex but soul-less and mechanical (with perhaps some chance thrown in if quannrm
physics does not find a way of doing without chance)';

(ii) it would be relatively useless, being resuicted to conclusions about a mpiad of things when they
are regarded as one'object'.

Flowever, the Gaia idea of I-ovelock is a useful one, stimulatiug the science of ecology, aud
showing how a worshipful attitude may qpring from scientific facts and insigha. And it is a 6fuange
to see a religion which says

... the Universe is neither the dead mausoleum investigated by the Cartesian licence nor an enchanted
fairyland of invisible spirits.4:
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Reference and Notes

Xenophanes, who escaped from Ionia under the Persians, was a refugee in southem Italy; he is
the author of the famous remark about horses and gods:

...and if oxen or horses or lions had hands, and could paint with their hands, and produce
works of art iui men do, horses would paiot the forms of gods like horses, and o<en like
oxen ... The Ethiopians make their gods black with stub noses; the Thracians say theirs have
blue eyes and red hair.

I have a fellow feeling for Xenophanes because he believed it is impossible to know the truth of
any ttreological matters:

... there is not, nor ever shall be, any man who knows about the gods... even if a man should
chance to say something utterly right, still he himself knows it not - there is nowhere in
theology any*ring but guessing.

These quotations are from Bevan, Edwyn, 1913, Storas and Sceptics, Odord, OUPrp. l2l. I have
not tracked down Aristotle's remark about Xenophanes, which came to me second hand. Russell
(1954) in the llerrory oflVesurn Philosoplry,p. 59, says

He believed in one god, unlike men in form and thought, who "without toil swayeth all
thrngs by the force of his mind."

Marcus Anrelius, cl00-180. See his Meditatbns, translated by Maxwell Staniforth, published by
Penguin Books, 1964. Here is one of these meditations with a pantheistic view:

Always think of t}1g rrniygl3s as one living organism, with a single substance and a single
soul; and observe how all things are submitted to the single perceptivity of this one whole,
all are moved by its single impulse, and all play their part in the causation of every event
that happens. Remark the inticacy of the skein, the skein, the complexity of the web.

There are echoes of Marcus Aurelius in Spinoza; here is a meditation with a determinist
irrgument which Spinoza later clarified:

All thingr come to their fulfilrnent as the one universal Nature directs; for there is no rival
nature, whether containing her from without, or itself contained wittrin her, or even existing
apart and detached from her.

The Reformed (Calvinist) Church asks 'What is ttre chief end of man?' and answers, 'To love
God and enjoy Him for ever.' The writers of the United States Constitution thought that people
should pursue happiness. Marcus Aurelius would have oone of such stuff:

Everything - a horse, a vine - is created for some duty. This is nothing to wonder at: even
the sun-god himself will tell you, 'There is a work that I am here to do,' and so will all the
other sky-dwellers. For what task, then, were you yourself created? For pleasure? Can such
a thought be tolerated?

Maclntyre, Alisdair, 1967, 'Pantheism' in Encyclopaedia of Philosophy, Ed: Paul Edwards, NY,
Macrnillan and Free Press.

Quotations from Spiuoza's Ethics in this section are from Curley's 1985 translation and from an
earlier one by Boyle, A. in the early 1900s, this latter being often in much more readable Euglish
by following the I-atin and Dutch less meticulously. Occasionally I have substituted a rnore
modern word or phrase, for example,' substantialt for tsubstance', when explaining his drift.

Russell, Bertand, 1954 Hismry oflYestern PhibsoplryrlondonrAllen & Unwinrp.592

Curley 1985, p.410

Ibid. p. 439

In contrast, I appear desnuohte because my intuition is that from basic truths (I would call them
scientific truths) and right reason, we find we must abandon talk of gods and abandon talk of any
relationstrip between humankind and gods. In old fashioned language I am analgic rather than
synthetic. This does not mean that I am ntally destuctive: we can be filled wittr awe, we can be
worshipful about some things, and we can be strongly influenced by the lives and words of
religious peopte, without being irrational,

l.

2.

3.

4.

).

7.

8.
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9.

10.

I l.

t2.

See, McFarland I 969, p.228.

See, Schopenhauer I 95 1, p.40.

See Owen 1971, pp.69-70.

A brief introduction to Ontolory and Mereology can be found in the closing pages of Prior
(1955), Formal lagic, pp. 293 - 300. This includes references to the work of Sobocinski,
fusniewski and Lukasiewicz on these topics. Much work has been done in these fields since the
1950s.

Carroll has Achilles aud the Tortoise, after the race, arguing about what happens if someone
refuses to accept the conclusion of a valid argument, the Tortoise's example being from Euclid.
Having refused to accept dre conclusion tlre Tortoise then suggests to Achilles that we now have a
new argument on our hands: If the first argumsnt is aaM its conclusion is oalid, BUI the Tortoise
denies ttre conclusion to that argument and pushes Achilles into making a new attempt with: lf
the argument in italics is valid then its conclusion is valid - and so on till the Tortoise says, 'Have
you got that last step written down? Unless I've lost count) that makes one thousand and one.

There are several millions more to come. . . what a lot of instruction this colloquy of ours will
provide for the logicians of the Nineteenth Century . . .' And one might add, for the twenty-first
century.

Harrison, Paul 2000, Scinnfic Pantheirmrhttp://members.aol.com.rHereklitl/Spinoza.html

Teilhard dg Qhffdin, 'From the Pre-human to *re tlltra-human'first published in l95l in the
Almanach des Sciarces and later published in English :rmong the essays rn The Future of Man,
London, Collins, 1964

13.

t4.

15.

16. Ibid.

17. Ibid.

18.

19.

Teilhard dg Qhxsdin, 1953, 'The End of the Species' in Psych6.

MaryDaly 1973,p.190.
Mary Daly is by no means a quiet and measured critic, of Teilhard de Cbardin, as of any man, On
page 192 she says:

His Omega Point is a static, spatial image, and in using it he spatializes time. He zisualizes

the Omega as an apex of conic time, as a point, as the closing bulb on the tree of life, as the
North Pole.

In brief, Teilhard's Omega Point inspires claustrophobia. It is the repulsive metaphor
of the Mystical Body of Christ revisited. It is "Eue being" clamping its iron iaws upon
"becoming." His Christolatry cuts down his dream of "cosmogenesis" and closes the door
to the future. "All that rises must converge"? Perhaps. But if this is convergence, who
would want erection? Teilhard constantly uses the imagery of "risingr" but as we float
upward with him we notice that we are destined to bump into a reified Something. ...

Enlivened by a dynamic intuition of being, women now coming alive hardly need or
want a paroxysm toward a deadly Omega Point. Participation in Be-ing is the final cause,

and because this is "the endr" we can look forward to endless divergence. It makes us

citizens of ttre future, where we are already finding it possible to know a new past. In
organic Space-Time our movement is not linear. If, as Nietzsche said, God is dead, "Is
there any up or down left?" Correction: To the degree that God the Father is dead, swept
gnder by the Living Final Cause, our movement is in all directions: backward inward'
sideward, fonvard, as is the case with life itself.

Sagan, Dorian and Lynn Margulis, 197'7 r'Gzia and Philosophy' in Slanud Truths and Essalts on

G aia, Sym bb sis, and Eooluaon, NY, Springer-Verl ag' p. | 47 .

20,
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21122, 23. lbid. Consecutive te:ft from earlier in the same essay, p. 146. Italics mine.

24. Morgan, Patricia, 1999, At the Templc of the Dioine: Matcrial and Menphysical Aspe.cx of Heahh, a
thesis presented as part of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts in Theatre and Film,
VellingtonrVuW, p. 7. All quotations are from her'Introduction'.

2s. Ibid. p. 6.

26. Ibid. p. 8.
27. Ibid. p. 25.

28. Bragdon, Claude l928,Thp New Imagerlondon, Knopf, pege 176,

29. Morgan 1999, pages 25-26.

30. LovelockrJames, 1988,TheAges of Gaia, NYrNorton.

31. Xenophon, Economics, quoted in Sagan and Margulis, 1999, page 155.

32. I-ovelock, James, 1988, p. 203,
33. Ibid, p. 204.
34. Ibid, p. 205.
35. Ibid, p. 206.
36. Ibid, p. 206.
37. Ibid. p. 206-7,

38. Vladimir Ivanovich Vernadsky (1863-1945) might be a better scientist to use as the founder of a
new pantheistic religion centred on the earth: where I-ovelock talks about the Earth's biosphere
suggesting scientists could use the model of 'living creature' to describe it, and adds his own
poetic and religious feelings in his more popular writing, Vernadski describe living matter as if it is
a special case of non-living matter. Here is is an ortract from a Sagan, Margulis, and Guerrero
essay'Descartes, Dualism, and Beyond'in Sagan & Margulis' 1997'pp.l7G7

Vladimir Ivanovich Vernadsky (1863-1945) portrayed living matter as a geological force -
indeed, the greatest of all geological forces. Life moves and tansforms matter across oceans
and continents. Life, as flyrrg phosphorus-rich seagulls, racing schools of mackerel, and
sediment-churning polychaete worrns, traverses the near-Earth envirooment' chernically
transforming our planet's surface...

Impressed by the movement of machines in the Vorld War I, what struck Vernadsky
most was that the material of Earth's crust is packaged into myriad moving beings ...
Humans, for example, are accelerators of life's tendency to redistribute and concentrate the
chernical elements of the Earth: iron, aluminum, olrygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon,
sulphur, phosphorus ... People, he explained, have an amazing propensity to dig into' build
up, move around, and in coundess other ways dter the chemistry of the Earth's surface...
(see I-apo, A.V, 1988 Traces of Bygone Biosplnres, tanslated by V.Purto; Oracle, Synergistic
Press).

Vemadslqy contrasted sravity, which pulls material vertically toward the center of Earth'
with life-growing, running, swimming, and flying against the gravitational force...

But even a resolute materidist like Vernadsky found a place for mind. In Vernadslqy's

view a special thinking layer of organized matter, growing and chauging the Earth's surface,
is associated with humans and technology. To describe it he adopted ttre term n6osphere...
The term n6osphere itself was introduced by Edouard Le Roy, of the College de France.
Vernadsky met I-e Roy along with Pierre Teilhard de Chardin.,. For Teilhard the ndosphere
was ttre "human" planetary layer forrning "outside and above the biospherer" while for
Vemadsky the nriosphere referred to humanity and technolory as an accelerating, yet

integral, part ofthe planetary biosphere.
Vernadsky distinguished himself from other theorizers by his staunch refusal to erect a

specid category for life. Life was far less a ttring with properties than a happening' a

process. Living beings in Vernadsky's writings are moving, chemically curious, but
predictable forms of the common flui4 the liquid mineral H2O we call water. fuiimated
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39.

water) life in all its wemess, displays a power of movemenl sxcgg.ling ttrat of limestone,
silicate, and even air. It shapes Earth's surface. [He emphasises] t]re continuity of watery life
and rocks, such as rfiat evident in coal or fossil limestone reefs.

Samuel Buder, in Ereuthon, and ottrer books ran the line that machines can be regarded as

reproducing, having found the unusual) but nevertheless effective, method of getting human
beinp to do *re reproductive tasks for them. Therefore, if the race of machines can keep humans

alive (much as humans tend sheep and cattle) then they can keep the race of rnachines aliver and

evolving. It has been suggested that Butler got this idea from his father who believed that t}re
reproductive capacity of plants and animals should not be seen as a defining part of being alive.

I-ovelock, janes, 1988, pp. 210-21l.

Ibid pp. 2lO-211.

See Whitehead, A.N. and Russell, Bertrand, l9l0-13, fuincipia Mathematica (Volsl-3),
Cambridge, CUP.

Note that I am not suggesting that a case can be made for any god to exist because he has a
name. There are lots of names for non-existent things, from dead people to science fiction
inventions. As I use the terms here, nanws are strort-hand descriptiotts of particalar objects or
actions or ideas. In Chapter 1l symbols were very important. I would suggest that rymbols ere

shorthand descriptions for c/asses of objects, ideas, actions, connections. Symbols quite often
change or arr used on different occasions for quite different objects, ideas, etc: x can stand for
any number in algebra, it can also stand for a sound, or for multiplication, or for a wrong answer,
or for a name in a logical formula such as ExC$xEx. Names do not just go with people but
anything we think of as a single entity: the tarbuck knot, the fastest animal alive, a drum-roll, gene

theory, or your chocolate-induced migraine.

Sagan, D., Margulis, L., Guerrero, R, 1997 'Descartes, Dualism, and Beyond' io, Slanud Tiuths,
NY, Copernicus, p. 180.

It is pushing quite hard to connect Samuel Buder with Gaia theory, in Life and Habit, at
least. This book runs a I-amarckian line against Darwin, mainly arguing that we inherit instinctive
and habitual behaviour once leartud by our protoplasmic ancestors: instinct is unconscious
memory. It is most notable for some priceless witty 'upsidedown' opinions; for otample, he thinks
Marcus Aurelius so wafly and stuS that it is no wonder the Roman Empire collapsed after a
dose of his rule.The Gaia-like passage is quite short:

If, in like manner, we were to allow our imagination to conceive a being as much in
need of a microscope for our time and affairs as we for those of our component cells, the
years would be to such a being as the winkings or the turinklings of an eye. ... would he not
believe ... the whole human race [did] appear to him as a sort of spreading and lichen-like
growth over the earth? uflith the help of a microscope and the intelligent exercise of his
reason, he would in time conceive the truttr. He would put Covent Garden Market on the
field of his microscope, and would perhaps write a great deal of nonsense about the
unerring 'instinct'which taught each costermonger to recognise his own basket or donkey-
cart; and this, mutatis mutandis, is what we are geting to do as regards our own bodies. !7hat
I wish is, to make the same sort of step in an upward direction which has already been
taken in a downward one, and to show reason for thinking that we are only component
atoms of a single compound creature, LIFE ...
Butler, Samuel, 1898, Life and Habit, (New Edition, l9l0) London,A C Fifield, pp. 218-9

Sagan, D., Margulis, L., Guerrero, R, 1997 'Descartes, Dualism, and Beyond' io Slantad Tiuths,
NY, Copernicus, p. 175
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Chapter 14

An Introduction to the logics of religions
without a'Supreme Deity'

Introduction
Buddhism
Buddhist l-ogrc

Doing Buddhist Logic
Not doing logic (Zen)

Confucirnism

Introduction

Looking at the religion in which one was brought up has its advantages - mainly that you are aware
of the complexity, the rival schools, the sectarienism, dre variery the liveliness and even profusion of
beliefs, all under the one ban"ter. It also has disadvantages - mainly being unable to see the wood
for the trees, that is, finding it difficult to generalise. However, there are fundamental Christian
beliefs which mark Christianity off from other religions, and these may be summed up in a
fundamental set of axioms.

In fact, in looking at Christianity I examined the logic of one theology with some care, and
noted towards the end of that section some other versions of Christianity that would choose some
of the set of DP axioms and reiect others. I have had to leave aside some fascinating variations of
Christian theology, for example, those of Life Protestanrs, the Orthodox, the Nestorian and Coptic
churches, the Mormons and the Quakers. These branches have sets of theological axioms which
range from large to tiny. The Quakers deny that they have any theology at all; however, rnany
Quakers think long and hard about theological matters and the theological axioms of individuals
can be deduced from their miting and ministry.

I examined logically interesting new theologies which have sprung from Christianity, rnrinly
from its encounter with science and feminism. Moving away from the Christian banner I looked at
pantheistic religious ideas, and although both Spinoza and Teilhard de Chardin began from theist
roots' I suggested *tat the concept of a deity is superfluous to pantheism. Now I am making a quick
e><pedition to discover the logics of two religions which do have no supreme deity, and whose most
fundamental beliefs may be exarnined first by the discovery of their fundamental orioms, and
secondly by the way they logically build upon those axioms.

Buddhism

I chose the Theravada tradition because it is well known in the'West as a religion without a supreme
deity. This idea is too simple to be much use in explaining the Buddhist world view, but it is true
that the Buddha felt that other things were more important than arguing about the existence of
gods. Though popular Buddhism appears to have many deities Buddhist thinkers have been
insistent that the word 'God' not be used, especially in prayers.l Though Hindu thinkers may
sometimes allow or encourage the use of 'God' as a translation for 'Brahmin', Buddhists do not, on
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the whole, wish to use such ideas, which can cause misconceptions about the beliefs of Buddhists,
amongwesterners at least.

Buddhism has perhaps as marry maior divisions and incompatible sects as Christianity but I
know none of these at first hand and have only a few Buddhist acquaintances to call upon to help
me. Howeverr l have

(a) read introductory books and articles2, studied papers and texts recommended by
academics, and read some of t}e Pali Sutras,

(b) spent time with a friend studying religion at the University of Veranasi, including a visit to
Sanath, and

(c) had religious discussions with Buddhists (mainly Chinese).
This has led me to conclude that there are enough correspondences between my understanding of
Buddhism and the beliefs of many Theravada Buddhists for me to consider my selection of basic
beliefs ro be acceptable. Of course, as with Christianity and other religions earlier in this thesis, my
selection of axioms to carry those beliefs and my logical deductions from them, and my selection of
logics to fit, are my own best attempts. I have picked out, from what I have learnt, those parts which
make the most sense to me, and I look at their logic as well as I am able. As with Christianity, some
Buddhist ideas and their logic fascinate me more than others; this section will be again a personal
choice based on scriptural texts, the words of the founder, or of commentators close to the
Buddha's life. I rely rnostly on westerners'translations and interpretations.

I am very interested in religions which have no god or gods and interested in the logics of their
'theologies', that is, in the way a systematic explanation of the beliefs of the religion can be built up.
Despite the oddness to those with classical Greek I will go on using the word 'theology'with this
extended mgsnin g, rather ttran the neologism'Buddhology'.

A shon selection of Pali texts makes up Appendix 2. As well as giving the words of the Buddha
on key beliefs, there are also some snatches of commentaries which, I hope, give an idea of the
intense theological debate which has been as much a part of Buddhism as theological discussion
and controversy has been a part of Christianity.

Buddhist Logic

Buddhism has a a well developed formal logic of its own. The first texts about logic date from the
first cenrury of the Christian era and obviously much work had been done before then. I had to
examine Buddhist logic to see if there is any likelihood that the following argunent has validity:
Buddhism does not need to be examined using modern symbolic logic because it has a logic of its
own.

Buddhist logic has a panicular way of constructing argument - a unique form. It has a long
and varied history which follows the spread of Buddhism over the East. The topics covered and the
illustrations which logic-teaching texts use, give very useful insights into the development of
Buddhist thinking. However, if you are not steeped in Buddhist thinking, if you are looking at
Buddhism from the outside rather than from inside, Buddhist logic does not, in fact, assist study of
basic Buddhist beliefs. Buddhist logic was developed for theological debate among Buddhists and
for proselytising. Buddhist logic was most useful in detecting illogicalities and fallacies; and was

developed when monks had time to learn its innumerable examples and rules by rote and were

trained in arguing the case for their beliefs. But has been superseded. The mathematical logics of
modern times are more efEcient, flexible, and further reaching. The short description of Buddhist
logic given here will show why this is the case. This is why my e:<arnination of Buddhist logic is
placed here in this introductory chapter, not in the next chapter.

Buddhism has two traditions which take logic seriously and texts about logic are considered to
be part otthe Buddhist scriptures. In this way it is quite unlike Christianity which takes no notice of
logic in any of its scriptures or early teaching material. The rediscovery of the logical work of pagan

Aristotle by the schoolmen 1,500 years after his death, meant that it was thereafter used as a tool in
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theolog;y but not in worship nor the practice of the faith, though it was used in proselytising among

the pagan intelligentsia no doubt. It is not seriously held that Christianity has a logic of its own,

namely the logic of Aristotle, dissimilar to 'natural' or symbolic logic, and therefore Christianity is
immune to, or excused, ordinary logical analysis. Similarly, Buddhism has a logic which it
developed, but Buddhist thougbt cannot be fully examined using Buddhist logic alone'

Doing Budd,hist logirs

In Buddhism logical arguments of a distinctive five-line form are found as a teaching device iu the

scripture called the Nyaaya Szrra (lst Century CE) and several standard texts up to modern times,

but also in books full of commentaries, sub-commentaries and glosses on these. In China one of
tlrese commentaries, rhe Nyaayapraaesd (a 6th Century CE manual on logic) became very popular

and many further commentaries upon it were written. It opens thus:

Demonstration and refutation together with their fallacies are useful for arguing witlr others; and

Perception and Inference together with their fallacies are usefi,rl for self understanding: seeing these I
compile this teaching.

Here is an example of the sort of argument such commentaries discuss; in fact it is one of the

earliest writen examples:

N/. Sound is impermanent
N2. Because it is produced
N3. rWhatever is produced is impermanent
N4. As with a pot, and so forth
N5. As is not with ttre case of space, etc.

< pak sa (thesis) >
< heu (reason)>
< d.r.s. taanta (example) >
< sapak sa (similar case) >
< oipak sa (dissimilar case) >

Clearly, if the examples N4. and JV5. are dropped and the order reversed we have a valid deduction
in Modus Ponens

CKCapap < If both, being created implies impermanence, and, sound is created,
then sound is impermanent > 5

A quick look at rhe Nyaayaprauesa reveals that more than two thirds of this logic manual covers

the identification and classification of fallacies. A scholar of the early texts (Factor 1988) points out
that

... none bear any resemblance to the schoolmen's formal fallacies of deduction such as affirming the

consequent or denying the antecedent, nor does the system resemble'Western notions of an informal
fallacy. Fallacies of irrelevance such as the ad hominem or post hoc propter hoc call attentiou to the

lack of support between premises and putative conclusion. In Buddhist logic the classification of
fallacies does not aftempt to circumscribe the ways premises can be irrelevant; on the contrary it gives

criteria for grading the strength or weakness of the explanatory hlpotheses. For orample, it can fail as a

teaching device by failing to make the listener or speaker aware of the connection between the assertion

statement and the reason for it. Thus, when hlryotheses fail to be understood, they produce fallacies of
recognition; but when they fail to give evidence in support they produce fallacies of contradiction or
inconclusiveness.6

Factor thinks this classification of fallacies

reflects a sophisticated, but also a commonsensical, means of evaluating hypotheses. It is open textured,
as the "retroductive" reasoning must be, and more importandy it does not attempt, as lTestern logic
does, to classi$ fallacious reasoning as a kind of deductive argument gone awry.7
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There have been gf,eat arguments about whether the Buddhist logical form is rhe same as the
Aristotelian and these arguments continue amongst both Eastern and rVestern scholars; one
suggestion which would have been interesting to Prior who was a grcat fan of the 19th Century
American logician Charles Sanders Peirce is that the Buddhist form is best understood as a
'retroductive'inferencers as described by Peirce (1933); Bochenski, the Dominican scholar who I
have mentioned earlier as producing a work on the (Catholic) logic of religion (Bochenski 1965)
has also studied Buddhist logic using symbolic logic and his investigations are in his Formale Logik
@ochenski 1956); significant symbolic work has been done by Richard Chi (Chi 1969); but these
discussions are of no interest to my thesis. Theologians may be interested in Karl Potter's
introduction to Buddhist Formal Logic by Richard Chi in which, after studying Buddhist logic,
Potter sums up its influence, as he sees it, and compares it wittr the influence of Aristotelian logic
on theology and the advancement of science.

Most scholars of Indian logic ... regularly pnise Dignaga for making a remarkable breakthrough
to a deductive, syllogistic logic. They apparendy assume that recognition of the BARBARA-like
relations in argument meant that Dignaga was somehow now on the right track. But ttre right track to
what? Remember that the Buddhists were atomists in ontology, associationists in psychology,
empiricists in methodology. In *re history of \trestem philosophy concentration on deduction and the
celebration of the sllogism as the paradigm of reasoning tended to spawn absolutism in ontology,
innate ideas in psychology, rationalism in methodology. \What happened in Buddhism as a result of its
discovery of deductive logic was, I believe, a schizoid tendency which led to Dignaga's school's
accepting the mysticism of the Madhyamika. The realm of universals, where deduction holds sway, is
unreal for these Buddhist logicians; the world of particular ffog*, beyond the scope of reasoning
considered as essentially deductive and general, though admittedly real became uninvestigatable. It was
rather the Nya-ya logicians, who held on to the inductive mettrod characteristic of the earliest of our
lPoppey's proposed] three stages, who maintained an interest in nature and suppose it possible for
human beings to study nature's ways successfully. In the Vest as well, scientific progress was impeded
by the ansients' passion for formal logic, and only spurted ahead when the value of providing concrete
evidence for one's claims was clearly recognized and accepted.9

Not doing logi"c (Zen)

The second interest in logic by Buddhists comes from the Zen school who have no time for logic at
all and preach against it, strongly recommending that if you wanr to understand life the universe
and everything you must put logic to one side and seek a quite different path to enlightenment and
knowledge. There is a large literature on Zen (Atan in China) and all of it pours scorn on logic and
even the most philosophical and analytic has remarks in it such as the following - selected almost at
random fuomthe Japanese Journal of Religious Srudies.

Only a logic of absolute paradox can grasp the contradictory nature of reality as expressed by the Zen
Buddhist koans.lo

As you will harre gathered there are good reasons why the pursuit of a logic of 'absolute paradox',
(meaning chaos) will be counter-productive. Flowever, there are logics on the fringes of paradox, for
example (i) those which computing calls'fuzzy'logics - those which arrive at conclusions without
what a detective would call a 'water-tight' case, usually when coneolling machines where the
occasional inexactitude does not matter, or to give results which need only 'ball-park' figures; (ii)
logics which incorporate doubts about the logical soundness of using ApNp as a logical law - these
are usually branches of Relevance I-ogic, (iii) nonmonotonic logics which are ever ready to strift the
truth and falsity of lines of reasoning when new evidence of the acceptability of the premises
arrives,
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There have been some attempts to give a systematic account of the t5rpes and style of different

koan, and these have resulted in further academic attempts at refinement' but to systematically

o<amine anything is a very non-Zen way of behaving.

Buddhist logic in theologSt

The result of this short digression into Buddhist logic has not revealed any suggestions that
Buddhist logic is anempting to find a logic which will apply to Buddhism alone, but that Buddhist
logic is attempting to do the same sort of thing as western logic is achieving. There is a considerable

academic interest in Buddhist logic but as a phenomenon, not as a tool. The few recent attempts to
put Buddhist logic into symbolic form have been successful and may suffice for any theologian who
wishes to put logic to use in his or her studies. However, it will be best to use whichever logic is the
most flexible and capable of extension. As for the idea that logic is the enemy of religion, that looks

like a major misunderstanding of logic. No doubt logics of poetry, intuition, metaphor, insights,

oxymoron, paradox (in the poetic sense), and so on, will be developed and I commend those
projects to Zhan Buddhists.

Confucianism

Innoduction

China has had a fascinating religious history and although it has seen the rise of at least four
suikingly different religions (the Chinese themselves prefer a word best translated as 'teachings') it
has not seen the fall of any of them.

I Animismrr The early animist religions of the pre-Han were adapted by the Han people, and
particularly by their rulers, who saw it as pan of their iob to keep the world in harmony with heaven

by using rites, such as worship, sacrifice, prayers, and ceremony.

2 Confucianism Among the bureaucrats, Confucius, and others of the same opinion, produced a

set of rules which would help the rulers and the ruled produce the best of all possible worlds for all.

3 Buddhism From India came Mahayana Buddhism which, with its emphasis on personal

salvation and detachment from the problems of adminisuation seemed a very unlikely religion for
China; it almost sank without trace, but gradually took on a Chinese character and thrived.

4 Dao From the magic and practical healing of the folk-religious, scornful of rulers and foreign
ideas, came Dao (old spelling 'Tho') which was developed by adepts into a religion of emotions and

feelings in contrast to the rationalism of Confucius and the dogma of Buddha.

All these religions are still to be found in the world-views of all Chinese, even the most doctrinaire
Maoist communists,12

I want to look at the logical foundations of the religion which has built up, following on the
ideas of Kong Fuzi, (Venerable Master Kong) Confucius, a minor bureaucrat in the 6th Century
BCE Chou Dynasty. He lived between the birth of Buddha and the birttr of Socrates. The chief work
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said to be written by him is Lun Yz, @thical Didogues) which in Englistr we call The Anakcts;it was
probably compiled two hundred years after his death. It is made up of about 500 short paragraphs,
(called 'chapters') most with a topic, perhaps raised by a disciple, and Master Kong's cornment.
Nowadays it is divided up into twenty short books and the paragraphs numbered; is is very like the
FAQ (FrequendyAsked Questions) section in a computer manual.

The Analecr contrin many references to two books written before Confucius: Li Ji, Records of
the Riuals, and Shi Jing, The Book of Songs, both surviving in reasonable form and both soffnining g
lot of information about the way in which the religion of the 6th Ceutury BcE upper classes was
conducted. Other surviving books from before Confucius are two books .of history, t}.re Book of
Documuta and Annals of Spring and Autumn, the latter, a subtle criticism of the recently dead
Emperor's government, is praised by Confucius. Also not out-of-print is the I Jing, The Book of
Changes, a book of magicd divination by diagrams, mentioned only once in passing by Confucius
(Analecu 13:22), but often of cult status among contemporary superstitious westerners, These early
books are known as the 'Five Classics', and, along witb The Analects and three others, known
together as the 'Four Classics', they were the set texts for *re famous public service examinations of
later Imperial China,

Confucius was deeply attached to the feudal system of government which was not doing very
well in his day, and he looked back to a mythical time in the past when it had worked well. He tried
to teach, and see put into practice, those virnres which he believed the five 'sage emperors'had
shown. He said,'I believe in the past aud love it.' Analecx 7:1. Although poor, patrons got him a
good education, but they failed to secure him good appointrnents, so his career as an official was
brief and u'tsuccessful. How much of this was because of his unwilliqgDsss to compromise his
principles, with no time for flattery and intrigue, is unclear but we have several passages in The
Analccts which make it clear that he preferred having no iob (except occasional teaching) and the
ensuing poverty, when his advice was scorned.

Confucius said the natural and correct attitude and duties towards people in general was on a
scale something like this:

lst parents most importatrt,
2nd close family,
3rd wider family relations,
4th village,
5th town,
6th county,
7th state, and
8th the emperor (and all this tempered by good sense).

After Confucius, Meng Zi, Mencius, who lived a century later, carried his ideas further; he
emphasized particulat ideas and introduced new ideas. Mencius, however, was more compassionate
than Confucius and held that we should be kind to all people and treat them all equally, all people
being inherendy good; we all have innate feelings of respect, shame, sympathy, right and wrong; and
from practising such virnres will flow good government. He advocated free trade, the deposing of
bad rulers, division of labour, inspection of work by the government, the maintenance of good
roads and bridges, laws to protect and help the poor, education, and the abolition of war.13 His
ideas are, in the main, incorporated into what we think of as Confucianism today.

Another imponant disciple was Xun Zi. Rational and unsentimental, he thought people were
basically evil and only through the rigors of a Confucian based education and moral training,
especially of the ruliag classes, could peace prevail. For him the spiritual redm was a polite ficrion
and he poked fun at ceremonies to bring rain, and so on:

They are done merely for ornaments. Hence the Gentleman regards them as omaments but the people
regard them as supernatural.14
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Although a disbeliever, he hated the reliance of the rulers of his day on force and terror and saw,
like Confucius, that rites and ceremonies had a humanising influence, were a way a hierarchical
feudal state could exeress the idea of order, create authority, and practising dre rites would bring
peacer achievement and fame.

Stout armour and sharp weapons are not enough to ensure victory; high walls and deep moats are not
enough to assure defence;, stern commands and manifold pendties are not enough to ensure authority.
What proceeds by way of ritual will advance; what proceeds by any other way will fail.l5

Confucius and the gods

Like the Buddha, Confucius refused to talk about the gods - they were not what was most
important. For both men the way in which the nastiness of life for everybody could be overcome
was most important. Buddha found the way in overcoming one's own attachment to life, Confucius
found the way in getting everyone to behave. But, if against their advice, we ar€ interested in gods,
what can we adduce about Confucius's beliefs about them?

It is usual for the Chinese to refer to the gods en moss as'heaven', using the same figure of
speech as we do when we say'America may declare war on Iraq'. Confucius believed in ghosts and
spirits and he believed that the rituals which were to keep heaven and earth in balance, that is to
keep the gods and people from interfering each other's affairs, were important. Certrin rituals by
humans would ensure that the gods allowed spring to come at the right time, and others would
keep diseases at bay. But the duties of people were to maintain the rituals, not to look for personal
divine interference in private lives. Such private petitions as are made everyday in China, to various
gods and ancestors, are part of other traditions, and are not the Confucian way. His most famous
saytng about *ris is '... At fifty,I realised that Heaven has its own will. I blamed neither Heaven nor
man.' Analects 2:4.

tlfith the gods in heaven getting on with their own affairs, and humans on earth getring on
with their own affairs and both kept in balance (a favourite Chinese concept) by the rituals, one can
almost count the gods out of Confucianism altogether. In a modern world with scientific
explanations for the regular arrival of spring and e:qplanations for disease, o<planations that lead to
cures, the gods and heaven can be pushed right away. S?hat then of Confucius's emphasis on the
rituals, the balancing mechenism, if there is nothing at one end of the scales? Do we have a
Confucian religion if heaven has been desuoyed the gods have evaporated? Much of Chapter 16
looks at the rituals and what we can now see them as harring accomplished in the past, and what we
can iudge as modern rituals, and what they can do. Confucianism was a religion which did not
bother about gods except on set occasions. \tr(rith those occasions gone, so have gone the gods.
Confucianism is now a religion without any gods.
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Notes and References

See for example, the prayers collected each year and published for the 'Vorld Day of Prayer' in
NewZealand.

My first reading about Buddhism was Christmas Humphrey's Buddhism, a Pelican, published in
l95l' which I read soon after it came out. After going back to it again I looked at mole recent
texts, mainly looking for clear accounts of the Buddha's belieft and teaching, and including
Bahm, AJ., 1958, Philosophy of the Buddha, London, Rider & Co.
Bush, Richard c., 1982a, 'Buddhism' inweir, Robert. F. (Ed.), 1982, The Religiouswrld:
C ommunities of Faith, New York, Macrnillan.
Jayatilleke, K.N., 1963 Early Buddh*tThary of Knwledge
Kulananda, 199 6, Principbs of Buddhism, London, Thorsons (HarperCollins)
Lester, Robert C.' 1973' Theraaada Buddhitm in Southeast Asia, Ann Arbour, University of
Michigan Press.
Phillips, S. H, 1995, Classical Indian Metaphysbs, Chicago, Open Court.
Skilton,Andrew, 1994, A Coacise Hismry of Buddhism, Birmingham,$Tindhorse Publications.

The most comprehensive text on Buddhist logic in the lfest is Stcherbatsky (1953). His 2 volume
work, Buddhist Logb, in Russian, was originally published 1932 in Leningrad, by the Academy of
Sciences of the USSR, as Vol.26, Part I of the Biblioteca Buddhica. Its translation into English
was published in 1958 in the Hague by Mouton & Co. It contains not only e:<planation and
commentary but also the translated texts of important works by Indian and Chinese logicians, for
example: Dharmakiri' 1958' 'A Short Treatise of Logic (Nyaya-bindu) and its commentary by
Dharmottara, (Nyaya-bindu-tika)'

My own investigation into Buddhist logic began with
Factor, R Lance, 1988 'S7hat is the "logic" in Buddhist logic?' n Phibsophy Eest andVa4Yol33,
No.2, pp.183-188. From there I was led to reading Stcherbatsky.

There are very few studies of Buddhist logic using symbolic logic, ttre main one being:
Chi, Richard S.Y.' 1969' Buddhist Formal Logic: A sudy of Dignaga\ Hetucahra and K'uei-Chi\
Great Commentary on Nlryapreazraa, London, Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland,
8C25, C532,Vol.l.There is also:
Nakamura, Hajime, 1958, "Buddhist Logic Expounded by Means of Symbolic Logic," Indoghu
Bukkyogaku Kettkyu 7, pp.375-395,

Introductory tsrts I have looked at (though they do not contain symbolic logic) are
Barlingay' S. S., 1965, A Modern Inno&rction n Indian Logic,Delhi, Nationd Publishing House.
Vindyabhusana, s.c. ,1971'A Hhtory of Indion /-og*, Delhi, Motolal Banarsidass

Morc technical topics' including commentaries on particular early Indian writings on logic
which I found useful are in:
Kitagawa, H, 1960r'A Note on the Methodology in the Study of Indian Logic', Indogaku
Bukfuogaku lGnkyu 8 : pp. 380-390;
McDermott, Charlene S,' 1970' An Eleventh-Cmatry Buddhist Lostc of nExis*j' Foundations of
I-anguage, Supplementary Series, vol. 2 Dordrecht, Holland, Reidel
Matilal, B. IC, 1968, The Naaya-Nyaaya Docttine of Negation, Harvard Oriental Series, vol. 46,
Carnbridge, Harvard tfniversity Press.
Matilal, B. IC' l97l 'Epistemology, I-ogic and Grammar in Indian Philosophical Analysis',
tanua Linguarum, Series Minor, I I l,The Hague, Mouton & Co.
Staal, J. F. r 1958, "Means of Formalization of Indian and l7estem Thought " Ia6z!
Methodolog and Phibsophy of Science, Proceedings of the XIIth International Congress of
PhilosophyrVenice.
Thchikawa, Musashi, l97l' trans.' "A Sixth Century Manual of Indian Logic (the
Nyaayaprave'sar", Journal of Indian Philosoplry, l, No. 2.

The spellings are various and the diacritical marks even more so, and of course the Tibetan and
Chinese narnes of ttre works, when translated, are different again. Most English translations use a
mixture of Sanskrit and English for the technicd terms, perhaps the most confusing being the use
of the term 'syllogism' for the 5-part Buddhist argument.
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).

6.

This orample is not properly worked through and the :ugument should strictly be set out in ttre
predicate calculus. However, the rough parallel between the Buddhist orample and a fully
slmrbolised mathematical logic use of Modus funens can be seen.

Edited from R I-ance Factor, 1988, '\What is the "logic" in Buddhist logic?' in Philosoplty Eost and
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Great Britain and Ireland,BC25, C532rVol.l, page xivii'

The Japanese Journal of Religious Studies' No. 14, pege 4.

I understand that the term 'animist' is out of favour as a general description for all 'tribal' or
'primal' religions. flowever, I am using the term 'animist' with care. I mean to pick out from
amongst all the pre-historic religions of the East-Asian region all those which had as part of their
belieft the idea that most objects, and certainly all plants, animals and human beings have a spirit
animating them. I would certainly steer clear of such a term as 'tribal' having had experience of
living among the Yoruba where ttre word 'tribe'refers to approximately 20 million people, and the

Maori where 'tribe' may refer to as few as 500 people. Not only that, I remember hearing at the
UN in New York the stinging rebuke of the Ambassador from Papua New Guinea to the rest of
the world, 'You are wrong when you think, as you do, that nothing good can come from a tribal
society.'

I do not mean to imply any cornment on Chinese thought and religious beliefs in calling

some of these beliefs animist. Indeed my impression is ttrat nearly l0O percent of the people in
the world believe that human beings have animating spirits, includiog all those people who
cannot discern between their left hand and their right hand; to say nothing of all the animals.

I have several Chinese friends from the People's Republic, from Thiwan, from Malaysial and

second and third generation Chinese New Zealanders, and have discussed religion and
Communism with tour guides and train passengers in China. Comments without rderences are

mainly the opinions of these friends and acquaintances.
That the Chinese keep the four strands of their beliefs as part of their world view is also

academically respectable and discussed, for example, in Lopez, D S, (f 996), Religiotts ol China in

Practice. More 'popular' accounts are found in, for example, Bush. R C, (1982)' 'Religion in
China and Japan', in Veir, RF. (Ed) (1982) The Religbus Vorld: Communitias of Faith, }{-Y'
Macmillan, pp. 17l - 209.

13. See Bush (1982) pp.l79 - 180

14. Quoted in Cotterell, Arthur, 1981, The First Emperor of China, London, Macmillan.p.l24, see

also Dubbs, FL H., 1927, Hsun Tzu, the Moulder of Ancient Confucianism, London,
Probsthain's Oriental Series 15.

15. Ibid.
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Hinayana/Theravada

The reason for discussing the smaller vehiclel or elder's doctrine rather than the mahayana (greater
vehicle) branch of Buddhism is simply that it has no god or gods in its theology. That does not
mean that there are no gods in the popular practice of Buddhism in South East Asia where the
hinayana school holds sway; folk beliefs in SE Asia include improbable stories about Gautama's life,
spirits in everything, shrines to a multitude of 'deities', the transmigration of souls, rewards in the
next life for you for good deeds here, prayers to Buddha as if he is a god and can avert evils, and so
on. Belief in such matters are an integral part of the theology of Mahayana Buddhism of Tibet,
China and Japan, and the popular Buddhism of these countries is even more florid.

As with early Christianity the early centuries of Buddhism were full of vigorous debate; it is
reported that in the third century BcE there were seveuteen or eighteen 'schools' of Buddhist belief
and practice, and that the two main schools of today had begun to develop in the fourth century
BCE. In the ril(/est both main streams of Buddhism have adherents and the internet is alive with
academic paperg, theological debate, proselydsing, and startling eccentricities, the latter mostly
originating from westerners, The mahayana stream, despite its multitude of doctrines aud forms of
worship verging on magical, is not averse to science and logic in many ways but has also developed
tlre austere Z}aan (Zen) school which declares itself /or insight arrd againsr logic. Flowever, early
scriptures and the continuing hinayana school do also use logic consciously.

The axioms of Buddhist belief

Gautama (the Buddha) himself seems to have laid down the numbered sers of beliefs which
distinguish Buddhist thought today, notably the Four Noble Truths, the Eight-fold pattr, the Five
Attributes of a Person (often expanded into twelve) and other handy lists. These he explained, other
teachers added more sets of beliefs, and the cornments upon them all make up a goodly part of the
oldest scriptures and modern theological works. Most of the Four Noble Truths and the patbs of
the Eight-fold Path look like axioms and can be ueated as such.

The Four Noble Truths are the usual starting point for explanations of what Buddhism is all
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about but it is clear as you proceed that three less clearly stated beliefs about the nature of the

universe should, in an axiomatic system, come first. These can be found in the Buddha's teaching,

but harrc not been put into a numbered set. Here they are in their'preaching'form:

Three uncolle cted tuths

Bl. Everphing is transitory, impermauent, changing (an'icca).

82. There is no ego - no soul - no permanent continuing anything (an-ana),
g,3. There is a causal relationship between what happens now (particularly what we cause

to happen) and what happens in the future (karma).

It is important to note, concening 82, that historians of early Buddhism,2 are quite clear that

tlre idea of an-atta was preached by Gautama. Ttre more diligent trace earlier references in Hindu

and Jain scriptures to various ideas and controversies about the soul and an after-life. However, all

of them fudge the issue when it comes to explaining why, soon after Gautama's death, main line

Buddhism reverted to a theology with souls which survive death. In fact popular Buddhism links

karma and reincarnated souls of individuals and preaches that individual people's souls go through

cycles of birth, death and rebirth, each reincarnation deeply affected by the karma, good or bad'

built up in the previous life. Suictly speaking, following the most orthodox reasoning, the deeds of
oo. p.rrot in his or her life, cause a quite separate new person to be; through the power of karma

theri is a causal relation between the first person and the second, but they are in no way identical.

One person's deeds cause another person to come alive, bearing the weight of the earlier person's

deeds, but nothing like a permanent self or soul passes over. The Buddhist metaphor is that as one

burning stick ignites another nothing passes from one to the other.

In t6is chapter I am, therefore, considering a rather artificially pure Buddhism, a primitive'

possibly hardly existing version in today's practice, based on Gautama's preaching, not on later (to

my mind perhaps improper) reinventions of the Buddha's faith.

From a logical point of view we can see that BZ follows from BI but that .B3 is a separate idea'

All three might be combined into one axiom:

84, Everything is changing but what happens now causes what happens later,

This loolrs like a description of the nature of the universe with which every scientist would

agree (e:<cept perhaps the most scepticd of quantum physicists - those who believe electrons

.h*g. their energy levels at random). Note: no god is involved.

The idea that everything is changing reminds philosophers immediately of Heraclitus who

flourished around 500 BcE. He is remembered as a rather bad tempered mystic but is logically

important since he suggested that everything is in a state of flrrx: 'You cannot step into the same

rivir twice'is his most famous saylng. I have not been able to find any logicians who have looked

for a logic of constant change, but those who study 'fuzry logic' and build it into computers do

acknowledge Heraclitus as their precursor. Fvz.zy logic, usually by taking over three-valued (and

many-valued) logics ro manage vagueness and grades of probability, does nibble up close to a logic

where improbability is the rule, but a real improbability logic would be self-defeating since logic

and chaos are incompatible. A logic which takes time into account and allows logical ceftainty over

past and present bui refuses to allow rules about the future, except possibilities and probabilities,

need not acnrally incorporate dates but iust the notion, already discussed in Chapter 8, of a third

value, usually given tJ:e sgnbol 't/z' (;not yet tme or falselr between'l' (true) and'0'<false>.
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The Four NobleTiuths s

Nr/. The key fact in all human life is that we all suffer, all the dme (fukkha).
Nr2. The cause of suffering is desire, craving, attachment (nnha).
Na3. Get rid of the cause and you get rid of the effect.
Nr4. Thke the Eight-fold Path and you will get rid of the cause (and stop suffering).

These NobleTruths depend on B.l, F.2,F.3, (or B4). There is still uo god involved.
At first Nr3. appears very tautologicalr v€ry obviously true, but it contrasts with Western

*tought which srpects oue effect to have several causes. Some tidyrng up may be necessary; it might
be thought Nr3. is iust a definition about how to use the words cause and ffictbut, with Prior, we
will be wary of reducing logic to statements about words or even sentences. Ttrerefore, it is better to
think of Nr3. as a comment upon the nature of the world, being an addition to .B3, the axiom about
karma. Modern scientists avoid the notion of cause and effect, mainly because the trail from
putative cause to putative effect has often proved hard to elucidate; also the idea of constnnt
conjunction does just as well in scientific theories.

rVe all know of many occasions when getting rid of the cause does not get rid of the effecq for
example' getting rid of the axe will not put tlte head back on the chicken; stopping smoking almost
cenainly will not get rid of the cancer it has causedo once the cancer has got a hold. The idea in
Nr3. has to be refined, for its use in Buddhist theology, to the sort of cause which does not bring
about irreversible effects. Therefore Nr3 may have to be rewritten or have a rider attached and
become sornething like:

Nt3.I Getting rid of the desire-to-do-something will stop it happening

This rule will stop the chicken being killed if the cause is my hunger, rattrer than the axe. However,
if the cause of my cancer is passiae smoking the rule has to be universally acknowledged before it
works, that is, everyone must stop smoking.

Another rewording might work:

Nt3.2 In the case of suffering caused by desire, getting rid of the cause gets rid of
the effect.

This is a much less universal rule, but it does fit in with the idea that harm that lfesterners might
think stops at the end of a person's life, in the Buddhist understanding of karma, is passed on iuto
the future where it continues to have an effect, until someone builds up a counterbalauce of good.
Thus, this revised truth may be acceptable.

rVhat about causes (even desires) suppressed by the nrle of law? Imagine that there was a
religious law that you may not try to beat karma, for o<ample, by banning some desires. An actual
example of such an attempt was spotted in a Wellington restaurant: it read, 'Do not even think
about smoking.' If such laws (precepts, advice for attaining ninrana, etc.) are to be credible t}ere
needs to be some mechanism by which the desire (lannsd from e:rpression in actions) nevertheless
causes suffering, now or later.'$fe do not want a religious dogma which results in such remarks as,
'His youthful peccadillos resulted in his untimely death at t}le age of ninety nine.' One route is to
'spiritualise' the bad-karma result and say, 'His youthful peccadillos resulted in a life of spiritual
torment which you would never have guessed from his outward ioviality.' or 'His youthful
peccadillos resulted in cutting off his progress to nirvanar' or 'FIis youthful peccadillos resulted in
some bad karma for someone else,' Doctrinaire religious thinking does have a distressing habit of
embracing the'spiritual'option when experience appears to deny a dogma.
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NtI, NtZ, Nr4, appear to be empirical statements which might be proved true or false by some
iudicious survelxs:

Nl/ might be decided by examining a goodly number of cases of suffering to discover how
universal misery is.

NrZ might be decided by examining a goodly number of cases of suffering to find how
many are caused by desire, craving, attachment, etc.

Nr4 might be decided by examining a goodly number of cases of where the eight-fold path
has been followed to see if it removes firstly desire, etc., and secondly, suffering.

If no such examination is allowable (as I suspect) then these are definitely 'theological' axiomsr. in
the pejorative sense of 'theological'.

At this point we should note that Gautama wa$ not interested in arguing about the matters in
the Four Truths, let alone more abstruse metaphysical or cosmological matters such as: Is the
universe finite or infinite? Eternal or temporary? Are the soul and body identical? Do we exist after
death or not? Or both e>rist and not exist? Or none of these? In a famous reply to a monk who
wanted such questions answered he said,

!?hat have I orplained? Misery? Yes. The origin of misery? Yes. !?hy do I do this? Because it is
profitable; it has to do with ttre fundamentals of religion; it leads to aversion, to absence of passion,
cessation, quiescence, knowledge, supreme wisdom and nirvana. Therefore I have exFlained these
things [only].4

In ottrer words he eschews speculation and sticks to the bedrock human problem as he sees it - that
we suffer, and how we may suffer no more. In my orperience, in conversation, a practising Buddhist
will often halt a theological speculation with an indirect reference to this teaching. In passing we
may note that there is an unstated moral imperative needed: that it is righr to do spiritually
profitable actions.

Ethical Axioms

So far we have Theological axioms (all but Nr3), and one definition of how to use the ideas of cause
and effect in Buddhist theology (Nr3./), but no moral axioms and no commands, and no scientific
(facnral) statements. Thus the logic is, so far, exrremely simple. However, it will be necessary to
have at least two moral a:rioms. These are usually commented on when Buddhists are asked why
the Buddha, having obtained enlightenment - the end of suffering - he did not iusr remain in that
state, but in fact returned to teaching others about how to get themselves to nirvana. The answer by
Buddhists is rather complicated and I will return to it below, but Westerners can see that in the
axioms so far there seems to be no ethical statement, and we need the coucepts that suffering is bad
and the end of suffering is good.

In order to see how the axioms might be part of Buddhist theological reasoning before ethical
ideas are introduced we could lay out more theses in symbolic form to help display the reasoning in
them, or the bare-bones of what it is necessary to believe, using /r fot x suffers; yx for x desires; 0x
for x lives; as follows:

85.1 IIxCyr$x < for all, if r desires x suffers >
85.2 ExC|nyx ( for some x, if x lives r desires > (the maiority of us)
85.3 ExKflxNtyx ( for some x, both r lives and r does not desire (has reached

nirvaoa) >
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85.4 IlxCK0xtyx$r < for all, if r lives and r desires then.r suffers >
86. IIxCNtyxNSx < for all, if x does not desire, r does not suffer >
87. Me < it is possible to escape suffering > from Escapism.

There is some redundancy in 85.2,85.3 and 85.4 if we restrict our 'domain of discourse'to living
humans. If Buddhism restricts the inevitability of suffering to humans only and does not extend it
to animals, plants, demons and deities then these axioms can be written:

85.2.1
85.3.1
85.4.1

Zxtyx < for some x, r desires > (the maiority of us)
ExNryx < for some r, r does not desire > (has reached nirvana)
IlxCryx$x < for all, if x desires then r suffers > which is 85./.

However, if Buddhism does extend suffering to all living things, including non-humans, then the
earlier forms will be useful, allowing the domein of discourse to be extended to the whole universe.
Some forms of Buddhism do have a heaven and a hell where the souls of the dead are invested with
the results of good and bad deeds, and souls might be considered, in theory, as living non-humans.
Buddhists monks traditionally carry a sieve to strain out any living creatures from the food they are
going to eat.

A logical point:

B5.I IIxCryx $x < for all, if r desires, then r suffers >

may well be universally the case, but its converse,

88. IIxCSxryx < for all, if x suffers, then r desires >

is not. A Buddhist nun who has reached uirvana and ttren has a tree blown down on her suffers
from the iniuries she sustains and in no way (to a Westerner anyway) can she be said to have had
desires which have caused the suffering. It rnay be suggested that the suffering is caused (that is,
that the tree was brought down on that particular person) by the workings of karma accumulated in
the past by someone else. This is stetching the notion of karma beyond the usual limits of
intentions and motives, and stretching thg mssning of 'caused by'. To suggest that the crushed nun
must have had some otherwise unnoticed desires, and that the fall of the tree is proof of that, is to
argue circularly. Such a deduction is akin to fundamentalists arguing that their prosperity proves
they are in God's favour.

The Buddhist theologian may desperately want .B8. but I consider it is denied to him or her if
we are to consider the religion seriously. The nun may be able to put aside a desire to have the tree
lifted offher, put aside the desire to be healed, put aside the pain by some tance-like state, but still
the cause of her suffering was a uee, not her desires, nor anyone else's for that matter - notoriously
the wind bloweth where it listeth.

The Buddhist theologian may save .B8. if he or she is willing to say that all suffering bring;s
with it the desire that the suffering be lifted. But this upsets the uni-directional nature of the
Buddhist teaching that suffering arises from desire, and not the other way round. However the
stout-hearted logician may then want to know, as he or she tries to design a logic for Buddhism,
why that uni-directional symmetry must be preserved in the light of the whole Buddhist plan, to
eud sufferingi the individual seeks to end his/her suffering in nirvana (a desire for nirvana?) and the
Buddha seeks (desires?) to show everyone tlre way. Perhaps one quotes Brecht: 'Oh the terrible
temptation to do good!'

Here is an aftempt to do some of the logic in symbols where it may be more easily seen:

A new .B5./, using.E (equivalence) rather than C (implication)
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85.1.1 llxEryx$x < for all people, if and only if * desires does x suffer >
< desiring and suffering are the same thing >,

From the propositional calculus we have the law:

< if p implies 4 theu Nor g implies Norp >
< a law of transposition >

Note that the converse is not a law: rCCpqCNpNq

< if desire implies suffering then Not-suffering irnplies
Not-desiring >

89. x n|, 22 = 810.
810. CITxCtyx$x DxCN(xNryx < if, for everyone, desire implies suffering, then for

someone, Not-suffering implies Not-desiring >

Thus we may logically conclude that, since desire always brings suffering, when we come across

someone not suffering (e.g., the Buddha) then that person is not desiring. Flowever, we may not
conclude the converse: that since desire always brings suffering, when we come across someone not
desiring (e.g., the Buddha) then that person is not suffering. This is a very good reason for
introducing this very idea as an axiom,

F6. IIxCNtyxN$x < For all, if x does not desire, * does not suffer >)

since it cannot be deduced by logic from

85.1 ITxCtyxSx ( For all, if x desires x suffers >.

Buddhism and the Basis of Ethics

The Budd.h'ist und,erstand;ing of free-will

Since Buddhism is very clear that every phenomenon must ha\re a cause, it seems automatically to
deny that people have free-will - that is, to have the chance to make up their own minds about how
to act in ethical situations, and have the freedom to take this, that, or another action. Flowever,
being able to decide how to act is vital to Buddhist morality, since people may choose the eight-fold
path or reject it, and choosing actions following the path creates positive karma, for the benefit of
that particular person, and of others later. This clash between the doctrines of causation exemplified
in 83. (or 84.) and those which allow us to make progress towatds nirvana Nl3. (and Nr4.) must be
examined to see if logics can be used or developed to make the clash rational,

Firstly, a note that Indian and Buddhist thinking uses the idea of 'freedom' differently from the
way it is used in the \Jfest. In the philosophy of mind, psychology, ethics and Vestern theology
'freedorn' is used so that we can ask, 'do we have freedom to choose (free-will)?'. In Eastern

thinking it is used to mean something like 'liberty' so we may ask, 'do we have liberry, and if so how
do we use ir?'5 Here I am looking at Buddhist understanding of free-will problems, not of how we

use liberty.
In tVestern philosophy there is a sharp distinction made berween being determined and having

complete free-will. If we are determined then no moral responsibility can apply to us, and logically
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we can be handed no rewards or punishments; if we have complete free-will then no mitigating
factors can be found for our actions, for all of which we are absolutely responsible, and rewards and
punishments are rightfirlly ours. Attempts have been made, and contiuue to be made to find a

'middle way'between these two extremes: Kant, Hume and Mill, and Ryle have three different ways
of tackling this problem.

(a) Kant makes a distinction between actious which we do out of habit or a desire for
pleasure, which he declares are not free, and actions which we do from following our reasoning
from the'Categorical Imperative', which he says we do freely.

(b) Hume and Mill suggest that, if a (a person) /'s, the action is free if and only if a is not
compelled to r/. 'Compelled' refers usually to some externd compulsion or restraint, not to some
internal reasoning or emotion, but in modern times would include madness such as Heptomania.
The Hume and Mill attempt is sometimes called'soft determinism'.

(c) Ryle looks at how language constructs words such as 'vanity', 'iealousy','intelligence', out
of people's observed actions. Here is an orample: tohn is jealous of his reputation = John snaps back
at people who say he is a sham, a plagiarist, a liar, writes letters to the paper defending himself, etc.
Ryle tlren discountsT9elings of jealousy in talk about determinism/free-will and says when we talk of
a person having free-will we are talking about his or her manner of doing things, not talking about
motives or desires.

Jay Shaw (2000a, 2000b) discusses how karma, said to be in conflict with the freedom of
individual people, may fit into \trfestern descriptions of a 'middle way'for the determinism/free-will
clash.

The law of karma has been interpreted in various ways. The usual formulation is; 'As you so\ r, so you
reap', or'You reap what you sow'. It is claimed that it is an application of the law of causation at the
moral level.'6

In Indian theology the soul survives death. Seldom do all good and all bad results of a person's
actions even-out before death, Ttrerefore, the residue of karma which remains for that soul at death
is passed on to the re-incarnated person who now has that soul. Free-will is generally held to hold.
Flowever, in Buddhism everything is momentary and how anyone, or their momentary soul, can
'reap'his or her karmic residue is not clear to a Westerner like me. Furthermore, how can we have
free-will if every action and desire is caused by something prior?

The usual Buddhist account of this last problem is via the Buddtrist description of each person
being a collection of twelve characteristic items: five motor organs, five senses, the intellect, and
spiritual awareness. Typically in a moral decision leading to au action, the Buddhist sees the
contributing catrses from ttre senses (and experience perhaps suggesting pain from one action and
happiness from the opposite) being worked on by the intellect (which knows the moral dicta of the
8-fold path) and the spiritual awareness the person has. The result is a pull ooe way and a pull the
other, but the final actiou is freely chosen. Thus the Buddhist is clearly a 'soft determinist'. Because
it is not iust internal consuaints but, as well, mental restraints from desire$, that have to be
overcome. Shaw uses the term'soft-soft-determinism'to describe it.

Bush comes to much the same conclusion as Shaw.

I(arma carries onr past my death, a'residue'of good or evil.
There is no permanent self or soul surviving death to 'inherit'this moral worth or
unworthiness.

(iii) Therefore, I do not suffer the consequences of my actions after death.
(iv) However, other people will suffer or benefit from what I have done.
(v) This is how karma works - in a continuity of action.
(vi) Therefore, I am morally obliged to consider how my actions may help or hurt other people,

not only now (though some are geographically distant) but also after my death.
(vii) Thus altruism, action for the sake of others, is introduced resulting in a wide-rangrng sense of

compassion (karuna) for all living creaturesr inclu.ling those yet to be born.7

(i)
(ii)
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This analpis makes it clear that there are moral imperatives (larvs or axioms) in Buddhism
which do not feature in the Four Noble Truths, though they will appear in the Eight-fold Path
(Numbers 3,4,5) to be discussed soon.

The Buddhist undcrstanding of justice

!7e may all agree that suffering is unpleasant and the end of suffering is pleasant; but !flesterners are
used to the idea that suffering may be good for you, or iustly deserved; and in such a sense
suffering is built into DP theology as something efficacious, especially Jesus's suffering. Westerners,
on the whole, find the idea that any one person should pursue, before all else, an end to their own
suffering, to be selfish and ignoble. Flowever, a generalised Vestern version of the four tmths might
be more acceptable:

WbI. Bveryone suffers.
Wbz. Everyone desires, cravesr is anached.
Wb3, Individual suffering is caused by the combiaed effects of everyone's desires.
lVb4, ffeveryone followed the eight-fold path all suffering would cease

This is, of course, not what Buddhism teaches (the accent being much more on your own path to
nirvana) and W3 can give rise to the same objections as appeared in the nun under the tree story.
Flowever, most religions have a version of W4, recommending some course of action, from
following rituals and liturgies to universal changes in'human nature', to bring about a better world.

Because Buddhism has axiom 8I, and its example 82, we have certainly made sure that
Buddhism does not have the idea of morality based on rewards after death for good behaviour: in
Hinayana Buddhism, as here interpreted, there is no after-life for any person. There are also no
gods, nor any God, to command good behaviour, to punish bad behaviour, or reward good. There
are no commands from authority figures since the Buddha did not say 'do this because I say so.'8
This leaves only some form of utilitarianism or some moral imperatives, origin unknown, (that is,
moral axioms) as the basis of Buddhist e*rics. This is, of course, uot unusual: most systems of
morals are not based on religious grounds, and ttreir basic rules such as the golden rule are
axiomatic, not based on authority, the threat of punishment, nor the selfish utility of keeping them.

There is a hint of utilitarianism in the fuller explanation of karma as follows: although no
person survives as a soul or a body after death - and this is true of all obiects, thoughts, and
emotions - there is the survival of constituent parts, and the survival of merit (and dcmeit).
Although Morgan Richards, my grandfather, no longer survives as a whole, or as a soul, his
constituent atoms are being re-cycled as soil, wortns, gases, grass, rabbits, and possibly become,
temporarily, part of a human rabbit-eater. More imponantly in Buddhism, his ideas and the good
he did in the world had an effect in the world in his day and were passed on to the present-day
world. Thus his Welsh love of hymn singing was passed on to his son, Alun, my father, and from him
on to me. Thus the rule of karma sees that the effect of good works does not vanish but is passed
on. However, no direct line of flow is necessary (nor even expected); for orample, the good moral
education Morgan gave many people from the pulpit and by his actions might not have appeared in
my father's actions, or in anyone's actions in his generation but may have appeared in, say the
present New Zealaod Prime Minister or a farmer in Otan Ayegbaiu. Karma will similarl5
inevitably, result in'wicked' actions done now also affecting the future.

It appears that there may be a definition of good and bad here: good actions are those which
produce good results in the future; bad actions produce bad results in the future. The need for a
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meaning for good and bad (in the future, at least) is still necessary and here two problems arise. The
first is how to avoid the circularity or infinite progression in the argument. Ttre second is that
Buddhism has developed a clear preference for finding the roots of moral iudgement in the motives
or intentions of people, not in the results of actions. Is it wise to do so?

This problem was discussed in Chapter 8 ufien looking at how the interference of a god might
affect free-wilI. Hinayana Buddhism has no god, but the interference of karma has to be taken into
acconnt. !7e needed to distinguish beween inunt and results in judging the goodness or evil of an
action. Pharaoh commanded his troops to hunt down the Israelites: his intent (from the Israelite
point of view) was wicked. In Buddhist tenns: Pharaoh's vindictive emotional desires took over, and
were sure to cause both Pharaoh, and others (for example the drowned soldiers) and later
generations via the law of karma, considerable suffering. What actually happened was that Pharaoh
did not get what he desired, he escaped going down in history as 'the butcher of the Israelites' and
the Israelites, chastened in, as well as chased into, ttre wilderness, gave us the Jewish religion, its
great stories and its insights, This can be seen as a good result from an evil action, the evil action
arising from evil intent, Other stories will give other mixrures of good and evil intentions and results.

The Buddhist emphasis on intentions over results may come from the impossibility of judging
the results of actions done now which will have unknown effects in the future, or from the emphasis
of Buddhism on the quest by individuals for their own salvation along a path that leads to less and
less outward action (as desires for results are put aside) and more and more mental - sorne would
say'spiritual' - activity.

The Buddhist version of utilitarianism would have to define 'good' as 'leading to the greatest
number of people getting rid of desires, thus getting rid of suffering and reaching nirvana.' The hard
headed anti-utilitarian now asks, as before, 'why is the end of suffering and getting to nirvana
good?' and the Buddhist reply must surely be, 'everyone knows that,by intuition, or from their own
experience (extrapolated if necessary); suffering bad, nirvana good.'

This appeal to an intuitive iustification of the Buddhist good and bad leads us back to the
necessity to add an unproved ethical axiom, to Buddhist theology. Such ao axiom is missing from
formal Buddhist theology, as it is from most Christian theology. This is not by design, but by a lack
of rigour.\Ve might like to add to Buddhism (as to Christianiry)

B10.It is bad for anyone to suffer
and

BIl. Seek to bring about good and reduce bad.

The Theologic (which began as an investigation into the basis of ethics) found that its key axiom was
a version of Escapism's

KD2.3 Me < It is possible to escape the sanction >

and the Christian interpretation of this might be
< It is possible to escape gehenna where there is punishment for moral

infringements >

and the system best able to bring *ris about was the process of not being 'worthy' of such
punishments, that is, to be good. This fits well with a Buddhist philosophy in which oMe' will be
read as:

KD2.3 Me < It is possible to escape the desires-lead-to-suffering inevitability >.

The Buddhist means of escape is by the system of removing the desires. Thus we have in the
theologic the parallel law

Thg. Mh < It is possible to attain nirvana >.
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As a'Westerner I am still unconvinced that all suffering is bad ('a burnt child fears the fire').
Also, ceftain forms of suffering are not caused by any personal desires (earthquakes and tlryhoons
are not controllable). \U(Ie have the word 'accident'to cover bad events which are not conuollable by
human intervention: a broken leg may be the result of desiring to run and jump and play - aud it
would be a very 'Calvinistic'Buddhism that denied these pleasures to children. But the accidental
broken leg may also be the result of whatever brought down the tree in the squashed nun story, or it
may be ttre result of old age and failing eyesight. Christian apologists wrestle to fit such accidental
events into their theologies and Buddhists must do so too,

Sfe can also note that westerners with their strong sense of iustice inven the Buddhist view of
suffering thus we often enough in the West hear the remark, 'I was wrong to do iq now I must
suffer for it.'The Buddhist, when carefully following Buddhist teaching, would, I suspect, be more
fikely to say 'I was wrong. Someone must suffer for it in the future.' flere we suddenly come across
the interesting fact that Buddhism also has a form of transferred 'punishment'. It is a form without
the mythical or pictorial superstructr,rre of Christian or fewish of scapegoats or pure and costly gifts
to a king, and also without the notion of punishments iustly deserved. Indeed, it is difficult to call
this pure form of the karma doctrine as dessribing a form of punishment at all - we do not think of
something that is inevitable as punishment, iust as we do aot think of an accident as punishment.
But the inevitable later unpleasantness is part of a suongly moral system and if the Buddhist is also
convinced that it is wrong to make life worse for people yet unborn, then 85 and .86 will be
adequate to do this. However, taking the Gautama's case as the paradigm, the Buddhist may be
happier with a reformulation

8.12 Causing suffering in others causes suffering in yourself

and a knowledge of this particular aspect of karma will be an added inducement (though a
somewhat cold reasoned self-interest) to do no harrn to others. Again we see that karma is almost
mechanical in its workings, (and has to be since it is without a God to intervene or to copy) and in
this resembles the explanation of good and evil which has to be espoused by those who wish for a

Gaia or symbolist theology. It seems that Buddhism has a rather unfeeling moraliry certainly almost
all the behaviour enioined, not only by 8.12 but also in the Eight-fold path and in the rrany many
moral rules that are based upon it, can be seen a$ enlightened self interest - a charge that can also
be laid at the door of any religious morality that has the promise of paradise at the end for the good,

TI{E EIGHT:FOLD PATH

The eight pathse are:

l. Right views or beliefs
2, Right aspirations and intentions
3. Right speech
4. Right actions
5. Right livelihood
6. Right effort
7. Right mindfulness
8. Right concentration

There seems to be considerable latitude in Buddhist beliefs but you cannot believe iust
anyttring and once you understand the right way you must be serious and determined to be faithful
to the end. The first two are strictly religious, enioining the Buddhist to believe the 'theology' and
get on with the behaviour which it says will get rid of desires and suffering. Three, Four and Five
are applicable to everyone and it is easy to see that lying, spitefulness, obfuscation, and so on are
forbidden; that deceit, stealing, murder, adultery, abandoning dependauts, and so on are forbidden;
that working at jobs which bring about misery and death are fortidden. Some believers will see
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these rules as much more invasive than other believers wi[; some will become pacifists, be
vegetarians, will never work for rnulti-nationals, will give alms, will ioin arnnesty international, and
so on. The last three paths are usually interpreted as applying to the seriously religious, intent on
nirvana now, and so to giving time to paths (6) srudy, (7) meditation and (8) uance.

Western adaptations of the law of karrna

My analysis of the workings of karma has been very one-sided so far (due to my concentrating on
the desire/suffering path); in fact karma also works for good and the good works you do make
thingp better for yourself, for others, and the future world. Those who follow the eight-fold pattr,
particularly the rules for everyday living are undoubtedly adding to the amount of good in the
world and karma will see that this good is passed along. Only the western moralist will be worried
about the lack of spontanerty, of 'natural' good will, of unselfishness, of the chance for 'random acts
of kindness', of a suggestion that a tendency to do good is born with us and is a part of being
human, that some desires are noble. Noble desires include the desires to help others, cure the sick,
clothe the naked, teach the ignorant, feed the hungry, love your enemies, visit the prisoners.
'Westerners feel that with more of these spread about by the law of karma the world will be a better
place. The Buddhist may well smile and point to Gautama, who came back from the brink of
nirvana to save us.

On the next page I have laid out a diagram of how a Westerner might well wish to adapt the
law of karma to make more sense to himself or herself through \trfestern understan.ling of (1)
causation, and (2) the flow of the influence of deeds, good and bad, on into the future. The
Buddhism e:rplained to me does not allow that any individual person is boro with the karma of any
one individual preceding them (except by accident?); also there are no souls to give and receive
such characteristics via karma, and no transmigration of souls. Christrnas Humphrey orplains it like
this:

The body dies at death, but ttre individual's karma, the result of all the causes generated by him in the
past, lives on. This complex 'soul', the product of ten thousand lives ... digests the lessons of the
previous life until such causes as can take effect subiectively have been transmuted into faculty and
innate tendency. That which remains to incarnate afresh may be regarded as a ... nameless complor
residuum of karma.lo

Causation is used in the diagram in a rVestern way also. There are great debates within
Buddhist thinking about whether any one result has iust one cause, or has multiple causes. On the
whole they maintain that each effect has only one cause. The reason for this is that all events (and
causes are events) must be momentary - constant change must prevail. The result is ttrat what in
the West used to be called the 'efficient' cause (after Aristotle's terminology) is called in Buddhist
theology the real cause and all other contributing causes are named as 'benefactors' to the real
causer not to the effect.l1

Another'Western quirk of the diagram is that it talks of 'positive' and 'negative' karma. Ttrese
are more or less slmonyms for the results of good and bad deeds. This does not reflect actual
Buddhist terminology. The idea of 'negative' is used in Buddhist language to indicate a general lack
of, or absence of, something, rather than (as in mathematical thought) a definite amount of
something'owing' or necessary to bring back ao equilibrium. 'Negative' Karrna in this diagram is a
rilflestern way of talking and thinking.

The first figure strows how many different causes may come together to produce one single
result - in the case shown, a butterfly clapping its wings in a particular time and place, has, as
contributing causesr three occasions when light enabled the flower (which attracted the butterfly) to
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grow. Conversely, in the second figure, the butterfly's wing-clap is shown to have been a
contributing cause to three results. The next rwo show how causes and results flow on from positive
and negative karma, through a person to later positive or negative results.

The diagram does not show how the person who has reached nirvana may react to the arrival
of negative karma. Presumably Gautama himself was tempted in a parallel to Jesus's temptations in
the wilderness, but the positive karma he had generated in his quest for nirvana 'was too powerfirl'
for the negative karma. There is no suggestion in early Buddhist teaching that acts of negative
karma can be offset by equivalent acts of positive karma, in a parallel to our Sfestern idea that
crimes have iust punishments which, when suffered, cancel the crime; nor of the medieval idea that
indulgences can be bought by good actions (even by payrng money to the Church) which e:<actly
equal years and days off punishment in purgatory. There is, of course, no need to think of karma as
some sort of magical, spiritual, invisible force; it is iust another way of saylng that good cornes of
good, bad comes of bad.

A \Ufestemer's Reinterpretation of Karma

Many Causes, One Result

Photdynthcsis Flower gnows

#_+
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The \$Torkings of Karma

Those of us who have felt that the Asian atritude to iustice is somehow different from that of our
'Western view may have seen in this quick summary of Buddtrist ethics some of the reason for this.
Of course I am dealing with a pared-down Buddhist theology; and day-to-day religion in Asia, iust
as in the West, is like a costume of many layers, materials and colours, and may bear little hint of the
shape of the skeleton beneath. Never*reless, in conversation among my lfestern friends I hear less
of a 'fatalistic' attitude to events than I hear among my Asian Buddhist friends. The latter say that
the necessary results of karma are being played out despite our wishes, or efforts, or even the facts
of the case, one way or the other.l2 !fle can also note that no current legal system anywhere is based
stictly on religious grounds, even states such as Afghanistan under the Thliban and Kano (part of
Nigeria which has Sharia law) modified their Sharia religious law to take account of international or
federal law. Closer to home, British (and so New Zealand) law never revolved around the
commands of God but instead first invoked the principle that 'might is right', then gradually
worked round to depenrlirrg on legislation or customary precedents or 'natural justice' and, more
recently,'universal human rights'.

No legal system is based on the 'highest ethical grounds' either. No laws enforce the 'moral
high ground' of such ethical principles as the 'Positive Golden Rule', Do as you would be done by; fot
example, no one is prosecuted for buyrng cheap and selling dear. However, the 'lower' ethical
principle of the 'Negative Golden Rule', Do not do as you would not be done by, does have a grcat deal
of law ha"ging on it, for example, the laws of contracts, against stealing, of common assault.

In any Buddhist counuy the workings of karma are understood as universal and pervasive,
therefore the need of human intervention to bring about a more peaceful, prosperous, hedthful,
state of affairs is hardly necessary - even flyrng in the face of the natural order. With desires and
suffering so closely linked, unfortunate events (such as assaultr loss of property, incarceration...) are
regarded as caused by previous but unrelated wicked acts or intentions @y people now dead), or
are suffering which can be overcome by personal mind control over desires, cravings and
attachments. If your car is stolen, your suffering is lessened not by the thief being caught and
imprisoned but by your putting aside your emotional attachment to the car, travel and money.

'Westerners call many actions such as car-stealing 'iniustices' and look for restitution,
punishment, and e:rpect the police and justice system to enforce a rebalancing of the relationships
between the owner, car, and thief - the direct participants. Such attitudes are uot part of the
Buddhist world view: karma will adiust t}re harm, you can adjust your attitude, that is the best way
to react to the situation. No wonder Asians find the Christian religion, in the form which places so
much importance on Jesus's death as an act of retributive justice, so difficult to understand.

The Buddhist iustice paradigm has people responsible for their own actions, and more
particularly rcsponsible for their own desires and intentions, the springs of their acrions. But
unworthy actions are those which cut the actor off from his or her own personal salvation rather
than those which cut other people off from possible imrnediate pleasures - these immediate
pleasures being sure to bring suffering to the others. Should your actions cut other people off from
oppornrnities to seek and gain their own salvations, those actions would be unworthy. Giving
Patricia wealth gives her the chance to give away the wealth; it is sure to cause her suffering if she
gets to like it, anyway. Taking money away from Patricia gives her a chance to stop wishing she lived
in simple poverty with no more beggars at the gate. It is very diffcutt to find any e:qperience in life
which does not bring the Buddhist a chance to shun it as a cause of suffering.

The Buddhist on the way to nirvana must be careful, however, never to kill a person: death
cuts a person off from the chance to get to nirvana, therefore the good Buddhist will never kill a
person. (I am not sure if that rule applies to not killing someone who has atrained nin"ana.)
Inflicting pain is a more difficult case. Pain is both suffering (and therefore is the conse4uence of
desires); and the cause of suffering. The Buddhist may be willing to 'spiritualise' suffering, that is to
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keep D-suffering (suffering which is the result of desires) separate from A-suffering (that is suffering
which is the result of an accident or tornrre). Then the Buddhist could inflia D-suffering on
someone else by enticing them to desire (one has a picnrre of a malicious Buddhist employing a
Uoop of dancing girls to dance around the tempte); and the Buddhist could infli6tr A-suffering by
gtving someone a beating. The man-in-the-sueet Buddhist no doubt sees his religion as forbidding
inflicting A-suffering; the Buddhist mouk must also realise that he is forbidden 16 infligr D-suffering
also. How the masochist Buddhist gets on, enioying and desiring suffering, I srnnsl imagins -
perhaps masochism applies to A-suffering only. I suspect that Buddhist thinkers would shun the
invention of rwo different sorts of suffering and say that A-suffering is a result of karma ensuring
that wicked acts of desire, though in time and geographically removed from the present, take their
toll in the here and now.

In making a symbolic system for karma moraliry karma requires that the deontic operators O
= obligatory, P = permissible, F = forbidden, have their 'strong' sense, O being close to I, =
necessary with translations something like

Op < karma will see to it that p happens >
Fp = ONp < karma will see to it rhat p does not happen >
Pp = NONp ( karma will not see to it thatp does not happen >
Bp = NOp < karma will not see ro it that p happens >
KfrBp < in the case ofp karrna does not apply >.

It is a linle difficult to see thatPp,andBp (the other form of 'possibly p),have a place in
Buddhist deontic logic. Thus is brought out clearly the predestination/determinism bias of
Buddhism. At its most thorough-going a determinist theology (such as *rat of a Gaia religion) must
undermine all hope of anyone acting of their own choice, freely. There could one or other of the
following results,

(i) Every believer gives reign to a passive acceptance of whatever happens.
(ii) The theology makes some distinction between (a) the acts of non-living eutities, for

example, the wind blows down the tree, the lotto numbers give me a million dollars ... (these being
determined), and @) the acts of living creature$, humans mainly. The former are determined, the
latter are not determined and available to be directed by moral choice.

In Buddhism such a distinction into two tlpes of action, determined and undetermined, seems
to be made - see the analysis of Shaw and Bush above. The moral choices are mainly intentions,
regarded as mentaVrational acts, and they automatically produce effects through the workings of
karma. The effects may be quite mechanical and deterministic when they produce changes in non-
living entities - a disregard for'right ernployment'may lead to deforestation and floods. The effects
will be less obviously mechanical and deterministic when people's good or bad intentions and acts,
through karma, carry merit or de-merit forward - my choosing to disregard 'right employment'
may predispose my fellow workers to desires or attachments which slow their progtess towards the
end of suffering.

The inuoduction of a'Z-tier'moral universe, with some pans determined and other parts not
determined brings complications for the logic which has to deal with both tiers - as it must if the
notion of karma is basic in such a Buddhist theology. In Chapter 8 I looked at some of the ways a
monotheistic theology has to accommodate the idea of indeterminism and free-will, particularly
when people behave in ways that the god does not like, Similar problems arise in Buddhism, despite
there being no god, and similar solutions must be essayed by Buddhists.

It might be proposed that scientific descriptions of thought and emotional states as the result
of elestro/chemical changes in the brain make arguments for determinism easy to understand and
thus forceful, especially against any religion which wishes to treat humans as working differently
from so called 'inanimate'nature, that is, working to different rules in distinctly different sections of
a 2-tier universe (or in the case of theists, a 3-tier uuiverse). However, it is clear that humans do
apply different rules to themselves and to inanimate objects - no one is censored for whacking a
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golf ball with a club. Nor do we nowadays Ewear at a tree root that trips us up in the dark; that is,
few of us think of the tree root acting malignantly and might, if taxed, alter our description of the
incident to saying we swore at our own clumsiness for tripping over a tree root. Some people may
think of the tree root as acting under orders from Satan (or growing there as a result of some
karma, iu some sort of way) but on the whole we do not amibute actionsr let alone moral or ethical
motives, to inanimate obiects or to the 'lower' animals. I understand the chimpanzee's grabbing of
my banana as self-interest, but not as a morally reprehensible act ('stealing'); 'moral' and 'amoral'
help make a maior distinction between what is'human'and'non-human'.

We can, therefore, think of the invention of deontic logic as a clear indication that the universe
may be divided up into 2 spheres - those objects and events to which deontic logic applies, and
those to which it does not. This avoids all 'reductionist' tdk about the neurons and networks of the
brain. Deontic logic need not be felt as unique in this respecq if there is a logic of aesthetics it also
defines a set of obiects (or 'worlds') which is pretty co-extensive with that of deontic logic users.
The logics of human biology, and possibly all other sciences since they are 'man-made', may well do
the same.

Buddtrism, nevertheless, does appear to need only a very truncated modal logic. A logically
adept theologian should look how this might work, or not work. Although I suggested that

Me (nirvana is possible>

appears to be the basic Buddhist moral axiom, a closer look at the workings of karma suggests that
a better translation might be

Me <it is possible to escape the workings of karma>.

If we take the present levels of positive karma (merit) and 'negative'karrna (de-merit) as a base-line
and suggest that they are equally balanced, then, because the idea of karma is that the good actions
and bad actions are passed on with their 'karma-ratings' unchanged, the number of people
obtaining nirvaua will be the same tomorrow as it is today (and was in the past). The same
argument would apply if positive and 'negative'karrna are in unequal balance. Ffowever, it appears
that the Buddha taught that 'negative' karma can be overcome by effort, that is by following the
eight-fold path. The simple summing of those people shxining nirvana yesterday and today, and a
comparison of the results will show us a trend towards 'negative' karma incteasing and positive
karma decreasing, or the other way round. Does karma increase automatically as the number of
people grows? A more complex statistical survey with percentages and the growing number of
people in the world taken into account, should allow rates of acceleration/deceleration in nirrrana-
attainment to be calculated. Thus Buddhism could become, in the old-fashioned words, a
deteriorationist religion or a ameliorationist religion.

To avoid such an interference (by logic and mathernatics) in the faith, you can declare that
such questions cannot be asked - that is, make some statement about karma a 'theological' a:<iom;
one that cannot be doubted since it is vital to the total theology. A way to do this would be to
dtange 83 so that it declares that karma is not as fixed as it appears and that by will power and
following the eigttt-fold path it can be subverted. This seems to have been the Buddha's message.
Our new .B3 might be:

83. / There is a causal relationship between what happened in the past and what happens now
and what happens in the future, but what we cause to happen now is not entirely out of
our control (karma plus Nt4).
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Conclusion

Theravada Buddhism has a highly developed theology based on its axioms, the well known Four
Noble Truths, ttre Eight-fold Path. There are other a:rioms; these are discussed in Buddhist texts but
are not directly mentioned by the Buddha in the most ancient texts. These 'assumed' axioms are
essential for the development of a modern logical systems for Buddhism; they deal with

(i) impermanence and constant change;
(ii) causality; and
(iii) ethical matters, including karma.

Theravada Buddhism has no god, no supreme being. It thus avoids the innumerable logical
conundrums which we have seen plague rational argument in religions which do have a god. This
makes it the most logically simple of all the religions we have so far studied. Nevertheless, it does
have conflicting ideas which are tied up with the three notions above, constant change, causality,
and karma. Buddhists, for as far back as their writings go, have understood that these notions give
problems, especially since the Buddha said that there is no such tl ing as a soul but most Buddhists
feel strongly that reincarnation is usual.

The greatest of these problems for a logician is how to make a system with can manage an
ethical world that is highly rnechanistic (due to Buddhist strict I to I causal chains). Buddhists, like
theists, want to explain how good results from a good life alwap ocsur, against the evidence that
the good do not prosper, and the wicked do. Even if 'prospering' is interpreted as individual
spiritual prospering, death must not wipe out that good karma, or being good is in vain.

I have not worked out a logic which can deal witlt the workings of karma. Deontic logics look
like the most likely to help a present-day Buddist theologian. Escapism and the Theohgic may help,
but, as for Christianiry the need is for several logics, each fiued to the particular theological
solution suggested to the problem, in the Buddhist case the problem of karma.
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Notes and References

l. Hinqtana means tthe lesser vehicle', in contrast to Mahayana, the 'greater vehicle', Theravada
means 'the elders' doctrine'. I do not use the word, Hinayana in z pejorative sense - I am not
part of that ideological battle.

This topic is taken up by commentators on early Buddhist beliefs. For example, in Jayatilleke
(1963) is an o<amination of the Hindu and lain theories on the soul (atrnan) at ttre time of
Buddha's life (pages 369 - 378). Jayatilleke suggests that there are several sects which would have
been known to the Buddha who preached that there was no soul (anatta) as Buddha did. These
sectarian ideas were against the usual Hindu and Jain theology. Humphrey (1951) has a short
section, pages 20 - 2l on this topic alone, from which this is a quotation of part:

The Aunan of the Upanishads is the absolute SELF, and is the property of no man. But
this by ttre Buddha's day had become debased into an immortal entity within each mind of
which it was even possible to give the size. Against this view of the Atman (Pali: Atta) ttre
Buddha taught the doctrine of non-Atman (Pali: an-atta) in which he analysed the thing
called man and proved it to contain not a single pernanent factor, nor anything resembling
a changeless or immortal'soul'.

Bush (1982a), page 122, points out that this idea (that there are no continuing individual souls)
is where Hindu and Buddhist doctrines diverge. The commentators agree that early Buddhists
developed the description of people having five basic elements (skandhas): rupa, vedana, sanna,
sankharas, vinnana. The translations of the Sanskrit or Pali words are very varied but roughly are:
body; sensations or feelings; the mind; predispositions; consciousness. These five are usually
nowadays orpanded to twelve. Bush says that it is consciousness that popular belief suggests
survives after death, however ottrer commentators make it a much more mysterious metaphysical
idea.

Any teaching / preaching material from all gsddhisl secs will grve you this list of essential truths.
My version is from Humphrey (1951), pageT?rwith a fuller comrnentary on them in Chapter 8,
pp.108 - ll8. There are, of coursej slight differences in translation, as the Sanskrit and Pali
words do not translate smoothly into English.The usual source quoted is the Dhammacakka-
ppavattana Suttra.

However, Karl E. Potter in the Introduction to the 8ttr volume of the Enqclopedia of Indian
Philosophies @otter 1999), pages 3 and 4, makes a huge difference by his 'translation'of the First
NobleTruth as: Eaerything is frustrating.

Here we are in a world with others - people, animals, demons and deities. \?e eat, sleep,
dream, work, play, laugh, cry, calculate) argue. If you were an Indian in the middle of the
second ceutury A.D. you probably grew up accepting the fundamental beliefs of your
parents and teachers. ... Each life, whatever fleeting joys it may provide, is on batance
frustrating. Life is frustrating because one is ever in danger of, if not actually e:rperiencing,
unhappiness, sorrow, torment and pain; life is frustrating because it is, to a greater or less

degree, brutish and short. And ttre sources of this frustration, unhappiness and pain are in
large part of our own making. It is our own deeds that breed the karnic traces which,
stored up and activated later - perhaps much later - determine our place in the hierarchy
of being and the frusuations we constantly orperience there. ... As long as we remain
ignorant of and misunderstand our karmic situation we have no hope of being able to bring
an end to the frustrations of the actions that karmic residue influence, And precisely this
was the message Gautama delivered in his first sermon: that everything is frustnting.

Bush (1982a) gives the source of *ris quotation as H C !7arren, 1947, Bud.dhism in Translation'
Cambridge USA, Harvard University Press, page 22.

This insight on the usage of 'freedom' is from Jay Shaw of ttre Philosophy Department at VLfW.
Much of the first part of the discussion under my section Budd.hism and the Berrs of Ethics is based
on Shaw (2000a, b),p.356.

2.

3.

+.

).
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6. Shaw (2000a) p.359.

See Bush (1982a) p. 124, for a discussion of karma and morality, on which this summary is
largely based. Also my thanks to Karuna Pdita (Chris Trewick) for discussion of his Buddhist
name.

There are academic discussions about whether Buddhism on the whole uses cofirmands from the
Buddha as truths (urioms) and so regards ttre Buddha as omniscient. For orample, in ICN.
fayatilleke (1963), particularly the second part of his chapter on 'Authority and Reason rsfithin
Buddhism', pp. 375 ff 'Popular' descriptions of Buddhism appe:rr to stress the idea that the
Buddha was not in favour of his words being taken as authoritative, for o<ample Humphrey
(1951) page l4:

In fact ttre search fior Buddhist auttrority is always vain. 'Do not go by hearsay,' said the
Buddha in his famous advice to the Kalamas, 'nor by what is handed down by others, nor
by what is stated on the authority of your traditional teachings. Do not go by reason, nor by
inference, not by argument as to method, nor by reflection on and approval of an opinion,
nor out of respect, thinking a recluse must be deferred to...' What ttren is the test? The
Sutta quoted, like most of the Pali Canon, gives the answer negatively, 'Vhen these
teachings, followed out and put into practice, conduce to loss and suffering - ttren reiect
them.' Or in modern parlance, see if they work; if so, accept them.

Any teaching / preaching material from all Buddhist sects will give you this list. My version came
first from Humphrey (1951), page9?,with small changes suggested by Bush (1982a) pege 123.

Humphrey (1951), pages 106 - 107.

I was introduced to the problems of causation as discussed by Buddhists by ]ay L Shaw, of the
VIJST Philosophy Department. He has an interesting discussion of ideas old and new on this
topic in his forthcoming book Causality: Sdmkhya, Bauddha, and Nydya, Section II, pages I I - 20.

Conversations withlenny Foo, and On Li Ong,2002.

9.

10.

I l.

t2.
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Chapter l6

Confucianism

Introduction
The Rites

Early Confucianism
Modern Inurpretations

ConfucianVirtues
Confucius's Theological Ideas
Logic Problems
Axioms for the Confucian Religion
Conclusion

AIso seeAppendix 3: Selections from L; Ji (the Confucian Book of Rites)

All quotations followed by numbers in square brackets, for e:<ample,12:41, are from The Analectsrin
Raymond Dawson's (1993) translation, except where uoted.

Introduction

Kong Fuzi, Confucius, living in the 6th Century BCE under the Chou emperors, was for most of his
life an unemployed minor bureaucrat and a teacher. He could not keep his positions in provincial
courts for long and many tales tell of his good advice and plain speaking being unacceptable to the
local governors. After his death his disciples collected his sayings (and others added apocrlphd
saytngs) in the Lun Yu, (Ethical Diahgues) which in English we call The Analecrs. Almost all of the
quotations I give in this chapter are from The Analects but there are two from the Li Ji, Records of the
Riuals, a proper taste of which I give in Appendix 3. This is because the rites were so important to
Confucius and are irnportant to us for understanding the society he lived in and its world view. As a
beginning to an examination of what sort of religion Confucianism is, aud what sort of logics will fit
it well,I start immediately with a consideration of the rites, having had a general look at the life and
times of Confucius in Chapter 14.

The Rites

Early Confucianism

Confucius, and his followers, constantly refer to the rites which the Emperor and his officials were
supposed to keep up, in order to keep a harmony between heaven and earth, and so a good life for
everyone. TheAnalects Book 3 concentrates on rites and rituals and has 17 out of its 26'chapters'
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devoted to them; Book l0 is entirely about a small group of rituals. There are m:rny more
cornments about and descriptions of rites scattered through the 500 or so chapters and many of
these refer back to the actions of the sage kings or to the Li Ji, the Boak of Rius. In the form which
the Li Ji has come to us it is a hotch-potch of courments about mourning rites @y far the greatest
number are oD this topic), comment on courdy behaviour, timetables for when, how and where
certain rites are to be performed by the Emperor and lesser ofiEcials, the dress to be worn, the
demeanour, the behaviour of young aristocrats before and after marriage, and so on. Some tlpical
extracts are given inAppendix 3.

However, though both The Analects and the LrJr, constantly stress the importance of the rites,
and of doing them properlp the actual rites are very seldom described, and then not clearly enough
for ttrem to be exacrlv revived. There are hints, such as

The son of Heaven uses ffor the sacrifice] an ox of one colour, pure and unmixed; a feudal prince, a

fatted ox; a Great officer, an ox selected for the occasiong an (ordinary) officer, a sheep or a pig.l

and

Orders are given for the ceremonies ageinsl pestilence throughout the city; at the nine gates (also)
animds are torn in pieces in deprecation (of the danger): to secure the full development of the (heatthy)
airs of the spring.2

Nevertheless, the actual procedures and the words of the prayers and blessings have been lost.
Ow understanding of the forms of proper dress and the 'order of going' of the time is more

complete because we also have pictures. The result is that when theJi Lf mentions, as it does in the
beginning of Book 11, the twelve pendants of iade beads hanging from the royal cap worn by the
Emperor on gteat occasions, we have pictures of such a cap and ones like it. The catafalque for a
dead emperor is described in detail and we also have pictures of it. The ceremony of arranging the
monuments to past family members is not only described but we have picnrres of the ceremony
taking place. That the continuation of the rites was so strongly suessed by Confucius and his
followers, and that they were kept up by the imperial rulers, in peaceful periods at least, for
hundreds of years, means picnrres surviving from the first millennium and later copies of them
show us, reasonably accurately we can assume, the dress and order of ritual occasions. We also have
first-hand accounts and even photographs of some of the ceremonies which, although rnuch
changed from Confucius's day, were still carried out by recent emperors, until the last was deposed
in l9ll.

However, iu 2003 no one carries out animal sacrifices; no one dresses in the manner described
and pictured. The rites have not been kept alive, certainly not in their Confucian form. Modern
'sacrifices', seen every day in China, Malaysia and Thiwan, in hundreds of temples, grave-sides, and
at shrines in people's houses, consist of lighting one or two incense sticks (costing a dollar a dozen)
and planting them in bowls of sand; burning imitation paper money (at two cents for a 'million
dollar' note); silent prayers; a respectfi.rl stance and bow; and small contributions to remple funds.
And the reason for these oblations are as much a mix of animist, Buddhist, and Dao ideas as any
admonition from Confucius or the classics, There are, in Thiwan at least, Confucian temples and
shrines, much visited just before exarns, but no Confucian priesthood.3

M o der n I nter pretat'ions

We must look firstly at what Confucius said himself about what the rites were supposed to be
doing, not iust at his commendation of them for pragmatic reasons of stability of the state. Secondly
we mtrst ask what is left of what Confucius advocated when the teaching about the rites of his own
day, and courtly behaviour, is extracted.
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The word Jd which we traoslate as 'ritual' or 'rites' originally referted to religious practice and
in general does so rn The Anal.ecr. For example in 2:5, talking about one's parents he said,

S7hen you serve ttrem while they are alive do so in accordance with the rites; and after they are dead,
when you bury them, do so in accordance with the rites and, when you sacrifice to them, do so in
accordance with the rites. [2:5]

F{owever, in almost all of the references to the rites in The Analec*, even those in Book l0 which are
mainly details of dress and posture, it is the attitude to what you are doing that is being stressed
rather than the magical efficacy of the actions. Some examples:

The Master said: 'Intolerance when occupying a high position, irreverence when performing ritual, and
being unsorrowful in the conduct of mourning - how arn I to contemplate these things?' [3:261

...'In the practice of the rites harmony is regarded as the most valuable thing, and in the ways of ttre
ancient kings this is regarded as *re most beautiful thing. It is adopted in all matters, both great and
smell. But sometimes it does not work. If you behave harmoniously because you understand harmony,
but do not regulate your conduct with ritual, surely that cannot be made to work.' [l: 12]

... 'When good faith is close to righteousness, one's words may be fulfilled. !?hen courtesy is close to
the rites, one keeps shame and dishonour at a distance.' [l : 13]

Can one easily modernise Confucian precepts? A way of doing this which is easy to understand
would be to say that although the particular rites about which Confucius was so insistent have
vanished, other rites have taken their place, and, if ttrese new rites are worthy of performance, then
Confucian admonitions about rites can be taken to mean the new rites instead. There are two
possibilities.

(l) A simple substitution of one set of rites expected to bring about 'magical' results, by another.
For example, to bring rain in spring the Emperor killed a plain coloured bull at the city's Eastern
Gate whilst dressed in green accompanied by recorders tuned to E-flat. A modern substitution
could be everyone gathering in Civic Square and swinging a crystal on a string whilst singing 'Rain
Drops Keep Falling on my Head'.

(2) New rites, not magical but clearly an important part of keeping human relations well ordered in
ways which help towards a'civilised', peaceful, prosperous, well governed society.

The idea of substituting new magical rites for old is not worth countenaneing. However, if rites
were reconstituted as in (2) they might well be a good substitution for the old rites which were
(naturally enough) based on an animist, pre-scientific, reading of the universe.

This is the basic idea of Herben Fingarette (1972) in Confucius - The Secular as Sacred. He
loolrs at the simplest sort of everyday rituals which we have. For example, men (and some women)
in the lfest shake hands on meeting.a The shake must be done properly, right not left hand, firm
grip, co-operativelg uot one moving the other. Done properly handshakes can erq)ress many
emotions and be causative events in themselves. Some of these are very imponant such as the
peace-making shake of old enemies, the welcoming shake of old friends, the shake that clinches a
deal. Some shakes go with emotions felt mainly by the shakers, such as tfre tight gnp of the hearty
and the wet-fish grip of the shy. Some are obvious to onlookers such as the over vigorous shake of
the probably insincere, the quick touch of the busy, the slap of the trendy; and so on. The
handshake has been ritualised, and helps us know what to expect in the future, and so makes life
safer. Confucius's commeuts about the imponance of the rites (of his governing and religious class)
to the smooth running of early Han society can be clearly seen to calTy over to the importance of
such secular and classless rites in our egalitarian societies today.
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Confucius says we should show reverence to the spirits and ghosts, which he and everyone
believed existed, 'to keep them at a distance.' [6:22) but also

'Sacrifice as if present' means 'Sacrifice to the spirits as if the spirits were in one's presence'; but the
Master said: ' if I myself do not take part in a sacrifice, it is as if no sacrifice is made.' [3: 12]

A modern scientific atheist can clearly say, in parallel, 'The spirit of friendship is shown in a

handshake; if I do not shake hands I am not friendly.'
This is a very important insight for the modern Confucian apologist, seeking to show why

Confucius is important in the present day, why we cen regard his teachings as worth following, for
the little actions, which used to be called 'manners' in Renaissance Europe, do help us get on
togettrer ('manners maketh the man'5) and every religion seeks peace and salvation for every
person. Fingarette does this very well, commenting on the 'performative utterances' found in both
formal and informal language and analysed by the English linguistic philosopher J. L, Austin, and
others6. For exarnple: promises, contracts, commitments, excuses, pleas, compliments, pacts,
wishes, preferences, are where the words, tone of voice, gestures, signatures, the place in which the
saying takes place, sometimes the dress worn (when saying 'I crown you king') can all count
towards the use to which the utterance is put, that is, to its meaning. All these occasions are rituals,
some minor, some major, some vitally important to society (such as contracts) others important
only to our own culture. If Fingarette is right, Confucius realised that other ways of regulating
society such as using commands, policing, punishments, fear, or trying distractions such as bread
and circuses or wars abroad, were not only morally repugnant but ineffectual. It was and is much
bener to appeal to the better nature of people, educate them in nobility, and what better way than
to see that the large rituals, and the small, were all done with the right attitude? Here is an elcract
from Fingarette's argument in his chapter'Traditionalist or Visionary?'

Although Confucius did speak of Heaven, its role is not too clear and is unelaborated in The Analects.
At this point we come to the decisive insights of Confucius into man rather than his insighs into
politics. He was not impressed with the possibilities of metaphysical speculation and 'theology'1 BS w€
know. But he was deeply concerned with man's life on earth. ... He saw that it is welllearned
conventional practice that distinguishes man from the beasts and from ttre inanimate. He saw how
miraculous a power, how humane a power was inherent in well-learned conventional practices as

distinguished from force, threats and commands. Finally he saw that the digruty peculiar to man and
the power associated with this dignity could be characterised in terms of holy rite, of ceremony. For
ceremony is a conventionalized practice in which are emphasised intrinsic harmony, beauty and
sacredness.?

Although it is possible to divide human behaviour into emotional, animal (necessary to physical
survival) and scientific (the accumulation of 'facts'), there are also lists to be made of behaviour that
makes living together successful, so avoiding lives that are 'nasry brutish and short'. These actions
are largely ethical and aesthetic, and possibly religious. In such a list, along with other actions, will
be all the words and actions and occasions to which people give a formalism, that is, behave in a
somewhat ritualistic mannerr from saying 'thank you', to a coronation. Fingarene is quite good at
seeing Confucius's intention as more than just a pragmatic or conservative praise for the splendid
state-sponsored and state-upholding rites of his day. He sees Confucius's view as a religious one,
and uses, as the key, one of the most commented-upon chapters.s

Zigong asked: 'What sort of person am I?' The master said: 'You are a vessel.' He said: 'What sort of
vessel?'The reply was,'A jade sacrificial vessel.' [5:4]

Fingarette sees this not merely as a way of bringing a worldly disciple to a new insighq the vessel is
holy and sacred as well as beautiful and finely made, that is, it is a fit vessel for a ceremony - in the
actual case for holding grain at a ritual to ensure a bountiful harvest - but the holiness and
sacredness lies not in its beauty or craftsmanship but in it use in the ceremony. The suggestion is

that any old rough and ready vessel would do (some ceremonial vessels were made with holes in
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them to emphasise their ceremonial rather than practical purpose) but being part of the rite made
the vessel holy and useful for the particular religious symbolic purpose. Chapter 5:4 makes the
point that Zigorig (and by implication, all people) are holy in as much as they participate in the rite.
If the rites of everyday are the basic way we conduct our lives together, to participate in them is to
be holy and sacred.

ConfucianVirtues

The Analcc* have been examined and commented upon and e:rplained in their context, and quoted

so often, firstly by two *rousand years of Chinese scholarship and secondly by western scholars

since the first uauslation by Jesuit missionaries in the l7th Century, that it is not necessary to go

into the detail of their authenticity, reliability, additions and editings, nor even into the acnral
admonitions and helpful comments in the 500 chapters themselves. The earlier books are a rather
pleasant iumble of pithy sayrngs, cornments on actual occlurences, opiniels on the ideas, anitudes
and even character of actual people (disciples and rulers mainly), questions and answers; but these,
taken together, express the most important ideas in Chinese civilisation. The idea of hurnaneness
(or human-ness), of being the best sort of person we can be, which Confucius was the first person

to talk about, is still fresh and relevant, and is often taken up in r0festern religious thouglrt, is6lsrling
in descriptions of one part of the Christ's nature. Confucius is one of the first people to talk about
people's inclination to act from ethical motives rather than for simple personal advantage. He was

like major religious figures in that his primary purpose was to assist people in self-cultivation,
Buddha showing the way for any person to attain nirvana, Jesus showing people how to live in
God's already-present kingdom...

The most important virnrese to Confucius were

Humaneness (ren): In Chinese calligraphy the character is made up of two
elements, 'man' and'2', summarising how human beings should behave towards
each other: with perfect virnre, kindness, goodness, human-heartedness,
benevolence, charity (in the old sense). It is depicted as within easy reach if only
one would make the effort.

Virue (de): It had meant something like charisma or spiritual power but Confucius uses it as a
quality of character which is heaven-sent, it has no opposite as in English 'vice' but is rather like the
'virtu' of the middle ages.

Doing one's best (zhong): Usually translated as'loyalty'but without the nodon of blind obedience;
perhaps conscientiousness is close to the idea.

Fitial piety (xiao): In a society without social security or reliable banks or insurance firms, this virnre
was naturally important for security and was a part of family-centred ethics. In The Anakcts it is
seldom mentioned (nor its parallel virnre of dutifulness to elder brothers, ti), but it is definitely
connected with *re rites towards ancestors so 'piety' is better than'duty'.

Good faith (xin): This is the virtue that is most appropriate between friends (rather than family
members or from subiect to rulers).

Righmess (yi): This moral idea is not discussedin The AnaIecB, but it is assumed that errcryone

knows what it is, when it is mentioned. Gentlemen are concerned to do what is right; small men, by
contrast, are iust interested in making a profit. Yi is usually used to describe actions, rather than the
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people who do them. Raymond Dawson points out that right acts ate not judged by exterior
absolute standards which everyone must learn, but that the rightness of an action depends on what
a person has learnt and must be iudged against his or her accumulated orperience.

Reciptncity (shu) occurs only nrsice but was much commented upon, perhaps because it resembles
both the negative Golden Rule (do not do what you do not want others to do to you) and Buddhist
karma.

Goodness (shan) occurs often but is not an ethical term on the whole: it is more like saying the
music of Buxtehude is good, and the workmanship of a chair is good, or the prisoner in the dock is
a good burglar. Although it is often asked if a cenain person is humane (ren) the question of
whether a person is good (shan) is never asked. Shan is an idea reasonably close to the New
Testament idea of righteous, that is, fit for the job it is to do.

E&tcation (xue): Confucius was a great believer in education and the (moral) ,-4r$lsnding to
which it led; he makes it plain that the accumulation of facts and bookishness is not important but
knowledge which guides one's conduct is. He saw everyoner high and low, as capable of obtaining
such knowledge, partly from the imitation of good models and partly from within oneself.

'fn the presence of a worthy man, think of equalling him. In the presence of a worthless man, tum your
gaze within. [4:17]

Rationality: Confucius was a great believer in rational, well thought out behaviour, and his followers
continued in this, in contrast to the Dao-ists who believed in dre superiority of hean over head, of
emotions and feelings over logical argument. The Chinese, with their love of balance between
opposites, see both 'ways' as important and say they would feel that life was out of balance if either
rationality or mysticism came to dominate. Thus Chinese thought makes much of the balance of yrn
and yang; Chinese religion, as carried on from before Confucius, makes much of the need for a
harmony between heaven and earth; Chinese poetry almost insists on each line containing words of
contrasting imporq literary criticism thinks of their two greatest poets, the contemporaries Tu Fu
and Li Bai, as one a Confucianists and the other a Daoist. An example from The Analecrs has
Confucius preferring a rational approach: Zilu asks who the Master would choose to harre as army
commanders. Confucius saysr'not the very brave.'

'... [not] anyone who had no regrets if he died tackling a tiger with his bare hands or crossing the Yellow
River without a boat. What would be necessary would be someooe who was apprehensive when
approaching a task and liked achieving success through planning.' [7:l l]

Confucius's theological ideas

I have discussed, in the main, the place of rites and ritual in Confusius's teaching and said little
about the place of theological ideas. Some people may think I am missing what is the properly
'religious' part of Confucianism. However, Confucius is insistent he will not discuss theological
ideas.It is in fact, very hard to find what theological views Confucius had; there is even a chapter in
The Analects complaining of this very fact:

Zigong said: 'The Master's accomplishments one can get to hear about, but what he has to say about
human nature and the way of Heaven one cannot get to hear about.' [5:13]
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Ife have but one occasion when Confucius 'calls on Heaven': he was accused of improper
behaviour and exclaims in exasperation rather tl an in prayer,

n$ftrat I have failed to do may Heaven reject, may Heaven reiect.' [6:28]

flowever, his attitude to the gods (Heaven) can be seen in one p:ut of the well known list of proper
behaviour at different ages:

'... At 6fty,I realised that Heaven has its own will. I blamed neither Heaven nor man. ..! [Z:+1to

This can be read as a shrug of the shoulders when asked about earthquakes, good and bad hanrests,
droughts and floods, and pedraps the rise and fall of kings; it can also be read as a fatalistic attitude
to life; or as the indifference of the old to what goes on around them; or as a refusal to try to make
sense of things over which people have no control. Certainly it is on a par with his attitude to spirits
and ghosts and also suggests that he considered the rites should not be thought of as a method of
controlling the gods of heaven, perhaps since the rites most obviously did not, a long life having
shown him that. That is not to say that the rites should be abandoned, since abandoning rites even
more obviously went haod in hand with abandoning good government, wi*r tyranny, neglect of the
dykes, wars and poverty.

Confuciw also refirsed to discuss spirits or ghosts, which he seems to agree are oqlerienced
and are real. There is no need to think of him as a twenty-first century scientific rationalist; he was a
man of his time but with a particularly clear idea of what is important in life and what is not. lWhen

he was very ill Zilu wanted to pray for him, quoting the prayer for the dead 'We pray thus to the
spirits above and below.' Confircius iokingly replied that he was an old man so lots of prayers had
been said for him already. [7:35] Confucius may have believed that 'Fleaven created the virtue in
me' f7:23) but Heaven, although it controlled the overall geueral direction of things (wise actions
lead to peace and prosperity), does not interfere from day to day. In The Analects he suggests such
an idea in

'!7hen King Ven died, did culture die with him? If Heaven had intended to put an end to *re culture
[Ven established]r later mortals would not have been able to share in it.' [9:5]

The idea of 'the mandate of heaven' for emperors is not part of early Confucian ttrought. Therefore,
ii Thc Analects no attempt is made to base morality on cornmands or exemplars from Heaven.
Morality is pretty pragmatic or utilitarian, and the springs of innate virnre (or, for er<ample, the
gradation ofduty from parents, to state) to emperor) are not traced to a source, or seen as givens,
that is as unproved axioms, Morality is innate but improved by imitating models and by education.

We can assume, therefore, that Confucius accepted that spirits were real and that there was
some all-powerful extra-terrestrial power or order, possibly the creator of 'all under Heaven' (a
common phrase) but less anthropomorphically conceived than in some other religions. There was a
strong feeling that the spirits of Heaven and Earth needed to be kept in balance and rituals of
sacrifice were developed to ensure this was so. Many of the spirits were ancestors, sorne now in
heaven and some in the earth, and rituals and sacrifices made to them would make sure that they
were happy and would bring blessings to the family and would stave off the harm unhappy spirits
could bring. Although the idea of sacrifices to keep the balance between Heaven and Earth has
lapsed the idea that balance in general is necessary has not vanished, and rnuch Chinese worship
today is concerned with ancestral (and anirnist) spirits.
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Logic problems

Like Confuciusr l am not interested in spirits or animist descriptions of what there is. I see no need
for twenty-first century theology to use the old myhs of China (ancesual spirits and the rule of
Heaven) any more than protestant Christianity should use the old myths (God in Fleaven sending
his Son) or Buddhism should use old myths (karma and desire ruling all human life). Science has
put paid to spirits, except as poetic metaphors. I bave tried to show that Confucianist thinking may
abandon the old rites (as has been done) without loss of consistency, puning in their place, for our
more egalitarian world the rituals of everyday life - following Fingarette - and treating these as
sacre4 holy and spiritual in the way that Buddhism, the Gaia religions and some Christian off-
shoots, such as the Quakers, treat all things, This means rea.ling The Analects in a more general, less
particular way; its references to the rites and rituals of the sixth century BcE can be mined for their
general import and for their universal lessons about the place of the rituals of everyday twenty-first
century GE societies.

The new lssdings of the chapters about rites, (their de-mything, de-magicking, and
generalisiug) may require a considerable shift in thinking. However, we will find it much less of a
problem to take into our own century Confircius's words about humaneness, virrue, doing-one's-
best, filial and sibling responsibilities, good faith, and reciprocity. A good deal of historical and
cross-cultural imagination (and straight learning) will be needed to understand many a panicular
response Confucius makes and to tease out the lessons to be learned; but this is no more the case
than in trylng to make sense of Jesus or Gautama or Mahomet.

I suggest that this Confucianism I have been describing - shorn of its magic and myths -
already exists in the minds of scientific Chinese who find Kong Fuzi's general mord directions very
appropriate in the modern world. Such Chinese, if they feel the need to burn paper money for the
spirits of their ancestors, or wish to work on the extiuction of their desires, may perform such
religious actions within the other traditions which go to make up Chinese culture. If they prefer to
still use the old Confucian language of 'sacrifice', 'holy', 'sacred vessels' and so on, when thinking
about how to caffy out the Confucian ideals, this can still be done, ttroqh it is likely to cause
confusion when you are talking to other people about what you believe there is - or in the jargon of
some philosophers - cause confusion about the ontologicd status or assumptions of such words as

'sacrifice', holy', 'sacred', when you are using them.

Axioms of the Confucian Religion

Looking for some axioms to base tlre new Confucianism upon, perhaps we can sum up what
Confucius has to say for the present day by looking at one of his chapters.

... 'In the practice of the rites harmony is regarded as the most valuable thing, and in the ways of the
ancient kings this is regarded as the most beautiful thing. It is adopted in all matters, both great and
smdl. But sometimes it does not work. If you behave harmoniously because you understand harmony,
but do not regulate your conduct with rinral, surely that cannot be made to work.' [l:12]

A modern paraphrase might be:

Behave in all things great and small in ways that promote harmony between people, between people
and their environment, and between people and their posterity. The behaviour that best promotes these
harmonies is ritualised.
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This will give us axioms for Confucianism

[All actions by people that affect other people are moral actions]
[Act to promote harmony]
[Make each action into a ritual]

It is notable, though not urexpected, that oo god or gods appear in this list, therefore, as in rny
earlier theological a:<iom sets, the axioms that do not mention a god or gods are inclosed in square
brackets, There is no mention of 'feelings', including none of awe, no mention of any 'spiritual'
intuitions, and no mention of Confucius himself as worthy of veneration, nor as a mentor. The most
notable lack to a Chinese rnay well be the lack of any mention of family and ancestors and duties
towards them; however, harmonious behaviour might well include such duties, There is also ao
mention of causes and conseguences, no mention of iustice or mercy, no mention of punishments.

Cl, [All actions are rnoral actions] is t]re most difficult axiom to iustifu intuitively or from
experience, but some form of it is needed to put handshakes and saving someone from drowning in
the same category. Some actions by individual people seemingly do not affect others, such as
scratching an itch, musing on the taste of brandy, counting sheep in order to get to sleep, but even
those, at a long suetch may affect someone else, Scratching itches is impolite in some societies on
some occasions; au alcoholic may have been warned otr thinking about the taste of brandy by his
AA group, especially if it weakens his resolve and his family are in dire need of cash; perhaps you
should be staying awake to comfort a sick child.

Confucius did not deal in Vestern concepts such as right and wrong, good and ba4 but he .

certainly believed actions that brought about peace and prosperity through the 'right' attitude to
family and state governrnent by the family members and the governors were what should be done. If
he saw (described) this as bringing about a harmonious balance between heaven and earth, so be it
- he had his metaphors and myths and favourite ways of describing what is going on, iust as we
have, We get along without examining what we mean by 'good', and use the concept as a 'given' in
ethics; Confucius accepted the concept of harmony as a given in ethics.

C2. Harmony is a difficult concept for'lUfesterners. It is basic to Chinese thinking about the
nature of the world. It is not the Zoroastrian/Manichaean idea that there are two powers of good
and evil balanced against each other; rather, that good results flow from a balance benpeen Fleaven
and Earth, male and female, rationality and intuition, light and dark, growth and decay, planting
and harvest, the sun and the moon, head and heart ... and so on, srunmed up as yin and yang. $fhat
we call 'bad' results (Confucius would have said, improper behaviour, poorly maintained dykes,
war, etc., and left it to us to realise what he was talking about) flow from getring these aspects out of
balance. There is a Maori parallel in the concepts of tapu and noa, associated as they are with the
sky and the earth, male and female, the head and the feet, but both necessary for life, and ritually
important - no man enters a marae on a formal occasion wittrout an accompanying woman.ll

Aldtough the later Confucian, Xr:n Zi, and certainly a group of political advisors known as the
Legalists, thought of the Confucian prograrnme as a utilitarian way of achieving good government,
my readiug of Confucius is that the aim of teaching and pursuing humaneness, virtue, doing one's
best, filial piety, rightness, education, and so on, (which he constantly recommends) is not iust
because they will bring about peace and material prosperity for all (through good government) but
because tlrese virnres iust ought to be, He is sure that because they promote harmony at every level
('berween Earth and Heaven'is the way of talking) good government, with its peace and prosperiry
will follow. Many of his corrments on the understanding and personality of individual disciples
show him to be scornful of attempts to put on a show of virtue rather than to have the real thing.

Someone said: 'Though Yong is humane, he is not eloquent.' The Master said: 'I?hat is the point of
eloquence?Those who confront others with a ready tongue are often hated by them...'[5:5]

CI.
c2.
c3.
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... Vhat about Chi?' The Master said: 'Chi, if he puts on his sash and takes his place at court, may be
employed to converse with the guests, but I do not know if he is humane.' [5:8]

Because Confucius was one of the first people, to make humaneness into an important virnre I
might have picked on this concept, instead of harmong for an axiom. Humanity might have been
less difficult for Westerners to understand since the idea of there being a basic humanity shared by
all people is well known in the West, and is the basis of the 'rarionalist' or 'humanist' view of what
human life is all about. However, I think we gain by trying to use different culrures' somewhat
sEaDge concepts, to see if they work. Western thought has recently acquired the idea that our future
generations'lives are dependent on a carefully maintained balance between human need and the
ecology of the earth, Since the introduction of this idea the concept of harmony is better
understood, Ilowever, I hope I showed, in Chapter 13, that personiffing or deifuing narure is
logically not on.

C3. Can you make one-off actions (saviug someone from drowning, pulling a prickle out of
your dog's paw, arresting a criminal, making a parachute jump, putting you finger in a hole in a
dyke...) into a ritual? The usual meatting of 'rite' or 'ritual' is something repeated and it is easy to
see how making a cup of tea can become a ritual, and even be further ritualised into a ceremony.
Some one-off actions can be ritualised, in a rather trivial and amusing sense, by being accornpanied
by gestures or words which are unnecessary and 'over-tle-top': the fop's over-grand bow and
sweeping gesture with his hat is a comedy turn, as is the play with fans and self-deprecating
politeness in mock oriental operetta and story-telling. To add 'rirual' movements or words to any
one-off action would be either funny, ridiculous, ironic, satiric or insulting. This is not the way to
go.

However, the believer who mutters a prayer for help whilst doing a rlitrcult task is performing
a ritual, and Confucius would commend any action, no matter how unseen or unlikely to affect
other people, done with a humane motive. As he constantly makes the point, it is the motive for
carrying out the ritual and the attitude of mind you have whilst carrylng it out that is most
importanq in fact the ritual (for example, a sacrifice) is not worth doing if not done this way; the
ouward actions must be the signs of an inward and spiritual grace; if not, the outvrard actions are
useless aud the harmony they are supposed to bring about, beiug missing from the start, will not
appear later - people's actions will not be harmonious, (Westerners would usually say, 'morally
good') no matter how correctly, in form, the ritual was performed .

Nevertheless, I do not intend my axiorn C3. [Make each action into a ritual] to be merely
another way of saying, nDo each action for the right motive.' Confucianism is unique in its accent
on the place of ritual in the way we behave. We might add a let-out clause to C3. making it 'Make
each action with other people (whenever possible) into a ritual,' but that does seem to be open to all
sorts of hair-splining and legalism, the banes of the application of theology to ordinary everyday
life.

Another catch with the original, simple, C3. is that 'every astion' includes the wicked the
illegal, the uniust, the inharmonious, the inhumane, the bad and the evil as well as the good. This
interpretation means we should kill people ritualistically, steal in the correct rite-ous mnnner, beat
our children whilst muttering the proper prayers, and so on. !7e can imagine a society where such
actions are done, we may even think that to a small extent they are done already - a New Zealander
may legally kill a person after undergoing the rituals of becoming a policeman and the ritual of
obtaining a gun from a commanding official (as well as being attacked). Flowever, it must be clear
that the ritual does not make the action harmonious, or good, or even right. The moral worth of the
action lies in itself, not in the ritual which accompenigs it, nor the ritudistic maffrer in which it is
done. If it was decided that all New Zealanders could legally kill others as long as they went
througb some ritual or did the killing in a prescribed way, that would have no effect on the moral
rule, clearly advocated by many religions as well as humanists, that killing other people is wrong.

Confucius seems to have believed that the moral worth of an action lies in the moral stage the
person who does the action has reached. Thus a small child who snatches a toy from another child,
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having not learnt that other people feel hurts and have 'rights'iust as hdshe has, will not be iudged
by the same moral standards as an official who steals from a labourer working for him or her. The
officid will have long since learnt that other people feel hurts and have 'rights'. This theory of
morals is a step more logically simple than the theory that all moral worth is to be iudged on motive
alone, and avoids some of the problems, mentioned briefly earlier, of the action from pure motive
which brings about thousands of deattrs, or the action from evil motives which brings about great
happiness,

I will leave the axioms as they are at the moment, and have a brief look at whether putting
them into a symbolic form will reveal any other strangenesses.

The Axioms in Svmbols

As before, putting the axioms in logical symbols will display their underlying logical shape or fortn.
It is worth remembering that logic is the science of displaying the shape of what there ds in a form
(and a very abstract one at that) which wiU bring out fundamental likenesses and make it possible
to move from one idea to another in a rational (reliable, correct, valid ...) manner. Absolutely vital,
therefore, are variables, the p's and g's, the x's and y's, the r/'s and r4's. !7hen necessary we have to
pin these variables down and restrict their 'domnins', firstly with the quantifiers, Z and.E, 'all' and
'at least one', and then acnrally naming specific people or other things as we do with such symbols a
and 6, and g and lr. But we can always pick these 'constants' up, give them a shake, and use them
for different things - provided it is not in the middle of a piece sf ssssening. In the following
attempt to show how a set of logical formule might be used to show the logical form of Confucian
axioms, I have kept to one symbol-set and used only that set in all three axioms, and so made (I
hope) it easier to use these axioms in any reasoning which might involve any two or all three.

The axioms for C onfucianism

C.I. IAU actions by people t]rat affect other people are moral actions]
C.2. [Act to promote harmony]
C.3. [Make each action into a ritual]

The symbok

c.1. Domain: People and actions; O = obligation
0x =x is a personl (x= x is an action; uc = x is a moral action
ixyz = r is an action done byy affecting a
Tx = )c promotes harmOny
px=xisaritualaction

Ilxyz C l($xK?y0z C $xyz ex < For all xry and a, if r is an action andy and a
are people, then ify does x to z, then r is a moral
action )

< Everything that is done to one person by another
is a moral action >.

C.2 add
C.3 add

C.1,1

C.2.1 IIx C0x O yx

C.3.1 IIx C (x O px

( For all r it is obligatory tlnt r promotes harmony >.

< For all x,rt x is an action it is obligatory that x be a
ritual acrion >.
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Conclusion

Confuciani$m, as described here, in au 'up-to-date'form possibly peculiar only to myself, is by far
the simplest religion examined. It restricts itself almost entirely to an admonition to promote
harmony, it does not pause to give an e:rplanation of what moral actions are or whence comes our
predilection to praise some actions and condemn others. Only one piece of guidance is given on
how to behave to attain the harmony which is the religious goal - make ttre secular sacred. Other
matters commonly considered religious are eschewed in Confucianist theology. For example:
(a) awe at whatever you find awesome, from nature to poetryr from the works of man to

mathematical precision;
(b) methods of alleviating the thousand natural and uurnatural shocks that flesh and imagination is

heir to, from magic to technolog;y;
explanations of everything, from the universe, to intuition, to our feelings;
concerns, ultimate or otherwise;
the after life, if any;
the problem of evil;
the existence of God, or gods, or spirits.

It may be obiected that Confusius uas deeply concerned about the state of the nation. That is
so. He hit upon a progmmme to attain a better life for everyone. His prograrrme was, basically, to
improve the behaviour of the ruling class, and consequently the whole state. In our egalitarian
'democratic' societies, improving the behaviour of everyone is the equivalent. Confucius and most
of his immediate followers believed that people could, when properly instructed, see the error of
their ways, and, for one reason or another, turn to do those things that brought about better
government and thus a better life for all.

Is a desire for a better life for everyone, and actions for people to do to attain that, euough to
call a religion? In the Sfest it gets called 'humanism', or perhaps, 'principled rationalism', rnd
historical examples may be recognised in the lives and moral principles of such people as the llynic
Diogiones, Spinoza, Voltaire, Ghandi, Albert Schweitzer, or F.in stein.

(c)
(d)
(e)
(D
(e)
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Notes and References

l. LiJi (TheBookof Piatals) Book l,Sections 2rpan.3rpar.4.8

2. Ibid, Book 4, Section l, Part 3, Par.l6. [This section is elso inAppendix 3 of this thesis].

3. From discussion with ChineseTaiwanese friends.

4. Ra)'mond Dawson in his 1982 Confircius uses the same example.

5. 'M4nners rnaketh man', is attributed to BishopVilliam ofVykeham (1324 - l4o4) and is the
motto of\9inchester College and New College, Oxford.

6. For a collection ofl LAustin's work see Austin (19?9).

7. Fingarette, Herbert, 1972, Conlrcius - the Secular as Srctedrpage 63.

8. Ibid., pp.73 - 74

9. These srunmsries follow, on the whole, Dawson's 'Note on theTiranslation of KeyTerms', ia
Dawson (1993) pp.rrxi - :oriv

10. Tsai Chih Chung's 6ading. SeeTsai Chih Chung, (1994).

I l. Thugbt to me as part of marae protocol by Roka Paora, thenVice-PrincipalrTeVhanau a Apanui
District High School, I960s ; and e.xperience on marae. See also Schwimmer, Ftnc, (1969), Tln
lYorldof tlu Mui.
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Chapter l7

Conclusion

Summary of the defence
Summary of the structure of the defence

Theory,Application
Conclusions beyond the thesis topic.

I found that I could defend my thesis, but that the consequences of my thesis being proven are very
interesting also. This conclusion will look firstly at the way I defended my thesis, and secondly lool
beyond that at some interesting further consequences.

Summary of the defence

My thesis is that modern symbolic mathematical logics have a lot to contribute to the rational
discussion of all religions. I use the term 'theology' in an 'expanded' sense, to mean all rational
discussion of religions, old and new.

I demonstrated this firstly in a 'theoretical section'
(r) by showing what logics are and why they can be trusted;
(ii) by showing how all theologies may be correctly teated as axiomatic systems;
(iii) by outlining some modern logics which can assist theological thinking, including a logic I

construcr for this purpose called theTheologic.

I demonstrated this, secondly, in an'applied logic'section,
(w) by looking at the theology of one current branch of Christianity in detail, outlining its logical

problems and the consequences of trying to avoid them;
(v) by looking at'post-modern' Christian theologies, firstly those that suggest that the word ,God,

is a symbol rather than a name, and secondly at three feminist theologies, two of which are
logically quite radical;

(vi) by looking at pantheism, in particular that of Spinoza,Teilhard de Chardiu, and Lovelock,s
Gaia;

(vii) bv looking at two religions, Buddtrism and Confucianism, which, in their basic religious
thinking, can be said to have no gods.

I find that all religions I have studied except Confucianism - and they are representarives of
religions actual, proposed and imagined - have serious logical flaws in their theologies, some flaws
known of old, others brought to light by the modern logics. Theological thinking must take account
of what modern logics have revealed, and use *re logics to its benefit as a rational discipline.l
Finrring that modern logical analysis has a lot to contribute to theological thinking has proved my
thesis.

These investigations I carried out in the spirit of A N Prior, who came to logic tluough a
Christian upbringing which gave him an interest in theology, a desire to make that theology more
consistent and, as Professor of Philosophy at Canterbury College in the 1950s, taught me. Time
having passed I have been able to examine the logic of ottrer, 

"od 
ne*er, theologies. lfe both, in the

end, found conventional Christianity as we knew and loved it, too illogical to believe.
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There are maior implications for religious thinking in my discovery of so many flaws. Making
the religions more logically sound is generally difficult and involves either abandoning tenets of the
faith, or patching holes which a€mination of the logic in use has revealed. ths strggestion that the
gods use a different sort of logic to us is generally logically unacceptable. These discoveries, the
unexpected result of rny investigations, I learre to the end of this exposition of my conclusions.

Details of the structure of the defence

Theory

(r) Showing what logics are and why they can be trusted

Chapters I and 2

Many religious people do not trust logic. This is understandable but wrong. Logrc is a way of
handling discussion of all actual thingB and all possible things, so that reliable conclusions may be
reached on all matters. We use logic every day, all the time, and we trust it to give us the right
answers. \(/e use and uust computers whose every part and every software program is a piece of
comple:< logic in use. With most logicians, I make one rule paramount: if the logic leads to
euerything being true, that is, if the logic leads to chaos, then the basic laws of that logic are useless

and the world (the state of affairs) it is trying to describe is impossible.
After my inuoduction of the topic, my second chapter attempts the task of explaining in

layman's tenns what logic cao do, and cannot do, and why. There are lots of logics nowadays, and I
discuss only a small number, in general those which have in the last cennrry been found most
u,seful, those most likely to be useful for theologies, and in particular those to which I was

introduced by Arthur Prior, who was deeply interested in both logic and theology. New and

sophisticated logics to deal with topics cornmon in theologies, such as ethical behaviour and
auttrority, were described and exarnples given of their use.

Theologies have to rely heavily on logic because they cannot use scientific rnethod to iustiff
their tenets. Religions are sophisticated systems of belief about people's actions as well as

cosmological theories and beliefs in divine beings. Therefore, to be credible, religions need the
logics they use to be sophisticated and the logics must be used rigorously. An example of how logic
is misused by a religion can be found in Appendix 1. Sidestepping logical conclusions is iust as

corrmon in religious thinking. Both misusing and sidesteppi.'g do religion no service.

(ii) Showing how all theologies may be correctly treated as axiomatic systems

Chapter 3

Theologies, particularly those for religions with a god or gods, can be clearly stated in axiomatic
form. This form is their normal or natural state since all theological e:qpansion must be through
argument, or more axioms. Ttre expansion may contain facnral as well as moral premises, even
commands, but there must be theological premises among the antecedent parts of the arguments.
These antecedent statements must in turn be theological axioms or derived from theological axioms
by good logic. The axioms are the basic beliefs of the religion, held with neither natural nor
empirical evidence.
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(iii) Showing some modern logics which can assist theological thinking, including a logic I
construct for this purpose called theTheohgic,

Chapters 5 and 6

The details of how one may proceed beyond the axioms, and the tlpes of of logic necessary, are

explained. The togics necessary for finding and checking the logical moves made in theologies are

few: propositional logic; predicatp loglc, which is an extension of propositional logic; modal logic,
which is an extension of propositional and predicate logic; and deontic logic which is a branch of
modal logic. As an erample, in Appendix l, there is a logicd e:ramiuation of an evangelical

Christian tact, handed to me sn s \Ufsllington sueet. I found ttrat the ttact is full of theological
arguments and that it uses (and misuses) propositional and predicate logic dmost orclusively.

In Chapter 6 I explain two logics which can assist theological thinking.The first, Escapkmrwas
developed by Arthur Prior and from that the second, the Theologrc, was developed by myself.
Escapism is a Deontic logic. It brings out the characteristics of the moralities of many religions,
even when no deity or gods are involved. This is even the case when morality is seen as personal to
each individual human. Interestingly it also looks like an ideal logic for any god's own morality. The
TTuologic, although based on Escapism, does not deal with moral precepts except when 'moral' or
'ethical'is defined as strongly dependent on a god's wishes or rights. Nevertheless it can handle a

great number of theologies including not iust Christian and those springing from Christian roots,
but even religious thinking where there is no supreme being. It also gives a basis for right reasoning
about personal beliefs.

Applied

Having shown tJre reasons why logic can be trusted, how theologies can be seen as axiomatic
systems, and having shown the types of logic needed, I then demonstrated that modern symbolic
mathematical logics have an important contribution to make to theologies, in an 'applied logic'
section.

(iv) Examining the theology of one current branch of Christianity in detail, oudining its logical
problems and the con$equences of trying to avoid them,This was a long examination and
took, after an inuoduction, tlree main chapters.

Chapter 6

A 'snapshot' of present-day Christianity, the selection of a particular branch of Christianity that lays
great emphasis on the death of Jesus to study in detail, and then a set of axioms, DPI. to 6., for that
theology stated and symbolised.

Chapter 7

A study of the logicd problems of DPI. God cteaud the uniaerse. The main topic studied was how we
can (or cannot) have a logic for God before he-she-it created everytling (the universe). One logic
proposed would give rise to multiple, unending, regressions and must be reiected on that ground.
Another is very restricted since saying God is identical to God is about all that can be said before
creation. The theologian who wishes to keep this axiom may have to embrace the notion that God
existed iu a 'minus-1-time' before the big b-9, in a universe which consisted of God and nothing
else at all, and God was not able to do anything until the big bang occurred. This is a tough
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reconrmendation for any theologian to swallow because it leaves God, for as long as minus-l-time
lasts, helpless.

Should the theologian decide to abandon any literal meaning tor DPI and regard it as a poetic
or metaphorical or mythical or symbolic way of talking, possibly expressing a feeling of awe, then
this has maior consequences for DP Theology. The 6nin sslsgqueuce is you cancel any theological
conclusions based upon it, for example: 'If we are pleased to be alive we should thank God for
making it possible.' The theologies whose logic is discussed in Chapters 10, I l, 12, and 13 have, in
the main, taken this route.

In the second half of this chapter I looked at the sort of moral logic that will be necessary once
we have decided on the sort of morality DP theology commits us to. The a:<iom I chose (DPz.) with
God dlowing humans to choose, that is, to make ethical decisions, gives us an ethics which denies
determinism or predestination, that is, it allows free will. I found logics that can handle free will, in
particular, those deontic logics which do not admit T. CLpp < if p is necessary p happeus > in its
deontic form DI COn < rt p is obligatory then p is done >. Such logics allow some iteration, but
not the reduction of mixed iteration allowed by 55, and I do not allow the Barcan formula.

However, it is not necessary to have such logics until people do make free will decisions which
God does not like - if we are good all the time there would be little use for logics countenancing
free willThe'fast'that people did 'disobey God' is introduced n DP3.

Chapter 8

In this long chapter the logical problems which arise from having a single god and finding that there
is evil in the world were discussed. Some of these problems spring from the insistence by most
versions of Christianity that the single god is characteristically all-powerfirl, all-knowing, and all-
good. Short examples showed how these three anributes of the god are logically incompatible with
each other whilst evil exists, even if one of the t}ree characteristics is temporarily in abeyance. The
temporary meaEures do not relieve the god of moral responsibility if he-she is also (as is usual) the
creator of the world.

Trnng to find a logic for a monotheistic religion which allows the god to be less than perfect
was essayed using a three-valued logic and this resulted in such statements as, 'God is all-powerful'
being neither true nor false. This is not a totally unhelpful situation: we are used to, 'It will rain
tomorrow' as neither true nor false, and the logics which deal this way with possibilities are well
developed.

A different way has been suggested out of the dilemmas that go with perfection for God. It is
to abandon the attributes of perfection and substitute others, namely a[-mighry all-wisdom and all-
compassion. F{owever this leads to a new, similar, set of conclusions. They are are probably
unacceptable to most Christians.

Chapter 9

In this chapter are two non-theological axioms. These two axioms are necessary to allow that the
final tlreological axiom makes sense. The moral a:<iom DP4. makes punishment morally correct, and
in particular allows for sin (disobeying God) to be a punishable offence. In Christian theology, it is,
of course, God who does the punishing. The logic of commands had to be further examined, and
the nature of authority. The second non-theological axiom DP5. is needed to allow Jesus (God) to
be iusdy punished for the sins of everyone else. There are modern doubts about the justice and
morality of transferring punishments, even for minor misdemeanours; however, it certainly looks
uniust if the axiom allows transference in general. An axiom which allows God alone to sancion
particular cases of the transference of punishment to him-herself (that is, to Jesus) but making no
rnention of a general rule allowing uansference in all cases, may be all that is necessary,

The last axiom DP6. now makes sense, but is an enorrnous leap of faith. To a sin-oppressed
believer, it can be a hugely liberating realisation, it engenders gteat thankfulness to God and
release$ great creative power in the tdented.
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Conclusions from Chapters 6 to 9

In making an oramination of the logic of Christianity, following my thesis that theologies are best
dealt witb axiomaticallg I had to select a version of Christianity to analyse. Other versions of
Christianity would require some of the axioms I use4 and some would be changed. For o<ample,
Catholic Christianity would keep dl of the DP set and add one or more a:<ioms about the place of
the Church in God's plan; Protestants who lay most emphasis on the life of Jesus rather than his
death would keep at least DPL., 2. and 3., and all the logical problem these axioms involve. They
would dmp DP4. as non-essential to their theology, thus avoiding all the problems of tansferable
punishment. Also, they avoid the conundrums of sacrifice and scapegoats since they would want
DP5. and 6. changed. Many of the illogicdities apply to all branches of Christianity, in fact to
theism in general, except the most modern (which harre problems of their own). Suggestions of
several kinds were made about how specific illogicalities can be tackled. These include, (a) ortra
new axioms, or G) drastic modifications to the beliefs, particularly those about the nature of God.

(v) Examining'post-modern' Christian theologies, firstly those that suggest that the word 'God' is

a symbol rather thau a narne, and secondly, tluee feminist theologies nro of which are logically
quite radical.

Chapter l0

I inroduced Post-Modern Christian Theologies with examples and made a selection of theologians
to study. The springboard for their proposed changes to Christianity is the influence of science in
general, of scientific method in biblical studies, notably de-mything, and the feminist movement.
These religious academics usually remain theists but struggle to find new meanings for old words.

Chapter l1

Post-modern theologians, Tillich, Kaufrnan, Cupitt, and Geering for example, talk about God as a
symbol and this leads to logical problems. I quoted Alisdair Maclntyre's s<cellent summary of why
it is so hard to make any sense of God-talk at all. Mainly using the insights of l?ingenstein, I
looked at the popular idea that religious truth is to be found in Popper's lVorld?, our personal
feelings, dreams, emotions, and in mystical or spiritual revelations to us. The idea was Bot found to
be substantial, for both logical and scientific reasons. Nor does oipanding Popper's classification to
encompass t lVorld4 iust for God or gods, lead to better thinking.

Tillich, unfornrnately falls into several logical traps. But a look at how a more nominalist
(rather than idealist) view of how biblical and scientific talk can be brought together, following on
ideas from Geering shows that a 'godless'religion could be invented. It has no theological a:rioms;
nevertlreless, for its study the Theologic could still be a useful tool.

Chapter 12

After giving a taste of the writing of four feminist theologians I looked first at the very logically
interesting suggestion by Mary Dalg that 'God' should not be a noun, but a verb. This is a mind-
bending conception. Two approaches, a language approach and a logical approach, were made to
finding the consequences of such a move. The language-change approach leaves us witl such a
different religion that Christianity and God-the-verb religion seem to have no shared theological
ground at all. A possible logical approach using a very Priorian logic called Egocentric logic, would
lend a verbal slant to Christian thinking but is so eccentric that very few thinkers would find it
helptuI.

Daphne Hampson has a more conventional feminist approach to Christianity but is led to
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deny its truth and to advocate a new religion. This religlon is 'enplained' in a welter of suggestions,
some conuadicting others, but the main suggsstion is that it is in ourselves, and in ow actions
towards others, that we see that which should be labelled 'God'. Jantzen, following Irigaray, has
something of the same concept in her idea that 'becoming divine' is what our lives are dl about.
These feminists create a new abstaction (call it 'God' if you must) out of very disparate objects,
thougbts and emotions, brrt do not suggest that this class is iust a symbol for something else.

The Theologic would have to be modified but it ttren could be useful in both God-the-verb
and God-is-me theology.

(vi) Examining pantheism, in particular that of SpinozarTeilhard de Chardin, and Lovelock's
Gaia.

Chapter 13

Logc is unable to endorse what the pantheists want to say. It may be possible to find a logic for
pantlreism, and the Theologic hints how it might be done, but there are at least two worries about
such a logic. (A) It would have to reflect a definition of God which, like the utilitarian equivalence
of happiness with moral goodness, leaves us gasping at its cheek. It would make God nothing
special, just everything, e>rremely complex but soul-less and mecho'dcal. G) It would be relatively
useless, being restricted to conclusions about a myriad of things when they are regarded as one
'object'. A logic called Mereology might be useful.

The work of Spinoza is ground-breaking in many ways, not the least for its meticulous use of
logic. However, he was working with concepts such as 'substance' which are no longer found
helpful. Teilhard de Chardin redefines many Christian aud Neuu Tbstament ideas, particularly that of
a climax in history when Christ comes again. Unfortunately he bases his description of what will be
on an illegitimate use'of scientific concepts.

However, the Gaia idea of Lovelock is a useful pantheistic base. It begins with good science
and proceeds logically. I-ovelock, who euioys poetry, shows how a worshipful anitude may spring
from scieotific facts and insights. And it is a chaage to see a religion which says '... the Universe is
neither the dead mausoleum investigated by the Cartesian licence nor an enchented fairyland of
invisible spirits.'

(vii) Examining two religions, Buddhism and Confucianism, whic\ in their basic religious think-
ing, can be said to have no gods.

Chapter 14

This drapter introduces the two religions and has a section on Buddhist logic.

Chapter 15

Ttreravada Buddhism has a highly developed theology based on its axioms, the well known Four
Noble Truths, and the Eight-fold Path. There are other a:<ioms, Dot in a named list, that are
essential for Buddhism and for the development of modern logical systems for Buddhism. They deal
with (a) impermanence and constant change; @) causality; and (c) ettrical matters, including
karma.

Ttreravada Buddhism has no god, no supreme being, It thus avoids the innumerable logical
conundrums which we have seen plague rational argument in religions which do have a god. This
makes it the most logically simple of all the religions we have so far studied. Nevertheless, it does
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have conflicting ideas which are tied up with the the three srua notions above, especially since the
Buddha said that there is no such thing as a soul but most Buddhists feel strongly that reincarnation
is usual. Also, how is a logician to make a system which can mnnage an ethical world that, due to
the law of karma, is higtily mechanistic? Buddhists, like theists, want to explain that good results
flow from good actions, always. The evidence is that the good do not prosper, and the wicked do.
Even if 'prospering' is interpreted as individual spiritual prospering, death must not wipe out that
good karma, or being good is in vain.

I have not worked out a logic which can deal with ttre workings of karma. Deontic logics look
like the most likely to help a present-day Buddhist theologian. Escapisrn and the Theohgic may help,
but, the need is for several logics, each fitted to the particular theological solution suggested to the
problem ofkarrna.

Chapter l6

Confucianism, as described, is by far the simplest religion examined. It restricts itself almost entirely
to an admonition to prcmote harmony. It does not pause to give an e>rplanation of what moral
actions are or whence comes our predilection to praise some actions and condemn others. Only one
piece of guidance is given on how to behave to attain the harmony whidr is the teligious goal -
make the secular sacred. Other matters commonly considered religious are eschewed in
Coufucianist's theology, for example: (a) awe, (b) methods of alleviating suffering, (c) e4planations
of the universe, intuition" our feelings, (d) concerns, ultimate or otherwise, (e) the after life, if any,
(0 the problem of evil, (g) the existence of God, or gods, or spirits.

Confucius was deeply concerned about the state of the nation. To improve the lot of everyone
he developed a programme to improve the behaviour of the ruling class. In our egalitarian
'democratic' societies improving the behaviour of everyone is the equivalent. Confucius and most of
his immediate followers believed that people could when properly instructed, see the error of their
ways, and, for one reason or another, turn to do those things that brought about better go\rernment
and thus a better life for all.

Sutnmari.sing the proof

Old and new logics are trustworthy and useful, and new logics can handle religious thinking.
Theologies can be laid out as a:riomatic systems. New logics can be invented to assist moral and
theological thinking. Old and new religions use a lot of logic, and they must, because they start
from beliefs, not empirical facts. Theological thinking has been demonstrated by looking at
examples of theological thinking in nine religions. All these religions, except perhaps Confucianism,
would benefit from better use of logic, and this can be begun with the use of new logics.
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Conclusions beyond the thesis topic

It is one of the hall-marks of all religions that each has beliefs that cannot, or may not be tested.
Ordinary non religious, beliefs may be tested. Nls Skimbleshanks believes that the uain departs at
ten. She arrives at the station at five to ten, and waits till five past before inquiring of the station
master if the tain is late, S}l.e belicaed that the train left at ten aU right. But she should not have

believed it at all - the train went at 9.30. If she is rational she changes her beliet curses her fickle
memory as she waits for the next train, and will be on time tomorrow. Her belief was truly a belief
brrt, tested ageinsl the facts it was found to be a foolish or unwarranted belief.

A belief ttrat Allah is merciful, or Buddha anained nirvana, or Ogrrn likes a dog as a sactifice,
or Tangaroa was Bill Tawhai's ancestor, or Jesus rose again on the third day, or that Ahura Mazda
will come ro your aid... these are untestable. 'We cannot know if they fit the facts, and in some
religions we are actually forbidden to try. They have to remain, forever, as beliefs. It is not surprising
that members of a religion are called 'believers'. For the safety of our sgsssning everything which
involves a belief must, therefore, have, as it were, a gentleman in front carrying a red flag saying 'If
this belief fits the facts then ...'

Because testing against facts is not allowed the logic needs to be impeccable if any of the
statements which depend on the beliefs are to be given credence at all. My investigations suggest
that only Confucianism shorn of its rather useless gods, comes near to logical clarity. Most religions
have to re$ort 1s sdding new beliefs that cnnnot be substantiated whenever a logical irnpasse arrives.

For example, if God is iust, he must punish wrongdoers. (fhis requires a new belief, in the
existence of some sort of hell.) But if God is merciful, he must let them off. As there is no
scientifically credible evidence either of God being just, or of his-her being merciful, one branch of
Christianity invented a post-death state called purgatory where the wicked are punished for an
appropriate length of time then released. A new belief (the existence of purgatory) was added to
patch the logical hole. Another branch invented the idea of God punishing his son who took upon
himself the sins of everyone past, present and future. Thus God was just to Jesus punishing him (for
our sins), but merciful to everyone else. Note that this also required a new belief, this time that
uansferring prrnigfungnl from one person to another is legitimate, to patch the logicd hole. Another
branch made God more merciful than iust and denied the existence of hell, and this is not so much
a patdr as inventing a new God.

The Dilemma

Religious thinking depends on axiomatic beliefs and ttren on logical deductions from those beliefs.
But the axioms are shaky because they may not be tested. And the logical deductions from them are

shalsy because they are poorly done and often can be propped-up only by adding more shaky
axiomatic beliefs. In scientific thinking it is quite legitimate to start with axioms or beliefs (they are
usually called theories) but these are then tested to destruction, or tested till they show that they are
reliable. This route is prohibited by religions.'S(/hat then can be done to girre religious thinking some
credibility? Set out as a dilemma we have the situation: Are science and logic to be abandoned
because they are anti-religious? Or, is religion to be abandoned because it is unscientific and
illogical?

Grasping the first horn

I-ogrc may be set aside only if you are willing to accept chaos.2 Logic is about what there rs - it is a
systematic way of lgsssning about what there is. It is 'hard-wired' into us to help us survive. To
choose chaos is to choose a situation where absolutely everything and anything is true. And we
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know ttrat NoT everything is true. In chaos we can prove God qcists and iust as easily pnove that he
does not e:rist. Ife can prove we do not exist iust as easily as prove that we do. We can prove that up
is down and left is right, that dogs are cats and black is white. Chaos is chaos. If chaos is accepted
science goes out the window and with it my life.ortgnding hlpertension pills, my wife's
radiotherapy, my child's eye surgery, my computer, the internet, my trips to Europe and Africa, the
calculations that this room is earthquake-proof.,.You can fill out your own list.

Grasping the first horn is not a good idea,

Grasping the second horn

Religion can be set aside without disturbing logic, or scientific discovery, or moral rectitude, or
mental health.

Squeezing betuteen thz horns

Perhaps religions work to a logic of their own, as rational as oursj but as yet not discovered. There
ate, after all, hundreds of logics now. Find some field in which you wish to carry out right rersoning
and new logics are available or can be tailor-made, But they do not guarantee that any world exists
in which they operate. The man with the red flag still walls in front sayrng something like, 'If a
universe with ttrree gods who decide humans' fate with the toss of a coin exists, then it will run like
this...' Invent, or patch up, a religion and gtve a logic doctoral student the task of working out a
logic for it, and the task can be done. But do not be surprised if you do not like what you get!

hodding and Patrhing

I-ogics have to be logical, and there is a separate jargon, and people who spent their whole lives
working out the rules and moves that are legitimate when creating new logics. A logic describes
what as, or in the case of alternative theologies, describe what could De. It thereby also describes what
cannot be. Does your God have to know everything, past present and future? There is a logic for
that, but as a consequence people cannot have free will. Choosing omniscience for your God will, in
any logic, require some sort of predestination. It cannot be avoided. Omniscience and determinism
are logically bound together, even for God. Please choose your logic and you will be choosing your
God; please choose your God and you will be choosing your logic, or no logic and no God at alt
iust chaos.

Therefore patching up the logic of a religion as we find illogicalities in the relision's
theological reasoning can go only so far. It quickly reveals whether a fuIl repair iob is possible. The
introduction of new axioms of belief has, so far in my investigations, only made matters worse.

Perhaps God has a logic we do not have, which works for him though it does not work for us.
In the omniscience/determinism example God would have to both knozt what is going to happen
and not knw what is going to happen (because we are able to make up our own minds about what
we do). lVe cannot manage a logic for such a conuadiction without introducing a ttrird truth value
benreen tnre and false. So, even if God can manage the contradiction, we cannot. We must use a
three-valued logic which allows indeterminacy. Such a logic is not for the omniscient.

But perhaps God lives at the end of time and sees everything as past, doesn't think about
'might'and 'could' or'ought'but just intuits everything.3 He doesn't need logic (rigbt lssssning) at
all. But he cannot interfere Now, because no one, not even Go4 can ioterfere in the pasta, and
Norf is the past to God. Choose your God and you choose your logic; choose your logic and you
choose your God.

The furure of ILLO GICAL religions

It is part of our nature that we quite often believe and act on contradictory or at least incompatible,
ideas. This is particularly tnre in the moral sphere. For example, researchers5 found church
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aftenders among American and British military men who said they believed that killing people was
wtong, morally repreheusible, and against God's teaching. These same people were ,1ss willing to
preparer make and use atomic weapons. S?e seem to be able, without turning a hair, to
compartmentalise our actions into watertight boxes: strangling your neighbour's budgerigar is
wroog but pressing the 'bombs away'button on the Enola Gay ovet Hiroshima is OK, ' "I send 'em
up, but where they come down, that's not my department." says'Werner von Braun,"6

It would be nice if the purpose of religion was to give people a chance to hold contradictory
and illogical ideas without hurting anyone. Unfornrnately the many noble religious ideas in religious
thinking are not alwap translated into noble, or even pleasant, deeds and as often, via ignoble and
illogical lsxssning, religious dicta become the excuse for downright evil deeds, and plenty of
harmful ignorance, obscurantism, suppression of useful ideas and herbicide on flowerings of the
humau spirit.

Thefuure of LOGICAL religions

Should, by some fluke, good reasoning flourish inside religions as well as outside, is there any hope
of patching up the old, or redesigning the old, or creating new religions? Attempts to patch up the
old have a long history in Christianity: and Luther and Calvin spring to mind, though Pelagius in
400 cE and other'heretics'had a good uy. I think I have indicated why it is a rather forlom hope -
the patches make dramatic changes to the owner as well as the garment. A complete re-design, as

modern Christian theologians such as Tillich, Geering and the feminists want, results in religions
that need new names or they will run up against the Fair Trading and Description of Goods Act.
Creating a new religion altogether, following the tadition of Zoroaster, the Buddha, Jesus, Mnni,
Spinoza and the French Revolutionaries might be best, but such religions need the testing ground
of history to see if they appeal, are useful, and fit ilre times. Nowadays the makers of new religions
may also have the scientists, such as academics who work in Religious Studies Departments?, and
the logicians, such as me, running alongside pointing out their strange and conuadictory beliefs.

Conclusion

Most religions start with a guru or prophet or seer. The actions of this founder are more important
than his or her theology. In fact, historically, the theolory was added by later followers, and is the
world view the founder grew up in, plus modifications. It may be possible to start a new religion
which eschews theology. It could have the actions of already well known religious founders as the
inspiration and template for the behaviour of the new religionists. Unfortunately this looks like a
very intellectual religion since it involves tryrng to understand the milieu in which the founders and
propheu lived so that their actions can be seen for what they were, and their motivations
understood so that situations unknown to the guru, such :rs contraception to Confucius, can be
morally weighed. Say you are impressed and interested in the actions of Ghandi; to understand him
properly you will need to know a lot of Indian history, find out about Hinduism, understand the
history of the Rai and South Africa, racial tensions in India in the 1900s, partition, peaceful protest,
the salt tax, and so on, However, in general, his atritude to non-violence can be extended to guide
rational thinking and action about, for example, President Bush's attitude to Iraq iu early 2003.

I know of nvo religious movements which are moving in this direction. One is the
'unprogrammed' Quakers of Europe and North America. Unfornrnately for rationality they are still
cursed with a legacy of mysticism and animism; unfornrnately for the religion's popularity, Western

Quakers are, embarassingly, upper middle class people with degrees. The other is based on the
scientific work done on sorting out the historic.al Jesus from later accretions, by John Dominic
Crossan and other scholars. It is based on Jesus's actions and the ninety or so of his reported sayings
on which one can with confidence rely. This religion has at least one preacher, to be heard at
Speakers' Comer in Hyde Park each Sunday.
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Notes and References

Althougb some few thinkers from among the schoolrnen in the middle ages and such as Spinoza
and Descartes of the 'Enlightenment' attempted to make Christianity logical it has not been a
popular nor successful endeavour. This is in contrest with the academic study of religions which
is aware of the irrationality of religions and is very eager not to be tarred with the same bmsh. A
set of essays on the scientific methods and theory of religious studies is Jensen, Jeppe S., &
Martin, Luther H, (eds.) (1997) Rationality and the Sndy of Religioa, Aarhus, Aarhus University
Press. It followed upon a conference called for by graduate students unhappy witb the lack of
consideration given to how a rational discipline may or strould study irrational religions.

This is real chaos we are talking about, not the 'we-give-up' chaos of Chaos Theory. In Chaos
Theory a butterfly's wing-clap in Vienna causes a tomado in Virginia with enormous wind
damage, tidal waves, and lives lost. The same butterfly might have clapped its wings a fraction of a
second later causing no more than an idea for a cold-crearn advertisement. Chaos Theory looks at
how the slightest alteration in minute matters, such as a six or a seven at the end of a l0o-place
decimal, can make maior alterations to an outcome.

'ChaosTheory' as a phrase sounds good but is an unfortunate coinage.

This view of God being at the end of time was the favourite of Professor Arthur Prior as it makes
tdk about omniscience much easier. It is not e<acdy the same as Augustine's idea that to God
everything is eternally present. Flowever, the idea that God does not reason about anything but in
fact knows everything intuitively comes from StThomasAquinas.

Science fiction writers have tackled the consequences of interfering in the past with the most
imagination. The impossibility of doing so (and so changing the present at the same instant) is
alrnost always wrinen into time travel stories now. Time paradoxes such as 'Can I go back in time
and shoot my own grandfather before he fathers my father?' delight philosophers and new life has
been put into the discussions by space travel and Einstein's Theory of Relativity. Some, such as

Ken Perszyk ofVtl'Silr have solutions for discussion.

For orarnple, Flamwee, John; Miall, Hugh; Elworthy, Scilla, 1989, The Assumptions of British
NuclearVeapons Decision-Makers, OxfordThe Oxford Research Group, p. 20, :

A quotation from a nuclear weapons decision maker:
ft's nothing to do with people in Minsk aod l-eningrad ... It isn't a question of
destroying millions of people ... it's a question of dictators knowing that c{re know
where thq would be ... and that they would not suryive.

[My emphasis.]

From a song byTom khrer.

See note 1, above.
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Appendix I

The logical structure of a DP Tract
Part l. A transcript of the pamphlet, thrust into my hands, with the pavement preactret's smile
and'God Bless' squeezed into his patter, in Lambtou Quayrlfellington, 2002, r ins aungers added.

Part2, An analysis of the logical laws used

PART I

HARMONYBAPTIST CHURCH
P. O.BOX 166

ASPLEY QLD 4034 AUSTRALIA
TELEPHONE (O7) 3624 2827

AllTracts Free as the Lord Provides

BAPTISTBIBIJ CHURCH
WELIJNGTON

MEETSATLIONS CLUBHALL
NETVIjNDS SCHOOI.
2OO NEISI4NDS ROAD

I 0.304M & 4:30 PM EVERY SUI{DAY

I
2
3
4
)

l0

IFYOU SHOULD DIE TODAY ITHERE\TOULDYOU SPEND ETERNITYT
No one likes to think about death But death comes to everyone. God tells us in HisWord.

'And as it is appoinud unto men orue to die, but after th* the judgmen.*" Flebrews 9:22
Since death is so certain, you must prepare to meet God.
According to God'sVord. you must spend eternity in one of two places, either in heaven or in
hell.

'And these shall go away inn ewrlasting punishmmt (hell): but the ighteous inm life eternal
(he avaz) . Metthew 25 : 46

EVERY PERSON BORN INTO THISTTORLD INHERITED A SINFUL NATURE
"....a.nd unre by nature the children of wath, euen as others.',Ephesians 2:3b
"Vherefore, as b1t one man (Adam) sin entered inm the world, end deah bjt sin; and so death
passed upon all menrfor that alL haae sinned:n Romans 5: 12

oBehold- I uas shapen in iniquity; and in sin did my mother canceioe me." pselm 5l:5
"The heart is dcce;tfin abow all things, and desperaely wichcd: who can knw it?"
Jeremiah l7:9
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20

25

30

35

40

45

THIS SINFUL NATURE PRODUCES ALL SORTS OF EVIL DEEDS.
"For from within, out of the heart of mm, fiocezd eail thoughts, aduhzrics, fnnications, murders,
thefx, cawausness, wbkednas, dcceit, Iarciviousness, an eu\ Ete, blagha,ny, pride, fuotislmess: all
these evil things come from within, and defile the man.n Matk 7:21-23

You must admit you are a sinner. Admit it to yourself and admit it to God. There is absolutely
no chance for you to be saved from hell unless you know that you are a sinner. God's Word
declares it and you must believe it. Because you tue a sinner, you iue destined for hell for all
eternity.

"For the wages of sin is death..," Romans 6:23
"... and sin, when it is finirhed, bringeth forth death." lames I : I 5

TI{ERE IS NOTI{INGYOU CAN DO TO SAVEYOURSELF.
You cannot be good enougb.

n... there is notu tlnt dpeth good, no, not ot1e." Romans 3: I 2
You cannot be saved by keeping the law. Joining the church and being baptized will not even
help save you.

"...b1t the worhs of tlu laat shall no fush be justifud Galatians 2: I 6
You are hdpless.You cannot save yourself.

HERE ISTI{E GOOD NEWS OFTI{E GOSPEL.
In spite of your sin, God loves you and has done everything necessary for your salvation.

"For when ue were yet without snength (helpless), in due time Christ died for the ungodly."
Romans 5:6

"For Ch*t also hath one saffered for sins, the just fm the unjust, rtat he might bring us n God,
being put n death in the flesh, but quichmed b1t the Spirit:" I Peter 3: 18

IUST BET TEVING n{f'FT T F.CTUALLY THAT YOU ARE A SINNER" THAT GOD
LO\IESYOU A}ID TI{AT CHRIST DIED FORYOU IS NOT ENOUGH.
You must apply this to yourself personally by repenting and receiving the I-ord ]esus Christ as
your own Saviour.

Repentance is "a change of mind" brought to your heart by the Holy Spirit through God,s
Word. It causes you to tum from your sine, dead religion and works to trust Christ alone.

c'...except ye repent. ye shall all likeu)ise perish," Luke l3:3
"But as matry as receioed him, n them gaw lw pouter m become the sons of God, ewn to them
that beliate on hds nane:"John l:12.

"..all men..." (Acts 17:3O) are commanded to repent.Therefore, all men can repent.
Don't put this off- do it now!
"...npu) is the accepud time; behold, now is the day of sabatiotz.,, II Corinthians 6:2
"Seeh ye the Lord while he may be found, call ye upon him while he ,is near:',Isaiah 55:6
"Fot whosoeaer shall call upon the name of the Iod shall be saad,." Romans l0: 13

"...all men..." (ITimothy 2:4.6) can be saved.
'S7herever you are rigbt noq tell God that you are a lost sinner, ask Him to forgive you of

your sins, and receive the l-ord Jesus Christ as your Saviour. Claim salvation by faith.
*For b grace are )E saoed through faith; and that tot of yourseloes: it is the gift of God: not of
cwrks, lest a. man shouW boast." Ephesians 2:8-9

YOU MAY PRAYTHIS SIMPLE PRAYE& MEANIING ITWTIHALLYOURHEART:
"Dear I-ord. I know that I am a sinner, but I am sorry for my sins. I believe that the Lord Jesus
died for me and rose again and with all my heart I nrrn from my sin and receive Him as my
Saviour right now.Thank you, Lord, for saving me! Amen."

This is God's way of salvation according to His l7ord. Many times men fail to heep their
word, but God never fails to keep His\Zord! Thke God at HisVord. Don't trust your feelings.

"But the word of the Lord en&seth for ewr. And this is the word which fut the gospt is preached
unto you.t'I Peter 1:25
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PART 2

The Traa has a strongly logical design. It has statements (ttre lines in upper case) and paragraphs expanding
and commenting on the statements, and quotations from the Bible 'proving' the statements or erpansions.
Then the statetnents are linked together in a way that, for the writers, makes them hang together logrcally -
from the more simple propositions more complex conclusions are drawn.

For the logician the truth or falsity of the statements is not of great importance since logicians are

interested in the validity of the inferences (has correct reasoning been used?) not the truth value of the parts
of the argument. After all, valid (reasonable) arguments work no matter how tnre or false the bits of ttre
argument are, and when the argument works, we call the argument's schema a logicd law. For example: 'If 2
+ 2 = 5 then I'm the Queen of Sheba' has two fdse statements, (a). '2+2=5' and (b). 'I'm the Queen of
Sheba', but the logical schema (From a false statement you may validly conclude any other fdse statement)
gives a whole piece of reasooing with which we are happy.

Does the Tiactrse valid reasoning? Does it have logical schema? Can we trust its reasoning?
To check this we must extract, in their simplest form, the 'facts' presented in the statements. When

doing this we do not need to know if they are true or false. We note that the writers of dte Tract are most
anxious to prove that the statements are true. To do this they appeal to scripture as justification. This in itself
should have been stated early on in the tract to tidy up the argument. It could be stated (a) that all the
quotations from the Bible are true, or, (b) that they should be treated as true for the sake of the current
argument. Naturally, the Tiact's purpose being to convert, not to just to exercise our imaginative faculties, the
writers can be expected to believe (a).

In this examination of the logic of the Traa we need do ueither since we are not out to be convinced by
the argument but merely to examine its logical structure. (Though our examination mey make us reiect its
:ugument on logical grounds.) Therefore, we will iguore the scriptural references and all other iustification
such as'Death comes to everyone' pine 2].

Quite in line with ordinary conversation, in the Tiaa the logical connections are more implicit than
carefully stated. However, there is one major appeal to logic, and it is of major interest to logicians because it
dips into the logic of possibility and necessity called Modd l-ogrc. In Line 48 we have ' "...AIl men..." (Acts
17:30) are corlmanded to repent. Therefore, all men c'n repent.' In our logical symbolism it maybe thought
of as an example of CLpMp <If it is necessary to do p it is possible to do p> which is akin to Emrnanuel
Kant's dicnrm .\Vhat I ought, I can.'

Flowever, this bit of Modal I-ogic is part of proving ttrat a statement (necessary to the writer's
argument) is true; and it depends on the truth of scripture; therdore, it is not part of the main logical
structure.

Now to the main structure:

The important statements, paraphrased, are as follows:, using & for heaven and g (gehenna) for hell.

1. Each person goes to either ft or g .

2. Every sinner must go to g.

3, Everyone is a sinner.

(therefore)

4. Everyone goes to g.

5. No one can avert going to g.

6. God has saved you from going to g.

7. If you repent and accept Jesus as your
saviour you will go to fr and not to g.

fl-ines 5-6]

lljne22l

fl-ine 9 & ll]

[I ines 22-25'l

[Lines 23,26 &321

ll-ine 341

pines 4l & 6ll
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This can be further simplified to make the logic dearer and predicate logic will do to put the logical patterns
into symbols.

Domain: people; fx = ,c goes to gehenna; ox = x is a sinner; px = x repents and accepts tesus as.rt saviour.

8. All people go to either g or Ng. IlxfuxNyx

9. All sinners go to gr. CIIxoxIIxyx

10. All people are sinners. ITtrox

therefore

l L All people go to g. Ilrrx

12. It is not the case ilrat
an]lone does not go to g. NNIIxyx

13. Not everyone goes to & NIIryx

14. Ifyou do not repent and accept

Jesus as your saviour you will go
to gi but, if you rryent aud
accept |esus as your saviour you
will not go to g. IIxKCNpxyx@xIgx

Further simplifying

(i) We have already dropped } in favour of Ng, since there are only trvo possible stares.

(ii) 12. has the same meaning as (is equivalent to) I/.I7e can drop IZ.

(iii) 
^1. is unnecessary for the logical sdreme of most importance.

(iv) Z. is oot part of the argurnent - it is a simple statement for bdief or disbelief.

Now the argument of the first part is reasonably clear and goes as follows:

If 9. and l?.,then 11,

I-ayrng out the argument in syrnbols gives us:

16. CKCIIxoxIIryx llxoxllxyx <If all x sinning implies all x going to hell, and all x sin,
then all x go to hell >

This formula is a simple substitution in a very sldinssy and true logical law:

15. CRCppq
In /5. replace pby lTtox; replace qby lTryx; and the result is 16.

\Fe already have the first two parts of 16. (9. CIItoxIItcyx, and 10. Ilxox) . Under such circumstances, .15.
allows us to 'detach'the last part as a new law on its own. We have already named it I I.Ilryx < All people go
tog>.

So far we have a valid logical progression.

But at this point we come across I 3. NIIxyx < Not everyone goes to g > which is the logical guts of 6. <God
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has saved you from going to hell >. 13. is the way you deny II.

There are many ways to formally prove that you c.nnot have both Il. and /3. in the same logical system.
Here are two, eitfier of whidr I would recommend:

(a)

17. Nf(pNp < notbothp and notp >

This is a well known and intuitively obvious law of the propositional calculus, (that is, of ttre most basic
standard basic logic) usually known * the law of annadiaion.

ln 17, for p substitute 1 1. Ilryx. This gives us 18.

18. NKIIryxNIIryx < it is not the case that both everyone goes to hell and, not everyone goes
to hell >

This is the contradiction spelt out in symbols, and denied.

(b)

The street preacher and the Tract may not wish to say that ttre law of contradiction fails in every case (one
sincerely hopes so) but only that it fails for the statement 4. (or its later version /1.), namsly 'We are all
bound for everlasting hell fire.' In other words, ttre tract is asserting that

19. KpNp <Both pznd,not-p>

is true in general but that in the case of /I. (a special case of its own) it is not true. The logician can say that
the Tiact at this point is treating l.l. as a (nonJogical) constant, and saying ttrat you cannot substitute II. for
p in 19. - in this case the rule of uniform substitution (any substitution is OK if done uniforrnly throughout)
may not be used. But the logical infelicities are not finished by ttris move.

'We can call 11. ('Sfe are all bound for everlastinghell fire') o and make it a constant and see what
happens. Firsdy the tract writers want 20. to be an axiom, ttrat is to be tnre. It is their special-case version of
19.

20. I(r.No

But ttre logical lzw 21. is valid, and valid for everyp.

21. CKpNn

In particnlar' it is valid for the substitution of o (the constant) forp (one of the variables), giving us 22.

22. C tr(r.No q

22.= C 20. - 23. This means we can detach 23. as anew lawr

23. q

Thus the Tian witers must accept that even treating 11. as a special case we still arrive, by its use, at the
singls varhfle, 4, as a laan.

This means that we have proved that if we include both a proposition and its negation as a law in logic,
we will be able to prove q, that is, anything we like, that is, anything and everything will be true, that is, chaos
will rule. In our case, if we want both /I. and 13. (its negation) as laws of logic, we will have a chaotic
situation.
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Vhat is going on? T\e Tract arrives at I/. by impeccable logic and then denies that it is true, which is
about as illogical a move as it is possible to make.

If we are acorstomed to evangelical talk and evangelical theolory we know ttrat the use of the good
logical argument as far as l.l. was so that a theological and evangelical point could be made: God can do as
he/slre likesr and has in fact, mercifully, removed I/. as the conclusion from 9. znd 10. a1te Tiaa writers,
despite having proved //. from statements in ttre Bible, do not believe it is true.

Tberc are two ways around the completely logical conclusion f L

(D

Change the premises:
(a) 9. becomes 24. NCIIxodIxyx <Not all sinners go to g>

or (b) I0. becomes 25. NIIxox

whereupon
II. becomes .13. NIIxyx

<Not everyone is sinful>

<Not everyone goes to g>

The writers of,the Tiact without doubt do not believe 25. NIIwx <Not everyone is sinful.>.

Either the writers:
(a) are I-amarckian believers in the inheritance of acquired characteristics, and believe that Adam and Eve
became sinners of ttreir own free will (thus the writers are sub- or infra-lapsarians2) and that this sin was
inherited by the rest of human kind.

Or
(b) they believe in Darwinian inheritance of characteristics, that God predestined Adam and Eve to sin,
creating them with a sin gene, or its theological equivalent (and thus the writers are supra-lapsarians).

In either case, they must espouse 24. In fact they do this by saying that some sinners are saved (by the
grace of God). Thercfore, their argument has to be:

Ls. CKCpqpq
In /5. replace pby lTtcox, and replace qby NIIryx, and *re result is 26.

26. CKCIIxoxNITxyxIItroxNIIxyx < If everyone sins implies that not everyone goes to hell,
and, everyone sins, then not everyone goes to hell >

26. is made up this wa],: C KC 10,13,10,13.
This allows us to detach tre last part, which is the conclusion, .13.

13. NIIryx < Not everyone goes to hell >

This, though correct (valid) reasoning, is not the hard-hitting, life changing, salvation seeking conclusion
that *reTract writers intended.

(ii)

The second way around the conclusion .1.1. ITxlx < Everyone goes to hell > is to make some such remark
such as 'salvation by our own efforts is impossible, but for God all things are possible.' This is clearly what
the Tiaa writers believe and they spend a good deal of the space on this tiny tract tryrng to convince us that
this is indeed the case [Lines 26 - 3z,then 39 - 65.]

The solution (if the argument summed up in /6. is to be left intact) is eitber an argument from God's
omnipotence' o! an argument that logic does not apply to God. The omnipotence argument runs into
problems such as, 'Can God make a weight so heavy that he/she cannot lift it?'. Such problen$ were clearly
understood in the Middle Ages. We can invent twenty-first century versions - 'Can God write a computer
program that proves he/she does not exist?'
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The logic problems are rather more serious.They challenge logicians to either
(a) orplain convincingly that God has to stick to 'our'logic, the alternative being chaos for both God and us.

Or
(b) come up with a logic of miracles, that is, a logic which allows God to bend the rules, presumably

follon'ing a more complen or subtle set of rules (we do not want God to act randomly or chaotically).

In my first proof, above (17. to /8.), that you may not have both 11. au.rd, 13. I was showing the effects

of just simply adding the joining of II. and 13. (19. KpNp) as a truttr (axiom) of the most simple and most
complete of all logics,The result was chaos.

What about the second idea, that God has a logic of his/her own? This might be what our Tiact wrtets
[in my suspicion] attempted to manage by introducing a 'propositional constant', o, in my second proof (/9.
to 23,) to stand for, 'You humans are dl bound for hell fire.'As we saw, it too ends us in chaos, and if it were

part of God's logic, it would end hirnftrer in chaos also.

This shows that trying to invent a God-logic, or 'miracle logic' is, as far as we can see, doomed to
failure. God does not like chaos any more that we do. I-ogcally nonsensical statements such as 'Paradoxes
prove that God is cleverer than usr' or 'Illogicality is ttre glory of Godr' or 'Such ideas were invented by God
to test our faith' are either nonsense, or misreading God's nature, or doubting his/her command of logic.

The logical description of the two different arguments, one leading to everyone going to hell and the
other leading to only some people going to hell, found that both arguments used variations or (substinrtions

in) the logical law /5. This law has been called, since *re Middle Ages, Modus Ponens.It is one of the most
universally acknowledged and universally used of all logical laws and can be seen in use every day: Vben the
jug boils I can make a pot of tea; the jug is boiling now it the time for a cup. It was law before speech was

developed: Hungry lions eat people; there is a hungry lion coming towards me; f'm off up a tree pronto.
There is no need to think that God does not use wodus ponensz If drowning everyone but Noah will rid the
world of sin and I want the world free of sio then I will tell Noah to make an ark and then send a flood. If
sending my son will save mankind and mankind needs saving I will send my son. If forgiving this man's sin
will make him well, and he is sick, I will forgive him his sin.

Alt Christians use a great deal of logic in developing ttreir ttreologies. However, when good logic leads
from desirable premises (all are sinners; all sinners go to hell) to uodesirable conclusions (no one is saved)

then the argument has to get more subtle and it is more rlifFcult to make 'punchy'preaching points - though
the logic may stay simple the premises may lose their'all-or-nottring'simplicity.

However, rf the Traa writers are willing to accept new premises, their logic can remain impeccable. If
they wish, instead, to make God illogical, then their logic leads to chaos, and the arguments are unbelievable,

There has always been a logical problem with a God who is supposed to be both just and merciful.
Pelagius about the year 400 took the route of mercy Sging more important than justice' and was
qrcommunicated for his compassion. A likely logical path to combine both mercy and justice appears to the
evangelicd: a god of justice may demand punishment for wickedness and insist that someone take the rap;
then this same god can get his owu son to be the person punished, thus being merciful to ttre wicked. Such a

solution is logically sophisticated. It makes God merciful (to the wicked) but neither just nor merciful to his/
her son, the unwicked - presumably God and Son can take it.

Also required for this sophisticated ugument are premises I have never seen stated in Christian
theology:
(a) that it is just to transfer one person's jusdy-deserved-punishment to anottrer (and innssenl) person.

And
(b) that it is efficacious to punish God gesus) for hunankind's multiple and multiplying transgressions.

There is a third premise, sometimes mentioned:
(c) That doing what God does not like deserves punishment.

We do transfer punishment on occasions, for o<ample, if we allow a gracious donor to pay ttre
criminal's fine. So (a) may pass. Evangelicals do not allow (b) but have a substitute for it in the rule

(d) It is efficacious that God punish his son if the transgressor is eager to accept such a trade off,
and shows this by turning from evil deeds ('repents').
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It would take a fairly hard-hearted rationalist to insist that (c) is unfair if he or she is enjoying life and
tttan&fulfor being created on ttris earth by God; but most rationalists would deny that either they t6emselves
and/or ttre world was created by God.

Another niggle: it does seen rather unfeir of God to find I way to save us all from getrenna - at great
cost to himtrerself - and then teke salvation back from ttrose who .". t-'lyitling or unable to recognise ftat
this has been done. If salvation has been mercifully acquired for us, once and for all, why then does God
then slip back into stria Judge Jefferies mode and take salvation away from the unrepentant? Even hgmans
do not insist on rdorrnation, but only expiation for crime. God's mercy system (no ealvation without
repentence) seenr even less morally iust when you insist (as the Ttuct doesrlines 9 - 15) that he/stre set us up
to fall, and ttrat leing e sinner is immutably our lot, or as deontic logic would phrase it, necessarily
obligatory.

You have to be a belierrcr to buy into the prernises and the theolog;r logicaily built upon ttrem. But that
is tnre of all rcligion.
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Notes and References

l. My thanks for 6is tidy proof to Max Cresswdl.

2. The arguments of the lapsarians wele subde and convoluted. The best summary of them that I
have come across is in a five-volume reference work published much closer to ttre days when the
debates were at their height. It is the SchaFHerzoe &rA,fupenb of Religbtlt l&towledge,publistred
in 1894 by Funk andWagnalls, in NewYork.They say
Supralapsarianiem. The doctrine that God foresaw, permined and decreed the fall. This
doctrine borders on fatalism and pantheism but is the logically most consistent Calvinism.
Sublapsarianism. This is dre doctrine of moderate Cdvinists, that ttre fdl was not decreed,
though furcseen.This forrnulation avoids ascribing the origin of sinto God.
Infi:alapsarianisn. God elects who He will of the whole mass of ruined humanity after the fall.
This is the doctrine ofAugustine.

CRIB

8. (Yx)yxvv -yx)

9. (Yx)ox= Nx)fx

10. (Vx)ox

11. Nx)yx

12. -- (Nx)rx)

13. - (Nx)rx

14. Nx)((-px=yx) €t (px=-yx))

15. (p= q) €sp) = c

16, (Nx)ox> Nx)fx) €e Nx)ox) = (lx)yx

17. - (p e-p)

18. - (Nx)rx €t - (ftx)yx))

19. -p €r p

20. (o €t-o)

21. (p €sA) = c

22. (a €y-o) = q

23. tI

24, - ((Vx)ox) = ((Vx)yx)

25. * Nx)ox

26. ((Nx)ox> (- Nx)rx)) €x (Vx)ox) = (- (Vx)yx)
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Appendix 2

Extracts from Pali Sutras
and Comments from Commentaries

Introduction
This appendix is to give no more than a taste of the scriptures of early Buddhism and the son of
philosopical (or 'theological') discussions of them that have taken place by Buddhist scholars and
scholars of Buddhism.

The'Pali Canon'of the Theravada strand of Buddhism is divided into 'three baskets' (thus: ?i'-
pitnka), the Sutta-Pitaka, the Vinaya-Pitaka, the Abhidtramma-Pitaka. This by no merrrs gives us a
chronological set of writings. The first is a collecrion of five sets of 'Discourses' (nikarya) , The second
is the book of 'Discipline' with three maior divisions, in the second of which is some of the oldest
material, for example the version of the first serrnon, below. In the third colledion is 'Further
Doctrine' - seven works containing scholastic developments of the main Buddhist ideas, including
psychological and ethical analysis, mostly put into the mouth of the Buddha by much later writers.

I have tried to select three examples from early to late. The first extract is Buddha's first
sermon, from the Vinaya. Ttre second nvo extracts are from the Sutta, in the collection called
'Mediurn-long Suttas.' The third is a summary only of the arguments between rival schools on
karma and rebirth found in one book of the Abhidharnma. I then quote from nvo l?estern scholars
who give overviews of Buddhist doctrine on karma and rebirth.

The First Sermon.

According to uadition the Buddha delivered his first 'conversion'sermon to his first five followers at
Sanath near Varanasi @enares) in Northern India. The oldest account of the serrnon is in ttre Pali
Canon, and therefore part of the Theravada (Hinayana) strand of Buddhism, probably written down
in the early years of the Christian era, five hundred years after the Buddha's life. This translation is
byJ G Jennings, see Jennings (1948), pages 43 - 47. I have, naturallg left out the 86 notes and
cross-references which accompany his translation, also all the Pali words for the technical
'theological' terms.

Vinaya-Htaka, Maha-aagga, I&tandhaka, I, ai,

54. unfolding. Then the Blessed one instructed the Five mendicants thus:
These two extremes, mendicant brothers, :ue not to be approached by him who has withdrawn
[from the world]. !?hich two? On the one hand that which is connected with lust through
sensuous pleasures, and is low, ignorant, vulgar, ignoble and profitlessl and on the other hand that
which is connected with self-mortification, and is ignoble, and profitles,s. Aysi.ting both these
extremes' mendicaut brothers, the middle road bringing insight, bringrng knowledge, leads to
tranquillity, to highest knowledge, to full enlightenment, to peace. And, mendicant brothers, what
middle road leads to Peace? It is indeed this Noble Eightfold Path, namely, righr outloo\ right
will, right speech, right action, self-discipline, right acrivity, right self-knowledge, right self-
trauscendence. This middle road, mendicant brothers, leads to peace.

f5. Fdrsr Tiuth.Now, mendicant brothers, this is ttre Nobtc Tiwth as ro Sorrow; earthly existence indeed is
sorrowful, decay is sorrowful, death is sorrowful, union with the displeasing is sorrowful,
separation from the pleasing is sorrowfi,rl, the wish which one does not fulfil is sorrowful - in
brief, desirous transient individudity is sorrowful.

$6, Second Truth. Pryain, mendicant brothers, this is the Noble Tiuth as a the origin of Sorrow; it is this
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recuring craving assoeiated with enioyment and desire, seeking enioyment eve4nrhere, namely,
the craving for sense-pleesures' the craving for individual existence, the craving for supei-
existence.

$7. Third Tivth. l€;a:ln' mendicant brothers, this is the Nobh Tiuth 4s ,o the Cessation of Sorrow; it is the
cessation of this very craving, so that no renurant or trace of it remains - its abandonment, its
renouncement, liberation from it, detachment from it.

$8. Fvurth Truth. And this, once more, mendicant brothers, is the Nobte Tiuth as u the road leading to
the Cessation of Sorrow; it is indeed drat Noble Eightfold Path, namely, right outlook, right will,
right speech' right action, self-discipline, right activity, right self-knowledge, right self-
transcendence.

!9. Frudmt. As soon, mendicant brothers, as my knowledge and insight concerning these four noble
truths were pure, I knew that I had obtained suprcme and full enlightenment. The knowledge
now as a thing seen arose in me: ' The liberation of my mind is established, sep:rrate existence is
here ended there is not now survival.'

From: |ennings,J.G.,lg48,Thevdantb Buddhism of tle Bud.dhar I-ondon, olJprpp.42-47

Karma anditr Resul*

Majjhirna-nikaya, iii, 2 02. Cula-katnmaaibhanga

The brahmin student Subha, son of Todeyya, came to the l-ord, and having exchanged courteous
and pleasant greetings wittt him sat down at one side. As he sat there he said to the I-ord,t'Now what, sir Gotama, is the cause, what is the occasion, why lowness and greatness are
seen among human beings, among those who have been born as human beings, for they are
found to be strort-lived and long-lived, of bad and good health, bad and good looking, weak and
mighty, poor and wealthy, of low and high familS stupid and intelligent. Now what is the cause ?..

"Student, Beings have their own karma, fiey are heirs of karma, their origin is karma, they
have karma as their kinsman, as their resource. IGrme distributes beings, that is, according to
lowness and greatness."

"I do not understand the meaning of this utterance so concisely e4pressed and not analysed
at length. It would be well if sir Goama would teach me the Doctrine so Orat I might understand
d1s msaning of this utterance so concisely o<prcssed.',

"Ttlen listen, student, reflect well on it, I will speak.',
" Even so, sirr" Subha replied.

The I-ord said,
"There is the case of a person, a woman or a man, who takes life, cnrel with blood-stained

hands, given to striking and killing, and without mercy to living things. When ttrat karma is
worked out and completed, with the dissolution of ttre body after death, he is reborn in a state of
misery, in an unhappy destiny, in a state of puaishment, or in hell ; or if he is not thus reborn, but
attains the state of man, wherever he is rebom he is short-lived. . .

"There is the case of a person, a woman or a man, who has put aside and refrains from
taking life, who has laid aside the use of a stick or a knife, and dwells modest, futt qf kindlingss,,
and compassionate for the welfare of all living things. I7hen ttrat karma is worked out and
comFleted with the dissolution of the body after deattr, he is rebom in a state of happiness or the
world of heaven, or if he is not reborn in heaven but attains the state of man, whercver he is
rebom he is long-lived. . .

ffen more examples follow, of people who are given to hurting with hand or clod or stick or
knife' wathful, turbulentr ugrl, furious, malevolent, hostile, resentful, jealous of their honour,
revelence, esteem, hard, haughty. . . then:l

"Tttere is the case of a personr a woman or a man, who when visiting an ascetic or a
brahmin questions him about what is good what is bad, what is blameless or not, what should be
followed or not, what, if he does it, will lead to misforttrne, and sorrow for a long time. . . and
what' if he does it' will lead to good fortune and happiness for a long time. . . . He is reborn in
heaven or, if he attains the state of a man, he is very intelligent. .

"Thus, student, beings have their own karma, they are heirs of karma, their origin is karma,
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they have karma as their kinsman, as their resource. Karma distributes [eingS5 that is, according
to lowness and greatness."

From:Thomas, Edward I.l935,Eaily Buddhist Scriparesrlondon, Kegan PaulrTrench,Tiubner.
pp.l2Gl3O

Maji hima-nikay a, i, 3 8 9 ; IQ^ekkuraaatika

These four kinds of actions, Punna, have been independently reallized, by me with higher
knowledge and preached. !flhat are the four ? There is black action with black ripening, white
action with white ripening, black and white action with black and white ripening, and action
neither black nor white with neither black nor white ripening, which tends to the destruction of
action.

Vhat action is black with black ripening? In this case a person produces an iniurious
accumulation of body, speech, and mind, and hence is born in an iniurious world. There he is
afiected by injurious impressions, and feels iniurious feeling errtremely painfirl, such as do those
beings that are in hell. Thus the rebirth of a creatr.ue is due to the creature. It is through what he
does that he is reborn and impressions affect one thus reborn. Thus I say, Punna, 6a1 feings are
the heirs of tlreir action.This is called black action with black ripening.

And what action is white wittr white ripening? In ttris case a person produces a non-
injurious accumulation of body, speech, and mind, and hence is born in a non-injurious world.
There he is affected by non-iniurious impressions and feels non-iniurious feeling elffremety
pleasant, such as do the Subhakinna-gods [wholly-bright gods, the inhabitants of the ninth
heaven of the world of forml. This is called white acrion with white ripening.

And what is black and white action with black and white ripening? In this case a person
produces an accumulation of body, speech, and miud which is both injurious and non-iniurious,
and hence is bom in a world both iniurious and non-injurious. There he is affected by both
injurious and non-injurious impressions and feels both iniurious and non-injurious feeling, a
mixture of pleasant and painfuI, such as is felt by human beings, some gods, and some beings in
states of punishment.

And what is neither black nor white action with neither black nor white ripening, which
tends to the destruction of action ? In ttris case the resolve to abandon black action wittr black
ripening, the resolve to abandon white action with white ripening, and the resolve to abandon
black and white action with black and white ripening is called neither black nor white action with
neither black nor white ripening, which tends to ttre destruction of action. These four actions,
Punna, have been independently realized by me with higher knowledge and preached.

From:Thomas, Edward I.1935, Early Buddhist Scriptures, London, Kegan Paul,Trench,Trubner.
pp.13l-133

A Sumrnary of a Cornmentary on Karma

Ab hidhamm a-pitaka, I{athaa anhu
BookVII

VII.7, Concerning the earth and the manrration of karma.
(l-7) The opponent holds that the earth is the result of action. The point is that some obtain
dominion or ownership over land as a result of their action. In reiecting ttre thesis, the point of
the rejoinder is to maintain the maturations of actions take the form of subjective experiences.
Further, the earth is orperienced in common with others while the same could not be said of the
results of an individual's karrna.
VII.S.Vhether decay and deattr are the result of karma.
(l-6)The opponent holds old age and death to be maturations of karma. The argument is largely
as in MI.7, the point of the rejoinder again being that the term 'maturation' refers only to the
subject'ive o<periences resulting from action.
VII.9. Concerning whether the factors of the noble or spiritual adept have maturations.
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(l-6) The opponent holds ttrat the factors of the noble have no positive results, for they do not

lead to fu.*rer re-birth. The opposing view stresses in reioinder that the career of the noble

person produces great rewards, namely the fruits of ttre pathr as its matnration.

Ml.l0.Vhether a maturation is a factor resulting in factors.
(l-5) The opponent holds that a maturirtion is a factor resulting in further factors, that is that a

maturation lo to* is the cause of further maturation. The reioinder considers this view to lead to

an endless cycle of maflrration entailing maturation which in tum would rule out the possibility

of ending oristence and attaining liberation.

From: James P. McDermott's summary, in Potter, KaIl H., 1996, Ercyclopedia of Indian

Philosophies,WLWl, Abhidharma Buddhism m I 504. D' pp' 286-287

AWestern Scholar's Summary of Early Buddhist Belizfs on Katma

THE BUDDHIST PICTURE OF KARMA

How strall we picture the world as the Buddhist sees it? Ve have seen that for the Buddhist all things are

empty, nottrin! persists in time for more than a moment. \Fhat we call a "thing" is acfirally a series of

*r11l.rrr, and each moment comprises a vast array of factors flashing at the same moment but separately. A
,.person,, is a certain kind of thing, and this same analysis applies to him or her. A person is only a series of

momentarily fl astring factors.
The factors that flash at a moment in the history of an individual person are of various sorts' or at any

rate are orperienced by us as being so. For one thing, what I take to be me is acttrally one series, among

others, of apparently bodily physical factors, causing me to view myself as occupying a particular place at a

particular ti-", to have a certain series of repeated visual experiences related in the way that canses me to

speak of .my body", *my sense-organs", "my location in e world of physical objects and other bodies", and

* oo. In fact, theie is no such spread-out physicat world - the appearance ofbodies, organs and obiects is

an interpretation, a construction made on the basis of moments of color, sound, smell, taste and touch' Even

this last division of kinds of momentary flash-factors may or may not be independent of our concepnralizing

abilities - Madhyamakas and yogacaras say they are not, that they too are imaginary constnrctions. Besides

physicat appearing factors, the flashes constituting our experience comprise myriad qualitative factors

cou.riog 
"U 

O" distinguishable sorts of data we experience in daily life - sensations, emotions, theories,

interprJtations, attitudes, ideas. Given the vast proliferation of factors that can be distinguished as

ao*fririog each moment of one's o*istence, it is not surprising that what we find in these texts is not an

"*.rirp, 
tJ chssify all the kinds of factors that there are (possibly a hopeless task), but rather a series of

attempts to identiry those particular factors which comprise our bondage, which breed karma and its

resultant frustrating continuance of life from birth to deattr and around again. In ttre present Chapter we are

not aftempting to provide an er<haustive metaphysical accountr but to summarily report what the texts under

survey here pick out as those factors which cause bondage and whose "rooting out" promises liberation.

Let's rehearse the picrrrre of man's place in the universe as it was seen by Buddhists in the period we

are endeavoring to .*rr.y. Living beings occupy at auy given time one or anotrher of five courses (gan); hellt

the animal realh, the world of ghosts, the human realm, or heaven as a god. lUhich course they occupy is

determined by a portion of one'i karma, part of ttre result of his actions in previous existences. It has always

been ttrus, beginninglessly. Furthermore, differences nmong those occupying any one of these courses is also

conditioned 6y orr.;, karma, differences in appearance, health, wealth and influence, in the erPeriences a

person has. Tire Pali sutras lay out a good deal of information specifying which sorts of acts breed which

sorts of karma.
But talk of acting seems to bring wittr it commitment to something acting, an agent. Since the Buddha

taught that notSing lasts for more than a moment, karma would seem to be impossible, at least in the sense

of some*ring that is laid dowu in the agent and retained for a time, to be worked out in some subsequent

acrion. One sect of Buddhists, ttre Vatsiputriyas (also called Pudgalavadins), posited a personal agent

(pudgala) who transmigrates from existence to existence. This notion of a person was roundly attacked by
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other Buddhist schools as coffravening ttre Buddha's explicit words, but the problem remains for Buddhists
in general to e<plain how the residues produced by actions at one point in time remain available to be
worked out at a subsequent point. In particular, for example, and leaving aside the basic question of
maintenance for a moment, when one dies how is it that "one's karma" is preserved so that it may become
pertinent to "the same one" in the next birth? In answer to this, some schools (Sarvastivadins, Vatsiputriyas
and Sammitiyas) posited an intermediate state (enurabhaoa), consisting of the series of five aggregates,
which connects the place of death to the place of rebirth. Vasubandhu sets forth this account at length in the
Abhidharmakosa .., But the other Buddhist schools generally rejected the theory of an intermediate state;

Anottrer way of facing up to this problem of the persistence of karmic residues was by making a
distinction between manifest (aijfiapn) and unmanifest (auijfiapt) karma. Manifest karma is the immediate
and evident result of a bodily or vocal act - e.g., the paiu experienced from a good swift kick. Unmanifest
karma, on the other hand, is the disposition or potency laid down in the mind of someone performing a
bodily or vocal action, a disposition which is not evident at ttrat moment but will produce appropriate karmic
results at a later time.

But how can anything - e.g.r unmanifest karma - be laid down and maintained, given the Buddhist
commitment to momentariness? To answer this challenge the Sarvastivadins or Vaibhasikas, who maintained
a theory of time on which the past and future as well as the present exists, suggested a particular type of
factor called PrePd, rendered here as "possession", which, ttrough momentary like every factor, engenders
another of its sort constituting a following moment, and so on until the karmic result of the originating act
occurs. Sautrantikas, who deny that ttre past or future of a moment exist at that moment's occurrence,
reiected the foregoing theory, arguing instead that an action lays down a trace (vasanarliterally a .'perfume")
or potency (saktt) that conditions each moment in ttre series following the action, this trace also being
termed a "seed" (bija). It is easy to imagine how the question of where these seeds exist while they are
waiting to bear fruit in the form of karmic maturations led to the Yogacara postulation of a storehouse-
consciousness (alayaaijfiaza). Vasubandhu, in the fourth Chapter of the Abhidharmakosa, develops an
acconnt of what a full-fledged action consists of. It has three parts, he says: first, the preparation (ftatoga),
the preparatory actions of collecting implements toge*rer along with one's intention to perform the action;
second, the action itself together with the laying down of karrna; third, what he terms the "back"Qtrstha), the
succeeding moments; such as ttre satisfaction of the actor and the string of unmanifest karma that follows on
the action itself. This last element allows, e.g., for the reduction of karmic force of an act if the agent repents
immediately after performing the action.

From: Potter, Karl H. (Ed)' 1999, The Encyclopedia. of Indian Philosopies, VolumeWII, Buddhist
Phibsaphyfrom 100 u 350A.D., Delhi, Motlal Banarsidass Publishers, pp.32-35.
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Appendix 3

Li Jfi, The Record of Rituals
Ennacts from The Sacred Books of the EastrYol. 27,'The Texts of Confucianism', Part III, T}lle Lt Ki
(1 to l0), Translated by James Legge, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1885, and still regarded as the best
translation.

The footnotes by James Legge, essentid to understanding the translatiou, I have edited and re-
numbered for this appendix, mainly to leave out his iustifications for his readings. I have also
modernised his numbering system and his idiosyncratic romnnisation of Chinese pronunciation has

been altered to the official pin yin form.

Book l, Section 2rPart L

l.l. Ifhen a thing is carried with both hands, it should be held on a level with the heart; when with one
hand, on a level with the grdle.

1.2. An article belonging to the son of Heaven should be held higher than the heart; one belonging to a
ruler of a state, on a level with it; one belonging to a Great officer, lower than it; and one belonging to an
(inferior) officer strould be carried lower still.

1.3. rtr7hen one is holding an article belonging to his lord, though it may be light, he should seem unable
to sustain it. In the case of a piece of srlk, or a rank symbol of jade, square or round, he should keep his left
hand over it. He should not lift his feet in walking, but trail his heds like the wheels of a carriage.

3.8. When his ruler wishes an officer to take a place at an archery (meeting), and he is unable to do so,

he should dectine on the ground of being ill, and say,'I, so-and-so, am suffering from carrying firewood.'

Book 4, Section 1, Part 3
['fhis book contains four fists of seasonal duties. This is the third.]

l. In the last month of spring, the sun is in !fei, the constellation culminating at dusk being Qi xing'
and that culminating at dawn Qian niut.

2. Its days are jia and yr. Its divine ruler is Thi Hao, and the attending spirit is Ju Mang. Its creatures are
the scaly. Its musical note is the Jue, and its pitch-tube is the Gu xian2. Its number is eight. Its taste is sour.
Its smell is rank.

3. Its sacrifice is ttrat at the door, and of the parts of the victim the spleen has the foremost place.
4, The Elaeococca begins to flower. Moles are transformed in quails3. Rainbows begin to appear.

Duckweed begins to grow.
5. The son of Fleaven occupies the apartment on the rigbt of the Qingyang (Shrine); rides in the

carriage with the phoenix bells, drawn by the azr.ue dragon (horses), and bearitg the green flag. He is
dressed in the green robes, and wears the azure gems. FIe eats wheat and mutton, The vessels which he uses
are slighdy curved, (to resemble) the bursting forth (of nature).

6. In this month the son of Heaven presents robes yellow as the young leaves of the mulberry tree to
the ancient divine ruler (and his queen)4.

7. Orders are given to the officer in charge of the boats to ffin a boat bottom up. Five times he does

so, and five times he turns it back again, after which he reports that it is ready for the son of Heaven, who
then gets into it for the first time (this spring). He offers a snouted sturgeon (which he has caught) in the
rear apartnent of the ancestral temple, and also prays ttrat the wheat may yield its produce5.

8. In this month the iqflusnqes of life and growth are greatly developed; and the warm and genial
airs diffirse themselves. The crooked shoots are all put forth, and the buds are unfolded. Things do not admit
of being restrained.

9. The son of Fleaven spreads his goodness abroad, and carries out his kindly promptings. He gives

orders to the proper officers to distribute from his granaries and vaults, giving their contents to the poor and
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friendless, and to relieve the needy and destitute; and to open his treesuries and storehouses, and to send
abroad through all the nation the silks and other articles for presents, thus stimulating the princes of states to
encourage the rcsort to them of famous scholars and show courtesy to men of ability and virnre.

10. In ttris month, he charges the superintendents of works, saying, 'The rains of the season will be
coming down, and the waters beneath will be swelling up. Go in order over the states and visit the towns,
inspecting everyrvhere the low and level grounds. Put the dykes and dams in good repair, clear the ditches
and larger channgts, and open all paths, allowing no obstruction to er<ist.'

ll. The nets used io hunting animals and birds, hand nets, archers'disguises, and iniurious baits
should not (in this monttr) issue from (any of) the nine gates.

12. In this month orders are given to the foresters throughout the country not to allow the cutting
down of the mulberry trees and silk-worm oaks. About these the cooing doves clap their wings, and the
crested birds light on them. The trays and baskets with the stands (for the worrns and cocoons) are got ready.
The queen, after vigil and fasting, goes in person to the eastem fields to work on the mulberry trees. She
orders the wives and younger women (of the palace) not to wear their ornamental dresses, and to suspend
their woman's-work, thus stimulating them to attend to their business with the wonns. !?hen this has been
completed, she apportions the cocoons, weighs out (afterwards) the silk, on which they go to work, to supply
the robes for the solstitid and other great religious services, and for use in the ancestral temple. Not one is
allowed to be idle.

13. In this month orders are given to the chiefs of works, to charge ttre workmen of their various
departments to inspect the materials in the five store-houses - those of iron and other metals; of skins and
hides and sinews; of horn and ivory; of feathers, lurows and wood (for bows); and of grease, glue, cinnabar,
and varnish. (Ihey are to see) that all these things be good. The workmen then labour at their several tasks.
(The chiefs) inspect their work, and daily give them their orders. They must not produce anything contrary
to whet the time requires; nor can they practise a licentious ingenuity, which would dissipate the minds of
their superiors.

14. In the end of this month a fortunate day is chosen for a grand concert of music. The son of
Heaven, at the head of the three ducal ministers, the nine high ministers, the feudal princes (at court), and
his great officers, goes in person to witness it.

15. In this month they collect the large, heavy bulls; and fiery stallions, and send tbem forrh to the
females in the pasture grounds. They number and make a list of the animals fit for victims, with the foals and
calves.

16. Orders are given for the ceremonies against pestilence throughout the city; at the nine gates (also)
animals,rre tom in pieces in deprecation (of the danger): to secure the full development of the (healthy) airs
of the spring6.

17. If, in this last month of spring, the governmental proceedings proper to winter were observed,
cold airs would constantly be prevailing; dl plants and trees would decay; and in *re states there would be
great tenors. If those proper to sumrner were observed, many of the people would suffer from pestilential
diseases; the seasonable rains would not fall; and no produce would be derived from the mountains and
heights. If ttrose proper to aututmn were observed, the sky would be full of moisture and gloom; encessive
rains would fall early; and warlike movements would be everywhere arising.

Notes:
I.ei is the seventeen0t of the trventy-eight Chinese constellations flongitude in 1800, 44' 8' l']
corresponding to Musca Borealis. Qi xing is understood to be Alphar4 the main star of Hydra, and small
st:us near it. Qian niu corresponds to certain stars (e, m, n) in the neck of Aquila.
2 etrr xian,'the lady bathes,' is the third of the tubes that give ttre six upper musical accords.
3 This statement, perhaps, arose from seeing quails running about among the mole-hills [prior to
migxatingl...
4 ... The ofrering is supposed to have been in connexion with a sacrifice prepanrtory to the silkworm
season. The rearing of silkworms was due, it was supposed, to Xi ling, the wife of the Yellow Di [one of the
'sage kingsl...
5 ... Ve must regard the king's taking to the boat as an encouragement to the fishermen, as his ploughing
was to the husbandmen. The long-snouted sturgeon has always been called 'the royal sturgeon'. How the
prayrng for a good wheat harvest seems to be connected with this ceremony I do not know.
6 Compare Analccts Book l0:8. The ceremonies there referred to were the same as those here, carried out
in the villages and indeed' throughout the land. Diseases prevailing were attributed ... to the action of evil
spirits, and ... measures adopted to drive them away. Confucius and others, even the government itself, gave
countenance to these...
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Book 21.The Meaning of Sacrifices, Section 1

l. Sacrifices should not be frequently repeated. Such frequency is indicative of impornrnatenessl and
impornrnateness is inconsistent with reverence. Nor should they be at distant intervds. Such in&equency is

indicative of indifference; and indifference leads to forgetting them altogether. Therefore the superior man, in
harmony with the course of fleaven, offers the sacrifices of spring and autumn. S7hen he treads on the dew
which has descended as hoar-frost he cannot heh a feeling of sadness, which arises in his mind' and cannot
be ascribed to the cold. In spring, when he treads on ttre ground, wet with ttre rains and dews that have

fdlen heavilg he cannot avoid being moved by a feeling as if he were seeing his departed friends. We meet
the approach of our friends with music, and escort them away with sadness, and hence at the sacifice in
spring we use music, but not at the sacrifice in autum.
2. The severest vigil and purification is maintained and carried on inwardly; while a looser vigil is
maintained externally. During the days of such vigil, the mourner thinks of his departed, how and where they
sat, how they smiled and spoke, what were ttreir aims and views, what they delighted in, and what things they
desired and enjoyed. On the third day of such enersise he will see those for whom it is employed.
3. On the day of sacrifice, when he enters the apartrrent (of the temple), he will seem to see (the

deceased) in the place (where his spirit-tablet is). After he has moved about (and performed his operations),
and is leaving at the door, he will seem to be arrested by hearing ttre sound of his movements, and will sigh
as he seems to hear the sound of his sighing
I 6. At (dre time of) the border [that is, at the edge of t]re city] sacrifice (to Heaven), those who are engaged
in funeral rites do not dare to wail, and those who are wearing mourning do not dare to enter the gate of ttre
capital; this is the highest oqlression of reverence.
17. On the day of sacrifice, the ruler led the vic'tim fonrard, along with and assisted by his son on the
opposite side; while the Great officers followed in order. ![hen they had entered the gate of the temple, they
fastened the victim to the stone pillar, The ministers and Great officers then bared their arms, and proceeded

to inspect the hair, payrng particular attention to that of the ears. They then with the knife with ttre bells
attached to it, cut it open, took out the fat about the inwards, and withdrew (for a time) [ to offer the hair
and blood]. Afteru'ards they offered some of the flesh boiled, and some raw, then (finallv) withdrawing.
There was the highest reverence about everything.
18. The sacrifice in the suburb of the capital was the great expression of gratitude to Heaven' and it was
specially addressed to the sun, with which the moon was associatedl. The sovereigns of Xia presented it in
the dark. Under the Yin [Shang] dynasty they did so at noon. Llnder ttre Gao [a legendary dynasty] they
sacrificed all the day, especially at daybreak, and towards evening.
19. They sacrificed to the sun on the altar, and to the moon in the hollow; to mark the distinction be-
tween (the) gloom (of the one) and (ttre) brightness (of the other), and to show the difference between the
high and the low. They sacrificed to the sun in ttre eastlern suburb], and to the moon in the west[ern
suburbl; to mark the distinction between (the) forthcoming (of the sun) and (the) withdrawnag, (of the
moon), and to show the correculess of rheir (relative) positions. The sun comes forttr from the east, and the
moon appears in the west; the darkness and the light are now long, now strort; when the one ends, the other
begins, in regular succession - thus producing the harmony of all under the sky2.

20. The rites to be observed by all under heaven were intended to promote the return (of the mind) to the
beginning (= Creator of all); to promote (the honouring of) spiritual Beings; to promote the harmonious use
(of dl resources and appliances) of government; to promote righteousnessl and to promote humility. They
promote the retum to the beginning, securing the due consideration of their originator. They promote (the
honouring) of spiritual Beings, securing the giving honour to superiors. They promote the (proper) use of all
resources, thereby establishing the regulations (for the well-being of) the people.

Notes
I Here, again, nature-worship seems to crop up. Zheng Hao says on the passage: 'Heaven is the great
source of tao (the course of nafirre and duty), and of all the visible bodies which it hangs out, there are none
greater than the sun and moon. Therefore, while the obiect of the suburban sacrifice was a gratefuI
acknowledgment of Heaven, the sun was chosen as the restisgplace for its spirit (or spirits). The idea in the
institution of the rite was deep and far-reaching.'It must be bome in mind that ttre rites described in the text
are those of former dynasties, especially of that of Gao. I cannot bring to mind any passages in which there is
mention made of any sacrifice to the sun or sun-spirit in connexion with the great sacrifice to Fleaven, or
Shang Di, at the service on the day of the winter solstice in the southern suburb.
2 Tlte sacrifices in this paragraph are those at the equinoxes ... They are still maintained. [1885]
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Book 19.The Greater Record of Mourning Rites, Section I

i. . tq+.qately after death, the principal mourners sobbedl; brothers and cousins (of the deceased)
wailed; his female relatives wailed and leaped.
6' !7hen the dead body (of a ruler) had been placed properly (beneath the window with the head to the
south), his son sat (or knelt) on the east; his ministers, Great officers, uncles, cousins, their sons and
grandsons, stood (also) on the east; the multitude of orrlinary officers, who had the charge of the difrerent
departrnents, wailed below the hall, facing the north. His wife knelt on the wesq the wives, aunts, sisters,
their daughters and grand-daughters, whose husbands were of the same surname as he, stood (behind her)
on the west; and the wives, his relatives of the same sumame, whose position had been confirmed in their
relation to their husbands, at the head of all the others married similarly to husbands of other surnames,
wailed above in the halt facing the north.
7, At ttre rlorrning rites (immediately after death) of a Great officer, the (son), presiding, knelt on the
east, and the wife, presiding, on the west.

Notes
I They were too much affeded, it is said, to give loud expression to their grid.

Book 19 Section 2

31. The largest (or outermost) coffin of the ruler of a state was eight inches thick; the next, six inches; and
the innermost, four inches. The larger cofFn of a Great officer of the highest grade was eight inches thick;
and the inner, six inches; for one of the lowest grade, the dimensions were six inches and four. The coffin of a
collmon officer was six inches thick.
32. The (inner) coffin of a ruler was lined with red (silk), fixed in its place with n"ils of various metals; that
of a Great officer with (silk of a) dark blue, fixed with nails of ox-bonel that of a common officer was lined
but had no nails. . . .

34, The (accumulated) hair and nails of a ruler and Crreat officer were placed (in bags) at the four corners
of the coffin; those of an officer were buried (without [eing put in the coffin). . . .

36. Of scorched grain there were put by the coffin of a ruler eight basketsr containing four different kinds;
by drat of a Great officer, six baskets, containing three kinds; by that of a comrnon officer, four baskets,
containing two kinds. Besides these, there were (dried) fish and flesh.
37' Omamenting the coffn (on its way to the grave), there were for a ruler the curri"s with dragons
(figured on them), and over ttrem three gutter-spouts; the fluttering ornaments (with pheasants figured on
them and the ends of the Curtains); above (on the sloping roof of the catafalque) were a:<e-heads, of the
symbol of discrimination, thrice repeated, and of flames, thrice repeated. These occupied the pall-like roof of
white silk, as embroideryr and above it was the false covering attached to it by six purple ties, and rising up
with ornaments in five colours and five rows of shells. There were (at the comers) two streamers of fea*rers,
suspended from a frame with the axes on it; two from anottrer, bearing the symbol of discrimination; two
from another, variously figured; all ttre frames on staffs, showing iade-synbols at the top. Fishes were made
as if leaping at the ends of the gutters. The whole of the catafalque was kept together by six supports rising
from the coffin, and wound round with purple silk, and six euslaining ropes, also purple (drawn through the
curtains).

Book 20.The I-aw of Sacrifices

l. According to the law of sacrifices, (Shun)l, the sovereign of the line of Yu, at the great associate
sacrifice, gave the place of honour to Fluang Di, and at the border sacrifice made Gu the correlate of
Heaven; he sacrificed (also) to Guann ru as his ancestor (on ttre throne), and to Yao as his honoured
predecessor...
2. !7ith a blazins pile of wood on the Grand altar they sacrificed to Fleaven2; by burying (the victim) in
the Grand mound, they sacrificed to ttre Earth. (In both cases) they used a red victim3.
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3. By buryrng a sheep and a pig at the (altar o0 Great brightness, they sacrificed to tre seasons. (With
similar) victims they sacrificed to (*re spirits of) cold and heat, at ttre pit and the altar, using prayers of
deprecation and petition; to ttre sun, et *re (dtar called the) royal palace; to the moon, at the (pit called the)
Iight of the night; to ttre stars at the honoured place of gloom; to (ttre spirits o0 flood and drought at the
honoured altar of rain; to the (spirits of the) four quarters at the place of the four pits and altars; mountains'
forests, streann, valleys, hills, and mounds, which are able to produce clouds, and occasion winds and rain'
were all regarded as (dominated by) spirits.

Notes
I ... It is there said that in the idea of sacrifices CrD' which is here given, there
is no indication of deprecation by msurs of them, and much less of atonement' Y
but that they were merely expressions of gratitude. The character.fi is one o!
those formed by combination of the ideas in its several parts. The Shuo lYn Ji
Zi, the earliest Chinese dictionary, says that it is made up of two ideograrns: the Spiinal
symbol for spiritual beings; and another, composed of and re,presenting a right beings

hand and a piece of flesh. Offerings of flesh must have been common when the
character was formed ...n To carry human affairs before the gods (i.e. spirits.)
That which is the medium between, or brings togettrer -"n "od 

gods (spirits) . lT h'

To ofrer flesh in ttre rites of worship; to sacrifice with worship.'... The general 
^hand

idea symbolised by it is an offering whereby communication and communion €tflesh

with spiritual beings is effected.
2 On the blazing pile were placed ttre victim and pieces of iade; in the square mound were buried the
victim and pieces of silk... Of course a 'pit'was formed in the mound to receive the offerings.
3 This was specially the colour of ttre victims under ttre Kan dyrasty.
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Appendix 4

Proof Engines

Inroduction
A List of Proof Engines

Introduction

Computer prognms are available which will check whettrer a formula is well formed, and whether it is true
using a truth table method or a semantic tree method.My experience of them has been that they are drnost
as difFcult to learn how to use as it is difficult to learn the logic in the first place. Most professional logicians
find them cumbersome, mainly because the nurn6er of variables and operators in formule which human
logicians need to deal with are few; for example, few propositional formule of interest to pure logicians use

more than p, q, and r. Once ttre basic strape of a law is understood it is easily orpanded by substitution and

will remain true or false according to whether the simple formula it is based upon is true or false.

However, applied logic is likely to involve long strings of argumentation with very many variables or
constants; doing trrth tables or tee proofs in your head and on paper would be very time consuming. Testing
all the component parts of an aircraft to be sure that it is safe to fly has to be done methodically and in the
proper order - some checlrs depend on others - aud a logicd description of such a progranrme of checks is

long and complex; proof engine programs are indeed used for some aircraft testing routines. SimilarlS a

court case in which many different pieces of evidence are presente4 many people are involved, and laws of
difierent degrees of universality are cited, could give rise to very complex formula when expressed in logical
symbols. A proof machine might be an efficient way of arriving at the truth of the reasoning, and thus' if the
facts were correct, at the truth of the matter.

The other use of proof machines is for teaching symbolic logic. This has probably been the main
purpose for the creation of these programs to date, and they hsyg qsnrinly become more user-friendly and
attractive since the advent of the internet and web-browsers. For enample, some of the programs do not have
their own proof 'mecharrisms' built in but instead send the formula to be tested to the 'home' conputer on
the ottrer side of the world, where ttre computations are done and the answer sent back' in seconds. Hans von
Ditrnarsch of Otago University maintains a web site devoted to information listing the logic teaching
programs available on the web.

See: www. cs. otago.ac.nrlstafr rivlhans/logiccourseware.htrrrl
Most of the information about individud proof progrms which are listed below is available through the web
and is from Hons von Ditrrarsch and his site, but the comments are mine.

Almost all the proof engines I have come across use some version of infix' notation - is is, after all, the
main system of notation in use todan and it is the one which practically everyone comiog to symbolic logic
for the first time will be taught. However, getting such symbols as = and O and all ttre Greek letters II, E, 0,

f, etc., from your English keyboard is not easy. Some of the most recendy constructed, such as iote have a
small menu or, better still, a 'virhral keyboard' in a window on the screen which, when you click on it' prints
tlre symbol you want at the cursor. Most proof engines use versions of infx (such as that of The I'ogic Book

by Bergman, Moor and Nelson) with various other substitutes that can be built up from an ordinary
keyboard; for example, instead of = they sometimes use -> (hyphen, greater ttran). Symbol switching is, I'm
afraid, part of doing logic.

A slnrt hisnrbal nou:
In the late 1950s Richard Routley (later Ridrard Sylvan) of the Philosophy Dqrartment at V(J\f started
building a computer to do logic proofs. It was made of cast-off telephone switching gear, mainly uni-
selectors, the bits that used to click round when a number was dialled. It was mounted on a frame on wbeels

about the size of a tea-trolly. It did some test runs but the uni-selectors were old and unreliable. It was

programmed to show a blue light if the formula you entered was not well formed, a red for contradictions, an

amber for contingent results, and green for tautologies. When Richard left Vellington students tried to get it
going properln but when they too left it was pushed into a back room. Its fate thereafter I do not know.
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A List of Proof Engines
Dr Hans van Ditrnarsch

For this thesis Llewelyn Richards has edited out those entries least interesting to theologians and those
unavailable on the World Vide Web.

EDUCATIONAL LOGIC SOFTWARE

Most of these progranrs, as they must, provide proof engines as part of their educational tas\ therefore
the proof engines can be used independently of the teaching material. I-ast updated 6 August 2002.
Maintained by Hans van Ditrnarsch. Comments appreciated: hans@cs.otago.ac.nz.

l. Bertic3, hnp:/ | 137 .99.26.41-wwwphiVsoftware.htrnl
Functions : natural deduction in propositional and predicate logic
Pladorms : Dos,l7indows
Developer : Austen Clark, University of Connecticut USA
Email : austen,clark@uconn.edu
Book : Merrie Bergmann, tim Moor, and lack Nelson, The l-ogic Book,2nd edition. McGrawHill 1992.
Comment by Llewelyn Richards: I would not recommend natural deduction as a useful mettrod for the
serious theologian to spend time upon. It smacks of the 'qngels on pinheads' qpe of debates of the
Middle Ages aad the endless and very similar "ninspiring discussions by Buddhists. Symbolic logrcs,
brutally independent of meanings of the propositions they may have substituted into their formulae, are
much clearer about what is good argument and what is not. See, instead of. Bertbj, but by the same
authors, Tbo otie, below.

2. Tzwotie, httpzlll37.99.26.4l-wwwphiVsoftware.html
Functions : computing truttr (trees) in propositional and predicate logic
Plat'orms: Dos,Vindows
Developer : Austen Clark, University of Connecticut USA
Email : austen.clark@uconn.edu
Books : Merrie Bergmann, lim Moor, and Jack Nelson, ru ltp Book ,2nd edition. McGrawHill
1992. Richard Jeften Fnmal Logb: Iu Scope and Limits,3rd edition. McGraw-Hill 1991.
Comments by Llewelyn Richards: available as GNU Public Domain License software.
This is a good place to start if you have a DOS computer. Old fashioned in not having snazry graphics,
it has, nevertheless, a very simple set of ordinary keyboard equivalents for 'infix' symbols and is easy to
use. Its way of laying out tree proo$ is, ttrankfi.rlly, standard. It does not do truth tables, however.

The website has a homepage which orplains what Twootie will do and links to instructions for
gettiBg the software downloaded from the web into your computer and invaluable notes on getting
started. The softrvare is in the 'public domain' laganing that anyone nray use it, gratis, but users agree
not to modi$ it without posting prominent notices on the modified version and never charging for rhe
modified version's use.

Twootie is basically a teaching machine and will not do your proofs for you, but if you have been
working through Bergmann, Moor and Nelson's The lagic Boofr, then, with the inside back cover open
as a reminder, Twootie encourages you to do tree proofs using good practice. The instantaneous
'ticking' of correcdy decomposed formulae and the line of helpful hints at the bottom of the screen
when you make a mistake are very encouraging. Its use of colour is clear and helpfuL some steps are at
first shrouded in mystery (How do you get rid of a menu which was useful but is now cluttering up the
screen? How do you quit without closing the whole computer down? ...) but like all computer
programmes you cannot break it by hitting keys, trial-and-error fashion, even if you do sometirnes, in
frustration, have to shut down, and start again.

Twootie does propositional and predicate logic trees but does not go on to modal logics, or
relevance (intuitionist) logics, nor has it any facility for you to build other or new logics. It does not do
natural deduction (its cousin programme Bertbrdoes this) nor truth tables nor prooft from axioms.
Twootie uses iust those symbols available on a typewriter of computer keyboard and its substitutions
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for the special symbols of infix logic are very intuitive, for example ) for f, or -+, V for V, and ] for 3.
Using uppercase letters for propositions ('atomic sentences') takes only a little while to get used to.

Because Twootie is a teaching tool rather than a proof machine it will not search for the correct
proof tree 'decomposition rule' for you. A machine could easily do this since the decomposition rules
are simply attached to single operators and their negations; for example 'conditional decomposition'
splits p = g into trpo branches both needing investigation, a A branch and a q branch. 'Negated
conditional decomposition' splits -(p = d into two lines not nsgrling further investigation, p and ^?.
However, most proof engines that do proofs automatically (Hans von Ditmarsch calls them 'Theorem
Provers' below) take considerable understanding of what they are doing before they can be used
successfi.rlly - iust as calculators need an understanding of arittrmetic in order to work them
successfully.

Boole, http://www-csli. stanford. edulLPIJ
Functions : tnrth tables
Pladorms : !7indows, Apple
Developers : lohn Etchemendy, Stanford University USA, Jon Banrise, Indiana University USA
Email : Dave Barker-Plummer, dbp@csli.stanford.edu , or user Support, LPlbugs@csli.stanford.edu>
Book : John Etchemendy & ]on Barwise r Language, hoof and Logic . CSLI Publications, 2000.
Comments by Llewelyn Richards: The book comes with the softrvare: Fiuh, Boole, Thrski's Vorld, and, a
link back to Califomia via the web called Grade Grinder. However, despite being available on two
different platforms, some s<cellent graphical presentation, plus virnral keyboards, the book and the
software have two major problems for the theologian or logician who iust wants prooft done. Tbe book
goes with a course rrniqsg to Stanford whidr uses a quaint device for teaching elementary logic;
unfortnnately it needs orplanation to the tyro by an instru&ot. Boolerwhich et first seems a most useful
tool because it leaves calculations to the engine, in fact requires the learner to do the calculations and
then merely checks them.

Jape, tg:/ lftp.dcs.qmw.ac.uk/programminfiape/index.hrral
Functions ; natural deduction and sequent proof in classical predicate logic; plus various other
logics and formal systems; plus user-defined logics
Pladorms : Apple, Unix, T insl
Developers : Bernard sufrin, oxford University uK & Richard Bornat, eMw l-ondon uK
Email : Bemard. Sufrin@cornlab. ox. ac.uk, richard@dcs. qmw. ac. uk
Book; no
Comment by Llewelyn Richards: I have used the Apple version. Although lape is a very good looking
and ortendable program and has a 'virtual keyboard'window which makes writing formula very easy, ii
is guite difficult to pick-up from cold. It uses a clever version of proof trees but assumes a great deal of
preparatory experience of the moves that make tree prooft work. Jape is an acronym for 'iust another
proof editor', but this is by no means the case because of its looks and its further reaches. It praises its
tlpeface designer, but being an Apple, the readability is poor overall. It/hy have Microsoft and Apple
never caught up to Acorn in the art and science of tlpography on the screen?

Logic Animations, http://turing.wins.uva.nU-jaspars/animations/
Functions : semnntic computations in propositional, predicate, dynamic, modal logic
Pladorms : web
Developers : Jan Jaspars, Free-lance logician & University ofAmsterdam, the Netherlands
Email ; jaspars@science.uva.nl
Book : no
Comments by Llewelyn Richards: mainly in Dutch, otherwise it looks very good as a teactring
programme' and can be extended out to modat logic. An all-in-English version is promised.

I^ogic Cafe, htp://www. oakland.edu/phiVcafe/
Functions : tmthtables, predicate logic arguments, online logic textbook with integrated web-based
exercises.
Pladorms : web (Linux, Mac, public domain versions)
Developers : John Halpin, Oakland University
Email : halpin@oakland.edu
Book: online

).
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Comments by Llewelyn Richards : This is a very good looking site, encellent for anyone coming wittt

very little erqrerience with logic. Watch out for Americanisms: 'iust in case'means 'just in the single case

where...'and does not mearr 'as a precaution'as in standard Englistr. It asks you to download a special

font which will change the key-stroke > into = and \ into V and so on. $0hen you get to make prooft
yourself it will check your proof and point out any mistakes helpfully.

Logic Dantog http://logic.tamu.edu/
Functions : natural deduction for predicate logic

Pladorms: web
Developers : Colin Allen,Texas A & M University USA
Email : colin-allen@tarnu. edu
Book : colin Allen and Michad Hand, Iogic Primer (2nd ed.). MIT Press 200 I .

Cornrnents by Llewelyn Richards: ascii interface. Although this URL will get you to information about

a book, Logic himer, a link will take you on to the ptges Logic Daenon where you may submit your

ettempts at 1aee proo$ and they will be assessed for correctness and hints given about where you have

gone wrong. Simple to use but only after you have learnt the basics from a tutor or the book.

Logic fur Ftm, http://csl.anu.edu.au/-iks/puzzlesite/
Functions : e:<pressing puzdes and ottrer problems in first order logic

Platforms : web
Developer : John Slaney, Austrdian National University
Email : fohn.Slaney@anu. edu. au

Book: no
Cornments by Llewelyn Richards : Thougb the logic puzdes may be fun they are not presented in a way

which anyone conversant with the logical systems in my thesis will understand without help.

Logic Tbohox, http://philosophy.lander.edu/-isaeniAVelcome.html
Functions : syllogisms, truthtables, natural deduction for propositional logic

Platforms : web, windows
Developers : Iohn Saetti
Email : iohn.saetti@gcccd'net
Book: no
Comrnents by Llewelyn Richards: Although the most easily accessible web Pages are about Venn

diagrams and Boolean processes, all iD bright colours, the truth tables, and other useful engines lie

behind huge microsoft files which have to downloaded first. I have not been through this rigmarole.

Logics Vorhbench, http://www. lwb.unibe. ctt/
Functions : proof and computation in propositional logics (minimal, intuitionist, classicd, modal,

nonrnonotonic, ..,)
Pladorms : web' ApPle, Linu:r, Solaris

Developers : Gerhard Jiger (project leader), Peter Balsiger, Alain Heuerding, Stefan Schwendimann,

University of Bem, Switzerland
Email : lwb@iam.unibe.ch
Book : extensive online manual
Comments by Llewetyn Richards: this is a whole suite of engines that will check many different sorts of
logic and can be cusiomised to carry out different jobs, iust give a result or show workings... I-ooks

go-od, oo special typeface to load, but again, not for beginners wittrout help. It is immediately available'

PaulTbmassi, Logic, httpt//www.oxford-virnral.corn/Philosophy/Tomassi/
Functions : propositional and predicate logic

Pladorms : web
Developers : Oxford Virnral Technology

Book : PaulTomassi' Ingic, Routledge 1999.

Comrnents : web tutor accompanying a textbook so not immediately available.

Plam, trttp:/iwww.utexas.edr.r/courses/plato/
Functions : prooB in propositional and predicate calculus

Platforms: PC, Mac

8.

9.

10.

ll.

t2.
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Email : marcow@cs.utexas. edu, Robert C. Koons: rkoons@mail.utexas.edu
Book : Robert C. KoonsrA LogicalToolbox, 2000.
Comments by Llewelyn Richards: not seen, only the home page is easily available, the software has to
be downloaded, including a special typeface - whidr may well be a plus once it is running..

13. Pouer of Logb, http://www.poweroflogic.corn/
Functions : various logical topics, proof checking
Pladorms: web
Email : webmaster@poweroflogic. com
Book : C. Stephen LaymanrThe Power of Logic (2nd ed.), McGraw Hill.
Comments by Llewelyn Richards: you have to be loged in to the McGraw Hill company site to read
more text than just chapter headings.

THEOREM PROVERS

Theorem provers are generally too complo< to use for elementary logic education. However, interfaces to
theorem provers may be guite user-friendly. Although some programs are basically quite simple ttrey
can handle compler problems; for orample the program called, Prowr in the UK and NP-Toob in
Sweden is written to prove propositional formulae only but can handle over a million variables in 30
minutes. This program is used for raihvay signals control, nuclear power plant inspections and for
checking tbe control systems of Saab aircraft.
For more information about such programs see:

l. Mechanized RBasoning Home Page
http ://www-formal. stanford. edu/clt/ARS/ars-db.html
maintained by CarolynTbrlcott and Midrael Kohlhase,
email: clt@sail.stanford. edu, kohlhase@cs.uni-sb.de

2. WorldlVifuWebVirual Library: Formal Methods
htp://www. comlab. ox. ac. uVarchive/formal-methods. htrnl
maintained by Jonathan Bowen, email: ionathan.bowen@sbu.ac.uk

3. Formal Methods Education Resources
http : //www. cs. indiana. edu/formal-methods-e ducatioD/
maintained by Kathi Fisler, email: ldsler@cs.wpi.edu

OTHER LISTS OF EDUCATIONAL LOGIC SOFTWARE

l. Logic programs and teaching aids, ttreorem provers and languages
http :/lbome. cl ara. net/ghrow/sub jectVlogi c_software. htrnl
maintained by George Row, email gh.row@usa,net

2, Newsletter on Philosophy and Computers
htp : /iwww ap a. ud el. e du/apalpublications/newsletters/computers.htmt

3. Tim van Gelder's CriticalThinking on theVeb
http ://www.philosophy. unimelb. edu. au/reason /criticaVsoftware.hrml

4. NaoyukiThmura's ( tamura@kobe-u.ac.jp ) web-based Linear Logic Prover
http ://bach. cs.kobe-u. ac. jplllprover/
also contains many references to other logic software lists
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LOGrC EDUCI|iTTON PROIECTS A]\ID RESEARCH

l. Association of Symbolic l-ogrs Gornmittee on Logrc Education
http://www. mailr.ufl . edu/-iaVasUlogic-education.html
David Grries'pages on teaching logic as a tool

2, A list to discrrss logic education is maintained at Buclnell Univegsityr USA;
to zubsc:ibe to the list send a message to: listserv@bucknell.edu gsrilrining the mssage subscribe

logicJ@bucknell.edu (once subscdbe4 you csn send a message to the list logicJ@buckndl.edu )

3. carnegie Mellon curriculum on causd and sutistical reasoningt

http://wunr'.phil. cmu.edu/proieca/csr/
prorrides online courseware in causal reasoaing

4, The Self-Paced Logic Proiect
http://www.sp.uconn.edu/^py I 02vc/selfr ace.htnr

by Austen Clark, Unlversity of Connectic'ut USA'
email: austen.clark@uconn. edu
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Appendix 5

An Invented Religion in Recent Literature

General description of Quintarianism
E:<tract from Lois Buiold's The Gurse of Challion
Logical problems of Quintarieqism

General description of Quintarianism

I-ois McMaster Buiold writes science fiction notable for its gradual shift over 14 titles from the usual fare of
spaceships and shooting wals to power stmggles, political ambition, and, surprisingly, the personal
relationships and family life of her lively and tikable characters. She has written two books in the .fantasy'
genre. The first, The Spirit Ring' is set in an early renaissance Itdy and loosely incorporates a Benvenuto
Cellini-like characterl the religion is Catholicism plus some magic. The second, The Curce of Chattbn
(published in 2001 by Eos: HarperCollins) is set perhaps a bit earlier, say 1300, in an imagined version of
Spain. However, the usuat plot of a princess in distress saved by a faithful retainer and handsome prince,
nrms - at saery turn - on the Quintarian religion of this imagined land.

The Quintarian religion has five gods. They are a family set of Daughter (spring), Mother (summer),
Son (autumn), Father (winter), and the Bastard, who has no season but is responsible for balance, and
overlooks all things out of kilter, such as crime, orphans, homosexuals, and also evils, curses, and the wicked
in general. There is, over the border in a warring state, a religion which denies the existence of the Bastard
tortures Quintarians, homosexuds and others and this is the Quadrene heresy.

The family of gods are responsible for more than just seasonal affairs. For orample, *re Son is the main
god of hunting and war, the Daughter (they do not appear to have proper narnes) orrersees health, doctoring,
medicines, hospitals and care of the 'cursed', working against the more evil aspects of ill luck, destiny or fate.
Every town has a temple wittr priests, one priest overseeing the duties of the others who are dedicated to the
service of one or other of the five Gods. The temple ahvays has a guatrefoil shape with four altars, and has an
ennex out the back with an altar to the Bastard. For each God there is a sort of private army, part police, part
an order of knights, which adds to the convoluted politics by taking sides in the dynastic, regionat and
administrative power strugles. The Gods do not ast in concert, nor against each o*rer.

There are also ghosts (not under :rny sort of control), d.emons strictly controlled by the gods, fate and
destiny are dso present, and maior surses hang over whole families. The gods' interference in people's lives is
regarded as working mostly long term and not in particular instances, is seldom seen or noticed, r{ifFc'ult to
recognise, and entirely dependent on the person allowing the specific god to take over. Thus free will is
preserved and the gods are not at all controllable by gifts, bribes, sacrifices, or prayers. Prayers are seldom
answercd.

However, two signs of the gods' existence ale quite clear and the only bits of 'magic' (apart from the
curses) which make this a truly fantasy world rather than just a real world full of superstition. The 6rst sign is
that, at death, the soul of the person is taken by only one of the Gods. This is vouchsafed by what happens at
a pre-burid ceremony: five wild animals, each representing one of the gods, are brought to the open coffin,
and released; one animal remains on or beside the body, the rest scamper away or fly off. This happens every
time, making it clear which god has taken the soul. The second sign is a form of kamikaze action or suicide-
bombing: when justice is unobtainable otherwise for a major crime, for o<ample, the murder of a wholly
innocent person for political or monetary gain, then, if someone is wilting to have the Bastard kill the
criminal and willing to die at the same time, ttre Bastard will work the 'death miracle'.Thus 'miracle' deattrs
come in pairs' both deaths from some sort of internal rot, and in one night. The Bastard sends a damon who
must carry the two souls off, imagined as in buckets balancing on a yoke.

This is a brief account of the belieB of this imagined society, particularly those which have an
important part to play in the lives of the characters, and in the plot, of this novel.
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To grve a taste of the sort of ttreological speculation which makes up a goodly portion of the thoughts

of the faithful servant hero tlroughout the book there is, in Part 2 below, an extract from his musings as he

takes part in a dawn service on the first day of spring - the Daughteds season- a day put aside for her

worship and rituals. It is, by the way, internrpted at the end of this ortract by the clima:< of the novel,

involving the hero's ttrird 'death' and miraculous (or very unlikely) recovery. The firtt death was from a

flogging when he was a galley slave on a Quadrene ship. This punishment was for defending another slave, a

young man who at the end of the book becomes the princess's husband. His second death was when he

invoked the death miracle on himself on behalf of his mistress, t'he princess, who was lging forced to marry
the most unsavoury Dondo. The Daughter god intervenes, our hero is brought back to life, but Dondo's soul

is still on earth, attended by ttre Bastards damon who requires a second soul to fill his other bucket. Three

deaths by one selfless person will lift the curse of Challion. Good srash-buckling fantasy fare! Thank
goodness the Daughter is on our hero's side.

Extract from Lois Bujold's The Curse of Challion

Pages 4Q4 to 405, italics as in the original.

I'd surm heatten for lnut if I knew where it was.

He knew where it was. It was on the other side of every living person, every living creature, as close as

the other side of a coin, the other side of a door. Every soul was a potentid portal to ttre gods.

I wondor what trould happen if we all opened up at once? !7ould it flood the world wittr miracle, drain

heaven? He had a sudden vision of saints as the gods' irrigation system, like the one around Zagosuq a

rational and careful opening and closing of sluice gates to deliver each litde soul-farm its just portion of
benison. E:<cept ttrat this felt more like floodwaters backed up behind a cracking dam.

Ghosts were exiles upon the wrong border; people turned inside out. Vhy didn't it work the other way

around? 'What would it be like to be an anti-ghost of flesh let loose in a world of spirit? Vould one be

frustratingly invisible to most spirits, impotent there, as ghosa were invisible to most men?

Afld il I can see glnsu suttdered from their bodies, why can't I see them whm thqt're still in their bodics? IJa.d

he ever tried? How many people were ranged around him right nou'? He closed his eyes and tried to see them

in dre dark with his inner sight. FIis senses were still confused by matter; somewhere in the outer rank of
pnyer rugs, someone started to snore, and was nudged awake with a starded grunt by a snickering

companion. If only it worked that way, it would be like seeing ttrrough a window into heaven.

If ttre gods saw people's souls but not their bodies, in mirror to the way people saw bodies but not
souls, it might explain why the gods were so careless of such things as appearance, or other bodily functions.

Such as pain? Vas pain an illusion, from the gods'point of view? Perhaps heaven was not a place, but merely

an angle ofvieq a vantage' a perspective.

And at the mament of death, we slide through almgahen bsi"g our anchor in mattzr, gaining... what? Death
rlpped a hole between the worlds.

And if one death ripped a little hole in the worl4 quickly healed, what would it take to rip a bigger

hote? Not a mere postern gate to slip out of; but a wide breach, mined and sapped, one that holy armies

might pour in through?
If a god did, what kind of hob uputd it ip betvnen earth and heawn? What was the Golden General's

blessing-curse an)'way, this exiled thing from the other side? Vhat kind of portal had the Roknari genius

opened for himself; what kind of channel had he been...?
Cazaril's swolleu belly cramped, and he rolled a little sideways to give it ease. I am a most peculiar locus

at present. Two exiles from the world of spirit were trapped inside his flesh. The demon, which did not belong

here at all, and Dondo, who should have left but was anchored by his unrelinquished sins. Dondo did not

desire the gods. Dondo was a clot of self-will, a leaden plug, digging into his body with claws like grapPling

hooks. If not for Dondo, he could run away.

Cotid I?
He imagined it . . . suppose this lethal anchor were suddenly and - ha - miraculously removed. lle

could run away,.. but then he'd never know how it might have worked out. 'fhat Cazaril. If only he'd hung on

another day another mile he rnight haae saaed the zwrld. But he quit iust an hour too soon... Now r&ere was a
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darnnation to make the sundered ghosts seem a faint quaint amusement. A lifetime - an eternity? - of
second-guessing himself.

But the only way ever to know for certain was to ride it out all the way to his destmction.
Fiae gods, I am surely mad. I believe I would limp all the woy n the Bestard\ hell for rtat frightful curiosity\

sake.

Around him' he could hear the others breathing, the occasional litde rustle of fabric. The fountain
burbled gendy.The sounds comforted him. He felt very alone, but at least it was in good company.

Velcome m sainthood, Cazaril. By the gods' blesings, ttou get n host miraclps! The catch is, jnu dmt't ga a
choose what they are....

Betriz had it exacdy backward. It wasn't a case of storming heaven. It was a case of letting heaven
stonD you. Could an old siege-master learn to surrender; to open his gates?

Inn jnur hands, O lords of light, I conmend nty soul. Do whu you ,nust n mend the uoild I am at 5nur
seraice.

The sky was brighteaing, turning from Father $Tinter's gray to the Daughter's own fine blue. In the
shadowed court, Cazaril could see the shapes of his companions begin to shade and fill with the light's gift of
color. The scent of the orange blossoms hung heavily in the dawn damp, and more faintly, the perfume of
Betriz's hair. Cazaril pushed back up onto his knees, stiff and cold.

From somewhere in the palace, a man's bellow split the air; and was abruptly cut off. A woman
shrieked.

Logic and Quintarianism

The logic of ttre Quintarian rdigion will be iust as difficult as that of a monotheistic religion in some regards
and less difficult in others.

As we have it here, there is a clear theology of free-wilI, which, it witl be noted, allows people free
choices but binds the gods - if a person does not allow a god to act then the god cannot act. The gods are
not omnipotent. Ttris is a more logical stance than DP theologr in two respects, (a) predestination is ruled
out, (b) the logical problems surrounrling omnipotence, omniscience, and total goodness are ruled out. I am
not sure that Bujold has followed this theology of free-will entirely consistently since fate and destiny are
mentioned and both smack of predestination. Flowever, the gods have to work exremely slowly, waiting for
the right person to come along, before they can overcome, for orample, the curse in the book's title.

The mercy/justice illogicality does not occur in Quintarianism. It is said, by Cazaril and others, 'Do not
pray for justice, you may get it, but pray for merry.' In DP theology God has to work through his sense of
justice in accomplishing his mercy to humankind, and the seamless garments of both justice and mercy are
left rather tattered in the process. In ttre Quintarian religion justice is the lot for those who do not surrender
their wills to the god, but mercy is given to those who do. The working out of these conclusions comes in the
lifetinnes of our heroes and heroines in the boo\ but for those before, and for the evil people in ttre book,
how the dead are dealt with by the gods is not clear. Only the Bastard has, in his realm, a hell. Certainly fear
of the afterlife does not feature in the preaching of Quintarian clergy and saints. But death is feared, or at
least regretted, by almost everyone; it is a punistrment for some, (much of the tension in the plot comes from
attempted murders and death's ability to get unpleasant people out of the way of a happy ending); and
definitely deadr is not good enough for the really nasty.

The logical status of ghosts is not clear from ttre pars of the story in which they appear, and would
need some work, though the difference between ghosts and demons is made clearly.

There is no cosmology in The Cune of Challion. None of the five gods seems especially fitted to be a
creator. Perhaps the five gods came into being with the 'causeless' creation science has proposed for our
twenty-first century. F{owever, the theoretical ttreologians of invented religions, like the Baker Street
Inegulars who find new 'facts' every day about Sherlock Holmes, could start a debate and propose rival
cosmologies for Quintarians and Quadrenes.

The powerfirl 'suffering servant' story is a most important part of the plot of Challion, and carries its
strong moral message, pointing to the highest human good action, as gifted to the lfest by Christianity.
However, in the minds of many people in the S?est today there still lingers a magicd, irrational, element in
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the way the gift of a selfless life-giving action is efficacious. To lay down your life for yonr fellows can mean a

lifetime of doctoring in the Congo, or it cen mean a single action such as throwing yourself on an exploding
grenade to protect your buddies. In a fantasy world (and I would include the world fived in by all present day
believers in spirits and interfering deities) there is some magical reward for ttre e:rploded soldier: for the
Christian, Muslim or Jew it may be a new life in heaven or on a new earth; for the Hindu it may be a better
reincarnation; in the world of science fiction it may be spectacularly good reconstructive sugery; and in the
world of fantasy fiction the intervention of a god who can prevent a demon carrying off your soul. None of
these rewards are to my mind logically satisfuing, especially if they are part of the motive for ttre single good
though suicidal, act. They take ttre edge off the unselfish goodness. A logic whidr distinguishes between
selfish and uuselfish acts looks like a good thing to add to any Deontic logic, and already a logic of
supererogation which may head in this direction has beeo oudined by Mares and McNamarra (1997).

Our hero, Cazaril, in his acts which lead to his own deaths, acts unselfishly. In fact all deattr-miracles

engineered by the Bastard are also unselfish; temple staff who investigate possible cases of deattr-miracle
make ttrat the first sign *rat a murder has not in fact been disguised as a death-miracle. Also atr attempt to
lift the anrseby furckg someone to drown three times and resuscitating him, failed at the third try. The gods

will not be coerced. The highest morality is ttrus endorsed in Buiold's book, but so is magic, which is a pity.
Of course ttre suffering servant who spends a whole life in service does not fit easily inside the covers of an
adventure story which must, and thankfirlly so, end happily ever after.

I would be happy to hear from anyone attempting to look at the theology of Quintarianism more
closely. E-mail : T-Lyrr@p ar adise. net. nz
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Appendix 6

Crib

Page Poltsh Infix

11. cFO p=k=p)
23. CKCp6ry (@=q)&il =i)
27. CCpqCNqNp (Fil =?q=-p)
32. 5. Nx)-(ilx) = (3x){ix)
33. F6,. (p> d&ep=-c)

6. (q=p)>(-p= -Q
cpq p= q

34. CIApAqrKNpNqr (pv(cv dAFp&-q))=r
35. CqCpq q=(p = c)
3e. I. Nx)Nil((Sxp &(Sr-BW))

2. Nx)NDN9(6xp &(Sy-Brp))
3. N x) ND Ksxf &(sx - Bxp)) = (1q)(Sxq &- B,tq) v Qd6x(-p&q)

s0. CNOpFp - Op= Fp

CKNFpNopPp (-Fp& op) = Pp

si. PL4.2 Nx)(vy)iry=-(Nx)Nlt*y)
CpNNp p=*-p

54. PL5.1 (Yx)(Vx= fiax) = (Vb= 0d)
Tteol.6.1 Nx)Vx> 6gx

PL1.I Nx)(Vx= fiex) = (Vb= isb)
6.2 ryb= Qgb

55. Theol.8.I Nx)(Fx=ytc)
Nth.8.2 pa

Tlaol.8.3 ffa=ya
Thql.E.4 Ta

LL.3 ((p= il = (r= p) = (r> q))

62. Kpc ?& c
CCKpqrKCfiC;qr ((f & O=r)= ((p=") & (e=r))

65, FRI (p & d = r [and dmilarly for Fr2, 3;8r7,8,9J
FR4 -((t&u)=p) [andsimilarlyfarFrS,S;Er10,11,12J

66. 5. -(Q&il=t\
LCpc L(p= s)

LCNps L(-p= s)

68. NtlL7.1.1 Nd@[x= (L(-$x= Oyx))

Tlaol.7.z.I Nx)(O[x= (L(*Qxe O4x))

Theol.7.2.2 Nx)(O4r> OVx)

74. CCpqCCqrCpr (G= d = KC= r) = (p= r)) fthe syltogism,Syllfw short]
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CCqqCCqrCq, ((q3 q) = KC= r) = ( q= r))
cpq p= q

Cpp p 
= 

p [tle lul of ldentity, Id. for slwttJ

75. o"Cap+p q @=F)+F
I. P=p
2. (p> p) ) (p= ( c= p)

3. p= Q) p)

76. Axiottt 1. Aill.

Axiom2. ((p=d)il=D fthelautcolledpeirce]
Axiom 3- P = G = 

p ) fthe parafux of ma,tcrial implication, cal@ ParadnJ
4. ((p= ( c=il) = (q=p) 

= r) = (p= r)
5. ((q=p)=r)=(p=r)
5. (((p=il=il=p)=$>p)
7. p)p
Apc=CNpq @v d +l (*p> c)
Kpq= NCpNq (p& O +> - e) -c)
Epq=KCpqCp (p=il +> (p=O& k=p)

77. cnppzpp NDp= GDp
IIx$x Nx)dx
IIIC Qxyy Nx) (0x= Vy)
nreC$xryy Nx)Nfl (lx=wy)
C IIx$x Ex ryx (Nx)6x) > ((lx)Vx)

78. Rulcnl 0*= F + (Nx)lx) 
= FRulcnz a=Sx-> (a=Nx) lx

Qr=F+(lx)ix)=F
a=Sx+ (a=(1x) 6x

FCKllx$xExryx,Aryayb (N$Qe!gyx))=(yav yb) [falseJ

CKllx$xExryx,Ayatyb (Nx)0r&(3x)ryx))=(tyav yb)

nxyCyxCpy).ry Nx)Ng|x= (py=X.ry))
IlyxCyxCpyXat NDNx)(rx=(py=).at))
IIxCyzCbIxb Nx)((fx= (by=b"b)
Ey&yXcy (3x)(Fst & Xcy)

7e. nxOS{IyctyyQxy Nx) (0x= (Ng(Vy> ilxy))
nxC$xzyKyyQxy Nx) (0x= (Fg(vy&4ry))
ExIt$xllyCryyAxy (1x) (gx& (Ng(Wy= Oxy))

ExK$xEyKryy4al Qx) (gx& ((Jy)(wy & Od)
80. Kpq p&q

,ps plc
cpc p= q

C4t q=p
6. p=Bp

PaieEI

RuIcE2
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81. 7.

8.

For ants

Fm People

CpMP

I(
T

D.

1(l,

.s4.

.s5.

R4.

K5.

K6.

DKI.
D1.

DDI.

DTI.

1.

2.

3.

IC

KD.

D.

DD,

Pp=*NONp
Fp =6ONp
IAI.
KDz.

KD3.

KD4.

cw
KDDl,
KDD2,

TCD5.

I.

1.1.

1.2.

1.3

4.

Dafinitions: see p.7 mtry abwe

(p €o q) = (c& p)

Nx) O- 0x

ND K3x) O &re & Gx) F 0xy)

(Nx) Nl P*ry) & ((ldGl oatry)

p= Mp

L(p) qJ=(Lp= 14)

Lp=p
Lp= Mp

LL Nx) 0x

Lp= LLp

Mp= I*Ip
L Nx) 6x

LMLLM Nx) 6x

M Nx) 0x
(O(p= q)) = (Op= Oc)

Lp= Mp

Op= Pp

op= p
((p= q) ) (k= r) ) ( P) r)) [syUJ

(-p= p) 
= 

p

p= eq)p)

L(p=d=(Lp=14)
O(p = e) = (Op= Oc)

Lp= Mp

Op= Pp

Pp +> -O-p
Fp <+ @p
o(op=p)
Op= Pp

O(p= q)=(Opr Oc)

L(p=c)=(qp=Oq)
op= p
Lp= Pp

Op= Mp

L(p= p)

Syll.

(p= (-prq))=(((-P= q)=r) = (P=r))
(((-p=q)=r)= (p=r))
(((-p=p) 

= 
p) = (p= p))

p3p

91.
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96.

97.

5.

KD6.

KD7.

RD8.

KD9,

KU0.
KDlI,
KD12.

Fp = LCps

op = LCNps

LCNps =I-CNsf
op = LCNsp

op = IEep

:"

I<D6.

=

= I(D8.

KDz.

Pp =*MtrQp
KDz.2

CLNpLCpq

KDz.3

KDI5.

[(D16.

KDl7.

4.

KD4,1

KD4,2 I-Cee

KD2,

QKDZ.r
gKDz.2

gKDz.3

QKDZ.4

IIp
Th(.

Th2.

Th3.

Th4.

KT|.

L(p=p)
Lp= L(q= p)

Lp= (Oq)Op)

Lp> p

Lp= Pp

(-Fp) = (-L-p)
op= (*bp)
Op= Mp

Fp e> L(p> s)

Ope> L(-p= s)

L(- P > s) e+ I,(-s : p)

Ope> L(-s= p)

Op<+ L(e=p)
L(p >(c:=r)) = (L( p=c ) = L(p = r ))
L( e (Fr)) = (L( e 

=q ) = L(e = r ))
O(p=q) = (Op= Oc)
Lp= L(q= p)

I+= L(e> p)

Lp= Op

Op= Pp

Pp e> M(e & p)

L(e=p) = M(e& p)

L(-p= L(q=r)
Me
L (p= d = (L((q= r)) = (L(p= r)))
L (p= d = (&Kc= s)) = (L(p= s)))
Oe

p3p
L(p= c)

L(e= e)

Op= Pp

OQx> P{x

Nx)Ofx> Nx)Pir
ftx)O$x= (lx)PQx

(Yx)OQx= PQa

Np)
X(Xp= p)

xp>Yp
X(p=d=(Xp=Xc)
L(p= d=( Xp= Xc)
Lp= p99.
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102.

103.

100.

101.

104.

DT|.
KD8.

KDI2.

ThTl.
FCpxp

Th8.

Th7.

Thz0.

Fp=ONp= LC,s

?

Mp =yNLNp
ThI.

Th2.

Th3.

Th4.

Ths.

Th6.

Th7.

Th8.

LI,
LI.I
L2,

L2.T.

L3.

L3.I
L4.

Xp=LChp
Yp =NlOIp = NLChNp

Yp = MKhp
Th.z.1

CXpYp

Thg.

Oe

xh
LCee

LChh

Th.10.

Th.lI
h =IINXpp

op=p
Lp= Op

Op= Mp

xp= p
p=Xp ffabeJ

I+= Xp

Xp= Mp

x-p>*p
Fp <+ ONpe> L(p> s)

L(*p= s)

L(* s= p)

L(e= p)

Mp <+*L*p
X(Xp= p)

Xp= Yp

(X(p= d) = Q{p= Xc)

Xp= XXp

Yp= Wp
xp= p

Xp= Mp

Lp= Xp

L(p=(L(p=il=il)
L(h=(L(h=O=d)
L(p) (c) t)) = (L(p = c)) = (L(p= r))
L(h= (p> d) = &(h =.0)) = (L(h= q))

IA= &O= d\
Lp= (L(h= q\)

Lp=p
Xp e> L(h= p)

Yp e+-X-p e-L(h=*p)
Yp <+ M(h & p)

(L(h= p)) >(M(h & p))

Xp=Yp
Mh
Oe

xh
L(e = e)

L(h= h)

Nil6p= p) = h
h = ND(Xp= p)

h<+ Nil(Xp=p)
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119. DPl. Nx)pex
DPZ. ftx)(32)((nx & 0z) = Xpx4)

120. DP3. (l2)Nx)((xx& 0z) = &xz))
DP4. Nx)(3y)(12)((xx& ry) & 0z) = (*ppxz & ltxz)= Oyxy)
DPS. N x) (1y) (32) (|rx & ry) & gz) 

= (p (yxy & - VqD)
DP6. (Nx) (12) ((nx & 0z) = (Z pxz)) = Vss

126. Ontl. ((p=d&0=p[falseJ
Lt. - 3 Se p,74 enty &ozzrAxionts I - 3.

GI.I Ga= (-Ga> q)

GI.z p= (-p= Ga

127. Cpp p) p
CpCqCNEpqKpq p= (c) k@=q)) = @& il)

129. IIxIxx (Yx) (x = x)

130. SxKfxfoIyx (Yx) Sx & (Nl y = x)

Epc p=q
C6*II4* 0x= (Nx)fix)
EEpqEEprErq ((p=il = (fr=r)) a (r=q))

131. Epp pa q

EEpqEqp (p=il=QEp)
EEpqEEqrEp ((p=d=(q=r))=(p=r))
npp Nil p
o =qllpp o €Nil p

Np=4rfup=qEF -p e (o=D +> (p=o)

npNEpNp Nx) - (p=-p)
132. Does [IdJ folloatfum [PeirceJ and [Paradox[ atd [SylIJ?
139. FP = ONP Fp e+ O* p

Pp=NONp Pp+>-O-p
Mt. Nx) olx

140. KDl.l (o(vx)(fix= vx)) = (Qx)(OSx= Ay{)
KD1.2 Nx)((lx=ryx) = (Ogx= OVx))

M2. Nx)(lx= Vrc)) = 
(3x)(gx=ryx)

l4L CCpqCCpq (p = d= @ = q)

KD3. (O (a=b)) = (Oa= Ob)

t42. Kt. L(p= d = QA= Ia)
Kiz. L(p=p)
Ki3. L(-p= Lp)

Ki4. L(Lp= q)= (LLp= Iq)
Kis. L(LLp=d)&np)14)
Ki6. L&LMp = q) = (LLLMp= Ia)
K;7. L(LLtuIMprs)= (LLLMMp=Ia)

Idcpp
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D.rT,54,,55., fsee entrics for pp.$-8a aboueJ

145. DBL Nx)La= L(Yx) a

DBl. [qPandcd| Nx)LQx= L(Yx) Qx

IIxCfixIlx Nx)(LSx= LSx)

146. T and DT fsee entrbs for p.83 and p.85 obwe]

147. Nou 4. [see entriesforp.ljl abne]

148. CLCKabcCKaObOc (L((a& b) & c) = ((a& Ob) = Oc)

ANEbObIIaCaOa (- (lb)Ob) v ((Yx)(a= Oa)

149. COaOOa Oa= OOa

CNOaONOa @a= &Oa
CPaOPa Pa=OPa

OCOaa O (Oa= a)

Is4. A1. ((P& q) & ) = s

Az. (((P& d &r) = s) = (-s=- (PA d & r))
155. 43. @= il = eCr- p) [nanspoitionJ

A4. ((@x&tttx)&(x)=(,s)=(- (s=-((0x&Vde€x))
45. (NdKix&vx) & (x) = Es) = (*€s=- ((0x& vrx) & Ex))

A6. (Nx)((6x& Vx) & fx) = (s) = (-(s= (3x)(* (0x& vx) & €x)))
A7. (Nx)((tx& wd & fu) = €s) = (-Es= Nx)(- (0x& rtrx) & €x)))

1s6. As. (Nx)((tx&vx) & lx) =Nl Es) =
? Gs)€s = Nx) (- (0x & vx) & €x )))

As. [inplifudJ Nx)((@x&vd & fx) =Nl €s) =
(- (ls)€s = (- (ix & vx) & €x ))))

158. 43, [transPositinnJ

A9. (P)-d=(c=-P)
A10. Nx)fiex = -(1x)(3Y)(vY&0Yx)
AI1. (N x)hetc = - (3x) (1y) (Vy & Qyx )) =

( - ( (v 
") hs,c) = Fx) (1Y) (vY & 6Yx ))

A12. -(Nx)hex)) (3x)(3y)(Vy&lyx)

159. AI3. Nx)(ix =Kslc)= N9(Fv&rs*)
A3. [tansPosition]

A14. (Nx)($x =Ksx) = ND(FY&rsx)) =
(-Nil@Y&Kcx)) > (- Nx)($x )Ksx))

A|s. (-ND@y&Kcx))=(-Nx)($x >Kcx))

160. A16. Nx)(6p=rx)
A17. (&x)(6ex>rx)) & ((3x) -6ex)

A18. (Vx) (xgc 
= yx)

ALe. G9 (Fy & rs)
A20' Nx)(((1y)(xxt,AFvD= ((12)@xz&Fz)))

AzL Cly)krsy & FD = Gz)(6ez & Fz)

A22. Gz) (6sz & Fz)
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166.

167.

162.

165.

168.

169.

t7L

172.

173.

17s.

178.

IE8.

43,

ApNp

I
lpNp
NI<rC'A
Apq=CCpqq

cpq

NKpNe

VI,
v2.
v3.
Wtt.

Apq=4CCpqq

cpp

NCpp

v5.
v6.
OmI.

OmI.I.

OmI.2.

Om2.

Om3.

Om4.

KKCIrC%0C00

KKI%I
Kt/rI
nNpvp
RKCIyTIC%Ar%Chy0

KKC|lC%0C00

KKl%1

K%I
AI,
A1.I
42.2

42.3.

42.4

3-oahenApNp

becotnes CCpNpNp

RCI.
rTpI.
rTpz.

ftrulnspsitionJ

pv -p
J

ptr-p
-:&r]-Y
pvq € (p=il=C
p=q
-(p&-c)
SylL

Paradu

((p 
= -p) ) p)= p

((-p=-il= (c=p)
pvq e (p=q)=q
p)q
- (p= c)
Tp=-Tp

-Tp=Tp
Nil(p>0p)
ND(1) OI)

NDU>01/,)
Nilft= io)
NilQ= 0o)

((I =QI) & (/z=0%D & @=50)
((1= 1) & (t> 0)) & (0= 0)

((1)ec/il&Q)
%&1

Nil Q= vp)
((I=ryl) & (%=vn) A @=y0)
((I=D&(%=0))&(0=0)
((1)&C/1))&(D
%&r
(6&O&r)=s
(p&d&r)=-s
(((p & d & r) = -sJ = F - s = (- ((p & e & r))
(((p a q) & r) = -r) = (s = (- Kp e, q) e 0)
Kpe 0 & r) = -sJ = 6= kpv - q) v - r))
pw- p
(p=-p) =-p
P> (cv p)

Qnt>tyyz [fabeJ

(Nx)Fixw & VJ'z) = Oyyz [fabeJ
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Theo3. (FNx)Nw)0t",,& (3x)(jw)Vru) = OVis
Tp4. Cjx) (3w) (3y) (Jz) ((Ftw & ,nt) = Aryr)

1e0. TpS. - ((3x)(3w)(3y)CJz)((F0xa& gxw) 
= Oyyz))

Tlpo4. - (((V x) N at) FSw & ex) (3s)) finD = Alic)
IeI. TheoS. (F!x)Nw)fnl& ((jx)(3w) Qxw)) = Otyjg

Tlreo6. ((Vx)Fgx & ex)gx) = OVs
20s. 5y4.1 (Vx)(yrx= Ggey&Qy)

5y4.2 Nx)(ix= wn)
2M. 5y4.3 Nx)((ix= yxu) = (Qx= tyxu))

5y4.4 (Nr)(ix= yxu)) = ((jx)([x> Vxu))
223. LChp =qXp L(h=p) € Xp
224, Xa=ayLCha Xa<+ L(h= a)

XQx=ayIIxLCIfirc Xdrx+> Nx)L(h=0x)
225. Sa /.I 6y = (iJyt ...y) Fstt...y,

5t1.2 ggat...on

5t.2.1 (Vx)(ox= O-u)
226. Sa3./ Mh

St4.I (yx)(xx= O lxh)
248. Xp =ayLchp Xp <+ LOt 

= 
p)

XQx=aylIxlfilfix Xgx<+ (Hx)L(h=Qx)
ThPl. Nx)(Xetlx= 0x))
ThPz. Nx)(X6x= yfix)
ThPs Nd(X|x= -X- Qx)
II$x Nx)$x
QIIxx |Nx)x

2s7. Thz. Nx)(Xp>yp)
Th(. Nx)e$= p)

271. Spr. p=q
272. Spz. ((Vx)Fgxs= f3d{s,c)

sP3. aeb
Sp4. (a e b) = (ae a)

.Sfs. (a e rb) = (ae a)

Sp6. (ae kb) = (yc)((ct b) =(c e pa))
282. Gis. Nx)x=y

G;5. Nx)Ng - @=y=gxg)
Giz. Nx)Ng ? k=y=fixtD & (Nz) _€z)
Gi8.I Oftz) -Sz
Gi8.2 (vz)O -fz

289. ci9. Nx)$x
G;10. (0x) = Nx)ix
GII. (!x)(@x & ((Vy)gy= y=a))
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301.

312.

,'13.

314,

32a

3.37,

cIQafufl
Bs,1

85.Z

B'5.3

Bi'.4

86,

85.2.t

85.3"r

85.47

88,

B,5.r.1

rc I 0, [trvn*ocitiott .A3.]

89;

8.10-

Ig,tBp

CT.T

G2,l

C3:T

((a=il=a)=p'
(Vx)(y*= $*)
(tu)(8lc= yx)

Fg(Ax &.- trx)

N$(@N&tyx) =$t)
Nx)(-V.x=-,tr)
(1*)w*

(3x)-Vx

N$ (v*= 6N)

Nx)(6*=V*)
Nx)(Vx=6*)
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